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WHERE THE COPPER RIVER RAILROAD STARTS.
The town of Cordova, on an inlet of the Gulf of Alaska, The harbor is an excellent one.

—"/* had to Be Done "
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IT HAD TO BE DONE"
By • \J/

CARLYLE ELLIS

/

FR<
>M the pocket diary of E. I

Hawkins, the engineer who
built the Copper River and

\ ort h w e st e r n Railway in

Alaska, under date of May 14,

1910, we read the following entry:

"The falsework under the third

whole -pan that way. The emergency

was met, as scores of others had been

before.

The steam from ever) available engine

was driven into small feed pipe8 and

every man in camp was put to work to

^team-melt or chop the seven feel of ice

span of the bridge was moved out fif- clear of the piles. And it was done.
. . ..i.i 'Pi. i. .i_„ i t in-. ,ii. . li .l-i\-

teen inches by the ice and had to bt

put back."

That was all. Even the italics were

not in the original entry.

Now that third span of the Miles

Glacier bridge was fifty feet long. The

falsework consisted of a thousand or two

The holes were kept < .pen through day

and night of hitter cold and the hundreds

of cross-pieces unbolted and shifted while

the river rose twenty-one feet.

Then began the movement down-

stream. At first it was but an inch a day ;

then three or four inches. The melting
lili.sv.wi ii rv i."ii , i , ii'i "' " """ l

piles driven deep into the bottom of the and chopping went on almosl unc

Copper River, forty feet below the sur- .
ingly. Then the ice made its hea>

face The ice was a solid sheet seven feet charge. A hue was taken. Hie false-

thick and it was home oil a twelve-knot work was fifteen inch.- out and it had to

current. Into it the forest of piles was be put back. .,..,« i

solidly frozen. Anchorages were hastily built into the

The spring breakup had begun on the ice above the bridge and

river, the ice-cap. lifted twenty feet above

its winter bed by the flood, was moving.

The falsework, carrying a mass of un-

finished steel, was fifteen inches out of

line and had to be put back.

When the rising water began suddenly

to lift the ice and with it the 450 fe<

falsework on which the third span was

being put together, there was a prelim-

inary emergency of some consequence.

It might easily he but an hour or two's

work for the resistless river to wreck the

anchorages. I '.lock and tackle was

rigged to them and while a gang thawed

and chopped at the ice around the piles in

the maddest of races the whole 450 feet

of towering bridge was dragged inch by

inch hack into place.

You see. it had to be put back.

The rest was a still more furious r

w ith th< »r it was moving each day

more freely. The lasl boll of the span

was sent home at midnight after an

eighteen-hour day of one shift. The

Copyright. 1912. by Technical World Company
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team traveller was slid to a tem-

porary resting place on the third pier,

blocks were knocked out and the third

span settled home on its concrete bed.

At :k the whole 450 feel of

ework was a chaotic wreck. The

river had won it- fight—too late, by less

than a single hour.

That hour meant a year saved and that

.:• a fortune.

This was but one of Mr. Hawkins'

shattering victories in his con

quering of tin- i '• ipper

and he character

istically tra

f erred the

e n t i r e

credit l<>

the men who were under him, in this

fashion

:

"They were on the job at seven in the

morning, no matter what the weather.

They worked without ceasing till the

noon whistle blew, then raced each other

to the mess tent. A few minutes later

they were flying back like an army of

squirrels. And there they stayed until

eleven or twelve at night, or until flesh

and blood could stand no more. It was
the most amazing exhibition

of loyalty, efficiency and
endurance I have

ever known."
This 1,500-

foot bridge

had to

THIS IS THE MILES GLACIER BRIDGE ACROSS THE COPPER RIVER, IN THE BUILDING OF
WHICH THERE WAS A TERRIFIC RACE AGAINST THE SPRING BREAKUP OF THE ICE.
The upper photo shows the men who won the big race with ice. and established a record in bridge building



BAIRD I WYON OF mi- COPPER RIVER IHROI '.II WHICH THE
< ROSSED A GLACIAL MORAINE STILL UNDERLAIN WITH U E

i 0PP1 K k'\ IK RAILROAD

he built across the river where it makes

double turn between the great living

glaciers, Mile- and Childs. Both present

three-hundred-foot cliff-like faces to the

water for three miles and if it were not

for the turn between them the Copper

Valley would be, as was once supposed,

utterly impassable. Where the bridg

must stand the current brings down an

endless flotilla of giant bergs, many as

big as a mansion, and would hurl them

at twelve miles an hour against the

bridge piers. In addition these piers must

withstand the breakup of the seven-foot

ice -heet under enormous pressure each

spring- No such prohlem in bridge-build-

ing had ever been met before. It v.

one of the many "impossibilities'" that

faced Hawkins. A million dollars must

be risked on the chance that he and his

cohorts could build piers that the ice

couldn't smash. And if thev failed in

this the whole $15,000,000 enterprise

failed, for the Glacier Bridge was the key

to the road and it was built under a bat-

tery of gloomy predictions as well as

under a battery of bergs.

The great concrete piers, begun

through the winter's ice, were driven

forty to fifty feel through the river bot-

tom to bedrock and there anchored. They
were built of solid concrete heavily rein-

forced with steel. A row of eighty-

pound rails was sel a foot apart all

around and the whole structure bound

together within the concrete in an amaz-

ingly massive manner. Then, above the

piers, ice-breakers of the same construc-

tion were raised.

Before the pieces were half finished a

lake burst out from the upper glacier and

the river rose twenty feet in an hour.

Mere was a ticklish test—and the bridge

stood.

On account of the floating ice no tem-

porary bridge was possible here and work

ond could not wait two years for the

big bridge. So a ferry was establi

in the stiller water above the bridge and

almost under the shadow of the disch

ing glacier. Back and forth, all summer

long, the ferrv, built on the ground, of

wood brought from "outsii d in

and out among the bergs. Time after
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• the heavy piling of her temporary

snapped out by floating ice.

ite were the difficulties

d but somehow, pile-drivers

O'Neal, would have thrown up his hands

in hopeless despair.

Within an hour of the time the last

piece was checked the first big girder was
in place. Ten and one-half days

later the first span. 400 feet long,

was completed. Nearly forty feet of

towering steel structures a day with

a single shift of men, day after day,

through the storms and the darkness!

But the second and third spans

went faster still. The second of 300
feet, was built in six days and the

giant third, of 450 feet, in spite of

extraordinary difficulties, in an even
ten days.

M.u> ot" Alaska Showing the Region Tapped r\
the Copper River Railroad.

The Copper River country is rich in copper and coal.

and engines, horses and supplies, were
got across and the line started on north-

ward through the ensuing canyons.

Meanwhile the great piers were fin-

ished and in the autumn of 1909 the steel

began to move forward from the East.

It was not until late in the spring of

1910 that the last numbered piece was
on the ground, the whole thing checked
and rechecked in fear of a single miss,

which might delay the whole great work
a twelvemonth. This steelwork must be
done in winter since no falsework would
stand against the moving ice.

The checking of the steel was com-
pleted on April 5, which left less than
six weeks to put together more than
1,100 feet of extra heavy bridge with a
single crew of steel workers. Facing
such a task and with the prospect of

raging storms of rain, sleet and snow
about half the time, almost anyone but
Hawkins and his bridge engineer, A. C.

An Enlargement of the Section Blocked on the
Map Above.

This map is based on that of the chief engineer of the
Copper River Railway Co., E. C. Hawkins.

The bridge was completed on May 16,

except a fourth span which was over
shallow water above the danger of ice.

The 1,150 feet of bridge was thus built



I

in an elapsed time of just under six

weeks and an actual working time on the

nt" twent) -seven da) s.

This building <>t' the Miles Glacier

bridge was but one incident, though an

important one, in the construction "i" the

Morgan-* ruggenheim's Alaskan railroad.

It was all a battle, and a fierce one, from
beginning to end. The road i- now com-
pleted t" it- terminus 193 miles from
tidewater and train- run from end to end
of it throughout the year. The fight is

forgotten in success.

And to this day very little has been
heard of the man who won, or will be,

if he has his way. But Erastus Corning
Hawkins has in this winning put himself
in the very front rank of construction

engineers and can no longer he ignored.

Since the Copper River valley was firsl

considered as a possible railroad route to

the Alaskan interior, eminent engineers
have been declaring such a road's construc-
tion and operation impossihle. In 1905

Michael J. Heney, the contractor who
hnilt the White Pass and Yukon railway,

made the perilous journey up the valley

on foot and he declared that money and
Mr. Hawkins could build a railroad on

the preliminary survey he then m
Even with that the eminent

stuck to their opinion, though Mr. I law-

kin- was the engineer who hnilt that

other "impossible" road over the White
Pass.

Anyway Hawkins told the Morgan-
Guggenheim syndicate, which asked him.

that he could do it. The syndicate had

bought the great Bonanza mine up in the

Chitina country and wanted an mule!

it- ore, so it supplied the money and gave
the word to go ahead.

Work began in < Ictober, 1907, and was
continued all winter. Hawkins leading

tin- forces in person, with Heney as

tractor. It was heart-breaking work for

many reasi ins.

pper-River weather i- Alaska-coasl

weather with sundry added features : that

i-. in winter it i- warm and cold by Spells

and the alternate freeze and thaw, with

deep snow and overflows Hi' the streams,

produces conditions on such flal ground
as the Copper River delta a- Nature can

equal in no other way.

In summer the delta is

networked with river

channel- tilled

LOOKING SOUTH TOWARDS THE CENTRAL FRONT OF CHILI'S
Hon- the channel is but 1.200 feet wide and the ice cliff 300 feet high. The waves from falling ice bergs go i

the boulder bank shown on the l«ft.
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with swift-flowing icy water, glacier

streams of all sizes and great overflows.

In between and beneath arc silt-beds,

quick sands and morasses in unimagin-

able variety but invariably low tempera-

The delta cannot be crossed in

summer by any living creature except

plies and materials for a thousand men
must be got out across those flats some-

how. There was no way around; no

paralleling wagon roads or navigable

waterways, no bridges and no hillsides to

follow.

Out onto the flats, already ten feet

THE MAN WHO DID IT BECAUSE IT HAD TO BE DONE.
E. C. Hawkins, engineer in charge of the Copper River Railroad.

winged ones. And every mouth of the

river is sealed with silt bars that nothing
as the con-

cost, after

navigate,

to their

but a canoe can
structors found
repeated trials.

The work, then, must
Alaskan winter. Every

be done in

pound of

the

sup-

deep in snow the army started, facing
continual storms of great ferocity. Haw-
kins led, as always. Over the snow and
through the alternating slush he laid

temporary roads of alder brush. If you
stepped from these you went waist deep
in slush or disappeared in powdery snow.



A QUIE1 SCEN1 VISIBL1 FROM rHE CARS OF THE COPPER RIVEK RAILROAD.

Followed the rails, also on -now. and dug it oul and bolstered it tip so that

ballast from the far hills as East as pos- pile-drivers, ties, rails, wood, food, tents,

sible. It all sank at every thaw or was etc., could be sent forward l>it by bit.

buried in the blizzards, but each time they There were many stretches of trestle

GREAT SNOW-CAPPED PEAKS RISE ON EVERY HAND IN I HI- JOURNJ PPER RIVER.
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THE ICE FLOW AT MILES GLACIER BRIDGE IN DECEMBER. ABOUT FOUR MONTHS PRECED-
ING THE GREAT STRUGGLE WITH THIS MENACING FORCE.

t< i be set and three steel bridges to be

anticipated with temporary wooden struc-

tures and all at top speed, for a time-

limit of three years had been placed on
the 193 miles of construction and this

kuskalana canyon which was crossed from
Rim to Rim by a Steel Bridge in the

Depths of the Alaskan Winter.

meant the most unremitting' haste in that

region.

The spring breakup, with its further

deluges of ice-laden waters and driving

rains, found many miles of wobbly, sink-

ing track built, but the work was driven

forward harder than ever. There was
track connection with a ballast bed that

jutted into the delta, however, and it was
good ballast, hardening like cement after

it was in place. While the construction

crew and its advance guard of supply

men pushed forward, the completed line

was being raised several feet above the

delta level. Today that whole stretch of

forty miles is an hour's pleasant run over
a roadbed that equals almost any in the

East and through a country that fairly

smiles at you.

But it did not smile to those fighters

of the summer of 1908. There were
thousands of tons of stuff to be got some-
how from the end of the line forward
to the fiftieth mile where the biggest job
of all waited—the Miles Glacier bridge.

At first they tried taking it up the

river in small boats, fifteen or more
toughened river men to the boat. The
river is deep and swift and icy cold ; the

banks, of smooth boulders, were often

overhung with tangled cottonwoods,
matted low by the deep snows. A boat
ascending the river here must be "lined

up." Ropes are attached fore and aft

and it is dragged along the rough shore
by stumbling, struggling men, while half

the crew are wading waist-deep in the

numbing current to keep her off the rocks.

10



the big
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But a greater danger confronted the
- at the upper end. I [ere for three

mile- the river undercuts the glacier ami
the channel i- but 1,200 feet wide. Night
ami day this glacier discharges a batter)

of bergs from it- disintegrating fact.

Often a whole cliffside of ice drops a

hundred feet and more into the deep
river ami the waves it sends t" the oppo-
site banks are twenty feet high ami
sweep fift) feet up the boulder-strewn
shore, carrying all but

boulders before it.

Past tin- terrifying onslaught the little

cargo-boats had to crawl helplessly and
rarely did they get through with a full

luad. Moia- than mice they were dashed
t<> pieces and the men barely escaped with

their lives, for ii" man can swim -i\

strokes in the Copper. Hard a- the boat-

men worked, they could barely erel

through 'm .re than enough supplies to

\l\-i\ then -eh i

Meanwhile a wagonload was being
driven through the heavy brush ami over
sandhills and swamps along the right-of-

way and tough western horses were
being brought over the flat- to do the

hauling.

Just this matter of getting in hoi

was not easy. Little flat-bottomed hoats

only big enough for one animal were
built and they were ferried over the riv,er

channel-, then dragged over the quick-

sands by hand—twenty nun or more to

one horse. Sometimes the animal could
walk a little way hut progi enerally

at the rate of aboul a mile an hour.

Little by little the rail- were sent for-

ward, while at the three main river chan-
nel- the work of building concrete piers

down through the swift vellow current

for the steel bridges began. There v

•re i if difficult "insurmountable"
a- some of these mentioned— actual im-
possibilities from the viewpoint of ordi-

nary construction standards- that .

overcome in the building of that first

fifty mile- i if r< >ad.

Work closed down that second winter.

i

»V

*
4&

"<*

Whks I
im.ii

Narrow Gorgi in i iu '••

//



THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE COPPER RIVER RAILROAD DEMANDED A GREAT DEAL OF
BLASTING AWAY OF ROCK.

Th'- photo herewith shown is one of the finest ever taken at the moment of such an explosion. The scattering pieces
of stone can be noted in detail.

except for preparations for beginning- the

big bridge, but early the following spring

there began the drive up the canyons. It

was heavy work and fast but the easiest

of all. The hundred and second mile was
reached before track laying stopped.

Then began the winter in which the big

bridge was completed.

But there were more fights than this

that winter. Above the 102nd mile were
long stretches of heavy rockwork to be

done and large crews were there to do it.

Supplies must be kept on the move. It

was planned to lay temporary tracks

across the river on the ice, but the chang-
ing weather kept such a depth of water
and slush on its rough surface that even
the tough Alaskan horses could not cross.

At last a running cable was rigged and a

flat-bottomed sledge invented to bobble

its way through or over the icy morass.

By this time the fifty miles of upper
track was deep in snow and this, with

the trains had frozen to solid ice a foot or

two thick. At this snow and ice the great

rotary with a train of coal cars and two
engines was thrown. It made a mile and
a half the first day, then disappeared, to

arrive at Tickel, fifty miles inland, thirty-

one days later. Its first day's run had

continued about the daily average for the

entire run. In that time the big rotary

was off the track not less than 1,500

times, or thirty times to the mile.

Still another hard fight took place be-

yond the end of the track. Here there

was a thirty to eighty-mile haul by sled

on the river ice to the scattered camps.
But the river froze and thawed and over-

flowed with appalling regularity ; the ice

piled itself into almost mountainous bar-

riers, then sank away to pot-holes filled

with many feet of slush and water. Hun-
dreds of tons of brush and the work of

hundreds of men failed to keep a passable

sled road open.

Nevertheless, somehow supplies were
got through and when the ice went out

3.000 men were at work. To keep them
in food and material three river boats,

put together above the roaring cataract

of Abercrombie Canyon and powerfully
engined, went into early commission and
through high water and low they strug-

gled up and down over the shifting bars

of Wood Canyon.
So the work went on, still at racing

pace, with Hawkins, as ever on the job.

Heney, the contractor, himself a remark-
able man. worked with him side bv side
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till the strain and tire broke his ycai and l r ninny years

health and he went outside to die. identified with engineering pro

The winter of 1910-11 -aw the Copper the West. Thai is about all one can learn

again crossed, this time at the 135th mile of him. From him one can get anything

and the line far up into the Chitina basin, but facts about himself. Mr. Hawk;

Here another winter bridge fight t< •• >k

place. The deep, narrow Kuskalana

Canyon must be crossed from rim to run.

Here a hundred feet or more in the

the steelmen had t<> work in temperature

far below zero and under conditions

otherwise most trying. There were delays

here and a> n<> materials could be

across the canyon till the

gi it

bridge was finished, the

in e a n t

of lost

severa

time

d e 1 a y
months
be) ond.

There was an

other thrilling race

through trying
conditio »ns fr< im

the Kuskalana
t'> the Bonanza
mine at lxen-

nicott, the

present ter-

minus of the

It was
ended some
m n n t h - ag(

and now there

are daily trains

the \ear round
a n d t h e high-

grade copper ore

deposits of the

Chitina, to reach

which this terrific

const rncti'»n fight

was made, are steadily flowing out to the

world and a region, which a few years

ago, was one of the most inaccessible in

Alaska is now a morning's easy ami

charming ride from Cordova, the seaport

terminus.

And to Hawkins belongs the lion's

share of the great credit that is due. This

fight more than most engineering battles ol

today was a matter of men and he proved

a man among men. He staked ever)

shred of professional reputation on as

risky an undertaking as falls to the 1<

the engineer and his winning placed him

among the world's great builders.

Erastu- Corning Hawkins was horn

near Xew York City about forty-eight

Milks G I

w hich w \- Pin I < "•! i in i- b\ \ Gang
Steel M orkers in Li ss tii.\n Six w i i

a most amazing combination of coui

and diffidem ional daring and

persona] modesty. After a visit to the

construction camps I went to him

additional data. From the engineer, then

in the midst of a heavy pressure of work,

I received every possible assistance Inn

with the repeated admonition that he

himself should 1

in the background. 1

da) s later came also a

ettei from Mr. Haw
kins, four typewritten

pa f w h i c

h

were devoted to

individual men
tion of his and

Cont r actor
1 lency's >taff.

e a c h o I

w h o m, i t

tiled, de-

\ed Credit

for especiall)

good work.
The let tii

COnclud e d :

"Any reference

myself should

he brought to a

minimum. My
greatest concern is

bring forward

the f a ithf ul and

capable men who
aco implished this work."

This is a fine example of the kind ol

expression the men who really do things

give t" their deeds.

lie meant it absolutely but his wish

has ,,ot been strictly obeyed, as the reader

will ha 1 rved. Strict justice to that

man would not warrant such a silem

Reflecting his habit of thought, Mr.

I lawkins writes with a fine simplicity and

lucidit) "f expression. His instinctive

rve and professional training make
him understate anything in which there is

a dramatic possibility and the re-suit is.

therefore, sometimes the acme of force

ful writing

Witness that "it had /" be put hack."



BELT LINE SWITCH AT A COAL DOCK.

NEW ORLEANS AND THE BIG DITCH

By

HENRY M. HYDE

DRAW* a line north and south

through New York City and
practically every foot of the

continent of South America
will be found to lie to the

east of the line.

A line dropped directly south from the

tip of Florida will land out in the Pacific

Ocean, far to the west of the westernmost
coast of South America.

Including- Alaska and the Alaskan
islands in the territory of the United
States on the North American continent,

the east and west center of the country
is located some scores of miles out in the

Pacific Ocean, to the westward of San
Francisco.

Those are perfectly apparent, but gen-
erally unrecognized, facts to which the

imminent opening of the Panama Canal

has called attention.

H

Great commercial cities of the East,

South and West, doing their best to get

ready for the epoch-making opening of

the big ditch, have made these and other

equally surprising discoveries in geog-
raphy. They have been drawing trade

lines, with the canal as the center, to

show how close each of them is to the

vast, undeveloped markets of the Far
East and the western coast of South
America.
Xew Orleans, for instance, has figured

out that the canal will put her six hun-

dred miles nearer Asia than is Xew York.

With that as a starting point, the Cres-

cent City has gone on to make elaborate

preparations for the handling of the

enormous trade to which she feels she is

entitled by reason of her strategic posi-

tion.

And, strangely enough, it has remained
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1

t< >r the old French
city— t he sleep y.

tic. picturesque,

old town of i

nolias, Creole 1"

ties and Mar-li '

carniva I its

more m »is) rivals

example of munic-

ipal enterpri

far-sighted planning.

What i - aire a <1 y
doin red by

irporations I lerbert

Knox Smith, to be "the 1»< tmple in

the country of a practical coordination of

rail, industrial and water business, for

the benefit of the entire community."

New Orleans lie- in a loop of the

Father of Water-, backing up on Lake
Pontchartrain. The great river furnishes

a highway from the North for all the

products of the Mississippi valley. .V.

side the river also run greal railroads,

leading down from Chicago and the

North.

Though located a hundred mile- from

the ( iulf of Mexio », the gianl built

year- ago by Captain Eads so confine the

river that it- red-tie-- water- keep con-

stantly scoured clean a deep channel,

giving easy access for ocean

\t the d in New < Orleans

from St. Paul, two thousand

miles inland, and rusty cargo boats

Liverpool and Italy may rub noses

together

i

s

Wi

;

n mil*

:

what
built at |

I e r n
ehinvr\ for the quick h

fruit, coal and other pr< *Iu<

But the

not
'

-it with securii ent

publi ntrol of their

Equally important with

tion importai

tran-] \u<l jusl

rail.'

shown their p it and

industry If

ah:
own running through il

have been known wh<
to

which freight

sum
track-. And wh< I be

switched from tl' I tO

another 1><

That these docks may be kept free of their destination thei

burdensome charges, that the gateway to to be dier annoyai



HOW THE PUBLIC BELT RAILROAD SERVES THE SHIPPING INTERESTS OF NEW ORLEANS.

Prompt deliveries of freight—no matter

where it originates—to the desired rail-

road or the plant of the consignee are

essential to healthy business development.

To meet these conditions, to put all the

manufacturing plants of the city, as well

as all the railroads, on an equal footing,

the City of New Orleans has built and
is now operating at public expense and
under public management a belt line

1A



railroad, intersecting all the railroads

i ntering the city—the [Hint >is ( Central, the

Southern Pacific, the Louisville & Nash-

ville, the Texas & Pacific and the New
ans & Northwestern among others.

The track- of the belt road also run along

the river front, so thai a car of freight

can be set alongside any one of the pub-

licly owned and operated dock-. Con-

nected with the licit road arc -witch

track> leading to nearly fifty of the

largest industrial plant- in the city, put-

ting each "tie of them into direct touch

with all railroad, river and ocean trans-

portation.

Up t<> the present time about eleven

mile- i if double track hcit road have been

constructed at public expense at a total

• of half a million dollar-. The charge

made by the belt road for handling

freight i- two dollar.- a car. regardle

tonnage and empty car- are returned or

delivered free of charge. For the past

year the receipts of the belt road have

exceeded the expenditures by about three

thousand a month.

The belt road already own- a right of

way running in a half circle about the

city and it is proposed to shortly extend

the line, making a total mileage of <

twenty-two mile- of double track. For

the purpose of meeting the construction

expense the Commission which ha- the

affairs of the road in charge In- authority

to issue bonds up to two million dollar-.

This Commission is made up of the

mayor and sixteen other members ap-

pointed from the ranks of the leading

business men of the city. In practice it

\ M
1

ha- hern found and
public-spirited men who an- thus willing

ive their time and h< rts for the

common good, without

i 'f -alary in return. Th<
of the road i- in the hand
railroad superintendent, a

an engineer.

The plan of operation i- simple. If a

shipper along the line ha- I
to he

moved from hi- factory he simply not

the nearest belt line clerk, naming the

destination of t! nment. N
morning the belt will deliver the proper

car- on hi- siding. When the loaded

are -witched out the -hi]';

pt from the bell line COndtl

which i- exchangeable at tl the

railroad to which the freight i-

signed for a regular hill of lading. When
inbound shipments ai

line clerk i- notified that certain i

giving their numbers and initial- and

plac< rigin, an- ex] n a S]

tied date. Within a \k\y hour- of their

arrival in X' ns they will he

-witched into the consij ddetrack.

When car- are held up by Clipper- the

belt line pays the railroad which owns
them a per diem charge during the d

and collects in it- turn from the -hi]

In addition to it- primary work of t'

[ual opportunities to all ship-

n



pers to and from New
Orleans the belt line

road also does other

important work for

the common good.

Located about two
miles apart along the

river front on special

switches connected

with the belt are five

garbage-receiving sta-

tions. Daily the gar-

bage carts deliver
their loads to specially-constructed gar-

bage cars on these switches. Being first

sprinkled with disinfectants, the garbage
is then hauled over the belt tracks to

points far out in the swamps, remote
from the city, where it is dumped and
scattered, the idea being eventually to use

the land so filled up for agricultural

purposes.

The Belt Commission now has under
consideration a plan for establishing a

system of public lighters on the river for

transferring cargo from incoming ships

to any desired dock. In this way it will

be possible to avoid the necessity of

steamers moving from one dock to an-

other to discharge various portions of

their cargoes.

Since New Orleans is located on low
ground and since the Father of Waters
has a distressing habit of suddenly
swelling the flood which sweeps down
from the north, the state has protected

its metropolis by building great levees of

stone and earth on either side of the

channel. In the

building of these

great protecting

walls the belt road
has been of service,

hauling the earth

and other supplies

for the contractors

Belt Line Tracks Along the River.

&u

Sheds and Shops of thk Belt Road,

and distributing it,

without change, ex-

actly where it is

wanted.

Working in har-

mony with the Dock
Commission and the

Levee Board—both

state bodies—the Belt

Road Commission,
appointed by the City,

absolutely controls the

river front and all its

approaches, "for the benefit," as Com-
missioner Smith says, "of the entire

community."
The South is supposed to be the most

conservative part of the country. Yet
not only has New Orleans set an

example of the proper way to handle the

great question of transportation, but it

has also revolutionized her city govern-

ment. Quietly and with no great excite-

ment, under the leadership of one of the

city papers, it has won a great fight

against the old and corrupt gang, which
has long had control of city affairs, and
this spring it is expected that the admin-
istration will be put into the hands of

the same class of public-spirited and
enlightened citizens who have made a

success of the Public Belt Road and other

municipal utilities.

Plans are also under way for the

organization of several steamship com-
panies which propose to run new lines

of boats to Central America and, after

the Canal opens, to the thriving ports

on the west coast

of South America.
Public spirit and
private enterprise,

working together,

promise big things

for the future of

the Crescent City.
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NEW l ORLEANS AND THE BI<

In th< 1 old da) - bef< »re N
( Orleans woke up, one or iv.

panies practically monopolized the

whole river front. They kept <>ut the <>tlu-r

r made ch) handlii

car-, which \\<.rc almost prohibitive.

The -late railroad c

these switching charges, but was quite

unable t'> prevent the annoj

delays which constantly i

nut!, under pul .vnership, was

the only way < »ut.

Now, when tl

shipping and

:i with freight

! in 1

'

i

pecial
|

w r

Thoughts of Marcus Aurelius

( A man should be upright, not be £ep/ upright.

<lf A man's happiness— to do the things proper to

man.

C What is not good for the swarm is not good for

the bee.

<H Nothing happens to anybody which he is not fitted

by nature to bear.

<f No form of Nature is Inferior to Art. for the arts

merely imitate natural forms.

C "Let thine occupations be few," saitlvthe sage, "if

thou wouldst lead a tranquil life."

<ft To a rational being it is the same thing to act ac-

cording to nature and according to reason.



WORLD AUTHORITY ON LIGHT

DROF. ALBERT A. MICHELSON,
* Director of the Ryerson Laboratory

of the University of Chicago, is the

•Id's most learned and famous physi-

cist, in the department of light. What lie

doesn't know about light simply is not

known. A man. who can take the Nobel

prize of $40,000.00 for his contribution

to the illumination of men's minds on that

luminous subject, stands apart. There

are five X o b e 1

prizes, of that

same size given

each year, making
a total of $200,-

000. the same be-

ing the interest

on a bequest of

$9,000,000.00 left

by Albert B. No-
bel, the Swedish
inventor of dyna-

m i t e. These
prizes are for the

most important

discoveries or in-

ventions in phys-

ics, in chemistry,

in physiology or

medicine, the best

work in idealistic

literature, and the

best work in the

interest of univer-

sal peace. Presi-

dent Roosevelt
got a prize in the

latter depart-

ment ; Dr.

Michelson
took the

prize in

1907 for
discover-

e r i e s in

Prof. Michelson is a graduate of the

U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis. He
chose an instructorship in physics under

the late Admiral Sampson rather than the

usual ensignship in the service. Before

he was twenty-five he had startled the

scientific world by a brilliant research on

the velocity of light, attaining such accu-

racy in the measurement of this impor-

tant constant that it has been a standard

to this . day.

Cons i der-
ably later at

Case School

and again at

Ryerson
Laboratory
he carried
out a re-
search on

the question

whether the

ether, which
pervades all

space and
carries light

and e 1 e c

-

trical vibra-

tions, moves
with the
earth as that

body re-
volves in its

orbit; his
conclusion
was that it

does not.
That was an-

other strik-

i n g con-
tribution

toour
knowl-
edge.
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ELECTRIC WIZARDS NEW WIZARDRY

MK.TIK >M-

AS A. ED-
ISON tells us

that he is going

to give us a new
kind of furniture,

and that we arc n>>

er to depend up' mi

the stalwart oak. the rich

»ive mahogany, or

finely marked Circassian walnut,

lie's going to build "ur furniture

from concrete direct.

"And my concrete furniture will l>e

cheap, a> well as strong," says Edison.

"If I couldn't put it out cheaper than

the <>ak that comes from Grand Rap:

wouldn't go into the business. If a

newly-wed start- out with. say. !j

worth of furniture on the installment

plan, I feel confident that we can give

him more artistic and more durable fur-

niture for $200. I'll also be able to put

out a whole
bedroom set for

At present the

weight of this

;rete furniture

is about one-third

ter than wooden
furniture, but Mr. Ed-

ison is quite confident he

C a n r e d U C e tl:

weight to one-quarter. The
n c ret

<

an. of

course, be stained in imitation

any wood finish. Th<

phonograph cabinet shown
at the left of Edison has

•i trimmed in white and

SUrfai enameled

The cabinet at his right is in old

Ttj

w
style.

Tin's concrete cabinet easily withstood

the no gentle u of shipment b\

freight for a considerable distant



THE MILLIONAIRE HOBO
pDWIX BROWN, millionaire clubman
*—* and philanthropist of Denver, is

known all over the country as the "mil-

lionaire hobo," because for a year he

donned the garb of a vagrant, took the

last cent from his pockets, and started on
the road, just to see what sort of treat-

ment a penniless, hungry and homeless

man, in search of work, would receive.

He found that in spite of Salvation

Army homes and Rescue Missions, there

was absolutely no spot in any of these

buildings where a

man without a cent

could lay his head.

He had to be ar-

rested even to be

allowed to sleep in

the "bull-pen," the

harboring place of

inebriates, dissolute

characters and
hardened drug-

fiends. He was forced to spend the night

on a narrow wooden shelf, surrounded by
an almost unbearable stench of foul air,

listening to the ribald pleasantries, the

curses and quarrels of the other inmates.

It is Mr. Brown's idea that the city

should provide municipal lodging houses

for the accommodation of strangers

stranded there and that these houses

should be run on humanitarian principles.

He believes that in

every city except

New York, ninety

per cent of the

homeless men are

not real hobos but

men out of work.
He describes the

Xew York munic-
ipal lodging house
a model of its kind.
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IF Mr-v David Brainerd
* Spo mer had been present

at the building of the Tower
of Babel, she might have
rendered g 1 service

that somewhat celebrated

occasion. Among all

that confusion i if

tongues, -he would
have been able to un-

derstand 54 at any
rale. For Mrs. Spoonei

ne of the foremost lin

guists in the world, and understands that

many languages. Mr. Spooner, t-> whom
a> Miss Elizabeth S. ' lolton she was mar-
ried but a short time ago, has almost as

it an understanding of world-wide

ch as herself.

I [e is the sa-

V a n t w h i)

discovered
the casket

b el ieved
to contain

the bones

of Bud-
dha, in Pe-

shawar, lu-

ll i a, in the

s u m in e r of

East,

elsewhere,

eral learned

itest

disci iveries kn< iwn to m< >d-

ern archae< il< >gy. This

;ket was presented

to the King of

S i a m . M
Spooner has
traveled exten-

sively over the Far
in India. Egypt, and

She belongs t< i

bodies of the Old
World. Mithridates King of Pontus

in the first century, B. C, is accredited

with having hern able to speak twenty
four languages, the number of rare- over
whom he ruled. Thus Mrs. Spooner has

command of more than twice as many
different lan-

guages as had
this famous
and hril-

liant king

Of the
a n c ient

world.
She hi

the "gift of

tongues" to

an extraordi-

nary degi
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YV/ILLIAM R. HARK is

" ranking Assistanl At-

torney * leneral at the I >e

partment of Justice in

Washington. There are

three Assistant Attor-

ney Generals and the

great bulk of govern-

mental prosecutions

fall to the 1 . 1 1 of
these three. William

1\. 1 larr has recently

been engaged in two
of the federal pros-

ecutions that are of

most interest to the

ninety millions. These
are the tasks of bringing

to justice those parasites

upon a modern civilization

who make their living in

the white slave traffic,

and those misguided
enthusiasts who have
sought to further

the cause of

labor by
the use

lations of the national bank-
ing laws, and many others.

Mr. Harr is thirty-nine

years of age. But a

few years ago he

was a stenographer

and before that a

printer. He is a

native of the Dis-

trict of Columbia
and has never cast

a vote and has no
constituents. H i s

advance has there-

fore been entirely

aside from politics.

I lis case is, in fact,

an instance of the op-

portunity the govern-

ment service offers to

those young men, who
have only their own native

ability and inherent

good sense and judg-
ment to further

their advance-
ment.

Asa

of dynamite.

This first he

has so worked
out in the last two
years as to guarantee

an ultimate federal card

index of all members of

the underworld so ar-

ranged that the federal

government will always

be aware of the move-
ments of all of its mem-
bers. ' Yet these cases

are but a part of the

work of Mr. Harr.
Great numbers of cases

come to him from the

different departments.

He handles, for exam-
ple, all peonage cases,

immigration cases, vio-

<\«*$M !•* ?•*

LM

V* -m

*ii-^

to* uu.-wW

William R. Harr. of the Department
of Justice. Now Ranking Assistant

Attorney General.

prosecu ting-

attorney, Mr.
Harr is shrewd,

resourceful, thorough,
and untiring. He can
as quickly uncover the

flaws in the defendant's

case as a fox would
scent out a hen-roost.

He is just at the age
where a man has not

lost his youthful enthu-

siasms, and yet where
his judgment begins to

be tempered by his

experience. At once
tactful and aggressive,

untiring and resource-

ful, Mr. Harr
forced

his abilities

recognition

has

of
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1 h( tsetse fl) im . that spn ads lh< terril . • whii b tl

FATAL PLAGUE
THREATENS WHOLE WORLD

By

DAY ALLEN WILLEY

AKE VII T< )\<\.\ with its cluster of

islands is 'till to the eye ;i paradise

of the Dark Continent. When the

traveler through the framework
of forest gets his first glimpse

"i it, he sees a marine landscape in which
the wave tops seem whiter if anything
than the new fallen snow, far whiter than

the wave crests in mid-ocean, because
they rise and fall in a sea of turquoise
finer and more brilliant than the blue.

The Sesse Islands in this lake are a speci-

men of Nature's jewelry. "Studded"
best expresses the way in which they

have keen set in Victoria, like emeralds,

with their crowns of verdure in bush and
tree, of a green mi pure, SO real, that the

first sight of it makes a picture never to

fade fr< >m the mem< try.

The nearer view <>f the S make-
yon instinctively think of the voluptuous-

ness, the abundance of the earth, so large

and so perfect are the flowers, so very

lavish i- the profusion of tropical adorn
ment—not a sign of sorrow, a picture all

life— all peace reflected in the ray- of the

African sun. But the Sesse form a char-

nel. I >< aih i-- np< in them.
This is a land of silence. The laugh

of the child i> unheard, the chant of

Baganda women so full of cadence comes
n<> more over the waters. The hark lint

villages that for centuries sheltered the

finest types of the African races are rot-

ting ruins. Hyenas prowl in the jungle-

covered fields where the banana and cot-

ton once flourished, while the birds of

variegated plumage- -the African bird

paradise— flit lure and there amid the

gro\

\\ hy this desolation, this absence of all

that J- human? Because of a fly which
carries jn jt. beak the thing that is the

tiniest murderer known to the world—

a

murderer that never fails to kill its vic-

tim—whos C life means certain death wher-

ever it lives. The men with the micro-

scope who can tell you of the birth, the

growth, the habits and the danger or

benefit of a microbe or parasite, the
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world's greatest experts m
knowledge of disease-breeding

and disease-preventing, have

gone ml" the African jungle

-*S

In the Detention Camp Establishp:d
by the British Authorities.

These three patients cannot move
their limbs.

tern screen attached to the in-

testinal walls and sucking blood.

This is revealed by the micro-

photograph. Many germ dis-

eases have been brought under

partial or entire control. The
exact cause of tuberculosis is

now known
;
yellow fever has

been subdued by destroying the

mosquito ; the hook worm can

be destroyed by medicine, but

this African death thing has a

charmed life. It has wriggled

through the arteries of a half

million people, not only black,

but white. On and on it goes, N

further and further into the

body by the blood canals, until

eventually it arrives in the spinal

cavities. The surgeon's needle

and swamp to find some way by which this has drawn the spinal fluid from thou-

invisible man killer may be driven from sands of sleeping sickness suspects, also

its victim's body. Years have they been tapped the arteries. Sometimes not a

working with every scientific appliance trace of the thing could be found in the

known and every drug that might be blood—but floating in the spinal ducts

efficacious, but today they have found no millions of them were actually discovered

A Month Before Death—The Third Stage of the
Sleeping Sickness.

The victim has not the strength to hold up his head.

way to prevent this insect from injectin

the death-dealing parasite into the human
blood.

Yellow fever has lost the mystery of

its origin. The tiny worm that causes

the "laziness" of the poor white of the

South can now be shown on the lan-

by the power of the microscope.

Out of a hundred thousand negroes

living in the Sesses less than a thousand

were left on the islands alive when the

British medical service took charge of

them, and sent them to the detention

camps which the British colonial doctors
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had established on the mainland be)

the fly /"in-, in confine the spread of the

disease. I'.l I and back-bone tests

made of ever) inmate, the work requiring
months None of the Baganda seemed

I, judged by their appearan<

but tin- parasite works in secret. Nearly
half tlu- natives \\ ere stricken.

England's Sleeping Sickness Commis-
sion i- in Uganda. That i- whj the

trypanosome, a- science calls it. i- -up

their en
he I rend i authorit)

and -ti:

1 >utton, Todd, and Sir I >avid i

all been in the ' ion and I

found that much "t" it h

the sleeping tin- il\

which carries the disease h n found
at all the river landings and many of the

negi i handlei know n to have
been bitten b\ it. The fly can

1 b) the outside world to be limited conceal itself on v< for European
to a -mall part of Africa, because the re

ports of tin.- ( lommission refer only to the

curse in the British African colonies.

But here i- what the nun who have been

following it- advance have found—men
who have traced it half-wa) around the

world. Guerin, the famous Frenchman,
located 148 victims marked for death

among the blacks of Martinique, in the

West Indie-. Steamer- ply regularly be-

tween tin- island and New York City.

Two white passengers i in a

steamship running between
the O 'Iil:< i River and Lon-

don, were taken sick On a

return voyage i if the vessel.

The ship's surgeon tre

them for African fever, but

without any effect. They
were taken ti i the ( Sharing

t >, >-- 1 [( ispital < 'ii arrivi

don. As luck would
have it i me of the hospital

staff had been in service at

a detention camp. He
noticed a sign of the dis-

ease—neck glands swollen.

To make sure, he drew
some blood from each. The
lens showed it to be alive

with trypanosomes. Both
victim- died within >ix

m o n t h s after reaching

Charing ( xoss.

For over a thousand
mile- up the (

'• >ng< > River

steamers manned by Bel-

gian officer- go up and

down from the coast, get-

ting cargoes for ocean Iin-

t hat discharge at Euro-

pean port-. The native

crew- of the boats help un-

load the cargoes <>n the

steamships and mingle with

pi 'it-, a- it lights on the i
'< mg< i cat

and other small craft carrying rubber to

the sea coast. What it may mean to the

world, considering the way in which it

can In distributed, i- shown by tin- warn-
ing from Doctor Nabarro: "There are

eral species of ili, ^ that may propa-

gate the trypanosome, anil the possible

results "I the infection both in Africa and
out of it are too appalling to contem-
plate." And here is the startling predic-

Laboratoky for tiik ?cifs-tif: - ii i ritiQ Si< •

Being ( N mvi I •> m at Mn
in the Uganda Country.
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tion of Sir 1 >avid Bruce, one

of the pioneer^ in the

war of medicine against

sleeping sickness, who
has chanced death

for years in his de-

votion to what i> his

life work.

"While so far it

has claimed com-
parative! y f e w

white victims, not

only do the blacks

become infected,

but all who get it.

die of it. Can the

civilized world

realize what terri-

ble sacrifice of hu-

man life might en-

sue if the sleeping

sickness should

contrive to steal

The Courage of the White Race.

Sir David Bruce, an English scientist and fighter of the

sleeping sickness, in one of the breeding places

of the tsetse fly. with face and hands
unprotected from its bite.

Nabarro can well say what
he does, for no other man
of science has found

the disease in so

many places in Af-

, rica or has so awak-

\ ened the whites of

that continent. He
has devoted most
of his life to trying

to conquer the in-

visible thing — a

fight which has

showed his re-

markable courage

—for to discover a

remedy he must
spend years in the

region now known
to be deadly to

black or white. He
has gone into the

worst plague spot

of the infested Af-

rica, the Congo Free State, from whence
across to Euro-

pean, American, or Asian shores? Such

disaster is not impossible and is proved came the death fly to Uganda, when Kmil

by the fact that often cases have not Pasha's Soudanese soldiers, corrupt and

developed until months after any possi-

bility of infection, and by further fact

that it is not yet definitely known that the

diseased, entered the country and left a

trail of fire and blood behind. Worst of

all, however, flies, traveling- with the

mosquito or some other flying insect than caravan, infected the people and the rapid

the tsetse may not communicate the dis

ease. If the world knew what we know,

scientific columns would be hastening to

the front from all the Great Powers bent

on a joint assault of the enemy before it

was too late."

Not only Bruce, but Nabarro, Todd,

Koch, Hodges, Kopke, Martin, Hardy

and Klein, and other world-known medi-

cal savants have taken the death chance

and are among the little band on the

very front of the fighting line, hopeless

as yet of relieving the victims of the

trypanosome, but

gling to prevent
further inroads

on mankind.

strug-

spread of this latter curse caused more
permanent harm than the immediate rav-

ages of the vandal horde.

As yet the investigators have not found

where the Soudan negroes caught the

complaint. Most of them think it was in

the Congo, and had good reason for it.

When the would-be life-savers came to

enter some of the towns, in the Congo
Free State, they found every native, to

the youngest child, helpless or dead, as

was the case at Bouma and Tombo. In

the country south as far as

St. Paul de Loando their

THE COMPLETED LABORATORY AT MPUMU.
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report shows that the tsetse

fly i- < !« » i 1
1

•__: it- w irk ; as

also the case in

Senegambia and Up-
per < iuinea. E\ en

Liberia, that repub-

lic which was t< i be

the Mecca of the

American freed-

men, is infected,

while the thing has

been carried to the

Atlantic at the* k>ld

ist, and finally

penetrated several

w h i t e European
colonies in Africa.

It has killed off the

population on the

Congo River From

the towns of Kassai

to Bolobo, a dis-

tance of 750 mil' s,

and for 250 miles the country traversed the victim knows nothing of its presence

by the Bambia River has been left deso- unless he sees the fly, it pierces the skin

late. The half million death- in Uganda with it- borer. The wound is so trivial

are hut a fraction of the number of vie- that it inflicts no pain. Through this the

tim~ as sleeping sickness has been found trypanosome passes into the body. Once

in an area reaching 1,500 miles north inside it work- it- way int.. the nearest

Micro-1
hess n vp >• ' imming

Among mi in rrn Blood,

The bite of the tsetse flj mi'-ot- tl

stem, and tlms the lata! sleeping

htning can be no

qu than ift-

The flics that ma
the attack hav<

ing i'X'1 sticking

out from the head.

Ii - point i- rounded
like a miniature

ar and conni

with the mouth.
Vfter a fly has

taken it- deadly

f 1. by biting rats,

-nake-, lizards, and

w ild animal-—even

cr< C( idiles and in-

fected ne its

mouth and stomach
holds a mass ol

trypanosomi
Lighting mi the

-kin so softly that

and south and about the same distance

east and west.

In a drop of human blood may he

darting hither and thither thousands of

trypanosomes. Hii- mean- death in six

artery. It then breaks into halves and

two of the parasites have taken the place

of the one. Both divide again and again

so it multiplies until over a million ma)

be churning the blood and the liquid that

month-, a year—perhaps longer, hut the surrounds the spinal cord, within twent)

end i- sure after trypanosomes have been

forced into the body a- the fly carrier

inject- them into the hole firsl bored

through the -kin. The wonderful vision

of the leu- has caused the eye to

them in life though the size i- SO -mall as

to he beyond calculation. fhis fatal

four hour- after the fly ha- bitten.

These human reservoirs of trypanosomes

spreaders i if the di ii a fly

again \<.-^\- on them, and it is believed

that any winged insect which may pii

tin- -kin. the mosquito, for instance, can

extract these death-dealing parasites, and

parasite looks somewhat like a fat-bodied thu- the disease may spread to an untold

AWAITING DEATH IN THE DETENTION I IMP M KYI fUMI UGANDA
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extern, as Bruce and Xabarro

have predicted.

The doctors have force*

arsenic into the blood of the

victims and they have dis-

appeared. Some may have

been poisoned, but after a

month or so. not longer

than six months, the blood

tests show that they are

again at work and as mi-

merous as before it not

more so. No other remedy
save arsenic has had any

effect whatever, and that is

only temporary. En
G e r m a n y, Belgium,

France have sent their

most noted disease

experts to stay the

plague. Dr. Seaman,
our own authority

on yellow fever,

who, to prove his

mosquito theory,

slept in beds where
victims of the fever

had died the same
day, has also been

morass and jungle and risked his life,

but today he admits that not one thing

known will kill all these parasites after

they have entered the body of man. The
physicians, the bacteriologists are as far

away from removing this curse upon

humanity as they were when its ravages

were first discovered.

Where the Disease Ts Rapidly Nearing the End.

Note the look of patient despair on this negro's fea-

tures. He is absolutely helpless, for he cannot
stand or change his position without aid.

the harder he works. On the

banana plantations in southern

Africa, he makes a sound,

harsh, weird, but it is his

music. When a negro is

silent it means that some-

thing within is wrong. This

was one way in which the

doctors found the sleeping

sickness where there was
no other sign. When the

song stops he seems to get

lazier and lazier. His

vigor has gone. As he

walks he staggers. After

a while he may crawl, no
strength in his legs to sup-

port his body. Now
the neck glands stick

out against the skin

sw e 1 1 e d with the

parasites, his eyelids

half close over the

dimmed eye balls.

He is a picture of a

human being turn-

ing into an unnam-

through Africa's

able thing, and as he

grows weaker and weaker, the face be-

comes more and more distorted. You
see hatred, sullenness, the glare of a

wounded wild beast in it. That wriggler

in his blood, unknown to him, is slowly

deadening brain as well as body. More
and more he becomes like a chained ani-

mal in his contortions and struggles. The
stronger the victim the longer he resists,

beings

The black man is the happiest of human but finally his efforts cease. Limbs and

He lives on life's sunny side, arms are bent at the knee and elbow and

for he does not know what sorrow become rigid. The dull, fixed, half-

and trouble mean. Singing is as natural closed eyes have no movement and their

to him as eating and the harder he sings, stare gives a horrible expression to the

TAKING THEIR LIVES IN THEIR HANDS TO CATCH THE TSETSE FLY FOR PURPOSES OF
EXPERIMENT. ON THE SHORES OF LAKE VICTORIA NYANZA.
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They rescmh

face. Inside

the body i-

I i i" iv t h e

heart i- beat-

i n g, the
stomach can

digest food,

but the "Ut

side i- dead.

The invisible

murderer at

last ha- i'ii

tered t he
spinal canal

and has mul-
tiplied in it.

I ' a r a lysis
Ii.a-> the vie

t i m in its

g r i |). But
months, even
years may
pass and still the heart beats, though the

thing is blind, dumb, immovable. It has

no pain. It has no Feeling. A torpor

has enveloped it. Nol a sound can it

utter. \t last the death sign comes.

The head "t" the patient—who is gener-

ally propped up against a wall or post

—

bends forward, at first only an inch or so.

The neck muscles are weakening. Lower
it falls until the chin rests <>n the breast.

The heart heat- fainter and slower—and

stops. The trypanosomes have finished

their work. Me is a cadaver

—

infected

with the parasites which have killed him, miles in a day as shown by tracing one.

and a thing of death should the tsel The Palpal is has been found and killed

bore into the body. Cremation or burial in car- on train- on the Uganda rail

urs at i >nce. r< »ad w Inch

The tsetse looks ^m ^^ ^^^^a^ reachesfrom
like our hon-e tlv D c . .ffL> Lake Vic

has a variety of

Eight species of

larvae buried in

u n-

i

1 i n i

t h e
i

king
S w ;i r in s

of l

This fai

believed t<>

settled: no
fly c a u

death Ul

it has bitten

an animal or

man infected

by the para-

but it

upon.pre) to

pring from
the mud hank- of

streams. The one that menace- human
life i- the Glossina Palpalis. The animal

killer is the Glossina Morsitans. When
they have sucked the hi 1 filled with

trypanosomes, they may have enough t<>

last them sixty-six days. During this

time. man. woman <<r child, <>r brut<

which it lights, may become it- victim.

It lurk- in the grass and flowers of the

swamp, will tlv sometimes a hundred

that ha- been

accused of

- " m a n y
crime-. In

appearance
it i- harm-
less. Blood
i- the food

"f the fly

and it makes
no difference

what it bites.

On the Up-
per Nile, 1 >r.

Nab a rro
s a w croco-

i in l-i ;-i lis I- Bi lieved he Fatal 1

Feeding on thb i \ta> Othi

tori a
:

m i 1 <

th rough a

thickly
' part

British \f

rica, pr< iving

the
J

t i o n - of
those hunt-

ing for it

that i:

kn< lay

where it may
•t -

Ian I e-



velop in any tropical morass that may
chance to be at hand.

A Portion' of the Laboratory Screened Off by
Mosquito Netting.

In the foreground is shown a box for hatching out tsetse

flies for experimental purposes.

Studying the Tsetse Fly and the Parasitic Tryp-
anosoma Under the Microscope In the Labor-

atory of the African Commission.

The head official of this Commission. Sir David Bruce, is

seated at the left.

Here and there in western Uganda far

enough away from the death carrier's

haunts to be free from the fly's visits are

charnel houses whose dark walls shut off

from view the tragic scenes produced by

this curse to human beings. They are the

detention camps where the "suspects" are

herded after being brought in droves,

sometimes at the bayonet's point, where
they may be obstinate, to be placed where

they cannot infect others. Before being

placed in these thatched sheds, the sur-

geon's needle pierces each and fills the

test tube with blood on which the lens of

the microscope must pass judgment. If

even a single parasite is detected the

neero is condemned to confinement for

life. He can go outside if able, walk or

sit as he wishes. But there is a dead line

where are posted black men in khaki and

puttees, Uganda native guards, drilled to

handle the rifle. If one of these prisoners

for disease in his frenzy attempts to pass

between those living statues he is seized

and forced back. If he should get out-

side, the blacks obey their orders, but

this death is a mercy if the victim had
the intelligence to know it. Thus the

spread of the disease has been checked,

at least in Uganda,—though, neverthe-

less, thousands of lives have been lost,

—

by separating the infected from the

healthful. All the blacks have been taken

#
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away from the swamp huts where the

winged death might reach them and
shelter given them on high and dr)

n r« unit i where the fl) is unknown.
The captives in the detention camp, the

monkey huts, the rat cages, the dog
houses, provide means of studying sleep

ing sickness by which many of the facts

known of its curse to human beings and

animals have been revealed. Risking their

lives the members of the fly expeditions

-(.arch swamp and water shore where
the rank tropical vegetation shelters their

prey. Provided with long handled nets,

as a tsetse flj takes wing, the net is

dropped over it and given a twist, [f

wanted dead, it i- picked out with the

gloved fingers and the head put into a

bottle of poison, the fly put into a covered
tin box t'"i" laboratory work. But the

alert negro i s quick enough to catch them
alive in the bush, sometimes without a

net, using one finger and the thumb to

grasp the wings. These il> hoys are at

each detention camp and also wear the

khaki and puttees, but go after the

winged death carrier with faces and
hand- hare, laughing ami jumping ;i- it'

having a frolic. They know the habits

of the fly as the American boy know- the

but ignorant of what a bite may
mean. Several have been bitten but mere
ly because they had become careless.

In this way collections of biting flies

are procured from all part- of Uganda.
\- each package comes in, it is examined
for tsetse flfes. If the parcel contains

man killer-, a red disk is stuck on a large

map over the locality from which the flies

have been sent. If. on the other hand,
no tsetse the- were found, a blue disc i-

fixed over the spot. In the same way
and at the same time a second map i- pre-

pared, to -how the distribution of sleep-

ing sickness. If a note accompanying the

collection of flies states that sleeping

sickness is prevalent, then a red disc i-

placed over the locality, and if. on the

contrary, no cases of sleeping sickness

are reported, a blue disc is affixed. Thus
the two map- SO prepared -how at a

glance whether the distribution of sleep-

ing sickness and that of the tsetse corre-

-pond or not. and the map warn- against

the infected re^i* >n-.

The tsetse, dead or alive, is made an

asrent to aid in finding a cure for the

I

Lai
"

Anim \

I S I i

fatal thing which it carries. The •

^" t<> a dissecting stand where the mil

scope reveals the number of rrypano-

somes each have in the month, if they

are infected. Larvae collected are hatched

in a curious incubator and the chai

observed up to the time the\ become full

grown. To prove it- ability to do its

murderous work, the tl

on a drop of infected blood and pi.
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Native Ugandians Out
Sb arching for Tsei SB
Flies to Take Hack
TO THE Al'KK AN
Commission of
Scientists.

on a monkey to

bite him. Once is

enough. Blood tests

soon show
wriggler in the

wretches in the detention camp have been
subjects for experiment. This on the face of

it would appear to be a horrible cruelty, but
it is necessary for the benefit of humanity.
Tsetse flies, free from trypanosomes, are

placed upon victims in various stages to

determine if they can
absorb the parasites.

After the}' have
sucked human blood
they are put in the

cages and huts
where the captive

animals are confined.

In nearly every in-

stance the trypano-

Breeding Spot Where
Larvae Are Deposited

by the Flies.

blood of the animal.

He can be counted
as dead. Before

dying, other flies are put into the monkey
box to suck his blood, then taken to the

dog house or the rat cage to discover if

they are infected. The animal victims

may show no outward signs, but again

the blood tests reveal the deadly truth

that the tsetse can carry its invisible

death-dealing parasite from an infected

animal as its source.

The rat may easily be a source of the

disease. While a British surgeon's

orderly was cutting open a rat that had
been bitten, the point of his knife slipped,

merely scratching the skin of his wrist.

The others rushed to his aid. A comrade
put his mouth to the spot and sucked out

what blood he could, spitting it out in-

stantly and washing his mouth with an

antiseptic. The surgeons cut the tiny

artery under the knife scratch and tied it

in two parts to check the movement of

the trypanosomes, then cauterized the

wound. In a week the lens revealed them
in the blood test. In six months the man
was a corpse.

Only by such near-death work is it

possible to form any conclusion as to the

origin of sleeping sickness or nagana as

it is called when the horse or cow or

antelope is attacked by the tsetse, and
horrible as it may seem the poor

Searching for Larvae on a Sandy Beach.

some is found to have performed its

mission of death.

Sir David Bruce, who has made a life

monument to himself for his fight

against this destroyer, utters these

words : "Can we by any means kill the

trypanosomes in the body of man, or

render man immune to the attack of this

parasite? Can a drug be discovered

which will cure man of this disease?

Many attempts have been made, and are

being made, to discover such a drug. As
long ago as the days of Livingstone,

arsenic was vaunted as a cure of the 'fly

disease,' and up to the present time this

drug has held its own as probably the

most useful one we have in this malady.

At first it was used in the form of

arsenious acid, dissolved in an alkaline

solution, but later other preparations,

such as atoxyl and orpiment. have been

experimented with. These experiments

have in many cases, been made on the

lower animals, and some have doubtless

been followed by a complete cure. But
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up t<> the present there i- no single

instance "t a cure effected in man.
although thousands <<\ have 1

treated. Experiments have shown that

these parasites seem to completely dis-

appear from the blood a few houi

a dose of one of these drugs; and the

effect "t' the treatment seems often mar-
is the patient regaining the apj •

ance of health in a remarkably short

time; but eventuall) the trypanosomes

ultivate the

of ini't tls in order ti
i tain

whether the filtered bl 1 of it

anii

The In .nd habits of tli- fly

as well as its distribution and
u itli tlu various m panosome
studied in detail.

M triking une
animal arc susceptible and

others immune is under im tion.

ONI WW I\ \\ im II BLEEPING 5ICKNESS I- -111 \D.
Thi tsetse frequentlj bites these carrier— unknown to the vi< tims—while the lattci arc on 1 1

,
• m.ir. I>

f ri •in one town to anothi r.

always return to the hi 1 and the- man
dii

"All attempt- to render man immune
to the trypanosomes by some antitoxic

serum or vaccine have up to the present

been fruitless, and there does not seem
to be any likelihood of anything being
found out in that direction for a Ion-

time to come.''

The pro-ram of work being carried on
by the medical commission is so extensive

as to make it impossible to mention every

item. Special endeavors are being made

According tO Todd's theory the an

to thi> will be found in the etil.r

glands.

Another point to be brought oul is how
far the mental diseases found among
natives are cases of sleeping sickm
Koch's hypothesis that sleeping sickness
can be transmitted also by contact, etc.,

is to be examined most attentively.

Ato.wl treatment as applied by Koch
(partly alternating with mercury and
antimony treatment i is being continued
and studied most carefully.



THE BLUE SKY LAW
By

HARRY F. ROHR

IF

the men who have been making a without said Kansan getting therefor full

living and something more, by and complete value in hand, to say noth-

swindling ignorant investors out of ing of at least six per cent dividends

millions 'of dollars have noticed a thereon thereafter,

considerable falling off in business If you do not already know it, it will

this year they can blame it all on "Joe" be written here that you may read, that

Dohey of Kansas. Dolley, perhaps, is not Joseph N. Dolley is the state bank corn-

so widely known as Coburn of Kansas missioner of Kansas, and the first man

and never may overshadow the Premier who ever held the job that anybody out-

Press Agent of the Peerless Prairies of side the state ever heard of, becoming

the Sunflower State, but he is rapidly thus widely known because he considered

attaining a fame that, even if it doesn't he had other duties than those specifically

dim the" effulgence of the Coburn pros- set clown upon the statute books. He

perity smile, at least, will not be dimmed held to the view that, if the law didn't

bv that same effulgence. say so in so many words, it meant that

'

Coburn's duty is to tell the populace of he' was not only expected to protect the

Kansas how to keep on making more people against dishonest or insecure

money. Dolley's duty is to tell them how depositories for their money but also to

to keep what they have and keep on

keeping it. Coburn is the Eternal

Boost personified and Dolley is the

Anvil Chorus. Not that Dolley

doesn't do a whole lot of boosting

—

for every time the banks of Kansas ty&&
show a greater amount of

deposits than ever before he lets

out a whoop that's heard from

Portland, Me., to Portland, Ore.,

—but his main job is to knock

anything that is likely to separate

the Kansan from his money

.* -*

.1)

&S^t*F$'\*

Htll

protect them from those dishonest men
who sought to induce them to invest

their savings in unsound and insecure

schemes of any character.

There are some 825 state banks

in Kansas, which hold on an aver-

age of $125,000,000 in deposits,

nearly $100 for every man,
woman and child in the state.

Many of these millions are sav-

ing accounts. There used to be

rich picking for the stock swind-

lers in that $125,000,000, but

WHERE THE INHABITANTS OF THE STATE OF KANSAS ARE PROTECTED AGAINST

STOCK SWINDLERS.
The state capitol at Topeka.

36
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there i -n't any more, nol since I to! •

on the _j"l» as hank commissioner.

Mr. I tolle) i- a banker hi Born

in Boston in 1861, he has that natural

New England aversion to seeing money
wasted. Much of his early life was spenl

at sea with his father, an old-time skip-

per. Tiring of the sea he far

awa\ from it as possible b) going

to Kansas. From a clerk in a

country store he advanced

to proprietorship and then

iut<> banking and -till is

interested in several

financial institutions.

Incidentally he has

managed several

political campaigns
in Kansas, so that

he is used t<» hard

km >ek-. and whatever

the st( >ck swindlers say

about him \\ ill n< it hurt

him as much as it might
hurt somebody else. \>

a matter of fact, it

doesn't hurt him at all.

Ik- rather enjoys it.

because he always has

the last laugh. That

last laugh, a- it were,

is know n out in Kan-
sas a- "The Blue Sky
1 .aw." T<> describe it

in a nutshell, the "blue sky" law con-

fer- on the hank commissioner almost

autocratic power- in saying whether any

stock company may offer it- st, , c-k or

bonds for sale in Kansas

C< >mm< in thicvi but I

satisfied that the) have been robbed

i year. In

fact, I am inclined to believe that it far

that amount. I find that there i-

au arm) of agents representing t',

concerns working all over the state.
••

i ii, upon w id.

ami the beneficiaries of insurat

p> ilicies, calling upon the bene-

ficiaries shortly after the

funeral and offering to

sell them stock which

the) assure them will

pa) enormous profits.

in many cases prom-
ising to pa) as

much a- fort) or

fifty per cent a

year. Ninety-eight

per cent of t h e

money so invested by

Kansas investor

is absolutely lost."

I I en- i e in

pi lint

:

In a C e r t a i n

town out in Kan-
- a -. a wom a n

nearing m iddl e

bends i >\ er a

washtub six days

in the week in a

little -hack at the

edge of town rubbing herself into a •

mature grave to provide a living for her-

self and three children. Just a little

more than a year ago the husband—

a

railroad shopman— died, leaving her a

Ioseph V 1

1

-
I Com

k •.
•- \-.

He protects the people nol
but—throngl
and dishorn II.

While Mr. Dolley actively was in the prett) little cottage half-paid for, $2,000

banking business, several instances came

to his notice where trusting widow-- had

been beggared by putting all their money
into fake investment schemes. After he

became hank commissioner he heard of

manv other-. 1 le began a systematic inves-

ni insurance and a little ready mone)
which paid the funeral expenses and left

a tVw dollar- over. She was just the

ordinary type of a woman, a good mother

and a good housekeeper, who grew up in

iuntry town with little opportunity to

ligation and he found that the people of learn much about business affaii

Kansas were being swindled through the One morning, a week or so after the

purchase of immense quantities of stocks husband's death, the clerk of Ins lodge

and bonds in unreliable and unproductive went to her home and paid over to her

concern- and corporation-. a check for Meantime, -he had

"It is impossible," Mr. Dolley said in sought advice from the secretary of the

a report to the legislature, "for me to building and loan ition which held

advise you accurately as to the probable the mortj m her house. He advised

extent the people were and are being her to pay off the loan and invesl the

swindled each year by these fakers—and remainder in stock in the association

I wish to say, in the great majority, which, he said, would pay her at least
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Tompkins of the Pan-American
Plantations Company. 1 iy a

happy chance he had belonged to

the same order as her husband

and hearing- of her bereavement

had called to offer condolences.

He had known him slightly

—

from what he had hastily conned

from the newspaper notice of his

death—and he was a fine fellow

and all that. In fact he had

shown some interest in the Pan-

American Plantations Company.
Sorry he had died because he

probably would have invested in

what would have been an im-

mensely profitable venture. And
so on for a half hour or so until

Mr. Tompkins casually men-
tioned that it was unfortunate

small investments at home
brought such small returns.

Now, for instance, he was not

exactly a rich man but he was
putting every cent he could make
into Pan-American Plantations

stock and counting upon being a

millionaire shortly.

All of which was calculated

to — and did — impress the

widow, ignorant of such things

and oh, so eager to keep up a

good home for her fatherless

little ones! She listened, fascin-

ated, to the glowing description

of the almost unbelievably rich

five and probably six per cent on the properties of the Pan-American Planta-

investment. tions Company, her eyes bulging as the

"It isn't much," he said, "but it will be suave Mr. Tompkins discussed probable

absolutely safe. Perhaps I can find some- fifty per cent dividends in the near

thing later that will be just as safe and future. Why that, she saw, would be

bring you a better return." enough to pay off the mortgage and keep

That very afternoon the widow had the family, too. She could stay at home

planned to go to the secretary's office, and care for her children and never need

pay off the loan and invest her money, to worry about the future

!

Then, as the secretary told her, she Yes, indeed, that was the very thing

would have her house rent free, an in- Mr. Tompkins was leading up to; with

come of $5 a month and probably she the result that Mr. Tompkins carried

could find something to do that would away with him a very common looking

bring in enough more money to keep her check that was worth $2,000 at any bank

and the children comfortable. She had in the country and left behind him a

sent the children back to school for the beautifully lithographed certificate for

afternoon and was getting ready to go 2,000 shares of Pan-American Planta-

down town when there was a knock at tions stock that wasn't worth what it cost

SHELTON C. BURR,
Fuller Building, New York City.

Dear Sir:—Please rerd me free andn ilhout any
obligation on my part the BOOKLET, "lam Foe Wore Mom,."

Name Address.

A Sample of the Literature by Which American Investors
Have Been Swindled Out of Millions of Dollars.

the door.

The caller was a well-dressed stranger.

He introduced himself as Richard J.

to have it printed. An accommodating

bank cashed Mr. Tompkin's check and an

accommodating railroad carried him out
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of town half an hour later. He hasn't

back since, and doubtless m
will be.

That is iu-t one instance of the down-
right thievery that has been, and still is,

dollars in fake investment compai
Thai i msen ative estimate. Banl

timate in\

ment brokers and Federal district atl

neys n> whom 1 have talked say the

practiced in this country in the sale of figures for the last ten II run

nearer three billion dollai \nd mind
you, this \ newhere betw

one and three billion dollars came, in the

maj< irity i if i fn »m pei who
could not afford to lose it. I place the

timate low,

stocks t'"t" investment. It i new hat

aggravated- -but nol exaggerated
but there are thousands and thousand
others, differing only in detail, scatti

up and down the United States, and
thousands of Mr.

Tompkinses busily

e n g a g e d putting

in «>re trust in g
w ido w s inn i the

hand laundry busi-

ness. So 1< mg as the

law maintain- a

passive attitude t<
>-

w a r (1 the M r.

Tompkinses and
their business, so

long as the "blue

sky" last-—and the

supply is illimitable

—M r. Tompk in s

will be right i m the

j< ib.

Now, perhaps,
you will say you
sympathize with
the widow, hnt of

course, it was her

own fault. She had

good advice and
didn't act upon it.

about it ?

Why stop it. of course! 1

1" you advise

your neighbor to insure his house and he

neglects to do so. and it catches fire, do

cause I have i

eluded from it the

u c k e r s." A
"sucker" properly

is one who knows
very well that you
can't gel something
f' ir nothing and

w ho risks his
money in the fond

hope that he is

going to beal the

other fellow'
te. It never has

been done and
never will he— n< it

in the take invest-

ment game.
The people who

bought the
worth!* urities

• e not "suckei

They just didn't

know. They are

honest and unsophisticated, knowing little

of business affairs—especially so the

women—and ready, as they were with

their equally honest neighbors, to take

each man at his word. When the well-

you -tand by and watch it burn? Cer- dr< ready-speaking stranger came
tainlynot! You call out the fire depart- among them and painted glowing pi

Tm Burr Brothers—Who Got ih with
i hi United States Postai Authorities for
Very Demoe- Stock Selling Schbm] —

L'nduk Arm -

1

Wdiat can you do

ment. That's what Kansas did. It called

out the fire department When it saw its

people being robbed right and left it

called out the fire department, figur-

atively speaking. That is what every

other state will, or ought, to do. Funny

tures of the easy road to affluence

through investment of their savings, they

took him at his face value—and DOUghl
at enormous cost the hitter experiem •

g swindled.

For the "suckers" then- needn't he any

how simple are the s, ilutions of these sympathy. The ones who should have-

intricate problems. Just stop it. That's that, and the ones who need protection,

all. Tut a penalty on such outrageous are those who have lost and those who
thievery and stop it. will lose through ignorance. ( >f cour

If you will sit down with the figures, no one should b< ignorant, but since it is

you will find with little difficulty that in "a condition and not a theory which con-

the last ten years the people of this coun- fronts us," we will have to put aside

try have been swindled out of one billion academic propositions and consider pr.
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tical things. When men and women
have toiled for months and years to lay

up a few dollar- against a rainy day, both

the state and the nation should see to it

that, beyond question, they have a safe

place to pnt these savin.

Had as it was, the Louisiana Lottery

never took from any state one-fiftieth of

the money that has been taken by ped-

dlers of worthless stocks and it actually

did distribute a large share of what it

took in. One may even say in compari-

son a good word for the loan shark, too,

money invested. But what's the use of

throwing good money after bad? Be-

sides, the stock swindler seldom leaves

his victim enough money to hire a

lawyer. He believes in getting it all while

the getting is good.

Suing is too much like locking the

stable door after the horse is stolen. The
thing to do is to lock the stable door

first and then stand guard with a shot-

gun, in other words to put the swindlers

out of business and to keep such a close

watch on the other investment companies

that there wouldn't be any chance for

them to do any swindling. That was Mr.

Dolley's plan. There was no warrant in

law for what he purposed to do, but Mr.

Dolley has a sort of Rooseveltian knack of

The Little Corner of Mr. Dolley's Office Has
Grown into a National Institution Which
Might Well Be Called a National Bu-

reau for Giving Free Advice
to Investors.

even if he does exact his pound of flesh.

Yet the nation, the state and the Church

rose as one to drive the lottery out of

business, upon the loan shark society

wages a relentless war. The policy gam-
bler is hounded through the slums and

the alleys and some people would like to

brand the food adulterator as a criminal.

But the king of all the swindlers, the

man who sells worthless stocks, occupies

the finest suite in the most expensive

skyscraper and goes about his business

with the sufferance, if not by the protec-

tion of, the law.

In every other state except Kansas, the

only recourse of the victim is to hire a

lawyer and sue for the return of the

finding ways to do things that the law-

does not specifically provide for. So,

some two years ago, he established a

bureau in his department for the purpose

of advising the people of Kansas, without

any charge to them, as to the value of

stocks, bonds and other forms of secur-

ities offered to them for investment.

Wide publicity was given the innovation

and almost at once there was a noticeable

shrinkage in the number of swindling

schemes being operated in the state.

Cautious investors welcomed the new
bureau and made frequent use of it, but

the persons who most needed protection,

as usually is the case, were not reached

at all. The only way to protect them was
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t<» strike at the root of the evil by driving

the swindlers oul of the state. Thus wa
born the "Blue Sky" law.

While he was drafting thai law, Mr.

I ). illey did a good jol> of it. In the statute

Inn >k it d »vei 'i pages if cl< >sel)

type and the bristles -tick out of it lil

quills "ii ;i porcupine's back. And it has

teeth, too, fore and aft, for the legislature

in passing it. to make sure of the j"l».

added a clause which provided that, if

the supreme court should declare an) one

of it- provisions unconstitutional, all the

ether- should remain on the statute book

in full force and effect.

In brief, the law, which is entitled '" Vn

Act to Provide for the Regulation and

Supervision of Investment Companies,"

requires ever) corporation or association,

foreign or domestic, which purposes to

sell stock in Kansas, to file with the hank

commissioner a clear and complete stat

ment of it- affairs down to the minutesl

detail-: it must file it- written and irre-

vocable consent to accept service upon it

through the secretar) of state of Kansas,

and pay the expenses of a minute investi-

tion into it- affair- by an agent of the

bank commissioner. It must agree that

no amendment to it- charter -hall become
operative until the amendment i- ap-

proved by the hank commissioner; it

must file copies of it- contract- and each

of it- agents in Kansas musl be regis-

tered in the hank commissioner's offi

The law provides method- of bookkeep-

ing and each company mu-t agree to

open its books at any time to any stock

holder. It. upon investigation, the hank

commissioner finds the concern i- solvent,

fairly conducted, and. in his judgment,

promises a fair return on the securities

offered for sale, the commissioner may
issue a certificate permitting the company
to do business. The certificate, however,

recite- in hold-face type that "the bank

commissioner in no wise recommends the

securities to be offered for sale."

[f the commissioner isn't satisfied with

the company'- showing he can refuse the

application. Since the law went into eff<

last March more than seven hundred

application- have been filed under it and

at the time this is written exactly forty-

eight of them were approved and given

certificate-. Not one of the others dai

sell a share of stock in the state, that i-.

willing to n-k a

tin. I) where from one hundred dol-

lars to five thousand doll.. ninety

da) - in jail or both. Furthermore an)

person who make- a lateinent in

film- an apphcatioi te to do

busii himself to a fine i A

from two hundred dollars to ten thou-

sand dollars and not less than a year nor

mote than ten years in the state peni

tiar) And to make it just a little

stronger, if any company authorized to

do business in the state conducts it- busi-

ness in an unauthorized manner or b

ne- insolvent, the hank commissioner

may immediately throw it into the hands

of a receiver and wind up it- affairs.

It might he added, b) the way. that

Kansas ha- learned SO many things about

wild-cat stock selling from Mr. Dolley

that the judges are jusl in the right m 1

t,, impose the maximum fine and im-

prisonment on any agent or any company

that violate- the law. So far. none has

dared attempt to \i. date the law.

When the law first went into el:

there was a great clearing out of many
of the worsl of the fakes which. und<

standing the "Kansas language" when

the) read it in the law. saw the US<
'

ne-- of staying in Kansas any longer.

They moved off to greener field-. < Khers

with that unlimited -elf-a--uranee. cast-

iron nerve and total lack of conscience

which goes with their calling, promptly

filed their applications and were as

promptly turned down. Some unit on

that, hut there were a few who still \\.

not convinced that the law meant just a-

it read and that Commissioner Dolley

meant just exactly what he said. 1
hey

protested. Some wen' grieved at the

error which the commissioner had com-

mitted in refusing the application
;
oth.

|

were insulted.

I or these Mr. Dolley had a set for-

mula. "Go out," he would say, "and

bring me one person who ever bought

k in your company, or who i

bought Stock in any company from yon.

who ever r< I
a- much a- five ;

ut in return from any or all of them

and I'll pay you two dollar- for each and

every on<

The) ake ;t bluff and the

bluff was ;

. LJp to the time this v

written Mr. Dolley hadn't paid out a cent
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in that way. Furthermore there hasn't

been any favoritism about refusing- the

application- that have been turned down.

Kansas corporations have been turned

down just as quickly and just as coldly

as f' ireign corporations.

For instance, a railroad, which, if con-

structed, would very likely be a good
paying proposition, has been projected

through a part of the state which needs

just Mich a line. Farmers and business

men in several towns have given consid-

erable money toward it in the way of

bonuses and some work has been done.

Application was made for permission to

sell stock and the correspondence in the

matter, representing inquiries into every

phase of the company from the legality

of its charter to the birth records of the

promoters, makes a file fully two inches

thick. The application was refused, first

on the grounds that the company had no

assets, and second, because the character

of the men promoting it was not deemed
by the bank commissioner to constitute a

sufficient guarantee of the proper disposi-

tion of the proceeds from stock sold. One
of the promoters, for instance, was found

to have "jumped" a board bill in a dis-

tant city, and later to have become en-

tangled with the postoffice department
so seriously as to have been forced to

take an involuntary "rest cure" for a year

or so.

The file of correspondence in that com-
pany's case is a good example of the

manner in which the "Blue Sky" Law is

applied.

"We don't take any man's word for

anything," is the keynote of it, and while

it may appear that the thing is carried

to the extreme, Mr. Dolley estimates that

the few thousand dollars the bureau has

cost the state has saved the investors

already no less than a million and a half

dollars. The first thing that was done
when the company applied for a certifi-

cate was to call for a copy of its charter,

by-laws, balance sheet, promotion litera-

ture, blue prints, and references for each

of the officers of the company. Every
promise, estimate or possibility in the

literature was noted and each man given

as reference was written to. At the same
time, through confidential channels, the

men given as references were investi-

gated, and through various other chan-

nels the record of each man in the com-
pany was obtained. Probably no fewer
than a thousand different sources of in-

formation were tapped, the net result of

which was that the certificate was re-

fused. Taken all together, these inquiries

have extended into every state in the

Union, Canada, Mexico, Central and
South America, Europe, Japan, the Phil-

ippines and South Africa. Generally

speaking, banks are the best sources of

information, because the banker has a

lively interest in protecting his depositors

against fraud. The state bank examiners
act as a sort of detective force, also, pick-

ing up here and there stray bits of infor-

mation which often prove quite valuable.

One of the numerous land development
companies was found to have no other

asset than a cancelled concession in

Nicaragua to a tract of land which, even

if the concession were valid, could be

bought from the government at twenty
cents an acre. The company had stocked

this at five hundred dollars an acre. The
plan, of course, simply was to sell all the

stock and let the stockholders fight it out

with the government of Nicaragua and
get, if they won, land which was worth
just one twenty-five hundredth part of

what they paid for it.

A majority of the applications made
to the bank commissioner have come
from mining and oil companies. These
present the most difficult problem under

the law, because only an expert is quali-

fied to pass judgment upon an oil or min-

ing property—and if the property is in

an oil or mineral district any man's guess

is as good as an expert's opinion on an

undeveloped property. It is the miner's

axiom that "Gold is where you find it."

So is oil. About the best that can be

done with these companies is, when the

property is in a recognized oil or mineral

district, to base the action to be taken

upon the character of the men who com-
pose the directorate. Then Mr. Dolley

plays safe by refusing certificates to

nearly all of them. In mining and oil

stocks the safest rule to go by is that

nobody is giving anything away. .
If a

group of men have a gold mine with

reasonably good prospects—and bear in

mind that the only mine with a reason-

ably good prospect is one that al-

ready is "in ore"—there is no need for
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them to sell stock— in other words to

give aw as pari of their mine for less

than it i- worth. The same hold- good,

in a genera] way, with "il compani

e of the "mining" companies, for

which a certificati ntl) was applied,

was found to consist "t' the keeper of a

desert water-tank grocery -tun-, a saloon-

contract was then subn

c) compan) St< ck on I » -i

"

panies was -old \< > investi 'i - and it

mated 1>\ Mr. I tolley that no! I nan

$100 if tlu- tM

in Kan-. i 'i which v

after the life insurant i had

learned of the fraud and led the

contract, which was the <>nl

How 's This For Painstakini

i in tin- investigation "I "i mpanj mad< a fil<

and a quarter in< hca ti

keeper, a gambler, an employee "i a !•

ery stable, the porter of the saloon, ami both companii

the clerk in the grocer) store. The mine Wireless telegraph companies

was a ten-foot hole in country rock that have offered a big field foi

wouldn't assay a dollar to a million tons. fraud in the last lew

Another com-
pany.o >mp»

of a bunch "i

gamblers, had

located half a

d< '/en claim- i in

state school
land a I read y
under lease, to

which the i

p a n y a >uldn't

get the shadow
of a title. The
land had ore,

all right, but

the only thing

the stockhold-

ers could gel

out of it would
be the right to

-ne the state fi ir pi issessii »n.

With manufacturing, plantation or irri-

gation companies, it is a simple matter

almost at once to decide the merits of

the securities offered for sale. ( me Ari-

zona company, for instance, offered land

"close to the Roosevelt Dam." It was

close, too, but it couldn't have been

watered for a million dollars an acre.

Just the opposite was a Gulf Coast town-

site proposition where it would have re-

quired a deep sea diver to set the sur-

veyor's staki

Another favorite form of swindle is

the life insurance agency. The inv<

believes he is buying stock in the com-

pany itself, but as a matter of fact he

simply is buying stock in a company
which has a contract to write insurance

for some established company—a mighty

doubtful asset at its best. For instance,

there was a certain company in Detroit

whose only asset was a contract to write

insurance for a certain percentage. This

( Ine of them
disposed of an

e n o r m o u s

quantity i if

-lock in Kan-
sas bef »re pi ist-

office inspect) irs

raided the c< im-

p a n y ' s office

and sent

era! i if its i iffi

cers to prison.

In Topeka, the

- 1 a t e capital,

alone. Mr. I

ley f' lund sti »ck

for which $80,-

had I

paid, and found

only p a it ol

what had been sold. Probably th-

at least SJ0.000 more invested in the com-

pany in that one city, and not one i

of it ever will come hack. Widows,
elderly maiden ladies who hoped to la\

aside enough to afford them a compe
tence when they should be no longer able

to work; young men investing for the

same reason, and business men who
wouldn't put a cent into a legitimate

manufacturing enterprise in their home
town, all were caught.

Such instances might be multiplied to

an indefinite length, hut they may be

taken fairly to illustrate what no loi

is going on in Kansas, but which is going

on in every other state. People an- being

swindled right and left, without the

impunction on the part of the

swindlers or any fear of the law. The
lawmakers are too busy pi

stituenl nst the f the

railroad- and other form- of legitimate

industry into wh< the p<
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might put their savings if they were not

frightened away from them by the law-

maker's cry of "wolf."

The value of a law such as the Kansas

"Blue Sky" law lies, of course, in its

enforcement. Knforced partially it is

nearly as bad as no law at all, but en-

forced impartially, and by giving the in-

vestor the benefit of the doubt, it is bound
to save—and is saving—the people of

Kansas, millions of dollars. And Kan-
sas is fortunate' in having such a law and

in having it impartially enforced.

But Kansas is not alone in profiting by
the law. The little corner of Mr. Dol-

ley's office, set aside for the one clerk

who was expected to handle all of the

routine work pertaining to the enforce-

ment of the law, has grown into a na-

tional institution which might well be

called a national bureau for giving free

advice to investors. The one clerk has

multiplied into two clerks and three ste-

nographers who are kept busy six days

in the week answering inquiries that

come from every state in the union as to

the advisability of purchasing stock or

bonds in this or that company, or

whether investments already made are

considered safe. In one week, by actual

count, there were 842 letters of that kind

received from other states.

In addition to this heavy correspond-

ence, every letter of which is answered
with all the information considered neces-

sary, come hundreds of letters thanking

Mr. Dolley for warnings already ex-

tended.

"God bless you for your work, you
have saved me from ruin," is not an un-

common statement in them. Some of

them are pitiful. "I have invested every

cent I had in Blue Sky Consolidated. Is

there any way I can recover it?" is the

question contained in hundreds of the

letters. The majority of these letters

are from women, whose writing and sta-

tionery indicate a station in life where
their little savings have been a fortune to

them. After reading half a dozen of

them, one rather wishes the law provided
that any male, able-bodied citizen might
take an axe and send a few of the Blue
Sky peddlers in the opposite direction

from the location of their stock in trade.

In this admirable plan for the conser-

vation of the poor man's money, there is

one defect, and it will exist either until

every state in the union has enacted a

law similar to the Kansas statute, or until

the government requires the same con-

ditions of the investment companies that

is required in the Kansas statute before

permitting them the use of the mails and
express companies. As the situation now
is there is nothing to prohibit the fake

investment companies from advertising

their insecure securities and transacting

a large business through the mails before

the postoffice inspectors can ascertain the

status of the company and obtain evi-

dence which will warrant the arrest of

the swindlers for using the mails to

defraud.

The work of the postoffice department
has been greatly facilitated, however, by
co-operation with the Kansas banking de-

partment, whereby information of fake

stock and bond companies regularly is

exchanged. The information furnished

by . the Kansas banking department has

resulted in the arrest of a number of

fake promoters and the driving of several

others out of business. The difficulties

under which the postoffice department
works are so great, however, that, as

shown in the annual report of the De-
partment of Justice, only ten cases of

that kind were brought before the courts

in the last fiscal year, while there must
be anywhere from a thousand to five

thousand companies whose stock is for

sale but is worthless at any price.

So far as the states are concerned, it is

probable that within another two years

a majority of them will have laws similar

to the Kansas statute. Every day's mail

brings to Mr. Dolley letters from mem-
bers of the legislatures of other states

asking for copies of the Kansas law with

a view to drafting a similar measure.

Every state in the union is represented

in these letters, and in one case, Missouri,

ten members of the legislature were rep-

resented. Five requests have come from
other countries.

"I never dreamed of the extent of the

swindling operations carried on by deal-

ers in stocks and bonds until I heard of

your Kansas law and made an investiga-

tion here at home," an Illinois legislator

wrote. "My investigation was neither

extensive nor deep, yet it leads me to

believe that three out of five persons in
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the ordinary walk- of life who have the

saving habit have been swindled at

time or other in the purchase of worth-
stocks. 1 f the conditions I found in

my own neighborhood obtain throughout
Illinois the swindlers must have obtained
million-, i if il, illar

ly a few <la\- ago t'"iir members of
the tinn of Burr Brothers, on,- ,,|" the

most successful promoters of worthless

stock in tin- country, pleaded guilt) in

the United State- court in New York to

a charge of using the mail- to defraud,
anil were sentenced to one year each in

the penitentiary on BlackwelFs Island.

Shelton and Eugene Burr, president anil

secretary-treasurer of tin- company, were
horn and reared in Leavenworth, Kas.
Their offices in New York occupied an
entire floor of the Flatiron Building and
postal inspectors who raided the offices

and arre-ted the members of the com-
panj November 20, 1910, estimated that

they had taken in somewhere between
forty and fifty million dollar-.

Mr. Dolley estimated at the time the

arrests were made that something like

1,000 "\ that amount had been re-

ceived from Kansans. Later, when it

was learned that tin- Burrs, through their

wide acquaintance in Leavenworth, had
-old large quantities of stock there, the

estimate was raised to one-half million

dollar-. ' hit of their operation-, the four

partners in the Burr concern are esti-

mated to have made fifteen million dol-

lar-, and they had just entered upon an

advertising campaign which would have
COSt one million dollar- when the postal

authorities arre-ted them.

After the raid. Postmaster-General
Hitchcock, who was in personal charge
of the raider-, gave out an official memo-
randum which showed that when the

l'.urr- ran short of stock in companies
already organized, they organized new
companies to keep up the golden stream
which poured in on them. Among the

Stocks which were entirely -old out and
of which the postmaster-general said,

"the greater portion of the money evi-

dently ha- gone into the hand- of Burr

the Kern-We? tern
.pans . the i a alinga Aladdin ' »il t

'. wi-

pan\ and the People's Associated < hi

t 'oiiipam
. \ list << impanies,

all of which had gone out of existence,
wa- given, in all of which the BuiTS

-old stock. According tothepostma
general, pot one of the twenty-eight com-
panies, for which the Bun I Stock

"ha- paid a dividend and most of them
are failun

\ po-tal inspector, who wa- in chai
< if the i iffices after the raid -aid :

"Burr Brothers played fast and [<

with their client- and the most pitiful

feature i- the manner in which widows
have been fleeced mi absolutely worthless
-lock-. Mr-. Laura E. Lawrence of

Philadelphia had invested $4,000, the
amount of life insurance -he had re-

ceived at her husband's death, in worth-
less mining stock. Mrs. David Crabb, a

poor widow with a large family, had in-

vested all her savings, $2,500, in abso-

lutely worthless oil stock. The first day's
mail after the raid broughl in $650 in

cadi and $20,000 in money order-, in

addition to which there wa- a large

hunch of telegrams, making reservations
oi stock, from deluded victims who were
afraid they would lose the chance to he

-w indled out of Lheir money."'

Wisconsin i- the only state which has

a law the effeel of which i- designed to

protect investors, but it ha- failed in at-

tempt- t<> enforce it. in the work it was
designed t<> do. Hut the Wisconsin law-

will he amended or repealed and a new
law enacted, for a number of legislators

in that -tale have a-ked for copies of the

Kansas law.

So. the poor widow- of Kansas, who
gave their little all in exchange for worth-
less sheets of gaudy paper have not lost

in vain. They have been the instruments
for putting on the Kansas statutes a law
which ha- saved million- of dollar- for

those who could not afford to lose it. and
f.T awakening the legislators in other

states to one of the cruele-t systems of

robbery that ha- ever flourished any-

where in the world.

zj a
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^VOLCANOES
MAY MAKE WORLD

QUT on the
^*^ Pacific "tilGHWY
Coast they are

developing the
fascinating idea of a broad highway, in

sight of the Pacific, from the southern

tip of the South American continent to

the snows of the Arctic Circle. It is not

beyond the pale of probability that some
day this highway may not only be com-
pleted, but may cross to Asia on a new
continent arising to link the old and the

new hemispheres, where Bering Sea's

shallow waters now ebb and flow, and so

continue on through Siberia, and turbu-

lent Cathay until it terminates in sight of

the Atlantic.

But it is not this highway that inter-

ests us here ; it is the possibility that the

fires of earth now disturbing southwest-
ern Alaska and the 1,000-mile chain of

Aleutian Islands, will combine with other

causes to raise the floor of Bering Sea
until it emerges high and dry, joining

the Americas with Asia, the Occident
with the Orient, man's newest conquest
with the cradle of his race.

Nor is this possibility so remote, for

the western reaches of Alaska with the

46

By Wi 11 is ru Thornton Pr SSe r agitated

gion.

Aleutian dots of land

form the earth's most
volcanic re-

Half a hundred
volcanoes have been counted west of

Cook Inlet, some of them smoking and
quavering, and throwing ash and lava

far and wide, while the famous Bogoslof

Islands, just off the route of steamship

travel into Bering Sea, rise high in the

air and sink again into the sea with an

attendant demonstration of such grand-

eur and awe-inspiring magnitude as eye

witnesses declare will be their most vivid

remembrance until their dying day.

Even in the gulf of Alaska the restless

forces of nature are extremely active, for

within the last two or three years subma-
rine mountains have suddenly arisen in

the depths of the sea, snapping the gov-
ernment's Alaska cable in twain with

such a jerk that the ends, on one occa-

sion, were separated by more than a mile.

Repeatedly has the copper strand been
separated in this way, and soundings
have shown the earth to have arisen

much nearer the surface of the gulf than

it was ever known to be before in that

particular locality.
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Much of Bering Sea's

floor i- a great level stretch

• inly a few fathoms down,
ami constant!) approaching
the water level. Scientists

and members of the I fhited

States geodetic survey at-

tribute the upheaval be

neath the sea t" the same
subterranean nvulsi< ms
thai lil"\\ a fier) breath

through the nostrils <>i"
-

man) volcanoes. Assisting

this action in making Ber

ing Sea a pond preliminary,

perhaps, to obliterating it

altogether, arc the rivers of Uaska,

which bring down annually vast sedimen-

tary deposits of alluvial matter that are

scattered far out toward the Siberian

shore.

A great earth giant, lying prone be-

neath both sea and earth, and struggling
to arise, might he imagined gasping for

tth, kicking hi- feet in the Alaskan
gulf, elevating hi- forehead in Bering

Sea. puffing through the volcanic rim of

isles that form hi- month, and protrud-

ing his tongue and drawing it hark again

where the Bogoslofs hysterically bob up
and down. Indeed, the natives of all that

region believg that demons and super-

natural agencies are making themselves

felt by these sometimes terrible disturb-

ances that rack the islands and adjacent

mainland.

In later time- the Russians gave histor-

r-

•v
\

-

1/
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\ olc ujh Vcnvm May Hi w i Up Thi Bed i I ig Sea
Eventually, and Link North Amkrh \ i>> A

ical accuracy to data relating to various

eruptions, and Admiral Bogoslof, in the

service of the Czar, was the first, late in

the eighteenth century, to discover the

Bogoslof Islands. In -till later time

within the la-t half-dozen year-— plenty

of supporl ha- been given to the theory

that a continent i- in the labor of birth,

and soon may emerge to the light of day.

\ do/en volcanoes, some apparently

I and other- at intervals showing de-

cided signs of life, dot the west -hot.

Cook Inlet, and the Alaska Peninsula,

which separates Bering Sea from tin-

Alaska Gulf. No fewer than forty-two

volcanoes have been counted on the

Aleutians, stretching eastward from the

mainland. Some of these are so remote
from the line- of travel that they are

only seldom seen, while other- in the

the ship-channel through
I nimak I 'a-- are within

the visual range of al-

most ever) v<

inn i 1 lering Sea. I >r

f i v e \ < a r s I. I".

Thwaites, purser i if the

little mail -tea in e r

Dora, plying out to the

vicimt\ o f th

Chkrnaboro. with Half Its
mmmi i Torn Away by
Volcanic Eruption.

tremendous volcanic

manifestations years

ago. and evidence in The Km \n- v. : iow,
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PARLOT VOLCANO. ON ALASKA PENINSULA. IN REPOSE AND IN ERUPTION.

westward from Seward, Alaska, has been

endeavoring to catch on his camera film

direct evidence of this activity, and only

lately has he succeeded in presenting pic-

tures of a group of smoking volcanoes

such as may be considered unique

throughout the world.

Not only were points of vantage diffi-

cult for Mr. Thwaites to attain, at times

when the volcanoes were executing their

best performance, but he had as well to

contend with atmospheric conditions that

rendered his task all the more difficult

and uncertain. Yet he succeeded in ob-

taining photographs of almost all these

most active mountain chimneys above the

subterranean fires. Early in 1911 The
Technical World presented remarkable

photographs of an eruption at the Bogos-

lof Islands, when a new island sprang

like Venus from the sea. These were
obtained from the deck of the United

States revenue cutter Tahoma, one of

those guardians of the northern seas.

Indians of the Cook Inlet district re-

late a mythical tale, as picturesque as a

fragment of Greek mythology, how the

warring gods of fire and water drove

them from their ancestral home on Au-
gustine Island, which stands at the en-

48
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Mii-ii \i imn

trance to the Inlet. < >n the

island stands Chernaboro vol-

cano, with half it- summit torn

away, and -till emitting steam

and smoke. The island had 1"

chosen a- a hi »me by the nati

I the advantages it of-

fered for otter hunting, and they

had no fear of the mountain

towering above them.

The violent outbreak of ( !her-

naboro, coming almost without

warning, destroyed the native

village, and drove the surviving

Indian- in panic to the mainland.

They never again dared to go

l>ack to live beneath the treach-

erous mountain. The date ol this

eruption i- placed at about

enty-five years ago. Russian an-

nals, as far as known, make no

reference to it. but the Muscovite

charts of 1825 show a channel

between Augustine I -land and

the Alaska peninsula, where

now there i- only -hallow water.

A new crater was revealed

with the battle between the gods

of fire and water, and the sul-

phurous vapor which Cherna-

boro gives off has rimmed the

summit of the mountain with

bleaching skeletons of birds that

ventured tpO near it- heated

cone. Yet even if the volcano

should never again evince vio-

lent tendencies the natives would

not return to the island, for they

believe it was their residence

upon it- shores which angered their ele-

mental deities.

The volcano mosl commonly seen by

voyagers into Bering Sea is Shishaldin,

standing on Unimak Island, not far from

Dutch Harbor, which is the coaling

station of the Aleutian-. incident

with the 1910 upheaval in the Bog-

oslofs, Shishaldin awakened into erup

Which B [

I
hundred mi

Am ian Volcano in Action.

i >ft< ii at Un ' rl " ' "' ''"'

Arctic: tire spouting from it- crater was

visible one hundred mile- away.

This crater of Shishaldin's i- 1.000

feet aCrOSS. In -pile of the noxious

vapors -He may take advantage of the

wind, climb to the summit, and Stand on

the ver\ edge of the crater, looking down
into the seething depth-. All down the

sides of the 10,000-foot mountain are

tion, and '.'mi previous occasions synchron- streams of lava: in fad the outpourii

ous activity had been noticed. Shishaldin of molten rock have made Shishaldin one

spread smoke and ash in every direction, of the most symmetrical of mountains-

Vessels reached Nome with their decks a veritable sugar-loaf. Adventurous

covered with volcanic deposits. One spirits who make th. t find its sides

seemingly fabulous story related that the punctured with pot-holes or springs that

ash assayed showed particle- of gold— emit boiling sulphur ms.

vet why not? Seven or eight years When the wind goes down bnisnaldtn s

Shishaldin became a great torch of the thin stream oi black -moke rises to a
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U.S. REVENUE CUTTER RUSH. ONE OF THE LITTLE FLEET THAT PATROLS BERING SEA.

This photo was taken from the deck of the mail steamer Dora.

height of miles in the air, and produces

an impressive spectacle. Occasionally

the mountain will belch forth a ball of

smoke that hovers for an instant above

the snow-covered summit ; then rises like

a balloon into the air and dissolves at

great height.

Not far from this volcano, on Unimak
Island, is Pogromno, whose crater has

been shattered by the forces of nature.

Yet from its summit there curls almost

continuously a wisp of smoke, streaming

off lazily with the wind.

The r'Noise-Maker of the North" is

the soubriquet given Akutan volcano,

situated forty miles from the settlement

of Unalaska, on the island which bears

its name. Often at Unalaska can be

heard the booming of this peace dis-

turber of the Aleutian solitudes. Sudden

and violent are its explosions, like the

detonations of huge quantities of explo-

sive far down in the earth. In more

ways than one does the action of Akutan
resemble the discharge of great cannon.

Perhaps in the volcano's heart large vol-

umes of gas come in contact with tre-

mendous heat.

Akutan's guns are fired in pairs ; first a

short, sharp bang, and then a louder,

longer report. At each explosion a puff

of smoke is forced from the crater high

into the air, dissipating itself a few-

moments later among the clouds of the

upper atmosphere. Navigators who have

passed Akutan while in action say the

spectacle is most entrancing when the

mountain is partly hidden by the fog

that is so prevalent in Bering Sea. Says

Mr. Thwaites

:

"With a tremor of the mountain, and

then a crash comes the first of the twin

explosions, and the puff of smoke shoots

up from the crater, tearing a hole in the

thick fog blanket that engulfs the sum-
mit of the peak. The larger report and

puff of smoke follows, spreading the mist

even wider, and disclosing for an instant

the peak of the noise-making mountain.

The fogs then settle slowly, shutting out

all sight of the mountain top until the

next explosion. These demonstrations

occur with precision, and sometimes ex-

tend over a period of days, accompanied

by earthquake shocks of greater or less

duration."

"Pop-off" has come to be the nickname

of Pavlof volcano, situated on the lower

end of the Alaskan peninsula. The photo-

graph of Pavlof in action shows not only

the smoke iss iing from the crater of the

mountain, but also the slopes blackened

by the volcanic ash. Pavlof's eruptions

are usually concurrent with those of
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Shishaldin, and disturbances in the B

oslofs. Shumagin Islands, sixty mi
away were covered to a « Kj >t 1 1 of half an
inch with the Pavlof effluvia, in 1910, and
at tin.' period "t" greatest activit) Pavlof

sent cannonading thunders through a

circle 100 miles across. The ash upon
the surface of the sea is whipped into

snowballs that finally are heaped upon
the beach.

Pay a native fift) dollars a day and he

will lead you i" the top of Makushin
peak, which is plainly visible from Dutch
Harbor. Usually Makushin i- smoking,
tnit mally it gets much more vio-

lent in it- demonstrations. Those who
have braved it- dangers a—en that near
the crater iron rods stuck into the ground
will he melted by the intense heat. Hun-
dred- <<i boiling springs have created
-now and ice caw- on the mountain side.

War the crater rim are large deposits
of sulphurous material- that have been
prospected and before long probably will

he mined.

But the li-t -o far includes only a few
of the better known volcanoes of this dis-

turbed region, some ^>i them marked by
the Indian designation, rendered into

English spelling a- nearly a- possible,

and other- hear the name- given them
by Russian explorers and geographers
years before the United State- came into

ion of Alaska. Besides those

given there is Kupreanoff, standing at

the head of Stepakof Bay, on the main-
land, which i- unique in that its crater

m the center of .

ke ami -team rise thn
- in a hundred different . With

these crev. area it

has been virtually impossible ilore

th< it r i if Kupreanoff.

Redoubt Peak and Becharoff are well

up the peninsula : both a difficult

oi access, and neither has been thor-

oughly explored. To the north and i

of Becharoff is lliamna, towering al

the 12,1 I <
i foot level, and having three

distinct crater-. D< ug la . I< m iking as if

a huge octopus gripped it- vitals, stands

up sheer and hold above Cook Inlet, not

far from Chernaboro volcano, on Augus-
tine island. This likeness to an octopus
i- produced by the chilled streams of lava

that streak down from the summit of the
peak, vividly suggesting tentacles. Far-
ther inland the Alaskan range has other

peaks that occasionally give forth evi-

dences of life, while in addition t< - the

active volcanoes there are hundred
dead craters in the mountain chain that

buries itself in the sea in a seemingly
vain endeavor to reach the Asiatic shore.

Alaska is becoming a better-known
land ever) year, and the time will come
when all her mountain ranges, her valleys

and her plains will he thoroughly
plored, but it is no exaggeration to say

that the Russians knew as much about
her coast line as we have learned in the

last half-century Controller Bay, of re

cent notoriety, was discovered before Ad-
miral Vancouver found Pugret Sound!



A CATCH OF HALIBUT.
The halibut is one of the finest and largest of food fishes.

GATHERING NEW MARINE CROPS
.
By

RENE BACHE

A
PROJECT whereby, through

the adoption of a new and
simple method of capture, ten

thousand square miles may be

added to the available fishing

grounds of our North Atlantic coast, is

being earnestly advocated by the govern-

ment Bureau of Fisheries.

Stretching from Cape Cod to Cape
Hatteras is a vast area of sea bottom
which, though fairly swarming with

valuable finny species, is not fished at all.

Its annual crop, which might feed the

whole population of the United States,

is allowed to go to waste. Ordinary
methods of capture cannot be successfully

used for most of these bottom fishes

—

especially the soles, whose mouths are

52

too small and weak to take or hold a

hook.

One of the most delicious of the fishes

served in our expensive restaurants is

sole. Fried in crumbs, and called a

"filet," it is a morsel for the gods. Yet
it is nothing more nor less than a floun-

der—quite possibly hatched originally at

one of the New England stations of the

Fisheries Bureau. During the last fiscal

year the Bureau hatched and liberated

889,000,000 such flounders, or "flatfish,"

at Wood's Hole, Gloucester, and Booth-

bay.

Far superior, however, is the so-called

pole flounder, or deep-sea flounder, which
occurs in deeper waters. It is in texture

and flavor so like the European sole,
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These scoop nets on runners an d securing fishes thai live along the Horn.

though "i a different finny mim-. that in the North Sea, it represents the prin-

even an epicure cannot tell the difference, cipal method of capture. But in <mr own
country it is a novelty. Since the Fish-in 1877 it was first discovered in the

deepest part of Massachusetts Bay; and
since then it has been caught south of

Cape Cod, at depths of one hundred
fathoms or more, and by Agassiz off the

entrance of Delaware May, at four hun-
dred fathoms. The fish is a permanent
resident throughout the year in the deep

basin in* Massachusetts Bay and along

eries Bureau went into the business of

hatching flounders on so enormous a

scale, thus building up a new and im-

portant fishery in New England, small

beam trawls, hauled by sail and motor
boats, have been used for catching them,

and by this means 11,500 barrels were
taken during the last year off Falmouth

the edge of the continental slope for hun- alone

—

all of them of one species, the

dreds of miles up and down the coast

In truth, the sea bottom all the way
from Massachusetts to the capes of Vir-

ginia is almost literally paved with floun-

ders of thi> valuable species. Al-

though they cannot hold fast to a

hook and line, they could be

caught in incalcula-

ble quantities by
the use of t h e

"beam trawl"—

a

huge pocket-shaped
net set in an iron

frame on runners
like those of a sled.

Such a trawl.
dragged over the

bottom, picks up
everything in its

path—especially the

bottom fishes.

This form of ap-

paratus is old
enough and famil-

iar enough in Eu-
ropean w a t e r s,

where, particularly

Till M- \ BOTTI IM M'. IM M VSS \i III >

I- Paved with Floundi

\
I in i i i-n.

In 1882. some great Mil'

out till:- -

small '"winter flounder," to which efforts

in the line of artificial propagation are

exclusively devoted.

Recently, however, four steam ves

at Boston have been equipped with

large beam trawls. The
first time one of

them went out, a

catch of 25,000
pounds of fish was
made, and the net

wa-. carried away.

( me should under-

stand that -mil a

net i- seventy-five

feet long, and it-

in o u t h fifty feet

wide, SO that, when
dragged over the

a-botto in. it i-

liable to swallow
considerable quan-

tities of live ma-
terial. The deck i if

a trawler after a

haul presents a

wonderful spectacle

S3
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Bkam Trawl on the Deck of the Steamer Albatross

—writhing conger eels, fierce wolf-

fishes with wickedly snapping jaws,

dogfish (always the fisherman's

enemies), wide-mouthed "fishing

frogs" (which somebody has

called "animated carpetbags"),

and many other queer-looking

finny creatures being scat-

t e r e d among the useful

fishes ; not to mention huge
spider-crabs, mollusks of

various kinds, sea anemones,
and other invertebrate curios-

ities ad infinitum.

In order to comprehend the

exceptional opportunities offered

for beam-traw
here described

stand exacth
great "continental shelf," which furnishes

a feeding ground for so many kinds of

fishes now unknown to our markets.

The eastern edge of the North Ameri-
can continent is not marked by the line

of breakers which fall upon
our shores. It is far out in

the ocean, beneath the waves.
Thus, if the ocean were
dried up, a person starting

eastward from Atlantic City

would have to walk straight

on for a distance of about
sixty miles before reaching

the true edge of the conti-

nent. During his journey he
would find the sea-floor slop-

ing very gradually down-
ward ; but, at the end of the

sixty miles it would suddenly
drop almost precipitously to

a depth of two and a half

miles—the normal depth,

that is to say, of the bottom
of the ocean.

It will be seen, then, that

the eastern edge of the con-

tinent is actually overflowed ;

and thus is formed a sort of

subaqueous "shelf," which
widens as it runs northward.
Whereas opposite Atlantic

City it is only sixty miles

wide ( its edge being

about that far out in

the ocean), off

Boston it is

s o m e-

thing

regionig in the

one should under-
what is meant by the

The Fisheries Bureau Schooner Grampus.
Which Rediscovered the Tile Fish

in the Year 1892.
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like >>ir- hundred miles in

breadth.

The "shelf," as already

explained, is the feeding

mnd of multitudes oi

edible fishes which, like the

Pole flounder, are unknown
t< i our market- for the reason

thai no practical methi "1 has

hitherto been applied for

their capture. When vessels

equipped with steam appa-

ratus f"i" hoisting trawls,

such as the four recently

built at Boston, exploil the

resources of this vast ar

the production of fish food

en - >ur X' irth Atlantic C( >ast

will be multiplied many fold,

and the living i if greal num-
bers of people will be ma-
terially cheapened thereby.

Most important, perhaps,

of all the species concerned

is the tile fish—the estimable

tinny creature which was the

victim only a few years ago
of -'» remarkable a catas-

trophe. Although supposed
at the time to have been

thereby rendered extinct ac-

tually, it has reappeared, and
today is pn ibably as plentiful

as ever—that i- to say,

plentiful enough to become
as important a source of

f( k ><1 supply as the c< id, if it

were sought by systematic

and proper methods.
Piscatorial history states that in 1878

the fishing schooner William V. Hutch-
ings, uiuler command of an experienced

skipper named Kirhy. was looking for

hake in new water- about one hundred
miles south of the island of Nantucket,

when, on examining the baited lines

(extended over some miles by an ar-

rangement of anchors and floats), many
fishes of an entirely unfamiliar species

were found attached to the hooks.

Extraordinarily brilliant in color, with

head- like that of a dolphin, and covered

with greenish yellow speckles, they

weighed from five to fifty pounds apiece,

the biggest being" about three feet 1< >i

Captain Kirby threw them all over-

board. Afterwards, having tried one for

Lowering \ Hi im Trawi For Halii

dinner and having found it very good, he

caught a lot more and took them to

( ili >u. w here he -' 'Id them f< »r a

mall price. Later on, new- of the matter

having been circulated, the Fisheries

Bureau steamer Fish Hawk went to the

place and captured a few tmens.

Their flesh being declared excellent, it

was realized that an important discovery

had be.n made, ami the government
pert- decided to mala- a thorough in-

vestigation, with a view to outlining the

an upied by the new s] f fish,

to which the name Lopholatilus chan

leonticeps was given—meaning "chame-

leon-headed Latilus with a cr

I'n fortunately, a good deal of time was
lost in getting ready in. and, just

a- the scientific expedition was on the
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experts, and. making allpoint of starting, the cata

trophe arrived,

early in 1882.

In M a rch

a

April of t h a

year, skippers of

-ailing vessels

arriving at the

ports of Bos-

t o n, N e w
York, and
Philadelphia,

reported that

they h a d

j) a s s e d

through many
miles of water
covered with

dead and d y i n :

fishes of a species

wholly unfamiliar.

Those picked up alive

did not appear to be

injured in any way,

but merely paralyzed.

Some of the vessels

had traversed a belt sixty-five miles wide

of water that was profusely sprinkled Assuming that there was only one fish

with the fishes, and one skipper declared for every 4,000 the sailors thought they

that he had passed through 150 miles of saw, the total number found floating in

them. the manner described could not have been

Quite a mass of testimony on the sub- less than one thousand millions—enough
ject was got together by the fishery to furnish 300 pounds of fish for every

Mending a Beam Trawl on The Government
Ship Albatross.

ances for exagger-

it was estimated

t an area of at

east 7.500 square

miles must have
been covered

with the fishes,

which ( from
specimens
exhibited)
were very
promptly
identified as

the tile fish

—a name given

to the species

by Eugene G.

5 lackf o r d, of

Fulton Market, in

New York City. He
picked out a small

fragment of the sci-

entific name bestowed
upon the creature,
and so christened it

for popular purposes.

THE TRUE EUROPEAN SOLE. SHOWING HOW IT MODIFIES ITS OWN
COLORATION TO MATCH THE BRIGHT PEBBLY OCEAN BOTTOM.
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man. woman and
child in the I'd "

States. Doubtless,

however, tin- was
an absurd! y low

estimate.

When. SOOU after-

ward, the scientific

expedition did at

last set out, it could

n<>t find a sin

tile fish a 1 i \ e.

Every m can- of

capture was tried

in vain, the indica-

tion being that the

species had actually

been rendered ex-

tinct !

Even to this day

nobody knows what
the cause of the

catastrophe was. It

was at first .attrib-

uted to a volcanic

disturbance at the

bottom of the

an. Since then,

however, a theory

has conn- to ho m< ire

widely accepted to

the effect that the

encroachment of a current of cold water

from the Polar regions upon the feeding

-round- occupied by the tile fish brought

about the calamity.

Mention ha- already been made of the

relatively steep declivity which, descend-

ing to the deeper sea-floor, mark- the

true edge of the continent. A broad belt

along thi- declivity is bathed by a current

of warm water from the Tropic-. It is

not the Gulf Stream (which i- a surface

current), hut a warm river running
down below. The tile fish, which i- a

tropical animal (accounting for the re-

markable brilliancy of it- coloration),

finds it- wav northward along thi- warm



DETERMINED to benefit by
the work of others while she

worked herself, Miss Mar-
garet Kehoe, a stenographer
in an office building in Vine

Street, Philadelphia, hit upon the plan of
starting an apiary on the roof. It was a
roof that lent itself readily to the idea
and with the consent of the owners of
the building Miss Kehoe installed her bee
hives. Now there is a thriving colony
of honey-makers busily engaged in gath-
ering honey and storing it for the benefit

of the clever little girl who originated the

idea.

Very few of the office workers in the

neighborhood know of the existence of

this roof apiary. The roof is not over-
looked by other buildings and as adjoin-

ing roofs are not visited by the tenants

the apiary established by Miss Kehoe is

not interfered with and no one is the

wiser for the innovation. The bees give

very little trouble. As any one knows
who has possessed an apiary the little

collectors go about their business day by
day and require no attention. They feed

themselves, manage their own affairs and
ask only to be let alone to toil the merry
day through. If they realize that the

honey they are so industriously storing is

to benefit the owner of the hive and not

the bees themselves they don't let the

knowledge trouble them or interfere with
their daily program.
The keeping of bees being one of the

profitable experiments that can be under-
taken without any great effort, at slight

expense and with scarcely any labor

involved, the originator of the roof
apiary finds it no tax on her time or her

resources to manage the little honey busi-

ness she has established.

The only outfit required in starting an
apiary of this kind is a hive or two, a

colony or two of Italian bees, a veil, a

smoker and a little practical knowledge
added to the book learning that any one
can acquire from a volume borrowed
from a library. The apiary can be started

with a capital of twenty-five or thirty

dollars and if you have no roof on which
to keep the hives, and no back yard they

can be kept on the porch. As the popular

idea of bees, however, is that they are

vicious little insects, given to sting on
sight and at times showing a fiendish

desire to attack in a body, it is well to

start the apiary as Miss Kehoe did, out

of sigfht of everv one and where there

can be no possibility of interference with

the industrious little bees.

58
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Miss Kehoc
only been fam
with the habits

bees for a few

months, hut she has

entirely lost all fear

of them and has

1 e a r ned that the

vwm
Miss Margarbi Kehoi \ixowing Bees ro Cluster

on lii k Bare Arms ro ^how How
Gentu Ihi v \kk.

.•I Mil

B
Mi

mistake made is t<>

tr\ tn pick the little

_r out \\ ith the

thumb ;m<l fingi

In squeezing it this

way the poison is

pressed in and tin-

very objecl that i-

popular idea of the viciousness of the bee to be avoide'd is accomplished.

is entirely wrong. To prove this she per- It may be expected that Miss Kehoe

mitted two clusters of bees to swarm on will duplicate the experience i f another

her arms and in one of the pictures she city bee keeper who writ

.•an be seen with the masses of bees held "Began the season with three colonies;

in this way, smiling at the camera, not the divided and swarmed to nine and took

leasl bit nervous and confident that the

hers would be gentle with her. as indeed

thev were

362 sections of fine honey late in the fall.

I have -pent about $100 since beginning,

hut now have nine good swarms, 25

\\ would not be possible to take these supers and three empty hives with e\

liberties with the old time black or hybrid thing complete and the outfit is worth

But the advance made in the bee over $200. Alto-ether I have taken

ing industry includes the importation section, of honey of which $115 worth

of the Italian bee, a much more gentle has been sold. All my honey

variety than the older kind, The Italian

will not sting unless driven to do it

in defense "i his home and his honey.

Miss Kehoe wear- a veil sometimes when

working around the hives, but at times

she works entirely without this protection

and is never stung. In fact she wears

cents per section and I sell oul as fasl as

I can deliver it."

It should be remembered when com-

paring the plan of bee keeping with thai

of chicken raising or any of the kindred

ideas thai the suburbanite or city dweller

has for raising money, thai the bees

the veil more to keep the swarms of require no feeding, they shift for thi

flying bees from her face and eve- than selves all the time, they are working for

from any fear of harm from them. There von every day without any COSl to you,

is also, she declares, a great deal of exag- they take up little room in the estabhsh-

geration concerning the harm done by the ment, are not likely to gel

sting of a bee. If brushed "ff quickly wrong" with the neighbors, il properly

the bee -tin-, which is left in the wound placed a- these of Miss Kehoe s an-, and

with it- store of poison, i- harmless. The the initial outlay i- ly anything.
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AY down below the lower deck an' just above the keel

Our stoke-hole crew they tramps around on hard and smokin' steel,

Right in a glare that makes you blind, a heat that makes you reel,

We feeds the blazin' boilers day an' night,

We're red of eye an' black with coal an' though the shift is short,

The sweat of workin' in that hell is measured by the quart,

This stokin' liners' boilers ain't no mollycoddle sport

But we gotta keep the boat a-goin' right.

It's shovel, shovel, shovel!

An' it's sweat, sweat, sweat!

With the heat a whoopin' round you

An' yer hull frame wet;

With the cinders all a-droppin'

An' the grates a-roar,

As they seem to yell for fuel

Sayin' "More! More! More!"

The Captain on the windy bridge is something grand to see.

An' the Engineer's a personage as great as he can be,

But the tub would never travel if it weren't fer mugs like me,

The guys you never know is on the ship,

If we didn't keep on stokin' spite of all the sweat an' stew,

If we didn't feed the boilers what the devil would they do?

There wouldn't be no power for to turn the bloomin' screw

An' there wouldn't be no record-breakin' trip!
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It's shovel, sii<>\ el, sho> el

'

\n* it's sw cat .
sw < .ir vu > .it

We're tryin' to cut the record

An' we'll do it yet,

While the draft nrould almost suck you

Through the furnace door,

An' the hungry n r;, t ts > s cillin'

"Give us more, more, more!'

They packs us down in quarters that a Chink would hardly hear.

An now an' then they condescends to let ns breathe the air

When the passengers ain't lookin' an' there ain't a BOul to care.

So we sweats our lives in ser\ ice to the Line,

An' in payment for our labors we |rit8 mighty little pay,

An' a bunch of rotten vittles that 'ml make you faint away,

An' the end is very simple — there's a little splash of spray

An' another stoker's huried in the brine!

It s shovel, shovel, shovel'

An' it's sweat, sweat, swcit '

It ain't no merry picnic

You can make that bet,

Hut we gottfl keep the pressure

While the hot unites roar,

Their everlastin' holler

"Give us more! more! more!

CI



SYSTEM OF DIRECT LOADING OF COAL CARS OVER THE TRACKS BY MEANS OF COAL
HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINE.

WHY YOUR COAL BILL IS SO HIGH
By

GEORGE H. CUSHING

THIS is not written boastfully

but that you who read may
know I speak with some
authority. I am and have been

for five years editor of a trade

paper devoted exclusively to coal. What
that paper has to say about coal prices is

accepted in every court in the land as

prima facie evidence. At the minute this

is written I am under subpoena to appear
in court to testify as an expert upon
market conditions and prices. With that

as a foundation and with deliberate inten-

tion to make every word exert its full

weight, I say that the householder—the

unprotected buyer ; the consumer of

"domestic" coal—pays far more than his

share of the cost of coal production. He
pays all that his coal is worth, plus part

of what the user of steam coal ought to

pay. This means that he pays all the

profits of the coal mining companies, all

the cost of making sales, all of the in-

creased wages of the miners, all of the

cost of safety appliances in mines, all of

the cost of workmen's compensation, all

of the increased value of coal lands, and
—he consumes not to exceed forty per
cent of the coal. The user of steam coal

pays no part of these things; he does not
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even pay the cost of producing that coal

which he uses.

One day last October I made that

statement while at luncheon with a group

of coal operators. They knew the facts

yet no one of them raised a voice to

protest or deny. What adds some
emphasis is that Dr. Joseph A. Holmes,

director of the National Bureau of Alines

at Washington, who was sitting next to

me, put in significantly

:

"That's true."

Only one operator said anything and

his comment was no denial

:

"I'll agree to that if you make the

operator the partner of the householder.

I'd say it this way: 'The householder

pays all the increased cost of producing

coal except what the producer involuntar-

ily absorbs and all the profits of coal

mines when there are any profits.'
'

I accepted the amendment then and

accept it now because it makes small dif-

ference. The main point here is that the

householder pays so heavily, merely be-

cause the big industries will not carry

their end of the load. Yes, I mean it

—

the people who own homes and must use

coal or freeze, pay, along with their own
bills, a considerable part of the fuel bill
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of the railroad-. tli< mills, the big

factories, the electric light compani<
cetera and ad finitum. What i- more to

your liking;, ' will prove it before 1 have
finished tin- article.

We hate winter— innately, constituti

ally and cordially we hate it becau
hurts lis and would kill u- if the coal man
and his product were not at our elb<

We argue from the ill to the remedj and
come to hate the cure as badly ;i> we do
the cause. We don't hate the man who
sells us straw hats, light underwear,
screens and electric fans, which means
we feel differently ahum summer.

This natural passion of ours has been
<>ur undoing financially. At the behest

of the paragraphers and the new- writers

we have come to believe that no coal man
can be a Christian. < )n the contrary we
imagine that every man who sells coal i>

inhumanly avaricious and unless watched
will walk away with our earthly wealth.

To see that he is kept in hounds we have
all turned policemen, in which we arc

aided and urged by the newspapers. And,
all of us think we are doing a wise and
praiseworthy thing.

In the role of a policeman we naturally

think of invoking the law. While on the

trail of the coal man we naturalh think
of the Sherman act which inveighs

against conspiracies to re-train trade. We
believe that if we can prevent coal men
from combining to put up the price, we
are -ate. Thus we are specialized police-

men who, being sent for pickpock

ild not arrest mui
Climbers. In on:

. ue I

truckle with manufacturers, with
mal. ith raili n with the
hanks and -o t! > their

tent. 'II;.

other busil tin-!

and controlled from a central point;

—outside the antl

el) bound on the

thrashing floor. You and I canm
plain about this

'

e it i- our
handiwork and if w<

What we have done i- easily under
id even if n< >t ily undone. •

tralized industry mean
ciency in buying a- well a- in production
et cetera. Lack of organization m<
the reverse— it mean- no united or

tematic effort to produce and -ell scien-

tifically. This i; that a -warm of

coal men flock to the offices of these big

industries to -ell them coal, only to en-

counter a cool-headed calculating buyer
who follows machine methods and gets

his coal at the lowest possible price. I

need hut make one i >r tv -ion- to

tell you what tin- mean-. The fuel pur-

chasing agent of the Chicago & North-
tern Railroad told me that he buys
0.000 tons of coal annually for In-

ure, m. One man buys all the

I
on the 13,000 miles of railroad con-

trolled by the Pennsylvania Railroad:

and one man bu\ - f< >r

THE PRESF.NI M MAKES OUT- m LAW? |^ op THE PO"

Being compelled to pay thi- household price and a bonu- can ^* ' j1 at

a time, they rebel and organized theft in r a i 1 r jit.
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the 12,000 miles of New York Central

Lines. In fact, I am told by railroad

nun that the carriers of this country use

12 5.000.000 tons of coal annually or one-

fourth of the total production and that

it is all bought by not more than twenty-

five men. ( )n the average, then, one rail-

road purchasing agent, will buy 5.000,000

tons of coal per year. In placing snch

long agoGreat Western Railroad not

bought its supply from Illinois and Indi

ana mines for eighty-two cents a ton.

The United States Steel Corporation

used t<> have a contract with the Dering

Coal Company of Chicago to furnish it

4,000 tons of coal per day at five cents a

ton above cost. Then the Steel Corpora-

tion went to R. R. Hammond and J. K.
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easily undersl 1 an<l I will let him We are n I

it

:

beat down the •

that i

oal is our raw materia] and if any must make up thi all the
profit i- to be made on it l>\ an) one, "tir profit. And that is

;

stockholders can use it as well as the doing. Upon
stockholders of the coal company." to your cellar and i

Then Mr. Lind added a word or two which gives the pi i what he lost "ii

which explains his <>wn attitude and that his I mi l.u id what ],.

of every other centralized coal buyer He to have and will ha his

il producti

in a ke t h i s

I will t:

from the i

lit;

le pape r of

said

:

*'I knew what
this thing means
a nd I'm s <> r r y.

really s< >rry. I low-

e v e r. \ >>u can't
blame me for buy-

ing c<>al as cheaply

as 1 can. Whether
y >U d( i i ir ii' 't. that

is the purpose for

which 1 am hire 1

by this company.
It I can't get it

cheap enough they

will £et some one
who can. 1

1'. under
this system, 1 g< t

coal for less than

•t it is only busi-

ness."

Mr. Lind is right.

It is business and
what he doc- is the

natural thing under
the existing system.
You and I made
the system and you
and 1 pay the piper.

With this situation

made clear, it re-

quires no wizard to explain why we pay.

All business concerns itself solely t"

make a profit, foal companies are busi-

- units—not eleemosynary institutions

—and exist solely to make a profit. It they

do not L,
ret it off one thing, they get it

off another. It', a- a result of your and

w hich I am cdr
a few current mar-
ket pri<

It la ton

produce the

c a lied -moke''

i] coming from
Wesl Virgin i a.

T h e "s 1 ac k" or

-mall coal which i-

used to make coke
f< »r thi I mills

and blast turn.-!

i- selling for fifty

it- a ton
;

the dome-tic lump
elling for $2 to

ml
cars at the mine-.

It o >-t- ah' .til SI

a ton to prod

Franklin county,

Illinois, coal. The
' 'T

-mall -i/e- -ill for

sixty t" eighty cent- a ton; the dom<
lump i- bringing SI.75 to $2,

It produce I [< eking \ al-

coal in ' )hio. The -lack i- selling for

eighty to ninety cent- a ton
; the dom<

lump i- selling for si 50. (The spread
there would he wider hut for the fart

my vigil, coal companies are prevented thi -under rigid discipline

the miner

—

with a

lump than in other fields. Havinj

lump to -ell. the produ
their loss on the -team coal without any

e burden being put upon the

r.

)

I prefer not to burden your mind with

figures which are duplii The
nouerh and the fact i- that the

R, K. It AM'.'

ed

li was n '

from or^anizin^ while all their big cus-

tomers are uniting or have united, it

stands to reason that steam coal is at the

mercy of its users and that the users put'

on the -crews to their own advant.

That gives the coal company no hopi

profit from that -ource—but it must have

a profit. You and I are not trusts and

so we who buv -mall lots come in handy.
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"domestic" price, at the mine, is from

two to four times the steam coal price

—

(7/ the time the householder wants it.

And. whether used for steam making- or

in the house, it all has the same heat pro-

ducing power. Intrinsically there is no

difference in it—no practical difference.

The steam coal comes down from the

seam with the same shot that brings

down the domestic coal that is made up

of the large lumps ; the steam coal con-

sists of the small sizes and the dust. The
coal is the same and—in some circles it

is conceded I know something about com-

bustion—the mixture of small lumps and

dust burns better than large lumps.

Resting upon the foregoing statements

alone, I might lay claim to having made
my case. But, I have just begun for the

reason that new developments in the coal

field have just begun to lay their hand
heavily upon the householder. As mat-

ters now under consideration come to

fruition, the price of your coal a-nd mine

must go up—unless something is done.

I name a few of these things and com-
pute their cost to you and to me.
The American miner today works only

180 or 200 days in the year. This is so

because the competition upon which yon
and I have insisted has caused so many
mines to be opened they cannot possibly

be worked steadily. Still, the miner must
live whether he works 180 or 300 days in

a year. As a consequence, he must get

for his 180 days as much as another

workman gets for 300 days or thirty-

three and one-half per cent more per day
than the man who is steadily employed.

Now, the miner is complaining that his

yearly income is not enough. He knows
it is useless to ask for more steady em-
ployment, so he asks instead an increase

in his "mining rate." We will say that

he asks for ten cents a ton and com-
promises on seven and one-half cents or

five cents.

If any increase whatever is granted, it

must be paid, must it not ? If it must be

paid, who is to pay it ?

We all know that this money can come
from only one of two sources : The pro-

ducer must take it from his profit, or

it must be raised by increasing

the selling price of the coal.

The "mining rate"—the price

paid per ton to the miner

—

has about been doubled
in the last twenty years.

The producer could

not absorb that

increase ; if he

could he was
either
making

too

A SHIPPING PIER OF THE BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD AT TIDEWATER.
This is an expensive modern device for transferring coal from cars to ships. It must make a profit: interest on the in-

vestment in it must be paid; the operating cost must be met. This is all charged against the coal—
the domestic coal.
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; 1

1

much money in the first

place <<r i- making none
now. It i- "in of the question

»sume that the producer

absorbed this increase. Hiis

means it was paid for l>\ us

and the -tram user. The
e of steam coal has

g< me down rather than up.

Railroads which used to

pa) $1.12] j to $1.15 for

their coal arc right now,

getting it all the way from

( ight) to ninet) -five cents

a ton. The < ifHcial figures

for Illinois show a reduc-

tion in the average selling

price of coal of fourteen
• - a ton in eleven scar-.

This measures the de-

crease in the price of -team

coal. That i-. the reduced
e • 'ii sixt) per cent of the output

—

the -team coal- -was enough to reduce the

average price of the whole fourteen cents

a ton. In a struggle to make up this loss

ami al-o pay the higher wages to the

miner, coal price- to you and me have
gone up swiftly. In 1910, by way of ex-

ample, Springfield, Illinois lump coal

.\ Modi igi Pi

Few single coal-producing companii s i ould . i t r.i ih

two or more companii s ui

\ iolatc tin- Sherman v i.

Hill. II

anil tin- will mean an addition of two

cent- a ton to the COSt of producing coal.

The charge is justified ami mn-t he paid.

But, w hi i i- going to pay it ?

The -team user fixes his own price and
will not pay an increase. Just now the

Illinois operator- are absorbing it but

they can't absorb everything. It will,

was selling for $1.25. Illinois operators ultimately, he passed on to you ami me.

.e the Illinois miner- an increase of Anil, when it i- passed on. it will not be

seven ami one-half cents a ton. The merely two cents a ton, or our just share

;

price of domestic coal immediately there it will he four cent- a ton—mile-- some-

after went up to SI.40. That wa- an in- thing i- done. It will he the two cenl

ase to yon and me of fifteen cent- or ton which we naturally should pa) a- coal

-even and one-half cent- for the legiti- n-er- plus two cent- a t
•

1 1 which we pa)

mate rise due t<> the concessions of the to relieve the -team coal n-er from his

miners and seven and one-half cent- to obligation.

make up what the producer- knew they I will give you a third burden.

could not collect from the -team n-er-. For the protection of miner-. Si

If the miner- are given any new conces- legislatures are now demanding that fire

;i-. you and I will pay in like propor- fighting apparatus he in-tailed in mines

ition. and that the producers -hall maintain v

Mere i- another coming burden upon drilled first aid corps. These' things with

our purses. other safety appliance- and their main-

In almost every state the question of tenance will cost—1 am followin

compensating the' families of those who many'.- actual figui 'a
were killed in the mine- i- being agitated. ton. To you and me it mean- two cents

At Cherry, Illinois, in 100'), a great mine a ton—our own one cent and thi ent

tire caused the death of about 300 men. which we pay to relieve die -team n

To the heir- of these men the St. Paul Permit me I te a fourth burden.

Coal Company paid SI. 500 each. In In the halls of Cor. men are talk-

rmanv. systematic settlements of such ing about conservation of coal. I nder

.claims costs two cent- a ton on all coal present method-, produo ver only,

produced. Illinois has passed a law pro- on the .
ixty to sixty-five

|

widinsr for such svstematie settlements cent of the coal in the ground ; forty per
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to cite a fifth illus-

tration, and I might
add a sixth and a

seventh.

We have ahout
worked out the "sur-

face" veins of coal in

all of those produc-
ing centers which
are near the market.
Hereafter, we must
go deeper for the

coal ; we are mining
coal today at depths
ranging from 500 to

1,500 feet. This
costs more money,
naturally. Who pays
that increased cost?

Not the steam user

because his price is

not an ad-

vance-
able

RECOVERING COAL FROM STORAGE.
Anthracite coal companies are able to make uniform prices because
they have the capital with which to store the surplus until it is needed.
In this device the coal is scraped down from the pile upon this con-
veyor which carries it to the reloading plant.

cent is left unrecovered and unrecover-

able. Conservation demands the recov-

ery of that undisturbed forty per cent,

and soon we will have a law demanding
it. That law, for the protection of this

nation, should be passed tomorrow morn-
ing because our coal is all too rapidly

disappearing. However, to get that

extra forty per cent, will add ten cents a

ton to the cost of producing all the coal.

Being a just charge, it should be paid.

But who is going to pay it ? The steam

user is so fortified in his position he does

not have to pay. Therefore the burden,

when it comes—unless something is done

—will fall upon you and me as house-

holders. And, we will have to pay our

own ten cents and the ten cents by which
we will graciously relieve the steam user

of his burden. The total cost to us will

be twenty cents a ton additional for our

domestic coal.

Permit me, if you have the patience,

proposi-
tion. Y o u
and I pay it ; it

is a burden on the householder. I cannot

measure it in cents for it is variable.

While dissecting this subject, I want
to bring out one more point. Personally

I have the very opposite of any quarrel

with the miners' union or, for that mat-

ter, with any other union. I like them
and I think—if my opinion amounts to

a bean's weight—they are fine things for

industry and for the nation. However,
the miners are human ; they prefer the

road of least resistance. They find that

powder will get down coal easier than

they can pick it down by hand. Blasting

powder is a brainless force and is no
respecter of substances. By making the

powder do the mining, the miners are

shooting the coal to pieces ; they are mak-
ing an increased quantity of fine coal to

be sold at a loss and a decreasing quan-

tity of lump coal to be sold to you and
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me at a big profit. That men .our

ami my burden. It must increase our

burden if we musl use lump coal and it

lump coal only bears the manifold bur-

dens < >f mine expense.

The skeptic arises to scoff at my logic.

He asks me what has become of the

economy of production in mines arising

from the introduction of labor-saving

devices and arising from the incn

of the mines. 1 answer him by say-

ing that the price of domestic coal has

not risen enough to accounl for all the

increased expenses. I answer him b)

saying further that coal producers on the

average are no longer making any profit.

Thus the increased economy in coal pro-

duction and the surrender of profits by

the operators have merely gone to soften

the blow upon your purse and mine.

However, the fact remain- that you
and 1 should have had -mailer fuel bills

i result of tlii— very economy of pro-

duction. We did ii"t gel them but in-

stead are paying and will continue to

pay higher and even higher price—un

nun. Aboul tint n at

the death of the M r Fuel (
•

pan) of Oklahoma which was trying to

equalize and standardize pri i Hie In-

terstate Comnn rc< I bmmission got wind
of it and advised that the arrangement

roken up. Then < » ivernor I la

Iklahoma went out upon the nail of

the operators and 1 en after them

e\ er since : he i- a ver) bu ) p< iliceman

who insists that the wa\ to help the

householder i- t" saddle tin ti m upon
him permanently. The prime movei
the McAlester Fuel (

' >mpany wet

Scholz ami William I'.u-hy. Oklah<

operators, who yielded to the law"- per

suasions because the) preferred busit

-nit- t" stripes. I know both of them.

I have spent literally days with Mr.

Scholz trying to find some legitimate way
of easing tin- burden on tin- household-

er's put

About that same time, in Chicago, I

also attended the obsequies of the S

ling Coal Company, it was organized

for tin- sole purpose of increasing the

something is done. A- I showed, price on the -team coal produced in llli-

though, the -team user is getting lower

prices, lie profits by the economy and

by the enforced competition; you and I

and the operator of the mine -land the

brunt.

nois and Indiana, that the domestic i

price might be reasonable. The fathers

of that movement were < 1. W. Traer, l\.

R. I [ammond and J. K. I Jering. Their

hopeful project was killed not by the law

Under the circumstances, the operator, — it never got that far- hut by a league

who i- a joint sufferer with you and me
i- our partner in this affair. Anything
which you and I may decide to do, he

will lm' with us; he even want- to lead

and will lead if we will hut permit him.

You ask why he has not done something
Ion-- ago. He may he dull hut having
tried many things ha- found

that the only efficacious way
me sort of an agi

ment a- to output and rela-

tive prices—you and I are

self-appointed policemen to

see that he doe- not agree

on either. The new-paper-

are our allie> in this vigil

;

the_\- would throw spasms
of ink if any -itch thing

were attempted.

Nevertheless, some
fort- have been made along

the line of equalizing price-

ami one after' another they

were killed by us police-

of the big -team users who knew what it-

SUCCeSS would mean to them. Their

method was cunning. The Sterling <

Company intended to •'corner
- '

-team

coal and thus force up the price. The
.
to crush the intended corner.

bought lump and cru-hed it down to their

ANTURArtTK COAl r

sample of the I'
~ plant will

cost from .1 million dollars I

-
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size. One winter of this practice was thing, the old system was fastened more

enough : the Sterling- Coal Company died tightly about our necks—yours and mine

of financial starvation. I know all of

these men well. They are not criminally

inclined ; they want to do the square

thing. But, they can't—and weren't per-

mitted to do it.

1 have a recollection of a meeting of

—and all efforts to solve the problem by
amalgamation of existing companies was
given up. We who know coal know that

prices by amalgamation cannot be stand-

ardized without an outright monopoly of

all available coal land. That, seeing the

the Indiana and Illinois operators last amount of available land, is impossible.

spring to attempt to reach some under

standing as to how prices might be equal

ized. I recall the virile and assert-

ive stand taken by Walter S. Bogle

At one end of Mr.

Bogle's forty-

year career
stands a

wheelbarrow

;

at the other

end a position

as the leading

operator of
Indiana and
Illinois. He
did not climb

fro m the
w h e el b arrow
to the role of

the manager without some
fighting and all the fight in him rose to

the surface when he talked of this sub-

ject. I remember his defiant declaration

In my time among coal men I have
heard Tom L. Lewis, then president of

the Miners' Union, try to shame the op-

erators into some kind of action for their

own protection—and for yonrs and mine.

I have heard
him say

:

"You m e n
are cheap,
cheap, cheap.

You let the

steam users of

coal take away
y our capital

and your
birthrightA Retailer's Delivery Outfit.

The owner of it has no responsibility for existing- conditions, yet this

simple thing has become a veritable instrument of torture to many.

vigorous

without rais-

ing a hand to

protest. Why
don't you organize the way we miners

are organized?"
That taunt of Mr. Lewis that hot sum-

mer day at St. Louis never caused a rip-

"We will agree legally if we can but pie. The operators saw the need for or-

we are going to agree." ganization but between them and the

There were men in that room who had goal they saw the Sherman law and—you
been within the purview of the grand and me as policemen,

jury and they did not follow Mr. Bogle, Again at Cincinnati, in 1910. I heard
so nothing was done. I have talked on Mr. Lewis thus tantalize the operators

:

this subject with Mr. Bogle. He wants "You men stand together about as

what I have outlined here—to equalize firmly as a rope of sand. You talk boldly

prices. in meeting and then the traitor in your

Going further back and drawing an ranks comes to my hotel at midnight and
illustration from history: I remember offers to sell out the whole of you. You
when the Pittsburgh Coal Company was have no organization with which to pun-
formed to do exactly that one thing—to ish that fellow as we miners would do."

equalize prices. Since the law would not
permit any agreement, as to production,
this company started out to buy all the

producing mines in the Pittsburgh dis-

trict. The leader of that movement was
Francis L. Robbins, a genius of a kind,

now dead. That company began to stand-
ardize prices and to make a little money.
In two years, the competition upon which
you and I insist had duplicated the output
of the Pittsburgh Coal Company, by the

opening of new mines. By that one

And again the specter of the law and
the policemen ; the operators sat still and
bolted that truth. They could do nothing.

If the operators were given the right

to agree—under proper supervision? G.

W. Traer said to me not long ago

:

"If the steam coal price were marked
up, the domestic price could be marked
down, now ; the householder would get

the benefit, in futnre, of mine economy."
Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, director of the

Bureau of Mines, agreed with him.
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Harry X. Taylor, president of the

Monon i
"< >al Company, president of the

Illinois Coal Operators' Association and
president of the American Federation of

Coal Operators, before the meeting

the American Mining Congress said:

"The householder pays too much for

his coal because the steam user pays too

little. Equalize these prices and we can
reduce the householder's price and -till

make all the improvements in mining
nditii ins the public demands."
1 have, in the hearing of men who

know the c<>al business from the bottom
of the shaft to the ash pit, made this

statement without being contradicted:

"If coal prices could be equalized, it

would be possible, at once, to take fifty

cent- a ton off the price of the domestic
coal at the mine mouth

; grant workmen's
compensation and old age pensions; put

safety appliance- in mine-: recover all

the coal left in the ground : and still leave

the coal as rich as the oil business."

In drawing this down to a practical

suggestion, I want to -how how easily the

whole situation could be turned end to

end. To make my point clear. I will a-k

the uninitiated to dismiss from their

mind-, once and for all. the notion that

-team coal and domestic coal are different

lucts; they are one and the same
thing in all save the >izc of the pieces.

Coal in the ground is a solid black rock.

It is shot down with blasting powder.
The large lumps and the fine lumps are

carried to the >urface in the same mining
car and go together upon a chute which
leads to a screen. The fine parti

which fall first through the screens con-

stitute the steam coal; the large lumps
which pass over the screens constitute

domestic lump.

However, you and I do not burn coal

in summer ; the steam user takes his

coal the year around. When, how-
ever, the coal producer is mining the

requisite amount of steam coal in sum-
mer, he also mines perforce a proportion-

ate amount of domestic lump. The qi

tion is: What to do with that lump
coal until we are ready to take it ? Also,

in winter when he is getting out all the

domestic coal we want, he is making too

much steam coal or more than the steam

user wants—just at that minute. What
is he to do with that surplus ?

You say, naturally and trul.

the surplus until it i> needed, a- any b
• man would do. But- one docl

Store coal will C< -t a million doll

some Storage plants in the anthracite

iuchas$ll to $15,-

000,000 or even more. It would
r the o>al produce)

field to build the our

domestic coal until we wanted it and
then use the same -pace upon winch to

store the surplus steam coal until it

needed, thus enabling them to equalize

the price. It -• they have n< 't

done it Ion- ago. You forget, however,
that tin- would regulate the price and

that an agreement to regulate the
i

contravenes the Sherman act.

But suppose we gave the coal men the

right to agree? What would happen?
The coal men, instantly, would build

those storage piles and then forget about

the seasons and the influence of cold

weather. Domestic prices would not go

up every time the thermometer went

d< 'W 11.

The biggest change would come in

this : Mr. land said that the big -team C< -al

users would never pay the coal man a

profit, and I believe him. The Common-
wealth Edison Company ha- enough
land in Illinois to last it for the next 100

years. The International Harvester

Company has 14,000 acre- of land in

Kentucky and 20.000 acres in West Vir-

ginia. The United States Steel Cor-

poration owns about all of the Connells-

ville field of Pennsylvania and has some-

thing like 200,000 acres of coal land in

southern Illinois. Every coal carrying

railroad has control either of virgin coal

land or of coal-producing compai

One and all, the :' -team

coal would desert the commercial

companies which they now patronize and

would -tart to develop their own prop-

erty. There would be a rapid and radical

ljustment of coal sales by which the

-team coal price would be freed from

the downward pressure of these powerful

buyers. We would have a realization

that it is as much against the common
1 for a coal producer to sell one man

his coal at a lower price than i- char

another a> it i- now against public

policy for a railroad to give one man a

preferential freight rate.



THE HEALTH OF THE CITIES
By

F. C. WALSH, M. D.

SUPPOSE little Johnny, your
sole son and heir, were taken

desperately ill in the middle of

the night.

"Never mind, dear," you say,

to quiet the mother's -alarm. "Don't be

frightened. I'll send across the street for

Jones, the cigar-maker. He's a good
fellow, a hard party worker, controls the

Third Ward."
Or suppose several members of your

family successively come down with

typhoid. With astonishing perspicacity

you begin to suspect that sanitary con-

ditions are bad. Send for the amiable

cigar-maker again ! Turn the situation

over to him

!

Idiotic ! Of course. But what no sane
individual would dream of doing a city

of 50,000 presumably intelligent people
actuallv did ! They hired a cisrar-maker

to see that they were protected from the

ravages of measles, diphtheria, typhoid,

small-pox and tuberculosis ! Inevitably

the death-rate was needlessly and wick-

edly high. Hundreds of little children,

adult men and women in their prime,

were sacrificed to the common stupidity

and ignorance.

The city which put a cigar-maker in

charge of its health department was
Springfield, capital of the great state of

Illinois.

But Springfield's citizens were no more
open to blame,—nor was the unfortunate
cigar-maker,— than are thousands of

others who are living in a state of dan-
gerous bliss in various cities scattered

throughout our country. Those worthy
citizens of the Illinois city didn't know
that anything was especially wrong ; no
one had taken the trouble to arouse them
to a knowledge of their plight, and the

instance is here used merely as a horrible

example.

One main trouble with Springfield was

72

that it had never thought it necessary to

have a medical man in charge of its

health-office. Of course it would have
been very much surprised indeed if a

cigar-maker had been forced on its shoul-

ders to occupy, say, the position of city

attorney. That would have been a bitter

pill,—or a "horse of another color," as

the Cigar-Maker City Doctor might have
aptly said, for he was a "good-fellow,"

and as wise as the average of his kind. Be-

fore he took office the death-rate was high
;

after he entered on his professional duties

it continued to soar, with an alarming
number of cases and deaths due espe-

cially to typhoid,—but still no one so

much as dreamed that anything was dif-

ferent from what it should be ; everybody
was used to it, and the city slept ! No,
one man was awake, though he has little

to do with this story. In talking to me
about the situation, he told me he thought
it was all due to some peculiar, local,

climatic influence ! I don't know what
his condition was, but I will say right

here that Springfield's deplorable plight

was largely due to the three most baneful

influences of American city life,—ignor-

ance, self-satisfaction, and politics!

Springfield has come to its senses, but

its story is well worth following a little

further as an illustration of what may
and does occur in almost any one of our
cities, from the metropolis down to the

remotest of villages. But to continue,

Springfield was sleeping. And then,

somehow or other, by one of those rare

chances of fortune, a medical man hap-

pened to be appointed to look after the

city's health. There was much to be done

besides mere drawing a salary ; the situa-

tion required a good deal of head-work
and the bringing to bear of expert knowl-

edge. The appointive Power recognized

this by making the salary of its first and
only medical health-officer equal to that
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of the police patrolman, who measured

up to his office by sheer weight in pounds

avoirdupois, and the requisite height

when measured in his stocking f<

But this new health-officer, this man

who made the story of Springfield v.

telling, went to work al tematic-

ally, not knowing, however, just what he

was going to find, and he himself was the

first to awaken to the real truth of the

situation.

He first turned his attention to the

city's water-supply, and found it g

There was no typhoid from that source

estimate, and that's an important j»«>int,

for instead city

r, it was found that two-thirds of the

dwelling r from wells on or

near tluir own pren ind insl

nnections, it arned that

these two-thirds were makii

obnoxious The taxpayers had

put in a S)

a o 1,000, and onl

the population was profiting from this

OUtla) ! But this i-, a health and

we must come t" the point. It was quickly

discovered that a large proportion of

Then he did something which no one thesi pools were contaminated with
_ . . * • i 11 * i i ..,...,.

before had thought of, and certainly the

cigar-maker would have required more

than the inspiration <>i' a good Havana it

he were ever t" think of such a thing.

With untiring patience he carefully

plotted out on a ma]) the location and

source of water-supply of every house in

typhoid, and. horrible fait, were draining

into adjoining private well

This condition had evidently existed

for years, unknown to any one, and

Springfield was properly shocked when

the farts became known. But the source

of the hisrh annual death-rate v.

Springfield, and then began to work on plained, and action was taken to remed)

the resulting figures. The consequenci

were startling and of tremendous im-

portance t<> at least two-thirds (if the

city's dwellers. City officials, and others

who were supposed to know, had long

thought that

about sev-

enty percent
of S pr i n'g-

held's dwell-

i n g s o b-

tained their

water from
the city
source of
supply, and
that about

—

be it under-
stood, — the

s a in e p e r

cent of
houses were
connected
w i t h the
city's system

of sewag e.

For years
they ha d

been harbor-

ing this de-

lusion. But

the facts fell

wildly short

of this vague

the malodorous conditions as quickly a.

pi .- sible.

But to their credit he it -aid. the people

of Springfield did not try to hide this

blot on their 'scutcheon ; on the contrary,

t h e y a c-

k nowledged
their negli-

gence, voted

thanks to the

man who re-

v ea 1 ed the
oh

i
eel ioii-

a b 1 e condi-

t ions, a n d

were glad to

know whi

their weak-
ness lay. As

a cons c-

quence of
this awaken-
ing from a

long shep,

the death-
rate h

diminished
a surpris-

ing extent,

and the city

has become
alive toother

h e a 1 t h

needs.
Hi w to Make a

09 helpful bu
' :!

irtmcnt.



BULLETIN SHOWING THE DANGERS THAT BESET CHILDREN
FROM FLIES AND WARM WEATHER.

appropriate a little bit more toward the

health fund, the average American pre-

fers to run the risk of contracting a

contagious disease. But does he? Is not

But no city

should rest satisfied

with merely reduc-

ing the deaths due to

any one disease; all this rather perplexing question made
preventable diseases more perplexing by that familiar monster,

should be prevented rotten politics? Why else do the mayors

in actual fact as well of our cities, in such a majority of

as in fine-spun the- instances, refuse sufficient appropria-

ory. In other words, there is no excuse tions? Is it because they are pledged by

nowadays for a city's population being tradition to look after job-seekers, and by

afflicted with epidemics like diphtheria or past customs in politics they are bound to

typhoid. And yet Chicago, as an instance, find places on the pay rolls of the police

had 792 deaths from diphtheria for the and fire departments for the friends of

year 1911. Could these deaths have been influential henchmen? Perhaps no.

prevented? Undoubtedly, if antitoxin

could have been administered on the first

day of the disease. The effectiveness of

this remedy was proven by the records

of the Philadelphia Hospital for Con-

tagious Diseases from 1904 to 1910.

During that time antitoxin was admin-

istered to 256 on the first day of the

disease. All recovered ! Why can't Chi-

cago, why cannot other cities, show
results as brilliant as this Philadelphia show the relative importance the average

perhaps yes ! At any rate, according to

a bulletin recently issued by the govern-

ment, the appropriations for forty-seven

cities were as follows

:

No. Amt.
employed. appropriation.

Firemen 4,899 $4,632,497

Policemen 4,822 4,262,322

Health Inspectors.. 247 842,842

These figures tell their own story, and

record ?

The obstacles are many. The people

themselves are often to blame, either

through ignorance or a lack of interest

in their own welfare, or both. Then
again, health-officers, even medical ones,

are occasionally incompetent, and some-

city official places on property protection

as compared with health protection.

These figures are the total of forty-seven

cities with a population of between 50,000

and 100,000 each.

In Chicago medical inspectors receive

%66.66 a month, while the salary of a

times gain office through skill in politics, police patrolman is $1,320 a year. The
while the funds at the disposal of the salaries of plumbing inspectors were

worthy ones are far too often sadly in- recently raised from $1,440 to $1,716 a

sufficient. We will pay for police protec-

tion ; we will perhaps more gladly pay

for fire protection ; but we—or is it our

neighbor—seem to have a natural aver-

sion to pay for health protection. It

resolves itself into this : rather than pay
a little bit more, or urge the officials to

year. The hundred or more medical in-

spectors petitioned a short time ago for a

raise from $66.66 to $88.88 a month, and
a rumor got afloat that they would strike

if they did not receive the raise. This

rumor reached the ears of Mayor Harri-

son. "Let therfl strike," he is reported

74
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to havi I, "these positions were

created for medical students just starting

out. No one supposes ihat the positions

arc high salaried ones, and no one sup-

i s that a doctor who can't make more

than - a month is much of a physi-

cian." By the same token apprentices

should suffice for plumbing inspection!

But the mayor's remark would seem to

indicate that a city's health was not of

sufficient importance to pay more and

pet better men. Perhaps that attitude of

mind explains the 792 death- from diph-

theria in Chicago for the year 1911. The

fact is that an epidemic of diphtheria was

raging in Chicago at the time the all.

remark was mad
And yet hundreds of thousands of lives

and millions of money could he saved

every year by attacking disease on scien-

tific principles. Millions of money ! Just

for disease is expensive, not only to lesser one i- more often than not a prob-

the individual, hut to the cit\ and State 1cm to he solved by the city itself.

a- well. We are compelled to take care As there were more Violations Oi the

of the sick and indigent after they have Federal food law in Illinois than in any

become diseased and helpless; we are not other state during the past year. Illinois

unwilling to build hospitals and asylums chief city iherefore selected

well and good, hut let US 1"

about it and begin at the I

things, f< >r the

od health, and it i- the dl

and -tate t erve that.

what extent are the citii

1 in this resj eel Let u the

matter of pure fo< >d. the not

yet a dead issue
'

the

protection which the pure

supposed to exer<

the people, condition^ relating to it

far from perfect. Many b

have keen fined during the

comparatively slight offenses. But it i-

not alwaj - the big felloe - v.

'

the

most guilty. The little fellow is harder

to watch, and hi- offense is often more

serious. Sometime- he i- able to evade

the law. And SO it follows, that if the

big fellow i- a national problem, the

trate the' .-mailer offender. Chicago con-

tain- manufactories whose deplorable

condition i- almost unbelievable, and

there i- plenty of authority for any

presentation of examples in this regard.

|oi)n I'.. Newman, assistant f 1 com-

missioner for Illinois, had the following

to sav in recently commenting on the

situation: "In the Greek district

Chicago a dealer tton-seed oil for

olive oil. In the < '.reek language he calls

live oil. In English

he labels it correctly.

iuse his Creek cus-

tomers cannot

for the insane and incurable; hut,

—

strange fact—we do not like to spend

sufficient money to keep them out of

these place- by averting disease by proper

public health precautions. We are liberal

enough after the horse i- stolen, but

cheap by far to buy a lock before the

deed is done. Health can he counted in

dollars and cent-, if it must he counted

in that way.
Money -till talk-. Show a man how to

save hi- health and he is apt to turn a

deaf ear; show him how to save a dollar

and watch him listen. Mr. Brandeis

recentlv -howed the railroad- how they

could save millions of dollar- a day. and

the world sat up and took notice : another

man, in the name of that ma.^ic word,

—

Efficiency, told us a short time a

how we could make one brick-layer do

the work of two, and every-

body but the brick-layer

threw his hat in the air.

But how are we going to

make a man efficient if he

is half- sick half of the

time? Won't this half-time

sickness just about discount ^ of^^ t ,
, .

his newlv discovered double-em- ^
usgc .. Jrcsto K

ciencv- If we must have efficiency, and..

: j- mm •"" . — —\ '
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THERE'S DEATH IN THE DIRTY BOTTLE
Thousands of babies have been killed through the use of dirty bottles

Pointers About The Baby's Bottle:

First: Get the ripht kind of a bottle—one without a tube, one
easily washed. The best kind is one with large opening at top, the
removable rubber cap and nipple forming the top of the bottle.

Second: Keep the bottle and nipple very clean. After each
feeding remove the nipple and boil both bottle and nipple for ten min-
utes. Before using again rinse the bottle and nipple in boiled water

—

about a quart of water in which a teaspoonful of baking soda has been
dissolved-—or keep them in a pan of water containing a little soda
when not in use

Parents Are Beginning to Heed This Hint.

corn meal, and the whole
mess preserved with benzo-

ate of soda. The dirt over
the entire floor of this fac-

tory was an inch and a half

thick

!

The city of Boston recently

lost a case in the courts in

which it was trying to en-

force a very good ordinance
in favor of pure milk. As a
result of this adverse deci-

sion, Bostonian babes yet un-
born will lose their lives

through feeding on filthy

milk, laden with tubercular
and other death-dealing
germs, while even adults will

swell the death list as victims

of typhoid. This is an in-

stance in which flimsy laws
often work
greater good.

against the

read the language. Thus he complies

with the law and fools the Greeks." But
the following is a far more serious

offense. "We visited a mince-meat fac-

tory," he said, "and found that the only

ingredients were currants, apple-peelings

and suet. The currants were kept in bins

alive with white worms. We asked the

manufacturer how he got rid of the

worms. He said he soaked the currants

in boiling water and that the worms came
to the top and were skimmed off." In

another instance the inspectors went to a

tomato factory where catsup was made.
They found that the stuff was composed
of tomato pulp, apple-peelings and water,

the bulk of which was soaked up with

Corrupt political influence

also shows its evil claws in

this problem of the health of
the cities. It has no respect

for such sacred matters as
life and death. In St. Paul,
for example, this ghoulish
influence has permitted
dairies condemned by the

health department to con-
tinue in business, unre-
strained and unmolested.
And in the same city this

familiar disintegrating force

has more than once retarded
legislation which would have
secured for the people more

favorable sanitary conditions. Not long
ago an ordinance for bottled milk was
agitated. The health of the city would
have gained by its passage. But the
health of the many was permitted to con-
tinue endangered by the interests of the
few,—namely, the milk-venders. In the
opinion of the health-commissioner, the
passage of the ordinance was hindered by
unfavorable political influence. "Of
course," he remarked, in speaking on the
subject, "bottling dirty milk does not
make it clean ; but bottling clean milk
does keep it clean and removes the great
danger of contamination by handling
after it leaves the dairy, and even bot-
tling of filthy milk prevents it from
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ming more filthy." In

passing, it must be put

down as ;i disgrace to a city

like St. Paul thai it has in

this enlightened age paid it -^

health commissioner the

same salary a> it pa) - the

lectors of dead animals, while

his assistanl receives just a lit-

tle more per day than d< »es the

garbage o illect >r.

Two years a young man
was made health-officer of the eit\ of W heel-

ing, Wesl Virginia. The doctors w<

busy just then, and so were the undertakers,

because of an unwarranted rate oi death

among the infants of that city. It was a

of "race-suicide," but on a mammoth
scale. The new health-officer was shocked

and dumfounded as he read over the long

death roll. The milk supplied b) the

venders at once fell under hi> suspicion.

Then he looked up the law. T ften

health boards and officers are tied hand

and foot b) a lark of authority, but this

Wheeling progressive felt sure from his

interpretation of the law that he had the

power to put a stop to this heedless

sacrifice of infant life. Me began by

examining samples of milk sold in the

city, and then it dawned on him that this

course would be useless it" he -topped at

merely entering the results in hi> book

of record, so he decided to make the facts

known to hi> employer,—the people.

When this became known, there were

vigorous protests and dire threat- of vio-

lence from the parties inter* sted finan-

cially, but he went ahead in the fai

this stormy antagonism, and printed the

&
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Comparison uf lxpenditures
For Important Municipal Activities

In Four Leading American Cities
Thi* data-far year 1906- from tabulation! of U S Ctnlul Buraau.
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SUN-POWER TO IRRIGATE THE
NILE VALLEY

By

ARTHUR ST. GEORGE JOYCE

Tl
I E sand}- and sun-baked wastes

of the Nile, the arid lands of

the Texas Panhandle, the

nitrate fields of Chile, the des-

erts of Africa, in short, those

dried out portions of the earth which for

centuries have resisted the efforts of the

farmer are to be reclaimed by the very
thing that has made them desolate—the

sun.

There was shipped recently from Phil-

adelphia to Egypt the first section of the

wonderful plant being sent to Egyptthis

hap-hazar

of the Egyptian
it is going

'is

to fill

given
-is.

after

government

commissioners
at the Tacony
investigators

an order

an order

board of expert

had spent months
plant as special

for the Khedive,
by British capi-

only after the
ive investigation

tical use of the

plant.

first sun-power
plant ever invented

and put to practical

vise. This is not

the experiment of

a dreamer but the

completed and
tested work—after

many months of

practical use in

Tacony, a suburb

of Philadelphia—of

Frank Shuman, of

Tacony. Nor is

Frank Shuman. Who Has Received an Order from
the Egyptian Government to Install One

of His Sun-Power Plants.

Water Heated by the Sun-
Collecting Glass Frames
—at the Left.—Drives
the Engine—at the

Right.

The Egyptian
order was the first

but not the only one

w h i c h has been
placed in the past

several months.

With the assurance

from the Khedive's

commissioners and
from the English
financiers, orders

so
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have begun t" p< air in fi

of the globe until Mr. Shuman has found
it necessary to begin the erection

plant to make sun-power plants. The
\\<>rk on this plant is starting now in

Philadelphia.

:i>. in brief, is the storj of the ulti-

mate success >>i years <<i effort, <>i work
and of testing, but it gives only a slight

idea of tin.- great factor that ha- ent<

agricultural and manufacturing develop-

ment and what this wonderful sun-ray-

harnessing machinery will do.

The main object of the sun-po
plant is to produce practical power at the

least possible cost. The idea of "han
irig the sun" has been the dream of in-

ventors and the desire of the commercial
giants for years. Some efforts have met
with a certain amount of success hut not

with practical succi Toys, almost,

have been invented which, were tiny

used for commercial purposes, would
prove far too costly to he practicable. It

was toward the commercial use of the

sun-power plant that Mr. Shuman bent
all his efforts.

To achieve hi- end meant high effi-

ciency at a low cost of installation and
operation and with a length of service

which would not

ioratii »n a fac-

meant a plant

vised that it

not he unduly
by wind and
and SO divided

< me section
down it might
paired with-

fecting the
at ion of the
section-. The
<>r bent his. ef-

make deter
tor. It

so ( 1 e

-

w o u Id

affected

weather
that if

1 1 r o k e

re-
out af-

op e r -

other
invent-
forts to

plant thj ally

»ut tw i h as

a st<

The l<
' plant nOV* 1"

shipped to Egypt i

quirement.

The plant which has been in : n

neai ny i> built Iom w that the
wind- have never injured it since it

been in < >perati< >n. It is ted t<

i

erate about eight bom- a day in the

country and in this latitude it has already

turned out 3,1 l( 'U- of water a min-
ute, throw ing it to a height of 33
In Egypt.it is expected to treble, p
quadruple, this capacity.

Mr. Shuman commenced his i

ments about ten year- ago. The firs!

periments -bowed that if the sun'- rays
lu at directly upon a glass vessel and if all

losses by conduction, convection
radiation were prevented, the tempera-
ture within th< I w< >uld rise to 1,

degrees Fahrenheit. The heat lo

were prevented by a theoretically perfect

system of insulation, but this, of course,
was impossible for commercial purpi

because of the immense cost. It was
found, however, that by the use of well-

known anil cheap form- of heat insula-

tion Sufficient lo-- Could be prevented to

produce practical power at almost noo >st.

Tin- production of steam by atmi

pheric pressure keep- the temperature
down to 212 d< Fahrenheit. If

there were no -team produced, the heat

would rise to 395 Fahrenheit in latitude

40 north and possibly to -JOn degi

Fahrenheit mar the equator. Whatever
im is pr I can be, of

course, utilized.

With these matter- determined, Mr.
Shuman commenced his practical experi-

ment-. Me built three generators. The

THE SUN-POWER PLAN! IN ACT'
It is pumping three thousand rations of water a minute 1 feet. The pracl

invi i



THE SUN-HEAT ABSORBER COMPLETE.

first was merely a wooden box covered

with two layers' of glass with a small air

space between the layers. In the box

was a miniature ether boiler. This gen-

erator was exposed to the sun's rays, the

ether distilled and the amount of heat

which might be absorbed determined.

Purely as an experiment a small engine

was run by this generator. The second

generator consisted of a two-inch steam

pipe sixteen feet long, insulated at the

bottom and enclosed in a box covered by

a double layer of glass. In this, also, the

ether was distilled and the number of

heat units absorbed was determined. The
third generator was made of a bed of

water pipes, insulated against heat loss,

the unit being eighteen by sixty feet, and

the motor being an ether engine. This

apparatus yielded three and one-half

horse-power. From these experiments,

which are cited merely to show the foun-

dation of the present perfect machine, the

knowledge for the practical sun-power

plant was gained.

The 10.000 power plant which goes to

Egypt consists of an absorber, a low-

pressure engine, a condenser and auxili-

aries. It is divided into a number of

separate units.

The absorber, roughly speaking, is

divided into a series of units, each con-

taining a flat, metal, honey-comb water

vessel, rectangular in shape, looking

much like a huge wafer with holes in it.

A wooden box. with two layers of glass

having a one-inch air space between them

for a covering, is the setting for the

water vessel. Under the surface of this

box comes the insulation which prevents

heat loss. This is made of a two-inch

layer of regranulated cork and two layers

of water-proof cardboard.

These boxes are elevated some thirty

inches from the ground and rest on sup-

ports. This permits them to be shifted

so as to rest perpendicular to the sun at

the meridian. Such adjustments need

not be frequent, in fact not more than

once every two or three weeks.

In an effort to concentrate every par-

ticle of sun ray possible, plane mirrors of

cheap manufacture are so mounted on

two sides of the boxes that they reflect

upon the surface of the water vessel.

This water vessel, itself is connected to a

feed pipe at one end and a steam pipe at

the other. The steam pipes from the

various units of the plant are joined dis-

charging into an eight-inch main which

carries the steam to the engine.

The other factors of the sun-power

plant are of ordinary construction. The
engine is a new type, low pressure, re-

ciprocating steam engine of great steam

economy. With it is a condenser and
auxiliaries such as are in use in any con-

densing plant. There is a continuous

closed circuit, the water in the condenser

being pumped back into the absorber.

The first plant supplies the power for

an ordinary steam pump and whenever
the sun shines this power has pumped
steadily and effectively. It has held up

steadily, under all tests, to the capacity of

3.000 gallons a minute, lifted to a height

of 33 feet.

Such is the sun-power plant, itself. Its

commercial possibilities are limitless and
even its manufacturing future is a matter

bounded by the imagination alone.

Only during the overflow of the Nile

does Egypt have sufficient water to de-

velop her wonderful agricultural re-

sources. Irrigation is done by laborers,

thousands of them being used in the ter-

ritory. The commissioner of the Khedive
believes that this one sun-power plant

will take the place of over 2,500 laborers

and will give what Egypt has never yet



FRONT VIEW OF nil. ENGINE AUXILIARIES AND WATER PUMP THAT FIND \

PO\N I R FROM I HI SUN'S HEAT.

had—water at all times and in regulated

and necessary quantities.

And the cost will be inconsequential

compared to the cost of obtaining water
in arid countries. This is the great point,

the real factor on which the sun-power
plant may expect to build its success.

Cost of water, the hardship i>\ getting

water even at any cost, has been the key-

note of the stories of disaster and trial

which have so often filled the history of

the development and abandonment of

certain sections of the Far West. Pri-

vate companies and governments have
spent hundreds of thousands, aggregat-

ing many million- in development plan-.

constructed great dam-, turned the

courses of rivers and ended, even then,

oftentimes in failure.

But the sun-power plant brings water
power right at hand even in the mosl
arid districts. The terror- of Death
Valley would yield to irrigation. But the

cosl of irrigation has been too great.

There was no way to force the water
into the -and wastes and had land-. Here
the sun-power plant will have it- u

Texas, the state where irrigation has

made the fortunes of thousands, where
crop- may he grown the year round if

there is water enough, will use the -un-

power plant. For there are section

Texas where irrigation cosl i- too great
to permit the use of irrigation now.

In Africa, in South America, in Mex-
ico, it i- the same cry of water, water.

I hit the cost ha- been too great. The
sun-power plant i- expected to solve this

difficulty also.

These are no dreams or the making of
dreams but proven fact-, established by
the order- that have come in for sun-

power plants. The order- have come be-

cause the sun-power plant has done its

work and ha- done it well. Bui in Phila-

delphia, the plant has hem tested under
ad\ i nditi" 'ii-. It i- 1< >< iked upi »n to

do much more in a climate where the

temperature is 100 degrees Fahrenheit, as

it is in the tropii

From the absorber of 26 hank- of

unit.-, each containing 22 single unit- and

having a light absorptive area of 10,296

square feet and an actual area of 5,148

square feet, there ha- been developed at

Tacony during eight hour- running

the plant, 4,825 pounds of -team. This

in a temperature of slightly more
than one-half of that in those hotter

countries in which the sun-power plant is

expected to do it- best work.

"It will he of interest to know." said

Mr. Shuman, in discussing the cosl of

his plant and it- commercial possibilities,

"wheat the comparative cost of sun power

and coal power i-, in the tropics, a- far

as our present knowledge and present

developments g< ».

"The sun-power plant must, of coui

be a condensing plant, as -team above

atmospheric pressure cannot practically

be u-v\. I have assumed in estimating,

that the I'M") horse-power sun plants to

be sent to Egypt and ordered for ship-

ment elsewhere, are to be complete in

every detail, covering also the pumps
ry fi ir using the power genei

for irrigating purposes. In order to put

the coal plant on the same had-. I have

assumed a simple form of modern com-

pound condensing engine, with g
economy for such small powers, viz. : 3

pounds of coal per brake horse-power.

This coal plant is also to be fully equip-

ped with all condensing apparatus and

pump for utilizing the power for irrigat-

ing purposes. They are both to he b;

on running eight ii er day. t" be
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manufactured in Philadelphia, in portable

shape, and erected at some fairly accessi-

ble point in the tropics.

"The comparison would then stand as

follows

:

Cost of Operating 100 Horse-Power
Sun Plant for One Year.

Original cost of plant $20,000.00

Interest on $20,000 at S% ... . 1,000.00

Wear and tear at 5% per an-

num 1,000.00

One engineer, 350 days at

$5.00 1,750.00

Total $23,750.00

Cost of Operating 100 Horse-Power
Coal Plant for One Year.

Original cost of plant .$10,000.00

Interest at 5%. 500.00

Wear and tear at 5% per an-

num 500.00

One engineer,350 days at $5.00 1,750.00

Total $12,750.00

"The above comparison shows it would

cost $1,000 per year more to operate a

sun plant than a coal plant, and do the

same amount of work. All minor ex-

penses, such as lubrication, etc., are the

same in both plants.

"The 100 horse-power coal plant, based

on a coal consumption of 3 pounds per

brake horse-power hour, would burn

during the year 375 long tons of coal.

This, when divided into the $1,000 which

the sun-power plant costs above the coal

plant, would bring the cost of this coal

to $2.66 per ton ; showing that wherever
coal can be obtained at a cost of $2.66

per ton, both the sun plant and the coal

plant would be equal competitors.

The great savings which would occur

through the use of the sun-power plants,

consist in the fact that through vast

regions of the tropics coal varies from
$5.00 per ton at the most accessible

seaports to as high as $30.00 at inacces-

sible points. At the general average it

might as well be assumed that coal

throughout great areas of the tropics will

average $15.00 per ton; and here lies the

great field for sun power.

"Coal in the Chilean nitrate districts

for instance, I have been officially in-

formed, costs $14.60 per ton, and there is

room for 100.000 horse-power in this

region alone."

An idea of the confidence which Mr.
Shuman has in the possibilities of his

sun-power plants is made clear in this

statement

:

"The further development of solar

power has no limit. Where great natural

water powers exist, sun power cannot

compete ; but sun-power generators will,

in the near future, displace all other

forms of mechanical power over at least

10 per cent of the earth's land surface

;

and in the far distant future, natural

fuels having been exhausted, it will

remain as the only means of securing

heat for the human race."



HITTING BELOW THE BELT
By

ROB E RT G . S K i: R R E T T

C<
> M M A N 1» E R
I leland Davis, U.

S. Navy, has in-

vented a revolu-

tionary torpe d o,

which profits by all that has

l done in the art of war

toward increasing the speed

and the range and the pre-

cision of attack of this instru-

ment of destruction. It <1< >c--

away with the explosive charge

of guncotton which has so

long been the torpedo's means

of working havoc when once it had

reached its mark. In place of the gun-

cotton warhead. Commander Davis sub-

stitutes a gun capable of firing an explo-

sive shell—the projectile being designed

to burst after it has pierced the hull

plating of the enemy's ves el, and. found

it- way to the ship's vital-. >nch as her

ines, boilers, magazines or shell

us. Cunning construction of battle-

ships ha- substantially neutralized the

powers of the ordinary torpedo, notwith-

standing the fact that the deadly load in

the warhead ha- been largely increased;

hut the Davis gun torpedo has again

brought about a crisis, and the mightiest

of modern dreadnaughts have now a new
menace to face. The blow of a fist over

the heart or upon the head may render

the victim unconscious, but a dagger

thrust or a bullet in either one of th<

Photogr m-ii T \ki \ li -

1

\ Shi ii Hit Its

pretty nearly certain to mean
death. Popularly i ed,

ill round term- thi the

utial difference betv

the ordinary automobile I

pedo and the weapon which

( Commander Davis has brought

into being.

The new torpedo carries

within its head a gun Capable

of discharging a projectile oi

eight-inch caliber, which can

be loaded with a high explo-

sive, and which can he im-

pelled with sufficient velocity to carry it

through several inches of steel. It

actually

range of the usual service

rifle and in placing the gun, therefore,

right against the least protected approach

to the seat of life of an enemy'.- ship.

Now it take- ordinarily a gun of pretty

heavy weight and thickness of walls to

provide the muzzle energy with which to

carry out Commander Davis' idea—in

fact, a larger and more ponderous

weapon than could be borne within the

limits of the usual service torpedo, big

as they have grown to be. 1 [owever, here

i- where the metallurgist unconsciously

paved the way for the new torpedo. The
gun in the Davis weapon is made of

vanadium steel, and this composition fur-

nishes all of the needful strength in com-

bination with remarkable lightness: in

amounts to reducing the bal

eight-inch

DIAGRAM OF TH! LAR WHITEHEAD TORPEDO. SHOWING THI

CHARGE IN ITS HEAD.

The Dew torpedo, tin- Davis, does not use this pin-C faUl *" ,h"

itexplodi

<$.?
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Model of Battleship with Netting Drawn
Around it. Showing Method of Pro-

tection Against Torpedoes.

brief, makes the gun-torpedo practicable.

In an ordinary gun, vanadium steel

would not do because it would soon be

damaged by the intense heat of the

powder gases—that being one of the

penalties of using this alloy ; but a tor-

pedo in time of war is expected to oper-

ate only once, so the life limit of this new
steel does not concern Commander Davis,

provided the gun can do its work well

when it makes its single attack.

In foreign navies, it is the wellnigh

universal practice to further safeguard

their ships from torpedoes by lowering

defense nets. These nets are held off

from the sides of the ships by means of

booms, their meshes are fashioned of

tough metallic links, and they are gen-

erally sufficient to halt the torpedo in its

flight and to cause it to explode at arm's

length, so to speak, where it can do but

little if any damage. Now the same net-

ting would also cause the Davis torpedo

to function, i. e., the gun would be fired

and the explosive shell expelled, but the

subsequent effects would be quite differ-

ent from those of its usual rivals. The
projectile would easily pass through the

torpedo netting, traverse the intervening

water, and strike the bottom plating with

sufficient remaining velocity to carry it

through the opposing steel and into the

craft's vital interior, where it could burst

into many pieces and spread havoc. In

order that the shell may do this, it carries

what is known as a delayed-action fuse,

which withholds the ignition of the burst-

ing charge until a definite interval of time

has passed. To a layman a fiftieth or a

hundredth of a second is meaningless, but

to the ordnance engineer it is an appre-

ciable period.

It was only a few years ago when the

maximum effective range of the torpedo

was something like 1,800 yards—the

attacking craft had to get that close to

her objective—possibly in the face of

searchlights and the withering blast from

a battery of quick-firing guns. Today,

thanks to improvements in the motive

power and the superheating of the com-
pressed air impulse, torpedoes have

accredited ranges all the way from 4,000

to 7,000 yards—rumor being responsible

for a possible range of even 10,000 yards

in the latest of European torpedoes. Now

Cross Section of a Russian Battleship Injured
in the War With Japan by the Explosion

of a Submarine Mine. But Not
Fatally Damaged.

D. A. shows the damaged area where the outer and the

inner bottom platings were shattered. A. marks
the position of a protective bulkhead, and
A 1

, the same bulkhead bent inward but

not ruptured by the same force

of the explosive gases.
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the further a l< «rj >«.« 1< > can run with a

fair likelihood of success the wider apart

ships must remain \>> avoid this

menace— relying then upon gunfire

to damage the I

An eight-inch armor-
piercing -lull at 2,000 yards
would he able to pern irate

a battleship' mate

armor eight inches thick,

hut would not have em >ugh

velocity left t<> pierce the

protective deck lying over
the vitals. Two thousand
yards i- an improbably
short battle range. Most of

the next greal sea fights

will he settled virtually

before the opponents
closer than 5,000 yards. < >n

the other hand, the gun-
torpedo can reach it- mark
where the eight-inch rifle

would he useless, and. « .1 1

-

in touch with its target,

could d" untold damage.
Instead of firing at the enemy at a

tance, it i- like placing a pistol against his

temple before pulling the trigger.

Recent tests "t" the Davis gun-torpedo
in the lower Chesapeake Bay have amply

Modern Bai hip. Show

HI.

\ 1 -

called, and the submarine are the

designed purposely \<> use the torpedo as

their prime instruments of offense. The
destroyer counts upon her speed and the

darkness t<> get her < nough
emphasized the possibilities of tin- inven- to strike her quarry— in the daytime -he
tion. 'Idle first time, the torpedo -cut it- would invite, practically, certain destruc-
projectile through and through the tion if she tried to reach the foe in the

target, the target representing the cross- face of modern rapid-fire guns. Her.
section of a vessel with inner and outer
bottom plating and three interposing

bulkheads of tough steel. Idle shell

ploded in the water on the far side of
the target. The next test consisted in

the torpedo assaulting the side of the

where the submarine come- in. This
order of torpedo craft expect- to do in

broad daylight what the destroyer hopes
to do under a cloak of fog or the gloom
of night. In either case the Davis gun-
torpedo adds immeasurably to their

target which had an outside protection potential powers of doing harm. u;iviiiL,r

of armor plate. The -hell burst when it the defense a heavier burden to bear and
hit thi- plate and did not penetrate, hut increasing the tax upon the nerves of the

it wrecked the structure -o much that the personnel.

targel sank shortly afterwards. Had the This new weapon ha- robbed the en-

fuse been properly timed, the projectile veloping water of a vast measure of its

would have passed through the armor protective value, has made the submarine
and have burst inside the structure. The L,

run more dai than th< esl

trials in the Chesapeake were govern- cannon now carried aboveboard, and
mental repetitions of private tests which completely upsets the prevailing schen

had been carried out successfully some for under-water d< tinst the tor-

time previously, pedo. Truly thi- is revolutionary; and

ddie sea-going torpedo boat, or tor- well may v the question, What i-

pedo-boat destroyer as it is commonly coming 11



AN ARCHITECT'S DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED NEW
HOME FOR OUR PRESIDENTS. ON MOUNT FAL-

CON, FIFTEEN MILES FROM DENVER.

NEW SUMMER HOME FOR OUR
PRESIDENTS

By

ROBERT H. MOULTON

THE citizens of Colorado have

started a campaign to provide

for the President of the

United States a summer home
in that state. The plans,

which have already been completed, call

for a veritable palace of most original

and picturesque design, the like of which
does not exist in this country. It will

take rank with any of the existing palaces

of European monarchs. The idea orig-

inated with John Brisben Walker, and a

committee of prominent Colorado men is

now in charge of the movement.
The proposed home is on Mount Fal-

con, fifteen miles from Denver, in the

front range of the Rockies. It is planned

to make the gift a token from the people

of Colorado, and contributions are now
coming in from all over the state. The
fund was started by subscriptions from

leading bankers and business men in

88
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Denver. Ground has already been broken

and it is hoped the building may be con-

structed in time for next summer.
President Taft when apprised of the

summer home plan, expressed the opinion

that no locality could offer finer natural

attractions for such a structure.

The proposed house will he unique in

many ways and exceedingly attractive.

The plans as prepared by Architect

James B. Benedict call for a noble and

massive structure of gray granite, con-

trasting with the natural setting for the

building. The house will provide ample
room for the President's attendants. Au-
tomobiles would bring the summer capital

within forty minutes of Denver.
The view that the site of the building

commands is its strongest feature, and
it is this that was strongly urged in mak-
ing a choice of sites. Among all the won-
derful and beautiful scenic spots within

a short distance of Denver, Mount Fal-

con stands preeminent. Its magnificent

rocks are softened by lichens. Night and

morning on the mountain are like the

beginning of creation; it is so different

from the rest of the world that it seems

as if one were in a fairyland of color.

A hundred tiny lakelets of quicksilver

come int«> view as the sun rises over the

limitless plains t" the east, and at even-

ing these change to turquoise, or rose

merald as the sky may rei

From the north terrace of the moun-

tain, upon which the drawing room and

library will open, the -tee]) mountain side,

I
with pines, drop- down two thou-

sand feet into the rushing v of Bear

Creek; to the south, seventy-five miles

away, is Pike's Peak. Denver lies fifl

mile's away to the northeast. When a

passing cloud covers the city with its

shadow, the plaii nof hou

Then suddenly the sunlight pi<

through, and a great city stands revealed.
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By

FRANCIS B. ATKINSON
Secretary of the Committee on Organization

COMMITTEE ON ORGANIZATION.

Mrs. M. S. Grainger, President Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs; Arthur G. Graham,
President Smail Park and Play Ground Association, Evanston; Mrs. J. H. Jaffray, Vice Presi-

dent Cook County League of Women's Clubs; Dr. Rachel Hickey Carr, 4810 Lake Ave., Chi-

cago; Mrs. Harriette T. Treadwell, Chairman Social Committee Chicago Equal Suffrage

League, formerly President Chicago Teachers' Federation; Francis B. Atkinson, Secretary;

John Fitzpatrick, President of Chicago Federation of Labor; Mrs. Harry S. Hyman, Chair-

man Program Committee Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs; Mrs. George Vosbrink, Vice

President for the First District, Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs ; Mrs. Freeman Brown,
President Cook County League of Women's Clubs; Miss Jennie F. W. Johnson, President

South Side Equal Suffrage League; Mrs. M. S. Hartshorn, Chairman Woman's Party of

Cook County; Mrs. C. E. Clifton, President Woman's Club of Evanston; E. R. Pritchard,

Secretary Chicago Health Commission; Mrs. E. L. Bay, President, Mrs. H. R. Risinger, Re-
cording Secretary, Woodlawn Woman's Club; Mrs. Thomas H. Hall, President Millard Ave-
nue Woman's Club; Rev. A. E. Bartlett, Church of the Redeemer, Chicago; Miss J. Macklin

Beattie, President Canal Zone Federation of Women's Clubs, Ancon, Isthmus of Panama;
Mrs. S. P. Johnson, President New Mexico Federation; Mrs. Julian Heath, Chairman Com-
mittee on Household Economics, City Federation of Women's Clubs and President House-
wives' League, New York City; Mrs. L. G. Wheeler, Corresponding Secretary Wisconsin Fed-
eration.

MRS. JULIAN HEATH, Presi-

dent of the New York House-
wives' League, is one of the new

and enthusiastic members of the Feder-

ated Marketing Clubs. The league of

which Mrs. Heath is the head was
formed under the auspices of the Com-
mittee on Home Economics of the New
York Federation of Marketing Clubs

—

which has 165,000 members.
The plans of the league are similar to

those of the Federated Marketing Clubs,

which Mrs. Heath so warm-
ly endorses

:

"Your papers have been care-

fully considered by me and also

by our Central Council. All are
enthusiastic in regard to your
scheme. It is, I believe, a step

beyond what we are undertak-
ing and which our work will

educate for. I want, now, to

catch every buyer and make her
realize her power and responsi-

bility. I can help you here in the

East and shall be glad to do so."

Since the relation of the

Federated Clubs plan to the

dealer is one of its most
practical features, it is with

satisfaction that this com-

munication from the President of one of

the State Federations of Women's Clubs
is given

:

"My husband is in the mercantile business
and the proposed methods of distribution
through local houses is of considerable per-
sonal interest to us. I shall be glad to assist

in the establishment of such an organization
and believe that it will be highly beneficial.

If I can serve you on committee or otherwise,
please command me."

Similar expressions of approval have
been received from both wholesale and

retail grocers and food

^^^HHHH manufacturers. The Presi-

dent of one of the trans-con-

tinental railroads, says :

—

"Your plan is not only based
on sound business principles,

but it seems to me to be a great
humanitarian movement. We
believe that one of the most im-
portant functions of our own
work is to teach the farmer
how to make more profit by
being a better business man.
As I understand it, your plan
proposes to accomplish the

same object for the business of

the household and I am sure

that the farmers, as well as the

railroads, will be with you."

;~ •_ \ r

Mrs. Julian Heath.
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is difficult for a man to

be an inspector without

looking the part. The re-

sult is that as soon as an in-

spector of weights and meas-

ures appears

—

which is not

often as there arc few in-

spectors in proportion to the

und to be covered—most
of the various instruments of decep-

tion can be readily removed until

he goes away. Moreover, few cities

have any weight and measure in-

spectors.

Even without such inspection, prob-

ably not one grocer in a thousand would
cheat in his weights and measures if con-

sumers, in any organized and systematic

way. would protect the honest man
against the competition of the dishonest.

Under present conditions, one dishonest

grocer in a neighborhood almost compels

all the other grocers to practice similar

dishonesty and to offer fictitious bar-

gains based on these short weights and
measures.

Wherever there is a sufficiently large

group of buyers in a given district in any

city or community to warrant the estab-

lishment of a local office. Marketing Club
members will, in addition to reduction in

prices and insurance of quality, be in-

sured honest weights and measures in

dealing with all grocers distributing for

members. Scales and measures will be

subject to inspection by inspectors em-
ployed by the Marketing Clubs. As an

additional check on dishonesty, all re-

ports of --hort weights made to a 1

office will he immediately disseminated to

all club members dealing with grocers in

that district.

WILL THE FARMER STAND BY US?
The Secretary of a Chicago Labor

I 'in. 'ii writ. "When the Chicago
Labor Unions ran a co-operative store,

the commission men overbid them with

the fanner- and cut off their sources of

supply. What are you going to do about

that?"
To protect both the fanner ami the

nsumer, it is necessary to enter into a

written contract. This is the way the

Middleman deals with the farmers, the

creameries anil other f 1 produc< S

and he is perfectly right in doing so.

When it comes to standing by

one another, isn't the consumer

as much to blame as the pro-

ducer ; being always
ready to desert a man
who has reduced pri<

for some large com-

petitor who temporarily

reduces them still more?

•

DETECTION OF BUTTER
SUBSTITUTES.

Place a sample of hut-

two or three times the

of a pea, on a large

spoon over an ordinary gas

lamp or burner. Good fresh

butter will boil quickly and
quietly, producing a num-

Reducing Weights hy Boring
Holl-s in Them.

butter is weighed in a w atkr- loggkd wooden
Plate.
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Pure Butter Boils Quickly. Oleomargarine
Sputters.

tant service in the campaign for pure
food says

:

Lowering the cost of living and also

improving the quality of living is the ob-

ject of a plan started in Illinois along
lines that are certainly of interest. The
Federated Marketing Clubs, an organ-

ization now in the preliminary stages,

has made an investigation covering a

period of about six months, and has

reached the conclusion that the quality

of food generally

sold is worse than

is known, and that

prices are from
fifty to one hun-
dred per cent, at

times even five hun-
dred per cent,
higher than they

would be if distri-

bution were properly organized. It does
not blame the middlemen, who also suffer

from our present system and desire a

change.

The organization intends to look into

the quality of foods made by various

manufacturers and dealers, and to invite

bids. It wishes not only to determine the

quality of food, and to aid in establish-

ing reasonable prices, but to increase the

legitimate profits of producers and dis-

tributors and to co-operate with growers
in providing markets for country produce
which now goes to waste.

Distribution is possibly the biggest

problem of our day, and something along
the lines of this Illinois idea will ulti-

mately come to pass.

PROTESTS IN BEHALF OF THE CANNERS.

Frank H. Gorrell, Secretary-Treas-

urer and Director of Publicity of the

National Canners' Association quotes the

following from my address before the

Cook County League of Women's Clubs
in which the Marketing Club Plan was
first made public

:

"When you buy canned foods you have no
idea what you get. It may be pure but it may
also be filled with enough poison to cause
illness and even death."

Nothing of the kind was said but I

am glad of the opportunity of giving

space to Mr. Gorrell's account of the

purposes and attitude of his Association
which itself has performed such impor- on the canned food question. He states

ber of small foamy bubbles. Imitation

butter will crackle and sputter, making a

noise very similar to that caused by the

placing of a green stick on a hot fire.

FOODS TESTED AT WESTFIELD.

In this department, in the February
issue, was published a lis.t of foods tested

and found pure by Professor Allyn and
his pupils at the State Normal School,

Westfield, Mass. Following is a list of

additional foods
which were found
free from adulter-

ants:

Salads and Condi-
ments for Salads:
Downing Taylor Co.,

Springfield, M ass.:
Forest Park Shrimp.
A. Colburn Co. Phil-

adelphia, Pa. : cay-

enne, black pepper, white pepper, cinna-
mon, clove, ginger, mace, mustard, nutmeg.
Louis DeGroff & Son, New York City: (Health
Brand) black pepper, cinnamon, cloves, mus-
tard, ginger. B. Fisher & Co., New York
City : black pepper. Francis H. Leggett, New
York City: (Premier Brand) black pepper,
white pepper, ginger, mace, pickling spice, all-

spice, cinnamon. Seaman Brothers, New York
City : La Rose Blanche Olive Oil. Nice,
France, Beri Olive Oil. W. A. Castle, Spring-
field, Mass. : Castle's Olive Oil. California
Olive Growers' Association : Sylmar Olive Oil.

Heinz Preserving Co., Pittsburg, Pa. : Heinz
Olive Oil. Francis H. Leggett, New York
City: Premier Olive Oil. Beechnut Packing
Co., Canajoharie, New York : Beechnut Vine-
gar. Nicelle Packing Co., New York City:
Nicelle Olive Oil. Heinz Preserving Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa. : Cider Vinegar, Malt Vinegar,
Pickling Vinegar.
Flour: W. F. Fletcher. Southwick, Mass.:

graham flour, rye flour, buckwheat flour.

Johnson Educator Food Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Dr. Johnson's Educator Flour. Washburn-
Crosby Co., Minneapolis, Minn. : Gold Medal
Flour. Hecker-Jones-Jewell Milling Co., New
York City: Hecker's Flour.
Baking Pozvdcrs: Royal Baking Powder

Co., New York City. Price Baking Powder
Co., New York City and Chicago: Cream
Baking Powder. Cleveland Baking Powder
Co., New York City : Cleveland Superior
Baking Powder. Rumford Chemical Works,
Providence, R. I. : Rumford Baking Powder.

THE NATIONAL WEEKLY
A recent issue of Collier's Weekly
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that his organization stands for the Pennsylvania State Grange which is at-

abolishmenl of chemical preservatives tempting to bring into one organization,

and was one of the first to file a protest the producer, the city consumer and the

with President Taft against the removal

of Dr. Wiley.

Thai so many important canners out

of tl and odd in this country have

been organized for the purpose ol

with public officials in insuring

pure canned goods is a very hopeful sign

of the times, bul thai there is neverthe-

need of an organization of consum-

tO protect themselves: that without

such an organization, no public inspec-

tion or combination of manufacturers

can ever effect this purpose,

i- shown by the next remark
in Mr. <

'* irrell's letter :

retail grocer. Druggists and other retail

merchants as well as grocers are eligible

to membership in the organization. Each

group is required to pa) to the Association

a percentage of its gross rec< ipts var) ing

from 6*
i for grocers to 13'

i for drug-

"Working on thesi lines (in

port of I >r. Wiley » we have
incurred the enmity of all manu-

turers of chemical preserva-

tiv.

That there are not only

manufacturers of chemical

preservatives but canners

who use them there is ample
evidence nol only in the re-

peated judgments against

manufacturers of canned
goods for the use of such

preservatives but still

stronger testimony as the re-

sult of private investigations.

These have not encountered the difficul

gists. The fund is divided into six parts,

four of which are put aside for distribu-

tion among consumer-, one to be -pint

for advertising and one for administra-

tion and operating expenses. Profits are

to be divided among consumer- accord-

ing to purchase-, after the'

plan of the English Whole-

sale Societies. Work is at

present being done among
New York City consumers

and a large number of mem-
bers are said to have been

enrolled.

An Unsafe Package.

Blown "in at the top by the

accumulation 01 pases
within tin- can.

Success of a Small Marketing

Club.

Mrs. r.leecker Bangs, of

400 Lafayette Ave.. Brook-

lyn, has formed, with a half

dozen of her neighbors, a

marketing club for which she

does the purchasing and

saves from 33% to 50 per

cent. At present the club handles only

if public inspection which are always staple articles like butter, eggs, rice, jam-,

inevitable and with which we are all so canned and bottled goods and produce.

familiar.

Never buy canned goods that have

bulged out at either t"]i or bottom (as

shown in the illustration). These goods
have either been improperly canned or

contain foreign element-: and decay has

:n t( i generate gas.

CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENTS.
The Pennsylvania Grange Enterprise

One of the most ambitious undertak-
ings in the co-operative line is that of the

Later, tea, coffee, ham and bacon are to

be added. In a club conducted on this

plan it is necessary that the members
live close to each other. Every Friday

evening, the members of the club meet

and leave their list- with Mrs. Bangs.

She goes to the wholesale grocery and

produce district about 8 o'clock in the

morning, because the groceries have by

that time supplied their wants and -lie

can pick up genuine bargains for the

members i if the club.

PLAN AND PURPOSE OF THE FEDERATED MARKETING CLUBS.

The Plan provides for the formation of local clubs and their affiliation, under the
name of The Federated Marketing Clubs, through a general organization similar in

character to the General Federation of Women's Club
The Purpose is to reduce prices by collective buying through purchasing agents,

warehousing, etc.; to insure purity and honest weight by a system of inspection under
direct control of the Clubs; to provide a market for home food industries of the farm
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and city; and to furnish a means of communication between farmers and other producers
who wish to quote prices to groups of city consumers.

Membership involves no expense. There is no membership fee and the annual dues
of $1.60, which are to be devoted to the expenses of promotion and publicity, are to be
deducted from dividends on purchases provided for under a system similar to the divi-

dend plan of the Wholesale Societies of England.

Even a single member in any city or community, where a local club has not yet been
formed, can have goods, inspected under the Marketing Club System, delivered through
a local grocer.

Distribution is to be made under contract through retail grocers. Grocers can also

purchase of the Marketing Clubs on their own account.

Marketing Club Literature: Marketing Club literature will be mailed on request
addressed to the Secretary of the Committee on Organization, 4937 Vincennes Ave.,

Chicago. Send also the names of friends who would be interested.

Proverbs

<§ Cleanliness is a fine life-preserver.

^ Among the blind the one-eyed is king.

<j[ A man cannot tell for whom he Is hoarding.

<I[ According to your purse govern your mouth.

<H A handful of good life is better than a bushel

of learning.

<H Crows are never the whiter for washing

themselves.

<l A morning sun, and a wine-bred child, and a

Latin-bred woman seldom end well.



COOKING IN PAPER BAGS

IT
took Nicolas Soyer, late chef of

the Brook's Club, London, whose
name has now become an interna-

tional household word in connection

with his paper bag system of cook-

ing, fifteen years to make the art so sim-

ple that it could easily be learned even

by mere beginners in tbe art of cooking.

Professional culinary artists know that,

in cooking, it has long been the custom

to wrap small articles, snob as fish, in

paper. This is called, treating them en

papillottes. ( >ne day, when, as chef to

the Dowager Duchess of Newcastle,

M. Soyer had covered a piece of fish

with foolscap and told tbe kitchen maid

to add the sauce, she put in too much.

Presently the paper vessel began to

bubble and then

—

Pouf!
Tbe paper vessel bad exploded.

At first, this gave M Soyer a shock.

Then it gave him an idea; for upon
examining the fish he found

it beautifully tender, but

tasting somewhat of tbe

er.

"I wonder
whether I could

cook by steam," said

M. Soyer talking to himse

Willi the swift actii n of an artist, tins

was no sooner thought than tried; some
meat, some vegetables and a little water

were placed in an envelope on an iron

shelf in the oven. Again an explosion,

again the burning of paper, again the

1 deliciously cooked and tender, but

still tasting of the paper as it bad done-

bet'.. re. It seemed that the difficulties

were unsurmountable—that the taste of

the paper would always remain.

Then for three years M. Soyer stopped

putting things in paper bags, but he put

the idea away in bis bead, where it sim-

mered. Meanwhile he bad entered into

the employment of Sir Herbert Xaylor-

Leyland. It occurred to him, one day,

that be would try again. Tins time it

was chicken with rice. At tbe proper

time, out of the oven it came with a

lovely golden
tint an

d

flesh as

tender

Lift the Upper Edge of the Bag. and Insert
the Food.

In Putting the Rag in the Ovbk, Neves sit It

on a Sous Shelf.

Place it on the wire rack shelf, or on a win' broiler.

The contents will thus cook uniformly, and tbe

danger of tbe bag's bursting will be greatly

minimized. Thil Jy approved
method of cooking in tbe oven.

95
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as you could imagine—but still the taste privilege of the poor and within the skill

of paper. Again a temporary abandon- of any ordinary cook.

ment of the idea until many years later No special kind of stove or oven is

when M. Soyer saw in a London news- required. All that is needed in addition

paper that 1 lerr Lampert, a Frankfort to the ordinary oven is a broiler and the

chef, was in London with a special oven paper bag. The use of the broiler is ex-

for paper bag cookery ; and the news- plained in M. Soyer's book.

paper told what wonderful things Herr The advantages of paper bag cooking

Lampert had done.

''This will never do" said the

Frenchman, his patriotism

and pride at once aflame.

So he promptly sent a

"challenge" to his Ger-

man rival

—

weapons,
paper bags. The three

judges before whom the

"duel" was fought at the

National School of Cookery
in Buckingham Palace Road,
gave the decision to the

Frenchman. He cooked eleven _ _ _,„ „„„„Removing the Food from
dishes and every one was done the Bag after cooking.

to a turn ; but there was one

judge who was not satisfied—M. Soyer

himself, for there was still a flavor of

paper in the food. The thing to do was
to find a kind of paper that would stay

on its side of the fence—so to speak ; so

M. Soyer worked on the idea all day in

the kitchen at the Brook's Club, as cir-

cumstances offered, and took the idea to

bed with him when he went home. It

was a troublesome bed-fellow, as the

ideas of geniuses are apt to be.

"I could not rest in. my bed" says M.
Soyer in his little book of directions for

the housewife, "and I often had to get up
at two o'clock in the morning in order

that I might put my paper bag to some
fresh test."

Persistence and years of experience in

cooking finally solved the puzzle. A
paper bag was produced that any house-
wife can use successfully ; and as a result

the subject of paper bag cookery is at-

tracting attention almost as great as that

of the cost of living and the wholesome-
ness of food, to which it is so closely of every kitchen, is a perfect cyclopedia

over the ordinary boiling

and baking processes are

that it prevents food

from shrinking and from
losing its natural flavor

—an important result,

whether one is consider-

ing the pocketbook or
the palate.

Many women who would
like to cook and experiment

with new dishes are kept

from doing so by the dislike of

the smell of cooking or the

headaches caused by the heat

of the range, the dislike of

handling greasy pots and pans, and so on.

Others cannot spare the time from their

usual cooking and other household
duties. With the paper bag system all

of these obstacles are removed.
The system especially commends itself

to those who have kitchens in small flats

where there is little space for pots and
pans. It is also just the thing for women
living in single rooms, such as teachers,

stenographers and clerks. With the

paper bag system they can cook, for

themselves, a simple and satisfactory

meal in half an hour and have nothing to

wash but a plate and other necessary

table utensils.

The paper bag is the foe of the mi-
crobe. The microbe has no resting place.

After each meal, the bags in which cook-
ing has been done, are thrown into the

fire and fresh, clean bags are used for the

next meal.

M. Soyer's book which, like the paper
bags, should be a part of the equipment

related. Here are, in brief, the merits

of paper bag cookery

of recipes and directions for cooking
under this system. M. Soyer's experi-

ence is too wide and his reputation too

great to make extravagant claims. On
this point he says (Soyer's Paper Cook-
ery, page 19)

:

"I do not claim for the paper bag sys-

the luxury of the rich is now equally the tem that it can cook everything. It is

Dish washing is reduced to a mini-

mum—with paper bags there are no pots

or pans to clean.

Expert cooking with reference to a
long list of foods which has hitherto been
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evident that tea must -till be made in the

teapot. Generally speaking, we may
waive our claim to have mastered the dif-

ficulty with respect to soups, although 1

have made beef tea with excellent re-

sults."

Then follows a short list of eleven

articles, including an omelette, which are

not adapted to the paper bag system.

ly five directions are given as to the

method <>i handling the bags, but tl

are important although ver\ simple when
once yon know how. For example, says

M. Soyer's B< ok :

'( tccasionally a bag may leak in which

event, it is not necessary that the f

should be emptied and transferred to an-

other bag. Simply put the bag within

another."

Simple and easily followed, as these

directions are. their necessity is apparent,

for

:

"Some people have failed to obtain the

ri^ht result and when inquiries have been

made, it has been found that food has

been placed in a dish and the dish placed

in the bag and the bag placed on the

broiler
!"

An important detail to be con-idered is

the distance the bag should he from the

oven door or solid shelf in the case of a

stove. This also is fully explained.

Each article ha- it- >pecial shelf in the

oven: roasts and entrees on one, fish on

another, pastry on another, and soon. If

one does not follow these directions, re-

sult- cannot he obtained, but the direc-

tions are exceedingly simple.

A nice question arises as to what to do
when the heat declines, as it sometimes

- in any oven, and the housewife would
like to know how the food is getting on.

How can -he rind this out with r<.\u
rard to

food hidden in an opaque paper bag

;

and isn't there danger of overcooking? I

will not spoil the reader's interest in the

story by giving the answer.
Another curiuus and important fact

HOW TIM BAG [S SI A I I I'.

'l'h. mouth of tin- bag is folded t\\.> • or thr.-.- times
and hhi'ulJ be fastened with a clip.

about paper bag cooking is that it is not

necessary to open the oven door every

now and then to "See how the roast is

getting on.*'

Not only does M. Soyer's book give

full direction- for the use of paper bags

in connection with all the various lin<

cookery to which it applies, but there i-

a very full li-t of recipes which have

hitherto been the secret of the chef.

These recipe- cover fish, entree-, poultry,

roasts, vegetables, savories, sweets, cold

meat cookery, breakfast dishes and in-

valid dishes. The book also contain- ar-

ticles by <i. R. Sim-, Dr. Charles Rein-

hardt, ("Paper Bag Cooking from a

Health Point of View") and Mrs. Alfred

Prago, who in England is famous not

only as a writer on cookery, but a- an

expert in cooking, whose reputation

bear- favorable comparison with that of

our own Mr?. Rohrer.

C
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Desirable Assignment

"Is your town tloing anything in the uplift

way?"
"Oh, yes ! We have a committee appointed

to see all shows suspected of being immoral
and report on them."
"Good !"

'Yes, a committee of one thousand."
"Indeed! Isn't that a—er—rather large com-

mittee?"
"Well, you see, we couldn't afford to create

any hard feeling, and so we made it large
enough to include about everybody."

—

Lippin-
cott's.

A Winner
"Boy, take these flowers to Miss Bertie

Bohoo, Room 12."

"My, sir, you're the fourth gentleman wot's
sent her flowers today."
"What's that? What the deuce? W-who

sent the others?"
"Oh, they didn't send any names. They all

said, 'She'll know where they come from.'

"

"Well, here, take my card, and tell her these
are from the same one who sent the other
three boxes."

—

Tit-Bits.

J*

An Important Conversation

The Tall and Aggressive One—"Excuse
me, but I'm in a hurry! You've had that
'phone twenty minutes and not said a word !"

The Short and Meek One—"Sir I'm talk-
ing to my wife !"

—

Puck.

98

As the Boy Sees It

"Now, Willie," said the superintendent's little

boy, addressing the blacksmith's little boy, who
had come over for a frolic, "we'll play 'Sab-

bath School.' You give me a nickel every Sun-
day for six months, and then at Christmas
I'll give you a ten-cent bag of candy."

—

Woman's Home Companion.

£

Starting Something

"George," she asked, "if we were both young
and single again would you want me to be
your wife?"
"Now, my dear," he absent-mindedly replied,

"what's the use of trying to start a quarrel just

as we have settled down to enjoy a quiet

evening ?"

—

Chicago Record-Herald.

At the Y. M. C. A.
"When I marry," said the girl, "I am not

going to marry a man who drinks, smokes,
plays cards, or who belongs to a club. Still,

I want him to have a good time."

"Where ?" he asked.

—

Ladies' Home Journal.

&

A New One
"Look here, sir, I got up to give my seat

to that lady!"
"That's all right, old fellow ; she's my wife."

......



BLOWING OFF STEAM

An Old Species

"What is the name ol that species I

inquired the amateur hunt
"Says his name is Smith, sir,

|
the

guide, who had been investigating.

—

Wash
Herald.

Wisdom
"Kicking is bad policy. TVimM the mule.

Kicking never gets him anywl
"That is exactly why the mule kicks."

"Eh?"
"He doesn't want to get anywhere."

—

Bir-

mingham Age-Herald.

Impossible

Ra^ti's—"What yo' t'ink is de mattah wil

me, doctah :"

Above Suspicion

:k r well-di

my machine a minute, \\ ill •

"What "'"
t;

mind your machim

"W< II. what
trust you."

Not ^

"Has anything
s

':" asl

"No," repli( d the old

had slipped a i

mythological fi< Ids

mthentic."—

Doctor—"Oh, nothing but the chicken pox,

I guess."

Rastcs (getting nervous)
—

"I dare on mah
honah, doctah, I ain't been nowhar I could

ketch dat I"

—

Medical Times.

Bona Fide Americanism

A somewhat unpatriotic little son of Italy,

twelve years Old, came to his teacher in the

public school and asked if he could not have

his name changed.
"Why do you wish to change your name .'

the teacher asked,

"I want to be an American. I live in \iner-

ica now. I no longer want to be a I
'

"What American name would you lik

have?"
"I have it here," he said, handing the teacher

a dirty scrap of paper on which was written—

Patrick Dennis McCarty —Everybody's.

So Provoking

Clara—"While I was playing whist with

Mrs. Singleton last evening, she asked me
what was the trump at least six times."

Maude—"Weren't you provoked.-"

Clara—"I should say so! As if I knew! —
Puck.

Corrc

Miss ScaiBBLl

Skirls who 1

want to get marrh
The i '

don't think 1 i

Seeing is Believing

I'm afraid you n

a lot ol

K( in.il 1.

my wit'

if it works."

—

1



POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
^SUPPLEMENT

PHOTO UNDERWOOD & UNDEHWCOD, N. V.

THE OPENING OF PEARL HARBOR AND CHANNEL. HONOLULU. TO WARSHTPS BY THE EN-
TERING OF THE U. S. CRUISER CALIFORNIA. FLAGSHIP OF THE PACIFIC FLEET.

On December 14. 1911. after ten years' dredging, Pearl Harbor, one of the greatest strategic points in the world,
midway between Occident and Orient, was formally opened by the entering of and departure from the harbor of the
California, with Rear-Admiral C. Thomas in command, thus realizing the dreams of early navigators, who nearly a
century ago recognized the worth of Pearl Harbor as a naval base. There was a general celebration in Honolulu, includ-
ing a banquet attended by ex-Queen Liliuokalani. This photograph shows the California returning the salute from
Lamp Cowles. and coming to anchor just opposite the dry dock.
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(.1 NERATOR IN NEW TORE CITY OF 30.000 HORSEPOWER. SUFFICIENT TO SUPPLY

ELE< IKH'AI. CURRENT FOR A CITV OF 2SO.O00 POP1 LATION.

It has replaced seven %. rtical engines which were in use up to the time ol putting this hug. plant in

operation.

ALL

HUGE POWER
GENERATOR
T^HE city of New
* York makes
boast of possessing

the largest power
nerator of its

kind in the world.

It has replaced
seven vert i-

cal engines which
were in use up to

the time of putting

this huge plant in

operation.

This great gen-
erator has a ca-

pacity of 30,000
horsepower, suffi-

cient to supply all

the current for

cities of about 250,-

000 population.
Alone it would sup-

The Passing of the London Horse Bis.

The last of the London General Omnibus Company's
horse buses recently made its farewell run from Lon-

don Bridge to Moncate St. Electricity has sup-

erseded the horses. The driver of this bus is

said to be S4 years of age.

ply the cities of

Albany, Syracuse

.

a n d U t i c a. 1 1
-

power is equal to

that of the largest

ocean liner, thirty

of the largest t

press locomoth

or a line of hors

six abreast and ten

miles long.

A few years ago
the vertical engines

were the largest
ever put up, and

m >w comes a single

machine, compared
with which they

look like toys.

The several gen-

erators now in use

in Xew York have

a capacity of 500,-

000 horsepower. At
the present time
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there are 1,114 miles

of mains, feeders,

and cables in the

underground sys-

tem. These gen-

erators supply

electric power
for the entire

island of

Manhattan,
containing

about 22
square
miles and
the Bor-
ough of

Bronx, hav-

40.65 square
miles.

J*

9rW
ELEPHANT

AND
YOUNG

New York's Recent Importation
from Africa.

A clever chimpanzee. "Baldy."
equipped as a hod carrier.

pliant very seldom
In the i n

-

it invariably

mother was
her captivity,

phants with

breeds in

IT is not
g e n e r -

ally known
that the ele-

captivity.

stances recorded
means that the

pregnant before

The two baby ele-

their mothers
shown

in

the accompanying
photograph were
born on board ship

on the way from
Rangoon to Ham-
burg. They are six

and eight weeks
old respectively.

By experiment
it was shown
that although
so younc-

readily recog-

nized their
mothers,
always
refus-

ing

to

An Aristocratic Humboldt Monkey from South
America in New York's Zoological Gardens.

He is. quite contrary to the usual run of monkeys, nice in
his person and his habits. He lives and feeds apart

from the other species housed here.

go to strange elephants, while by scent

they could easily track the footsteps of

round a park.their parents
Hamburg has be-

the world centers

hibiting of rare
ful beasts from
the East.

come one of

for the ex-
and power-
Africa and

BABY ELEPHANTS BORN IN CAPTIVITY ON SHIPBOARD.
It is not generally known that elephants only most rarely come into the world in circuses, zoos, or other places of cap-

tivity. The little fellows herewith shown are. therefore, objects of considerable interest.



NO END OF AMUSEMENT MAY BE IF

DUST B\ ll RTILIZING THE SAWDUST

BEGINNING AN EGGSHELL
GARDEN

MUTRIEXT chemical solutions^ arc commonly used in all

biological laboratories. Probably

the most popular one of the kind

i- that invented by Professor

Julius \'<>n Sachs, and supplied

in tablet form by the Arcadia

laboratory at Sound Beach,

Connecticut. By the aid of

these nourishing tablets plants

may be grown in all sorts of

unpromising situations and

with few roots, because the

plant seems soon to learn

that when chemicals are

provided it does not need to

develop ramifying roots to

search through the soil for

the chemical constituents that

are needed for its growth.

One of the most popular

methods of experimenting,

especially by children and by
nature study teachers, has been

the growing of a variety of

plants from sawdust in egg-

shells. Holes about an inch in

diameter should be made in a

board or a plank, and in them

End of Antenna of a But-
terfly. Greatly Mag

NIFIED.

Antennae of moths are feather
shaped.

1 RDEDBY RAIDING PLANTS IN SAW
Willi A CHEMICAL SOLU1 ION.

the eggshells should be placed after a

tiny opening has been punched in the

bottom of each shell. The board

should be placed over a pan or some

similar receptacle to catch the drain-

age. Plant the seeds in the moistened

sawdust and keep them in a warm
place. When the plants begin to

grow, wet the sawdust with the

solution either from the original

supply or from the drippings.

Among the plants giving most

satisfactory results by this meth-

od may be mentioned, perhaps

first of all as the choice of the

writer, white lupine, sunflower,

oats. Indian corn. For a dec-

orative climber the hairy

vetch has been found to be

very satisfactory.

Six tablets should be moist-

ened, and when soft should

be crushed and stirred in a

quart of water. With the

milky fluid feed the young
plants. It may be used until

thev reach maturity. Plant-

may be grown by this

method directly in the solu-

tion or on wire netting sus-

pended over the solution, or

in crushed stone, beads, bits
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THE MENACING AIRSHIP IN THE CONSTRUCTION PIT AT SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA.

The photo shows the starboard bow. with propellor and acid tanks in right foreground.

of brick, etc., or in any similar material

through which the roots may ramify in

darkness.

AIRSHIP MENACES HOMES
DECAUSE of his failure to remove a
*-* 250-foot airship from a residential

neighborhood in San Diego, Cal., the

inventor, C. H. Tolliver, is awaiting trial

on the charge of failing to abate a nui-

sance. Health Officer Meade declared

that the vast amount of hydrogen gas in

the dirigible was sufficient to blow up all

the buildings in the vicinity if ignited.

Meanwhile the airship refuses to fly, the

danger of deflating it is too great to be

feasible and the cost of engaging other

balloons to remove it is so great that the

inventor declares that he is unable to pay.

GALVESTON'S $2,000,000 CAUSEWAY WHICH. WHEN COMPLETED. WILL CONNECT GALVESTON
ISLAND WITH THE MAINLAND.

F

THE CONCRETE SLAB PROTECTION ON THE ROADWAY PORTION OF THE GALVESTON
VIADUCT.
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THE CZAR OF CANNONS
VV/I [AT is declared to be the larj I" cannon i ist is thai ti i be

in the Kremlin Square at M It

g< >es by the name of the ( !zar

nons. It weighs 2,400 puds and dates

from the reign of Feodor [vano-

vitch. Its cannon balls weigh
121 1 puds. A pud is a Russian

measure of weight equal to

about thirty-six pounds.

FISH
DOCTORING

CM SI I doctoring is

now going on in

all the large aquariums
all over the world.

For example, it i- now
known that the diseased

fresh-water fish derives

marked benefit from a

brief stay in salt water

and vice versa. Such
treatment, however, does

not always suffice.

At times a surgical

operate m becomes n<

sary as in the case of a

very bad
fungus about

The fish which
been previously
placed in the oper-

ating tank is care-

fully lifted out with

a net. The surges «
then grasps the pa-

tient firmly with

his left hand and

with the scalpel re-

moves the foreign

substance. A b-

scesses are also

lanced, but it is

d o m that this
proves successful

and is only resort-

ed to in extreme
cases. We must
here realize that a

fish is a creature

of the water. It is

impossible for it to Lancing a Fish in Order to
\ . .., • it Reduce the Air Bladder

Sustain life in the Pressure.

growth of

the gills.

has

Ml IS! I ''• Mil':

Th.' bai i at

the New
South Amerii a. 'I

rv r,tt sheep ami i

• be but t

turc in captivit] in the world

Tmk Czar of Cannon- in thi Kki
ow.

it is l

other.

chai
'•

which i

tain it-

in w

h which tl

ural

from
the quantit

r in tl

When retun

tank, tl.

t u
•

-ink

and :

injured in tl.

:• II'

tl '

dr.
. .

.

an ii

th'

m<

a

of the hand, the air
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fish must not be returned at once to
his old tank. Either he, with his re-

newed vitality will evince a pugnacious
desire toward his old companions, or

they on their part may set upon him and
slay him. At the aquarium an angel

fish had to be subjected to solitary con-

finement because of his vicious propensi-

ties. He had killed two of his comrades
and tried to do additional harm.

Charles Dickens' Chalet, in Which the Great
Novelist Did Much of His Writing.

Formerly at Gads Hill. Kent, it has been removed to

Cobham Hall. Kent.

The Most Powerful Fire-Fighting Machine in
the World.

The new 126 horsepower giant gasoline fire auto, which
travels 35 miles an hour and pumps 744 gallons a minute,
has just been placed in commission in New York, and is

the first of its kind. The New York fire department ex-
pects to have 150 motor driven fire apparatus by the end
of 1912. It is the most expensive fire-fighting apparatus
in the world.

is successfully forced from the bladder.

It must be stated that a convalescent

SIGNAL TOWER REGULATES
STREET TRAFFIC

A SERIES of signal towers combined
** with a semaphore system is used to

regulate street car traffic on the crowded
corners of Los Angeles. The tower is

in the shape of a box, with windows on
all sides and made large enough to hold

a man comfortably. As it is set on an
iron post with the base of the box ten

feet above the curb, it does not obstruct

the sidewalk any more than a lamp post.

These towers are placed at corners

where car tracks intersect, and they are

especially useful at the corners where the

street has a "jog" so that the intersection

is made on a curve. The watchman on
the tower operates semaphores which
are in some cases set- on top of the

tower and in other cases set across the

street, wherever it is more convenient

for the ap-

proaching
motorman to

see them.

vjSkK ^Hfc>

_ ..v..

SHOOTING WILD GEESE ON THE SHORES OF DUNBURY BAY. MASS.
Five were "winged" with one discharge of the gun. as shown in this remarkable photo.



ADVERTISING WITHOUT P.U'KK-A PARIS SUBSTITUTE FoK THE BILLBOARD PO

NEW SORT OF COMMERCIAL
ARTIST

CINCE the suppression of posters in

^ Paris, merchants, careful of their in-

terest-, have looked for a means of call-

ing the attention of the patrons to their

goods by means of pictures. Thus it is

that i >nc vendor of paints conceived the

ingenious idea of giving his store-win-

dow into the hands of an artist whom wr c

now see painting a picture thereon.

The passer-by sees at once that there

he can find all the requirements for feed-

ing a motor, if he be aviator, automobil-

ist or mechanic ; everything necessary for

a laboratory if he be chemist, or photog-

rapher, all essentials for painting if he be

artist, or dauber, and in fact all things

necessary to the interior of any place even

if it be a menagerie. This is perhaps the

best way of advertising without paper.

STRAW FLOWERS
""THE seedsmen's catalogues list a great

variety of everlasting flowrers, so

called. A collection of such plants is

extremely interesting, and with the

flowers beautiful bouquets may be made
that will keep for months without fading.

Some one wisely suggests that the

ladies might wear these natural flowers

Group of Many Colors and Varieties of Straw
Flowkrs.

They arc just as picked from tin- garden hut have the ap-

pearance of artificial flowers. Tiny will retain their

color indefinitely.

A Four-Year-Old Mountain Climber on Mount
Blanc.

Accompanied by her parents, little Flavia Guidini attain-

ed a height of over 10.000 feet in two days' time. The
photo was taken on the giant glacier.

m
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instead of the artificial

ones that they like, but

although the suggestion

seems practical it really

requires an avowed ex-

ponent of fashion to

make the custom popu-

row or chasing himself with
the intention of committing
assault and battery. In this

case, one horse was used for

the two pictures and the pho-
tographer's skill was em-
ployed in "making both ends

lar, but w h y
should it not be-

c o m e popular,

and why is it

these flowers
which in them-
selves are beau-

tiful are not
more extensively

cultivated?
Flowers that will

keep their beauty

from one midsummer to the next or

longer surely have the advantage of the

delicate ones that last for only a few

days.

Not Quite What It Seems.

This is produced by printing two negatives on one paper.

meet,' joining

them so that no
dividing line

would appear.

This was a

feat requiring no
inconsiderable
care on the part

of the skillful

photographer.

ICE AUTOING BY PROPELLER
POWER.

HTHE accompanying illustration shows a.

*- German gasoline ice auto in service

on Lake Gorin, near Schonwalde some
distance north of Berlin. The machine
was constructed for the German motor

"VV7E don't know where we're going, yacht club of Berlin and will carry six
** but we're on our way," might be persons at a speed of 40 miles an hour,

the words of the riders of this strange The motor drives an air propeller,

quadruped that is traveling north and It is said that this ice auto with one
south at once. The picture is one of the person alone on the car has attained the

clever effects produced by the use of two enormous speed of nearly 90 miles an
negatives printed in part on one paper, hour under favorable circumstances.

ON THEIR WAY
E don't know where we're going,

Photographers find a great

deal of amusement with

such puzzles, one of the

most familiar examples
being the double portrait,

in which a man is repre-

sented standing face to

face with himself, wheel-

ing himself, in a wheelbar- Over the Ice by Air«PropEller.

A very efficient brake
has been provided which
will stop the ice auto when
going at a speed of 40
miles an hour within a dis-

tance of 400 feet. This
ice auto may take the

place of the familiar ice

yacht.
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WHERE IS THE CENTER
OF THK WORLD?

TTHEY don't seem to have got the

: a over in India that the earth

is not a disc but a globe, for they

still talk about the center of the

world. In Delhi, where the Durbar

is held, stands a lofty monument,
or tower that goes by the name of

Kutub Minor. It is a structure that

towers far above the temple of

which it is a part. The appearance

of this curious piece of architecture

is that *>\ a number of tiers of indi-

vidual columns, the columns seem

ingly being tied to-

ier into bundles. \t

intervals there are

balconies. The Kutub
Minor is of especial in-

terest and note in the

world over which the

religion of the teacher

Buddha holds full sway.

Here long ago. tradi-

tion has it a meteor fell, sent by the

ruling powers in the mystic world be

Believed i«v Devooi Buddhists to be at
1 IK 01 THE \\ (iKLD.

TESTING AEROPLANE
PROPELLORS

D R( )l rRESS in the art of building
' aeroplanes h lied the Sta

where the various parts must with-

stand certain mechanical te~ts !

fore they prove their fitness for

- ..ii the bird machine. Among
the most interesting of these de-

vices is one recently built by PrO-

fessor 1 'avid I.. < i.'dlup of the Wor-
ter Polytechnic Institute. Wor-
ier. Mass., for the preliminary

testing of aeroplane propellers.

The illustra-

tion -'
i v e - a

fair idea of the

c< instructs >n of

the apparatus.

It consists prin-

cipally of a

turntable built

to revolve
about a heavy

steel post lo-

cated a short distance from the shore in a

small body of water. The turntable is

yond this life to mark the center of the built of structural steel throughout and

world. In commemoration of this mirac- equipped with a high power gasoline

ulous event, the Kutub Minor was engine near the center of the apparatus

erected on the spot that mankind might and a shaft extending to one end through

never forget it. which the power is transmitted to the

It is really a very imposing looking propeller to be tested,

structure, rising up in a series of tinted The tests are made by starting the

tiers, each tier marked by a balcony, gasoline engine and allowing the pro-

Higher and higher it rises, tapering as it peller by its pressure against the air to

recede- from the earth, above the sur- revolve the turntable about its center sup-

rounding plain. At some little distance

stands a mosque-like structure connected

with the main structure through the

medium of masonrv work.

port. The quality of the propeller may
be judged by the speed with which it is

able to drive the turntable around during

the test.

rKSTING AEROPLANE PROPELLERS BY MEAN'S OF A TURNTABLE AND POWERFUL GASOLINE
ENGINE.



REMARKABLE MONUMENT TO FRENCH POET.
This beautiful piece of sculpture stands in the Cours Le Reme, Paris. It was erected to the everlasting memory of

the famous French poet. Alfred de Musset. who was born at Paris, in 1810, and who died there forty seven
years later. He graduated from college with high honors and in his twentieth year published his first

volume of verse. He was a man of intense passions, loose, irregular habits, and a morbid.
..introspective mind. He was elected a member of the famous French Academy in

1852. His years were curtailed by his dissolute way of living.

TESTING A TELEPHONE POLE.
This photograph shows a machine used by the government Forest Service for testing the telephone poles required

for use in the national forests. Under present conditions it is deemed absolutely necessary that all parts of a forest
reserve shall be under control through a system of intelligence which has for its principal agency the talking wire. If a
fire breaks out anywhere, it is especially important that headquarters shall be notified with the smallest possible delay.
The poles are tested to make sure that they are not defective. They must be strong in order to resist storm winds, and
it is desirable at the same time that they shall have a reasonable measure of elasticity, so as to bend rather than break,

no
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FLOATING WATER WORKS
•"THE contrivance here shown is used by

the Sanitary District oi Chicago for

watering the banks oi their north channel

which runs from Wilmette to May fair,

where it joins the Chicago River.

Under the contract l>\ which the right-

of-way was obtained, the Drainage Board

agreed to have sloping grass banks to

the channel. Of course, grass had to be

-own and frequently watered. Conse-

quently a very great quantity of water

was required. This could only be ob-

tained from the City mains at an enor-

mous expense, and in addition to this ex-

pense, there would be the expense of

laying several miles of pipe.

By the arrangement shown the prob-

lem was perfectly solved. Sixteen empty

oil barrels support a platform on which
is mounted a boiler and a twelve horse-

power engine. This engine operates the

pumps and drives the propeller by which

this queer craft is moved along. The
pump is powerful enough to supply sev-

eral hose nozzles, and the water of

course, is drawn directly from the canal.

The captain of this peculiar ship

starts getting a supply of coal on board,

and firing up at about 4 P. M. He is

ready to begin his voyage about 5, and

by 2 or 3:00 o'clock in the morning he

has watered nearly 300,000 square feet

of bank.

] ' : I MS,

1. "brooches": 2. a crime basjust been committed: 3. l""k

out for jail: 4. "'nothing doing:'* 5. give out feed here; 6,

easily frightened; 7. policeman lives here: 8, defend \"ur-

s.-lf: 9. >'"u may sleep here; 10. dog; 11. man is brutal here;

12. give money here; 13. brutal people and tl"g; 14 tin-

woman is alone with a servant; 15. "easy marks:" 16, they

give to ill people; 17. be insistent: is. be religious.

Floating Water-Work?.
This strange craft is maintained to water the grass of a

canal's banks by night.

r.ivi - Up Sort m. Position to Lbasn Cabinet Trade.
Mil,- ; i). the 17 daughter of the prime
minister of Denmark, who has just apprenticed her

self to a cabin, t maker She works from six

in the morning till six at night.



THE YACHT ALVINA. WHICH BORE THE BENEDICT EXPLORING PARTY FROM NEW YORK
CITY TO THE UPPER AMAZON.

It is hoped that important zoological and geographical information may be discovered by this expedition.

This Cranking Device Elimi-
ger of the engine's

NATES THE DAN
A Back Firing.

Berlin's New Von Hal-
lerith Electrical
Census Machine.

Itsorts and adds with math-
ematical accuracy 230

cards a minute.

New Cranking Device
Fitted to the Auto.

CRANKING WITH DANGER
ELIMINATED

""THE next best thing to a self cranking
* device for an automobile engine is a

means of cranking the motor by hand with

the usual labor lessened and the danger
from backfiring of the engine removed.

Such a device has just been produced by a

manufacturer of a shock absorbing mech-
anism and to some extent the new crank-

ing apparatus operates along the same
lines.

In order to reduce the labor of turning

the engine, over gearing is arranged so

as to give about a two to one reduction

of the power usually required for the

operation. Beside this the device is so

constructed that a rachet holds the crank
from backing in case of a premature
explosion in one of the cylinders of the

engine. In case such an explosion occurs

only the larger of the two reducing

gears which holds to the shaft of the

engine, turns, the smaller one being con-

nected to the crank through a friction

mechanism permitting the crank to re-

main stationary.

The apparatus can be fitted to any car

without a change in its construction and
in view of the fact that many of the so-

called self-cranking devices are not alto-

gether satisfactory the new safety crank
is likely to meet with a ready sale.

This device should keep the novice out

of danger, who too frequently receives

bruises or even a broken arm from back-

firing of the engine, while he is straining,

with might and main, to get the perverse

engine to start.

IB
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MACHINE FOR CREOSOTING
POLES

IT is at or near the ground line that a
* pole is most subject to decay, for here

it i ed to moisture i if the gr< iund

and t<> the air a> well and hence provides

an excellent place for destructive ii

life. In order to preserve the pole against

decay, it is unnecessary to treat more
than a limited zone in the neighborhood
of the ground line. Recently a machine
has been perfected with creosoted oil, i r

other preservatives. The oil is forced

into the w 1 by means of air pressure.

The machine, as shown in the accom-
panying illustrations, is provided with a

r for generating steam with which
the air compressor is operated and with
which -.team coils are heated to warm the

oil that is stored in a reservoir in the

middle of the machine. A pair of iron

skids will be observed extending cross-

wise of the machine, and upon these the

poles are supported.

Two iron rings, as

shown in the illustra-

tions, may be opened
to admit the pole,

after which they are

closed by operating a

( M i IC1AL W \sm B (-kit Sl IRCHl
' and Mr-. Man \N arren (right),

I
i."iis :it tin- Treasury Depart nt

in Washington. Mrs Warren has I

She baa rescued in tins time i

....

r and bonds. She once found $1 rth of bills

in .1 i Shea has been b tant for i<>

\.-.irb.

hand wheel. A spool bearing a canvas

band three feet wide is then revolved by

a hand wheel so as to wrap the cloth

MACHINE FOR TREATING WOODEN POLES WITH CREOSOTE AS A PRESERVATIVE.



A REMARKABLE BOLT OF CHAIN LIGHTNING.
This photo, snapped at Perth. North Dakota, shows the lightning breaking from clouds to earth in two outlets.

tightly about the pole. The edges of the

band are reinforced to make a snug fit

and they are subjected to air pressure

so that the band will form an air-tight

ring-like

done, the

bag: about the pole. This

oil is introducedheated

initial depth of about one-half inch.

After the pole has been treated, the spool

is revolved to unwrap the cloth band
from the pole, the rings are opened and
the pole is rolled off the opposite end of

the skids. A pan is located under the

HUGE NEW GUN FOR THE BRITISH NAVY.
It is typical of the new armament being introduced for England's defence.

into the bag through a pipe under a pres-

sure of about five pounds to the inch.

It has been found under test that a 10-

minute treatment is sufficient to force

about a gallon of oil into the pole.

The oil is forced into the wood to an

band to catch any oil that may drip from
the cloth or that might ooze out through
checks in the wood during the treatment.

The machine shown in the illustration

handles poles from seven to twenty-four

inches in diameter.

A MIRAGE OF THE DESERT.
The picture had clearly caught the appearance of trees and water in the distance, but on approaching to this line of

trees it was found to be merely a mirage. These mirages are often found in Arizona and the South
west, generally on very flat surfaces of sand and alkali, on extremely hot days.
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SAID rOBETHE FIRST SKIN PATTERN

DINOSAUR MUMMY
IX acquiring this
A

reat "find" of a

mummy trachodoh
ami exhibiting it,

Prof. Henry Fair-

field Osborn of the

Museum of Natu-
ral 1 [istory, New
York, has made a

noteworthy contri-

bution to science

fffitt.V
Great Trachodoss—

About 3.000

Amphibious RhpTiu 1

.000 Vi ABS Ago.

OF A DINOSAUR EVER DISCOVERED.

and has at the same time-

given a most impressive ex-

hibit to the genera]

public In fact, the

surprising revela-

tions which have

hern brought to

light by a study of

this skeleton fur-

nish a new and

fascinating chapter

which nearly dou-

bles all previous

knowledge of the

habits and life of a

very remarkable group of .threat

amphibii tus reptiles. The impor-

tant and valuable feature about

ns
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The Parts of the Pocket Door Lock.

this unique specimen is that it presents a

complete cast, with absolute distinctness,

of the hitherto practically unknown outer

covering of these herbivorous dinosaurs

belonging to the closing period of the

age of reptiles. During the upper cre-

taceous period, according to geological

reckoning, about three millions of years

ago, these huge kangaroo shaped, water-

inhabiting creatures were very abundant
in western North America. They were
from fifteen to sixteen feet or more in

height, and measured some thirty feet in

length. The skeletons, or hard parts,

have been known for a number of years,

having been found by Prof. Cope, the

pioneer fossil explorer and scientist, and

by others. The Museum has mounted in

its striking trachodon group a fine Cope
specimen, represented in feeding posture.

Trachodons lived near the close of the

Age of Reptiles in the Upper Cretace-

ous and had a wide geographical distri-

bution, their remains having been found

from New Jersey to Montana. A sugges-

tion of the great antiquity of these speci-

mens is given by the fact that since the

animals died, layers of rock

aggregating many thousand
feet in vertical thickness

have been slowly deposited

along the Atlantic

coast.

POCKET DOOR LOCK
IN many hotels in small towns the locks
* of the guests rooms are defective or

lack keys, and as a result many losses of

clothing and valuables occur to the great
annoyance of the guests and in some
cases considerable expense to the land-

lord.

For the protection of the traveler in

such cases a well known lock maker has

brought out a device by which a door
already provided with a lock-plate in the

jam may be securely fastened.

It consists of a small strip of steel

Combined Church and Y. M. C. A, House on a Boat.

Where the lowly fishermen of San Pedro Bay, Cal., may
keep in touch with the better life.

The Pocket Door Lock in Place.

called a bolt bar at one end of which is

located a false bolt which fits into the

lock-plate in the door jam in such a posi-

tion that the bolt bar will lie flat against

the jam and come between it and the

door when the latter is closed.

Along the bolt bar near the opposite

end of the false bolt are cut a number of

slots. The door is shut holding the plate

between it and the jam and a lock so

made that it slips over the bolt bar, is

fitted snugly against the edge of the door

and the key in the lock turned.

The cylinder of the lock carries a disc

which fits into the slot in the bolt bar

nearest the edge of the door and holds

it securely, as shown in one of the illus-

trations. The device is small and can be

readily carried in the pocket.
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TWO KINDS
OF LIGHTING

THESE two illus-
A

trations show
two remarkable
contrasts of the

system of lighting

as it was carried on
in the French capi-

tal between three

the sleepy hou
holder might "lt-em

best. They were

no! kept burn

very far into the

night, however,
and were rather i »f

service to the cut-

throat and footpad

than to the honest

citizen. The out-

law had an excel-

lent opportunity to

study lh^ victim by
the Bickering rays.

The second Illus-

tration shown is

that of an acety-

lene generative gas

lamp, as used to

advantage in the

city of 1 [eidelberg

as a supplemen-
tary lighting sys-

tem.

Usi d i" Light thk
1'ARIS

IN I 111 SlXl I I NTH
I

I N I IKY.

1 hi Most Stupid of Animals, Pigs Trained by a
German, for Public Exhibition in

Berlin and Else win

A i ,i -.! B >. ' r. i G 19

I lmf Used In

Heidi lbi rg
i .1 RMANY.

and four hundred years ago and as it is

today in the city of Heidelberg,Germany.
The first and the last have one feature in

common, however; they are not con-

nected with any central system to furnish

the source of illumination—a curious

indication of how, to a certain degree,

civilization, even of the material sort

seems to move in a circle, more or less.

In the days of the Louis's a basket made
of iron was hung out from a stout post,

into this basket or brazier resinous fag-

gots were placed from time to time, as

PUNCTURE PROOF AUTO TIRE

A CHICAGO architect, John B. Fis-
** cher, think- he has perfected what

countless other inventors have endeav-

ored to produce ever since the automobile

became a common form of conveyance

—

a pneumatic tire which is practically im-

mune from puncture. He has worked

a long time on his idea, which is unusu-

ally ingenious.

Unlike the ordinary tire, which is com-

posed of a single case tube, the new tire
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New Puncture-Proof Tire for
Automobiles.

The inner tube is composed of a
series of inflated balls sepa-

rated by rubber walls.

against 1,000 square inches

in the ordinary tire.

Among other advantages
claimed for the new tire

are : freedom from nipping

of the air tube by the tire

removing lever ; prevention

of rim cutting and blow
outs, for the reason that

the tire never flattens, and
prevention of what is

known as the side roll,

which results from turning

corners and in skidding.

If this tire but partially

achieves its inventor's pur-

pose it will be a great boon
to the autoist. There is

nothing
than a puncture.

more annoying

J*

is formed with a plurality

or series of cavities, round-

ed or spherical in shape,

located within the tube

around the circumference

and separated by intermedi-

ate walls or spacers. The
tube containing these cavi-

ties is constructed by tak-

ing a plurality of layers of

fabric and rubber applied

to a mold or form to give

the desired corrugated or

rounded shape for cavities.

In the depressions between
the corrugations are located

triangular or crescent

shaped pieces of what is

known as cushion stock,

which is inclosed in a cov-

ering of several layers of

fabric and rubber, while

over all additional layers of

fabric and rubber are then applied, mak-
ing a substantially smooth external ap-

pearance with the two lips or flanges at

the inner periphery.

Resilient balls are inserted in the

spherical cavities where they are securely

held by the walls of the spacing pieces.

In order to remove or introduce a ball,

the casing is detached for a convenient

portion of its length and the flanges and charge openings, the valves of which are

lower portions of the spacers spread operated by oscillating compressed air

apart to the extent required. After a cylinders fed by an electrically driven air

ball has been thus introduced and the pump. Its maximum dredging depth is

casing parts released, the ball will be about 70 feet. The opening of the gantry

completely enveloped in the casing, and is 10j/2 feet above the level of the track

by it securely held in place. and about 11^ feet in width. The speed

On account of the location of the balls of the bucket chain is so designed that

it will be difficult for a puncturing object 32 buckets are discharged per minute,

to reach them, but in case one is actually resulting in a theoretical output of 960

punctured it alone will become deflated, cubic meters per hour,

and only a very

HUGE BUCKET EXCAVATOR
' I "HE construction of railways and
* canals entails the design of more and
more powerful bucket excavators. The
one illustrated has been recently installed

in Germany and claims the honor of

being the largest in the world. It is a

gigantic gantry excavator with two dis-

small portion of the

tire is affected.

Under ordinary
circumstances the

tire would not be

put out of commis-
sion even if a num-
ber of the balls

were punctured.
But 50 square
inches of the tire

are are subject
to puncture as

Gigantic Bucket Excavator in Use in Germany.
It is asserted to be the biggest in the world.

The buckets are

discharged alter-

nately into either

of the two railway

trains installed in

the opening of the

gantry and behind

it respectively, the

direction of dis-

charge being con-

trolled by means of

a valve, which is

operated by the

hand.



LAUNCHING AN AEROPLANE FROM
( letting I the Btai I.

A WIRE.

AEROPLANE STARTS FROM
WIRE

""Till", navy's new Curtiss hydro-aero-
A piano was recently launched from a

wire cable. This experiment was under
the direction of Lieut. T. G. Ellyson of

the navy, who was the first member of

that branch of the military service to

become a qualified aviator.

The object of this unusual method of

starting an aeroplane was t<> demonstrate

the practicability of the hydro-aeroplane

for use on ships of the navy by the

launching of the same quickly and easily

by means of wire cables available on
board any vessel of the navy, and thus

do away entirely with anything in the

way <>f a platform.

It is claimed that this successful test

as carried out removes the most serious

obstacle which hindered the launching of

aeroplane- from wardiips. A hydro-

aeroplane may thus be launched at sea

under any conditions, without the loss of

time in putting it overboard to arise from
the water and without delay because of

rough sea. These experiments may do

much toward solving" certain modern
naval problems.

RISK LIVES FOR 12 CENTS A
DAY

IX tlu- graphite mines of Ceylon men,
* women and children are employed,
and the pay the\ receive would astonish

an American miner, being about 12 to 24

cents a day for men; women receive-

about 6 to 16 cents per day for their

services, all work being done under a

contractor who keeps the wages down
as low as possible. The iron law of com-
petition in labor is enforced to the limit

in Ceylon.
The graphite from the mine is hoi-ted

by means of a simple windlass in barrels

and then transported to Colombo, a

port town, and then prepared for ship-

ment to the various market- of the

world, where it is manufactured into

goods for various u

The structural work of the mine is of

the most primitive and frailest material,

and it is remarkable that a far greater

I of life doe- not take plain- between

these great walls of graphite. Artificial

ventilation is unknown in the galleries

of these mines and the miner of Ceylon
will not venture where a light will not

burn and for this reason it has 1

THE LAUNCHING.
//>
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The Graphite Mines
of Ceylon.

Tree Clipped to Shape
of Bottle.

necessary to abandon a great many parts

of the mine.

Upon reaching Colombo, the material

is given a final sorting, being graded

into something like 35 different grades,

all being done by hand with a simple

screen, while children and women sep-

arate it from foreign substances by small

iron hatchets. It is separated into large

lumps, small lumps, chips, dust, and a

finer material called "flying dust." In

this grading process, water is used by

some of the mines, and it hastens the

work as the large pieces immediately

sink to the bottom of the tank, and all

is later exposed to the drying influence

of the sun.

&

ODD DESIGNS IN TREES

""THE southern countries of Europe,
* notably Italy, have long been famous
for the beauty of their gardens and the

large amount of fine topiary work—as

istree-trimming

The Result of Contin-
uous Clipping and

Trimming.

the art of scientific

sometimes, though not often, called—in

them.

In England, on the other hand, formal

gardening on an extensive scale, is of

comparatively recent origin. The rigors

of the northern climate, the smoke from

the factories of the cities and the irregu-

larities of the land were obstacles which

the gardeners of southern Europe did

not have to overcome. Time, however,

has taught the English gardener the

trees and shrubs that thrive in his land

and the country houses of England now
boast of gardens which take their place

among the most famous gardens of all

Europe.
Evergreen trees and shrubs trimmed

into odd and sometimes fantastic shapes

play an important part in the scheme of

general gardening. The pictures of a

corner of the noted garden at Levens

Hall, Westmoreland, furnish fine ex-

amples of topiary art. One illustration,

shows the results of continuous clipping

and trimming. Another photo shows an

odd and quaint design, that of a bottle,

complete even to the presence of a

stopper.

These fantastic shapes, however, are

more curiosities than real works of art.

Bust of Historic
Interest.

When Napoleon returned
from Elba, the French gov-

ernment ordered five busts
of the great conqueror to

be made, for the fiye prin-

cipal provincial cities of

France. They were sculp-
tured at Marseille, and
were exactly alike. But
before they could be de-

livered the Battle of Water-
loo was fought, and the
returning Bourbons gave
orders that they be de-

stroyed. Fortunately, this

was prevented by the
American consul at Mar-
seille, whose name was
Hodge. He bought all five

of the busts for a small
price, and brought them to

this country. The bust
above is at the War College
in Washington.

Headquarters of the
Chinese Revolution-
ists in New York

City.

A flag with a curiously
shaped star in the up-

per corner has been
adopted.



PREACHER l\ DESPERATION, INVENTS APPARATUS TO SILENCJ 5NORERS IN THE PEWS
BEFORE HIM.

It is presumed tbi ushers or other offi f th< church will Quietly slip the instrument on then h offendei

he lumbers.

PROFESSOR BELL'S ICE STOVE

AST summer was the hottest the city
*—

' of Washington has known for many
years, the thermometer in July running

up above the 100 notch and staying there

for weeks. But there was one inhabitant

who suffered not at all in consequence,

the air in his study never rising as high

as o_' degrees Fahrenheit.

This inhabitant's name is Alexander

Graham Bell—the famous inventor of

the telephone. The means by which he

cooled his study was a contrivance of his

own, which he calls an "ice stove.
11

It

consists merely of an insulated wooden
box, big enough t<> hold a ton of ice,

and a pipe to carry a current of air

through the box—the current being sup-

plied by a fan run by an electric motor.

REMARKABl I MM 1 XECUTED BY ENGINEERS BUILDING .\ BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER OD]

mt ofthe swampy condition ol the river bank il was imp
]

r ';''
,,iT ""w

brids in where it was needed. The bridge was therefore completed at a point timber up.

and floated down on I'.ir t
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Formerly a Swimming Tank. Now Prof. Bell's
Study.

It is cooled in summer by means of cold air supplied
through the pipe seen at the right.

COPYRIGHT BY COLLIER'S WEEKLY. BY PERMISSION.

Prof. Bell's Ice Stove in His Home at Washington.

The arrangement will be better under-
stood if it be explained that the fan is

placed in such a way, at a window, as to

force air from outdoors into and through
the pipe. Entering the wooden box
aforementioned, the air passes over and
around the ice, being thus cooled, and
then finds exit through another pipe

leading down to Prof. Bell's study on the

floor below.

The study is not like an ordinary
room. It was once upon a time a swim-
ming tank, and its windows are far up in

the walls, which to a height of eight feet

are built solidly of tiles. Thus the cooled

air, brought down by the pipe nearly to

the floor, can escape only by rising.

There is not even a door under which it

may pass—the sole means of entrance or

exit from the room, for a human occu-

pant, being by a small ladder.

The air, continually rising, passes out

through the ceiling, and thus it) summer
the Professor's study is kept excellently

ventilated, as well as cooled.

It is worth mentioning that the inven-

tion is not patented.

Swimming Lessons Are Given in All German Pub-
lic Schools in the Winter.

Both boys and girls learn the motions on the apparatus
shown.

Lot Where This Building Stands Just Sold for
$1,000,000.

It lies at the corner of 34th St. and Broadway, New
York. It has a frontage of 31.10 feet. The price received
was about $866.55 a square foot.



POl'l'LAK SCIEN( E

\ Iapakess Strong Mam in Berlin b\ Raising Hi-

bum Bends in Iron Rod Heu Bi veen His
1 i , :n rHl E NDS Hi in.. HELD B\ (HI

Twi i Men ai nn Sides Hi--

. I- an Unusual Onb.

NEW WAY TO COAL VESSELS
"TMIK coaling vessel here shown repre-

sents the most improved boat which

ha- been built for that purpose. It elim-

inates all the inconveniences which had

to be endured at the coaling of a steamer

on the old style. It prevents fche dusl to

r the \ < ssel from one end to the

other, soil the sailors' and passeng<

clothes and gel into the' lungs of all.

This vessel has a capacity of 400 tons

and is fitted with two elevators of a

capacity of 100 tons per hour each, to-

gether 200 tons per hour. From <>nr end

of the coaler to the other is a longitudinal

passage which the movable elevators are

free to travel. Larger vessels are fitted

with more of such elevators. The big

FOR HAULING THE AMERICAN MAIL.

This locomotive is one oi the heaviest which has • t be< n built in Great Britain. Its 6-coupled wheels are ea<

r in in diameter and the four bogie wheels are 3 ft. 7 in, The 1 a. barrel 13 ft 9 in. in length Cm in on

lide diam.t.r and the working pressure amounts to 200 It., per square inch, while the grate leet.

i tive has a length over buffi i I in. and the tender carries 1.500 gallons of water with a Bpacetors

tons o( (uil.

A New System of Bunkering Steam Ships.

A thousand tons may be delivered hourly.

liners, such as the Lusitanin and Mauri-

tania, could thus be coaled at a rate of

1.000 tons per hour.

A thousand tmis per hour may appear

a very large quantity of coal to transfer

from barge to steamer, and it can only he

done by a system such as the barj

shown is constructed on. To attempt to

pass that quantity of coal down one

chute, or even two chutes, would mean
that the discharge would have to be so

rapid that the delivery of it could nol

properly be taken. In the arrangement

of this barge, however, different chutes

are put through the side hunker doors ip

different parts of the vessel and the coal-

ing operation is thus going on simul-

taneously in practically all parts of the

vessel's bunkers.



New Safeguard for the Aviator.

PARACHUTE FOR
AEROPLANISTS

rT,HE necessity for a safety device to
A protect aeronauts in case of accidents

to their machines is universally recog-

nized. The ordinary parachutes used

by professional balloonists will not

answer the purpose because in the first

New .Austrian Armored Motor for Defense
Against Flying Fighters.

Means of protection against aeroplanes still absorb the
attention of European military experts.

place the aeronaut guiding an aeroplane
has too much to do and too much atten-

tion to pay to different things to burden
himself with an apparatus requiring con-

siderable room and attention. In the

second place a parachute is of great value

when the aeronaut knows at what time
he wants to detach himself from his ma-
chine, but of very little value in the case

of a sudden and unexpected fall. A
young Berlin engineer has invented a

cloak which seems to answer all require-

ments. It can be worn like a cape, is not

heavier than an ordinary overcoat, and
does not impede the movements of the

wearer. As soon as the aeronaut begins

to drop, it opens automatically, and is

strong enough to break the descent so

that the wearer glides down easily, and
all danger of a sudden fall is obviated.

NOVEL FORM OF AEROPLANE.
This machine is the invention of an Englishman and has a sort of turbine in the head instead of a regular propeller.
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the price
of wheat?
Thirty

years ago
David Lu-

bin, by nativ-

ity a Pole, by re-

ligion a Jew, by
adoption an American, began asking him-

self that question. Graduated from the

ghetto of New York, he had drifted to

California, developed into a wealthy mer-

chant, and became inspired with the pur-

pose to serve his fellow men.
California was the finest wheat country

in the world, yet it could not raise wheat
at a profit because "the market" was
against it. Lubin wondered what "the

market" might be, and why it prevented

California from raising wheat that mil-

lions of people needed.

He set out to answer the riddle. Other
men had been asking the same sort of

questions from the dawn of economic
science. Lubin went about it in a new
way, and found the answer. That made
him different.

But he did more. Having his answer,

he determined that the thing he had dis-

covered should be of service to the whole
world. So he carried his riddle and its

answer to the kings and parliaments of

the world, convinced them that he was
right, and founded the Parliament of

Man, the first Federation of the

World.
The International Institute of Agricul-

ture is the formal title of this ambitious

child of David Lubin's practical imagina-

tion. It is with this Institute and the

remarkable man who founded it that I

have to deal.

The International Institute has under-

taken, with the backing and co-operation

of fifty nations, to solve the cost-of-living

problem in thoroughly practical fashion;

to free agriculture and its products from
thralldom to the powers of speculation

;

to make the soils of the world just as-

m

productive as possible, and to take their

products to the hundreds of millions who
need them, at living, reasonable prices.

Publicists, economists, statesmen, philan-

thropists everywhere have long since

hailed Lubin's plan as the beginning of

intelligent effort to free man from the

rule of avarice and greed.

All, that is, save Americans. Truly,

the prophet is not without honor, save in

his own country. America, the greatest

food producing and exporting country,

has been last to realize and recognize the

importance and potentiality of the Insti-

tute which has been established at Rome,
and in which every first- and second-class

nation and most of the third-class ones
have united together. Never in the

world's history has a like purpose
brought so many of them together in a
great common purpose.

Properly to describe the great project

of co-operative supervision, extension

and improvement of agriculture, is im-
possible without telling of its conception.

The man and his work must be presented
together.

Therefore our story opens upon the

boy in the Ghetto. His father had died

in Poland when David was a child, and
his mother had brought her children to

America. The boy learned the tailoring

trade in a New York sweatshop, and
when his sister married Harris Wein-
stock, and went to San Francisco to live,

young David presently followed.

At seventeen we find him alone in the

desert, a gold seeker. There, under the

brazen sky by day and the stars by night,

everything introspective and contem-
plative in this child of Israel was brought
out. Always mystical and self-analytical,

he now became fascinated with the

thought of being alone with God. The
idea that God and One make a majority

became strong in him. He even dared
hope that he might be the One. No con-

ception of a mission had yet reached him.

But those months of solitude burned out

of his nature everything trivial or selfish.

He became imbued with thought of a
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^rrai duty which sometime, somehow, he

must perform. He went back t" the cit)

a man. 1 1 <
• t a boy tilled with the inspira-

tion of a greal if a- yet undefined pur-

pose.

At Sacramento he started a poor little

-tore. In the basement under it was a

Chinese laundry; over it, a hail boarding

house where he ate when he had the

money. A sidewalk <>n stilts ran by the

place, at the level <»t' his store. Mere he

worked and starved, waiting for business

that never came, lie was almost in

de-pair when he got the Sacramento

agency for a new make of overalls,

ramento was headquarters for rail-

road construction, mining and ranch sup-

plies, and the new overall-, the best that

had ever been brought into the country,

began to -ell. Their fame reached all the

camps, and men came miles for them.

Prosperity seemed determined to pick

1 )avid Lubin for her own.
( >ne day a huge, red-faced, ham-fisted

Irish railroad foreman clumped down the

-tilted sidewalk with a business proposi-

tion.

"You've go1 th' best ov'ralls that wa-
iver hrot into Californy," he began.

"Ivrybody's got to have 'em. Give me
tin cints on ivrv pair ye -ell. an' I'll get

yez all th' business in th' valley."

Lubin knew the man could do it. hut

he promptly replied :

'I'm selling these overalls a- cheap as

I can, and I'll give no rakeoffs to gel

business. N'ow get out, and don't come
here for any more goods, for I'll not -til

you any."

Whereupon the Irishman, swearing
vengeance, left the place. "But I'll conn-

hack, Jew." he -aid a- he -lammed the

door.

And -ure enough, three days later

Lubin heard the Celtic clump of those

same cowhide-. The Irishman was com-
ing, but not alone. Lubin hid in tin-

darkest corner and waited for the trouble.

He had not mistaken. Headed by the

bulking foreman, the gang burst in and
demanded

:

"Whi •

the Jew
Lubin

cowered in

hi- d .1 r k

Ci >rner ; hut

the It i
-

for e m a n

eyes were
-harp.

"There he i-.

there's the Jew ; <

him -ell vc thim

too

bye-, m th' C< >riier ;

rag him i iut, an' make
ov'ralls. They're the

best that her came to Californy, an' he's

the onlj honest Jew that iver came out o'

Palestine. Mere, come out an' show th'

byes yer goods."
Getting a grip on Lubin's coat collar,

the Irishman yanked him out of hiding

and pitched him behind the counter. With
trembling hand-, Lubin gol down the

Sublimated Overalls, while the red faced

terror turned -ale-man! In ten minutes
the Irishman had -old two pairs to each
of the twenty men. Lubin had hi- money,
and the inundation hail rolled on!

\nd a- the cowhide- clattered away
down the board-walk. Lubin heard the

big voice again proclaiming:

"There's an honest Jew, byes, an' he
-ell- honest goods fer hoiie-t price-!"

From that daj tin- business grew by

leaps and bounds. The) used to say in

Sacramento that Davy Lubin couldn't

keep the money away. Mi- brother in-

law. Weinstock, later came in, and it

became Weinstock & Lubin. of Sacrar

mento and San Francisco. The Irish-

man's report that Davy Lubin was an

honesl man traveled w ide.

But prosperity was not the purpi

that had been burned into David Lubin's

soul under the blazing -tin and shim-

mering -tar- "f the desert. It was his

duty not to pr< '-per. but to serve.

( >ne day Lubin went to his partner and

said, "Harry, I am going into the fruit

business."

"What for? You'll lose all you've
made. Fruit's no good here: it rot- on
the tree-: the pigs eat what they want.
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and nobody cares

for the rest."

L u b i n knew
there was no
money in fruit.

Railroad rates
were too high and
facilities inade-

quate. But back
East, millions of peo-

plewantedit. He
would find out why it

couldn't be got to them.

So he bought fruit

lands, planted the best

varieties, and convinced

everybody that he had
eone stark mad. While

David Lubin.

The California Jew who has answered
the question: "What makes the

price of wheat?"

very lowest rates

could always be
assured ; uniting

together in sell-

ing through
common agents,

to whom all the

shipments should

be made. In short,

Lubin laid before

Huntington the rough
outline of what has since

grown into the California

Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion, the biggest, richest

and most powerful co-

operative society in the

vvorld, controlling the

others were getting out of fruit, Lubin vast fruit product of California, shipping

was getting into it on an unheard-of it to the ends of the world, dominating
scale. markets, maintaining its own financial ar-

In due time the ranch produced such rangements, and dealing to the extent of

a crop as the valley had never known, many millions every year. It brought
and Lubin went to the Southern Pacific prosperity and stability to the fruit indus-

and learned its rates on shipments to the try, and vast wealth to the state,

east. Huntington saw that it was good. He
"Too high," said he. "I can't pay such joined Lubin, encouraged him with

rates and sell my fruit, except at a loss." promise of favorable rates if the business

"Well, they are the rates
;
you can pay could be consolidated into big instead of

them, or keep your fruit." small shipments ; and in the end the

Then Lubin went up to headquarters
;

project was carried to a splendid success,

to the mighty Huntington, California's Lubin had done his part. He had
master of highways and gateways, found a way to get California's excess of

"You're killing the goose without even fruit to the markets that wanted it. He
giving it a chance to lay its golden egg," lost some money in his fruit venture, but

he said. "Reduce your rates, give the he solved the problem for the rest of the

fruit raisers a chance to consolidate their state. That done, he disposed of his fruit

shipments, help them to organize a big lands, and went back to the big merchan-
co-operative scheme to market their dising business in Sacramento and San
products, and this fruit business will Francisco, that persisted in growing
become the greatest revenue producer the greater and more profitable year by year,

road will have." But not for long. The flood of pros-

Huntington listened. Lubin outlined perity gave him pause. He was not doing

the plan on which he had long been his share for other men. Casting about

studying, of bringing the fruit-growers him, he saw that the California wheat

of California together in a great co- growers were not prospering. The world

operative association
;

getting them to needed the wheat but something was
syndicate their shipments so as to make wrong. Between the grower and the

up carload and trainload lots, so that the user, there was somehow or other so
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much difference thai the grower gener-

ally lost money, and the user had to pay
very high prices. So Lubin decided t<»

find out; and again he began at the bot-

tom; he bought wheat land and raised a

crop.

At that time California wheat
almost unknown in the States. It was
grown on great ranches, and shipped
through Port Costa, on San Francisco

Bay, to European markets. The excessive

rate> of the Southern Pacific, the com-
petition of wheat-growing countries
nearer the great markets, the high COSt

"f shipping by either rail or water, and
especially the uncertainties df speculative

markets, were ruining the 1'acific coasl

growers.
So when his first crop of wheat was

ready—and it was a magnificent one

—

Lubin set out to locate and analyze the

World's Wheat Market. He took samples
of his wheat to the Port Costa dealers,

and demanded to know what they would
pay for it.

"Sixty-seven cents a bushel."

"Is that all? Why don't 1 ge\ more?"
"Because that's the market," lucidly

explained the dealer. l.uhiii wanted to

know what the market was. where it was,
and who made it.

That was too much for either the l;< >od

nature or the risibles of the dealers. They
assured l.uhin that he was displaying all

the evidences i if insanity.

"No, I'm not crazy; but I want to

know who makes the price on my wheat."
he persisted.

"Well, we don't know: but that's tin-

price, and you can take it or [i

Can't tell you who makes the price; prob-

ably the Chicago Board of Trade; we
get our quotations from them.
An hour later, our hoy of the Ghetto

and the desert was en route to Chicago,
to see the Board of Trade and find out

who made the price of wheat. 1 te found
the president and secretary of the Board
of Trade, and demanded :

"Why don't I L-et more for mywheat?"

VICTOR H. OLMSTED. CHIEF OF THE U. S. CROP REPORTING SERVICE.
He is a delegate to the International Institute of Agriculture. Rome, where nearly fifty nations are represented.
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The New York Stock Exchange Where Lubin Could not Learn
"What Makes the Price of Wheat?"

"Can't tell you ; we don't fix the price

of wheat in Chicago," they explained.

"Then who does fix it? When a man
makes a plow or a pair of shoes, he

makes the price, and I pay it. But when
I make wheat, I don't fix the price, and

I can't even find out who does. Who
decided that my wheat was worth sixty-

seven cents in San Francisco?"

The Board of Trade officials weren't

sure ; Chicago got its quotations from the

New York Produce Exchange. "You'd
better go and see the Produce Exchange,"

they advised him.

In half an hour, Lubin was on train

for New York. There his experience

was a repetition of what had befallen in

San Francisco and Chicago. The big

men of the Produce Exchange didn't fix

the price, and couldn't tell who did. They
hadn't thought much about it. But every

day they got quotations from Liverpool,

and perhaps in Liverpool Mr. Lubin

could learn what he wanted.

The first steamship had Lubin on its

list. He saw the officers of the Liverpool

exchanges, and was duly
assured that they didn't

make prices. They talked

much about supply and de-

mand, and would have had
their inquisitor believe that

nobody made the price of

wheat, but that it was mys-
teriously precipitated out of

the atmosphere, like rain.

That was rather toopenum-
bral for the man who
simply wanted to know :

"Why is my wheat only

worth sixty-seven cents in

San Francisco? Why does
the man who produces
plows and shoes and shirts

make his own price, while

the man who produces
wheat takes the price some-
body else makes?"
The Liverpool people

said they received crop re-

ports from all the world

;

and they didn't attempt to

pass him along to some-
body else, as San Francisco

and Chicago and New York
had done. Wherefore Lubin
became convinced that his

answer was right here in Liverpool, and
set about to find it.

The story of his inquiries is not im-

portant to us ; their result is. He found
that in Liverpool a small group of men
controlled private systems for gathering

crop information from the whole world.

These called themselves dealers ; other

people called them speculators ; Lubin
decided they were gamblers. The infor-

mation was carefully guarded, and the

public received only such condensations

and synopses as they chose to give out.

For the greater part, the crop informa-

tion trust didn't take the world into its

confidence. It made the primary quota-

tions which became the basis for San
Francisco's, Chicago's, New York's, and
every other market's price.

Having the original information before

anybody else, these men enjoyed especial

advantages. Having first information,

they made others pay tribute to them.

They knew when to buy, when to sell

;

they gave the public as much or as little

of their precious information as they
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chose or a- would serve their pur]

Their power <>i exclusive knowledge

enabled them not onlj to make the

unrM's market, hut constantly to manipu-

late it t<> their profit, and i -
• the cost of

the grower and consumer alike. Though
they could not repeal the law of supply

and demand, the) frequently bent it

lly.

idying carefully their operations,

I.uhin -aw that these men made the

Price, and were the Market.

"I have found it." he decided. "A tew

men with knowledge rule the world, ami

the world, without knowledge is their

victim. They make the producer sell as

low a- possible, and tin- consumer buy as

high ai ile."

Frank M. Binch. President of the Chicago Board
of Trade, the Cknter of the World's

Speculative Wheat
Market.

Thi Chicago B< irade.

1 hi i irain Fit.

Lubin decided that what tl.

speculators did for their own profit, the

world ought t<> do f"r all it- people. He
developed tin- idea of a world's clearing

ise of crop information, hrin^in^ all

the nation- to a council board on which

should be charted, -lay by day. visible

supplier and prospective yield-. With

no distortion, no suppression, no manipu-

lation, the world would make its own



One of the Reception Rooms in the Palace of
the Institute.

prices, and shake itself free from the

golden grip of the information trust.

"It is good," decided Lubin. "I will

go to the President, and get him to

initiate a movement for an international

crop reporting service." But on reflec-

tion he saw that the United States could

not lead, because it was the greatest

seller, and buying nations would suspect

a plan to force higher prices.

No more could England lead, for Eng-
land was the great buyer, and controlled

the market. Producing nations would
fear that these market-making English-

men wanted to depress prices, while con-

suming nations would fear a plan to raise

them.

At last Lubin decided to take his case

to France, and set off for Paris. There,

leaders of economic thought gave encour-

agement, but France was on the verge

of its contest between church and state,

and the statesmen had no time for other

things.

Sadly disappointed, Lubin determined
to try Rome. Of all the world's capitals,

it could most appropriately underwrite
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Grand Reception Hall in the Palace at Rome,
Headquarters of the International Insti-

Enterprise of

his enterprise. The new Italy, fighting

to establish a better civilization on ruins

which everywhere testified to the failure

of an older, would understand. He would
show that the old order, founded in

selfishness and greed, had passed, because

it had been found wanting. The new
order, if it would endure, must be

grounded in fraternity, brotherhood and
co-operation.

"If I could only get to the King," he

thought, "and have the Power of the

Tongues upon me !"

In Rome, Lubin met Professor Penta-

leoni, of the Chair of Political Economy
in one of the universities. The fates

seemed determined to make our Jewish
immigrant at last the servant rather than

the jester. Professor Pentaleoni granted

a long interview. Lubin was received in

a room in one corner of which sat a

simply, almost roughly clad man. He
was not presented, and took no part in

the discussion.

That was one of Lubin's good days.

The power of the tongues was upon him.
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ov Agriculture. Founded by tiu

David LUB1N.

Pentaleoni heard his plan, and presented

every conceivable weakness. Lubin

smashed all objection-: explained every

uncertainty ; brushed aside every quibble.

I.ubin won Pentaleoni, and forgot the

insignificant person in the corner.

But the mysterious stranger was none

other than Guglielmo Ferrero, greatest

of contemporary historians, the most

popular and the most profound latter-day

student of ancient and mediaeval Italy,

as Lubin learned when, a few days later,

Dr. Ferrero published a dramatic story

of that interview. The man who had

studied most carefully that greatest

problem of Imperial Rome—the problem

of finding and bringing daily bread for

the city which styled herself mistress of

the world—not only gave indorsement to

Lubin, but reinforced his argument with

a richness of analogy and historic cita-

tions that set all Italy talking.

The shop-keeper of Sacramento became

the lion of the hour. The government

sent for him. Signor Tittoni. afterward

Premier, and Signor Luzzatti, minister

] i
\ i

. I U>1 . I'M ACB OF
THE iNSTlTt i l •

of finance, interested themselves. Provi-

dentially, Luzzatti was a Jew. Lubin was

told that the government was ready to

initiate an International Conference, to

work out the plan. But only the King

could invite other sovereign- t" send

delegates. Mr. Lubin must gel King

Victor Emmanuel's indorsement! And

in due time an interview was arranged

with that monarch. It marked a great

event in Lubin- lite.

There may be less conventional people

in this world than David Lubin; but not

many. Panic seized him when he was

told that he must wear a silk hat. and

accommodate himself to court etiquette.

He was duly drilled in the tremendously

important art of carrying hi- -ilk hat

hanging over his thumb; in the ceremony

of entering the royal presence; learned

that under no circumstances must he turn

hi- back on the King: and was assured

that to -it in the royal presence would be

an international scandal. Hi- audience

was to last five minutes ; and to overstay

it would surely cause an ejectment whose

horror- he was permitted to imagine.

"Cinque minute ; cinque minute" ; they

kept impressing upon him ; and when he
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could do his act perfectly, and the great

occasion came, the last thing he saw as

he was ushered down a line of liveried

lackeys to the threshold of the audience

chamber, was that row of uplifted hands
with outspread fingers, in mute but awe-
some reminder of, "cinque minute, cinque

minute
!"

Another minute, and the king entered.

Lubin, scared almost to death, looked up
into the grave and kindly face of Victor

Emmanuel, forgot in that instant all his

etiquette, thrust the silk hat under a table,

and strode forward with outstretched

hand.

"How do you do, your Majesty? My
name is David Lubin, from Sacramento,
California, and I have business that is

very important to you."

A smile crossed the face of the king,

and there was a twinkle in his eye as he

replied, in excellent English

:

"I am glad to see you, Mr. Lubin. Sit

down and tell me about this business."

But Lubin did not sit down. Instead,

the shopkeeper from the States led the

king to a window, and waved his hand

to call attention to the panorama of the

Imperial City.

"Your Majesty," he said, "these ruins

tell of that which has passed because it

was not good. Will you have your new
Italy, your new Rome, to be great and
enduring, or will you have your newer
civilization crumble in dust upon these

older monuments? Would you be king

of an Italy of liberty and brotherhood?"
The King motioned his attendants, and

they withdrew in despair at this invasion

from Sacramento, California. "Cinque
minute, cinque minute !" they muttered
hopelessly.

I cannot tell much about that interview

between the King and David Lubin. But
"cinque minute" lengthened to two hours,

and at the end of the long interview the

lackeys were horrified by the spectacle

that burst upon them.

For the door opened, and out walked
Victor Emmanuel and David Lubin. The
King held Mr. Lubin's hand in both of

his. They were both talking, now ; and
when the boy from the Ghetto and the

desert and the store by the stilted side-
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walk stopped for an instant the i

powered attendants heard the King sa> :

"All right, Mr. Lubin ;
1 shall not trj

again to till you how glad 1 am that you

came. It is going t" be just as you wish.

Your plan shall be carried out, t" the

extent even of my private fortune."

Thus the battle was won. The King

consulted his ministers, and presently

sent forth a proclamation to the nations

It invited attention t<, the dc-irabilit\ of

international co-operation to obtain offi

cial statistics on agricultural production,

and stated that "the matter had been

called to the attention of His Majest) l>>

Mr. David Lubin of Sacramento, Cali-

fornia." Would not the powers -end

delegates to Rome to consider the

|>n tjecl ?

Italy issued invitation- for the first

International Conference, held at Koine

in 1905. Some thirty nation- were repre-

sented, for from the day lie received the

King's promise, Lubin did not lose an

hour. He travelled everywhere, enlist-

ing publicists, and statesmen. The
Sorbonne at Paris, the British Uni-

versities, the German ec< tnomists, were
all i n t e r e s 1 e d. I filim

-ha. grand vizier of Tur
key, gave Lubin a long

interview and sent a

delegation. The Queen
of Roumania wrote in

Mr. l.uli-

in's note-

W . F. I [ill, I lead of the Pennsylvania

Mate I irai
|

That conference of 1905 is now his-

tory . \\ ith his native eloquence, pro-

found conviction and unflagging energy,

I >avid Lubin dominated it. But the big

men who composed it, once the bi.L; idea

was In-fore them, needed onl) to be

shown how it could 1"- carried into effect.

The conference declared in favor of

an international service of agricultural

information, and drew up a protocol. The
forn- n office of ltal\ was authorized to

initiate the pact, and \ ictor Emmanuel
set a-ide two of his personal i

trust, the income to be devoted to the

Institute. It is now about $61 1,00 1 a year,

and w ill be much greater in future.

The treaty for the establishment and

CO-operative maintenance of the Inter-

national Institute of Agriculture was
duly ratified by the following countries:

Germany, Hungary, Bulgaria, Costa

Rica, Ottoman Empire, Spain, France,

boo
specific
dire C-

tions, by
which he would set his let-

ter- delivered in person to

the Kin- ; and the King
gave loyal support. Sergius

W'itte, foremost public financier of Rus-

sia, entered the list of Lubin'- supporters,

and Russia committed itself to the

project. President Roosevelt sent as

delegates from the United Stat Dur-

able Henry White, then ambassador at

Rome; Albert F. Woods, of the Bureau
cf Plant Industry ; David Lubin. and

BRI W> I- llll UNIX I IBOl H"W
I id Among Wesi i in Nai u

Australia, Mauritius, Japan. Montenegro,

The Netherlands, Portugal, Salvador,

Sweden, Canada. Argentine, Belgium,

Chili, Cuba, Egypt, United State-, Tunis,

British India, Greece, Luxembourg,
Nicaragua, Peru, Roumania, San Marino,

Switzerland. Austria, Brazil, China, Den-

mark, Ecuador. Ethiopia, Great Britain

and Ireland. New Zealand. Italian Kryth-

ria and Somali, Mexico, Norway, Persia,
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Russia, Servia, and Uruguay—a remark-

able diversity of nations.

Victor Emmanuel built the "Palais de

lTnstut International d'Agriculture," in

the beautiful Villa Umberto I, formerly

the Villa Borghese, and dedicated it to

the Institute.

The first meeting- of the International

Institute of Agriculture opened May 29,

1908, in Rome. Sessions continued for

several months, and a detailed organiza-

tion was perfected. Each adhering nation

was asked to perfect as soon as possible

a system of crop and weather reporting

and estimating, so that the most com-
plete and accurate information possible

should be secured. This information

should be unified and standardized in

such manner that, when all the countries

had forwarded their data to the experts

of the International Institute, they would

have a more complete and reliable show-
ing of world conditions than private

enterprise or speculative zeal could pos-

sibly secure. From this, the Institute's

specialists would make up conclusions

that would guide the world's markets
accurately and surely. There would be

no favorites. Everybody should have the

information at once. The speculative ele-

ment should be reduced to the minimum.
Every nation should place the informa-

tion before its people—before the small-

est producer and the most insignificant

consumer, as well as the richest dealer or

most powerful market manipulator—all

at the same time.

Each of the fifty nations maintains a

representation at the International Insti-

tute throughout the year. These serve as

a clearing house for the exchange not

DELEGATES OF FORTY-FOUR NATIONS AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF AGRICULTURE IN SESSION AT
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only of weather and crop information,

but of all kind- of agricultural know!

edge. Recently a peculiar blight attacked

the orange groves of Spain. The Span-

ish representative at the Institute asked

Mr. Lubin—who has from the beginning

been the permanent representative of the

United States— for a description of the

California process of orange-tree fumiga-

tion. It was secured and forwarded in-

stantly, and saved the Spanish orange

growers. That is one instance in -cores

that might be cited, of the tremendously

valuable service thai has been rendered

through this exchange of the world'- best

agricultural knowledge.

Americans cannot readily appreciate

the possibilities of such a work, unless

they understand that no other country

a weather service or a crop-reporting

< irganizatii in c< tmparable ti 1
1 iur < >wn. 1 hit

under the inspiration of Lubin and

the had of the

OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
ROME. MAY. 1911.

Tin -i Win i in \\n i
! \s I u 1

1 .. \o - in May. 1911.

From left to right David Lubin Wm I H Lloyd C
Oriscoin. W in M. M. u.irt. C. C. Clark.

International Institute, the rest arc being

induced to effeel such organizations. The
Crop Information Trust with headquar-

ters at Liverpool is beginning to realize

that it-- monopoly is nol so powerful as

it once was. The world know- more about

it- food supplies, its crop outlook, its

prospective yields, than it ever did before.

It judges more accurately what prices

ought to he; it i- less at the mercy of

speculative cliques or interests. It cannot

so easily be fouled by inaccurate or mis-

leading reports.

Of course, this work i- by no means
perfected as yet. Countries have their

crops reported by different systems : some
use calendar year periods in making up
totals; others use differing fiscal periods

that do not synchronize and that make
comparisons difficult. Bui gradually bet-

ter and better order is being brought out

of chaos. The tremendous possibilities

of the Institute are at last realized, and

governments are backing it with en-

thusiasm. Nowhere is there so little

appreciation of its possibilities, appa-

rently, as in the United State-; and that

chiefly because so very little publicity has

thus "far been given to its work.

The bulletin service of the Institute

includes not only information about crop

condition- and prospects, but more re-

cently has been expanding to include

many matters of social and economic im-

portance. For instance, the Institute has

been making a study of the Raiffeissen

system of people's agricultural and
trades banks, in Germany. These insti-
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tutions have been the means of establish-

ing- independent credit and banking facil-

ities among the peasant cultivators of

Germany and, to less extent, other Euro-
pean countries. Their work has been of

the greatest value ; last year they did

nearly six billions of dollars of business

for the poorer people in Germany alone.

The system is needed in many other

countries; even in the- United States it is

being investigated with great care by the

Grange, the Farmers Union, and some of

the state administrations, with a view to

its adaptation to our necessities.

This people's banking system is the

subject of a very valuable report that the

International Institute is just issuing, to

be put out in five languages, and dis-

tributed to all the adhering countries.

These are random examples of the

work done by the institute that David
Lubin founded. It is yet in its infancy

;

but already it gives promise of develop-

ing into a World's Department of Agri-
culture. It is already assured of success

as a check on speculative extremes, and a

means of bringing together, in a common

fund, the very best crop and agricultural

knowledge that the governments can
secure.

David Lubin, honored all over the

world as the founder of the Institute, has
given up other business, and devotes most
of his time to this monumental work. He
lives chiefly in Rome ; a little, smooth-
faced, stoop-shouldered, earnest man
with a very big voice and the intensity of

a prophet of old Israel. He talks of the

Institute, its work and its future, with an
eloquence that never fails to carry his

point. He is the sort of man who would
be set down as a fanatic if he were not

right ; as a visionary, if his plans did not

succeed ; as utterly impractical and un-

businesslike, if he were not intensely

practical and a distinguished business

success. His great business in California

goes along without him ; his partner,

moved by much of the same inspiration

that has carried Lubin so far, sympa-
thizes, and his family is devoted to his

projects. He is a man to whom the

nations will be erecting memorials—

a

generation or two after he is dead.
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TWO HUNDRED CITIES IN REVOLT
By

HENRY M . HYD E

HE most remarkable political

fact of the lasl decade is the

rapidity with which American

cities arc changing their form tl

of government.

Twelve years ago Galveston, Texas,

was practically wiped out by a tidal wave
When the water- receded they left the

island covered with wreckage, slime and

debt. But that tidal wave wiped out

more than a single city! It swept away

—though ii" one dreamed of it at the

time—the city boss and the corrupt poli-

tician from hun-

dreds of American
municipalities.

< ralveston was
left broken and

bankrupt. The
work of reconstruc-

tion — the g r e a t

problem of making
the city - a f e

—

called for the besl

efforts of t li e

strongest and ablest

men. It was no job

for gang politicians,

such as had ruled

and despoiled the

city— in alliance

with big business

—

during the old days.

In their extremity

the people of the

city called upon the

legislature and the

<
'.< ivernor of the

State to help them.

They asked that the

old form of city

government be sus-

pended and that a

commission of five

strong men be ap-

pointed, who should

George Alexander, Mayor oe Los An<;>

Los Angeles has not Commission government. The
initiative, red r. nduro and recall are in force.

have absolute Charge Of every department

of the city government.

So -with no idea of forever ending

the rule of the Boss—did Commission

( rovernment come into existem

The governor's commission took hold

of their great task like men. For two

years they labored mightily, while the old

politicians sulked and growled and

starved. Then there came a chance for

the politician^ to take the whole question

into the courts. The courts decided that

because a majority of the commission
was appointed by

the ( '" ivernor, the

whole bod) and its

work w as unconsti-

tutional. Where
upon the people
rose in their wrath

and elected the

same five commis-
sioners by a vote

that buried the

gangsters deeper
than the tidal wave.

So the original

"commission" be-

came a pu rel y

popular and elect-

ive hoily. though
the name—now a

© implete misn< imer

—has stuck. It was

five years before

the < ralveston anti-

toxin for the city

boss disease began

to take. I [ouston,

watching with jeal-

. >us eyes the rebirth

and rapid growth
of its -i-^ter city,

was the first to fol-

low the Galveston

example. And on

IS)
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the heels of Houston, with rapid stride,

came the revolution.

Between January 1, 1906, and
February 1, 1912, no less than 186
American cities scattered through
33 states, adopted the commission
form of government.
A glance at the table of Commission

Cities will show that they vary in popula-

tion from mere hamlets of one or two
thousand to big towns of 150,000, like

Oakland, California. In all there are

about 4,000,000 city dwellers now living

under the commission form of government.
More than two hundred other munici-

palities are now seriously considering the

adoption of the commission, and the

"Galveston idea," while not adopted in its

entirety, has materially affected the form
of government in such great cities as

Boston and Pittsburg.

The essential features of the Galveston
or commission form of city administra-

tion are these:

1. All power and responsibility must
be centered in and confined to a small

13S

council or commission, usually of five

members, who, by themselves or through
their own appointees, pass all city ordi-

nances, enforce them, and administer all

city affairs. This commission is the city

government.
2. The members of the commission

must be elected from the city at large

and not as representing any ward or dis-

trict.

3. The members of the commission
must be the only elective officers of the
city (with the possible exception of an
auditor or school board) and must have
the power to appoint all the subordinate
administrative officials.

4. The commission must have the

power to remove at will any or all of the

officials it has appointed. In this way
only can the commission, itself, be held
directly responsible for results by the

people of the city.

The initiative, referendum and recall,

while they form part of the charter in

most commission-governed cities, are not
an essential part of the plan.



Official List of Commission Plan Cities— Corrected to February 1, 1912

Cities added since October are in italic*

ALABAMA

Birmingham 132
!>iva 1,747

II..'- lie 1.-174

Huntsvillc 7.(>ll

ile SI,

icry ; "

Tall
Tus. 8,407

CALIFORN'I \

Rerkelev 40,454
Modesto :

terej <

ami 150.174
amentO 44

3

San Luis Obispo 5,157

Santa Cru/ 11

n 23
Yallejo 11,340

COLORADO
'ado Springs. 29, 178

(jrand Junction... 7.754

GEORGIA
Carters: \lle 4.067

IDAHO
Lewiston 6,043

ILLINOIS
Carbondalc
Clinton
Decatur

a
Elgin

.' Park . .

Hamilton ....
llillsboro ....

Jacksonville .

.

ktwancc
Moline
Ottawa
Pckin
Rochclle
Rock Island .

.

Springfield . . .

Spring Valley
Waukegan . . .

5.411
S.165

31.140
7.: 16

25.976
6,594
1,627
3,424

9,307
24,199
11.121
9.897
2,732

24.335
51.617
7.035

16,069

IOWA
Burlington 34,324
Cedar Rapids , .

.

33,811

Dei Mom.-s 86,368
Fort Dodge 15.543
K. .kuk 14.008

Marsballtown .... 1 3,374
- ax City 47.828

KA-

ne
Anthony

-.-Il

!.'••

le

-. villi-

Council I

• y

Emporia
- .i

Girard
Hutchinson
Independence
I

'
i

City
Kingman
I • .\ i nwortfa . . . •

Manhattan
Marion

esha
ton

I'

Pittsburg
Pratt
Topeka
Wellington
Wichita

Pop.
4.1 IS

4. .104

3.214
-

2.446
I

82.3 3

1

5,722
1,841
2.8 7.'

•

. 3 102

I

•

52.450

KENTUCKY
Lexington 34.099
Newport 30,309

LOUISIANA
Shrevcport 28,015

MAINE
Gardiner 5,31

1

M \KVI.AND
Cumberland 21,839

MASSACHUSETTS
Gloucester 24.398
Haverhill 44.115
Lawrtnce 85,892
Lowell 10'

Lynn 89.336
Taunton 34,259

MICHIGAN
Fremont
Harbor Beach ... 1.556

P tiac 14,532
Port Huron 18

Wyandotte 8.287

MISSISSIPPI
Clarkadale 4,079
Gulfport 6.386
Hattiesburg 11,733
Laurel 8.465

MINNESOTA
PoP.

Fanhault 1

liankato 10,365

MON l \N

\

>ula 12,869

N F.BR ASK \

Booh 9,356
tka City

:..i 124.069

NEW JERSEY
,n City I,

54

id

iton 96,815

NEW MEXICO
Roswell 6.172

NORTH CAROLIN V

r
High Point
Wilmington 25,748

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck 5.443

Mandan :

Minot 6,188

OKLAHOM \

Ardmore 8,618
Bartleaville 6.181
Duncan 2.477
El Reno 7,872
Enid 13.7'''<

Guthrie 11,654
HoldetanlU
Lawton 7,788
MacAlester 12,954
Miami 2

Muskogee -'

Oklahoma City .. 64.20S
Purcell '

Sapulpa
Tulsa 18.182
Wagoner 4,018

OREGON'
Baker 6,680

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia 26,311

SOL'TH DAKOTA
Aberdeen 10,753
Canton
Chamberlain .... 1,275
Dell Rapids 1.367
Hur,.n 5,791
Lead 8,392

re

k ipid City
14

million -

Icton I

l l N N I
- i E

Chatl
Willi-

Memphis 131. 1U5

\AS
Aransas Pass ... 1,197

Austin
I

i hristi . .

Dallas ''J. I 04

Denison IS.i

Worth 73,

n

nville
Houston
Kennedy 1,147
Marble Falls I

ball 11,4

tine 1"
Port Arthur
Port Lavaca 1,699
Robstown

UTAH
Salt Lake City... 92.777

hi 7,522
Murray 4,057

Ogden 25.580
I ' vo I

WASHING!
Centralia ",311

Chehalis
lIo,|uiam 8.1 71

North Yakima 14

:ane
Tacoma 83,743
Walla Walla .... 19.364

WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefield 11.188
Huntington 31,161
Parkcrsburg 17,842

WISCONSIN
Appleton 16, 773

Eau Claire 18.310
Janesvitlt 13,894
Menominet
Oskkosh 33,

Rice Lam*
Superior 4

WYOMING
Sheridan 8,4ns

Commission government has not been

yet on trial for a long enough time to

justify a statement that it will solve all

the problems of municipal government.

Its merits, however, are many and very

plain.

Under the old system of electing a

mayor and many other city officials, in-

cluding one or two aldermen from each

ward, the ballot includes so many names
that it is practically impossible for the

voter to get accurate information about

all or any considerable number of them.

There are only eight or ten names on the

ballot in a commission election and the

chance of a bad man slipping through is

thus greatly lessened.

I fader the old form of city government
then- are so many officials and the power

and responsibility is so divided among
them that it is practically impossible to

fix the blame for bad results. With a

commission the responsibility is cen-

tered in one man. who cannot dodge or

evade either blame or credit.

In the old form so many men and de-

1S?



THE PEOPLE DO NOT
CHART OF BUFFALO CITY GOVERN

RULE
MENT, 1910

lcmrc<.»l»«|

-\CpMMltTft
' ON OMPt

COMPARE THIS COMPLICATED AND UNWIELDY SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION WITH THAT
ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE.

From this division and confusion of authority and responsibility many evils result.

partments must be

consulted that

the administra-

tion of city
business is

greatly de-

layed. Under a

commi ssion,

business is

greatly simpli-

fied and expe-

dited. In ten

minutes action

can be taken

which, under
the old regime,

might have
been postponed
for as many
weeks
months.

When
comes to

o r

ting

it

set-

down the

specific results

of commission
government in

the cities where
it is being tried,

the first thing to be

noted is that in not

140

E. H. Crump. Mayor of Memphis. Tenn.

single instance

has grafting or

corruption been

charged — let

alone proved

—

against any
commissioner.
Returns from a

few scattered

cities follow

:

Houston,
Tex. — Com-
mission plan
in effect
January 1,

1906. Credit
of the city,

which had been
worth about
eighty cents on
the dollar, was
restored to par.

Tax rate has

been reduced
from $2.00 to

$1.70, while as-

sessments are
said to be pro-

portionately lower.

The old debt of

•



THE PEOPLE RULE
CHART OF BUFFALO CITY GOVERNMENT

ON THE COMMISSION PLAN

0«»t o« ^»i< u>mo
(«HMIU-
r.\*~d^rJi

•

WITH
CITY COURT
\CKlf JIA\-(

I

\/tsocure jtxx \

[bsx-'i jtoce

\iaxtrTJi.x( \

I MX>0C*1 A X4 \

\tSSOC*'t jufri }

INITIATIVE

REFERENDUM

RECALL

\ MAYOR
CITY COUNCIL

COUNCILMAN

COUNCILMAN

COUNCILMAN

COUNCILMAN

CITIZENS ON NOV. 2, 1909. VOTED THAT THE CITY OF BUFFALO

ASK THE STATE LEGISLATURE TO ENACT A CHARTER FOR BUFFALO ON THE COMMISSION PLAN

UNDER THE COMMISSION PLAN THERE IS EFFICIENT SIMPLICITY OF ORGANIZATION AND
THE POWER REMAINS IN THE HANDS <<i Mil PEOP1 I

$400,000 was quickly wiped "lit. In five

years, seventy miles of streets have been

repaved. the cost being defrayed out of

general revenue. A great auditorium
and it- site have been paid for from the

same source. Schools have been re-

deemed from politics. Gambling and
illicit liquor selling have been stopped.

The price of gas has been forced down
from $1.50 to SI. 15 per thousand.

Dallas. Tex.—Commission plan in ef-

fect 1907. In fir -t two years the com-
mission wiped out a deficiency of S200,-

000 and established a credit balance.

Des Moines, la.—Commission plan in

effect in 1907. In it- firsl year the com-
mission saved $184,000 in running ex-

penses, as compared with the previous
year under the old government. It made
better bargains for the city in electric

light charges, obtained interest on city

deposits for the first time, cleaned streets

and alleys better (the alleys had formerly
not been cleaned at all ) and wiped out

the "red light district," the effect of

which ha> since been shown in reduced
crime.

Cedar Rapid-, la.—Commission plan

in effect January 1. 1908. The city has
been put on a cash basis, pays it- bills

every Wednesday morning, taking a two
per cent, discount for cash. Bonded in-

debtedness reduced by $«'.?.000 net. The
city's net inventory has been increased

from $453,168.43 January 1. 1903, to

$878,806.24 January 1. 1911.

Leavenworth, Kan.- Commission plan

in effect in 1908. The commission has

reduced the bonded indebtedness by

$112,950, while tin- tax rate ha- remained

stationary. Kansas is a prohibition -tate,

but Leavenworth has always defied the

law and allowed the saloons to exist, sub-

ject to periodical tine- which brought in

$80,000 a year. The commission closed

the saloons and disposed of tin- illegal

revenue without disturbing the tax rate.

Over $200,000 was spent in special im-

provements the fir-t year as against an
average of $25,000 in previous years. In

141
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THE 185 COMMISSION GOVERNED CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
Each dot marks a city weary of the old order of clumsy, inefficient administration.

the first two years under the new system

six miles of street were paved as against

twelve miles in the preceding twenty-five

years.

Haverhill, Mass.—Commission plan in

effect in 1909. The first year's report

under the new plan showed a saving of

$97,900 in running expenses. When the

commission took hold the financial status

of the city was very bad. It had reached

both its debt limit and tax rate limit and
was steadily falling behind in its pay-

ments. Appeals were being made to the

legislature for an extension of the tax

rate limit, but this extension has now be-

come unnecessary. In addition the city

has voted no license, the revenue from
the saloons being no longer needed.

Party lines in Haverhill, which was for-

merly a Republican city, have been com-
pletely broken. The commission con-

sists of two Democrats, two Republicans

and a Socialist.

Gloucester, Mass.—Commission plan

in effect 1909. The first year's report

showed all bills paid and a reduction in

the city debt of $18,000. It is claimed

that the roads and streets have been bet-

ter kept at $6,000 less annual expense.
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Keokuk, la.—Commission plan in ef-

fect 1909. When the plan went into ef-

fect the city treasury was empty and
there was a floating debt of 20 per cent,

of the annual revenue of the city. After
six months commission government, the

city began operating on a cash basis and
the bonded indebtedness decreased by
$39,000. More than double the amount
of street improvements made in the cor-

responding six months of the preceding

year was made, while for less than one-

half of the results accomplished in the

street department this year for $11,500
the city paid out last year the sum of

$14,000.

Kansas City, Kan.—Commission plan

in effect 1910. When the new regime
commenced it was found that a deficit of

$40,000 in the annual expenses was im-

minent. By energy in collecting licenses,

dog taxes, taxes on street cars and tele-

phone poles $16,000 more was collected

in nine months than in the previous year.

Cutting out superfluous city employees
and economizing reduced the expenses
sufficiently to enable the Commissioner of

Finance to promise that the city within

a few months will be free of its indebt-

edness.
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Moines, Iowa.

Sioux Falls, S.

D. — Commission
plan adopted 1'"

In this city of 15,-

000 population a

debt of $100,000

has been paid off in

t w o y e a r s. The
floating debt is

being reduced and

the sinking fund

accumulated.

Topeka, Kan.

—

Commission plan in

effect 1910. Party

politics have been

completely divorced

from the city ad-

ministratis m. For
the first time a local

railway company
has been compelled
to make street re-

pairs when relay-

ing its tracks. The
city formerly attended to this. The
Finance Commissioner being unable to

W. J. Hindlf.y. Mayor of Spokani- Washington

CHI I
I i-.FR

M v n . o-: , ! Pas
SAIC, N. J.

dispose of a large

issue of bonds to

brokers to his satis-

faction, sold the en-

tire issue to resi-

dents of the city by

private correspond-

ence, making the

best sale which has

ever been made in

this city.

Burlington, la.

—

Plan in effect April

4. 1910. Popula-

tion, 34,324. In

first three months

city was placed on

a cash basis, pres-

ent debt refunded

in serial bonds at

4}4 per cent, inter-

est instead of 6 per

cent. Taxation was
equalized and more
work accomplished

at less expense. Mayor and councilmen

devote their entire time to city affairs.

HS
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All bills discounted and interest received

on daily balances in bank. About $20,000

was saved the first year.

Columbia, S. C.—Plan in operation

May 11, 1910. Population, 26,311. For

current administrative and departmental

expenses since January 1st, the previous

administration had expended $169,468.09,

or a rate per annum of $468,536.00. Dur-

ing the remainder of the year the com-

missioners spent $167,435.04 for the

same purposes, without curtailing work
in any way, or at a rate per annum of

$262,300.00. The old council spent $13,-

289.00 while repairing 39 city blocks ; the

new council thoroughly repaired 166

blocks for $17,426.00.

Birmingham, Ala.—Plan in effect

April, 1911. In the first month under the

new plan the city borrowed $500,000 at

the lowest rate in its history. The com-

mission cut down the annual running ex-

penses by $75,000 in the first week.

In this as in all other reforms, there

is danger that enthusiasts will confuse

the means with the end.

The commission plan is admirable only

so far as it proves the best instrument

through which honest and efficient city

government can be obtained. There is

nothing about it sacred—nothing which

is not and should not be subject to

amendment. And there have already

been proposed some most interesting

variations from the plan. One of them is

that adopted by the city at Staunton,

Virginia. Its citizens decided that they

would like to try commission govern-

ment, but they presently discovered that

under the constitution of the state, com-
mission government in its ordinary form
could not be had. Whereupon they

promptly adapted the plan to the con-

ditions. They elected a small city coun-

cil from the city at large and that coun-
cil employed, at a good salary, an ex-

perienced civil engineer and executive to

act as general manager of the city. Lock-
port, New York, has asked that it be
given power to make a similar experi-

ment. It proposes the election of a small

commission, the members of which shall

serve in exactly the same capacity as the

directors of a business corporation, em-
ploying as a chief executive a Municipal
General Manager. In this way it is ex-

pected that in cities which cannot afford

to pay for the full-time services of five

important men, their expert advice can

be secured and the power and responsi-

bility can be concentrated in a single man
under their direction.

As the German cities are administered

by professional Burgomasters, who may
be called from a small city to a larger, as

their experience and ability grows, so

under this Staunton and Lockport plan a

new profession of Municipal General
Managers might be developed in this

country.

Most important of all is the fact that

the people who live in American cities

have, at last, developed a sense of civic

or community pride and responsibility.

And the short ballot and the so-called

commission form of government are ap-

parently the best tools that have so far

been found for giving effect to their new
aspirations.

.



MADE GOOD USE OF "WASTE! >

YEARS

VY/HI-'.X several big d with repu-
** tations so widespread there isn't

room to hold them on this continent, told

Professor Irving Fisher of Vale that In-

had about three years longer n> live,

naturally he didn't like it. Profe

Fisher is a big man himself, one of the

country's foremost political economists.

However, he cast all scholarships behind

him, and announced in colloquial Eng-

Sleeping Out Doors Is v. I * bllbni Health Investment.

lish as vigorous a> the- doctors' own,
"t rentlemen, I'll fool you."

"Here'- for three wasted years," he
mourned as he turned his hack on the
green of college life and started for the
mild climate of the Pacific. But those
three years proved the very backbone of
hi> life and work, for he came back 1 i

t

—

Tin- Doctors Gavi Him Three Yi \hs
toLim He Gavi Himself Threb

yl ws in w h1ch to kecovi r
ill- Health.

erally a man made over

—

SOUl and body. I le was SO

glad over his accomplish-

ment that he wanted every-

one else to know jusl how it

was done. With this end in

view he lectures frequently
i m "Physical Efficiency as a

\ati< mal Asset ."
I [is activi-

ties extend from day camps
for consumptives to govern-
mental health boards, and
never f< >r an instant does he

let up or tire.

He is a living example of
hi- own theories and manner of existence,

and is one of the busiest men in New
Haven. In between times he has written

a governmental report which is quoted
all over the country on "National Vital-

ity: Its Waste and Conservation."
His idea- are as big as the man him-

self, which is saying much.

MS



squeeze a living out

of some river-wash

land along the

Feather River in

Butte County, Cal.

He needed water,

and like his neigh-

bors he dug a well

to get it. They had
dug wells, too, but
in the process the

dirt and cobble-
stones taken from
the hole represent-

ed to them dirt and
cobblestones—noth-

ing more. They
believed there's no
blood in a turnip.

Wendell P. Ham-
mon, the man we
are talking about,

saw a lot of glisten-

ing particles mixed
in with the sand.

He had been
seeking gold
through the cir-

cuitous route of

raising golden fruit,

the gold direct from
turning

But Hammon
said: "I'll build a

successful dredge."
He did, and his

gold dredges have
enabled California

to lead the states in

gold production,

the yearly output
from their oper-

ations totaling $/,-

550,000. Having
plowed up the sur-

face of his dredged-
over land to a depth
of 50 feet, Ham-
mon saw another

way of squeezing

blood out of the

turnip. He said

:

"Let's crush those

hard cobblestones

into macadam and
thus furnish cheap
ballast and road
material for the

railroad and the

farmer." Now,
three huge plants

are working night

out 6,000 tons of

day. Next, why not
Why not extract and day

the soil? But was crushed rock each
it possible? The golden grains were too plant these lands to fruits and eucalyptus

fine and too scattered to be obtained by from Australia? It was done, and this

any of the existing methods of placer also proved, like the other things that

mining. Hadn't the Chinese tried it, and Mr. Hammon had undertaken, a big

who could live cheaper than a Chinaman ? success.

m



Premier Asquith, the Nominal Leader 01 thi
Liberal Party.

rap Chanci lor of the Exchequer, lost for him
the splendid roajoritj bequeath*

Campbell Bannerman.

Ihi Lati Sir Henri Campbell-Bannerman.
A Liberal who sui i eeded Balfoui as Premier. ' He tod

a kt' -:iti-r majoritj ;ii his bai ^ than even tbe
^rr. ii t Gladstone had ev< r received."

WHEN WELSH AND IRISH RULE
By

ROBERT BARR

THE present political situation

in < Ireat Britain is so astound-
ing, so unprecedented, that it'

a writer attempts dispassion-

ately to portray it. he should
be out of the turmoil in Loudon, and
view the position with the impartial gaze
of an alien. I happen to be well equipped
for such a task, for I am writing these
words in an unfashionable Italian town.

the click of the typewriter punctuating the

1\ roar of the Mediterranean. 1 am
quite out of reach of any hook of statis-

tics, therefore, thank goodness, I can give
you no figures, yet I shall endeavor to be

a^ accurate as the multiplication table.

A short distance along the coast west-

ward, a few miles nearer America than

I am a man from the same island to

which I belong, but of a different nation-

m



David Lloyd Georgi .

Chancellor of the

Exchequer, thk Real

Head of the Liberal

Party.

His apparently radical

measures to insure work-

ingnun against sickness

and unemployment have

stirred England as has

nothing else in decades.

J4S
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ality, is at this moment playing golf. 1

sometim< his smiling face as he

rushes past in a n ir, and I alwa
think of another trip he took along the

same road somewhat more than a y<

ago, "ii the most desperate man hunt

that any automobilist ever undertook.

This man is more powerful than King
George of England. He is more pow<
fnl than the Right Honorable Mr.
Asquith, Premier of Great Britain. He
is more powerful than the House of

immons, the Mother of Parliaments, as

it is called, and he is naturally much
more powerful than the House of Lords,
recently hamstrung by himself, and this

potent, temporary neighbor of mine is

David Lloyd-George, Chancellor of the

British Exchequer.
A hasty person might jump at the con-

clusion that if what I have written is

true. David is the most influential man
in the British Empire, but a reflective

reader, well np on Bible history, which
I 'avid loves to quote when he make- his

exciting speeches at Whitefield's Taber-
nacle, will remember that in the olden

days the David of thai time had his

Jonathan. They were friends and equal,

but our David's Jonathan is as much
more potent than Lloyd-George, as

Lloyd-George is more potenl than King
orge. This Jonathan is John Red-

mond, leader of the Iri-h Nationalists.

The first governor of England, there-

fore, is an Irishman; the second is a

Welshman; the third, nominal leader of
the party, is member for a Scotch con-

stituency. So "here's a state of things,"

as Sir W. S. ( rilbert remarked, a state

of things, indeed, to be equalled only in

the regions of his own topsy-turvey
drama. The Liberal Party is in the

minority, yet the Liberal Party is in

power, while the Erish Nationalists rule.

Of the political groups in the House of

Commons today, the Conservative Party
stands first in point of numbers; the

Liberal Party, even with the extreme
Radicals added, come- second, while the

Irish Nationalists come a long way
behind for the third place, yet actual

power in a country supposed to be gov-
erned by a majority, rests with the

smallest group ; the nominal power is

held by the largest minority section, while
the Conservative Party, which possesses

a plurality of votes in the House of

mmons and in the i ... is help!'

as a smoker lost in the desert, with a

g 1 cigar and no matches. England,
the n nservative of countries, is in

the hands of the most radical of govern-
ments, and Lloyd-George, by kind per-

mission of Mr. Redmond, is king. Well
might that bewildered country sing the

[acobite song prevalent when the first

<n also a foreigner, came to the

throne

:

"Wha tli* Deevil hav' we gotten fur a

Kin
A wee bit i lerman Lairdie,

An" they hav' found this fearsome thing

I Hgging in his Kail-yairdie."

England, that depends for it- existence

on manufacturing, on shipping and on
business generally, has, for Chancellor of

the Exchequer, a man who a few years

ago was a no-account cross-roads lawyer
in W'alr-: a man who know- nothing of
finance, of shipping; of manufacturing;
one distrusted by every business man in

the country; who i- raising taxation to

a height never before known in English
history; who has created more offic

than any five of his predecessors, filling

them with his own partisans; who has
promised the working-man an immediate
Paradise, and now that the working-
man finds himself -till upon earth, has
create 1 a state of industrial unrest that

appals a thinking citizen. Mow came a

sober-minded country to do such a thing?
She didn't do it, or perhaps it would

be more correel to say she did it inad-

vertently. They called the South African

contest the "absent-minded war." parody-
ing Kipling. An absent-minded election

gave Lloyd-George his opportunity.

Previous to 1906, politics in England
had come to a sort of dead centre: there

was nothing doing. When President
k'rugcr hurled his ultimatum at ( ireat

Britain, he inaugurated an unpleasant-

ness, the seriousness of which was under-
stood by very ivw persons in the latter

country. The Transvaal was prepared:

England is never prepared for anything.

The lackadaisical Tory Government mis-

managed everything to the limit. When
peace was declared the Tory Government
should have been thrown out for its

incompetence, but it dragged on a nerve-

less existence. It was led bv one of the
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most charming, cultured men in Eng-
land. Arthur James Balfour; a man of

so fair and philosophical a turn of mind
that he never could answer definitely the

simplest question. If you asked him
whether or not two and two made four,

he would reply that it all depended on

how you looked at it. When his ener-

getic henchman,
Joe Chamberlain,
ti ncxpect e d 1 y
sprang tariff re-

form on the coun-

try, feeling;, as he

did, that the Gov-
ernment was going
to die of anaemia,

his own preference

being to die fight-

ing, nobody in all

the land kne

w

exactly where Bal-

four stood on the

question.

Arthur J a m e s

was great on tac-

tics, and his friends

tell me that on this

occasion his tactics

held the Tory
Party together.
Doubtless thev did,

but it held them to-

gether merely to

lead them to the

slaughter. The
Man in the Street

tired of tac-

he thought
and two did

make four, no mat-
ter how you looked
at it. He was sick

of inanity and dilly-

dallying.

The Liberal
Party was at that

time apparently in

a state of disintegration. It was headed
by a man who had reached that elevation

merely because of his child-like common-
placeness and general stupidity. The
Liberal Party could agree on nothing

;

could unite on no question except hatred

of the Tories, and so Sir Henry Camp-
bell-Bannerman, a well-intentioned old

Scotsman, was compromised upon, and

was
tics

two

gave
being

demagogue
giftgreat

The Right Hon. A.J. Balfour. Who. as Premikr.
Led His Party, the Conservative, to Defeat.

"Of too fair and philosophical turn of mind to answer
definitely the simplest question."'

became the titular commander of a scat-

tered host. Asquith, Sir Edward Grey
and others were against home rule,

which had twice wrecked the Liberal

Part}- : another section, equally prom-
inent in its counsels, were in favor of the

measure. Winston Churchill, a deserter

from the Tories, was trusted by nobody
in particular, and

promise of

as erratic

and spectacular as

his father, Lord
Randolph. Lloyd-
George was re-

garded very gener-

ally as merely a

with a

of the

gab. These varying
elements could not

unite upon even so

fair-minded and
moderate a man as,

for instance, John
Morley, now the

lord of that name.
Still, they must
have a leader of

sorts, and so the

colorless but honest

old Scotsman was
chosen.

Leaving aside
the disintegration

of the Liberals, and
also the fact that

Chamberlain's un-

authorized procla-

mation on the tar-

iff, had momenta-
rily at least, split

the Conservative
Party into two sec-

tions, let us con-

sider the action of

the leaders on the

eve of the election,

remembering that the English people are

at heart free from subtilty. As a nation

they like a plain answer to a plain ques-

tion. To their own cost, as war after

war has shown, they despise tactics, but-

ting their stupid heads against stone

walls, charging with brute force direct at

the object, and taking 't. if possible, at

the point of the bayonet, rather than
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encouraging thought in the general's

tent, and strategy that will save men's
lives. This sort of thing ha- gone on for

centuries, as for instance, when General
Braddock, despite Washington's warning,

led his men to annihilation, and when
Captain Dalzell, with a whoop-hurrah,
fell int" the tr;i]> at Blood) Run, Detroit,

losing life and fol-

lowing to the In-

dians, and SO on,

down to the time

when ( ieneral Bul-

ler threw away his

cannon and his vic-

tory in South
Africa, and again

when the finest reg-

iment of Scottish

I [ighlanders w a s

cut t <• pieces
th rou g h stupid

leadership during
the I'-' >er War. The
English want yes

or no, and they

have small patience

with the devious
arts i if diplomacy.

Si i here we come
t-i the bluff ->M

Scotsman, Camp-
hell- Bannerman,
confronted by the

philosophical
younger Scotsman.
Hal four. The lead

wa> in Balfour's

h a n d s. a nd two
methods of dealing
were open to him.
one being t<> dis-

solve Parliament,

and put the matter
squarely to the

test : the other to

resign, and craftily

place the burden on
his opponent. Balfour very cleverly chose
the latter alternative. It was now up to

li 'MS

Party, for that party was in such a state

of internicine warfare that any cabinet

cted would he like a stick of dynamite
thrown anion-- this incohesive ma— . The
Liberal pics- a t oro 1 the trap

Balfour had placed for his opponent, and
with unanimous voice they shouted:

'I >i >n*t fall into it ! I [e's got you d< f<

before the battle

I egin
"< >li. bless \« >n.

no," replied ( !am] -

bell - Bannerman,
jauntily, "it's tin

easiest thing in the

world to form a

cabinet. After all.

the people must
decide. I'll name
the members with-

in two days," and

despite the clamor
of his own party

journals, Sir I fenry

hailed a passing
hails. .in. j n m ped
into it. and drove
democratically to

the residence of

the King, paying
his shilling fare.

and a sixpence for

the tip, just as any
• irdinary citizen
might have done,

instead of g< ling to

Buckingham Palace
with his five thou-

sand dollar motor
car, as would have
been the case with
I'.alfi mr.

"I" irst-rat e
!"

cried E n g 1 a n d.

"Tin's is- the sort of

man we want : who
k n o w s his o w n

mind, and doesn't

give a hool for journalistic clamor." That

Ki dmi 'Mi. Who Con on Housi i .1

1 . immi >ns I in'. •! (.11 1 in Irish \ • 1 1

.

For In- support th.- Liberals have pledged home rule
f'.r Ireland.

very evening the majority of the cabinet
Campbell-Bannerman. He also had two was announced: a splendid selection,
courses open to him: first, to accept most of them men in whom all England
responsibility and name his cabinet; sec

ond to refuse, and thus force Balfour to

dissolve. A tactician would not have
hesitated. He would have refused, con-
sidering the condition of the Liberal

had Confidence, men like John Morley,
Asquith, Haldane and Sir Edward <ircv;

all friend- of Gladstone, and men trusted

by him and by the people.

For the first time in vears a thrill of
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confidence ran through the Liberal Party.

Two offices were still vacant, but next

day the bold Sir Henry filled them, and

tbeir occupants were David Lloyd-
Tbese

Lords, "if the people really want it, but

we must be assured on that point."

"All right," said Jack the Giant-killer,

"I'll go to the people if I am forced to.

but when I come back, I'll settle yourGeorge and Winston Churchill.

names evoked no enthusiasm, yet one of hash, I'll promise you that. You'll never

those men has now charge of Eng- again throw out a Budget produced by

land's finances, and the other, like Sir the House of Commons."
The Lords ac-Joseph Porter, con-

trols the King's

Nave e, probably

the two most im-

portant offices in

the gift of a British

Government. The
debacle which fol-

lowed for the Tory
Party was the most
decisive thing ever

done by Britain.

Sir Henry Camp-
bell- Bannerman
was Premier of

Great Britain with

a larger majority

at his back than

even the great
Gladstone had ever

received. When Sir

Henry died, he left

that majority intact

to Mr. Asquith, the

new Premier.
Winston Churchill

had acquitted him-
self remarkably
well, and Lloyd-

George in the

minor office he held

as head of the

Board of Trade,
had very complete-

ly won the confi-

dence of England
by his moderate,
business-like com-
mon sense adminis-
tration of that office

things followed.

In the re-shuffle

cepted

lenee.

his chal-

and kicked

Winston Spencer Churchill. First Lord of
Admiralty, a Vigorous and Efficient Sup-
porter of the Liberal Administration.

A readjustment of

the Budget down-
stairs, and here we
have a curious
anomaly: the aris-

tocrats demanding
a poll of the peo-

ple, while the chief

of the plebeians

fought against such

an appeal. The re-

sult would have ap-

palled any man less

brave than Lloyd-

George. If the

Tories had pos-

sessed a capable

leader, the Liberals

would have been

routed. The splen-

did majority
achieved by Camp-
bell - Bannerman
had dissolved like a

morning mist. Lib-

erals and Conserv-

atives came from
the poll neck and
neck, and the com-
pact Irish party

held the balance of

power. All the Lib-

erals were dis-
mayed except
Lloyd - George.
Terms were made
with John Red-

mond, and the moment feared by Glad-

stone had at last arrived. Gladstone had

thought that no English statesman

would accept office dependent on the

Irish vote, but he counted without the

Lloyd-George was
made Chancellor of the Exchequer. Eng-
land was not alarmed, but it opened its

eyes when his first Budget was produced, only Liberal who had ever openly defied

Opposition to it arose all over the coun- Gladstone in the House of Commons,
try. Capital, always timid, took fright, Lloyd-George braced up the quaking

and a fierce discussion ensued. Asquith, and cheered the despondent

"We'll accept this," said the House of hearts of his following, breathing ven-
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geance against the House of Lords, and
determined to carry out his threat. He
encouraged them by saying the Houa
Lords was unpopular with the country,

ami on this question the third election

was fought. Asquith announced that

unless he got a suitable majority, leaving
him free and independent, he would not
take office. lie Hot only failed to get

such a majority, hut the Tories a- a

party elected the most members, and the

Liberals as a party were in a minority.

The moment the elections were over,

Asquith bolted. No oik- knew where he
had gone, hut a- all English ministers,

when they are tired out. make for the

Riviera, Lloyd-George started in pursuit,

missing hi- -hoi by a hundred miles.

The Welshman arrived at Genoa, and
learned he was on the wrong trail. Then
came the celebrated motor ride along the

coast : a breathless journey, for time was
of the utmost value, lie must see the

Premier before the latter could make his

intention public, lie ran down the dis-

couraged Asquith at Cannes.
I If all men on earth that Asquith did

not want to see at that moment, Lloyd-
George was the person. Asquith, with

the most magnificent majority a Premier
ever possessed, bequeathed to him by the

departed Campbell-Bannerman, had been
dragged down by the impetuous Lloyd-

rge, until he now stood the head of a

minority party. Of course, a compact,
ready-made majority was at hi- disposal,

if he made terms with the Irish National-
ists, hut the price of that majority was
home rule, and Asquith had been all his

life an anti-home rider. Besides, his

word was now pledged to the English
electorate that he would not accept office

in the humiliating circumstanci 5.

' >f course, J was not present at this

momentous meeting, which one man had
tried to avoid, and the other, with his

amazing energy, had chased across Eu-
rope to accomplish, therefore what 1 state

now is heresay, from those supposed to

he "in the know."
"I cannot stultify myself,'' said As-

quith. "I cannot he the English Premier
to force a home rule hill through the
I louse of Commons."
"No need for that." answered Lloyd-

George. "Take things in their order.

\ on talk of pledges. You are pledged to

abolish the veto of the House of Lords."
Asquith admitted that to l K - the case.
"\ ery well, if you give up now, h will

he the Tory Part) that will deal with

the Lords, to their own satisfaction. You
-land by your guns till the Parliament
hill i- passed. I'll see that you have a

majority. ( )htain from the King a prom-
ise that the necessar) number of

j

will he created to overcome the Tory ma-
j< Tit \ in the I .ords."

Asquith demurred at tin- attempted
coercion of the King, hut Lloyd-George,
tli '1 Asquith, knew the 1 A >rds.

"You will never need to -,, -,, far as

to use the King's prerogative," he -aid,

confidently. "The Lord- will hack

down," which, sure enough, they did.

"When the Parliament hill i- on the stat-

ute hook you will have accomplished the

task you set out to do, and to show you
have no ill-feeling against their lord-hip-,

you can resign and join that honorable

body. I'll take the premiership, and earn
home rule through."

So the chances are that the next Pre-

mier of England will he the Right I tonor-

ahle David Lloyd-George, the most re-

markable man in Greal Britain. No
sooner had he nullified the Lord- than he

-et out to -how the House of Commons
how little it really amounted to. The
closure, popularly known a- the guil-

lotine, a deadly implement not possessed

even by the enlightened legislature of

Canada, invented hy the Tories, is now a

potent weapon in the hand- of Lloyd-

George, and with it. he forced through

the Insurance bill. The House of Com-
mons has been silenced as effectively as

the I lou-e of Lord-.

Can he hold on? 1 do not think so.

lie has made the mi-take that nearly all

Liberals make when power is in their

hands, of getting too far ahead of slow-

moving popular opinion. Prince Rupert

was the best general that Charles I pos-

sessed, but he ruined the cau-e of the

King by his headlong impetuosity, chas-

ing the enemy too far afield, gaining vic-

tory always in front of him, hut leaving

defeat in hi- rear.

The historian Fronde said: "There
i- no such dc-pot as a Liheral when
raised to authority."

The career of Lloyd-George proves

the wisdom of this saying.



ESKIMOS OF VICTORIA LAND. WHO HAD NEVER BEFORE SEEN A WHITE MAN.
They dress in caribou, wolf, fox, and bird skins.

NEW RACE IN THE FROZEN NORTH
By

LILLI AN E. ZEH

ANEW race of people of the

North, who have never before

seen a white man, are now in-

troduced for the first time to

the civilization of the tem-
perate zone by the American Museum of

Natural History, New York.
For the first time in their lives the new

peoples have faced the camera, and it

may be for the last, as far as these indi-

viduals are concerned who are seen

through negatives developed on board
the schooner Teddy Bear far North in

the regions where stretch endless wastes

of snow and ice.

The expedition is in charge of Dr. R.

M. Anderson and Mr. V. Stefansson,

both experienced

explorers, who
have studied the

habits of strange

tribes and peoples

in latitudes where
chill winds blow
and ice packs on
the w i n d-s wept
tides.

The explorers

came in contact with several tribes in the

neighborhood of Cape Bexley, and in the

middle of Dolphin and Union Straits

they met a charming and courteous race.

One of their guides started the greetings

wrong by approaching the party with his

hands at his side and was nearly knifed

for so doing. The Eskimos in that region

extend their hands in front of them as a

peace signal and carrying one hand at the

side is interpreted as a gesture of de-

fiance. They proved to be the A-ku-li-a-

kat-tag-mi-uts.

Neither they nor any of their fore-

fathers as far as they knew had ever seen

a white man, an Indian or an Eskimo
from the west. They believed by tra-

d i t i o n, however,
that the Indians

were very bad ; that

the Eskimos of the

west were none too

estimable, and that

the white men, the

Kablunat, as they

called them, were
good and could be

Eskimos "Skipping the Rope." trusted.
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1 III i M \l. WA^ . I HE li W 1 \ T III- RIGHT
UNDER ELECTRIC INFLUENCE.

ELECTRICITY MARES FLOWERS BLOOM
By

EDWARD I. PRATT

GREENHOUSE flowers,

forced by growing in an

, electric field, yield double;
their quality is greatly im-

proved, their stamina in-

creased, disease is checked, at a cosl for

current for three months' experiment on
two eighty-foot benches, of eight dollars.

This in a few words i- what ha- been
accomplished by a Chicago greenhouse
specialist, Richard < Jloede.

"Electric chrysanthemum-." -( > the

greenhouse man called them—sturdy-
stemmed, with great round yellow blos-

soms, that fairly beamed on you, clus-

tered gracefully high above a big crock
<>n the packing room flo< ir.

The stems were so Ion- and the tops
so big that visitors to the florists could
lift them up withoul stooping. And yet

these chrysanthemums were average
samples of a great long bench of culls.

At least they were culls before he could

give them the name of "'electric chrys-

anthemum.-."
This Chicago florist had read of the

experiment- of Sir Oliver Lodge and
other scientists in the growing of held

plant- with the aid of electricity. He
reasoned that, a- the greenhouse man has
the same difficulties as the held crop
culturist, and many additional ones be-

sides, due to temperature, crowding, dis-

ease, etc., the same idea could well he

applied t< > hi- benches.
Ili- first complete experiment under

practical commercial conditions was with

two benches of chrysanthemums, made
upas follows: from one big lot of shoots,

half of the plant all the best ones

—

were -et out in one bed, while the hal-

e, culls and inferior stock, wen
out in another parallel bed. Both of these

received the same amount of light and
heat and ware prepared exactly alike

except for the electrical equipment.

/S5



THE PROPAGATING BED IN THE HOT HOUSE. SHOWING WIRING. CROSS-ARMS AND INSULATION.

The maturing was hastened by their

growing in this electrical field obtained
by high-tension currents. The conductors
consist of a single heavy galvanized
ground wire embedded in the center of

the dirt, parallel to the sides of the bed.

About three and a half feet above the

bench are six parallel wires, hung length-

wise from the insulators on wooden cross-

arms. Cross-wires every twelve inches

form a network covering the bed. From
these wires, light chains hang at inter-

vals, reaching down half way to the soil.

The overhead and ground wires are
connected to a transformer which steps

up the voltage to about 250,000 volts.

This apparatus is connected to the local

light and power company's lines, whose
power is 110 volts, 60 cycles. The current
from the line first passes a frequency
changer which raises the frequency to

about 600 cycles. The plants, being
directly under the influence of the elec-

trical field, are acted upon by the high
tension current.

The two benches of chrysanthemums
were, in all other respects, started and
cared for in exactly the same way as
many other beds in the greenhouses sup-
plying the Chicago markets.
The bed of culls which had the electric

equipment was the first to mature, blos-
som, and be cut.

The power is turned on for at least six
hours a day during the growing period.
The expense of the current for three
months is given as eight dollars, although
in the perfecting of the equipment, it is
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believed a greater economy will be pos-

sible.

Early in the experiment it was found
that the electrically treated bed was soon
rid of all fungus growth, that the stalks

were unusually strong and heavy. Ordi-
narily, with greenhouse flowers of this

type, having long stems and grown close

together in the bed to save space, the

stems are weak and breakage resulting

in harvesting and marketing is quite an
expense item.

The "electric chrysanthemums" showed
a rapid growth from the start. The tops

had to be "pinched back," as greenhouse
men say, several times to prevent too
high a growth. Another feature of the

electrically treated flowers was that the

maturing was as vigorous and rapid on
the shady side of the bed as with those

plants most exposed to sunlight.

In the propagating benches, also, the

results were startling. In an ordinary

planting, often but one-third of the seed

germinates, constant watering and atten-

tion being needed. In these same benches
wired, the seeds germinated uniformly,

and with no fungus growth, less watering

and loss.

This first harvest showed twice the

average number of blossoms. None of

these plants in this greenhouse are

"forced" in the popular sense of the term,

as the temperature is kept down to 55

Fahrenheit, the idea being that much
sturdier and hardier plants result.

As soon as possible the wiring will be

placed over all benches and the plan is
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i" experiment with each flower and plant

a^ it comes in season. Already tests have
been made with carnations and n

where the yield was increased to nearly
four times the usual crop t'<>r the same
number of plant- and bench spac

A truck garden grown in connection
with the greenhouse work was also i

trically equipped with important results.

In spite of a dn season, melons, tomat-
. radishes, corn and other farm pro-

duce showed
r e in a r k a 1> 1 e

g rowt h. F< ir

instance, musk
melons planted

Juno e i g li t h

ripened in l<

t h a n nine
w cek -, grew
evenly and all

were ready to

pick within >ix

or seven days.

1 hese mel< ins

were planted

from seed in a

plot twent y
feet square from which 362 g 1 melons
were picked. This garden patch alto-

gether was fifty feet square and was elec-

trically equipped similar to the green-

houses, the wires being suspended from

posts eight feet from the ground.

Radishes as well as tomatoes and corn

not only grew to a uniformly large size

hut were of delicious flavor.

ck Garden Shi iwing
Elec reicm Lnc

Experiments in England and elsewhere
along these lines prove wonderful possi-

bilities in agricultural electricity. Not
only is the growing period invariably

shortened and the quality improved, but

the yield i- increased. In specific instances

the increase in electrically forced straw-

berries was 36 per cent, beets 30 per cent.

tomatoes 20 per cent, cucumbers 17 per
cent.

While. a> indicated above, varied i

periments have
bee n succe

fully made with

1 a r g e f i
<• 1 d

crops, such as

COT n. w h e a t

and barley, the

i n c r e a s e d

expense in

some cases has

made further
experiment ing
necessary, be-

fore the prac-

ticability i if ap-

plying electric

current to the
stimulating of plant growth can be finally

passed upon. The results so far. however.
indicate a splendid future fur this com-
bined science. The Chicago man who has
worked out the greenhouse tests not <>nlv

asserts he has bigger yield, better quality,

decreased lo^s. with a dmrter period for

growing, hut he -ays he can accomplish
these things well within the profit limit.

I 5 AND W IRING, WHERE
d i iii Yield.

Man's Work

Go to your work and be strong,

halting not in your ways.

Baulking the goal half-won for an

instant dole of praise;

Stand to your work and be wise,

certain of sword and pen.

Who are neither children nor gods,

but men in a world of men.

— Rudyard Kipling



FORTUNES WASTED IN A
PAYING INDUSTRY

By

GUY E. MITCHELL

Lump of Coke, Made from Supposedly Non-
Coking Coal.

Experiment made by the United States Geological Survey.

nto the atmosphere, and at night light-

ng up the sky with their red glare.

More than 500.000.000 tons of this metal-

lurgical coke have been produced in the

United States since 1880, and the rapid

increase in output

has been an index

to the activity and
prosperity of the

development of the

baser metal indus-

try. Yet this rep-

resents at the same
time a tremendous
waste. The very
picturesqueness of

the coking districts

with their thou-

sands of blazing coke ovens denotes an
almost unexampled squandering" of a

natural resource of great value.

In 1910 the United States produced
41,708,810 tons of coke and in making
33,229,253 tons of this at least $35,000,-

000 was lost, according to the United
States Geological Survey. How can this

the foundry. It has taken the place of be when the entire coke industry was
charcoal and anthracite coal as a melter reported as prosperous? The answer is

of ore and metal, a gasless fuel being that 82 per cent of the coke was in

required for such work. '"beehive" ovens, so constructed that all

The traveler passing through the great the by-products of the coke

—

coke states is at once struck with the gases, tar, ammonia, ^_ and other
long lines of coke ovens, pouring out valuable materials & -

—

were
their dense volumes of smoke and fumes burnt oft" into the M\ atino s-

COKE, as the housewife well

knows, makes an excellent

fuel for producing a quick fire

in summer time.

This coke, the sort used in

the home, is what
probably most of

us are familiar
with ; but it is a

very unimportant
product as com-
pared with the 30, ;

000,000 to 40,000,-

000 tons of coke
which are produced
annually in the

great coke fields of

Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Virginia, Alabama, Illinois,

Colorado, and a half dozen other states.

It is this latter, metallurgical coke which
has played such an important part in the

country's industrial development. The
great bulk of the coke in the United
States is made solely for metal reduc-
tion, for the blast furnace, the smelter.

A LONG BANK OF BEEHIVE COKE OVENS.
The cloud of smoke and fumes represents a waste of valuable by-products.
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phere. In making the remaining 18 per

cent, however, in by-product coke ovens,

these 1>\ products were saved t" the value

of $8,479,557. In the past four
j

a- estimated by E. W. Parker, the coal

statistician of the Survey, with all the

coke which has been produced made In

by-product oxen-, the value of the by-

products saved would have amounted to

$135,000,000. Had this saving pro
been applied to the entire coke produc-

tion since 1880, the gain to the country
\\<»uhl have been $550,578,000.

Ultimately we shall save all these by-

products, for the by-product oven must
certainly crowd the antiquated "beehive"

ily every year over beehive production,

although the latter still ha- a long lead.

In making a comparison of the coke
industry in this country and in Europe
Mr. I 'arker -a\ - :

"The United States i- much behind

European countries in the abandonment
of the wasteful beehive method >>\ coke
manufacture and -till clings to this

method, which may well he called anti-

quated. In Europe, particularly in Ger-

oven out of existence. In Europe the

by-product oven has completely super-

seded the wasteful beehive type, hut the

investment represented by the more than

90,000 beehive ovens in the United States

is enormous, amounting t>> S40.000.000.

or more, and there is, moreover, some
prejudice against by-product coke, early

ironmaster having become accustomed
to the beehive product. Mr. Parker
states, however, that the quality of the

coke from the by-product oven is actually

better than that from the beehive, while
the yield is fully 15 per cent greater. By-
product-coke production is gaining stead-

s I- 1 ; oi Coki Being Queni hi d Bi
Lo vding i he Prodi ct Onto the i

man) and Belgium, the beehive oven
has passed out of existence. In those

countries the retort oven, with or

without by-product recovery, is now
exclusively used. Where the by-

products are not recovered, the sur-

plus heat from the combustion of

gases is used in the generation of

power, and it is estimated that about

15 horse power can be obtained from
each oven. Applying this average to the

more than 90,000 beehive oven- in the

United State-, it would appear that

1 ..v; 0,000 horse power is going to waste

in the coke regions of the United States

every day in the year. In the Connells-

ville ami lower Connellsville districts of

Pennsylvania alone the energy available

from the 38,000 oven- would exert 570,-

000 horse power."

Not every grade but only certain

grade- of coal are capable of pro-
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ducing really good coke—the highest

grades of bituminous coal. It is there-

fore apparent that such coals are of great

importance. In fact they are the most
valuable of all coals from the standpoint

of national worth, even more important

than anthracite, which while the latter is

the most perfect fuel because of its smoke-
less quality and highest percentage of

carbon, is in reality a domestic luxury.

But the prosperity of the metal industry

depends upon the supply of coking coal.

In its classification of the public

coal deposits, the United
States Geological Survey
places high-grade cok-

ing bituminous coal at

the top of the list and
on a par with an-

thracite. The great

bulk of this coal is

found in the Appa-
lachian coal fields

but there are good
smaller deposits in

a number of the *

Western states.

Moreover, under re-

cent improved methods
coking of coal is being
carried on in the metal-

mining regions of the

West where formerly

coke was imported from
Pennsylvania. It is in-

teresting to note that investigations of

the Geological Survey and the Eureau of

Mines have shown the feasibility of mak-
ing good coke out of certain western

coals which it was supposed were prac-

tically non-coking in character. Coke
was actually made in the government
fuel testing plant from a Colorado coal

obtained at a point where metal reduc-

tion works had been importing all their

Quenching By-Prod
from the Oven

coke from Pennsylvania at a heavy
freight cost.

The great coking fields include fifteen

or sixteen Appalachian and Middle-West
states with some deposits in four or

five of the regular mining states and one
deposit on the Pacific Coast. Coke is

also manufactured in a number of states

having no coal deposits. Alaska also has

excellent coking coal and this is destined

some day to be an important factor in

the development of her own industries

as well as those of the Pacific

Coast. On this subject Dr.

A. H. Brooks, geologist in

charge of the Alaskan
work of the Geolog-
ical Survey says

:

"The high-grade
coking coal of Alas-

ka stands without

a rival as to quality

in any of the coals

except of the East-

ern coal fields of the

United States or

those of inland China.

We have iron deposits

in Alaska and in the

Coast states and the

time is approaching
when there will grow

uct Com: as Ejected Up a prreat iron industry
.\i White Heat. r t-. t /"•

on the Pacific Coast.

WT

hen that time comes
Alaskan coke will be a prime factor in

steel making."
As delivered from the ovens and used in

smelting it is in large pieces, but a con-

siderable portion of the coke manufac-
tured in the United States, aside from
gas-house coke, is crushed in the same
manner as anthracite coal, screened and
sold for domestic consumption. It makes
a very fine fuel.
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["HERE I- NOTHING PEC! I .! \K I\ THE APPEARANCE OF THE FOLDING BUNGALOW

A FOLDING BUNGALOW
By

ROBERT H. MOULTON

A DAM INT-HOUT, of Chicago,

f\ is, by profession, a chemist,

f\ and the probabilities are that

/ ™\ ' le can ami does devise as

A. jL sweet, or as ill smelling; and
marvelous concoctions a> any of his

predecessors, ancient or modern. But
that'- another story. His chief claim to

fame rests upon a small wonder house,
or "folding bungalow," designed and
built by himself, in which he and his

family live with as much ease and
nice as the average dweller in a

mansion or a three-bathroom apartment.
Mr. Int-Hout's bungalow is peculiar in

this respect. He simply touches a button
or a lever, and presto—the partitions of
his house move backward or forward,

china cabinet-, book cases, dining room
table and other article- of furniture-

appear or disappear as if by magic, until

the bewildered guest begins to wonder if

he is "seeing things."

In this folding bungalow probably

more of the essentials of fine living are

compressed into a -mailer space than in

any other similar structure ever built It

also eliminate- many of the causes of

friction which from time immemorial

have beset married couples who keep

house. All of the useless steps taken and

the • energy expended by the aver-

age housewife in preparing and clearing

up after three meals a day are reduced

to a minimum.
The bungalow is twenty-six feet

//./



THE LIVING ROOM. THE GRILL AT THE LEFT HIDES THE FURNACE, WHICH IS

DIRECTLY BEHIND.

square, has a living porch eight feet by
ten feet in front, and a side entrance

porch and porch seat. It stands in the

middle of a fifty foot lot and is shaded
by two immense, arching elm trees. The
house is divided into living room, kitchen,

bathroom, down-stairs bedroom, and a

furnace closet. There . is no sign of a

dining room, nor can you find one indi-

cated on the floor plans which the enthu-

siastic owner shows his guests. Never-
theless such a room exists and you are

likely to find yourself in it when you least

expect it. That's a little joke which Mr.
Int-Hout delights in playing upon the

unsuspecting visitor.

The easiest way to understand it is to

imagine that you have been invited to

dinner at the Int-Houts. After you have

been welcomed, the hostess, leaving you
in the living room, excuses herself to go
into the kitchen. As has already been

stated no housemaids upset the scheme

of harmonious living that this family is

working out.

Perhaps the first thing that catches

your attention is the stairway next to the

entrance door, and you notice the clever

way in which the balustrade forms a set

of book shelves running clear down to

the floor. Next to this is the closet for

outdoor wraps, then the opening of the

small hall leading to the bedroom where
you took your things off, and .next there

is an attractive grill which extends from
floor to ceiling just in the middle of the

long wall space that forms the back part

of the living room.
This grill, while very unusual and

artistic, seems to serve no particular pur-

pose, and while you are wondering what
it is for your eye travels along to some
water colors hanging on the next six feet

of wall space. This partition and a swing-

ing door, which leads to the kitchen,

seem to complete all that there is to be

seen along the back wall. But just then

Mrs. Int-Hout appears and hooks the

kitchen door back—and immediately you
begin to rub your eyes.

Heavens, is the wall really moving?
Your hostess stands there calmly with

her hand on the door casement, seeming
barely to touch it, and yet the whole piece

of wall is turning round into the kitchen.

You know this because the pictures are
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A CUI'ROAKP !- (SED IN THE KITCHEN WHERE \ TABLE USUALL\ STANDS.

going into the kitchen as fasl as they can

while with equal celerity a small hanging
china cabinet conies into view on what
was the kitchen side of the partition. Nor
is this all. for along with the china cabi-

net comes a massive dining room table,

in all its splendor of china and glass and
snowy napery, and tempting viands. The
table appear- to be fast to the wall until

Mr-. Int-l lout gives it a touch with her

hand, whereupon it takes its position

exactly in the centre of that half of the

living room.
Think of that you busy housewives!

A half mile at least of needless walking
avoided by setting the table in the

kitchen, where everything is close at

hand, and then moving it by a touch
right into the presence of the hungry
and expectant guest. When the meal is

near its end and dessert is mentioned you
naturally expect the hostess to go into

the kitchen after it. Instead, she simply
reaches out toward the china cabinet, and

there <>n an open shelf beneath it reposes

the last course of the meal. This shelf

also serves to receive the plate- and other

dishes when they are removed.

Bui perhaps the besl part of it all is

that one can sit at the table and talk as

Ion-- a- he like- without worrying about

getting the table cleared off quickly for

fear it will look untidy. Or it' the door
bell rings and other visitors appear, the

table can be sent out simply by pushing
it over to the partition and starting it.

The wall does the re-t. and the table is

cleared with all the dishes right beside

the sink, ready to be washed. Mr. tnt-

Ilout i- now building an automatic dish-

washer which he declares will cut in half

the time and energy formerly demanded
for this work.
There are many things about this home

which are time and labor savers from a

man's viewpoint as well as a woman'-.
The most important of these is the fur-

nace, which i- located in a closet in the
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THE DINING TABLE, ALREADY SET. IN PROCESS OF COMING IN FROM THE KITCHEN.

center of the room, the front wall being

formed by the grill already spoken of.

A school furnace, protected by a drum,
is set into the closet space, the drum
being pierced along the bottom by cold

air holes which extend to a height of

fourteen inches. As it was necessary that

the furnace should send heat in every

direction the side partitions to the closet

were cut off above and below at the same
height from the cold air holes.

One of the worst features of caring

for the furnace, the carrying of coal, has

been eliminated by another clever ar-

rangement on the part of the owner.

There is a two-foot space back of the

furnace which runs between the kitchen

and the bathroom. Here are the gas
meter, water meter, medicine chest for

the bathroom, and a chute which is built

to answer the purpose of a stationary

coal closet. It holds two tons and has

the outside window just high enough so

that the coal may be thrown into it

directly from the delivery wagon. The
slope adjusts the gravity so exactly that

the coal always falls to the door of the

chute, which is directly opposite the door

of the furnace. All you have to do is to

turn around and take out a shovelful as

you would from a coal box.

The kitchen has a stationary laundry

tub of porcelain, the top of which forms
the drip board of the sink. In the back
wall is a kitchen cabinet, with drawers
and swinging doors in the lower part and
shelves with glass doors in the upper
part. As this cabinet is built into the

back wall it would curtail the light ordi-

narily. This is avoided by glassing both

the front and the back, an arrangement
which not only lets the light through but

also cuts down the heat, as it is only

necessary to open one of the small out-

side panes to make the cabinet into a

cooler.

There is an upper room, fifteen and a

half feet square, with north and south

glass doors opening on sleeping porches,

thus making it cool and totally unlike the

ordinary attic room.
This folding bungalow cost about

$2,000 to build, and it was completed in

six weeks, the outside wall being of

stucco construction set on a foundation of

concrete.
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A Fink Symmetrica] Wocado i m \ Pueblito,
Mexico.

\ single Iruit ol tln~ tree will m.ik. .1 meal for t man.

'I'm < 1 \<;r \11.1 ATI- OH B< INHT1 Tim.
This • n only by Indiana who

Irv it in slici

NEW FRUITS TO LOWER COST
OF LIVING

By

CHARLTON LAWRENCE EDHOLM
HE scientific replenishing of

the nation'.- larder by such

methods as intensive cultiva-

tion, expert

may be profitably

try are some of

which form an

management
of agricultural lands,

reclamation of waste
areas and the introduc-

tion of new foods to

take the place of those

which are becoming too
high priced for the av-

erage man's pocket
book, will help to solve

the question of the in-

creased cost of living.

Among the I<
-

known foods which

Vov W \m thk Taste of Pineapple,
K.VHPBKRRY AND BANANA A LI. AT

Once. Try Tin-.

The pineapple gnava about two-thirds its

natural size.

cultivated in this coun-
the sub-tropical fruits

important item in the

bill-of-f are of our
neighbors tu the south.

and plans have been
made, and carried oul

to a considerable ex-

tent, to popularize these

products within our

borders.

Of greatest impor-
tance among these

fruits is the avocado.

c< immonly known as

the alligator pear, which
is seen once in a while

on the fruit stands with
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such a large price attached

to each specimen that

most of us who know
it at all are only

familiar with its

external appear-

ance, a round or

pear - shaped fruit

with a rough skin,

varying in color

from a bright green

to a deep maroon.
The avocado,

which is as nourish-

ing as beefsteak and
as delicate in flavor

^mmi^^

Mexican Avocados, as Nourishing as Beefstkak and
as Delicate in Flavor as Any Orchard Product.

though it is often cut into

small cubes and used as an
ingredient in soup.

In Mexico it grows
without cultivation,

and a little clump
of trees about the

hut of a peon will

assure him of a

substantial living
for his family for a

great part of the

year. In the mar-
kets they are sold

for a trifling sum
and feature regu-

as any orchard product, will eventually larly in the menu of the city dweller,

form a staple and cheap food product in the They can be bought in the markets

American home. This is the prediction of the United States at certain seasons,

of experts who have studied the avocado but only in limited numbers and at ex-

in the semi-tropical countries where it cessive prices, about fifty cents for a

flourishes without cultivation, and they medium-size fruit, so that they are be-

are backing up their belief by large sums yond the means of the average house-

of money, which is an excellent proof of holder and are regarded as a palate-

their sincerity. This money is spent in tickler for the rich rather than a food

operating a well-equipped experimental supply for the masses,

station in Southern California and main- Among the Mexican varieties, are

taining an expert in Mexico, where the some which are quite hardy, for in that

avocado s^rows in abundance, and it is countrv the trees have been found to

his duty to find the choicest and hardiest nourish from the tropical lowlands clear

trees, from which bud wood is secured up to the high plateaus, where frosts are

encountered which would destroy the

orange. Fruit is found there which is

well protected by a heavier and coarser

skin than the Florida avocado and has

the additional advantage of a spherical

ported on the product of half a dozen shape. This is of importance, in packing,

trees, which require slight care and as the pear-shaped or bottle-necked fruit

labor. A single fruit, weighing a little is more difficult to transport without in-

more than a pound, will make a meal for jury. Hence it is from these varieties

a man, as it contains from fifteen which seem to have the best

to twenty per cent of oil be- .^^^Sk. § commercial possibilities that

sides other valuable food ele- ^flflj ^^^K t ' u '

' )lK ' wo°d ' s being se-

ments. It has a firm, M *-&&r^ BE cured, which will event-

pulpy flesh under a^^^^-^J ^||gji| W& W±. ual '-v ^urmsn avocado
orchards for count-

and shipped 4:o the nursery at Altadena.

The reports of this expert in Mexico,

Mr. C. B. Schmidt, confirm the observa-

tions made by other students of the avo-

cado ; namely, that a family can be sup-

heavy skin and has

a nut-like flavor

which is delicate

and appetizing.
There are various

ways of serving it,

the most common
being to split the

fruit and simply

flavor to taste with

salt, pepper and
lemon juice, al-

Spherical Avocados, an Excellent Variety for
Hardiness, and Easily Packed.

This type is found as high as 6.000 feet above sea level.

less acres in our
southern and south-

western states.

Another feature

of the Mexican
avocado is that by
selecting specimens
which bear at dif-

ferent seasons, a

crop can be har-

vested in every
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month of the year. In fact, sets of six

trees which produce in different months
may now be secured, assuring the small

grower of a round-the-year crop. Such
is the assertion made by the foremost

avocado grower of California, Mr. I i i

Popenoe of Altadena, who is conducting
a nursery for semi-tropical fruits, in co

operation with the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture.

Twenty-five thousand seedling a

cadoes are growing here and a '

proportion of these have been

budded, with practically no
], iss i 95 per cent success I, so

that uniformity of fruit and

regularity of bearin

seas< 'ii can be assured.

A n u in h e r of

other sub - tr< ipical

fruit- are growing
at the experimental

station and while
iii >ne of them prom-
ise to be of such

great ft ""1 value as

the avocado, yet

they will make very

delicious additions

to our (1 e - - e r t

fruits. Among these is the cherimoya

An \va ido Ready to Servi with Salt. I

ind Lemon Juice,

When opened, the Feijoa gives forth an

aromatic odor which is exceedingly ap-

ing. Thi are small, like those

of the strawberry. This tree is hardy
and is cultivated successfully in France,

although it is a native of Smith America.
It will flourish without irrigation, hut. of

course, it produces more liberally when
properly cared for, and as it will stand

such a low temperature as twelve de-

atx >\i- zero, it sh< iuld beo ime popu-
lar over a large part of the United

State-. The luxuriant, silver-grey

foliage of the Feijoa make- it an
ornament to the grounds of

any home. Mr. Parker
Earle, a well kn< iwn hor-

ticulturist, formerly

pr< sident i if the

American Porno-
logical Society,

writes concerning
substitutes for our

presenl f< iods

:

"We cannot help

wondering, as we
look ahead for a

hundred years, In iW

people will live

—

what they will eat

when there are four hundred millions

iti i:

or custard apple, which is roughly pear to be ted out of the land that now sup-

shaped, green in color and full of a soft

creamy pulp. This fruit should be thor-

oughly cooled before serving, opened at

the top and eaten out with a spoon. It

tastes like a sherbet when thus chilled

but i- of an indescribably delicate' flavor.

The white sapote i- another Mexican
importation which will thrive in our
Southwest. In fact it is so hardy and
resists the frost and droughl so well that

it may prove a success in climate- much
less mild than that of California. Like
the avocado it is a remarkably beautiful

tree, hear- generously, and the fruits are

about the size of an apple, with a soft

pulp of a delicious and peach-like flavor.

ports one hundred millions. With this

great density of population, will then- be
room for producing much animal fond in

that time?
"An acre of land can produce, let us

say, one quarter of a ton "\ beef, or other

animal food, per year. It can produce
one ton, or possibly two tons, of food in

wheat, or corn, or rice. It can produce
the. ten or possibly twenty tons of an

incomplete food ration in the form of

apples, or grapes or bananas. Then' may
he from one to two ton- or more of

very rich food in the form of nuts

—

notably pecan-— from one acre of land.

Hut with avocados there would seem to

Then there is the pineapple guava, or be a possible yield of food of very high

Feijoa, a member of the myrtle family, nutritive value, in tonnage equal to apples

which grows as a shrub or hush rather

than a tree and hear- a fruit about the

size and shape of a hen'- egg. Under
the green skin of the ripe fruit is found
a white and translucent pulp that may
he described as combining: the flavors of

with their low nutritive value." Mr.

Earle goes on to state that if men can

produce many tons of food of besl value

from an acre of land in tree- that can

only yield a fraction of a ton in the form
of animal food, it is pretty certain that

the pineapple, raspberry and banana, they are going to plant tree-.



DESTRUCTIVE WOOD-BORER
CONQUERED AT LAST

By

CHARLES E. EDWARDS

THE teredo, that industrious

borer which causes the de-

struction of more lumber
every year than the annual cut

of the State of Washington,
has finally met its match, for after ex-
perimenting- for years with casings of
metal and cement, with preservatives
such as tar and creosote and with poisons
injected into the wooden piles that are
subject to attack, the inventive wit of
man has finally hit upon the most efficient

and inexpensive agent for destroying the
teredo—electricity.

The electric current has been tried in

the past upon the wood thus infested, but
that method proved ineffectual for the

reason that the vitreous shell

which encases the teredo is a

perfect insulation, so that

after all the expense and dif-

ficulty of sending a powerful
current through the piling, the
little pest worked on undis-

turbed.

Recently, however, a new
application of the electric cur-

rent to this prob-

lem was tried out
in Seattle and
proved an immedi-
ate success. It was
passed not through
the wood but
through the salt water about

the pilin

upon the
g> and its action

salt contained in

sea water was to liberate

chlorine gas in volume suf-

ficient to kill every teredo in

the vicinity, no matter how
deeply it had burrowed into

the heart of the timber. The
action of the chlorine gas

C. P. Tatro of Seattle.

With Professor Delius he has
devised a scheme to con-

quer the teredo, or
wood-borer.

upon the teredo is not only to destroy

its life but to coagulate its body. The
eggs are also acted upon by the gas with

fatal result.

The apparatus devised for this purpose
by the Seattle men who originated the

system, Prof. George Delius and Mr. C.

P. Tatro, consists of a barge equipped as

a power plant and a number of elec-

trodes, the latter being suspended in the

water under the dock or pier to be

treated. After the wiring is properly

connected, a current of low voltage and
high amperage is turned on, and main-
tained for about an hour. Of course this

treatment must be used at regular inter-

vals, but the price at which it is possible

to operate the system at a profit is

very low, in fact the inventors es-

timate that even with the addition

of this fixed charge for wharf
maintenance there will be a great

saving to the owners.

They figure it out in this way:
The average cost of a creosoted

pile is $28.00 while a similar pile

with the bark on and
not creosoted costs

only $4.90, leaving

the difference saved

$23.10. Now the in-

terest on this amount
at 7 per cent is $1.61,

while the minimum
charge for treatment per an-

num of the pile is only $1.50,

so that the electrolytic sys-

tem for killing the teredo

costs less than the interest on
the money saved in the first

place. In addition to this

economy There is also the ad-

vantage of having a more
permanent structure, as even
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It i i in.num. .ih cloni quality.

the creosoted pile is not im-

mune from attack by the ter-

edo for more than a few years,

while the new method sh< mid
• long it- usefulness indefi-

nitely. It i- estimated that

such treatment once a month
will keep the young teredos

from entering the pile to any
depth, so thai it' applied t<>

new piling there would
be practically no de-

terioration, as sail

water is a preventive i if

decay. Even the piles

which are badly af-

fected by the teredos
can be preserved from further
ravages by this method, as the
long worm-like body of the

creature has it- posterior end
at the surface

of the wood
w here it is

readily af-

i Dblius,

d by the chlorine gas, even
though it- head is boring far

into the timber.

hiring a test made in De-
cember, 1910, some piles were
subjected to the electrolytic

treatment and after twenty-four
nair- were taken out of the

and split open. Every
teredo in the wood
was found to be d( ad
and the filament-like

bi idy had been c< >agu-

lated by the p< >ison< >us

gas until it had the

consistency of a

Soft pi 'ached egg.

hulls of ships can he

cleaned from barnacles by the

same method, which involves

considerably less expense than

the primitive process of scrap-

in- them off.

It i- a very remarkahle cir-

cumstance that this tiny crea-

i Eaten v.

A ii in puddinir from
wbii Ii all the iiiunis

have been ex-
tracted
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ture, which is no larger than a hair at

the time it begins it^ destructive work,

has successfully defied man all through
the ages. While known as "shipworms"
the teredo and the xylotrya—a similar

pest—are really not worms at all but

molluscs, which are hatched out in enor-

mous numbers and in the waters of mod-
erate temperature reach maturity in an
amazingly short time. When the tiny

creature is first hatched it is so small that

it can penetrate the most minute crack in

the casing of a protected pile and it is for

this reason that sheathings of metal or

of concrete cannot be depended upon.

Once attached to the wood, it begins to

burrow toward the center and finally, if

unchecked, will honeycomb the timber
until it resembles a sponge. The surface

of the pile is gradually washed aw^Hfebv

the action of the water and iiHs
repaired the entire pile will be completely

eaten through, and will ultimately col-

lapse.

In the Gulf of Mexico the ravages of

the teredo proceed so rapidly that the

average life of an unprotected pile is

from one to two years, while piles have
been destroyed in such short periods as

from one to five months.
When we pause to consider that only

the finest, straightest logs can be used
for this purpose it will be seen what an
enormous waste is caused by this little

worm-like enemy which is apparently so

insignificant. It is conservatively esti-

mated that the annual timber loss due to

the teredo and similar marine wood
borers is more than eight billion board
feet, and with the increasing cost of tim-

ber due to the depletion of our forests,

the financial loss caused by the teredo

has been growing more serious every

year.

At Keswick

In mountain-girdled Keswick, once I sate

Beneath the stars, discoursing with a man
Whose plaid bespoke him of a highland clan

Renowned for sons, bold, true, and passionate.

Not far away, in moonlight armor, great

Skiddaw reposed among his warrior van;

The Derwent, near, a wandering minstrel, ran,

Hinting of deeds that legends old relate.

Soon, clouds arose to mar the glamoured night.

And charging winds manoeuvered through the spruce;

Yet still, up Scotia's ancient paths of might

Our spirits clomb, like those who scorn return.

Seeming, betimes, to hear the voice of Bruce,

Thunderous, upon the field of Bannockburn.

— C. G. Blanden



REMARKABLE LITTLE FRENCH CAR THAT M \Y DISP1 Ml nil MOTOR) i

It i- tbown in u^ »( r\ \. in. Ie, but can vcrj readilj I"- 1 onvi rtcd i- p

FOREIGN AUTOS OF LOW COST
By

W. F . BRADLEY

IF
the initial cost of an automobile

could be brought as low as that of

a high-grade motor bicycle and cost

of upkeep could be made to compare
with that of the two-wheeler, there

arc undoubtedly thousands of citizens in

all countries who would be attracted to

mechanical means of locomotion. The
problem i- one that has long been troub-

ling European manufacturers, for in

England and France there is a potential

clientele who cannot be attracted to the

motorcycle and cannot be induced to

purchase even the cheapest type of car.

Jn the past the attempt at a cheap
vehicle has been along the lines of big

car design. Scores of these have been
produced with accommodation for one
or two passengers, the power plant gen-
erally consisting of a single cylinder
motor, transmitting power to the rear

wheels in the usual way through a clutch.

gear box and live axle. In its main fea-

tures such a car is a reduction of higher

powered and more costly vehicles. With
a view to bring down COSl still further.

belt drive has been adopted, thus abolish-

ing the differential, the clutch, and in

some case- the gear box.

An example of this type is to be found
in a new make of car. which has either a

single or a two-cylinder motor, belt trans-

mission and final drive to one of the rear

wheels, by means of an enclosed chain.

There is a change-speed mechanism in

the form of a couple of dog clutche

the counter shaft, allowing for two
speed-. The whole of the rear axle,

chain ami countershaft have a fore and
aft motion to allow of slackening off the

belt sufficiently to permit the engine to

run free. The width of the car i- low,

but. with a view t<> sociability, the pas-

senger's seat is only slightly to the rear

of the driver's position. To place them
exactl) side by side would be impossible
without increasing the width of die car.

There is even room for an emergency
seat or for luggage at the rear of the

driver.

But there appear to he m. >re possibil-

ities by working along motorcycle rather

than automobile lines. This at any rate

ha- been the experience of European
manufacturers, who have found it almosl

impossible to gel below five hundred
dollars on cars of the usual build, but

have been able to produce what may
be termed four-w'heeled motorcycles for

half this price. The lead, which is now
being followed strongly by both English
and French constructors, was given in a

little car that i- really nothing more than

a four-wheel motorcycle. h costs very

little more in the first instance than a

high-grade motorcycle, the upkeep is

111
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Though They Ark Seated Tandem Style, There Is Room
for Three Persons.

Appears Neat and Satisfying to the Eye When Fully
Equipped.

A Speedy- French Homemade Runabout.
It looks a bit odd at first sight, but is exceedingly practical and

convenient.

about the same, its speed is equal

to that of a two-wheeler, and its

comfort is infinitely greater.

It is a long, narrow, boat-like

vehicle, mounted on four wire

wheels, carrying its passengers
tandem fashion, with the driver

at the rear, and having a single

or two-cylinder air-cooled motor
under cover in front. The frame,

consisting of two wooden mem-
bers, is narrowed in front, the

sides are enclosed, the top is

closed in by the gasoline tank,

while the front is left open to

allow a free passage for the air.

A single chain running under the

footboards takes the drive to a

countershaft, on each extremity
of which are a couple of pulleys

from which power is carried to

the rear wheels by belts, as in a

motorcycle. The two pulleys per-

mit a quick change of gear
ratio.

There is neither clutch, gear
box nor differential. The rear

axle is attached to the extremity

of a pair of inverted semi-elliptic

springs, the front hanger of

which is pivoted, thus allowing

the axle to be moved forward or

backward by means of a lever at

the driver's right hand. It is by
this means that the belt can be
slackened off to disconnect the

motor. At the front there is a

tubular pivoting axle, with a coil

spring suspension. Steering is

direct, with a large diameter
steering wheel and steel cable

connections.

Any man who has had experi-

ence with a motorcycle is at once
at home with this little car. As
it can do all that he expects of

his two-wheeler, and has the

additional advantage of being
able to carry a passenger and of

offering some degree of comfort,

it is not surprising that it has

jumped into immediate favor

among motorcyclists. Its use has

not been confined to pleasure

purposes, however, a large num-
ber of these little vehicles being
in service in France for quick
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delivery work. All the change n<

i- the fitting of a box in the passenger's
ition. In some cases the touring model
avertible. < m week days it carries

drugs or groceries; on Sundays and holi-

days the seat is replaced.

During the coming season it is certain

that a large number of lighl cars will be
placed "ii the market, especially in Eng-
land, the designers of which have been
inspired by the success of this French
car. Objection i- made to the tandem
position of driver and passenger, but it

is very difficult to design a machine with
two seats side by side, without abandon-
ing the essentials of low cost and
minimum weight.

There are optimists who believe thai

the four-wheel motorcycle will -weep out

of existence the two-wheel type of ma-
chine. That, of course, remain- to be
-ecu. It is certain, however, that there

will be a big demand for tin- new type
of car. It weighs complete, only from
300 to 350 pounds, has an eight-horse-

power two-cylinder air-cooled motor,
chain transmission to a countershaft, and
double belt drive to pulleys on the rear

wheel-. Such a car has speed that should
make many a big car owner envious; it

COStS not more than fifteen per cent in

- of a motorcycle, is practically the

same in upkeep, and has the advantage
"ver the motorcycle of being capable of

being stored in a very restricted area.

utility service, with calls for work

\ I.i' In \ i Sells
i

Hundred Di

Racing Typi oi i ittli \uto Fllustr \n d at tin
Head oi ["his Arth

over heavy road-, in -now. or amongsj
dense traffic, the four-wheeler has limita-

tions. I '.ut these limitation- are even
more strongl) felt by the motorcycle. As
a little pleasure vehicle it has a remark-
able future before it. and perhaps may
shortly be fi >und in America.

Sayings of the Ancients.



Shipboard
by John H.Cobb

THE unique experiment of oper-

ating a floating salmon can-

nery was tried in Alaska last

season and met with such
success it is probable that if

other suitable vessels can be procured,
this will become a favorite plan of opera-

tion, as it permits of the shifting of the

location of the plant from place to place

as the runs of salmon increase or

decrease, an impossible feat with a per-

manent land plant.

The famous old

American ship,

Glory of the Seas,

a vessel that has

carried the Ameri-
can flag to practic-

ally every port of

any size in the

world, and that

was at that time

laid up at Victoria,

British Columbia,
was purchased for

an insignificant
sum by a new fish

company, and
towed to Seattle,

Deck of thk Floating Cannery. Where the
Salmon Are Received and Cleaned.

in order to be prepared for her new
career.

The ship has two decks. The top deck

was arranged for the receiving, cutting

and sliming of the salmon, an elevator

being attached to the side, up which the

salmon were brought and then sent

through a chute to the "iron chink," a

machine which removes the head, tail and
fins, splits the fish down the belly and
removes the viscera, all in one operation.

The fish are then put into the sliming

tubs and t h o r-

oughly cleaned and
scaled, after which
they are cut into

slices to fit the can.

The living quarters

of the workers are

also on this deck.

The fish then
pass through a

chute to the second

deck, where they

are placed in the

cans by machinery.

The company in-

stalled machinery
suitable for pack-

/?»
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sanitary cans, a new style of can

which does awa) almost entirely with the

use of solder and acid, thus reducing the

ami unit of machinery ami number of

workmen required. The retorts in which

the fish are cooked arc also nearby, so

that the actual canning is carried on

exclusively on this deck.

After being cooked the can- arc sent

to the hold where they arc cooled and
then boxed and stored until it is con-

venient to ship. The lacquering and
labeling is dune in Seattle.

The vessel <>n reaching Alaska firsl

anchored in I lawk Inlet. About thirteen

thousand cases of salmon were packed
here, the only difficulty experienced dur-

ing this time being the securing of fresh

water, most of which had to be brought
from nearby streams in scows.

It was when the salmon run slacked

off in the neighborhood of Hawk Inlet

that the real value of a floating plant was
demonstrated, by towing the vessel to

Launches Laden with a Salmon ( \jxh.

Ketchikan, where a big run of salmon

was then on, and where no difficulty was
encountered in packing the remainder of

1kt original catch of thirty-five thousand

cases, and also aboul eight thousand cases

additional which had keen procured later.

J7S



MRS. MARY E. EWING AT WORK ON PLANS. AT HER DESK.

WOMAN CIVIL ENGINEER
By

RICHARD MORRISON
HICAGO has the distinction

of furnishing- the first woman
I recruit to the ranks of the

% . civil and consulting engineers.

^^ ^ This is Mrs. Mary E. Ewing,
widow of the late William Bion Ewing,
one of the most prominent engineers of

the Middle West, who died last spring.

Mrs. Ewing has taken up and is carrying
to successful completion work on various
sewerage and water systems, costing

approximately half a million dollars,

which her husband had under way or in

course of planning at the time of his

death. She appeared before the boards
of all the villages and the different com-
panies with whom Mr. Ewing had con-

tracts, and it is a remarkable tribute to

her technical knowledge and executive

ability that each village and each com-
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pany unhesitatingly passed the contracts

into her hands for completion of the
work.

Mrs. Ewing's training was secured by
assisting her husband with his work, in

which she was intensely interested,

throughout their married life, a period

of twenty-five years. Much of Mr.
Ewing's planning for the larger contracts

was done in the quiet of their home, and
so Mrs. Ewing had an opportunity to

observe to the best advantage his methods
of work and his solutions of the various

problems connected with it. They also

read and studied together many of the

technical books, while Airs. Ewing took

care of the maps, blue prints, tracings

and other drawings, besides otherwise

"serving as general office boy," as she

expresses it. In addition to this, she
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went with her husband on many trip

inspection n> the scenes of the actual con-

struction, and thus was enabled to

ime familiar with the practical side

the \\<>rk.

Although Mrs. Ewing's entrant

into a field of work heretofore un-

plored by women has created wide-
spread interest and discussion, she

herself i> the least excited of anyone
by reason of her unique situation.

She considers it the most natural

thing in the world that, being
familiar with her husband's work,
she should have stepped in

and assumed the mantle
of his professional duties.

She earnestly advocates
every woman interesting

herself in her husband's
profession and associating

herself with him in his busi-

ness, since it m >t i »nly draws
them closer together, but

the practical value of

making a woman independ-
ent and fort i fy i n g her

against emergency. She considers that

civil engineering offers splendid oppor-
tunities to women who have inclinations

in that direction. In her opinion, there
is no feature of the work that is outside
of a woman's element, and put into ac-

tual practice she finds \\ extremely fas-

cinating.

Mrs. Ewing's success furnishes addi-
tional proof that art. science, history

—

every branch of knowledge, is coming
into a new renaissance. The day when
woman's activities in the business and
professional world- were confined chiefly

to dressmaking, millinery, teaching
school, trained nursing and a few other
things, which, according to tradition,

seemed peculiarly adapted to the feminine
makeup, has long since passed. She is

being given an opportunity to compete
on an equal basis with men in almost
every line of trade, and in nearly every
profession, and she is making good in all

of th.'m with astonishing ease. When a
worn in of the present time attempts to

climb the heights leading to commercial
success, we no longer regard her with
curiosity and suspicion, and wait I

her take a confidently expected tum-
ble. Iler place is secure,
and her held of endeavor is

gradually, but measurably,
broadening. This world is

assuredly a big place for all

women who are creator-, for
women who "like to do things."



NEW SHEEP FOR THE WEST
By

ARTHUR CHAPMAN

TH A T beneficently paternal

figure known as Uncle Sam,
who is lying awake o'nights

figuring out ways and means
of helping his children to help

themselves, is conducting an experiment

at Laramie, Wyoming, with the idea of

developing a typical American sheep that

will thrive amid Western range condi-

tions and that will advance the nation's

supply of wool and mutton enormously.

America has not taken the position it

deserves among sheep-producing nations,

because there is no breed of sheep that

SHEEP IN THE RANGE
Scarcity of water is one of the reasons for rapid

m
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can he called typical and that will not

deteriorate among natural surroundings
in this C( iuntr) .

I [ere steps in I rncle Sam with a

remedy. It is known that Nature is

ready to adapt animal life to all circum-
stances, if given halt" a chance. So the

government has established an experi-

ment station at Laramie, Wyoming, in

the center of the great Western sheep

belt, and i- endeavoring to produce a

typical range sheep that will thrive

anion- the comparatively harsh condi-

tions of the high plain- country and that

will yield a maximum amount "f wool
and mutton.

COUNTRY.
dcteri f imported sheep in the West

.nil
-mill.

The importance of such an experiment
is easil) underst 1. when it is esti-

mated h\ experts that raising the average
wool clip of this country one pound a

year would increase the value of that

crop Sln.000.000. Doubling the wool
clip, which is not impossible under
scientific improvement of American
sheep, would render many million- .

.

t

dollars' worth of wool importations un-
necessary and would practically put the

nation in an independent position in that

>'Ct.

The sheep imported for breeding pur-

poses generall) come from humid re-

gions. The Rambouillet sheep, for in-

stance, will thrive in the seacoasl state-,

where climatic conditions are not unlike

those of France. But transfer the same
sheep to the West and there is another
story to tell. 'Idle dry soil, heavily min-
eralized and charged with alkali salt-, is

entirely different from the moist s, ,il to

which the sheep has been accustomed.

The grass of the high plains region is

short and scanty, and contains less water,

more mineral matter, more protein, and
variation in nutritive qualities

throughout tin- year. The sheep must
"rustle" in order to keep off hunger, for

this short, rich grass, which literally

cures itself on the stem in the dry at-

mosphere of the West, is thinly distrib-

uted on the plains. The slow, heavy
sheep from the humid regions, being u

to little exercise, scon show- the effect of

con-taut walking. It loses flesh and puts

on heavier hone. The climate, too, be-

gins to work changes in other ways. The
air is dry and clear, and there is greater

wind movement. The changes in tem-

perature are sudden. There begins to

be a marked variation in the wool pro-

duction. While the nitrogenous gra

favor heavy wool production, and the

cool climate increases growth, the dry-
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FINE FAT SHEEP AT THE LARAMIE EXPERIMENTAL STATION.

IMPORTED RAMBOUILLET LAMBS BEING FED ON A WESTERN SHEFP RANCH.
They fail to live up to their pedigrees when compelled to "rustle" on the range.

ness of the air and the severity of the
winters decrease the amount of "yolk"
in the wool. The natural oils, which go
to the fleece in a mild climate, especially

where humid conditions prevail, are
given to the body to increase the animal
warmth. This decreases the weight of
the fleece, and does much to account for

the startling variations of the wool clip
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averagein various Western states, the

fleece in the southwest going as low as

six or seven pounds, while Western Ore-
gon, owing to its mild, comparatively
humid climate, sometimes averages
nearly fifteen pounds to the fleece.

Sometimes the flocks on the Western
range in this country must go for two or
three days without water. Many of the
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streams and water holes, are heavily

impregnated with alkali. Most of the

sheep herders in Wyoming, who know
the evil effects of alkali upon the human
system^ are never without a supply of

vinegar. B) "cutting" the alkali water
with a liberal application of vinegar, and
then adding sugar, the herder fills his

canteen with a drink which is not un-

pleasant and which mitigates the evil of

alkali poisoning.

What can be accomplished by per-

sistent breeding of high-class sheep was
shown by a Wyoming ranchman, who,
several year- ago, became alarmed at the
]><>(. r condition of his flocks, lie spent

several thousand dollars on fine imported
bucks, and in ten years increased the clip

from a third of his flock to more than
fifteen |" >unds— i >mething phenomenal
for Wyoming. Such private experiments

have shown the plastic nature of the

sheep, and have proved that it is possible

to achieve astounding results under scien-

tific direction. At the government ex-

periment station at Laramie there are

many splendid examples <>i' the finest va

rieties of sheep. The finest were taken

to the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition
and won t"orty-si\ first premiums, be-

sides several secondary prizes. All these

sheep were Fed under typical rang*e con-
ditions near Laramie. The physical

changes that are being wrought in the

government's flocks are recorded with the

minutest care. It is desired to produce
an animal that will retain its "rustling"

qualities, but which, at the same time,

will produce a maximum amount of wool
and mutton and that will not have to be

constantly "built up" through fresh im-

portatit 'Us.

Wisdom of Publius Syrus

<!" Even a single hair casts its shadow.

<! To do two things at once is to do neither.

<j[ A fair exterior is a silent recommendation.

<§ He sleeps well who knows not that he sleeps ill.

^ Treat your friend as if he might become an enemy.

^ He who has plenty of pepper will pepper his cabbage.

*§ Let a fool hold his tongue and he will pass for a sage.



EQUIPPED FOR THE EXPEDITION INTO THE MORE SPARSELY SETTLED REGIONS OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA. WHERE CANADIUM WAS FOUND.

CAN ADIUM—MORE PRECIOUS
THAN GOLD

By

DR. LEONARD R. HIRSHBERG

ASKED to name the five great

i\ events of the year recently

/ \ closed, President Taft enumer-
/ \ ated the treaty with Japan, the

J. jL. demonstration of the complete

success of typhoid vaccination, as proved
by the treatment of 150.000 troops; the

prospective arbitration treaties with

Great Britain and France, the progress

on the Panama Canal and the court de-

cisions in the Standard Oil and Tobacco
Trust cases. Yet none of these compares
in importance with the discovery of a

new substance, Canadium, which marked
the very opening of the new year.

The name Canadium was adopted for

the substance in honor of the country in

which it first was found, the discovery

having been made in British Columbia.

By its discoverer, Andrew Gordon
French, the element is placed in one of

the two vacant niches between platinum

and gold, long predicted by Mendeleff

for completion of the noble group repre-

sented by platinum, gold and silver.

Mr. French in telling of his marvelous
find promises that within a short time

he will present specimens of the metal

and a paper upon the treasure to the

Royal Society of England. The details

of the discovery and an exhaustive

analysis of the new metal then will be

given to the world of science, and the

unbounded commercial possibilities for

l&2
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adium also will be unfolded at the

same time.

Indeed, to the world in general the

commercial value of the discovery will

appeal far more than the scientific side,

a> introducing a treasure more valuable

than gold, of even more beauty, and
equally adaptable to all the purposes for

which gold now is utilized. As jewelry

in itself and in the setting and embellish

ment of precious stones Canadium at

(Mice will take a front place; in achieving

elaborate decorative effects it will

appeal especially to the art i-t

while in gross, utilita

lines it may even 1>

adopted for the filling

of teeth, instead of

gold or other sub-

Andrew <;. French, thi 1

1

KRJ r "> Can \i>hm. in lli-

Laboratory.

stances. The a >m-

mercial possibilities

seem without limit.

By the scientist

and chemist, on the

other hand, the dis-

cover) of Canadium
will be pronounced
almost a realization i

the dream of the

chemist, and as the

achievement of science

the twentieth c e n t n r y
worthy of imperishable
record in the annals of

history.

From disclosures so far made by Mr.
French Canadium, it seems, i- of a beau-

tiful white, with lustre more brilliant

than diamond.-, while in substance it is

more easily worked than other fine

metals. Found in dike rock- beyond Nel-

son, British Columbia, in lumps ranging
in weight from a few pennyweights up
to three ounce-, it i- isolated in pure
cry-talline granules. By the naked eye

these, and the short rods varying from a

half-millimeter in length to a tenth in

thickness, may he seen a- metallic par-

ticle- and a- scales of scintillating splen-

dor, in ore- and mineral- from which
platinum and palladium are obtained.
When taken out. Canadium may be

found alloyed with a volatile substance

—

either osmium or another new gaseous
element. The alloy is bluish white, and.
when exposed to the current- of a blow to thi- purpo
pipe, tin- alien substance is driven off. It has, however, so other

u

I.N : III I \\ Wli M (

1 r. ii. h shows .1 tiiiil to his

I ts.

Then there is left be-

hind a brilli a n t,

she e ny head o I

pure Canadium.
The new element
i- much, softer than

plat ilium, ruther-

ium, palladium or

osmium,and is muc i

more easily melted.

Like gold and plat-

iini, it remain- untar-

led by water and un-

kened by continuous
heat. and. also like those

precious metals, it is af-

fected l>y what chemists
call (Ujua regia, that i-,

concentrated acid-.

Distinguishing Canadium from silver,

which it superficially resembles—and
with which, says Mr. French, it hitherto

may have been confused— i> its action

with table -alt; silver precipitates this

-odium chloride condiment. Canadium
does not. And. unlike silver, it dor- not

become black when mixed with sulphui
compound-. The melting point of Cana-
dium is conspicuously lower than that of

platinum, or gold or silver, ami also it

carrie- a negative electric charge, while,

on the other hand, silver i- positively

charged.
' >f all it- wide commercial possibilities,

however. Mr. French predicts that

Canadium will he of especial value in the

equipment of searchlights, it- dazzling

resplendence being especially adaptable



EASTER EGGS GALORE.

NATURAL EASTER EGGS
By

F. G. MOORHEAD
HY don't they color Easter

eggs on the inside, too,"

a small boy asked Profes-

sor Lippincott of the Iowa
State College of Agricul-

ture, and with all his knowledge of

science the college professor was not able

to give a real good answer why such a

thing could not be done in this day of

scientific marvels. And as there was no
real good reason why the thing couldn't

and shouldn't be done, he set about to

do it.

The coloring of animal tissues by the

use of the dye Sudan III was known as

long ago as 1896, by an Italian scientist

named Daddi. Prof. J. E. Rice of Cor-
nell University and Dr. Oscar Riddle of

Chicago University have conducted ex-

periments with Sudan III and with an-

other dye called rhodamine red with good

m

results, but it has remained for Prof.

W. A. Lippincott, inspired by a small

boy's curiosity, to go farther than any of

the others named and show the relation

between the food fed to the hen, as the

raw material, and the egg, as the finished

product. He has proved that the hen is

nothing more or less, after all, than an
egg factory, the output of which depends
upon the raw material which is brought
into the factory to be worked over.

The first thing Professor Lippincott

did was to decide that if he were to go
into this interesting matter he might as

well make the result picturesque as well

as scientific. And so he decided that if

he could color the albumen and the yolk

of the egg at all, he would try to color

them cardinal and gold, the same being
the colors of Iowa State College. The
second thing he did was to send to an
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old French dyer in Utica, New York, for

a shipment of r< commercial ana-

line dyes, notable in the consignment
being Sudan III. rhodamine red and

methylene blue. The third thing he did

was to trap-nest a dozen hen- on which
to try the experiment, their -• ition

being n ry in order that the diet "t'

dyes might be tried on the same hens
over and over again. Otherwise there

might have been cases of mi-taken
identity when the dail) task came around
el' forcing the hen- to swallow the dye-.

When the dyes arrived, Professor Lip-

pincott tilled several hundred capsules.

These he took over to the chicken house
and going t<> the trap-nested hens he

forced a capsule down the throat of each

squawking one until the round- had been
made.

The first capsules were administered at

si) o'clock Sunday night. The yolk

of the egg which was laid at

10 i/clock Tuesday morn
ing had a distinct hand
or circle of scarlet

around the periphery
of the yolk. The'

experiment thus had
it- picturesque
v a 1 u e. h u t ni' ire

important was the

showing as to the

length of time neces-

sary to manufacture
the albumen, the two
shell mem-

branes and the -hell it-elf. all of which

surrounded the scarlet peripher) of the

yolk.

Professor Lippincott continued his

experiments, lie very shortly found that

Sudan III colors the yolk of the egg
only, while rhodamine red color- the

albumen only. Either dye i^\ separately

act- only on one part of the tgg, both

dyes i<.-<\ together result in changing the

color of both the albumen and the yolk.

Equally interesting was the discovery

that Sudan 111 doe- not color the yolk

solidly red, no matter in what quantities

ivA. hut -imply colors it in concentric

rings, the riu-- of scarlet in the solid

yellow of the yolk showing the number
of day- the dye has been fed to the hen
while that particular tgg was in pri

i if manufacture.
The eggs laid SOOn after the first feed-

in- of the dyes were handed near

the outer part only, and it was
absolutely impossible to

color the yolk solid.

From these two facts

Pri ifessor Lippino >tt

1' .nned that the yolk

i- built up by suc-

cessive layer- of fat

deposited on the

surface of the ma-
terial already pr< 5-

cut and not by am
inte r m i n g 1 i n g of

present with previous

manufacture.

NATURAL EASTER EGGS. COLORED ON THE INSID1
Nol the rings within thr yolk, each ring indicating one dav's f.-i-dinir ol the dyes.
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When the dyes were fed at stated inter-

vals the rate of growth within the yolk

was obtained. It was possible in this

way. not only to calculate the number of

days required to completely

develop the yolk, but also to

study the relative amount of

material added during the

stages of its formation. The
deposition of yolk material is

very slow at first, but exceed-

ingly rapid at the end, the

outer bands being much
broader as well as greater in

circumference.

All this, quite natural-

ly, was interesting to the

scientist, but not to the

small boy. The thing he

took interest in was that

the eggs, when hard
boiled and cut in two,

showed the albumen of

the egg stained a deli-

cate purplish pink, and
the yolk a series of alter-

nating rings of natural yel-

low and artificial red. Pro-
fessor Lippincott had se-

cured the picturesque re-

sult desired ; he had natural

Easter eggs colored inside

with the scarlet and old

gold of Iowa State College.

Professor Lippincott's

curiosity went farther. He wished to see

if the colored eggs would hatch. He
found out that they would. Hatching an
egg colored with Sudan III he discovered

that he had brought into the

world a new species of chick

—downy little creatures
whose bodies were colored

pink wherever they contained

fat, especially along the

breast and the abdomen, just

underneath the skin. By
hatching an egg colored with
rhodamine red, he secured a

little chick all the muscle
tissues of which were a

bright pink. The enthusiastic

poultryman saw visions of a

new and lucrative business

:

hatching and selling fluffy,

pink chicks for the Easter

trade. But, unfortunately,

the pink faded and disap-

peared. Upon witholding

food from Sudan III colored

chicks until four days of age
the fat tissues in the body
were used up in developing
energy and heat. Conse-
quently the color was passed

away and lost and with it

went visions of a glutted

market of fluffy pink chicks

to fill the childish heart over-

flowing with joy.

•MM&®

PROF. W. A. LIPPINCOTT. THE MAN WHO COLORED NATURAL EASTER EGGS ON THE
INSIDE. AND ONE OF THE TRAP-NESTS WITH ONE OF THE HENS ON

WHICH THE EXPERIMENTS WERE TRIED.
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Bul Professor Lippincotl was nol dis-

couraged. The mother hen had thrived

. >n dye, the little chicks might as well

take up a capsule diet. And so the dye

was fed daily t<> the fluffy little things

just growing their firsl feather The
result was a decided pink color in the

plumage. Rhodamine red did ii"i stain

those parts of the feather already grown,
but only that portion grown while the

dye was being fed. When the chickens

were about four week- old the dye was
withheld for -even days. After this the

new feather growth showed it" color

until the dye was fed again. The result

was a reappearance of color at the

of the growing feather. A broad white

hand, indicating the growth for the days

during which the dye was withheld, sep-

arated the two areas of color.

Still ambitious and curious, Profes

Lippincott fed Sudan 111 to fattening

fowls. The exact extent and amount of

the fat deposits \\a- shown by the pink

color resulting. The color did m>t show
up in layer- a- in the egg, but one dose

served to c<>l<>r all previous deposits

fat. due presumably, to the circulation

within the fat tissues. And to cap the

climax and make the great American hen

patriotic to the extent of carrying about

in its anatomy the national colors, Pro-

<>r Lippincott fed hi- chicken- methy-

lene blue, with the result that their bones

were given a bluish tint.

Here the matter re-t- today: Profes

Lippincott has given the inquisitive -mall

colK

market pink and W

I

the heart of the children, i

ml all this, he

tionship b<

hen and tl

finished
]

"The
.'. th of ti

the relation

: third, the

tation

the w«>rk.

can feed the >di i

the We ha

oil
•

and the 1

will

Win!'
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IMAGINE grave scientists in the act

of watching- the travels of a beetle,

taking turns at the work in night
and day shifts, so as to keep the
insect under continuous observation.

Seems a funny notion, does it not?
And yet the matter is of much import-
ance, in its bearing upon certain very
practical problems. For the insect in

question seems likely to prove extremely
valuable, inasmuch as it is a wholesale
destroyer of caterpillars of all kinds.

Imported only recently from Europe,
under the direction of Dr. L. O. Howard,
the government's entomologist-in-chief,

this beautiful green beetle, about an inch
in length, has already been colonized in

many places in Massachusetts, where it is

multiplying and spreading with most
gratifying rapidity.

m

The distribution of the species-, as well

as its prospect of survival, depends
largely upon the ability of the larva, or
grub, to travel in search of food. In
order to ascertain the extent of its capa-
bilities in this line, a young one, newly
hatched, was placed on a table which had
been covered with a roll of paper in such
a way that the latter could be reeled hack:

and forth across the board by turning;

spools at each end. Escape at the sides,

was prevented by the upturned edges of
stiff wrapping-paper put beneath the roll!.

A record was then made with a lead

pencil of every movement of the grub,
the experiment being carried on con-
tinuously until it died of fatigue and
starvation. Although no food or water
was provided, it remained active for

seventy-two hours, so that night and day
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shifts of observers had to be used. It

travelled far mure rapidly than was
ted, and from time to time a fresh r<>ll

aper had to be substituted, in order

to furnish additional territory for the

insect t< > march over.

In all, eleven rolls were tints iw<l. and

careful measurements showed that the

grub during its brief span of life trav-

elled 9,058 feet, or nearly one and three-

quarter miles. Its greatest speed was
close upon five feet per minute, and dur-

ing the first twenty-four hours its aver-

rate of progress was three and two-

thirds feet per minute. During the

experiment it lost eleven grains, or a little

more than one-third of its original

weight.

This shows the remarkable vitality

»ed by the larva- of the imported

beetles, and indicates that under the most
adverse conditions they would be able to

survive several days and travel a long

distance before succumbing to the effects

of hunger and thirst.

The beetles were fetched from France
and Italy in pasteboard matchboxes, such

as those used for safety matches, each

h<>\ containing a small quantity of wet

moss and a single insect. A lot of these

matchboxes were packed in a wooden
box, and in this shape they came through
very well, about ten days being required

for the trip. Other hectics of the same
sp cies were brought from Japan in the

cold rooms of steamships, giving encour-

lent to an artificial hibernation, and
nil arrival at Vancouver were forwarded
i>\ express and kept iced until delivered

at the Massachusetts State Laboratory,

at Melrose Highlands, near Boston.

At that place special beetle-rearing

houses have been built, with breeding

compartments and all requisite equip-

ments for hatching and rearing the grubs.

1 .arge hibernating mpli iyed to

hold the breeding stock over the winter,

so that the insects may he ready for use

in spring, lor this purpose boxes half

buried in the earth serve admirably, the

tops and bottoms being taken off and

replaced with small-mesh wire net.

When the grubs are reared in the lab-

oratory for distribution in "field col-

onies,"' it is desirable to hasten their

development as much as possible. Jars

of earth in which the female beetles have

been put to lay, and which contain their

. are placed ill the bright sunshine

mi cool spring days, to accelerate hatch-

ing. And, when the larvae appear, an

abundance of food is given them— not

only to make them grow fast, but also to

prevent them from devouring each other;

for they are tierce cannibals.

Throughout the summer the servi

of one man arc continuously required to

collect caterpillars for beetle f 1. When
caterpillars arc scarce, the beetles are fed

on chopped beefsteak. Cold-storage
£rubs. brought out in March or April,

would starve if they hail to depend upon
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Paper Rolls Used to Follow thk Travels of
One Beetle Grub.

though always exhibiting a preference

for a good fat caterpillar, in proper

keeping with a good healthy instinct that

ought not to be discouraged, under any
circumstances, one would think. Nor,
indeed, is any one discouraging it.

The best method of distributing the

grubs in field colonies thus far discovered

is to bore a double row of ten holes

through a block of wood, the bottom of

which is covered with fine-mesh copper
wire to provide air, while the top has a

sliding cover so arranged that the holes

can be closed as fast as the larvae are put

into them. Thus one block will contain

BEETLE-
HEARING
Houses,
Melrose
High-
lands.
Near
Boston.

Glass Jars of Earth Containing Beetle Eggs.

These are set out in the sun to accelerate hatching.

their accustomed and natural diet. But

they get along very well on beefsteak

—

In the Beetle-Rearing Laboratory.

twenty grubs, each in a hole by itself.

Ten blocks, strapped together, hold two
hundred grubs—enough for a good-

sized colony. When desired, they can be

A Calosoma Beetle. Which Is Imported to Fight
'Wicked Caterpillars." Destroying

One of the Pests.
Method of Importing from Europe Bug-Fighting

Beetles.
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Mt free in a moment by with-

drawing the covers, inverting the

blocks, and rapping the latter

sharply ti> shake out the occu-

pants.

Many adult beetles, as well as

grubs, are thus liberated. The
mosl important work expected of

these insects is that "t" keeping
<1"\\ n the numbers of the dread
ed gipsy-moth caterpillars; but is

thoughi f>\ the government bu-

reau of entomol< *g) i \\ Inch is co-

operating with the state of Massachus
in this work) that they may prove

useful in fighting caterpillars of other

kinds elsewhere in this country, a great Contrive
• o Planting 1 hem Out in Field Co

many ut which abound,
i ; b insect a separate bole is pi

Spring

Spring, the sweet Spring, is the year's pleasant king;

Then blooms each thing, then maids dance in a ring.

Cold doth not sting, the pretty birds do sing.

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo

!

The palm and May make country houses gay.

Lambs frisk and play, the shepherds pipe all day.

And we hear aye, birds tune this merry lay,

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we. to-witta-woo !

The fields breathe sweet, the daisies kiss our feet.

Young lovers meet, old wives a-sunning sit.

In every street, these tunes our ears do greet.

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we. to-witta-woo!

Spring! the sweet Spring!
—

'/'. Nashe



MEASURING THE SMALLEST
THING IN THE WORLD

R

By

H. MORTON

THE smallest
thing in the
world, an elec-

tron, which is

minute beyond
comprehension, has at last

been isolated and its charge
accurately measured. The
man to do it was Professor

R. A. Millikan, of the

Ryerson Laboratory, Uni-
versity of Chicago, and his

success stands forth as one
of the cleverest, and at the

same time one of the most
important, achievements of

modern physics.

The text books tell us

that the smallest part of a

substance that can exist

separately and still retain

its composition and prop-

erties is a molecule. A
molecule is a combination

of two or more atoms of

any element held together

by chemical attraction or

affinity. An atom, there-

fore, is smaller than a mole-

cule. But an electron is

very minute even in com-
parison with an atom, for

PROF. R. A. MILLIKAN AND HIS APPARATUS FOR ISOLATING AND MEASURING AN ELECTRON,
WHICH IS MINUTE EVEN WHEN COMPARED WITH AN ATOM.

192
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there are hundred- of electrons in a

single atom of most of the common sub-

stances and the volume actually occupied

by these electrons themselves is probably

as small in comparison with the volume
of the atom, a> is the volume <>t" the sun
and the planets in comparison with the

whole volume of the solar system.

Scientists have long believed that elec-

tricity was just as definitely atomic as

any other substance a mass of iron, for

instance. Professor Millikan has given
additional pr< m >f i if the correctness of this

theory. He has demonstrated that there

i- a measurable and ultimate limit to tin

divisibility of an electric charge, and has
accurately determined the value of the

ultimate electric atom.

An ion is a molecule carrying one free

electron, or atom «>f electricity The
diameter of a molecule i> .000000007S74
<>f an inch. It would take l.ooo mole-
cules laid side by side in a row to make
a speck long enough to he seen in the

mosl powerful microscope. The diameter
of an electron is about one hundred-
thousandth that of a molecule. This
means that one hundred millions of them
would have to he placed in a row and
then magnified a thousand or more times

before the speck they made could he seen.

To illustrate again, let us suppose that

one hundred million people began to

count the numher of electric atoms neces-

sary to generate by electrolysis sufficient

hydrogen to fill an ordinary toy halloon.

If they counted at the rate of one hun-
dred a minute, and kept steadily at it.

never stopping to eat. sleep, or rest, it

would take these hundred million hustlers

something like four million years to com-
plete the job.

Professor Millikan has not only solved
a seemingly impossible problem, given
additional proof of the atomic theory
of electricity, and shown that a very
satisfactory ocular demonstration is

possible of the perpetual dance of the
molecules of matter, but probably has
made by far the most accurate of all

determinations of the value of the funda-
mental unit. Xor is this all, for the
improved value of this unit also carries
with it corresponding corrected values of
other things, such as the number of
atoms per unit weight of any given ele-

ment, and the mass of the unit itself.

The history of the atomic nature of

electricity which has culminated in Pro-

or Millikan's recent discover) dates

hack almost a century. Farada) was the

first to prove that when a trie cur-

rent is passed through a water solution

of an) one of certain substances, the sub-

Stance itself is taken out of the solution.

Tin extent to which this action takes

place is dependent upon the quantity of

electricity s,
, passed, and upon the nature

of the substance dissolved.

If the same current i- passed in series

through the water solution of such salts

a- copper sulphate sodium sulphate and
silver nitrate, the weight of the metal

deposited, or permanently removed from
the solution, i- directly proportional to

the atomic weight of the metal itself, and
inversely proportional to the number of

hydrogen atom-, necessary chemically to

take the place of one atom of the metal.

Repeated experiments proved that this

proportionality held true under all con-

ditions, and it was therefore regarded as

certain that to each ion in a solution con-

veying an electric current there belongs a

definite electric charge.

The natural inference drawn from
these experiments was that electrical

charges also are definitely atomic in their

nature. For many \ears, however, there

was no way to test this inference except

in the case of any quantity of electricity

used in the decomposition of an elec-

trolyte, and even the most refined meas-
urements could directly detect nothing
less than the aggregate of countless

millions of elementary charges.

Similar difficulties presented them-
selves in connection with the so-called

cloud method of determining the ele-

mentary electrical charge, discovered by
Sir Jose] ih Thompson about twelve years

This method, with modifications by
II. A. Wilson, consists in observing first,

the rate of fall under gravity of a cloud

produced in an ionized fog-chamber, and
second, the rate of fall of a like cloud

when a vertical electrical field is super-

posed upon gravity. I lere, too, all the

deductions relating to the elementary

charge were drawn from observations of

the average behavior in electrical and
gravitational fields of swarms of charged
particles, and consequently the value of

the unit charge was not determinable.
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It was while experimenting with the

cloud method about two years ago that

Professor Millikan succeeded in balanc-

ing individual charged drops by an elec-

trostatic field, a feat which led directly to

his discovery of a way to isolate an ion.

The first process he employed consisted

essentially in catching ions on droplets of

water or alcohol, in then isolating by a

suitable arrangement a single one of

these droplets, and measuring its speed

first in a vertical electrical and gravita-

tional field combined, then in a gravita-

tional field alone.

There were, however, several sources

of error or uncertainty still attached to

this method.

The substitution of oil for water or

alcohol entirely freed the method from
all of these limitations.

Through the study of the behavior in

electrical and gravitational fields of this

oil drop, carrying its captured ions, it

was also possible to present direct and
tangible demonstration of the fact that

all electrical charges, however produced,

are exact multiples of one definite, ele-

mentary electrical charge ; to make an
exact determination of the value of the

elementary charge which is free from all

questionable theoretical assumptions ; to

observe directly the order of magnitude
of the kinetic energy of agitation of a

molecule, and thus to bring new direct

and most convincing evidence of the cor-

rectness of the kinetic theory of matter

;

and to demonstrate that the great ma-
jority, if not all, of the ions of ionized

air. of both positive and negative sign,

carry the elementary electrical charge.

By means of a commercial atomizer a

cloud of fine droplets of oil is blown with
the aid of dust-free air into a dust-free

air chamber. One or more of the drop-

lets of this cloud is allowed to fall

through a pin-hole into the spaces be-

tween two plates of a horizontal air con-

denser, and the pin hole is then closed

by means of an electromagnetically oper-

ated cover. The pin hole is closed to

prevent air currents from passing

through it and producing irregularities.

The two plates of the air condenser are

heavy, circular, ribbed brass castings

about 8.5 inches in diameter having sur-

faces which are ground so nearly to true

planes that the error is nowhere more

than .008 inch. These planes are held

about .6 inch apart by means of three

small ebonite posts held firmly in place

by ebonite screws. A strip of thin sheet

ebonite passes entirely around the plates,

thus forming a completely closed air

>]iace.

Three glass windows about .5 inch

square are placed in this ebonite strip at

the angular positions of 0°, 165°, and
180°. A narrow parallel beam of light

from an arc lamp enters the condenser
through the first window and emerges
from the last. The other window serves

for observing, with the aid of a short

focus telescope placed about two feet

distant, the illuminated oil droplet as it

floats in the air between the plates. The
appearance of this drop is that of a bril-

liant star on a black background. It falls,

of course, under the action of gravity,

toward the lower plate ; but before it

reaches it, an electrical field of strength

between 7,500 and 20,000 volts per inch

is created between the plates by means
of a battery, and if the droplet had
received a frictional charge of the proper
sign and strength as it was blown out

through the atomizer, it is pulled up by
this field against gravity, toward the

upper plate. Before it strikes it the plates

are short-circuited by means of the

switch and the time required by the drop
to fall under gravity through the distance

corresponding to the space between the

cross hairs of the observing telescope is

accurately determined. Then the rate at

which the droplet moves up under the

influence of the field is measured by tim-

ing it when the field is on.

This operation is repeated and the

speeds checked an indefinite number of

times, or until the droplet catches an ion

from among those which exist normally

in air, or which have been produced in

the space between the plates by any of

the usual ionizing agents like radium or

X-rays. The fact that an ion has been

caught, and the exact instant at which
the event happened are signalled to the

observer by the change in speed of the

droplet under the influence of the field.

From the sign and magnitude of this

change in speed, taken in connection with

the constant speed under gravity, the

sign and exact value of the charge car-

ried by the captured ion are known.



WILD SEEDLING OF THE GUTTA PERCHA TREE, WHICH IS BEING PROPAGAT1 D
BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

FARMING FOR GUTTA PERCHA
By

ROBERT FRANKLIN

THE fable of the goose and the

golden egg is as old as the

hills—as some of our younger
hills, at least—but we seem
never to have taken it to heart.

Our ever-present greed is forever driv-

ing us on to new killings of our future
welfare, just the same as if we had never
smiled in conscious superiority at the

impatient owner of that other goose.

How future generations will smile at us

— if they can -pare time from cursing us

fi »r si 'me of our bequests.

Here's a new one! Our gutta percha,

that priceless material for its purposes

—

golf-balls, toilet-rarticles, submarine cable

insulations and other similar and dissim-

ilar necessities—is almost gone, because

m
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SEEDS OF THE GUTTA PERCHA IN POTS FOR PLANTING.

we have cut down the trees to get in a

hurry the precious sap from which it is

made! A famine of gutta percha exists

in the markets of the world, because
we've been killing another goose, as it

were.

It is a serious matter. And the only

salvation for us—if we would continue

to play golf and to cable home for more
money—is "to raise more geese." The
American government is leading the way
in the propagation of this sort of poultry,

with the Philippines as a poultry-yard.

Which, being interpreted, is to say, that

Uncle Sam is going to farm for gutta
percha trees in this latest addition to his

acreage.

Artificial growth of these trees is ex-

The Fruit of the Gutta Percha.

ceedingly important ; and luck is with
Uncle Samuel, as is usual with the ener-

getic, in that he has found the greatest

little gum-tree ever, growing wild in his

own domain, just waiting for somebody's
kindly hand to be extended in encour-

agement, to grow widely and well. The
hand is being extended. The little gum-
tree is being cultivated and gives big

promise of being a very useful resource

in course of a very reasonable time.

Gutta percha is absolutely the only sub-

stance yet found that will effectually keep

our cross-seas messages from slipping off

their charted courses and going adrift.

It is the only really truly insulator. The
demand for it, for this purpose alone, has

been so great within the past few years

that it is little wonder that the natives of

the Malay Archipelago, where it mostly

grows, have hunted it with eager rapacity

that has run away with forehandedness.

They gather it as a wild crop exclusively

and their method is the method of the

savage always—like his method of hunt-

ing or his way of war. In it he demon-
strates his savagery : he kills for what he

wants. He chops down the trees and

leaves all but the gum which will bring

him the immediate gold. Probably he

does not even know that he does not need

to do this, but his ignorance does not

affect the outcome of his plan of pro-

cedure. But our blame is no less than

his, for we have let him do it—because

we were in a hurry, too.

1%
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\ trifling little 25,000 pounds of the

product was all that the year 1845
ughl forth. Twelve years later, the

Malay Archipelago exported 530.0C0
ji.nin.l-. Twelve years after that, Sumatra
alone sent out 300,000 pounds, and
Borneo more than nine times as much

00 pounds. And it is estimated
that, in order to collect so vast a quantity

of the gum, the natives must have ruth-

lessly sacrified more than 5.1)00.000 trees.

Now the tree- grow big, when they are

allowed to get their growth at all: bul

they are very slow in the process. \
[

I

idea of their size may be gained from the

fact that the lowesl branches of some of
the most stalwart of them are one hun-
dred and forty feel from the ground, and
that their .^irtli is not infrequently as
much as twenty feet. At the present time,

however, the full-grown tree i- a rarity,

because the besl have been slaughtered

—

that is the proper word— for the

moment'.- profit. And the thin-- that has
the sting in it. in the lighl of the present
scarcity, i- that the slaughter was un-
necessary a- would he the killing of a
sheep for it- wool. Tapping the trees for
the gum i- quite as easy a- running a
pneumatic clipper—and a- effective.

Experiments, having in view the plant-
ing of gutta percha tree- on a large scale,

are now being made with good hopes of
success. For this purpose the seed- have
fir-t to he procured. A wild tree of a
de-irab!e specie- having been found, all

the jungle in its immediate neighborhood
is cut away, leaving a small clearing
about it—the object of this expedient
being to keep off the monkeys, which are
very fond of the pulpy plum-like fruits

that contain the seeds. To prevent
monkeys from climbing the tree, a sheet
of tinned iron is fastened about the lower
part of the trunk in such a way as to cut
short any such attempt on their part.

When the fruits are ripe, Malay boys,
who are expert climbers, are sent up to
gather them.

It then remains only to plant the seeds
and grow the seedlings, from which, by
the usual process of selection, superior
varieties may be expected in the course
of time to be obtained. This work is now
being carried on at Buitenzorg—in Java—where is located the greatest botanical
garden in the tropics, and also at Singa-

Boy Climbing Gctta Percha Trek to Get the
Fruit for Seed.

The sheet of tin fastened to the trunk below is to keep
orJ luoukcys.

pore. Seedlings have been sent to the

Kongo and other regions deemed suitable

for the purpose, so that there is hope for
the future of gutta percha production.
The tree, however, is very exacting in its

climatic requirements.

Its wood is soft and spongy, and. when
fresh cut, is marked along the grain with
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black lines,

\v h i c h a r e

channels
containing
the gu m.
Even the
leaves, if

torn in two,
show numer-
ous threads

of the gutta

percha. The
method
adopted in

gathering
the \v i 1 (1

crop has
been to fell

the tree and
cut a series

of rings
around the

trunk, catch-

ing the fluid

gum in suitable vessels as it runs out.

Afterwards, it is boiled. But under con-
ditions of cultivation! by annual tapping,
the product would be obtained without

The Sap of the Gutta Perch
Ground Is Caught

a Tree as It Trickles to the
Upon Huge Leaves.

injury to the

tree.

One im-
portant ad-
vantage of

gutta percha
for cables is

that it does
not deterior-

ate, but ac-

tual 1 y im-

proves
through sub-

mersion in

sea-water. It

is a perfect

in su lator,
and its elas-

ticity lessens

the danger
of breaking.

The copper
wire which
is the core of

the cable is coated with it, and outside of

this is a wrapping of steel wire, to give

tensile strength, with a final covering of

tarred jute cord.

Song

Orpheus, with his lute made trees.

And the mountain tops that freeze,

Bow themselves when he did sing

To his music, plants and flowers

Ever sprung ; as sun and showers

There had made a lasting spring.

Everything that heard him play.

Even the billows of the sea,

Hung their heads, and then lay by.

In sweet music is such art,

Killing care and grief of heart

Fall asleep, or, hearing, die.

— JV. Shakespeare
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GKF.F.K DIVER—AT 1111 Kloiil VRRIVING ON BOARD Willi HIS FIND

THRILLING tale of past fact without precedent in the annals of

splendor and greatness is told archaeologyA by an unexpected find re-

cently made in the Tunisian

Sea—a tale of days long

gone-by, when the Roman republic

—

-h'Ttly before the advent of the Empire
—had extended her sway over the whole
<>f civilized Europe and began to exact

heavy toll from all the countries under
her rule.

Kxcavations in the north of Africa,

where colonized by the

Romans, have yielded a

rich harvest, allowing
whole citie^ t< i be reo in-

stituted in their main
lines—similarly to Iler-

culaneum and Pompeii,
unearthed from the ashes

of Mount Vesuvius—hut

that the sea in those

parts should likewise

give up her share of art

treasures, jealously kept

for more than two thou-
sand vears, is doubtless a

Grkfk Sponge Fishing B\r<;k Start
in*; ofi Upon an Archaeological

Expedition.

Four years ago it was that Greek div-

ers, engaged in sponge-fishing, off

Mahdis in the Tunisian Sea. all of a sud-

den struck against some bulky impedi-

ment, which they at hr-t were inclined to

take for a set of big guns buried in the

mud. Closer investigation, however, led

to the surprising discovery that this was
the remains of a stranded Roman vessel,

laden with priceless art-treasures, which
had obviously been lying

in the deep for about

tw« i
thi lusand years.

The Tunisian ( >ftice of

Archaeology did not
hesitate in commencing
the excavation of this

extraordinary find, and
after four years of toil-

sonic work has com-
pleted its difficult task.

< >n the "sakoleve," as

these fishing-boats are

called, are embarked
some Greek divers, and

m
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from this boat they perform their danger-
ous work. In the rear those resting for a

while are waiting for their turn, while on
the prow are standing the men preparing
for a dive and the foreman guarding the
string to which the diver is attached. In

the middle ot the boat is installed a hand-
operated pump, yielding the indispensable

air supply. As soon as a diver has come
up from the deep, another puts on his

helmet and with a

single jump springs

from the deck into

the sea.

Carried along by
the lead weights at-

tached to his breast

and back, the diver

makes a long
downward way. the

sea bottom here be-

ing at a depth of

about 230 feet. As
he reaches bottom
the diver finds him-
self surrounded by
a number of marble pillars, arrayed be-

side one another in six long rows. All

around there, mixed up in a heap, are all

sorts of marble pieces : capitals and bases

of pillars, carefully hewn marble blocks,

and other architectural elements. Among
all this debris there are numberless
fragments of terra cotta, ship's crockery,

amphoras and all kinds of vases, having
contained the oil, wine, water, victuals

and other stuffs required for the crew. At
the opposite end there are found enor-

mous lead masses, one of which on being
brought up, was found to weigh more
than 1,300 pounds. These are the an-

chors, placed at the prow of the vessel.

However, all this appears but dimly to

the diver's eye, everything being buried

in the all-pervading mud. In order

therefore, to find some valuable object,

the utmost care has to be employed in

removing this mud, lest the water become
turbid. Under the enormous pressure
from above, the diver, who generally

works on his knees, must be mostly con-

tent with seizing at hap-hazard some ob-

ject or other, and taking it with him up

A Pillar Is Brought Up.

to the surface. The ice-cold water cur-

rents only too frequent at the sea bottom
sometimes interfere most seriously with

his work, by endeavoring to carry him
away from his place. In fact his task is

not only exceedingly toilsome, but entails

many dangers.

On trying to dig below and between
the pillars, a more or less decayed
wooden layer about eight inches thick is

encountered, which
is the deck of the

sunken vessel. All

the finer objects of

art, bronze statues,

and fragments of

artistic pieces of

furniture, are found
underneath. The
vessel, loaded too

heavily, it appears,

probably foundered
suddenly and, on
sinking to sea bot-

tom, was soon cov-

ered with a thick

layer of mud, which thus preserved all

these art treasures in a state of absolute
freshness. It is true that the objects

brought up by divers are at first quite

unrecognizable, but as soon as the mud
layer and the shells adhering everywhere
have been removed, the sculpture appears
in all its original beauty.

As regards the marble sculptures,

these have not been preserved so satisfac-

torily, any part protruding out of the

mud having been corroded by shells and
radiata. As, however, the mud fre-

quently had even here formed a protect-

ive cover, many marble statues,—excel-

lent copies from well-known originals

—

have been rescued, at least in all essen-

tial parts.

According to a quite plausible theory
the vessel whose remains have been
found, had been despatched from Athens
to Italy, by the Romans, shortly after the

capture of the Biraeus by Sulla, in 86
A. D., with rich spoils of art treasures,

having been thrown against the north

coast of Africa by adverse winds, giving

way under the heavy load of her cargo.



I HI II N I \ Kill R ok VENUS I'M TR \P.

PLANT THAT CATCHES FLIES
By

EDWARD F. BIGELOW
i 1ST pers< ins know of the

Venus fly trap. It is men-
tioned in the botanies and oc-

casionally in a newspaper or

. a magazine as a wonderful
plant growing in a swamp near Wilming-
ton, North Carolina. A specimen placed

in moss and rich earth will keep in a wet

and swamp-like condition in the house.

The shoots that appear at the time -""ii

die. but new ones, more thrifty than the

others, will j^row under favorable con-

ditions.

Such a plant can easily be put in any
home provided one has an accommodat-
ing- friend in Wilmington. The part

known as the "fly trap" reminds one of a

steel trap in appearance, but in action it

is rather slow when irritated by a stick

at the places on which the fly usually

alights. It evidently knows the differ-

ence between a -tick and a fly. It closes

with a -nap when a living fly alights on
it, the quickness of movement depending
largely upon the liveliness of the fly.

This ha- been ascertained by experiment.

If a fly ha- been caught with tweezers

and pinched a little too hard, or if a fly is

rubbed by the tweezer- against the inner

surface of the leal", the leaf closes very

-lowly. But let a live fly alight within

this trap and the leaf snaps together, and
immediately the fly i- buzzing and striiL,r -

gling to escape. The two parts of the

trap hold the fly so firmly that it is prac-

tically crushed, and the animal juices are

apparently absorbed by the leaf cells.

These cells, under close examination

with a high power microscope, seem to

consist of numerous -mall tubes into

which, undoubtedly, the juice of the fly

is taken. Within a few days the folded
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CLOSING ON A PRISONER.

a i The olant is prolific in the growth of

leaf slowly opens and the flattened dry The^plant^s p ^^ actiye

lemnant of the fly is permitted to drop -^ They have a spicy ,
snappy

out.

TRAPS a VAR.OUS STAGES OF THE PROCESS OF CLOS.NG.
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characteristic that may be expected only

of the young. Several times a plant has

fed by flies caught on the window
ami pinched a little to stop their strug-

gling. It has been ascertained by this

experiment that the pinching must not

overdone, or the trap will not close.

The plant doe- not want a dead fly but a

thoroughly live one and it prefers to do

iwn killing. It -< m« t< i be rather dif-

ficult to observe the actual catching i

fly. It seems to be done quickly, but

ral tim< - a '< af has been seen im-

mediately after closing, when the fly was
making frantic struggles to escape. The
act must have been much quicker than it

is when the leaf is artificially stimulated

by the friction of a pencil ur a stick

ELECTRIC CARS WITHOUT MOTORMEN
By

F. M. LESTER

II'

stands motionless on an ordinary
railroad track, an ordinary gondola
car. Mich as is used for the trans-

portation of coal, only it is about

half the customary size. Not a man
is within a thousand feet of it. Sud-
denly it start- and moves down a grade
dipping at an angle of twenty degi

Now most cars would nish down such a

declivity at a -peed which would become
cyclonic as the foot was neared. This
little car actually slows its pace and

gently crawl- to the bottom, where, after

pausing a moment, it starts again and
continue- along about it- business. That
invoke- stopping, while it is loaded.

starting and climbing that incline again,

this time with a load of ten tons.

Tile spectacle of an inanimate structure

of wood and iron doing all this appar-

ently of it- own volition may he seen

any day at a big stone quarry on the

Drainage Canal south of Chicago. It

seems none the less uncanny when the

observer is told that a man in a tower on

the edge of the pit control- the move-
ments of the car. idle operation in fact

is one of the multitudinous performances
of electricity when harnessed by modern
engineers.

At this quarry, an area of thirty acres

has been excavated to a depth of fifty

feet. Around the sides of it runs a rail-

road which continues up the edge to level

ground, where it describes a loop that car-

ries it through the crusher plant and past

the loading platform. Thus the track i-

like a figure X with the upper or smallest

circle on the surface. The track i- di-

vided electrically into sections, each inde-

pendent of the rest and each fed with
current over a third rail in the middle.

In your wonderment at the intelligent

movements of the car you haven't ndt

that. Neither have you remarked that

the car is equipped with a motor and in

addition a variety of simple hut remark-
able devices without which it couldn't

perform as it does. Tin- control of every-

thing centers in a hank of switches in the

tower.

Cars Am Halted and Blast- Firkd by thk
Towerman Half a Milk Away.
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and a short distance further,

weighs itself. A simple

movement of a lever unloads
it and with a brief stoppage
the car is sent forward on
another journey like the

first.

There are a number of

plants like this around Chi-

cago operated by electricity

and in nearly every case the

electricity is transmitted to

them from generating sta-

no motorman is on this little electrically
Propelled Car. Which Is Traveling Up a

Stiff Grade with a Ten-Ton Load.

When the car nears the brink of the big

hole in the earth the motor is working

away merrily, without a sign to indicate

that it is anything but a motor. Just as

it crosses the brink the pole changer in-

clines, striking an angle iron frame which

shifts a lever, changing the connections on

the car, so that the motor is converted

into a generator. In its changed char-

acter it goes to work immediately after

the fashion of electrical machinery, a

resistance coil comes into play and the

motion of the car is so retarded that it

slips down the grade as though held back

by a wire rope slowly paid out. When
the bottom is reached the generator

transforms itself into a motor again, cur-

rent is thrown into the next track section

and the car moves on.

Its business is to receive a load of

broken stone from one of the huge
mechanical shovels you see at work. It

stops at exactly the right place to receive

its load. How is that managed ? By
means of an automatic brake. A current

ninety volts is used for braking, while

250 volts is needed to actuate the motors.

The car has still more duties to per-

form and proceeds about it in a semi-

human manner. When the loading is

finished a signal is given the tower man
—a signal because the distance is too

great to see clearly. He pulls a switch.

The car loaded with broken stone runs

around the pit works up the grade to the

surface as easily as it rode down and

moves into the building containing the

crusher. It registers itself on entering

The Tower from Which the Cars Are Controlled.

tions miles away. Sometimes it is neces-

sary to build a sub-station on the ground.

In this particular plant all the heavy
machinery in the building is run by elec-

tricity. The huge shovels scooping up
stone are worked by current. So are the

numerous drills you see hammering shot

holes in the rock. The dynamite shots

are all fired by the man in the tower.

Even the great whistle that screams out

that a shot is about to be exploded and
that men in the danger zone must seek

places of safety, is brought into action

by a switch under his hand.
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and lowest tides, another pen is tracing

i curved line which shows the gradual

there is an instrument which indicates

their fluctuations by a curved line on a

sheet of paper, and from a long series of rise and fall

such observed curves computers have Mother Nature sometimes upsets all

evolved the average of each component man's predictions for the far future, an
at each place. The formulae upon which easterly storm at, say, the port of New
Mr. Fisher's machine is based includes York, may force the water from the

thirty-seven of these components. There
is a set of gears to represent the sun's

influence, another to denote that of the

moon, others which act for the planetary

movements, and still other sets which
indicate local conditions.

The operator when beginning a set of

predictions turns a crank which causes

the wheels to rise or descend, thus length-

ening or shortening the free end of the

chain. This
dials at the

variation appears on the

front of the machine, one

ocean into the harbor and cause a tide

of abnormal height, which cannot be
foreseen more than three or four days in

advance. To insure the usefulness of

tidal information under such conditions

Mr. Fisher constructed an instrument
called a tide indicator, which is now in

use in the principal ports of the United
States. It resembles the upper half of

the face of a clock which measures
twenty-five feet in radius. The height of

the tide is indicated on the dial by a

pointer showing the height of water in pointer connected to a float and the move-
feet and tenths, the other the day, hour,

and minute of the occurrence. An elec-

trical device stops the machine whenever
high or low water is indicated, which
thus tells to the operator what he
should record in his table of predictions.

While the figures are being recorded the

machine is doing a still more
detailed work. A strip of

paper six inches wide
and 380 feet long is

moving automatically

across the face of the

machine, and while

one pen is marking
the hours and exact

times of

ment of the tide is shown by means of

two black movable triangles, which when
drawn together form an arrowhead. As
the tide rises the arrowhead points up-

ward. If it is at a stand they will point

toward each other and if it is falling they

will point downward. This instrument

can be seen for a distance of five

miles.

Thus step by step does man
learn what Nature in all

probability will do next. It

is remarkable, indeed, that

he can forecast the
actions of great bodies

of waters with these in-

t struments.

TIDAL INDICATOR. WHICH HELPS TO KEEP A CHECK UPON UNFORESEEN ACTIONS OF NATURE.
This is an additional aid to the "Tidal Prophet." The instrument shows, in the illustration, a reading of 4.4 feet, falling.



LIGHT WITHOUT
HEAT I

By I

E. BINGHAM
AND E . ROQUES

M. P. DUSSAUD HAS PRODUCED A "BOX OF COLD LIGHT."
II instrument is fur use in Bcienti&c \\.>rk when there must bo no radiation ol heat.

liiIlT can be dangerous. There arc

times when, either through its

intensity "r by reason of the heat

that i- generated in its making,
the blessing may become a men-

ace of a terrible sort. ( me needs to think

only of the cinematograph to recall plenty

of accidents and disasters resulting from
the handling of light in close proximity

to inflammable films. Eliminating the

element of peril, there are processes in

which light, by radiating heat, defeats

the purposes t<> which it i- put. Certain

delicate operations of surgery are in this

category. So is the study of living

microscopic organisms under the lens

—

and the light. And these only suggesl

the multitude of cases in which a light

without heat would he of invaluable help

oience.

M. F. Du.ssaud, of Paris, has produced
what he calls "a box of cold light," and
appears to have solved the difficult prob-

lem in a very simple and effective way.

Me has already applied hi- device to the

magic lantern, the cinematograph, the

microscope, surgery, and the making of

luminous signs and color photography.

The lantern is not cumbersome in

>hape or size. It has two projectors,

which enable the operator to gel gradu-

ated lighl effects that are impossible in

the old styK- instruments. Its ••cold"' lighl

is obtained simply by the use of an inter-

mittent current of electricity. And s,,

simple are its requirements that its small

hull), with metallic filament, may he sup-

plied with current either from the ordi-

nary house-supply or from a portable

battery.

Most important is the apparatus which
has been devised to accomplish the inter-

ruption of the current in such periods as

to give the "cold" result. The intermit-

tent current causes pulsations in the

thread of the bulb, so that the light is

broken up into a multitude of swift mu--

cessive flashes, a- it were, instead of
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being pro-

duced in a

steady glow.

Periods of
luminosity
and of rest

succeed each

other with

such rapidity

that the eye

cannot de-

t e c t the
break be-
tween the
flashes. That
is, the pe-

riods of rest

make prac-

t ical ly no
impression
on the eye,

and the ef-

fect is that

of a continuous light. Nevertheless the

intervals of rest are sufficient to enable

the heat generated to be dissipated. The
result is that the bulb, while lighted,

remains as cold as a windowpane, and in

spite of the fact that the current may be

one of abnormal intensity.

Not only safety but cheapness is ob-

tained at one and the same time, in the

manufacture of this contrivance. For
experimental purposes any little motor

Electricity Forms the Basis of the New Light Machinf.

of his light

to the cin-

ematograph,
M. Dussaud
not only
e liminates
danger of

overheating,

but he ex-

pects greatly

to reduce
the trouble-

some quiver-

ing that de-

tracts so
m uch now
from the
pleasure of

watching the

moving pic-

tures. While
the device
with which

he hopes to accomplish this has not yet

been perfected, it involves the use of two

projectors, as in the magic lantern, and

two bands of film instead of one. By
means of nicely adjusted commutators

fixed on the revolving part of the ma-

chine, it is aimed to have one image

moving into position in its projector at

the instant that the preceding image is

being transferred to the screen from the

other projector—on the same principle

that will cost a dollar at any electrical that so-called dissolving views are now

shop, will do the work. It is only neces- produced with the stereopticou. Thus

sary to mark four longitudinal lines on the screen would be always lighted, or

the shaft, equidistant from one another, the periods between flashes would be so

with strips of gum
or some other non-

conducting sub-
stance on them, and

to place a thin

sheet of copper,

connected with one

of the poles of the

battery, so that it

will bear on the

shaft, to complete

the apparatus. The
revolving of the

gummed shaft un-

der the copper
"brush" will give

the interrupted
current.

In the application

M. Dussaud's Magic Lantern Which Does Its

Work While Heat Is Dissipated as
Rapidly as It Is Generated.

brief—so infinites-

imal— that they
would not be per-

ceived by the ob-

server. But M.
Dussaud will not

talk about this yet.

He merely smiles

and says it is com-
ing. He is satisfied

to say little and do
much, as what he

has already done,

without prelimin-

ary noise, demon-
strates. The era

of perfecting in-

ventions is evident-

ly here.



INSCRIPTION ROCK NEW MEXICO, WHICH B] VRS SPANISH INSCRIPTIONS VNTEDVTING J M I-

FOUNDING < 'l IAMESTOW \.

OLDEST MONUMENT BECOMES THE
NEWEST

By

R. B. FRAMPTON
V HJRTEEN year, before the

Pilgrims landed on Plymouth
Rock, Juan de ' >nate, a Spanish
explorer, passed along the trail

from Zuni to Acoma, in western
New Mexico, and stopped over nighl at a
camping place where there was a spring
oi good drinking water, at the foot of a
small mountain of rather striking aspect,
rugged and pinnacle. 1.

_
The Spaniard was returning from a

journey to the head of the Gulf of Cali-
fornia, which he was the first white man

to visit. Before leaving the camping
place, he cut with his sword, or possibly
with a knife, an inscription in the smooth
and sofl sandstone of the pinnacled rock,
which read :

"Passed by lure. Juan de Qnate, from
the discovery of the South Sea, April 16,
1606."

It will be remembered thai the early
Spaniard- gave to the South Pacific the
name of South Sea.

Thus, a- above recited, was the first

writing made, within historic times, on
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INSCRIPTION ROCK IS SPLIT BY A DEEP CANYON.

what is known today as Inscription Rock.

The latter, about two hundred feet high,

is situated thirty-five miles east of the

ancient Indian pueblo of Zuni, and on top

of it are two ruined towns of prehistoric

age, which are said by the Zuni to have

been inhabited by their ancestors.

When it is considered that the date of

Onate's visit was one year before the

founding of Jamestown in Virginia, a

vivid notion is obtained of the time that

has elapsed since the inscription above

quoted was
m a d e. The
explorer
seems to have

started the'

habit of cut-

ting a u t o-

graph records

on the rock,

and, as shown
by the writ-

ings it bears,

many persons,

both distin-

guished and
otherwise,
passing in

subsequent

m

years along the trail between Acoma and

Zuni, contributed their names and (as a

rule) accompanying remarks, the latter

describing their errands.

These writings have given to the rock

a very important historical value; and

their preservation is deemed of so much

consequence that President Taft recently

issued a proclamation giving formal

recognition to the little mountain as a

national monument, and forbidding inter-

ference with it. Undoubtedly the Indians

had made
writings of

their own in

the soft sand-

stone long be-

fore the first

white men
were seen in

that part

the world,

fact, Juan
Onate's own
in scr iption

was written

over a prehis-

toric aborig-

inal "picto-
graph."

of

In

de

Tn,vcT ATFT> "P\SSED BY HERE. JUAN DE ONATE. FROM
tMdISCOVERYOFTHESOUTH SEA. APRIL 16. 1606."

This the earliest of the Spanish inscriptions, is written over a still more

ancient Indian pictograph.
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QUEER THINGS
ABOUT THE MOON

WHEN the moon is rising or

setting it looks much
larger than when directly

in the zenith. At such

times the moon is several

thousands miles farther away from the

earth and therefore by all the rules of

natural law apparently should be smaller

rather than larger. Of course, ii" one

imagines that the earth's satellite actually

increases <»r decreases in volume. The

reason for this apparent growth in vol-

ume is a so-called "optical illusion," and

it illustrates very forcibly a phase of the

inability of the mind of man to reason

against previous impressions, erroneous

or otherwise. 'The following diagram ex-

plains this illusion very clearly:

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^XXX X

A & C

It will be seen that the distance be-

tween A and B appears longer than that

between B and C, whereas they are of

exactly the same length. It is on ac-

count of the many objects between A and

B that they appear farther apart than B

and C. It is just s< , with the moon when

it is on the horizon. To prove this, look

at the moon through a small cylinder of

paper and it will at once appear at its

natural size. There are no intermediate

objects to give an appearance of in-

creased distance. But when we observe

the moon on the horizon without the aid

of the cylinder, the objects between make
it seem farther away, and the mind un-

consciously reasons that this being SO, it

must necessarily be larger in order to

it. Xo matter how many times we may
try this experiment, the eye is always

deceived, which shows that the mind can-

not bo controlled on this point.

Most people when asked how large the

moon appears to them will say anywhere
from the size of a plate to a wash bowl.

But by holding a small coin at arm's

length between the eye and the moon it

will be seen that the former entirely con-

ils the latter. Consequently the moot)

tuall) look larger to us than the

coin : but we think so as the result ol an-

other optical illusion.

There are many other interesting

tilings about the moon that would ap|

peculiar to us if we could vi-it there.

The days and nights are each two

long, though, of course, this would not

m strange to dwellers of our own

arctic regions, 't is believed that the

moon nas no atmosphere and its heat

radiated into space almosl as soon as it

mes from the sun. Fi >r this reason it

i> the coldest of all the planets, the tem-

perature never going above zero, and at

night it is two hundred below. The ab-

sence of atmosphere makes diffused light

impossible, so that it is probable if a per-

son stepped into the shadow of some ob-

ject he would immediately become invisi-

ble. This lack of atmosphere would a!

prevent any sound from being heard on

the moon, because of no medium to

carry it.

The mass <>f th( n being so small

in comparison with that of our earth, the

force of gravity is correspondingly small.

and a man's ordinary step would he al-

most twenty feet. Supposing that two of

our baseball teams were playing a game
there, the outfielders would have to he at

least a mile from the home plate if they

expected to catch an ordinary hatted hall.

The weight of all objects on the moon
would be about one-sixth what they

are here, Si , that a hundred and tifty-

pound man would tip the scales at about

twenty-five pounds.

In going around the earth, the moon

revolves upon its own axis exactly

once, and for this reason we p<

pie on the earth have Men only

one side of it. There is no way of ob-

taining positive information of the ap-

pearance of the other side, although there

is no reason to think that it differs radi-

cally from the one we see. Probably

there are mountains on this invisible side

and they may possibly he even higher

than the ones we may view, which are

considerably higher than our own, many
them reaching seven miles and over.

But a man could climb to the top of such

a peak with much greater i ase and speed

than he could scale one of half that height

on earth.
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Well, Well!
Mary—"And they found her walking the

streets in her underwear."
Alice—"A somnambulist, of course."
Mary—"No, simply a woman with no one in

the house to button her up."

—

Harper's Bazar.

A New One on Venus
Mary, an older sister, had spent the morn-

ing shopping in town. Among her purchases
was a square of dark red velvet which she
intended to use as a background for a beauti-
ful little statue of Venus de Milo, which had
recently been presented to her.

Just as she had temporarily fas-
tened the velvet on the wall back of
Venus, her small brother Bobby, aged
five, walked into her ^k
room. ^P
"Well, Bobby," said

Mary, "how do you
like my Venus de
Milo? Would you
leave the velvet
there?"
Bobby looked thoughtful for a moment or

so and then replied, "No, Mary, I wouldn't.

I'd take it down and w'ap it awound her !"

—

Lippincott's.

Enough Said

Criticism such as was heard in the lobby of
a theater the other night at the end of the

play counts.

The critic was an old gentleman. His criti-

cism, which was for his wife's ears alone,

consisted of these words

:

"Well, you would come !"

—

St. Louis Globe-
Democrat.

FF STFAM
a

Man's Sphere
"Where," asked the female-suffrage orator,

"would man be today were it not for woman?"
She paused a moment and looked round the

hall.

"I repeat," she said, "where would man be
today if not for woman?"
"He'd be in the Garden of Eden eating

strawberries," answered a masculine voice
from the gallery.

—

Tit-Bits.

Unexampled Courage
He was the small son of a bishop, and his

mother was teaching
him the meaning of
courage.
"Supposing," she

said, "there were
twelve boys in one
bedroom, and eleven
got into bed at once,
while the other knelt

down to say his

prayers, that boy
would show true cour-

age."

"Oh !" said the young hopeful. "I know
something that would be more courageous than
that ! Supposing there were twelve bishops
in one bedroom, and one got into bed without
saying his prayers !"

—

Truth Seeker.

Very Wise
"The first thing I do every morning is to

tell my wife that she looks younger and more
beautiful every day."

"Doesn't she ever suspect that you are
lying?"

"Oh, yes ; she knows it ; but it keeps her
from starting in to find fault with me, just

the same."

—

Chicago Record-Herald.

Two Views
Says the Reverend Jabez McCotton

:

"The waltz of the devil's begotten."
Said Jones to Miss Bly:
"Never mind the old guy;

To the pure almost everything's rotten."

—James Montgomery Flagg.
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Remarkable
?hp had engaged a maid !> from the

country, and was now employed in showing
newly acquin d ti easure o> er the I

and enlightening her in regard to various
duti< At last they reached the

n. "Th tid the mistress of the
ring before an extensive row of

masculine portraits ; "ti ese ai
\

valuable,
and you must :

eful when dusl

y arc 'old masters. ' Mary's jaw dropp
and a look of intense wonder overspread her
rubicund face.

"I."!-', mum," ing with bulg-
"ii the face of her new employ

*'|i>r', mum, who'd ever 'ave thought youd
married all these tin*

Strange
"I si pposi you find living 1< ss expensive since

gathering your own mushrooms?"
"A little," replied Mr. Growcher. "We don't

anything orj the

mushrooms, but all

our friends have quit

pting invitations

dinner." — Wash-
ington Star.

Oh. Yes
M R. ( ; I I. B K R T K.

Chesterton recently

mentioned an Eng
lish s p i n > te r lady
who said, a> she

watched a great actress writhing about the

Boor as Cleopatra, "How different from the

home life of our late dear queenl"

—

San Fran-
cisco Argonaut.

A Good Mixer
"Bixby is a g I mixer, isn't he?"
"You're right he is. I saw him passing his

individual sanitary cup around in the crowd
terday."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Doesn't Sound Right. Somehow
Mr. Coopah—"Could you lemme look in yo'

dictionary a minute, kuhnell J< -t want t' find
a couple of words to add to mail lodge-office
title what Ah was elected to last night. They
dun chose me (.rand High Most Worthy Ex
alted Imperial Plenipotentiary, but it strikes
me dat sounds jes' a little bit cheapl"—Puck.

*

No Fun
Impecunious I "Bi mine, Vmanda, and

will be treated like an angel."
Wealthy Maiden—"Yes, I suppose so.

Nothing to eat, and less to wear. No, thank
you."—Tit-Bits.

Kindly Advice
A c red man was brought before a police

judge charged with stealing chickens He
pli a drd guilty, and receivi d sentence, when the
judge asked how it was he managed to lift

those chickens right under the window of the
owner's house when there was a dog in tin-

yard

.

"Nit wouldn't be of no use, Judge," said
the man, "to try to 'splain dis thing to you all

I i you was to try it you lik< as not would gel
yer hide full o' shot an' .

. nuther.
I I you want to en

e in any rascality,

^fe ^ Judge, yo' better stick

-^p VJ to de bench, whar yo'

V am familiar."—Zion's

{a^ Advocate.

\ 4
k ^p Very Thoughtful

Remark

The late Fitzhugh
loyal Vii

ginian and would
tin-- prolific Mother

of Presidents deposed by no one, so the
choice of him to introduce Grover Cleveland,
who was to make an address at the historic
University of Virginia, resulted in some
mirth.

"Mr. President," he began graciously, "we
are honored in welcoming you to Virginia
today, both as a loyal democrat and as the
Presidenl of the United Stal 'Tis long
since we have had a president with ib." 'I hen,
fearing such adulation might turn Mr. CI
land's head, he warmed to his real subject and
.add. d, to the delighl of his audience : "Bui
the time has hern, suh, when we could go out
on this very old rotunda porch and holler,

'.Mr. President?' and the woods would be full

of them'''
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BANDS TO SOLVE BIRD
SECRETS

VY7ITH a view to getting- at the right
** solution of many problems of bird

life the Bird Banding Association of

America has just been formed in New
York. The object of the society is to in-

terest scientists and bird lovers all over
the country in the plan of banding birds

so that their flights and habits can be
definitely and accurately ascertained.

Bands are to be placed on the legs of

captured birds and these

birds released. When some
particular bird is shot or is

found later its story will be
known by reference to the

records of the association.

The birds are caught by

trapping. It is expected that when the

ideas of the association are given more
publicity trappers will be found all over
the country catching feathered specimens
and marking them for future identifica-

tion by means of the little bands. Some
of the questions that the plan is expected
to provide

answers to

are:

To what
extent the

birds re-

HOW LARGE BIRDS ARE BANDED IM ORDER THAT A RECORD OF THEIR FLIGHTS
MAY BE KEPT.
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THE IN 1 1 IBITANTS OF CHINATO^ V SAN IK VNCISCO, PARADED THROUGH TH] STREETS
WHEN THE NEWS REA( HED HUM THAT \ REPUBLIC HAD BEEN

PROCLAIM! D IN 1 HE IK NATI\ E LAND.

turn year after war to their previous

nesting place? How far from their

birthplace will birds be found nest-

southerly-breeding members? To what

age '1" wild birds Ih

Some interesting results have already

ing ? In cases where an identical nest been obtained. A robin banded in an

is occupied in successive seasons, how is orchard at Kingston, R. I., by one <>i the

investigators working alone, before the

formation of the national association, was
shot several months later at the same

place, showing that although tin- robin

had migrated it had returned t<> its orig-

inal nesting place. A bird handed at

Minot, .Ma—., was found 55 days later at

a point 35 miles

the tenancy determined? Do birds reared

in distinctive nesting sites themselves

favor a similar site? In migration, how
far ami in what direction do individual

hirds travel? Do migrants travel by defi-

nite routes, and if so what is the nature

i.f these routes? Do birds have definite

winter quarters

which they seek
each year? To
what extent are

males and females,

young and old

-eparated while mi-

grating and in win-

ter quarters? What
relation do the win-

ter quarters of the

northerly -breeding
members of a spe-

cies bear to the

away.

tag

How the Band Appfarp on thf Bird Whin
Ready for I- light.

Anoth e r,

in .Maine,

had traveled 120
m i 1 e s fro m the

•ie of the band-

ing in 65 days. .\ii

interesting p o i n 1

Far is thai

the young birds

disperse as soon as

they can get away
from the nests and

travel mostly in a



BANQUET THAT WAS HELD IN THE MAIN STREET OF WACO. TEXAS.
Twelve hundred people were seated.

An Air Propeller as Motive Power for a Boat.
This is the idea of a French inventor. The tests on the

Seine have proved a success. The illustration

shows thepropeller attached to the motor.

?46

northerly direction, no doubt through
some instinct.

CITY'S NOVEL STREET
BANQUET

DANQUETS have been held in all

kinds of places—in tunnels, on moun-
tain-tops, in cellars, stables, and in the

open fields ; but for the first time on
record an elaborate dinner has been given
in the public streets of a city.

This interesting banquet took place at

Waco, Texas. The object of the dinner

was to celebrate the erection in the city

of an enormously tall life insurance

building and the bringing into the city of

the rails of one of the big trunk lines.

The banquet took place at night, and
was held in the city's principal thorough-
fare. Four lines of banqueting tables

stretched for a distance of 370 feet, and
over 1,200 people sat down. Crowds
watched the event from the pavements
and windows of the neighboring build-

ings. The dinner was begun at 9 o'clock.



Dr. Mary Walker, Famous Advocate of a Mascu-
line Garb i or w omi n.

nrgeon through the Civil War. She
atiopti-<i men's clothing at that time for tl

She Uvea at \. \

.

St. Patrick's Cathedral n. v.. [lluminated with
l.l I CTRICl I v.

This was on the return of Cardinal Farlej from Romi
where hi ; <>f

his high ecclesiasti

PUSHBALL'S GROWING
POPULARITY

DUSHBALL has been coming to the

front as a college sport, If someone
could invert a pushball that could be
made at a reas< >nable a ist the game would
be still more popular. Tin- enormous
cost of the pushball has made it possible
for only a very few to own the balls, and
they have been rented "tit at a high price

to those wanting to use them. The push-
ball is -i.\ feet in diameter and costs
$300. It was difficult to obtain any in-

formation concerning the manufacture
for the reason that so few firms make
them, but these facts were gathered by
diligent search

:

The outside covering of a" pushball is

made of a cowhide leather that is im-

li SHBALL—A POPUl \R BUT EXPENSIVE SPORT AT
\M! R1CAN ( "l.l I

A Hood ball costs thri e hundri-d dollars.
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ported from England. This covering is

composed of twenty strips which are

sewed together by hand. Each of these

strips is between nine and ten feet long

or half the circumference of the ball.

The strips are widest in the middle,

tapering uniformly to points at either

end, at the poles of the ball, where they

are further secured by leather caps

sewed on. To get the leather needed for

a pushball it is necessary to

cut up five or six A hides, which
makes the cost jM of the cover

very high. It _., takes two

Huge Beams of Wood Are Pushed Along the
Ground by the Powerful Beast,

A Comparison of Hindu and American Methods
of Handling Lumber.

In the background is shown an electrical crane as used by
a lumber company in California.

men the better part of a week to sew this

material together.

The bladder for the ball is made of the

best rubber, which is cut into strips and
cemented together in such shape that it

will form a globe fitting the leather cov-

ering when inflated. The leather cover-

ing is practically indestructible. The very

best rubber bladder may give out in

two or three years. A new bladder costs

$150. A large cylinder foot pump suit-

able for inflating this mighty ball costs

$10.00. "Scotty" at the University of

Pennsylvania tried hand inflation once,

but found it took an entire morning of

hard work to inflate the ball. Since then

he has had it done at a neighboring
garage with an automobile pump.
The game is played on a field with a

goal at each end, each team trying to

push the ball through the opponent's

goal. It is sometimes used to get base-

ball teams in condition during the early

days. The game is played in Europe,
both in England and on the continent.
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The game is said to have originated in

America. The first pushball was made
in Newton, Mass., in 1894. This ball

had a covering of leather shaped on a

wooden form built for the purpose. Four

big hides were required to supply the

leather material, which was cut to form
six zones which were put together witli

belting hook-. The bladder was made of

rubber cloth cut in sections and cemented

The American Im nucai Dbvicj Swings a Neat
Lit i i i I'ii i \i A TIME, U mi i Hi- MAJESTY, mi

Elephant. Drags a Hugi 1 imbed Held
in i in Gh \-r i * Hi- Trunk.

together. The material- for this ball

about $175.

AN ELEPHANT BEING QUIETLY TRANSPORTED ACROSS A STREAM ON A RAFT
TO THE WORKVARD.
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A Fair Lady Who Braves the Wilds.

Mrs. Herschel Parker, wife of the explorer who climbed
Mount McKinley. the loftiest peak in North America.
This peak, which is over 20.000 feet high, had defied the
efforts of hardy and undaunted explorers for many years.
Mrs. Parker ventures into the wilds with the same fearless
confidence as does her husband.

The Auto Sphere,
This is a novel form of motor boat which is propelled by

the revolution of an outer casing on which is a series of
projecting blades. Its motor is of 40 horsepower and it

travels at the rate of 30 miles an hour, It is a European
invention.

ANOTHER INSTANCE OF MUCH DISHONESTY UNCOVERED.
Here is a pile of "short" measures and fake weights piled up in the City Hall courtyard. Cincinnati, just before they

were destroyed by tbe two inspectors. The owners were heavily fined.

m



THE MOHAMMEDAN POPULATION OF DELHI INDIA GREETING
M RING PRA\ ERS FOR HIM.

KIM, GEORG1 \M>

K i
•.

i
I i • . i ^nd Qdeen Mary at the Delhi

-. rioN.

Mohammedan population N-nt dignity ami impress'
ivencss to the yrt-.it spectacle.

'I'm Torpedo Boat Destroyer Warringion Whk h
Mii with in Extraordinary Accident Duri

a Storm off < \xi Hai i eras.

In the blackness of the night slir was rammed by art un-
it, who took awaj 2S feet ( her j-t'-rn

with the steering gear, a three im h (run, an
and shaft: her remaining propellcr-strutts and Bbafting
were so badly broken that they li.ii I rapped.

THE MOST TERRIBLE NTRATION OF POWER ACHIEV1 D R\ MAN IN A WAR VI 3S1 L

SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD.
The British battle cruiser Lion. The contract calls for a speed of not less than 32 knr.ts. Her turbines can de\

70.000 horsepower. Her studs could wreck a city at 21) miles.

22/
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HOME BUILT LIRE A PAGODA
IT is appropriate that California which
* has such a large Oriental population

should he able to boast of a charming
home built in a style derived from Chi-
nese and Japanese architecture. It is

built upon a very precipitous lot in the

outskirts of Los Angeles and consists of

two enclosed stories and a third which
is merely screened, thus forming an out-

door bedroom. Japanese ideas have been
utilized in the curved or arching lines of

the footbridge which leads to the upper
veranda from the garden. The roof is

built upon the Chinese pagoda style.

The "Pagoda" as It Appears from the Rear.
It presents a distinctly foreign appearance.

The Approach to the "Pagoda."
Concession is made to American ideas of comfort in the

heavy brick chimney, which draws the smoke from
hospitable open fireplaces.

An Anchor for Airships.

The blades which hold the anchor in the soil are set or
released by means of the chains operated by

the aviator above.
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Rl'SIIINt; CONC'RCTK FAST
IX recent construction work in the La
A

Salle street tunnel under the Chicago
river a new mixing and conveying device

was put in use which mixed the concrete

and conveyed it to the ]><>iut where it was
laid, by compressed air, at the rat<

35 feet a second.

The material was dumped in wheel-

barrow loads in ;i dry condition, into a

hopper ;it the top, and water added. \

valve was then opened and the mass
allowed to drop into the cylinder below
where it was whirled about byastream of

compressed air. This partially mixed the

materia] and as soon as it reached the

elbow at the base of the machine a jel of

compressed air entered at the rate of

1,000 to 2,000 feet per second. Thisdrove
the mixture forward through the con-

veying pipe at the rate of ->n to 40 feel

per second and mixed it thoroughl}

Win Ri Somi Oor Cork C >u,

: the big i ork oaks ol Spain. Cork is. in reality,

dead tissue, till.-d with Mir, which r'-nd* r»

the substance i lastic.

Concrete Mixer That Was Installed on Job at
the La Salle Street Tunnel. Chicago.

Looking Down- the Manhole into the Tube. The
Six-Ini h Pipe as Installed.



Sterilizing Bottles in Which Fungi are to
Be Grown.

that when it reached the end of the con-

veying pipe it was in prime condition.

The capacity of this mixing cylinder

and hopper is from 6 to 24 cubic feet, as

conditions require and the conveying

Beautiful Fungi Growths.
As beautiful and far more Grows thick and soft as

delicate than coral. fur

pipe may be from 6 to 8 inches in diam-
eter. Through a 6-inch pipe 10 to 15

cubic feet of the mixture was conveyed
315 feet in 10 seconds at the La Salle

street tunnel, and other operations have
demonstrated that the machine has made
equally good records elsewhere.

FUNGI SOWN OR PLANTED ON PIECES OF LICORICE ROOT IN BOTTLES OF BOHEMIAN GLASS.

Looks like a bunch Radiates in a series Grows like grass. Develops into fine Grows especially on

of cotton. of tinv bulbs. forms and colors. Brie cheese.
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RVATORY OF THE EBRO. SPAIN. WHERE 5( IENTIS1 PROVING THAI I V] N I VRTH
QUAKES AND \ULC.VNOL;> ARE NOl INDEPENDENT OF THE SUN.

SUX-AIR-EARTH
OBSERVATORY

NEW idea is gaining ground among
scientific men: namely, that solar

sun's vagaries. We shall know n

about the interrelations of all these phe-

nomena by-and-by; meantime it beho
science to seek for coincidences in the

records of the three kindred branche
ph. meteorology, and geophysics knowledge; and this is what a new Span-
have heretofore suffered on account of
their isolation from one another, since

each probably holds the clue to some of
the mysteries of the others. The sun isthe
ultimate source of all manifestations of
energy—or nearly all—in the earth and
the air. Long ago it was discovered that

the earth's magnetism and the electrical

discharges in the

atmosphere known
as the aurora are

sympathetic to vari-

ations in solar ac-

tivity. This disci »v-

ery led to the sus-

picion — since be-

o mie almost a cer-

tainty—that ten
trial weather i- not

the capricious thing
it has been reputed
t' i he, but is merely
the victim of the

caprices of the orb
of day. Even earth-

qua k e s and vol-

canic outbursts can-
not be wholly inde-

pendent of the

r
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ceraunograph,
etc.) ; and the

regular regis-

tration of ter-

restrial mag-
netism, earth
currents, and
earthquakes.

The new ob-

servatory gives

us the latest

outlook upon
our physical en-

vironment.

A Study in Photophysiognomy.

The face in the middle is normal; that at the left is composed of the
right half of this visage repeated: that at the right, of the

left half of this visage repeated.

A STUDY IN PHOTOPHYSIOG-
NOMY

IT is known that the left hemisphere of
* the brain commands the right side of

the body and the right hemisphere the

left side. The left brain is therefore the

seat of the highest psychic faculties ; it

is there that the centers of speaking and
writing are found. Consequently one
may expect that this superiority of the

left hemisphere will manifest itself also

in the corresponding half of the face

which would have an expression more
alert and more intelligent than the right

half, as shown by the accompanying
photographs recently published by Wolf-
Czapek. The figure in the middle repre-

sents the person photographed in full

face under uniform lighting. A ver-

tical line passing through the nose

divides the photograph into two parts

exactly equal. An arrangement is made
in such a way as to obtain with the film

two copies, one on the right side and
one on the reverse side through the layer

of celluloid ; they are cut through the

middle and one
photograph is

composed of
the two right

halves and an-

other of the

two left halves.

In comparing
these photo-
graphs it is then

seen that the

expression is

not at all the

same, particu-

larly the pic-

ture composed
of the two left halves, which gives the

impression of an intellectual superiority.

&

TO STUDY LIFE

OLUMES have been written con-

cerning the wonders of California's

vegetation, and many botanists have
made a life-study of the flora of that

State, without exhausting the subject.

The vegetation of the ocean, near the

California coast, is no less wonderful
than that of the land, and has been, as

yet, comparatively little investigated. Still

less is known of the lower forms of ani-

mal life in the same waters. For the

purpose of investigating both animal and
vegetable life along the coast of southern

California, the United States govern-

ment has recently established a Biological

Station, near La Jolla, a few miles up
the coast from San Diego. This is in

charge of competent scientists, and is

fully equipped with scientific apparatus

and appliances for such study.

V

1

WHERE VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL LIFE WILL BE STUDIED.
U. S. Government Biological station, near Sao Diego. Cal.
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TRUTHFULNESS OF THE
CAMERA

""pi 1 K illustration was made from ;i night

photograph of one "i" the principal

buildings in 1 tayton, i Hiio.

Having exposed the plate for nearly an
hour, the photographer felt certain that

the picture would be a perfeel one. What
was hi> surprise therefore when upon de-

veloping the negative he found what ap-

peared to be the rays of a search light

projected from the roof of the building.

It> appearance was unexplainahle at first

as no search lighl had been used about

the building and the phenomenon was at-

tributed to a defect in the plate until it

was remembered that the moon had made
its appearance during the exposure and
floated calmly across the scene.

Upon the street were curious streaks

of light resembling the tracks of vehicles,

hut as the street is paved this explana-

tion seemed unlikely. It was finally de-

cided that the headlights of automobiles

had caused tin-

down the street, and the light from the

stand of a popcorn vender who en
the thoroughfare during the exposure
made an irregular streak of light outlin-

ing his course.

ELECTROMAC.MT FOR EYE
DOCTORS

"Till", use of magnets for extracting
iron and steel splinter- from the eye

i- not new hut in mi >Sl i »f ti i

far. a negative result was obtained on
account that in the decisive moment, the

magnetic power was not sufficient t" pull

the piece of iron or -ted out of tin- eye.

The electromagnet shown in the accom-
panying picture ha- been devised in < ler-

many and proved to be a success in every

respect. The principal requirements of

such an instrument are the following:

( 1 i The electromagnet must be capable

The White Streak Shown in the Middle Right I?

Not a Search-Light Ray. But the Moon.
Powerful Electromagnet Extracts Fin i SPLINTER

from the Eye of a Workman
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Painting Ornamental Palms,

We have all heard the phrase "painting the lily" to

indicate an excess of artificial beautifying, and this

photograph shows an almost literal interpretation of

the phrase. In this case it is the ornamental date palms
on a Pacific Coast estate which are "beautified'' by
being trimmed with exceeding symmetry and painted

white. The result is more startling than aesthetic.

of developing great tractive force. (2)

It must be placed horizontally and its

circuit must be made and broken by a

pedal. (3) The pole must have a shape

adapted to its peculiar function and its

dimensions must bear the proper relation

to those of the coil.

The first requirement is the most im-
portant because lack of this endangers
the result of an operation. This magnet
has one great advantage over all so far

in use, because it permits the physician

to have his hands free. The magnet is

of the bell form and the working pole is

a cone of 90 degrees and this end of the

coil is tapered sufficiently to give the

operator a clear view of the field up to

the tip of the magnet pole. The idle pole

is expanded into the form of a bell which
covers and protects the greater part of

the coil. This construction possesses the

Did You Ever See the Tip of a House Fly's
Tongue? Well. This Is What It Looks Like.

This is a remarkably detailed photograph, greatly magni-

fied, of course.

How to Stop a Wasp Plague.
Over seventeen thousand wasps were caught in an

English grocery store at Hastings, by the simple process
of placing a lamp with no chimney on a jam jar in the

middle of water. The store was purposely made dark
to attract the insects to the light which, being without
a chimney, burnt off their wings and caused them to

fall into the water. The weight of this lot of wasps was
5% pounds with 212 wasps to the ounce.

additional advantage of restricting the

escape of lines of force to one side and

diminishing the area of the external mag-
netic field. The apparatus is mounted on

a pillar which is hollow and which con-

tains a switch at the bottom, operated

by a pedal. This switch is closed by

depressing and thrown open by a spring

the moment the foot is raised. A special

device protects the contacts from injuri-

ous sparking.

The electromagnet is designed for use

on direct current circuits of 60 to 300

volts but it can be employed on alternat-

ing, uniphase or triphase circuits with the

aid of a suitable transformer.
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NEXT. THE SEEDLESS TOMATO
«*r\OTY"S Navel Tomato" promises to
*-^ be a valuable addition to our li-t

of vegetables, A.
J. Dot) an enthusiastic

amateur plant breeder and horticulturist

of Porterville, California, having evolved
a tomato of extreme size, which is to the

usual vegetable what the navel orange
is to the ordinary fruit. The resemblance
is borne out l>\ the navel formation at

the blossom end of the fruit, where the

navel characteristics appear.
In common with the navel orange the

new tomato is almost entirely seedless,

the usual seed pulp being replaced by
solid flesh as shown in the photograph.

Mr. Doty was at work on the tomato
for several seasons before he secured the

production of

them true to

type fro m
seasi in ti > sea-

son. The in-

explicable
characteristic

of the fruit is

found in the

fact that the

e a r 1 y toma-
t< ies from the

vines contain

S e e d S hut

after the first

few ripen the

re m a inin g
ones are abso-

lutely witln lUt

seeds. The
value of th

tomatoes for

packing is ob-
vious.

^ IV! M AT \\ NICE, CAL..
W bich Pumps Si \ W \n r to
a Height op Fori \ Keet.

ELECTRICITY FROM THE
WAVES

A WAVE motor is in operation at* Venice, California, which pumps sea
water to a height of about forty feet,

and which it is proposed to use at an
early date for generating electricity.

This will be done by pumping the water
into a storage tank and allowing it to
run through the turbines. The motor is

built in the form of a ten-foot wooden
wheel suspended on a steel shaft and thi«=

Doty's Seedless or Navel Tomato.
The roinul white spot in tin- foreground, the size of a

doll.ir. gives Bome idea ( ,( tlir luxuriant
growth ol (I..- n. w vegetable.

wheel rests on a frame built out from
the pier and Standing about twenty feet

above the water. Two heavy timbers
extend from the wheel down into the
water and they are connected a couple
of feet below the surface by a wooden
plane which receives the force of the

Tun Pcmh« Which Lipt thk Sea Water
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waves. The ad-

vancing waves
drive the plane to-

ward the shore,

while the receding

waves pull it back

again, causing the

wheel to revolve

back and forth on
its axle and this

motion is transmit-

ted to the gear of

four pumps by
means of steel wire

cables, and the sea

water is elevated

from the surface to

a height of about
forty feet through a three inch

pipe. As this is merely to

demonstrate that the force of

the waves can actually deliver

the water, the stream is not

caught in a tank but allowed
to fall back into the ocean, and
the spray of falling water can
be observed in the photograph
of the pump just behind the

figure of Mr. Lewis, the in-

ventor.

This seems to be a new
principle in wave motors, and
although the' present model is

of crude construction it ac-

tually does the work. An im-
proved model will be built

within the next few months.

J*

TITAN OF
TRAVELING
CRANES

yHIS traveling

crane has the

reputation of being
the largest appa-
ratus for the hand-
ling of coal in the

world. It was built

by a firm in Berlin

and wil 1 be used by
a company in Mil-
waukee.
The traveling

crane, or bridge, is

Titan of Traveling Cranes.

A new coal loading apparatus built in Germany, to be
used in Milwaukee.

The Way They Treat
the Horse in Paris.

In warm weather each
quadruped in service goes
forth for his day's work
equipped and ornamented
with the useful and
"catchy" little device
shown in the illustration.

This Woman Is Vending Small Turtles in the
Streets of Paris.

They are used for soup.

erected upon a re-

volving tower hav-
ing a giant arm
some 160 feet long
connected to it. At
the other end of
this arm — not
plainly visible in

the illustration—
are two supports

extending down to

the ground. Thence
they run upon a

circular track. By
this arrangement it

is possible for the

loading - bridge to

reach an astonish-

ing amount of territory.

In the background of the

illustration will be seen a long
chute running from the top

of the tower to the dock be-

low. By means of a moving
belt inside of this chute 600
tons of coal are hourly trans-

ferred through it, up to the

tower, thence out along the

bridge, and dumped either

into piles or loaded in cars, as

the case may be.

In about the center of the

long arm will be seen a bucket
arrangement which automat-
ically shovels the coal and
dumps it. After one pile of

coal is of a certain size it au-

tomatically finds another place

to dump its cargo.

It seems a bit curious—does

it not ?— t hat
Americans should

look abroad for an
apparatus of this

sort. This seems
to indicate, how-
ever, that in spite

of our boasted me-
chanical progress
Europeans may
surpass us in such

matters after all.

At any rate Mil-

waukee, a very en-

terprising city,

seems to be of that

opinion.
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RANCH SCENES
IN BRONZE

DRIDE in his cattle
A and ranches cau i 1

Map »r < Ie< rge W. I .it

tlefield, of A u s t i n,

Texas, to have cast

upon two solid bronze

doors thai ornament his

new hank and office

building in thai city

panels of scenes taken

from actual life upon
his bellow I torse ranch
in western Texas. This

ranch embraces .?00.000

acres of land. The
doors were designed
and manufactured in

New York. Each doi >r

weighs 1.300 pounds
and cost $4,000. Upon

Bron/i- Door. Typh w "i l i \ w I hi.
1 hat Cost j^.UOO.

for automatically rais-

ing the c< >ver, when de-

sired, with a minimum
of effort.

The stick of the inu-

la is formed i I

tint e < ctions which

telescope into one an-

other, thereby reducing
it- length to appn
mately twelve or four-

teen inches when the

umbrella is closed. The
most novel featui

however, lie in the

manner i >f c< instructing

the ribs supporting the

cover, and the inner

braces. The ribs, like

the stick, telescope or

slide t( >gether and when
thus shortened are of

an equal length to the

folded stick. Thethe two upper panels

are shown mounted cowboys, dressed in braces arc pivotally connected with the

typical picturesque garb. The second ribs, and instead of moving outward
panels represent cattle round-up scenes toward the handle, as happens when the

and the two lower ones show herds of ordinary umbrella is closed, slide down
the animals quietly grazing. These
representative pictures were made from
photographs that were

taken upon the ranch.

WHOLE UMBREL-
LA GOES IN BAG
THERE have been

numerous umbrellas

with folding or tele-

scopic h a n dies and

sticks placed upon the

market, but it has re-

mained for a young
Chicago inventor, Ar-
mand C. Pfaff, to per-

fect one wherein not
only the stick, but the

cover and ribs may be

reduced to such a small

compass that the entire

umbrella when closed

can easily be placed in

an ordinary hand bag.

Among the other ad-
vantages claimed for it

is an improved means

r mi: i mi \ Partially Closed. Rib*.
Braces ind Stick Are AllRedi

to nil. Same Length.

Umbrella Closed and Placi-d in as-

Ordinary Hand Bag.

toward the tip. Thus ribs, stick and

braces are all brought together in a

parallel line, forming a

compact bundle of a

little more than a foot

in length.

The entire structure

weighs no more than an
ordinary umbrella, it is

comparatively s i m p 1 e

and inexpensive to

manufacture, embodies
few part-- and thes<

arranged that the dan-

ger of derangemenl is

reduced to a minimum.
Thus, one may take

the umbrella about with

him, put the little hand
bag under chair or

other seat, and be al-

ways certain that no
unscrupulous individual

is making off with the

precious rain protector,

fro m hall or cloak

room.
It insures one's men-

tal comfort at all times.
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The White Blackbird.

One of the curiosities

of albinism among ani-

mals. It was killed near
Chambers. Nebraska, not
long since.

WHITE BLACK BIRD AND
WHITE PRAIRIE CHICKEN

LJAYE you ever seen a white black
*^ bird ? To the skeptical on this point

we exhibit the accompanying photograph

of a white black bird which is one of the

curiosities of albinism in animals. This

specimen, as well as the white prairie

chicken, also pictured here, was shot in

the vicinity of Chambers, Neb., recently.

Albinism, as this phenomena is called, ex-

ists where there is a constitutional ab-

sence of coloring matter in the hair, eye,

skin or feathers. Animals so affected

are called albinos. Albinos have been

known among all races and all peoples,

hence neither climate nor race is its

causative factor. Albinism is also pres-

ent in the flowers of many if not all

plants, white flowers occurring among
others of different colors in the same
plant. Albinism occurs more frequently

among the Arizona Zuni Indians than

among other tribes or peoples. The most

widely accepted theory is that albinism

is due to an arrest of the development of

the pigment layers in the embryo.

The White Prairie
Chicken. Shot in

the Vicinity of
Chambers.
Neb., re-
cently.

TREE SEED BY THE TON
"THE Forest Service has been collect-

* ing tree seed this winter in quantities

unprecedented, and one of the methods

adopted—the seeds being mainly those of

various conifers—is interestingly shown
by the accompanying pictures. One of

them illustrates the manner of dumping
pine cones into a large skeleton box

whose sides are covered with wire net.

The other shows how the box is made to

revolve, in order to shake the seeds out

of the cones.

The pine seeds thus separated from the

cones fall upon a cloth placed for their

reception, and are thus easily gathered

up for storage in sacks.

Thus excellent seeds are secured to

start new pine growths.

B^^^^i



Ilinv mi I'n. - Tripped Over i he I

HOW I Mi- i
'

< Ml RATI O.

h\ turning the crank the work is ac< omplished with
despati li and comparal

NEW CAR UNLOADING
DEVICE

NEW car chute, which is a great

This chute rests "it a framework inside

the car while it is being loaded. In or

der to empty it into the wagon, it i->

A NEW car chute, which is a great easily raised by a winch on the frame
saver of time and labor in unloading and then tipped to such a position that

gondola cars, has recently been invented, its contents slide into the wagon.
The frame is entirely separated from

the chute, acting merely as a supporting
device to hold it. first, while it i^ being
loaded, and later as a dumping device.

This framework merely rests on the car

acn iss both sides.

When sufficient material has been
taken from the car. the frame is tipped
and the rear end is allowed to re I on the

bottom of the car. This permits the
chute being brought down inside and
does away with all shoveling over the

edge of the car to the wagon. In either

of these two positions the dumping action

is the same and the amount that the chute
is tipped is always easily controlled by the
i iperator.

Ml n INTO
k v

Thi- tr

tied in it

fr..m the main limbs of
the trunk. The tr.-.- is

about mx inches in di-

ameter at the base and
is nearly twenty feet
tall. It is about fifteen

and appears to
:i good condition.

Wireless for Airships.

WIRELESS FOR AIR-SHIPS

A R l.i K.\T inventii >n and impn >vement
in a system of wireless telegraph

communication, which will no doubl be
adopted by all air-men in the future, has

been demonstrated for the second time
by Mr. I. Wolff at Cambridge, Mass.,
with the assistance of the Jonescick
Brothers. The experiment proved to be
of greater value, and a great improve-
ment over the one attempted some time

ago. With this system of connecting the

receiving and sending apparatus and with

Repla:fs on-: Spade.
The post auger is an

implement of recent in-

vention and is coming
into general use. It

digs a post hole expe-
ditiously.

?Ji
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^
The Leaf of the Sundew.

Here is an interesting example of a device used by
a plant to catch its insect food. There is a little

sweetness in the center of the leaf and when a fly

alights it is caught by the quick turning in of the
tentacles. These hold the fly in position until it is

digested, that is until actually eaten by the plant.

the aid of the rubber tires, which pre-

vent the escape of the high tension

oscillating currents through the frame
and wheels, thereby insuring a perfect

ground insulation, the experimenters

were enabled to communicate for the dis-

tance of about 3J/2 miles without a

ground connection. The experiment took

place along the banks of the Charles

River with Jonescick Brothers at the foot

of the Cambridge Bridge and Mr. I.

Wolff at the foot of the North Harvard
Street Bridge.

According to the connections of the
aerial and the complete set it will be
noted that, when sending out the elec-

trical waves, the alternating currents will

radiate in every direction and will travel

in proportion to the strength and capa-
bility of the set in regard to transmission.
The system, if adopted by air-men, will

give better results high in the air where
there is little of atmospheric disturbance
and therefore greater and better results

can be accomplished. The distance in the
air will be three to four times as great
with the same set than if used on land.

Teeth. Respectively, of Walrus, Sawfish, Sword-
fish, Sperm Whale and Alligator.

Traction Threshing Machines of a New Sort.
There is a man in Skowhegan, Maine, who has in-

vented a traction threshing machine. The power is a
gasoline engine and it is moved about by its own
power with the separator which is built on a jigger
of the four-wheeled delivery cart style. In moving
the threshing machine from place to place it travels
at the rate of about four miles per hour. It threshes
grain faster than it can possibly be threshed with the
old fashioned threshing-machine with horses.

TEETH OF AQUATIC ANIMALS
l_JERE is an assemblage of the teeth of

some aquatic animals—interesting if

only for the reason that they are so dif-

ferent.

For instance, the two outside ones are

the tusks of a walrus. They are the

upper incisor teeth of the beast, and are

not intended for chewing, but for de-

fense.

All through creation is found the most
astonishing adaptation of teeth to neces-

sity. Thus the mighty ivory lance of the

narwhal, ten or twelve feet long and
strong and sharp enough to be driven

through the side of a ship, is simply the

left upper incisor of the creature. Once
in a while, by a freak, both upper incisors

will be developed in the narwhal, so that

it is equipped with two spears instead of

one. The female has no lance.

Likewise, the tremendous ivory spear
of the swordfish is merely a gigantic

tooth developed for fighting purposes.
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REMARKABLE KNIFE WORK
•MPLETE model of the big

granite Postoffice Department build-

ing at Washington, reaching three feet

from its base to the top of the tall tower,

the work "t" Nathan Lipshitz, a I I

cabinet-maker, is on exhibition at the

toffice Department Museum. It is

made of wood ;m<l was fashioned with a

penknife. At the rear are miniature mail

wagons, just a> at the real building, while
on all .sides arc automobiles and other

vehicles L;i\ in.^r a typical street scene. A

New Revolving Cylinder Motor for Aeroplanes.

marked feature of the model is that the

tower is ornamented on its four sides

with real clock dials which show the cor-

rect time. The work is a faithful repro-

duction of the department building, even
to the electric light poles. The east and
west wings are surmounted with poles

bearing the national flag. Mr. Lipshitz

is said to have spent two years in making
the model. It is inclosed in a glass case.

NEW REVOLVING CYLINDER
MOTOR FOR AEROPLANES

CINCE most of the laurels won by
heavier than air flyers have gone to

motors of the revolving cylinder type, a

new motor, by the world's first builders of
that type, an American concern, is of
especial interest. The first successful

motor of this tvpe was constructed in

1898.

The most interesting improvement
found on this motor and perhaps the most
important advance made in the construc-
tion of aviation motors since the intro-

duction of the revolving cylinder type, is

Miniature W in Modei of the U.S. Postoffice
In pah i mi m Bi ilding, Washington.

the elimination of the carburetor and
employment of injection with a means
for absolutely regulating the amount of

gasoline injected into each cylinder, and
injuring that all cylinders will receive

exactly the same mixture. This also

makes it possible to do awav with the

inlet valve, and employ one valve for

both inlet and exhaust, as only air is

A Bird's Cemetery in Germany.
This is at the health resort at Beclitze. It is looked

after by the patients at the Sanitarium. It often hap-
pens that the singing birds of all kinds which ffy

about the Sanitarium strike against the glass windows
with such force that they fall to the ground killed

by the impact. The patients bury these birds in a
piace set apart for the purpose. Every bird has its

own grave adorned with some crosses and monu-
ments.
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drawn in by the

suction stroke of

the piston, while

the gasoline is

sprayed within the

cylinder where it is

mixed with the

charge of air be-

fore compression.

Having but one
valve in the head
of the cylinder, it

can be made amply
large to insure a

full charge and a free exhaust.

In order to relieve the cam controlling

the action of all five valves from the

heavy load of opening a large valve

against the high pressure at the time

A Scheme That Makes Delivery of Mail Rapid.

gree to the true

centipedes.

Secondly, they
are not only harm-
less, but very bene-

ficial, inasmuch as

they eat cock-
roaches, bedbugs,
and other noxious

insects. They are

extremely fragile,

so that hardly more
than a touch will

break them to

pieces. If cornered, they are capable of

indicting poisonous bites, but this is a
thing that almost never happens.

There is an old wives' notion to the

effect that these queer bugs get into

just about as much basis in fact as the

idea that bats are liable to become en-
tangled in women's hair.

St

exhaust takes place, the cylinders are people's ears and make trouble. It has
provided with auxiliary exhaust ports,

which are uncovered by the piston on its

downward stroke. No check valves are

required over these auxiliary ports, as on
the suction stroke, pure air and not a

mixture of gas is drawn in, so what air

is drawn in through the auxiliary ports QUICK WAY OF DELIVERING
on the suction stroke becomes a part of MAIL
the explosive mixture in the cylinder, and muTc u L 1 1 c i

u • ~ , , ... A
J

. 're . THIS photograph shows a very useful
being a constant quantity does not affect ,

r
. ,

& / . ,
J

,,
l

- ,• r ., / and simple device and a great con-
the operation of the motor. . , *_, ,

.,
&

. ™r venience to the rural mail carrier. I he
idea was taken from a dining room
"dumb waiter" by the handy man, who
utilized the stump of a tree and a wagon
wheel. The top of the stump was cut

away leaving only a small "spire" to

project up through the hub of the wheel
and forming a pivot for the same. Mail
boxes were mounted on the wheel by
fastening them to the felloe and spokes.

The contrivance revolves, so that the car-

rier never needs to leave his wagon mak-
ing but one stop to serve 14 patrons.

The photograph was made in New Mar-

MYRIAPOD THE HOUSEWIFE'S
FRIEND

""THE average housewife has a particu-

lar horror of "centipedes," as she

calls the many-legged insects which now
and then make their appearance in odd
corners of her menage. They certainly

do have a weird and unpleasant appear-

ance.

In some respects, however, she is mis-

taken about them. To begin with, they ket, Clark county, Indiana, a small vil-

are not centi- lage where a

pedes at all, _^ . post office had

properly ^v \\uir/~/^/^ been aba n-

speaking. En- \ S^Wji/ftf^'L-^^ doned wh
?
n

tomologists N. \v '

'

;
'

/-^i*Fi~T_—""" "\ ' rura ^ service

call them ^—-^^p^^^^^r-_~ — -L began. Oscar
"myriapods," >"""*

^OTFut^^^^rr-^^^"^--^ Harmon, of
and they are / (f (\\^S^r^Zr

' N Marysville,
not even _^^ V I \\v^ • Ind., is the

related in the mail clerk "on
c i;,,ilt „, f j This Horrible Looking Creature Is. in Reality, th:- Friend of

t
i • r »snginc»mc- the Housewife. mc juu.
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MAKING SOUNDS VISIBLE.
Upper part: lineal repi I a of words; lower part, lineal representation of the i

in French) a. e. i. o. ou.

MAKING SOUNDS VISIBLE

TV/I VCHINES which have been em-
ployed ii]i to the present time for the

graphic reproduction of the registrations
of the phonograph, require a great deal Besides, contrary to the usual method!

frame at a fixed distance by means of a

micrometric screw; the displacement of
the vibrating plate are therefore inde-
pendent of the vibrations of the frame
and depend exclusively on the voice.

of time and care in

order to make them
perfectly correct.

The task of the op-

erators, wh<. study

the analysis and
synthesis of the
\owel-. has been
simplified by the
invention of an in-

strument w li i c h

rapidly transforms
into a m ]) 1 i tied
curves the impres-
sii ms t r a c e d i m
photographic cylin-

ders.

In a new French
method there is

placed beside the
cutting sapphire a

blunt - a p p hire
which hold- the

Wrblbss Station of 100.000 Volts.
Marconi telegraphy has become an efficient ai.l for

both commercial and military purposes. The plant
shown in the illustration is one of the most powerful
in the world and was installed by the French army
at a cost of several hundred thousands of dollars at
the summit of the Eiffel Tower, about 1,000 feet above
the ground. Its great power allows communication
with the Marconi Station at Glace Bay in Canada,
about 7,500 miles away.
The illustration shows the most important pa

this plant, by means of which the Old and New World
can be connected in a few seconds.

the support of the

vibrating plate re-

main- fixed, and it

is the c ylinder
which nio'.

When transform-
ing the ph< mograms
into c u r v e - the

frame is replaced

b) a metal cork
lever of which the

n I at ion of the

small to the large

branch may be
varied. This lever

remain- vertical,
while the sapphire
fixed to it- -mall

branch articulates

on it tracing the

grooves. On a

band of paper cov-
ered with hlack

231
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This Plant, the Samuela. Is Said to Be Found
Nowhere in the World Except in the Neigh-

borhood of Sierra Blanca, Texas.

smoke measuring 2 inches long traces

are obtained. During the trans-

formation into curves the wax cylinder,

moved either by hand or by motor, turns
much more slowly than at the time of the

impression. The result is that the
inertia of the lever makes no error in the

reproduction.

<*

THE SAMUELA OF TEXAS

oNE of the oddities of the vegetable
kingdom is the Samuela, or Sierra

Blanca yucca of Southwestern Texas. In

addition to the oddity of its appearance,

it is peculiar in the extreme narrowness
of its geographical distribution.

Botanically, the Sierra Blanca yucca
is related to the arborescent yucca or

Joshua tree, of the Mojave desert, and to

the Spanish bayonet that thrives through-
out the semi-arid region of the South-
west. However, in appearance it re-

sembles neither. It grows to a height of

from 10 to 20 feet, usually in straight,

columnar form, without branches. At
the top are a great number of smooth,
tapering, pointed, dark-green leaves. As
new leaves develop, the old ones die,

shrivel, become brown, and turn back
along the trunk, which is thus sheathed
in a thatch-like covering of recurved

leaves.

BRIDGE OF WIRE FENCING.
This unique bridge was constructed by a farmer in Calhoun County. Michigan, for the purpose of transporting

the milk from his farm to the interurban railroad. By crossing this bridge he reaches the trolley line by walking a few
rods, while before it was built it was necessary for him to drive three miles to accomplish the same purpose. The bridge
is suspended ten rods across the river and is ten feet above the river in the middle. It is built of woven wire fencing. /V
strip of fencing covered with boards forms the bottom of the bridge,
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POWDERED ALUM O.N CLASS
T"" 1 11'- frosting of glass may be easily

<l->nc ami very remarkable efl

ecured by viewing these arti-

ficial forms under a microscope by the

aid of a polariscope. It was a favorite
"< »Ii my" slide of the old time amateur
microscopist and many a collection is

ni >w adorned l>y these beautiful speci-

mens of the microscopical art. The
microscopists in their magazine
with one another in their efforts to add
to the published li-t something very good
that they had discovered. Each user of

the microscope had some favorite crystal

t'< >r the excellence of which he was ever

ready to argue.

But not all of these are beautiful in

themselves. Many need the aid of the

polariscope to bring out the beauty of

color hut some crystals are pleasing even
when viewed with artificial lighl by the

unaided eye. Among those that have
been found the most satisfactory are

Epsom salts, tartaric acid and alum. L'n-

Madi B> Letting i Soli Pow dered Alum

mamcntal
suns ol cbeo

House-Boat of a Cmrwr.oAN That Is Propblli i>

I;-. Auto Pow i :.

I !.• auto is run along the grooved runways. 'I l

covered objects in the middle of the di raise
the carriagi f the deck, The rear wheels ol tl

nected with tin- Bpnrred sprocket wheels, to right
and left, which are fastened to the i>addlr whi •

An Italian Curiosity—A Pea* Trfe Bearing Sevj s
Pears on the Trunk.

No leaves grew with this cluster. This tree stands on the
land of a farmer near Genoa.

Ni v. -
:

•.
1

i

n'i id Hamburg,
I il KMANV.

The vessel is being lifted in a trough from the upper to
the lower canal locks.
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AUTOMATIC NEWSI'AI'I K VI-NIWK AS USED IN LOS ANGELES. CAL.

THE MECHANICAL NEWSBOY
PI IK raucous cry of the train boy will

soon be a thin- of the past, when the
automatic newspaper venders come int<>

genera] use. They arc now in operation
«'ii the great interurban electric trolley

system centering in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, and are a recognized su .As
the photograph shows, the automatic
newsboy has a large stock, five local

papers and one weekly being carried, and
although the price of these varies from
nne to five Cents, each i- delivered accu-
rately f<T it- own price.

A couple <>f hundred of

these machines have al-

ready been installed,

and a national exten-
sion of the system is :

planned. Not only
(

trains but hotels, apart- *-

ment houses and news
stands, drug stores

etc. will be supplied
with the new device,

which should pay for

itself in clerk hire

sprouting.

Each Li w c» This Plant Is

Sf.lf-sufficing.

within a short time. In the photograph,
a customer is shown receiving a paper,
to secure which he had dropped a nickel
in the slot, and had pressed down the
lever. The invention should pn>\<.-

popular.

LEAVES LIKE SEEDS
THESE leaves are on earth in a pan

and, as is readily seen, the edges arc

From this characteristic this

plant—the Byrophyllum
calcynum—derives the
name of 'dive forever."
'\ 'he [eaves arc dropped
"ii the -round by the

parent plant as seeds
with most plants would
he. and each leaf takes

roi >t and -rows.

I 'n< of the leaves has

been purposely turned
up in order that the
ro..t lets might be
shown.
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Republican Simplicity Abroad.
Embassador Richard Kerens of St. Louis, standing' in

the vestibule of the United States Embassy at Vienna,
surrounded by his military attache, and a dozen or two
assorted footmen and other lackeys in silk stockings and
powdered wigs. The photo is an extremely touching ex-
ample of the Jeffersonian simplicity which seems to pre-
vail in the diplomatic service of these United States.

Heated Smoke Floats Balloon.
This big canvas bag is filled by burning under it kero-

sene soaked wood. When it has ascended about one
thousand feet, the aeronaut, sitting in a trapeze attached
to a parachute, cuts loose from the balloon. The para-
chute opening up lets the aeronaut down easily. Released
from his weight the balloon soon topples over, letting out
its cloud of hot smoke, and drops to the ground.

HOW THE AUTO MAKES ITS
MARK

TTHIS night view of a city street repre-
A sents an apparently deserted thor-

oughfare with a tangle of wheel tracks

on one side. In reality it is the picture

of a very busy street, with constantly

passing automobiles and street cars. The
latter left the broad streak of light across

the picture, while the network of wheel
marks—so they seem—is a record of

motor cars with their lights in pairs.

Once in a while a car stopped, leaving

two little dots of light, and then pro-

ceeded, forming the continuous track.

Cars going around the first corner are

also shown. One of them carried a high

headlight, such as the police patrol car

uses. Of course the pedestrians made no
impression on the film, and the vehicles

going away from it would leave only the

faint record of the tail lights.
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I I \rr AMONG tin- l'n BIX) Kris
mi Painted Desert, Ah izi in \.

THE MEN WHO MAKE
THE MAGAZINE

MISS AGNES C LAUT is not, literally,
iV1 one of "The .Men Who Make the
Magazine." But using the term in its generic
sense to include the whole human species,
she is entitled to a foremost position in our
list. In pursuit of material, she has pene-

ki -.1 B \. in .

trated far into the fur country
to the iii irth, acci impanied < »nly

by Tan a d i a n voyageurs.
Equally well she knows the

great Southw<

DENE B \CIIK. making his
A ^ residence in the cir> of

Washington, is directly in

touch with the chiefs of the

various bureaus, and all his

articles are. therefore, authen-
tic and from first hand.

Forrest Ci

p< >RREST CRISSEY is an
exponent of oppi irtunities,

especially of farming oppor-
tunities. From his country

horn,', an hour's ride out of Chicago,
he sallies forth—to study and write
about conditions

—

east, south, and
west.



THE MEN WHO MAKE THE MAGAZINE

(CHARLES DILLON, is head of the de-^ partment of Industrial Journalism, at

the Kansas Agricultural College. Of him-
self he writes to the editors : "I do two
things: work in the garden and write about
it."

He does both of these things with equal

vigor and enthusiasm.

Mr. Dillon realizes the tremendous good
that the editor of the country weekly news-
paper could do in his community if he had the

proper training. He could be a power in

the proper transmission of agricultural re-

search to the farmer. That is one of the

purposes—though of course only one—of

the department of Industrial Journalism.

Mr. Dillon has turned his energies into a
department of collegiate instruction which
is still very new. It seems rather remark-
able that so important a field of education
should have been so long neglected as has
this;

Mr. Dillon was one of the first to realize

that a college is a place where something
more than mere culture is to be obtained.

He under-
stands it is a

place for the

learning of

practical

P\R. WALSH is a vigorous advo-

cate of the prevention rather

than the cure of disease. This, he
believes, is the true function of

the physician. He devotes him-
self solely to writing. His strong

articles in The Technical World
have stirred up considerable com-
ment. Dr. Walsh has studied ex-

tensively abroad, in the great med-
ical schools of Paris, Berlin, and
Vienna. Dr. F. C. Walsh.
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WHAT STEEL DM

Judge Elbert H. Gary. Chairman- of the Board
of Directors of the Steel Corporation.

He says the treatment accorded steel employees compares
favorably with that of any other line of industry

in this country.

HE firm of J. Pierpont Morgan
was paid $70,000,000 for its

services in organizing the bil-T lion dollar Steel Trust—the

JL United States Steel Corpora-
tion—in 1901.

As part of the service for which this

incredible sum was paid the Morgan firm

agreed to the purchase of the property of

the Carnegie Steel Company for $420,-
000,000—about twice the amount for

which Mr. Carnegie had agreed to sell

the same property one year before. And
Mr. Carnegie has never ceased regretting

that he was too modest in selling his

business for $420,000,000. "I was a fool

to sell at the price," he told the Stanley

Steel Committee of Congress last fall.

"I might have got a hundred million

more."
Xo doubt Mr. Carnegie is right. A

hundred million dollars, more or less, was

246

a trifle at that particular time to the iron

magnate.
According to a government estimate,

the total "water" in the capital stock of

the billion dollar trust amounted, all told,

to about $600.000,000—more than half its

total issue of securities.

During the nine years which followed

its organization, the steel trust earned
profits of more than a billion dollars.

In 1910, at least 22,000 employees of

the Steel Trust worked twelve hours a

clay for seven days in every week.
More than half of the employees of the

Steel Trust earned in 1910 less than $617
—or about $50 a month.

Twenty-one per cent, of the employees
of the Steel Trust earned in 1910 less

than $549 a year—or about $45 a month.
Mr. Carnegie's personal share of the

price paid for the Carnegie Steel Corn-
pan}- was $207,000,000. It would take

an ordinary steel workman, working
twelve hours a day and seven days a
week and earning $600 a year, just 350,-



DENDS COST By Henry
^M.Hyde

000 years to equal the Laird of Skibo's
steel fortune. Ten thousand such work-
men would toil for thirty years to raise
the same amount.
These figures are taken from various

official governmental reports. The fig

ures as to hours of labor and wages are
from the report of the Federal Bureau of
1 abor, made in 1910, and cover onl
OCX) of the more than 200,000 total em-
ployees of the trust.

This report sa) -

:

Working hour- ware reported for 90,
564; of this number 44,993 had a work-
ing week of 71 Ik air- or over, which is,

in effect, at leasl a 12-hour day for six
day- a week. Approximately one-third
of all the employees had a regular work-
ing week af more than 72 hours, which
practically means some work on Sunday.
Over 22,000 had a working week of XI
Or in- >re hours, which means at leasl 12
hour- every day in the week, including
Sunday. Approximately three-fourths of

It i- Idlb ro K ah at Morgan . . . Men WhoKnow Deci UtE Hi- M \- \ Hi. .11 -1 nm
"l Pi R9 IN \l. HONOI

all the employees had a working week of
over 60 hours :

1 1 per cent, of all the em-
ployees had a working week of jusl 60
hours

:
while only 16 per cent, had a

working week of less than 60 hours.

To whal extent arc the payment of
S/ (),')( )().()(!() in promoter's profits and the
issuance, all told, of $n(X).(XK ).()<)() j„

"watered" securities—on all of which
dividends musl Ik- earned- responsible
for the wage policy of a company which
pays to tens of thousands of it- em-
ployees a less yearly wage than will buy
the actual necessities of life for the aver-
age family ?

To what extent are these fact- respon-
sible for making a twelve hour day

—

and, to a considerable extent, a seven
day week—necessary to the successful
operation of the trust ?
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HENRY-

C. FRICK. A DOMINATING FIGURE IN THE COKE INDUSTRY

WHERE IRON BECOMES STEEL.

Within the works at Pittsburg. The room is aglow with the white-hot metal in the converters.

^r i of pvt^nt are the Carnegie men to lower or remove the tariff on

3

To" Xt eSt
3 ™t benefit these great industries of the United btates-.s
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there absolutely no recognition of labor
unions. The 300,000 workmen of the
steel tni>t are entirely without union or-
mization.

The present situation is the best pos-
sible illustration of the work of the most
enlightened and most powerful capital-
ists in the country when the) arc left with
a free hand to deal exactly as they please
with their own employees.

Previous to 1892, the year of the great
Homestead strike, iron and steel worki
were pretty thoroughly organized into
union-. When that strike broke out, the
majority of workmen-—outside of the
blast furnace men—did no work on Sun-
day. While the twelve hour day was
most nearl) general, a very large number
"i men worked ten hours a day and there
were hundred- of eight hour jobs.

After the -trike of 1892 was won by
the Steel niilN, more and more of the
men were put on a twelve hour basis.

Gradually the remaining
unions were weeded out.

But not until l'MO—
nine years after

the organiza-

tion of the

Steel Trust
— was the

last rem-
it ant of

the lab* »r

o r gan-

of the I fnited Sti rporation
tinalh destroyed.

It is idle and worse than useless to rail

at Morgan and Carnegie. Almost any
one of their most violent critics would
hail with yelps of delight an opportunit)

to pick tiit\ or ;i hundred million dollars

off the corporation plum tree. Men who
know Mr. Morgan declare that he ha- a

high sense of personal honor. The little

gray Scot has become benignity personi
tied. They simply took advantage
o >nditi< His.

( >nce the steel trust was organized and
its tidal wa\ e of securil ies p< lured into the
public market the real harm was done.
What f( illows is inevitable.

Many processes in iron and steel mak-
ing are necessarily continuous. The mills
cannot he shut down at the end of ten
hours and opened again the next morn-
ing. They must be operated as to many
departments— fur twenty-four hours iii

THE BIG HAMMER GIVES THE BILLET ITS SHAPE.
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each dav. it economy and organization

arc to gain the largest profits.

Mills running twenty-four hours each

clay may he manned by two shifts, work-

ing twelve hours each, or by three shifts,

working eight hours each. With the

necessity of earning dividends on an

enormous capitalization always before

them, the most humane managers can

be understood when they insist on

working their men twelve, rather than

eight hours a day.

These managers themselves feel

the stigma which attaches to them

and their great industry when the

twelve hour day is made continu-

ous for seven days in a week. Nearly

two years ago, W. B. Dickson, First

Vice-President of the Steel Corporation,

called attention to this reproach and.

COPYRIGHT, UNOERwOOO 4 UNDERW00C, * Y.

Red-hot Steel Beam Drawn Out to a Length

Pouring the Metal.

since that time, the steel trust and many
of the independent companies have adopt-

ed a plan which is intended

to give every workman one

day's rest out of each week.

The twelve hour day,

however, remains practical-

ly universal in the steel

mills. And, year by year,

as the "speeding up" proc-

ess continues—the process

under which the payment of

bonuses for "big produc-

tion" to superintendents

and other bosses, the work-
men are more and more se-

verely driven—the strain on

the rank and file in the mills

grows constantly greater.

The volume on "The
Steel Workers" in the Pitts-

burg Survey, published by

the Russell Sage Founda-
tion, says:

"It is not entirely due to

the marvelous ingenuity of

American engineers that

steel production has in-

creased at such a remark-

able pace. The speed of

the men who man the plants

has played its part. De-

vices to develop it, possibly

not bad in» themselves, be-

come, in their combination,

when there is no restriction

in the length of the work-

day other than the full

of Ninety Feet. round of the clock dial, a



MR. CARNEGIE SAYS HE "WAS A FOOL" TO SI I.I. HIS STEEL BUSIN1 - FOR FOUR HUNDRI DAND TWENTY MILLION-. HE "MIGHT HAVE GO! V HUNDRED MILLION MORI

schedule of overstrain
; and they become, the men to balance them and resist en-

when there is no common organization of croachment, a . exploitation.
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the mills of the Steel Trust, he must sign

an agreement releasing the corporation
from liability for any damage to his per-

son. In a single year two hundred work-
men have been killed in the steel industry

in the mills of the Pittsburg district alone
and that takes no account of the other
hundreds more or less seriously and per-

manently injured. But in this whole mat-
ter of affording better

protection to its work-
men, it is a pleasure to

report that the United
States Steel Corpora-
tion is taking an ag-

gressive and
ened interest.

In 1903 the Steel

Corporation instituted

its so-called "profit

sharing" system, un-

der which shares of

enlight-

. . . The result of it all is a system of

speeding, unceasing and relentless, sel-

dom equalled in any industry at any time."

According to the same acknowledged
authority the Steel Trust employs also

regular secret service men whose duty it

is to spy on the workmen and to report to

their superiors any agitation looking to-

wards the formation of unions or organ-

ized protests against

the twelve hour day or

other working condi-

tions. At various
times also successful

attempts have been

made, under direction

of the central office in

New York, to dictate

the political action of

the work m e n. In

May, 1908, for in-

stance, the Pittsburg

Survey reports that ^ the preferred stock of
the superintendents of

f Jt^? the corporation are
the Edgar Thompson ••Hfew* y . sold to workmen on
plant at Braddock,

t
the installment plan.

Pa., were ordered to ^^SS^H "^e annua l offer of
line up the men in ^%* stock has beenjisually
favor of the Penrose £ ; oversubscribed by the
candidates for the . men. The stock is

legislature, the point N. i ^| paid for in ten month-
being made that Ny / ly installments, which
the first duty of N. ^f are deducted from the

th*e men was to the > ^^^ wages in amounts
Steel Corporation and sf^ fixed in advance by
that the Corporation the subscribers. In
needed Penrose in the w. b. Dickson. First Vice-President of addition to the regu-
United States Sen- M ,

™E Stkel C° rp
°T,T;, , ,

lar dividends, paid to
Nearly two vears ago he called attention to . <

ate. the stigma which attaches to the working of all holders Of the

But it must not be
men a twelve hour day seven days in the week. ^^ the men ^

taken for granted that promised that if they

the managers of the Steel Trust, hav- hold the stock for five years and during
ing the power entirely in their own that time "show a proper interest in the

hands and not at all hampered by the fear welfare and progress of the Company,"
of strikes or labor unions, have no realiz- they will be paid an extra dividend of

ing sense of their duty and responsibility

towards the men.
Under the direction of Judge Gary,

Chairman of the Board of Directors, and
his subordinates, many broad-minded and
humane policies have been inaugurated.

Committees of Safety have been organ-

ized to develop the use of safety appli-

ances in the various plants. That work
of any kind in the steel mills is recog-

$5.00 and to such of them as "the cor-

poration shall find deserving thereof" a

still other and larger gift or bonus.

As a result of this sorting process, the

26,399 workmen who originally sub-

scribed for stock in 1903 dwindled to

5,409 when the first extra dividend was
paid in 1908.

The feeling is general among the work-
men that the stock selling system, with its

nized as dangerous is shown by the fact extra payments, at the will of the Com-
that before a visitor is admitted to any of pany, to those who are tractable and
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dient, is intended to bring the intelli-

I and thrift} class more and more
under the complete domination of the

npany. If a worker, for instance,

should protest against the

twelve h( »ur day as inhuman
and barbarous, it i-

probable that he

would not be con
sidered as taking
"a proper inter

esl in the wel-

fare and prog-

of the

I >mpany."
In all its

dealings with

the men, the

c o m p a n y
takes the po-

sition vi a

more <>r less

kindly and pa-

ternal despot.

I .• k >ked at from an
^

unprejudiced standpoint,

the spirit among the MX).-

• x h.) men who work f< >r the

Steel Trusl seems to be
oik- of sullen restraint and
half-fearful, half-angry repression.

"The workingmen of Pittsburg <>r any
other American community could not be

roused over night to the point of serious,

premeditated, revolutionary violence,"

says the Pittsburg Survey. "Agitation
alone, however persistent, could never ac

complish it ; hut if the treatment that the

steel companies are now employing to-

ward their workmen he indefinitely pro-

longed, it will he hard to predict the ulti-

mate action () f the workers. Under such
circumstances, if there -tumid ever be a

In i in ( ruow of i in Molten Steel.

\ i. .lent outbreak of any sort, tl

poration officials will not need to look far

for the cause. Revolutions, however, do
not necessarily involve violence. And

through either the trade union
i ir the i" ilitical m< »vement

r throu g ii s< »me
other m e a u s,

there i- hound
t' i he a rev< >lu-

tion ere long
that -hall have
a- it^ goal,

t h e restora-

tion of de-

mocracy to
t ll e S t e e 1

wi irkers."

That the Of-

fici a Is of the

Steel Trust do
not view the

situation w i t h

any such alarm,
i- shown by the

statement, at-

tributed to Judge Gary,
chairman of the Board of
I >irectors of the ( lorpora-
tion :

"The treatment accorded by our Cor-
poration to its employees compare- favor-
ably with that of any line of industry in

this country or any other country at the
present time or any period in the history
of the world."

1 let ween the two views, there i- a wide
divergence of opinion. Thev can never
harmonize. That i- impossible in the
very nature of thin--. It would seem to

he the duty of every citizen to study the
fact- and make up hi- mind which is

more nearlv correct.

f< 'li' )\\ ing



TOWN WHERE TRUSTS DON'T RULE
By

CHARLES DILLON

IT
did not take long for Sabetha,

Kansas, to build its own public utili-

ties. While the newspapers were
printing frosty messages, last winter,

about weather thirty degrees below
zero, coal shortages, and shivering fami-

lies, this little town of 2,100 inhabitants,

in Xemaha county, was the most com-
fortable place in the state. It had its

own pure water supply ; it owned an ex-

other towns and cities, and, in view
of the record to date, it must have
had much to learn. It is, without a

doubt, the one town on the American
continent so self-satisfied that it is not

particularly interested in the commission
form of government, although some of

its progressive citizens are urging this

further improvement, while admitting it

is not especially needed. It is in a class

cellent electric light plant; it had a per- by itself, too, in that it has fewer than

feet system of sewage disposal ; and,
more important than all, in the winter, it

had a municipal steam heating outfit that

made it independent of everything and
everyone on the frozen, snow-covered
earth excepting, only, the powers that

produced the fuel oil for the furnaces—
and it had a good supply of

that.

Sabetha had no injunc-

tions to fear, last winter.

It had no franchise grabs
to fight, no coal trust to

fear, and not one lawyer
within its peaceful limits.

This doesn't mean that Sa-
betha has an embargo on
lawyers. It means, only,

that a man in that profession

would starve to death there

—and so would the honorable
police judge, appointed as a

necessary part of the town's
corporation, if he were
not above want,
for he never

holds court.

It mean s,

too, that Sa-

b e t h a has

been wise
enough to

profit by the

mistakes of

George Edward Johnson.
The engineer who installed Sabctha's municipal steam-heating system,

which has given such excellent satisfaction. /

125 negative votes in a total registration

of about 700 home-owners. And even
this timid opposition to things taxable is

weakening, thawed out, and warmed into

smiles and good nature by the grateful

radiation that comforted everyone while

the outside world was wrapped in gloom.
But there are no ward bosses in

Sabetha, and. as I said a moment
ago, no lawyers.

There never was an engineer,

I suppose, who did not, at

some time in his life, try to

figure out a way to use

waste steam, especially
when he learned that only

about twenty per cent, of the

amount created actually did

any work. This problem stuck

in the mind of George Ed-
ward Johnson, Sabetha's city

engineer, for years. It had been

there a long time. He didn't

solve it, either ; let me put that

down now ; but he learned

how to use the

steam he cre-

ated, instead

of letting it

float away
into the
Kansas sun-

shine, and he

told Sabetha
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in a hurry-up course
rechnol* igical institute in

what to do and li<>\\ to do it. a raw
young fellow whose chief technical tram
ing had been gained
in the Armour
Chicago. While some others in the pro-
fession, marooned in small towns, were
contenl to draw their salaries, Johnson,
helped b) a wife—a Chicago girl who
was a graduate civil engineer, figured out
the way, learned the lesson,

ami gave the t< iwn what
few towns have, in this

or any other country, a

municipal heating sj s-

tem that heats.

It isn't an easy

task to unravel the

municipal busin<

neg< >tiati< >ns « »f the

average American
city <>r town. There
is always so much
t<> hi (1 e. But yi >n

can sec the books
in Sabetha. They are

as clean as the drinking
water. They show that

the town began its "I p-

lit't Movement." in 1901.

when it spent $1<>,000

for a lighting plant. T< i

cover this indebtedness
the town issued $10,000
in four per cent bonds,

Tin Thermofier—A Devici ATTACHED
to i hi Radiator.

The steam passes thrnufrh tliis apparatus
and r. i u i ii ^ i<. the heating plant .i- water.

and issued six In this case

for fuel oil al 2 ents a gallon.

This was two years ago. Citizens of

Sabetha bought $30,000 worth of those

bonds, and ii the law had not required

that the whole public have a chance at

them they would have bought the entire

ic, the bankers sav.

Being an inland town, a no-river settle-

ment, Sabetha had to dig for its water.

Most towns would have bored
the wells and let it go at that.

I hit Sabetha's \\ ise men
did more. They pes-

d the state 1" >ard

of health until its

experts journeyed
to it- borders, and
marked the best

site f( >r f( iur wells.

The site chanced to

be o n a m a n '

s

farm

—

all the land
"in there is <>n some

one's farm — s< i Sa-
betha bought the two

acres for $1,000, put a

well, 140 feet deep, sfc

cased, at each of the four

corners, and promptly
planted the tract to al-

falfa. Mow alfalfa, you
must remember, is the
golden egg of Kansas,

the crops, four or five in
per cent warrants for the remainder, to number, cut from the town farm, pay
be paid out of earnings. The bonds, of

course, were paid out of the taxes, at that

time eight mills on the dollar. Now the

tax rate is six mills.

When a town of 2.000 population gets
electric lights its people, ordinarily, con-

sider themselves as near I haven as any
rural inhabitant has an every-day right

to be. But in Sabetha's case this im-

provement was only a beginning. True,
it draped along for seven or eight years
rather discouragingly contented, but then

came the demand, one day. for water,

pure water, and lots of it. So Sabetha,

the interesl on the investment. And the
electric light plant, down town, docs the
pumping.

Sabetha seemed, by this time, to be
proceeding rather more smoothly on its

municipal career than observers in the
near-b) towns had believed, or. in some
instances, hoped; hut Engineer Johnson
wasn't quite satisfied. The electric light-

water plant was not doing enough work.
and the town needed heat. The old prob
lem about steam came hack. It worried
him to see that white cloud mounting,
hour after hour, into the blue. A hiv

with its customary unanimity of public hospital was being planned for the town
"pinion, remarkably infrequent in Ameri-
can communities, voted some more bond-,

S' '5.000 worth, at 4 T
j per cent., rebuilt its

light plant, put in oil-burning apparatus,

erected a storage tank for oil. a tank that

holds 22.000 gallons, constructed a smoke
stack that cost $1,400, and made a con-

on the line- of the Mayo brothers at

Rochester, Minn.—and there was talk of
heating it with steam. Why not do this
for the whok- town, Johnson demanded?
He knew. now. just what he needed; a
simple little attachment for the radi-

ators, a little attachment with a big name,
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a thermofier ! An instrument maliciously

planned to defeat Jack Frost.

Some may not understand the hard

times Johnson had while he was plan-

ning- this improvement. Many of the

best men in the town who had been lead-

ers in public improvements had to "Call

a halt" when the young' engineer pro-

posed to send steam through pipes to

radiators, pass it through this thermofier

arrangement, and return it to the plant

as water to be reboiled into steam, and
again sent out, again and again, and

some more yet, and all for a price below

the cost of coal. They were public-

spirited citizens, they wanted that under-

stood, but there was a limit, and when it

came to this kind of a scheme—well, al-

though residing in Kansas, there would
still be a demand for visible proof.

The lowest bid Johnson turned up in

Chicago, to equip his town, was $9,500.

And that was rather too stiff. The doc-

tor with his hospital plans, involving

about $75,000, was with him, and to-

gether they searched the town. It must
be possible. Johnson argued, for a town
to get wholesale prices when it bought in

wholesale lots. He got his cut rates, too,

finally, and then the "Big Business" came
around with a lower bid and Sabetha got

its pipes and its radiators and the little

contraptions with the long name. When
the system had been installed ; the labor

of digging having been done by high

school bovs for twentv-five cents an hour ;

Sabetha had spent exactly $4,922. That

included the vacuum pumps. Standard

steam pipe was used, in size eight inches

at the plant, reduced to seven inches, two
or three blocks away, with a three-inch

return pipe all the way. To serve a

consumer a two inch tap pipe was used,

with one-inch return pipe.

The pipes were laid in a conduit which

cost, for material and labor, including

the digging of the ditch, at 25 cents an

hour. $2 a foot. The conduit to carry

the pipes consisted of a pine box of

one-inch stuff, having no cover, laid in

the trench on top of four inches of con-

crete, at the bottom of which was put a

four-inch tile to carry off any seepage.

The main steam pipe and the return pipe

were laid in the box which was filled

with concrete. Expansion joints care for

the usual pipe activity, and under the con-

duit a roller at certain intervals disposes

of "creeping." The construction, the

engineer believes, could be done some-
what more cheaply after the first trial,

but this was one of the things they
learned by experience.

Steam, Mr. Johnson knew, could be
produced, alive, for nine cents a square
foot of radiation, but thermofiers were
needed, and money for development was
needed, so they charged 25 cents. He
satisfied himself, too, that electricity

could be produced at the board for 3*4
cents a kilowatt hour, if fuel oil were
used. One gallon of this oil will evapo-
rate fourteen pounds of water. The
steam produced is sent through the pipes

at one pound pressure, usually, but it

enters the vacuum at the velocity of a

cannonball, and when it condenses in the

radiators the water is pulled back by these

vacuum pumps through a smaller pipe

lying underneath. The pumps are dupli-

cates having 6 by 8 steam cylinders, and
12 by 8 water cylinders. Less than two
per cent, of the steam is wasted in the

process.

Of course no one man, "unaided and
alone," could handle a deal like this,

unite all the opinions, and satisfy every

viewpoint. Sabetha has a finely organ-

ized Commercial Club which holds the

people's confidence—it is the people, for

that • matter—and a city council which
does just what the said Commercial Club
thinks is right. It was this representa-

tive body that carried out the inside rami-

fications of the business when it came to

equipping the stores and factories and
homes with radiators. These were bought
by the town in Chicago, and sold to the

consumers at an advance just high

enough to pay for the work of putting

them in. Seven blocks, or, rather, three

on both sides, had been equipped when
the extremely cold weather came. The
rate for this service is now twenty-five

cents a square foot of radiation, about

75 per cent, the cost of coal, the users say,

but this will be reduced after the plant is

paid for, which will be in a little more
than two years. The revenues from
steam heating, the last service year, will

be about $2,000. The town used, last

winter, 10,000 square feet of radiation.

As the surrounding towns are arranging

to buy electric current from Sabetha for
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light and power, more
steam will h< generated,
and in this wa> the inevita-

ble extensi* ins \\ ill be sup-

plied those \\ ho need st<

heat.

' me i if the chief
f<
»ys i if

Sabetha, with its fuel oil

furnaces and it- steam radi

ators, is the t< iwn's cleanli-

ness. It has no o >al smoke.
The houses are bright, tin-

wind< >ws shine. < me's linen

shows no mark- of black.

There are no ashes in the
alley-. There isn'l any coal
in the town, except in the

home districts where the
-team pipes have nol been
laid. And these districts

will have steam next win-
ter.

Vo gel -tram into the
homes of Sabetha the prop
erty owner- mn-t |>av for

the main- in the street. By
•mbining, this does not

create an excessive ex-
pense; ah. uu $125 to $140.
The rate then is based on
the price of coal, and what
it COSl to heat the housi
the winter previously. This
method was used last win-
ter. For instance, the Sa-
betha National Bank had a
rate of $57. It- coal bill,

in the winter of 19KM911
was $66. It had more
-team heat, last winter, than
it needed. A drug -tore
''() x 22, with 16-foot ceil-

ing, paid $41 for it- radi-
ation, last winter. It COSl
>< to install the system.
This -tore couldn't In-

heated with furnace for le

than $75 a winter. An-
other delightful feature is

the fact that if yon don't

use steam heat in Sabetha
you don't have to pay a tax
for someone else's heat.

1 he tax is apportioned
anion-" the users, in the

1 ~ " Building. Which Is Bking Piped for Municipal Si Ul.

!3E Ida v
I

i
*••••

'< -*./

Hospitai Heated bi Centrai Plant.

For This Eighi Room ll
i Sabetha Furnished Hi vt n \ <

• i A» 'i i I ii i s I loi lars for mi Winter.

Sabetha's Electric-Light. Watbb, \m. Steam Hi ating Plant.

shape of payment for services, and those issued to pay for the equipment.
take up the city's warrant- But Sabetha is just the sort of town

earnings
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to demand the new service just as fast as

it can be supplied. It is a motor town.

There are so many motors in use that a

special rate was made. I have never

seen more electrical conveniences in

homes anywhere. They are found in the

shops, the butcher stalls, planing mills,

garages, grain elevators, and in homes

;

they are used for passenger elevators,

feed grinders, washing machines, ironing,

laundries, and dentists' offices. They
seem to delight in putting in every con-

venience they can buy. They were not

satisfied until they had spent $26,500, a

few years ago, to install septic tanks and
sanitary sewers, a system large enough
for a town four times as big as Sabetha.

Their lateral sewers cost them $15,000

more, and all this tax, as

the books show, was paid

up within thirty days, ex-

cept $3,022.12—the treas-

urer insisted upon having

the exact amount re-

ported.

And how about paving ?

Sabetha will have paved

streets, thank you, after a

while. It prefers, right

now, to let the steam plant

pay for itself, as the light

and water plant has done.

It would like, too, to have

a fund—a paving fund,

but it does not care to put

down a foot of asphalt

until all the wires are

underground. Think of

that in a town of 2,100!

You couldn't string a line

of poles in Sabetha today
for love or money. All

wires must go under.

There's the "White Way,"
for instance, on the princi-

pal street. The ornamen-
tal poles, with three or

four globes, have been or-

dered for seven blocks of

business property, and ev-

ery foot of the wire will

go under ground. This

improvement will cost

every business man $8.33

as an installation charge.

After that, presumablv, ...

f J \\ ATER AND
the rate will be slid- This tank su

ing" like the others, for everyone in Sa-
betha pays according to his consumption,
with a liberal discount above certain

amounts. The ice plant uses $400 worth
of current a month with a four-cent rate.

Twelve cents a kilowatt hour is the basis

for this charge.

It is due Sabetha at this point to draw
attention to the fact that it is not a

Socialistic town, a co-operative com-
munity or a union of any sort. It is a

town almost without politics. Indeed
there are no parties when the welfare of

Sabetha is concerned. These distinctions

are reserved for state and national dis-

turbances and newspaper polls. There
are two tickets in the field when the town
has an election ; Citizens' and Municipal,

although both, bless their

hearts, are working for

Sabetha. The only con-

test appears to be to see

which side can get the

candidates first. A city

official in Sabetha has

precious little to do, any-

way. The people don't

leave him many of his pre-

rogatives. When some-
thing turns up that would
look good there they call a

meeting of the Commer-
cial Club and talk it over,

and that's all there is to it,

so far as Mr. City Official

is concerned. It would be

hard to imagine a happier

family, municipally speak-

ing. And not a lawyer in

the town.

Sabetha, however, does

not exactly attribute its

prosperity, its freedom
from discord to the ab-

sence of members of the

legal fraternity. No, it

does not so indiscriminat-

ingly jumble its causes and
its effects. It thoroughly
understands that the lack

of lawyers alone does not

make for harmony. When
the good citizens of Sa-

betha—if that day should

ever come—grow fractious

and quarrelsome, lawyers
Light Tower. F ii

ppiies the town. may follow.



THE INVISIBLE
DETECTIVE
By C. F. CARTER

1
1
AT instrument should

be at Scotland Yard.
It would be the greatest

detective of them all."

exclaimed King Edward
^^ II after witnessing a demonstration
of the dictograph at Buckingham Pal-
ace on June 25, 1907. At least, so the
story runs : and it i- such a g 1 storj
that t<> raise any question about it- au-
thenticity would be a burning shame.

If the manufacturer- of the dictograph
had employed a pre-- agent their prod-
uct might lou- ago haw occupied the
center of the stage on the strength of
SUCh marked evidence of royal approval.
Instead of being given the benefil of
Mich aid the dictograph was left to dub
along the besl way it could until it be-
came mixed up in a sordid -raft -caudal
ini ( >hio before it achieved the distinction
of a place on the first pages of the news-
papers.

On that historic occasion at Columbus,
' Mho. the dictograph was hidden under a
sofa, with an industrious stenographer
at the other end of the wire, while De-
tective Harrison dickered with members
of the legislature and paid them marked
lull- for their support of an insurai
measure in which he pretended to he in-
terested. Sergeant-at-Arms Rodney J.

Diegle was more caution- than the others,
for he looked into the closet, behind the
furniture and even under the —fa hit", .re

he would consent to talk business with
the detective. Cut Rodney did not
the dictograph under the sofa, or if he -lid

he did not grasp its significance. B
can-.- of this lack of perception he is now
serving a term of three years in the peni-
tentiary. At his trial the competence of
the dictograph a- a legal witness was es-
tablished; for M. Turner, the president
of the company that manufacture- it. ap-
peared and demonstrated for the benefit
of the judge and the jury, not only that
the instrument would receive and con-

\ hi u M u*'S Hi \r:s,, i ., |.

II l l III I IRIG1N I 'i I in
Il'l \ "I- nil Invisi-

I > i I I i nVB."

vey ordinary conversation, but that it

would also reproduce the tones of the
speakers' voices SO faithfully that the
listener at the other end of the wire could
infallibly identify each voi
When the exact truth is known about

the trial of the Los Angeles dynamiters,
if it ever is known to the public, it will

be found that the plea of guilty was
probably brought about largely by the
little dictograph. The same little instru-
ment also caused the arrest of Mayor
Thomas E. Knotts, of I rary, Ind.. on the
charge of soliciting and accepting a bribe
of $5,000 for his approval of a public
service ordinance. It performed a simi-
lar service in a little affair in Sail Lake
City in which the head of a brokerage
house and three other> were involved, to
their subsequent sorrow, in a wire tap-
pin- scheme. Also the dictograph did
some effective work in the election frauds
at Louisville, Kentucky.
Two Italians were recently arrested in

Pennsylvania for the murder of a pay-
master. Although morally certain that
they had the right men the detectivi
lacked the necessary legal evidence to

lire a conviction. A hurry call for a
dictograph was turned in. then the two
suspects were place. 1 together in a cell

in which the instrument wa- concealed.
I heir lawyer, suspecting the very trap
that wa- laid, warned hi- client- against
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it. To be on the safe side he told them
not to speak at all. For nine days and
nights the jailers listened, but not one
word did the prisoners utter. The
silence becoming intolerable at last, they

began discussing their crime on the tenth

night in tones meant to be too low to

reach the ear of the mysterious eaves-

dropper. They did not stop until they

had sealed their own death warrants.

Some time ago the Illinois Central

Railroad management became convinced

that it was the victim of an extensive

swindle in the matter of car repairs. The
road's own secret service operators weue
ordered to investigate, but they could find

out nothing. Then an outside detective

agency was called in which proved to be

equally helpless. When the case was
referred to a second outside agency its

operative concealed a dictograph in his

room at a hotel with the receiver in an
adjoining room. Summoning two of the

suspected men to his room he said just

enough to create the impression that he
could tell a great deal about car repair

graft if he wanted to, then excused him-
self and went out. He hurried into the

next room where he picked up the re-

ceiver of the dictograph and listened.

"What do you think he knows ?" asked

one of his callers.

"Oh, he doesn't know anything."

"He is on to something, all right."

"Don't you believe it. Let me talk to

him and I'll fix things up."

Thereupon ensued a discussion of the

story to be told. In ten minutes the dicto-

graph had accomplished something that

had baffled the shrewdest detectives in the

country for ten months ; for when the

amiable host returned he knew enough
about the affair to warrant the arrest of

three or four prominent officers and for-

mer officers of the railroad in question.

At the preliminary hearing a con-

spiracy was uncovered which involved

a number of railroad employes ranging
all the way from yard men to a vice-

president. The gang had plundered the

company of at least a million and a half

of dollars. Had it not been for the dicto-

graph the gang might still be operating.

An officer of one of the largest cor-

porations in the country became con-

vinced that a conspiracy was on foot

among a clique of directors to give him

the thirty-second degree in high finance

;

or, as the process was formerly known,
to freeze him out. So the officer, who
was also a heavy stockholder, decided to

employ a dictograph to defend himself.

The conspirators were in the habit of

meeting in a large room purposely left

as bare as possible. There was not a

picture on the wall, no closets and no fur-

niture except a plain table and some
plain chairs. Although the dictograph

is a very unobtrusive instrument, there

seemed to be absolutely no place to con-

ceal it. But a more careful search dis-

closed a hollow ornamental brass globe

on the chandelier over the table. The
transmitter was placed in this globe, the

wires were run up through the gas pipe,

then down to the desk of the intended

victim where the receiver was concealed

in a drawer. Thereafter the victim was
able to hear every word of the plots laid

against him. Under these circumstances

he was able to thwart the conspiracy and
to save his money.
The dictograph or acousticon, is noth-

ing more nor less than a hypersensitive

telephone. When used by the deaf a

vulcanized rubber transmitter is pinned

on the clothing or even hidden beneath
it, with wires leading to a light watch-
case receiver and a dry cell battery so

small it can be readily carried in the vest

pocket. This constitutes an outfit that

enables the wearer, however deaf, to hear
ordinary conversation. It was long ago
adapted for use in churches by placing a

battery of transmitters on the pulpit with

wires running to certain of the pews
where members of the congregation who
were hard of hearing could place the

receivers to their ears and so hear every

word of the sermon as well as their more
fortunate neighbors. Today twenty
thousand deaf persons are listening

through the acousticon to church serv-

ices.

H. G. Spaulding, who had charge of

the acousticon exhibit at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition, was the first to

suggest the use of the instrument in jails

as a perpetual eavesdropper to listen to

the incriminating words of suspects.

Three years later the acousticon was
adapted for use as an office telephone and

rechristened the dictograph. It had a

transmitter so sensitive and a receiver so
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loud thai it was not I talk

directly into the former or 1 1< >1« 1 the latter

to the ear, though ;i switch is provided
for using a receiver as in an ordinary
telephone whenever it is desired to keep
communication secret. After pressing a

call button the user of the dictograph ran
Kan hack in his chair, turn hi- back to the
instrument or gel it ami walk around the

room, dictating all the time t" a stenog

rapher in a distanl room or carrying on a

conversation with a party a block or a

mile distant. It- use ha- b) no means
been confined to dictation, for it has

proved to he a handy means of intercom-
munication in offices, factories ami else-

where.
rhe dictograph is uncannil) acute. I Mir

ma> stand eight feet away from it and
whisper, yet the word- will hi- distinctly

heard b) the listener at the other end of

the wire. Nor can il he muffled. 1

pressed a folded coal against the trans

initter. leaned against the coat, then

talked in an ordinar) tune to a part) in a

distant n » mi < • 1 1 an< >ther il< >< ir up< »n in

pected subjects. Even that did not fool

the dictagraph, for the answer* returned

showed that every word was understood.
\iicr all these various uses of the dic-

aph had hern de\ el( »ped ami not until

then, wa- a special form of apparatus de-

I for detective work. The complete
outfit i- -o small that it can he slipped

into a coat pocket without making a

hulk that would attract attention. The
sound collector is a disk of hard rubber
three inches in diameter which ma) be

concealed behind the wall paper, beneath
a rug, in the furniture, hack of a picture

or anywhere el-e. So long a- the parties
to a conversation do nut wander too far

from it every word they utter ma) be
heard by a distant listener. Whispering

HOW THE INSTRUMENT IS USED FOR ORDINARY BUSINESS PURPOS1 -.

Th'- transmitter is at the left, the receiver at the right,
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is of no avail. All

sounds become distinct.

The first impression

of the dictograph is

amazement that an in-

strument so exceeding-
ly sensitive could be
made. But after all the

dictograph is not so

wonderful as the fact

that it should have re-

mained so long- unuti-

lized. Away back in

1878, when the inventor

of the acousticon was
nineteen years old, D.
E. Hughes, an English-

A Cousin to the ''Invisible Detective"—An
Interior Telephone Station without

a Switchboard.

man who became a pro-
fessor in the college at

Bardstown, Ky., the in-

ventor of the printing

telegraph that bears his

name, produced an an-
cestor of the acousticon
so sensitive that it ac-

tually rendered audible
the footfalls of a fly!

This was two years
after Alexander Gra-
ham Bell had aston-
ished the world by
exhibiting the first

telephone at the

Centennial Expo-
sition at Philadelphia.

Scientists everywhere
were deeply interested

in the marvelous instrument and a

many of them were trying to supply the

improvements it so sadly needed. In the

course of his experiments Professor
Hughes attached a tenpenny nail to

each of the two wires leading from a re-

ceiver, then placing the two nails side by
side laid a third nail across the first two.
The loose metallic contact thus provided
so improved the sound conducting prop- ton, on Mount Vesuvius in predicting the

erties of the crude telephone that Hughes earthquake that destroyed Messina a

began a systematic development of his couple of years ago.

discovery. In due time Hutchison, who has a

Carbon being unoxidizable and unalter- long list of inventions to his credit, one
able in air, may be relied upon to produce of which you probably will hear the next
unvarying results. It also possesses to a time you fail to step lively in getting out

marked degree the power of absorbing of the way of an automobile, became
and condensing the air in its substance, chief engineer for, and personal repre-

While the resistance of metals to an elec- sentative of, Thomas A. Edison. In fact

trie current increases with higher tern- Edison narrowly escaped inventing the

great

peratures, that of car-

bon decreases. These
qualities seemed to ren-

der carbon the ideal

substance for further

experiments ; so Pro-
fessor Hughes sharp-

ened both ends of a

pencil of carbon, then

placed the points in de-

pressions in blocks of

carbon fastened to a

wooden sounding board
mounted on an insu-

lated base and connect-

ed with a battery cell,

and a telephone. With
this crude apparatus he
was enabled to hear
flies walking and many
other sounds never be-

fore audible. Because
this apparatus did for

the sense of hearing
what the microscope
does for vision Profes-

sor Hughes called his

invention the "micro-
phone." In an article

published in the Eng-
lish Mechanic June 21,

1878, the suggestion

was made that in time

of war the microphone
could be used to detect

the approach of an
enemy when several

miles distant, and that it might even de-

termine whether infantry, cavalry, or ar-

tillerv was marching'. Manv other

strange uses were suggested for the in-

strument, including the detection of sub-

terranean noises which generally precede
volcanic eruptions and earthquakes. As
a matter of fact the dictograph actually

was used bv Prof. Frank Perret, of Bos-



acousticon when he was ex-
perimenting with his car-

bon transmitter in the early

days of the telephone.
I '|>' ,n the advice of the vet

eran hi- chief engineer has
just broughl i iut a new fi »rm
of dictograph. This is incredibl) sensi-

tive. Even a low tone is so ma^nihc<l
that it becomes painful to a normal ear.

By means of a -witch the instrumenl can
be adjusted to catch loud or sofl

sounds "i" to listen t<i music; for it is a

peculiar fact that an instrument that will

Tin Little In
MINI III \! II \- III I II I,

C \l> II So M \\\ i .n mi i

enaoie a deaf person to

lear conversation will not
allow him to listen to

music with pleasure, or
vice versa. Nor will it

conve} a shout, though it

will render distinct the
softest whisper. In fact this instru-
ment has the peculiar faculty of magnify-
ing consonants, particularly the aspirates,
more than it does the vowel sounds,
which is

j U st what a deaf person wants.
The same virtue is as useful to those of
normal hearing in ordinary telephoning.

263
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LOS ANGELES' BIG-DITCH DIGGKR

••.
' -. IX 1877 an Irish

"J
sailor landed al

San Pedro, i ali-

fornia, and perhaps with
the idea thai a taste of life

ashore would be pleasant
for a change, he hunted ;i

j
1 'b. I he water o impan)
had a j

>< >-it i< >n waiting for

this A. l:.. a steady job for

a m a 11 who
was willinj

to staj with it. ami the

sailor went to work
cleaning the company's
ditches.

This was the begin-
ning of William Mnl-
h <> 1 1 a n d's connection
with the water supply
oi 1 .' is Angeles ; he has

stayed at this work ever
since, hut the difference
i- that lu- is now chief

engineer <>t" the "$23,

000,000 ditch," the Los
Angeles aqueduct, which
ha- been under construc-
tion since 1908 and i- ex-

pected to deliver water in

1913. It will be
a ho ut 250
miles Ion-.
The work has

gone through
smoothly in

spite of the

enormous ob
Stacles, natu-

ral difficulties,

t' i n a n c i a I

stress ami po-

litical opposi-

tion, for being
a municipal
undertaking, the project has been subjeel
to attack by every selfish office-seek<

William Mulholland was horn in Bel-
fast, Ireland, in 1855, received his school-
ing in Dublin, followed the sea from
1870 to 1875 and after entering the Los
Angeles Water Company's employ made
a thorough study of hydraulic engineer-
ing. When the plant was bought by the
city in 1902 he was appointed superin-

tendenl and chief engin< i i and he was
one ot the principal factors in promoting
ami executing the -real aqueduct project.

Fi >r a man ai the head of a gigantic en-
terprise, Mr. Mulholland's manner i

markably unassuming. Mis rugged
tures reveal the quid strength of the
man. and physically, too, he sugg
strength

:
not a tall figure, hut a sturdy,

well-knil frame. Mis thoughtful eyes ami
well developed head indicate the men-

tal vigor of a man who could
work his way to tin- top of
an engineering project re-

quiring the highesl tech-

nical skill, a man who
was a day laborer and
was fi ireed to s r <d< his

i '\\ n education.
It has been a favorite

teaching of some edu-

\ cators of late that a

college course alone

c< iuld equip a man today
for the most highly-skilled

professions. The success of
the Irish sailor refutes this.

Somehow or other he has

acquired the necessary
technical k n o w 1-

edge to put

through this

gigantic un-

dertaking.



GAVE UP ART CAREER FOR HIS RACE

'"THIRTY-EIGHT years ago a frail-

* looking Negro lad, an ex-slave, en-

tered Ames College, Iowa, to specialize

in agricultural science. The excite-

ment awakened by a Negro listed

in the cause of scientific agricul-

ture was greatly heightened

when it was learned that the

young man was a painter and de-

signer with a career already well as-

sured.

"Why not push your studies

along this line to some extent?"

remonstrated James Wilson, Sec-

retary of Agriculture, then a

teacher at Ames.
"Because," was the reply, "I

can be of no service to my
race with this."

These words marked the

farewell to the brush as a call-

ing for Prof. George W. Car-

ver, Director of the Agri-

cultural Research and Ex-
periment Station, of Tus-
kegee Institute, Alabama.

Professor Carver's ex-

periments and instruction

at Tuskegee Institute have
been invariably with com-
mon things—with just

such things as the

farmers, housewives
and school teach-

ers in Alabama
have to deal with

every day — with

the cow pea, the

wild plum, the

sweet potato, cot-

ton, with the com-

mon shrubs and plants about Macon
County, Alabama, where Tuskegee In-

stitute is located, and with the soil and
its various uses.

It was hardly a decade ago that

the cow pea in Alabama, in-

deed in the whole South, was
regarded as a little less than a

contemptible weed. It was fed

to the cows or left to rot on

the land for fertilizer.

That man was poor in-

deed, a poor "red

neck" or "hill-side

darkey" who served

this vegetable as a

food for man. This

despised product
was a subject of

Professor Carver's

early experiments.

Applying his chem-
istry to the growing
of the cow pea, he

soon turned it into a

delectable food.

Perhaps the experi-

ment which will come
nearest to a direct na-

tional benefit is that

which Professor Carver is

now making on various

kinds of clay. This clay

—

white, yellow, and blue

—

takes the place of lime and
the various washes com-
pounded by plasterers.
Mixed with water it will

wash a rough surface as

successfully as will lime.

Mixed with turpentine it

becomes a rich stain for

furniture.

.«;<
JF^sapg
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SIX

FARM

LADS

WHO

MADE

MlLO. Ira.

IT' you should hunt the country over you
* would hardly find a more remarkable
family than the six Price brothers and one
of the remarkable things about them is

that they were brought up on a little

eighty-eight acre farm in < >hio.

I lere arc the six : Ira M. Price,

Ph. I).. 1. 1.. D.. the oldest, Profes
-or of Semitic languages in

the 1 rniversity « if ( )hicag< i

;

S. Eber Price, President 1

1

< ntav.a University at I

taw a. Kansas : Em >ch J.

I 'rice, practicing law in i Chi-

cago; Miln B. Trice. I'll. D..

Principal of Pillsbury Acad-
emy, ' >watonna, Minn.

;

Rev. Orlo J. Price, Ph.

I ).. pastor of the Firsl

Baptist Church, Lan-
sing, Michigan : I [omer
(

'. Price, 1 'can of the Ag-
ricultural (1 epa r i in e n t.

( )ln'( i State I rniversity.

These arc the six living

brothers. Mark T... a

farmer, died three years

ago, and Asa E. died in

his freshman year at Denison University.

Eight boys in all, no girls; all the boys

college trained, five of them graduates

of Denison University, two of them from

the state I rniversity, three of them with the

doctor's degree from Leipsig University

in < iermany—such is the reo ird.

That eighty-eight

acre farm will he

found tn have had
no little tn do with

the success of these

men. When you
dig down a n <1

search for reasons,

v< hi will find th' >se

EliKR.

rea-"ii- growing in

t w o b ranche s.

First, the farm to bring them up on

only eighty-eight acres. Second, their

father. Thomas David Trice. If he had

had a big plantatii in of a th< >usand acri

winch the boys needed only to scratch

and not to dig and help their father make
a living for the family, thereby

making a living for themselves, they

mighl ii"t have achieved

such suca
The proximity i if 1 >eni-

si mi I rniversity enabled Mr.

Trice tn keep up the habit

« if w< >rk, in his b< lys, as well

a> to -ratify his desire to

give them an educati* in.

off tn college and spend
their patrimony? Not
exactly. When Ira. the

oldest, start e d, he

walked, the first year,

hack and forth each

day. The seci md year,

he rode horseback. The
third year, having kept

his constitution up to

i hi m standard, he hoarded at

the sehoi il and ^' 't down
to business in a Mill more thorough way.
The rest of the eight boys followed the

same schedule, walked one year, rode one
year, hoarded the remaining year-. Ira

is now fifty-five years old, Homer thirty-

Thai -how- how long the Price

procession was in passing through
o illeg

It i- quite possi-

ble, t h a t tho
Saturdays on the

farm heightened
the respeel i if th<

young men for the

professional life

and tightened their

grip < in the ambition

for that life.

six.

i
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SOME OF THE COAL PIT
TYING UP

HTHE great strike of the
* English coal mine work-

ers, which has aroused world-

wide interest as being one of

the most formidable upheavals

of labor ever known, seems in

a fair way to be settled. The
average weekly wage the op-

erators have paid these col-

liers has been but twenty-eight

shillings, eight and a half

pence, or less than seven dol-

lars a week. On an average,

four miners lose their lives

daily.

The measure for a mini-

LADS WHO ARE
ENGLISH INDUSTRY.

mum wage that David Lloyd-

George, Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, has succeeded in

forcing upon a somewhat re-

luctant Parliament is bringing

the strike to

an end.

This mini-

mum wage
will vary
somewhat
according to

the district

in which it is

to be put into

effect.

David Lloyd-
George. Whose
Proposal for
a Minimum
Wage Law to
Settle the
Great English
Coal Strike Is

Receiving Fav-

orable Action

in Parliament

26S
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Are Rich ^
Coal Fibi ds

Under rrn E irth
NEAR WlLLISTON,

HARNESSING THE "BIG MUDDY"
By

ARTHUR CHAPMAN
I [EN it wa^ decided to re-

claim lands in the vicinity

of the towns of Willist* m
and Buford, North Da-

perienced. How to ur( 't water from the

uncontrollable "Big Muddy" to the high
bench lands embraced in the irrigation

project, was a problem of sufficient mag-
kota, with water pumped nitude to stagger anybody but an Ameri-

from the Missouri river, it was discov- can construction engineer,

ered that a situation confronted the engi- The Missouri has always been re-

neer> such, a- they had never before ex- garded as the wildest and most unman-

2W
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ageable of American streams. Nowhere
is it more erratic than in the vicinity of

the Williston and Bu ford-Trenton pro-

jects. From the high bluffs that line the

river, the Indians in early days used to

watch the struggles of the keel boatmen,
who poled many adventurers up the

watery highway of romance in the days
of the fur hunters. Many a keelboat was
caught in a treacherous eddy, or

struck by a giant

shooting down
log

Sandbars have formed in the deepest
portion of the channel, and have thrown
the full force of the stream against some
unprotected bank, and thousands of cubic

yards of the bluff have been gnawed
away by the remorseless and erratic "Big
Muddy."
To harness such a stream by ordinary

methods was clearly impossible. On the

Sacramento river, steamboats,

equipped with pumps do
effective work

I

iiii «
1 %r^'

w
- >-,-

NORTH DAKOTA
STATE EXPERIMENT FARM AT

WILLISTON. IN VICINITY OF RECLAMATION WORK,

the stream as though driven by a cata-

pult, and countless expeditions were
halted while vain search was made for

drowned voyageurs and lost goods.

in watering adjacent lands in time of

drought, and in unwatering the land back
of the protecting levees in time of flood

—but the Sacramento is gentleness itself

Many a successful trapper, floating his compared with the Missouri. Operating
bales of furs to St. Louis, after a season pumping steamers in a current that av-

or two of hazard on the beaver
streams at the Missouri
headwaters, was caught
by a snag in the boiling,

muddy river, or

thrown against a

sandbar in mid-
stream, and was
heard of no more.
The small steam-

boats that navi-

gated the Missouri
in later days had to

combat a swifter cur-

rent and a more uncer
tain channel than the big

boats that plied the Mis-
sissippi.

In seasons of heavy floods and
succeeding droughts, there has

One of the
First Problems
the Engineer

Met with.

A siphon was put in

to carry over the wa-
ter for the Williston
pumping project.

erages eight or nine miles an
hour, would be clearly im-

possible. Anchors would
be ripped out of the

muddy bottom, if not

by the force of the

current itself, then

by the impact of the

great trees that

come hurtling down
stream when the

June freshet is on.

To establish an or-

dinary concrete pump-
ing plant was equally

out of the question, as

the engineers at such an
institution would be likely to

wake up some morning and find

their pumps empty, with the

been a variation of nineteen feet in the Missouri gurgling mockingly half a mile

Missouri river level at Williston. The away.
main channel has been known to shift H. A. Storrs, the government engineer

half a mile, for no apparent reason, in charge of the work, finally decided to
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other barge

ty-eight

install a power plant at Wil-
li>t<>n, from which el©

veyed p< >vi er

could be transmitted «».

to pumping barges.
< )ik- of the barges ^ . ...

was to be stationed

at Williston an<l

p o w er \\ « >uld be

conveyed to the

twen-
mues dis-

tant, to irrigate the

Buford-Trenton pro-

ject. In order t< i si >lve

the problem of anchorage,
it was decided to fasten the

barges to the bank by

means i >f extensible < iver-

head booms. These booms,
swinging clear of the

river, allow ed the floating

debris to pass beneath them. Ordinary
floating 1m x mis \\<ml<l soon have caughl
an immense amount of debris, and would
have wrecked the entire plant.

In the matter of attaching pipes to the

• if i ach barge were presented

t< i the current I le built

a floating dike-

there is m» other de-

scription that \\ ill tit

his deyice -encasing
I iron pipes in 1"

made of 1) e a v y
planks. By Ailing

or emptying t!

pipes with water,

the sectional boom
thus consl ruct e d

could be kept at any
teighl desi r e d. By

sinking it until the top

was awash, the boom was
ci inverted into an impn
nable defence. Trees and
li >gs, which came d< iwn the

stream like immer i

serpents, -truck this im-
provised rampart, and were fended off by
pikeinen who were on guard night and
day in times of tl 1.

Generally when such an object in a

stream strikes an obstacle, it dives like

barges, another problem was presented, a huge fish. This would be disastrous
Stationary pipes were out of the ques- to the pumping machinery on the barges,
ion, owing to the shifting nature of the but, by sinking the protecting booms in

1. \m> Irrigated by tiu Watj rs
oi mii Big Mi ddy."

Looking south from Buford, N. D,

channel. SO pipes with rubber joints were
attached. These could be shortened or

lengthened as the channel shifted its

position.

Mr. Storrs realized that the question
of floating debris would be a serious mat-
ter, even though n<> mure than the prow

the manner described, the engineer had
put the center of gravity of the defence
below the center of gravity of the attack-

in- object. The big trees wire veered
"it by the pikemen, and floated on down
the Missouri, without having harmed the

pumping barges.

nih PLANT \T WILLISTON FROM WHICH ELECTRIC POWER WAS TRANSMITTED TO I'UMF
WATER OUT OF THE MISSOURI. AT A POINT TWENTY-EIGHT MILKS AWAY.
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I

The battle was
far from being won
after the barges

had been made se-

en r e. A pretty
problem had to be

overcome in devel-

oping su f f ic ient
power at the gen-

erating- plant. The
coal, which was
dug from adjacent

beds located by Mr.
Storrs, was more
than 40 per cent,

water. The utiliza-

tion of this coal, so

that it developed
the required
amount of horse-

power is a feat

which has inter-

ested all engineers

who have inspected

this unique plant.

The coal used at

the government
plant is mined and
delivered by grav-

ity to the furnace

at the power sta-

tion. Sufficient
horse-power is de-

veloped to run both
pumping
and
many times the

acreage now under
cultivation.

Missouri river
water, being unlike

the water of any
other stream in the

world, offered a

considerable prob-

lem in itself. At times, when the river

is at its muddiest, there is twenty-five

per cent, of solid matter in its composi-

tion—rich alluvial float that has made
the whole Mississippi Valley an agricul-

tural wonderland, but which is not

exactly a comfort to the irrigation engi-

neer. To pump such water into canals

and laterals would mean the rapid filling

of costly irrigation works with silt. A
settling basin was constructed, close to

each pumping barge. Into this basin

Suction Side of One of the Pumping Stations.

One of the Barges with Its Discharge Pipes for
Turning Water upon the Parched Dakota Soil.

barges
to irrigate

A Settling Basin Had to Be Built to Remove
the Silt before Flooding the

Fields.

the muddy water of

the Missouri was
pumped. The silt

was allowed to set-

tle to the basin, and
the clear water was
run off into the sys-

tem of canals which
eventually will

make this whole
bench-land region

look like an im-
mense checker-
board of small but
prosperous farms.

In disposing of
the accumulation of

silt in the reservoir,

a unique suction

arrangement was
devised. A waste-
pipe, air-tight and
capable of standing

heavy pressure,
was laid under the

river bank of the

reservoir. A nozzle-

like arrangement,
operated by a man
on a floating plat-

form, sucked up
the loose silt on the

bottom of the
reservoir, and the

m ud was d i s-

charged through
the pipe into the

Missouri.

In constructing

the canals, a prob-

lem confronted the

engineers at the

outset— the ques-

tion of crossing the

Great Northern
railroad tracks. Here a siphon was con-

structed, and the water dives under the

tracks and reappears on the other side,

to make fertile the bench lands near

Williston.

Power plants and pumping barges

would also seem to solve the problems of

such hitherto unconquered streams as the

Colorado and its tributaries, the Upper
Yellowstone and Snake, and many other

rivers that travel for miles at the bottom
of deep gorges.



THIS HOUSE Willi STAIRWAY TO ROOF COST SEVJ Ml l N

H! NDR1 D DOLLARS.

CHEAP HOMES FOR WORKING MEN
By

HARRY F. KOHR

THE problem of building good
cheap homes for working men
i- one that has engaged most
serious thought for many
years and nobody yet appears

to have hit upon the ideal plan. Thomas
A. Edison is one of those who have been
working on the problem and Mime time

he announced a plan for building
cheap houses of solid concrete by pouring
them in molds. A- yet his plan has not

reached the stage where any of the

houses are being built or poured.

Now comes an Oklahoma man who
believes he has gone a long way toward

lution of the housing problem and
he has met with such success that the

Department of Commerce and Labor has
become interested in his efforts.

This man doesn't pretend he is an
Edison, however. He is merely a prac-
tical builder. He doesn't profess to draw-
any conclusions, hut simply submits the
houses he has built as evidence and lets

the results speak for themselvi
\\ hat this man is doing is to build a

cosy, durable and artistic five-room
dwelling of hollow tile and cement.
strong enough to last a hundred years,
on a lot 75 by 140 feet in area, costing

$500, with a chicken house, tool house,

water supply and sewer system thrown
in. and selling the whole outfil for SI. 5(H)

payable on installments. He pays high

wages to his mechanics, uses the best of

materials for which he is forced to pay
high prices, operates on borrowed capi-

tal for which he pays a high rate of inter-

est, and yet admits he is making a good
profit. He is selling his houses as fasl

as he can build them and he can't build

them fast enough to meet the demand.
When this builder first began his work

lie built a four-room house which he sold

for SI."00, including the lot. He found
that the greatest demand, however, was
for a larger house, so he added another
bedroom on the rear and made other

changes in the plan which brought the

cost up to $1,500. A still more artistic

home—one on the same plan— sells for

SI.700. A bathroom added to either

plan, including cosl of tub, lavatory, etc.,

would increase the COSt about $150.

"In any large city where sand, ma-
terials and labor are cheaper, the $1,700
house could be built for $1,500 and the

$1,500 house for proportionately I<

the builder says. This is rating the lot

at $500.

213
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A glance at the floor plan,

which is same for both

houses, will show that there

is no waste of space and
that the rooms are of ample
size. The walls and par-

titions are of hollow tile,

plastered inside and out-

side with mixed lime and
cement plaster, the exterior

walls being given a rough
finish. Hollow tile con-

struction, as is well known,
is warm in winter and cool

in summer. Practically the

only difference in the two
houses is the roof. The
roof of the $1,500 house is

of the ordinary slant type,

covered with metal Spanish

tile. In the $1,700 house
the roof is flat, surrounded

by a three-foot railing, fin-

ished with stucco the same
as the walls of the house.

The roof may be used as a

roof garden or as a sleep-

ing porch in summer. A
stairway from the back
porch gives access to the

roof. The roof is sup-

WALLLD PORCH

WITHOUT ROOF

10'' X IZ'

Plan of a Fifteen-Hundred
Dollar Cement House.

A practical dcsien suitable for any
small family.

ported by 2x8 rafters, cov-

ered with 1-inch boards,

over which is first laid four

thicknesses of tar-paper

laid without nail holes.

The paper is covered with
a lapped layer of expanded
metal lath over which is

spread two inches of con-

crete covered with as-

phaltum. This makes a

roof which, the builder says,

should be weatherproof for

a hundred years.

The houses are 35 by 20
feet, with these interior di-

mensions : living room, 12

bv 16; dining room, 9 by
12; kitchen, 6^ by 9; al-

cove bedroom, 6^4 by 12^ ;

rear bedroom, 9}4 by 12;

clothes closet, 3 by 6}4 ;

back porch, 7 by 10; front

porch, 10 by 18 ; roof gar-

den, 20 by 35. If a bath-

room is desired this can be
provided for by setting the

kitchen more to the rear

and placing the bath room
back of the closet, and cut-

ting down the closet space

INTERIOR OF ONE OF THE LOW-COST CEMENT HOUSES.
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so as to provide a hallway into the bath-

room.

These houses arc being built in a small

town in < Melanoma where there is as yet

neither waterworks nor sewers, so that it

has been necessary for the builder to pro-

vide for each set of six houses a septic

tank for sewage and a

windmill with
1< O-barrel tank

for water sup-

ply. There is

natural gas, how-
ever, and each
n " >m is pipe

w i t li it.

h a n d some
and artistic

fixtures be-

ing included

Course, on thirty feet. A cellar and
sewer connections would increase the

cost in the city, hut. taking everything
into consideration the city man. by fol-

lowing the floor plan and the style of

construction u-cd by the Oklahoma
builder, ought to be able to build

himself a • modern, and
substantial dwelling for

$2,000 or less, in-

cluding the i

of his lot. It will

d, also, that

style i if o instruc-

tion is <>ne that

reduces the
• "f repairs

to a lmo s 1

nothing, since

there is prac-

tically no
painting and no woodwork to he dam-
aged. The houses as lmilt in Oklahoma

Jiu Rj h Is very Convenient for Airing Bedding.

in the COSt i if

the house. In the living room there is

a basket grate tilted to burn either coal

or natural gas. Very little wood is used have tinted walls which are cheaper and
in the houses, even the tloors being of more sanitary than papered walls and
cement, while the ceilings are of stamped permit of simple and yet elegant effects

metal. The house is screened at every that cannot be obtained in cheap paper,
opening. With reference to the problem of the
Only expert labor is employed by the increased cost of living, in combination

builder and he pays '"top** wages: $6 a with that of rearing a family, half-

day for eight hours for brickmasons and decently at least, these cheap homes for

plasterers and fifty cents an hour for working men being constructed by this

carpenters. The tile and cement are of Oklahoma builder, take on a significance
the best quality. The sand that is used is

hauled one hundred mile- by rail and
then a considerable distance by

wagon, which makes its

COSt laid down on
the site about three

dollars a yard.

Under these condi

tions, the builder esti

mates t h a t

the cost of

each house,

w h e r e he
n o w i s

a t work
building, is

about $200
in excess of

what it would
Louis, Kansas City
city. The final cost.

would, of course, depend on the lot. The
house would fit very well on a lot as

entirely out of proportion to the modesl
nature of the enterprise. The de-

mands of persons i if moderate
means i> neither for

elegance nor show

|^^^ but \> >r a stability

••<«*_. and permanency
^« of struct u re.

"\\ hat is wanted is

B Sold on the Installment Plan for Fifteen Hundred Dollars.
This includes gas fixtures, drainrik.''- etc.

in Chicago, St.

or any Eastern
built in anv citv

Something substan-

tial. which is,

at the same
t i m e, com-
fortable and
cheerful.

Screening
in each of

the h< mses at

every opening may appear a small thing,

but assuring as it does a safeguard against

the annoyance and danger of flies and
mosquitoes, it would indicate that other

less obvious precautions were also pro-
small as twenty-five feet and better, of vided for in these cheery little dwellings.



DOCKING A BIG LINER
By

CHESTER CARTON

WHEN the Olympic arrived

in New York on her

maiden voyage she was
three mortal hours in cov-

ering the nine miles from
Quarantine to a point on the Hudson op-

posite her dock at Twenty-first street

;

and yet the Olympic has proved herself

capable of twenty-one and a half knots,

or twenty-four and three-quarter miles,

as a landlubber would put it, an hour.

There was nothing the matter with the

Olympic, but there was so much the mat-
ter with New York harbor that the big

ship could only be docked on the slack of

tide. If the captain had been a railroad

man he might have explained that he was
"killing time" on the way up from Quar-
antine ; but being merely a British mar-
iner he could only marvel in his unim-
aginative way at the people who are so

busy admiring their own progressiveness

that they never have time to catch up
with the procession.

Most of the difficulties arise from the

lack of intelligence displayed in arrang-

ing the docks of New York harbor, every

one of which is placed at right angles to

the current. In Liver-

pool the steamer floats

gracefully and
easily up to a

landing stage parallel with the stream.

At. Hamburg, Rotterdam, and in fact

every up-to-date port, the docks are

parallel with the flow of the tide, or

nearly so. It took the vaunted ingenuity

of the Yankee to figure out a scheme of

docks athwart the current.

There are two other wholly unneces-

sary drawbacks which make the docking
of a liner in New York the work of an
expert. The first of these drawbacks is

that the slips are only two hundred and
fifty feet wide. At best this affords but

scanty room for maneuvering a vessel

seven hundred feet or more long and
eighty or ninety feet wide ; but they

rarely have even that much space. Nearly
always there is another vessel at one side

of the slip which with a flotilla of light-

ers and barges receiving or discharging

cargo take up more than half the space.

Added to all this the Hudson is so shal-

low that the big Hamburg-American
liners, which dock in Hoboken, actually

drag in the mud occasionally.

In Hamburg and other European ports

dredges are always at work to maintain

an ample depth in the harbor. Neither

the National Government, which has lav-

ished millions upon the construction of

an entrance to the harbor, nor the

city of New York spends a

cent in clearing away

276
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THERE ISNT A SECOND RATI PORT IN EUROPE THAT HASN'T A MORE INTELLIGENTL\
ARRANGED SYSTEM OF DOCKING THAN NEW VORK.

Laying the vessel alongside the pier.

the annual deposits in the Hudson.
Finally, the docks are built with vertical

wails with only a narrow runway at the

side. Senile of the big liners have so

much flare at the bow that the overhang
arrives some time in advance of the rest

of the hull. Watchful eyes and skillful

hands are required to prevent this over-

hanging' bow from gouging several thou-
sand dollars worth of damage out of the
duck structure. Should the vessel happen
to have a list the superstructure may
come in contact with the dock with dis-

astrous results.

To maneuver masses of steel seven
or eight hundred feet long and weighing
from thirty thousand to sixty thousand
tons into position in such exceedingly
narrow quarter.-, with a swift tide always
ready to take instant advantage of a
false move, is the task of the marine su-

perintendent.

\\ hile the liner is feeling her way cau-

tiously up the crowded river the marine
superintendent's navy of tugs clears for

action. Sometimes when conditions of

wind and tide are favorable a liner can

be docked with the aid of one or two
tugs; at other time- as many as fourteen

find their work cut out for them in as-

sisting a vessel of twenty-five thousand
tons net register into her berth. As each
one gets ten dollars for the job the dock-
ing process is likely to be expensive.

When the ship is within two hundred
feet of the dock three men put out in a

row boat to bring the first line ashore.

The instant thai line reaches the pier

the responsibility of the marine superin-

tendent begins, while that of the captain

ceases. Nfol legally, mind you, but prac-

tically. In th< of the law the cap-

tain is always responsible, though as a

matter of fad the captain only has a free

hand while he is on the high seas when
no one else wants to run the ship. As

217
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Ready to Give Orders from the Wharf.
The task of docking arriving liners is entrusted to a high-

salaried expert, the "Marine Superintendent."

soon as he gets within the three-mile

limit a pilot climbs up to the bridge and

gives him advice until he gets to the dock

when the marine superintendent takes

charge.

Like a Mississippi river steamboat a

trans-Atlantic liner always lands with her

bow to the current ; though in tidal

waters the current reverses its direction

twice daily. Fifty men divided into

squads of ten, each under the command
of a foreman, are waiting on the dock.

Each squad has its part assigned. One
squad takes the line from the row boat

and hauls in on it until the hawser, an

overgrown rope nine inches in diameter

is made fast. Others are ready with

fenders consisting of large bundles of

cordage to protect the vessel's side as

she cautiously edges up to the dock.

Others are ready to take care of the next

lines. Altogether there are five lines to

be attended to before the ship is finally

moored in her berth, and it takes ten

men to handle each one.

All hands, the men on the dock, the

tugs, and the officers on the bridge, work
together on signal from the marine su-

perintendent. From his position on the

open end of the dock he keeps a wary
eye on everything—the men, the tugs, the

vessel, the wind, and the tide. As all

hands know their business the marine
superintendent talks in the sign language
to his men and to the officers on the

bridge. The tugs, being farther away,
sometimes have to be signalled with a

flag. On rare occasions the marine su-

perintendent may have to use the mega-
phone ; but he does it reluctantly, for he
hates noise, or anything suggestive of a

play to the galleries.

nt—-3qj

Getting the Fenders between Boat and Pier
into Action.
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After considerable trouble the liner is

laid up against the end of the dock, bow
to the tide, with spring line in position

and tii-- ready for business. At the

psychological moment the marine super
intendent gives a signal. The word i-

passed to the bridge where the man at the
marine telegraph signals the engine room

:ome ahead on one -new and to back
on the other. The tugs lined up
side by side with their no
against the liner'- flank now ring

for full speed ahead to push her

around. Using the a irner

of the pier as a fulcrum
the ship i- swung sl< »w-

ly around like a big

a

far as can he ascertained from the

rds no trans-Atlantic liner h.

sailed from New York with all the pa
he sengers who intended to go on her. Just

as the vessel hark- into the stream a

taxicab dashes up t<> the pier entrance,

one or more intending passengers prance
up stairs then down the whole length of

the pier where they lean OUl of the end
windows and beckon to the captain to

come hark for them, llr, the brute,

pretends not t< i see them.
The -tar performance was given in

July. I'M 1. by a lady passen-
r who had engaged
passage on the Majes-

tic. She went on

gate, the men on the

line- holding every inch

gained. The squads must
mind their p's and q's,

n>r if they allow too

great a -train to come
upon one of the big

likely to -nap ;

and when a nine inch hawser -nap- any
one in the neighborhood is liable t<> get

hurt. More than one man ha- had a leg

broken on the docks of New York when
a hawser snapped. Some have been
killed. In the course of time the liner i-

swung around until she lie- parallel to

the duck, and is coaxed into her berth.

Tix;s Bkginning to Close in on a
'.nr (

'. .\iin<;

INTO I'URT.

board an hour bef< ire

sailing, left her hat and
pocketbook in her state-

room, then went, bare-

leaded and without a

cent, out on the dock to

watch the preparations

for sailing. Not until the

el was in midstream did it occur to

her that while her luggage and money
were sailing for Europe according to

schedule she was not. Her hysterics

availed her nothing, for the marine su-

perintendent refused to become an ac

sory to her suicide by

a tug.

sending her out on



DIGGING UP BONES OF PREHISTORIC MONSTERS THAT HAVE BEEN BURIED A HALF
MILLION YEARS.

This hike of asphalt has formed a trap for almost countless decades.

MINING FOR TIGERS
By

CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER

CALIFORNIA suggests gold
mines and placers, but the

traveler over its mountains
and valleys will observe some
strange contradictions : rivers

running under ground and completely

out of sight, and rats living in trees. He
may see oil pumped out of the ocean
seemingly, and springs of oil at sea. I

have seen men standing in a bed of

clams on a mountain slope shoveling

them out and they may have been a mil-

lion years old. I saw a railroad laid

through the grave of a giant elephant

that had been caught in a quicksand half

a million years ago. In any event the old

stream bed was on the face of a cliff,

high above the old stream where the

elephant tried to drink.

But the most remarkable sight in Cali-

fornia today is a mine where tigers are

taken out with a pick, or it may be a

giant sloth, or a lion or a mastodon or a
dozen or more strange animals.

Probably animals can be mined in vari-

ous places, but I fancy this mine on La
Brea ranch six miles west of Los An-
geles is unique from the fact that it is an
asphaltum trap which entangled animals

of all sizes and kinds perhaps a million

or more years ago and is doing exactly

the same thing today.

In a word a bit of the old Tertiary

time has been passed down to us almost

as it stood ages ago and is today trap-

ping animals as it did then. Away back
in 1885, the cattle ranch was owned by a

Mr. Hancock and was supposed to be

injured by the curious asphaltum or tar

springs which appeared at various places.

They were little tar volcanoes, generally

small, some several feet across and one

of pure tar the size of an ordinary well.

Finally some demand was occasioned
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for this tar. and it was sol<

few dollars a carload,

workers in time making
big hole in the soil which
filled with water, tar

and oil, and was called i

tar lake.

r li e r e \\ as one j

draw hack to this tar. It ,

in places filled with !

bones which in time
became so plentiful that

the demand f<>r the tar

ceased. The pool was
supposed to be a menace,
a horse and wagon backed
in one day and disappeared
and calves, sheep, colts,

etc., were at times lost in it.

The surface is continually
broken with gas explosions
showing that it is over a

number of tar springs of
the kind found on the
Mir fact'.

A few years ago, some
a tooth

MINING Fl >U TIGERS

the X

Remains of Elephant Skuu

one noticed

of a "sa-

bre 1 11 o t h

tiger" ina
I . " - A n-

geles office

and rccn
nizing it a

rarity
traced it

up to "La
B r e a

r a n C h."

The atten-

tion of pa-
lci >nt< >1< Igists

was attracted

and the ex

traordinary i

that the tar t

by Mexicans for years and sold

foralmosl nothing contained the
skeletons and bones of animals
SO rare and valuable
that the hulk thr< »wn Children Disci \\ eri d i i

liberall) gave several

schools and scientific

institutions the priv-

ilege i if mining f< >r a

tain number of

months: With this

understanding the

Museum of the I

.

Angeles Normal t Col-

lege and I lighSchool
began work by put-

ting classes of y< lung
men and women volunteers at

work and one day when the

writer and John Muir
arrived on the scene the

sight was a strang< one.

Boys and girls in old

suits were in a deep
hole on tin sh< ires of the

ake hard at work—one
gang pumped out oil and
water, another dug the

gravel and tar that over-

laid the h« UK's while sitting

irectly in the asphaltum
a ml tar
spr in g

s

u ere a
dozen or
m o r e

y o u 11 g-

sters dig-

ging and

w o rk i n g
with file

point
a n (1

knives
into the

most re-

ma r k able
i.'iu soleum
r uncovered

tscover)

away represented a
great fortune.

La Brea at once became the cynosure
of the eyes of the scientific world. In the
meantime the entire region had become a
great oil field and the owners very

ng to learn

>w these bones came here.

ere and there little circular

outpourings of tar appear, black

Somi of thi Specimens Los Angeles High S. hooi
a"° shining.

< Mten
these are in circular

Skuli urnc
IN.

of Sabre Tooth 1 igi i - it La Bri \ K inch
shape, again they
run into little gul-

and form streams. The prevailing
wind blows dust, sand and gravel

over it and very soon the surface has the
appearance of being hard. If rain falls it
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collects on the tar and
stands in big or little

pools, a mouse or a

skunk comes to
drink, it steps

and is i m m e-

diately caught

by the tar,
which is remark-
ably tenacious. The
animal struggles, falls

over, becomes completely en-

tangled and in a day or two
completely disappears. A
skunk, a crow or raven, a

meadow lark, have been

known to be trapped within a

very short time. The same situ-

ation held true a half million or

a million years ago, though
perhaps the springs were bigger

and larger and certainly in the

Pleiocene time the animals were
different.

Long ago an earthquake or

something had made a sharp fold in the place to drink and met the fate we have
rock and the mass of tar beneath had seen that befell the skunk
been forced upward by the gas and and the meadow lark,

pressure forming the same traps until The elephant wading
today the region is covered with tar into the innocent-look-

Skull of a Sabre
Tooth Tiger.

With these fangs the
great beast could dis-

embowel elephants.

for the space of a quarter

of a mile and is about
fifteen feet deep.

Strange animals

lived here in these

days. Lions, a tiger

with a long dagger-
like tooth with a

s a w - 1 i k e edge,
ducks, geese, coy-

otes, wolves, rab-

bits, mice, giant
ywolves, condors,

peacocks, bears, horses, bison,

camels, the mammoth and huge
ground sloths of a ton or more
weight. Horses and camels indi-

cating the middle of the great

Pleiocene . era. These animals

lived in the adjacent mountains
now known as the Sierra Santa
Monica and roamed the plains

and forests where Hollywood,
Los Angeles and Pasadena now
stand. They came down to the

LOS ANGELES SCHOOL CHILDREN AT WORK TAKING OUT
THE BONES OF A GREAT SLOTH.

ing pool and sand, sank,

without knowing it, up to

its knees. But when it

attempted to move it was
trapped. Its mighty strug-

gles, its trumpeting, its

and fear can be

imagined. At last it fell or

stumbled and was held by
the treacherous tar. Its

struggles attracted the

marauding animals of the
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times. Along came a big tiger with the

sabre saw teeth. ( me of these teeth pro-

cured from thr professor of the high

school for Andrew Carnegie was at leasl

eight inches long ;m<l delicately serrated

—a terrible ivory poignard. This tiger

with the two ivory

_^___ sabres s 1 ti n k along
\ through the brush,

II' <w 1 Hi S Mil T( "'ll! TlOl R < OM-
PARE9 IN SlZI w ll II A M

1 111- MOUNTI l>

.-kl I in

Sauk i Tool m

In. i k \\ \- Si I

i I- i Ri iM i hi

R] M us- I 'l

ered on 1 iii

1 \ Bri a Ranch,

ment, leaped and by throwing its mouth
wide open, buried its terrible weapons in

the body of the elephant, and then by pul-

ling back disemboweled it with one
motion.

But the elephant was not dead, and its

struggles threw the sabre tooth tiger off.

The tii^er sank into the tar and was
caught and in a moment the two were

iged in a life and death struggle.

Slowly but surely the tar crept up over
them, and their struggles became less and
less, and at last they were smothered.
.Long ago coyotes, wolves and other

animals which gather about wounded
animals have assembled at the feast.

\ enturing in they were caught. Vul-
tures came and met the same fate.

Replace these animals with bison,

camels, horses—colts were caught here as

late as 1885—and some idea can be
formed of how this extraordinary deposit
of bones resulted.

One mine worked by a professor of

geology in the University of California

seemed a solid mass of bones for fifteen

feet. In one place a mammoth had been

found, on top of this several sabre tooth

tigers were piled, together with them,
a gigantic sloth, and it was evident that

animals of all kinds had been piled in, one
on top of another, until there were layers

and heaps of tragedies spread out for a

quarter of a mile, a trap so gigantic, so

full of victims that it can hardly be com-
prehended.

A -table near these fields ha^ been

known to be piled with the bom-, big

long -loth heads, tusks, etc., representing

thousands of animals. The Los Angeles
high school students and professors are

said to have taken out ten or twelve tons

of bone-, a mas- which will take years to

sort out and reassemble, but already a

fine series of sabre tooth timers have been

secured from them and mounted.



EUROPE'S FASTEST EXPRESS
By F. C. COLEMAN

THE "Nord-Express" service

connecting- Paris with Brus-

sels, Berlin, the Baltic sea-

board and St. Petersburg,

ranks as the fastest train

schedule in Europe, and, with 400 tons

coach load, the engine attains a speed of

75 miles per hour. By the French North-

ern Company's route, the distance be-

tween Paris and Berlin is 672^4 miles

and the eastward journey is made in 15

hours 28 minutes, allowing for the dif-

ference between west and mid-European
time. The 95^4 miles between Paris and

St. Ouentin is regularly covered in 93, 94

and 96 minutes, while the next run of

5Z l/2 miles from St. Quentin to Erquel-

lines—the Belgian frontier station—is

booked at 55 minutes. Two engines of a

most powerful type have been built for

use in this service. Tests are being made
as to their actual efficiency. Both these

engines are fitted with apparatus for

highly-superheated steam. Instead of

constructing the ordinary type boiler for

saturated steam and placing a water-tube

boiler for superheated steam over a

simple engine, according to the system

of tests at present in vogue, the same
system of
compound-
ing is here

employed,
thus nar-

r o w 1 y

The previous largest engines in Europe
are the "Pacific" type of the Belgian

State Railways, which have four cylin-

ders. The new Nord engines have, how-
ever, two high-pressure cylinders. While
steam pressure in the Belgian engines is

200 pounds per square inch, the French
engines carry a pressure of 227.5 pounds
per square inch with direct admission

from the boiler to all the cylinders, when-
ever it is found desirable for the first turn

or two of the wheels when starting. Sub-
sequently, of course, the boiler supplies

only the two small cylinders.

These French engines, being very

much more powerful in starting effort

than the Belgian locomotives, are not

only the same weight as the latter, but

the boilers of the Nord engines have 23

per cent, more heating surface than the

Belgian simple engines. But the chief

interest in these new locomotives is the

novel solution of the cylinder problem,

which for years past has been an obstacle

in the design of very powerful locomo-
tives, the difficulty occurring when spe-

cially large cylinders are necessary, either

for low-pressure saturated steam, super-

heated steam, or extra low-pressure in

one-half of a compound engine. In run-

order, the engine

weighs 102

tons. The ten-

nmg

HUGE LOCOMOTIVE THAT MAKES SEVENTY MILES AN HOUR ON ITS RUN FROM PARIS
TO BERLIN.

confining the test merely to the relative

advantages of the ordinary and the water-

tube boiler.

der weighs 56^4 tons, so that in working
order these "Baltic" locomotives have a

total weight on rails of 158>4 tons.
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A SIMPLE ENGINE FOR GENERATING ELECTRICITY FOR FARM LIGHTING.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THE FARM
By

L. T. PERRILL

A N electric lighting system can

f\ be made a paying proposition

/ \ "u the farm. Ten years ago,

/ \ if a man had said that motor

JL \* cars would he found on hun-

dreds of farm-, there would have been

some danger of his having to fare- a court

of inquiry. But as the demand has grown
the price has decreased until today many
farmers use the motor car for work as

well as pleasure. The -ame will he true

of farmers' electric lighting outfits. For

demonstrating and experimental pur-

poses, an outfit such as a farmer might
rare to buy has been installed in the

department of electrical engineering at

the Kansas State Agricultural College.

During the last State Farmers' Institute

more than four hundred farmers visited

this outfit and listened to the explanations

of the mean- i if i iperation.

Since the perfection of the tungsten

lamps, a small lighting plant has been

ihle. A tungsten lamp has a filament

inside the tdass bulb made of a metal,

tungsten, in place of the carbon which is

used in the common electric lights. A
lamp with this tungsten filament gives

three times as much light for the amount
of electricity u-cd as the carbon lamp
does. Tungstens cost more than the car-

bon lamps hut they reduce the cost of the

battery enough to make them a good
investment.

The common rural lighting outfit

offered for sale include- a dynamo to

generate the electricity, a gasoline engine

to run the dynamo, a switchboard, and a

storage battery to -tore electrical energy
to be used by the lamps and small motors
without running the engine. A good,
complete system can he purchased and
in-tailed for less than five hundred dol-

lars, not much more than one of the

dangerous gas plant- cost. This can be
lowered if the farmer has a gasoline

engine or wires hi- house, himself. Elec-

tric lights will lower the insurance rate

because there i- not -o much danger of

fire when they are used a- when gas,

gasoline, acetylene, or coal-oil lamps are

burned.

A one horse-power engine or an addi-

tional horse-power to any engine, will

run a dynamo large enough for a ten-

ampere outfit. A ten-ampere outfit i-

285
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satisfactory for the average farm. When
the large power is to be supplied by the

gasoline engine, the dynamo can be run
at the same time, requiring a little more
gasoline but no more time. Under such
circumstances, the cost of electric lights

from the number of hours that artificial

light is used now. It must be remembered
that the electric system should be large

enough for the heaviest average load
demanded from it, which is sometime in

the winter. This does not mean that the
will be as close to nothing as it is possible battery should have sufficient capacity to

to have good lights. run ail the lights on the place at one time
The dynamo, switchboard and battery for any length of time. On special occa-

are shipped ready to set up. In most sions, as parties, the dynamo can be run
cases, a good electrician should be in parallel with the batteries. A switch-
secured to install the dynamo and cells board to permit this should be purchased,
and do the wiring:. The cells must be always.

watched carefully.
Distilled water
should be used to

fill the batteries.
The water must be

The Storage Battery that Serves for Experimental Purposes
ix the Kansas State Agricultural College.

above the plates at all times. It

is advisable to purchase thin boards to
separate the plates as any connection,
even a flake from one of the plates, will

reduce the value of the cells. The battery
should be charged and discharged, occa-
sionally, to its full capacity if the demand
upon it is not sufficient to do so. If this

is not done, it will not work satisfac-

torily.

A ten-ampere battery will operate all

the lights required for a seven or eight
room house as well as lights for the out-

In addition, a small vacuum

The average house with seven rooms,
cellars and closets, should burn less than
three hundred watts a week. The storage
battery of a ten-ampere outfit will pro-

duce three hundred watts without re-

charging. It takes eight

hours to charge the battery

after it has been discharged,

completely.

The cost of wiring the

house will vary between
forty and one hundred dol-

lars depending upon the

amount and grade of wiring
and fixtures used. A house
can be wired cheaper when
it is being built than any
other time. The cost of up-
keep is slight. At the end
of six years, new positive

plates for the cells may be re-

quired at an expense of one
hundred dollars.

Another electric outfit is called the

"direct-connected." The generator in this

system is connected to the engine
directly instead of by a belt as in the ten-

ampere plant. A direct-connected system
will cost between eight and nine hun-
dred dollars because a special engine
must be furnished to obtain an even
speed and smooth lights. As there are

no storage cells, the engine must be run
are used, whichwhenever the lights

would be unhandy in the mornings on a

cold winter day. As the generator in this

cleaner, electric toaster, wringer, washing outfit has a higher voltage than the stor-

be

buildings

machine, sewing machine, fan, or electric

iron can be used.

The farmer, after determining the
number and sizes of lights he desires in

each room, must estimate the number of
hours they will burn in the morning and

age battery system, the wires can
strung farther from the generator.

Other systems have been tried as well

as combinations of the several types.

These two, however, are the most suc-

cessful for the farmer, with preference
evening. These figures can be obtained given to the storage battery outfit



A SJ'IDKK WEB ALL SPANGLED WITH DEW.

IF LOBSTERS WERE SMALLER
AND SPIDERS LARGER

By

EDWARD F. BIGELOW
F the spider were larger and edible comes from the good old Anglo-Saxon
how attractive it would seem; and if loppe, a spider. But I suppose there is

the lobster or crab were smaller and no subject of natural history, unless it be
not edible, it would be a repulsive snakes, for which it is more difficult to
thing. Indeed, the word lobster win appreciation than for spiders. For

a m o m e n t

eliminate this

inherited
repulsion, and
imagine a

garden spider

cut in two in

the m i d d 1 e,

le n gth wise,
and the two
halves served
daintily on a

platter pret-

tily decorated

with sprigs of

parsley. ThenSpider's Foot Magnified Many Times. Cocoon of "Golden Ladder" Spi

267
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WAGING WAR ON SWAMP LANDS 289

zigzag band of white -ilk, that giv<

striking effect.

It musl be confessed that when it

comes to the jaws of the spider and the

curious palpi we have a formidable

weapon of attack whose construction

excite- admiration. It' those jaws were

er and wen- filled with a luscious

lump of meat as with the lobster, they

would probabl) look as attractive as any-

thing "ii the table. These jaws noi nly

retain the food but give passage I

poison that enters and benumbs the prey.

The face, jaws (mandibles) and feelers

(palpi) are from a water spider. These

spiders are not uncommon, although we
seldom see them, perhaps because we d<>

nol l<>"k. They are found near the water.

and -Mine can dive and remain below the

surface for more than an hour.

WAGING WAR ON SWAMP LANDS
By

F. G. MOORHEAD

TEN years ago a man bought
i>4<) acre- of land in New
Madrid enmity. Missouri, pay-

ing $1.25 an acre. Not an inch

of the land was visible, the

entire section being covered with water.

ranging in depth from one to six feet.

The neighbors called the man crazy: the

investment might turn oul all right if he

went into the tidi business, hut so far as

farming was concerned, even the primi-

tive ( Ori-

ental ways
of raising

rice would
not work
out here.

But the

m a n was
just a lit:—

tie hit

shrewder than his neighbors. lie was
not much interested in the forests of gum
and oak and cypn dense that it was
difficult to push a skiff through. He was
looking ahead to the inevitable day when
a drainage ditch would be dug along one
-ide of the bog-lake and the section of

land at last would be visible. The drain-

age ditch was dug and six year- after the

land had been boughl for $800 it was
sold to an fowa farmer for .SI 1.200.

which is at the rate of $17.50 an acre.

The Iowa farmer likewise saw into

the future with the eyes of faith. The
land was yet a bog, but the owner dug

ateral ditches and made the

land dry enough to farm.

1 le cleared it. Sell-

ing the

t i mber
for
enough

ONE OF THE DIPPER DREDGES AT WORK ON THE MISSOURI ARKANSAS DRAINAGE
PROJEC I



THE DUCK HUNTER'S PARADISE, WHICH MIGHT BETTER BE DEVOTED TO THE GROWING
OF CORN.

to pay the cost of the work. On the first

125 acres thus ready for cultivation he
planted a crop of corn between the

stumps. The black alluvial soil, enriched
by fertilizing elements deposited by the

floods for countless years, produced
ninety bushels of corn to the acre the
first year. Last year the Iowa farmer
was offered $41,600 for the land which
had sold for $800 nine years before. He
290

refused the offer, although it meant a

profit to him of $30,400 on an investment

of $11,200 in two years.

Again.

Ten years ago forty acres of inundated
land in the same Missouri county likewise

sold for $1.25 an acre. It was covered
with a heavy growth of oak, gum and
elm. Two years ago the timber was sold

for $5 an acre on the stump. The land
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was drained by means of h

lateral ditch and at a cost oi

$10 an acre was cleared for

farming-

. Last year it yielded

seventy bushels of shelled

corn to the acre, the crop

selling for $1,000. Lasl fall

the owners refused $75 an

acre, an increase on the value

from $50 to $3,000.

Drainage work is now in

progress in the state of Mis-

si 'iiri al( 'iic w hich will reclaim a

A Reclaimed Spot in Hardin County. Iowa, which
Yielded Seventy Bushels op Corn ro nu \

thk First Year.

million acres, enough to provide ten thou-

sand fanners with 100-acre farms;

enough to add 75.000 more to the popula-

tion of the state; enough to increase

Missouri's corn yield forty million bush-

els a year, which at fifty cents a bushel

is a matter of $20,000,000 annually; not

to be snuffed at, even in these piping
times of prosperity. And the cost of re-

claiming this empire is estimated at no
more than i 'iie-half the increased corn
yield for only one year. Add to this the

500,000 acres of land destined to be re-

claimed in the adjacent swamps of Ar-
kansas and the magnitude of the work
now well under way a couple of hundred
miles below St. Louis will be appreciated.

At the north end of the great swamp,
where it narrows to a width of thirty

miles between the Ozark hills and the

Mississippi river, six streams that drain

Tin ii Aii Twelvb Million Such A<
gan, Wisconsin, i<>u a ami Minni

IN M I' III-

Ai i INI

1,100 niile^ of hill country pour their

waters over half a million acres of

swamp. To relieve this condition a di-

version canal thirty miles long, with an

embankment fifteen feet high on the

south side, was dug straight east from
the hills t" the Mississippi three miles

below Cape Girardeau, diverting the

waters of the six Mi-cams t" the big

Father of Waters. South of this diver-

sion canal the basin of Little River is a

flat, swampy bottom ten to twenty miles

wide ami ninety miles Ion--, >,> flat and
devoid of outlet that it is always under
water. In this district fifteen hundred
land owners, in six comities, organized
the Little River Drainage District under
the state law which provides that a ma-
jority of the land owners may form such

districts. Tin.' plan includes the digging
of a main channel and floodway eighty-

five miles Jong and six hundred mile- of

lateral ditches. This will drain all of that

vast swamp and conduct the waters into

the main canal of the St. Francis River
drainage system, which will carry it on

down to enter the Mississippi River at

Helena. Arkansas. Already forty large

dipper dredges are at work on the Little

River drainage project, which when com-
pleted will cost four million dollars.

But the immense task of reclaiming an
empire in the upper Mississippi valley

does not stop with the Little River drain-

age project. Where a half million acres

of arable land will be added here, there
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remain a million acres to be added by the

St. Francis river drainage project, which
is the most stupendous reclamation work
now under way in this country. The
great volume of water which must be

carried from the floods in the Ozarks may
be imagined from the fact that the St.

Francis floodway is planned of sufficient

capacity to carry at extreme flow a

stream of water 2,000 feet wide and
eight or ten feet deep. This water is

brought down by the innumerable rivers

and streams which originate in the Ozark
hills and which spread out over the coun-
try in lagoons and lakes, some places

barely covering the

land, in other places

of a depth of thirty or

forty feet, rivers which
end n owhere but

which keep a million

acres of alluvial soil,

from one hundred
to 1,000 feet deep,

*

two states is a million acres—an enor-

mous addition to our agricultural lands.

Nor does the work of reclaiming

swamp lands in the grain belt end with

these two immense projects in Missouri
and Arkansas. It is conservatively esti-

mated that the reclamation "of 80,000,000
acres of bogs in the central and eastern

portions of the United States would add
a value of $1,500,000,000 to these now
worthless areas, without taking into con-

sideration the future rise in the value of

the lands. For instance, the reclamation

of the two and one-half million acres of

marsh lands in Wisconsin alone would
add a value thereto of $41,000,000. The
state of Illinois has within its borders

nearly one million acres of swamp lands,

which it would cost $14,000,000 to re-

claim. When finally reclaimed, however,
there would be added to the present value

of these lands the sum of $20,500,000.

aside from repaying all the cost of

reclamation. Illinois, it must be remem-

' --.

The Iowa Farmer Has Already Laid 125.000
Miles of Drainage Tile.

(soil which has been built up by
the silt brought down by the

Mississippi and deposited there

ages ago) from being tilled. The
work has proved too great for

individuals, though they have
started out often enough and
bravely enough, but Canute-like

have found themselves futilely

ordering the waters to stand still,

when every law of nature com-
pelled them to advance and keep
an empire from being planted to

corn and fruit. The estimated

cost of the St. Francis drainage
project is $7,600,000 and the

total area to be drained in the



be red, already

raises m< ire c< >rn

than any other

state in the

nni<m and the

lands to be
reel a i med
would 1> c

more produc-
tive than any
acres now in

corn, because
of the rich a

luvial deposits
which have been
accumulating for

unnumbered y e a r s.

What this soil would
accomplish for the grain
belt ;i- a whole put- the

wildest dream of Beriah
lers to the blush, for

while Illinois with a
million acre- of reclaimed swamp lands
would find it -elf twenty million dollars
better off. Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa
and Minnesota have approximately 12,-

l »'] i Vi ins Ac. \ Bog I \-i w w< it
» IKLDED - \ ' .

I l\ I lii 5H1 LS Ol -

to i mi Acre.
N - 5torm Lake, I"\\a.
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000,000acres
i -f - w a m p
and i »verfl( >w

and-, which
at the llliii' »is

ratio, would
m e a n si ime-

t h i n g like
$250,000,000

at -lake, wait-

i n g for t h e

d r e d g e and the

canal to add wealth
beyond the dream- of

avarice t< > states already
rich beyond the im-
agination of ( xoesus.

Because the work ,,f

reclaiming these vast
areas is in progress i- one of the reasons
why economists predict the day when the
grain bell will have practically doubled
it- production.
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THE NATURALIST AND THE SCULPTOR.
Director William T. Hornaday, of the New York Zoological Park, admiring young Fair-

bank's bear model.

REMARKABLE BOY SCULPTOR
By

LILLIAN E. ZEH

OXE of the picturesque figures

at the New York Zoological

Park just now is a boy
modeling wild

animals at
close range. He is Avard
Fairbanks, and he came out

of Utah, with a lump of

clay, an absorbing love

of animals and a de-

termination to become a

sculptor as his stock in

trade. Inside the protecting

rail of the Lion House,
right up against the cages,

he sets his modeling stand, the Tiger.

and with sleeves rolled up to his brown
elbows he molds and digs and pats his

clay in the shapes of the huge beasts

behind the bars. His am-
bition is to model wild ani-

mals with strict fidelity to

their natural postures.

Young Fairbanks already

knows something about ani-

mal anatomy, so that the

lumps and bulges that show
through the hide of a Siber-

ian tiger, for instance, are

no longer things of mystery
to him. He has crowded a

year's study into six months,
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REMARKABLE BOY SCULPT* >R _" >S

working all day on his ani-

mals from a position right

before the cages, and at-

tending regularly the night

»es at the Art Students'

1 .eague.

His natural eifl for re-

producing "action" in

groups of fighting animals

<>r those in attitudes of

stealthy movement has won
for him two scholarships in

the classes of the Art Stu- T '" Bba*-

dents' League. And he is

only fourteen years old. Mi- firsl schol-

arship came as a result of his "Fighting
Pumas" and the second was won by his

"Study of Fighting Panthers." The
members <<i the awarding committee
pointed out the crudities of his drawing
and certain defects of composition, but

the action was there, and it was because

of that feature of his work that the prize

was bestowed. Correct drawing can be

learned, but no amount of study will give

a student the ability to infuse a realistic

sense of movement into the figures he is

modeling unless he has talent to begin

with.

Everybody connected with the Zoolog-

ical Park, from Director Hornaday down
to the motherly woman who matronizes
over the rest room, and even the humblest

animal feeder, is mten
in the hoy who works
earnestly with his clay and

little w len modeling to il

in front i if the wild animal

Cagi The timers, lions,

iars and pumas them-
selvi m to regard him
with friendly c They
often look as if they were
consciously posing to as-

sist him in his work of r< •-

pri iducing them.

"It takes me a long
while to gd a piece finished," said

Master Fairbanks, "because I have to

wait hours sometimes for an animal to

take the pose I'm doing him in. I

worked on my tiger and my hear at the

same time. SO as not to waste any
more hours than I could help. The
keepers used to give me a loaf of bread
for bait. I'd go down to the bear den
and flourish the bread around until the

bear I wanted ambled down to the front

of the cage. He'd pose for me an hour
at a stretch sometimes, with the help of

a piece of bread. Then, when he gol

tired I often could get him to come back
again by whistling for him and holding

up another chunk. But after about two
hours of "being good," he wouldn't sit

Young Fairr\nk< Modeling the
Siberian Tiger.

A fine member of this magnificent
species.



another minute, no matter how much I

wished for him, or how much bread I

tried to tempt him with. He was through

posing for the day, and then I'd go back

to the tiger and wait for feeding time,

when he would be sure to sit up on his

haunches in the position I wanted him.

"I work here almost every day, except

Saturday and Sunday. The crowd's too

thick on Saturdays to get any work done.

They push in on all sides of me, and a

couple of dozen children climb up on the

railings so close that I can't move my
elbows. Mondays and Thursdays are the

best working days, for people have to pay

to get into the Park and there aren't so

many. The ones that watch me just stand

quietly and look, but don't interfere. You

IHE LION NEAR COMPLETION.
THE YOUNG SCULPTOR SMILES

OVER HIS WORK.

have to get used to people watching you

;

after a while you don't mind."

There is no other place in the world

that offers such a collection of animals

from which sculptors may obtain living

models, as does the New York Zoological

Park. Few people in the crowd that

surges through the fine lion house are

aware that a well-equipped studio is a

part of the building, designed for painters

and sculptors who desire to work from

live wild animal models. The room con-

tains a row of lockers, running water and

a great cage into which the particular

animal which is chosen for the model is

brought. This artist's room is used only

in winter, the artists preferring to work

outside at other seasons.

MASTER FAIRBANKS GOES OUT AMONG THE
BISON, WHICH DO NOT MAKE BAD •SITTERS."

2%



BATS TO FIGHT MOSQUITOES
By

ROBERT FRANKLIN

TX. He is official bacteriologist oi
the city of San Antonio.

His idea is to employ hats as mosquito-
fighters. The neighborhood of San
Antonio is especially plagued by mos-
quitoes—malaria is more <>r less rife in

that vicinity—and for a long time past
the inhabitants of the municipality and
it- suburbs have eagerly sought to find a
solution of the problem. Much benefit
has been obtained by keeping minnows
in cisterns and ponds—these small fishes
being greedy devourers of mosquito
larvae—but such measures have not
altogether met requirements.

Bats, as is well known, are
insect-eaters, and are particu-
larly fund dt mosquitoes. In

when they rove
abroad, they devour immense
numbers of the pestiferous
insect

—

their manner being
to <lash hack and forth

through a swarm and gob-
ble the victims up by
wholesale.

In view of which fact.

it occurred to Dr. Camp-
bell that it might he a

good idea to establish in

and about San Antonio
a number of -bat

HERE is a man in Texas who roosts," as he calh them—thai is to say,
has found out a new wa\ to structures 50 contrived as to invite bats
fight the mosquito. Misname for sleeping purposes. Mr has already

'harks Campbell, put up two of them, and proposes to erect
others, those already in operation having
proved highly successful.

The question which naturally suggests
itself off-hand is. on what plan or pattern
should a dormitory for hats he con-
structed? And. again, when once it is

built, how are the little winged mammals
to he indued to take up their residence
in the quarters so kindly provided
them ?

An answer to the tu-st of these ques-
tions is furnished by the accompanying
photograph, which shows one of the hat
roosts built by Dr. Campbell in the out-
skirts of San Antonio. One notices that—as might he expected—it is a very

unfamiliar type of structure. Up-
held by strong posts at a height of
ten feet above the -round, it is

secure against invasion by pred-
atory animals of any kind, and an
additional protection against cats
is afforded by inverted pans of
sheet-iron with saw edges sur-

« rounding the four supporting
i posts.

There are no windows, but

opportunity of entrance is

afforded to the bat- by a series
"i horizontal openings SO
arranged as to resemble the
slats of an ordinary window-
shutter. The whole building
is thirty feel high, the
upper twenty feet being the
enclosed portion, and the
slatted arrangement runs up
each of two sides for a
distance of sixteen feet.

Inasmuch as the slats are
turned downward at a sharp
angle, and only enough
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Bat Roopt at San Antonio. Texas.
The inmates sally forth at night to devour mosquitoes.
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space is left between them to admit a bat,

the interior is quite dark—an absolute

essential, inasmuch as bats do their sleep-

ing
-

in the daytime, and require for the

purpose a dark place. Thus it is that

they sometimes make themselves a nuis-

ance by frequenting- lofts in houses ; but

of caves they are particularly fond, when
they can find them. Unfortunately, in

most parts of this

country caves are

scarce.

This, however,
is exactly where
Dr. Campbell's
idea exhibits itself

as practical. His
bat roosts are in

effect artificial
caves, of no great

size but big enough
to accommodate a

large bat popula-

tion. So admirably

are they adapted

for the purpose
that no artifice is

required to attract

the bats, which
promptly proceed
to make use of the

quarters provided
for them. The roost

shown in the pic-

ture has been
standing only six

months, and al-

ready as is esti-

mated by Dr.
Campbell, 10,000

bats sleep in it

every day.

A bat's wings
are modified hands, of huge size rela-

tively. When the animal goes to sleep,

he hangs head downward by his thumbs
—that is to say, by two hooks which cor-

respond to our thumb-nails. Hence it is

necessary to provide, inside of the struc-

ture here described, a series of perches

so arranged that bats, thousands on thou-

sands of them, could hang in serried

ranks, row on row and tier above tier.

Thus accommodated, it is obvious that

immense numbers of them could find

sleeping room in a space twenty feet high

and ten feet square at the bottom. At

Dr. Charles
This bacteriologist of

malaria indirectly

the top, however, the roost is only five

feet square, because its sides slant.

Access to the interior of the roost is

had by means of a ladder, through the
floor. It may need repairs from time to

time. But the main reason for providing
means of entrance is to collect the drop-
pings of the bats, which, as most people
are aware, are an extremely rich and

valuable fertilizer.

Dr. Campbell be-

lieves that the "bat
guano" from his

roosts will much
more than pay the

interest on the
money invested in

them.

The main object

in view, however,
is neither to pro-
cure fertilizing ma-
terial nor to afford

free dormitory
privileges for bats.

It is mosquito-kill-

ing. If, by the con-

struction of roosts,

bats, as is expected,

can be induced to

multiply in great

numbers in the
neighborhood of
San Antonio, they

will wipe out the

troublesome insects

by wholesale. Such,

at all events, is the

theory on which
Dr. Campbell is

proceeding. As one
of the health offi-

cers of the city, he

looks upon the plan as a measure of

sanitation—the mosquito being recog-

nized today as a spreader of malaria and
other diseases.

It will be noticed that the roosts help

the bats, and thereby encourage their

multiplication, in two ways—first by
providing them with suitable living quar-

ters— which under ordinary circum-
stances they do not easily find—and
secondly by protecting them against the

cats and other enemies. Mosquitoes fly

only at night, and hence for their destruc-

tion the bats are especially valuable.

R. Campbell.
San Antonio is fighting
by means of bats.



THIS STONE BRIDGE WAS BUILT IN GRE1 N
ID O »UN IV K \N> \- P( iR I ESS 1 II.W A

STEEL ONE UolLD COS!

BREAKING A BRIDGE TRUST
By

HARLAN DAVID SMITH
NE million dollars wasted
e v e r y y ear o n K a n s a -

bridges! The brand new had a dis

state hi g h w a y engineer
^^^>^ bumped into that fact before

he had been in office six months. Two
million for bridges and one-half of it

wasted! That, you will agree, was con-
siderable of a leak. To the engineer—an
• •Id bridge man himself—it sounded like

mighty had business.

mscious <>f hi- duty in the matter the
new engineer left his office one day and
went ..nt to look for a million dollai
And he returned with his discovery—

a

full grown bridge trust. The newspapers
t<>ld about it oik- morning. It was a fine
story. The tru>t. the engineer discovered,
wa^ doing- business in every countv of the
state.

The trust. Walter Scott Gearhart. the
new engineer, discovered, was simply a
combine of bridge companies doing busi-

ness in Kansa-. The state had been
divided into district- and every company
tad a district. When bids for a bridge
were to be let. a representative fn.ni
every company, usually, would put in a
hid. But if the bridge was t<. be built in

A—company's district, for example, the
A—representative got the contract. Mis
bid always would he lower than the
others. If it was in B—company's dis-

trict, the B—man always happened to

have the lowesl hid. Mr. Gearhart also
charged that when the successful bid was
made up it included not only a profil for
the bidder but a "rake-off" for each of
the other bidders to the amount of a lib-

eral "expense account."

The plan worked easily. Even shrewd
county commissioners were duped year
after year. Usually, the bids were un-
reasonable, and the workmanship and
material were poor. When Mr. Gearhart
came in 1909. the state was full of "tin"
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bridge s

—

cheap steel

structures.
The enormous
cost of repair

on them was a

very profitable

side business for

the bridge corn-

pan i e s. For ex-

ample, a bridge was
built in Wabaunsee
county in 1900 at a cost

of $14,000. It was partly

washed out in 1903 and
reconstructed at a cost

of $8,000. In 1907 it was
washed out again and
rebuilt for $9,000; again washed out in edness, the new highway engineer de-

Two Men Were Killed because This
Bridge Was Rotten.

The county paid enough in damages to buy
two or three concrete bridges.

AWooden Bridge
Typical of

Many Country
Districts.

over what
specifications

were used by
the company
and making a

close inspection

of one bridge put

up by this company,
Mr. Gearhart found a

clear steal of $1,000. On
his findings the company
was sued for that amount
and the case now is

pending.

To combat such wick-

1910, and again rebuilt for $8,000. That
made the cost of this bridge, as it stands

today, $39,000. And it would take $25,000

right now, according to Mr. Gearhart,

to make it a first class structure. That

would bring the total cost to $64,000. A
bridge that would not have been washed
out could have been built for $35,000, the

highway engineer says.

In one county, Mr. Gearhart's findings

showed that a certain bridge company
had been building all the bridges at cost

plus ten per cent for profit. But never

cided upon two courses. One was educa-

tional ; the other legislative.

Legislatively, Mr. Gearhart decided to

work for a new bridge law. The old one

was a bungled affair which no one ever

had understood. It was a relic of the

60's. It was of use only to the bridge

companies, and to them because it was so

elastic as to allow nearly anything they

cared to do. The new law would provide

for state supervision of all bridges. The
highway engineer, under the law pro-

posed by Mr. 'Gearhart, would pass on all

had that company furnished an itemized specifications for bridges and, with the

list of expenditures for a bridge. Going help of his assistants, superintend the
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•EV] RAL THOUSAND DOLLARS W ERE SAVED IN BUD I 'INC Til!- [NSTE VD OP A ill'. 1

1

STEEL BRIDGE.
I Dcrete bridge Id Clark Cuunt>. Kant

construction. These
were the main fea-

tures of the pro-

posed legislation.

Educatii mull v. the

mpaign was a

success. Mr. i Jear-

Iiart talked bridg

a n (i r oa d s, t<

eve r y \v here—in

countr y school-

h«>uses. court
rooms, churches,
opera h< ruses, dance
halls, skating rinks

—a n y w here a

crowd waited for

him. In the summer
he talked bridges at

grange picnics, i >ld

settler-' reunions,

Fourth of Jul y
celebrations, chau-
tauquas, and county

fair

Getting the co-

ration of county
comm i- -ioners in

le eounties Mr.
Gearhart built con-
crete bridges and
culverts and then
pointed at them, or
pictures of them on

wh He ne

Exceptionally Long for a c iv\n—Sixty Feet—but
Saw l\ l' i infi iri i p.

a screen,

talked. Concrete
illustrations, you understand,
prices and showed what a

good bridge meant,

though the first

-t was a little

more.

About the first

bridge Mr. Gear-
hart built was down
in Clark County.

The Clark county
commission e r s

were just getting
ready to let a con-
t ract for a 1. ig

s t e e 1 structuie
which would span
one of these creeks
It was to be high
above flood mark-.
consequently it

would be an ex-

pensive bridge. It

looked mighty
good to the bridge
trust. But on ac-
count of its height
the approaches to

the bridge must be
s t ee p, a nd that
wo uld prevent
heavy hauling. The
commissioners did

not wi>h to make
ding any more

difficult, neither did

they care to put in

a low bridge for the
He gave high waters to play with.

saving a In the dilemma somebody suggested

Soi h a Concrete Bridge as '] his Adds to. R vthkr
THAN Mar.-. THK lihAUTV OK THE LANDSCAPE.

The Bridges op Kansas* Statf. Highway Engineer
Are bTRu.NGLY Ri.l.NI-ORCED WITH bTi

SOI
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that the new highway engineer at the

agricultural college be asked about it.

Reluctantly, the "college man" was
questioned in a letter. Mr. Gearhart

answered all the questions when he

arrived at the site of the bridge a few
days later. He took in the situation at

once and recommended a low concrete

bridge about six feet high. A bridge of

that sort, he told the commissioners,
would withstand the high waters ; the

drift would float harmlessly over it, and
it would be on a level with the

road. The high waters lasted

only a few hours a year, he
reminded them. Wouldn't they

rather pay a few thousand

advertised for bids and when the lowest

bid exceeded $3,000, a farmer, William
Bitts, made a "roar." He had plans made
for a concrete bridge, designed to last

for a century or two, contracted himself

to erect this bridge, hired farm hands to

do the work and put in his bill. The
bridge is a fine one which will stand for

ages and the total cost to the county was
$665.65.

Martyrs there have been too, for the

cause of better bridges in Kansas. Not

dollars less for a permanent bridge of

that sort than buy an expensive steel one
which would be inefficient and require

repairing?

Having never heard of such engineer-

ing before, the commissioners were a bit

dubious. It required a good deal of

argument on the part of the "college

man" to convince them. But they

yielded, finally, though still doubting, and
Clark county got its first low bridge.

Now it has many of them. It was just

the type of bridge that county needed.

The "tin" bridge trust lost thousands of

dollars in that county as a result, and in

neighboring counties, too.

The highway engineer being only an
adviser can give information, draw plans

and specifications, and superintend con-

struction only when asked.

Down in Coffey county, the first of this

year, the commissioners desired to build

a bridge across Tequas Creek. They

This Typical "Tin" Bridge Was Washed Out
Three Times.

Repairs cost $25,000.

until Howard Lamb and Ben Reid were
killed when their traction engine went
through an old wooden bridge did Mar-
shall county waken to the realization that

many of its bridges were death traps.

Lamb and Reid died because a neglected

bridge had rotted. But Mashall county
learned a lesson. In the damage suits

the county lost enough money to pay for

two or three good bridges.

With the legislature Mr. Gearhart and
his supporters have not been so success-

ful. The trust defended itself from the

lawmakers last year. The bridge bill was
defeated.

But with the agricultural college be-

hind him and with the support of Gov-
ernor Stubbs, who pledged himself only

a few days ago to help oust the trust,

Mr. Gearhart is confident that the next

legislature will pass a good bridge law

—

one that will provide for state inspection

of plans and bids at least.



HEALING WITH DRY AIR
By

DR. A L F R ED G R A D E NWIT Z

Tl
I< >SE uh< i have ever lived in

the t r< ipics cannot have failed

to notice the extraordinary
rapidity with which the heal-

ing nf wounds occurs in those
regions. This striking fact must he put
d.»wn. not to the heat, but to the ex-
treme dryness of the air, which prac-
tically no bacteria arc able to resist.

It occurred to a German practitioner,
Dr. k. Kutner, director of the- Empress
Frederic Hospital at Charlottenburg,
Germany, that these curative virtues

could he utilized anywhere, by applying
a wound «>r lesion a current of dried

air. He therefore designed a special

apparatus comprising in its lower

I
art an electro-motor connected

to the electrical mains. This
motor drives a powerful fan,

drawing in the outside air and
throwing it through a length of

e into a battery of drying
bottles located in

the upper part of

the apparatus.
These bottles con-
tain liquid paraffin,

calcinated pumi
ie. impregnated

with sulphuric acid.

some bars i I

caustic soda. An
additional bottle is

• ided for im-
parting to the dried
air. whenever de-
sired, a speci fie
therapeutic effect

the vaporization
of these medicinal
Bubstanc

The dry air leav-
ing this battery is

led hv mpsn? r\f q Th,s Apparati-s Produckscu u> "leans ot a Which bacteria are

double-way cock, either into a vessel con-
taining ice or refrigerating mixture- or
into a metal cylinder containing electric

radiators, the temperature of which is

adjusted by a regulating lever. The out-
put of the apparatus is controlled by a
special lever connected to a valve which
receives any surplus air. The tempera-
ture of the air is given by a therm, muter.
An India rubber tube fixed to the dis-

charge opening of the cylinder terminates
in a handle to which one of a set of
readily exchangeable fittings is applied.
For treating the skin and wounds, rose-
shaped nozzles are used, whereas inhala-
tion into the mouth or nose is effected

by means of masks and glass fit-

tings. The mucous membranes of
certain organs Mich a- the n<

mouth, ears, etc., are treated by
means of tubes adapted to the
fonu of the organ. The best

method is to apply the air in

the f o r m o f a

shower-hath. As
the c austic soda
used for the defin-

ite dedication of

the air current is

dissolved in moist
air, the dryness of

the a i r c an be
checked perfectly,

which greatly adds
to the usefulness of

the apparatus.

ddie amount of

air on which the
rapidity of healing
e t f ects obviously

depends i> deter-

mined by the out-

put of the motor
and fan. Dr. Kut-

\ Cikvknt of Dry Air _^_ .. ,

Unablj. to Ri "cr succeed s in
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raising it up to 20 liters per minute or

1,200 liters per hour. Such enormous
quantities of air, which, by the way, can

be readily controlled, will insure a most
rapid drying- even at ordinary tempera-

tures. Owing to the rapid vaporization

of any moisture, the patient only has a

feeling of freshness even at very high

temperatures 50 degrees centigrade and
more. As moreover, a certain moisture of

the tissues is indispen-

sable, especially in

their lower layers, for

insuring the healing"

each case depends on the object to be
treated. The skin thus demands a dif-

ferent temperature from the mucous
membranes situated in the interior of the

body. The bactericidal power of refrig-

erated air might be advantageously com-
bined with the healing virtues of dry air.

This new method is not limited to the

healing of wounds, but will be found of

the utmost value in the whole field of

surgery, and in treating any catarrhal

affection of mucous membranes or skin

diseases attended by secretion. In fact,

secretion, even in the case of secreting

ulcers, is not only temporarily reduced,

DIFFERENT FORMS OF NOZZLES FOR APPLYING DRY-AIR SHOWER BATHS.

should not be driven too far. The most but definitely discontinued, thus insuring

advantageous condition, as determined by a perfect cure without any other treat-

the amount of air and its temperature in ment.

The cardinals of character are the four requisites:

truth, kindness of heart, honor, right feeling. It does

not follow that because a man has polish he has real

culture. A man who has a noble character will

perform noble actions. He may know nothing about

manners, but he will make no mistake. Be the man
and you will know how to act. Character is native

ability; manners mean discipline. We must not neg-

lect the discipline but we must first have character.

—Dr. A. C. Schumachkr,



I 111-. WRECK OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY LIMITED, MARCH 13 NEAR POUGHK1 I P II N.Y
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TEMPTING DISASTER BY RAIL
By

ROBERT G. SRERRETT
r CE and steel saved

the lives of probably

mosl of the passen-

gers of the Twen-
tieth Century Lim-

ited when a broken rail

snapped five cars of that liver over
an embankment that edges the I [ud-

son Rivera few miles above I'ou-li-

keepsie."

So ran a new- item in the daily

press of the country the other day.
YtA when we travel we keep our

- calmly in a speeding "special"
indifferent to the fad that our rac-
ing train of hundreds of tons is held
to its course only by two thin rib-

bons i if steel.

' >f course many
(1 i s a s t e r s

have hap-
pened—hun-
dred s of
them, in fact

—because of
breaking

Section of a Finished Rah..

It has been etched with chemicals to bring out inequality '

due to faulty treatment of the introt. The very dark spot indii
"

—

explained in the text—This rail lins been rolled from imperfect material and
would soon break in service. This is an excellent example of one of tli

of railroad wrecks.

rails, but somehow it sel-

dom occurs to us that we
are running the same risks

which have proved fatal to

so many others.

In the accident to the

Twentieth Century Limited, ice in

the I [udson River stopped the

plunge of the car-, bore their

weight, and gave time for the pas-

sengers to escape drowning. The
steel ear- withstood a shock that

would have broken and splintered

w'i m >den c< laches.

With ice and steel and perhaps a

little luck, the wreck killed no one,

twenty-five persons were
injured.

It i> said that the

steel cor-

poration re-

•i 1 1 y re-

fused to
guarantee its

rails. To this

refusal is at-

though

JOS
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tributed the action of J. J. Hill in giving

an order for 70,000 tons of rails to an
independent manufacturer who would
make such a guarantee.

According to a statement made re-

cently to A. R. Ewald, engineer of the

Illinois railroad and warehouse commis-
sion, 200 broken rails were discovered
during January on one division of one of

the roads operating in Illinois and Wis-
consin. In each case the break was de-

tected by the block signal.

We are told that cold weather is re-

things which explain just why bad steel

exists and how it comes to be rolled into

rails.

The root of the trouble is what is

known as the ingot, that is, the big block
into which the steel is cast before it is

rolled into any of the shapes demanded
by commerce.

Rail ingots are masses of metal weigh-
ing anywhere from two to three tons,

they may be from eighteen to twenty
inches square at the bottom—tapering
slightly toward the top, and standing

sponsible for just such accidents as this, sometimes fully five feet high. These
and we are given to understand that dimensions depend upon the number of
climatic conditions have called a halt in

the chemical constitution of the higher
grades of steel rails. We are informed
that the steel has become brittle with its

increasing hardness, hard-

ness being desired in or-

der to resist wear, and, as

a sample, the rumored
fracturing of nine hun-
dred rails through the

pounding of a single flat

wheel on a freight car is

cited ior our enlighten-

ment. Wr
e are not told,

however, what was the

nature of the steel where
these breaks occurred,

and we are left to infer

that the metal was in

every physical sense

sound. But there is

every probability that

the steel was defective,

and that it was of a

grade or quality that

should never have been
rolled into rails that

were to be laid upon
the main line of any
road. This subject

has been purposely be-

fogged by technicali-

ties, and an air of

mystery has studi-

ously been fostered

about the making
of steel, but there

are some funda-
mental, simple
things which any
layman can under-

S t a n d—s imple

Diagram Showing Method of Casting Steel Ingots
in Iron Molds.

The dotted lines indicate the progressive solidifying of
the steel, and the small arrows point the direction and the
stages of the "freezing." The "pipe" cavity is the result
of an insufficient quantity of molten metal to fill the final
hole caused by the total shrinkage of the mass.

rails to be rolled out of each ingot, and
the refinements of size and form being
again regulated by the particular facili-

ties and practices of each mill.

The molten metal is

poured into cast-iron

molds, and the ingots so

formed remain there until

the steel has solidified suf-

ficiently to permit these

big blocks of outwardly
red-hot metal being han-

dled without much risk

of their breaking apart

and spilling their still

liquid contents. The
manner in which these

ingots are treated up to

the time that they be-

come solid throughout
has a great deal to do
with the ultimate de-

gree of soundness of

these blocks. If the

ingots be toppled over

or laid upon their sides

before they have
"frozen," as the steel

man puts it, then a bub-

ble or cavity forms in-

side of the mass which
constitutes a defect,

and which can not

be removed subse-

quently by rolling,

even though the

surfaces of the cav-

ity may be brought
together in intimate

contact— there re-

mains always a line

of half-born frac-
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1 [NGOT \i II K GOING THREE TIMES THROUGH THE ROIJ

This in*ot hu
.

it lengthwise through its mi rbe right half si the "pipe"

ture which will develop under service

stress*

There is another
cause for the for-

mats m of this cav-

ity or "pipe," as it

i - techn i c a 1 1 y
termed : the origin

i- due to a shrink-
• which steel un-

dergoes in passing

from the molten t< i

the rigid or solidi-

fied state, and this

is the most fruitful

> rurce of the blem-
ish which endan-
gers the soundness
of the rail. The
steel contract s

roundly quite eight

per cent, in passing
from its melted to

it- solid condition,

and this contraction
takes place pro-

gressively fn>m the

instant the liquid

steel touches the
' wall- of the

e n co m passing
mold, but the top <>f the ingot is the last

to "freeze."

Locomotives of This
the

Bear in mind that any given quantit)
"I the melted metal occupies mon

in that state than it

will when set or

rigid. The filling

of the mold t;

but a few seconds,

and. at (nice, the

steel touching the

mold walls chills,

thus providing a
skin or covering
fi >r the molten steel

inside of it which
has yet to shrink.

This coat or skin

will contract but

very little more in

passing to its ulti-

mate Condition, hut

it is even then far

too large for the
shrunken state of
its contents when
they shall have be-

come likewise set.

There f' ire, t 1) e r c

conies a time when
this internal shrink-

age results in the

for m a tio'n of a
cavity or a series of cavities extending
from the top of the ingot downward into

Si/i Pound ll \i-i

Rails.

V %i. »

- r4
•

AN INGOT AFTER IT HA? PASSED NINE TTMES THROUGH THE ROLLS—NOW CALLED A "BLOOM."
Observe how even this squeezing fails to obliterate tin- "piped" or defective portion. Th>- little rirrli-s show where tin-

"bloom" might be cut and deceptively appear to be sound.
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THE CROSS OR "X" MARKS THE COUNTERBALANCE SEGMENT IN ONE OF THE SIX BIG
DRIVING WHEELS OF A 100-TON LOCOMOTIVE.

These are the weights that deal the hammer blows upon the rail. Only sound metal can survive this battering for
any length of time.

its body. This is the normal formation

of "pipe." Upon the surface of this

"pipe" there is a dark deposit or oxide,

where the metal has been affected while

still hot by the air. This oxide effectually

prevents the welding of the surfaces

together so as to accomplish a union of

the neighboring crystals of steel. The
depth or extent of the "pipe" depends
principally upon two things, the amount
of carbon and other needful alloys as

well as the temperature at which the

molten metal is teemed into the molds.

The greater the percentage of alloy the

lower the melting point and the longer

the steel takes in reaching the solid state,

because the impulse to "freeze" is stimu-

lated to quicker action at one stage by
the higher temperature of the metal. In

effect, it is akin to the difference in

remaining velocity which a rolling object

has after coasting down two hills of the

same length but of different grades. The
longer the steel is in passing from the

liquid to the solid condition the greater

the depth, although not the volume, of

the "pipe" cavity ; and the higher the

temperature of the steel when teemed
into the mold the greater its fluidness and
the easier it is for the alloys to flow

upward and to localize disproportion-

ately in the neighborhood of the "pipe."

This concentration of the alloys is

called the "segregate," and is undesirable

steel. Therefore neither the "segregate"

nor the "pipe" should be rolled into rails

—especially into those rails which are

expected to support fast trains and heavy
traffic.

There is another blemish in steel which
consists in the presence of granules of

slag, and there is also the defect which
is known as blowholes—really bubbles of

gas which have been caught in the solidi-

fying steel. To a very large extent these

troubles can be got rid of by the sacrifice

of a little time.

In France, the average of breakage is

one out of every 2,000, and in Germany
the rate is something like one out of

every 1,150. This is far beyond the en-

durance here.



BENDING A STEEL BAR WITH
THE LITTLE FINGER

By

ROBERT A . SANBORN

A
BAR of steel is commonly re-

tried as a symbol of rigid-

ity, a> a thing thai defies any
Mich petty force as the pres-

sure of ;i finger to change it

in the slightest degree. And no human
eye unassisted can detect that so small

a fraction of energy has any effect on the

bar. Apparently it i- as straighl as before

the puny effort. Nevertheless it is a

matter of demonstrable fact that the bar

can be bent by no greater force than you

use to affix a postage stamp t<> a letter,

bent exactly as a -trip of whalebone is

bent by a like pressure.

To assist the eye in appreciating this

fact a simple piece of apparatus is used

known to physicists as an interferometer.

This consists of two small mirrors which
are exactly parallel and placed so close

ether as to seem almost in contact.

The upper mirror is thinly silvered on its

lower surface so as to be semi

transparent, the lower
mirror is heavily sil-

d on its upper
surface so that no
light is transmitted

through but is

reflected hack.
Rays of light

directed
down upo n

the mirror-

pa-- down-
u a r i

through
the upper
one. >trike

the reflect-

in g surface

of the lower, are thence
sent upward by reflec-

tion, and colliding with
the rays that are coming ^K« otfSSKf

down from the source, produce com
trie circles of light and dark aspect. The
dark circle- are those of no light motion,

that i-. where the mingling of the down-
ward direct light waves and the upward
reflected one- neutralize the motion of

each other; the light circles are cau

by double reflection, that is, when- some
of the light reflected from the opaque
mirror i- reflected in tnm from the semi-

transparent surface above, and hack

again from the lower surface. Thi

light circles are known as interference

fringes.

In this demonstration a bar of machin-

ery steel two feet Ion-, and three and

one-half inches in diameter, i- supported

at each end by four bra-- pegs, 30 that

the bar is lifted about half an inch from

the table. The mirror- are about a quar-

ter of an inch thick, and a little more
than an inch square. The lower opaque

mirror is supported firmly on

the center of the bar by

being set upon a metal

po-t about half an inch

in diameter which i-

embedded in the bar

a short distant

The upper semi-

transparent mir-

ror is stably held

by an angle iron

that is attached

to either end i if

t h e ha r. I
'p

through the

support of
the u p p e r

mirror runs

a h< ile <>f half an inch

diameter down through
which the light pa

from a helium tube a

little distance behind the

309
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bar. The rays are first screened through

a plate of ground glass and then meet a

slanted plate of clear glass from which

some of them are reflected upon the

mirrors.

When the fight is flashed on and you
look down through the hole upon the

mirrors, you see in the center a core of

yellowish light, around that a dark

purplish circle which marks the interfer-

ence of the direct and reflected waves of

light, then a circle of the yellow, the

interference fringe, then the beginning of

another dark circle. Now you, the

sceptic, press your finger firmly down on

the middle of the bar. What you see is

this. The concentric circles of light and

dark move in toward the center, from out

beyond the limit of vision come first one

interference fringe and then another. If

you bear down very hard with both fore-

fingers more circles will pass inward to

the center, just the reverse of what you
see when you throw a stone upon the

surface of a pond. You are convinced

now that you have actually bent the

heavy steel bar with one frail forefinger,

because the bar being rigidly supported

at the ends, its position can only be

changed at the middle, and from the

middle gradually less and less as it nears

the ends. The explanation of the me-
chanical movement of the fringes is read-

ily understood by the lay observer. As
the middle of the steel bar is depressed

and the mirror with it, more and more
of the surface of the mirror is exposed

to the light, and more fringes come into

view.

If you are interested in knowing just

how much you have bent the bar you
have to turn to your scientific friend who
is conducting the demonstration. He
tells you that the passing of one fringe

indicates that the lower mirror has been
moved about one-half a wave length or

fifty-nine one-hundredths of a micron,

and that as you have seen two fringes

pass inward that you have actually bent

the bar about one micron or one thou-

sandth of a millimeter, or about one
twenty-five thousandth of an inch. Not
very much, it is true, and quite unap-

preciable to the eye but still, as the inter-

ferometer mirrors have proved to you, a

measurable amount.

To the philosophic mind this experi-

ment may be interpreted to show that the

consequences of one's acts are far more
considerable than one supposes, and that

the slightest motions and efforts produce
effects that are altogether unknown to the

actor. To the scientist this application of

the interferometer mirrors, here merely

used in the way a popular lecturer uses

pretty experiments to open the minds of

his audience, lends itself to practical use

to measure extremely small degrees of

deformation. A ray of light by this

method becomes a natural micrometer of

the greatest perfection, particularly cal-

culated for the determination of such in-

finitesimal degrees as escape all other

means of measurement.



GOVERNMENT RUNS RAILROAD
TO BUILD BIGGEST D A M

By

REN i: BACH i:

ON THE LINE OP THE BOISE-ARROWROCK RAILROAD I!

OPER \ I I- 1> B\ 1 III FEDI

RECENTLY the United States

government undertook to build

a big dam al Arrowrock,
[daho, for the purp< ise of irri-

gating several hundred square
miles of uh.it hitherto has been desert.

At lea^t 1,000 men will he employed on
the work f<»r a period of about six y<

They must have some means of trans-

portation to ami from Boise, which is

twenty-two mile- distant, ami innm

quantities of cement ami other materials

for construction must ' hed to the

dam site—not t<> mention food supplies,

etc.

As a result the government ha- built

a railroad from Boise to Arrowrock.

Uncle Sam not only built it. but he oper-

ates it ami even print- the ticket- that are

-"Id to passengers.

This railroad, recently finished, is al-

ready a very busy line.

The Arrowrock Dam will he a re-

markable structure. It will he the high-

est dam in the world. The much-talked-

of Roosevelt Dam. in the Salt River Val-

ley of \:

.t Sin

hi 1

An
it-

along it- I

The -Ul-

nar

the bet!

and will I

lot:.

the ri\

all the

a hi

To a.
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Main Irrigation Canal.
This—on the Boise pro-

ject — with a capacity of
2 700 cubic feet of water
per second, is the largest
ever built by the Govern-
ment.

Carrying Structural Material over the Line of
the Government's New Railroad.

Digging for the Big Spillway of the Arrowrock
Dam on the Mountain Side.

first to get rid of the water temporarily

—

which will be done by boring a tunnel

through the mountains on one side of the

stream in such a way that the latter shall

be diverted bodily and carried around the

dam site, returning to its bed a short

distance below. The tunnel, it will be

understood, will have somewhat the shape

of a horseshoe.

A conspicuous feature of this new
project is the main irrigation canal,

which, lined with concrete, starts eight

miles from Boise, and extends clown the

valley for a distance of thirty-four miles.

It is the largest irrigation canal ever built

in this country, having a carrying ca-

pacity of 2,700 cubic feet per second

—

equal, indeed, to that of a fair-sized river.

During the progress of the work the

canal system will be extended to cover

some 240,000 acres of exceedingly fertile

land in the neighborhood of Boise. As

312

may well be realized, the whole scheme
is one of great economic importance,, the

region to be watered being one of the

richest in the world, in respect to its

agricultural possibilities. In the Boise

Valley, farming, chiefly for fruit and
garden truck, is conducted on highly

scientific principles, and land sells all the

way from $100 to $3,000 an acre. The
potatoes are wonderful in both quality

and yield. All through the valley trolleys

are being rapidly extended, with stations

at short intervals for the passenger and
freight convenience of the farming popu-
lation.

Simultaneously with all this, the Recla-

mation Service has started to build a dam
on the Rio Grande River one hundred
miles noith of El Paso, which will store

more than twelve times as much water as

the Arrowrock Dam. It will create the

largest artificial lake in the world—forty
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miles long, from one to five miles wide,

;ind two hundred feel deep.

The structure, 265 feet high and 1,400

feet long on the top— which is to carry

the roadway— will be adequate to restrain

the largest Rood ever known in the tur-

bulent Rio Grande. It will hold back the

waters at the flood season, which hitherto

have been wasted, and will store them for

i:-f when needed in the dry months of the

year.

There are n<« public lands in Texas,
and so Congress was obliged t<> pas- ;i

special bill admitting that state to the

benefit of the Reclamation Act. Also it

was necessary to make a treaty with

Mexico, in order that citizens of that

country, on the south side of the Rio

Grande, might be guaranteed their share

of the water stored by the contemplated
dam. All this as a preliminary to the

undertaking of the enterprise, which is

expected to prove vastly advantageous to

the nil' ile I if that section.

Even with so much accomplished, how-

ever, the location of the international dam
-itt-, as it might hi' called, was a wi\
difficult problem to solve. The Rio

Grande does not stay in one place all the

time, like other rivers. It moves about
in a restless sort of way. changing it-

bed ever) n< >w and then and picking i iut a

new channel. Bui at length the engim
found a satisfactory place between two
mountains a point where rises a rather

remarkable elevation known as Elephant

Butte, for tin- reason that from one point

of view it has somewhat the shape of an

elephant.

1 [ere was the -in
| f< ,r the

!c ham. as it i- called. The water
it stores in the enormous lake above de-

scribed will he used for irrigating a strip

extending along the Rio Grande River

for about I'M) miles. Frail and grain will

be the principal crops. The dam will be

finished in about -ix years. But, in ad-

dition, there will he four diversion dam-,
to turn the water- into immense canals by
which it will be distributed uvei 180.000

AT THE BEND OF THE RIVER. IN THE BACKGROUND. THE ARROW ROCK DAM WILL TOWER.
Its height is to be 351 feet, the loftiest structure of its kind in the world.



THE BOISE DIVERSION DAM FOR CARRYING THE WATER OUT OVER THE LANDS TO BE
IRRIGATED.

acres. To carry the requisite material Santa Fe Railroad has already connected
for the structure and supplies for the the dam site with its main line by nine

army of men engaged in building it, the miles of track.

The big premiums of life go to skill, and skill

is the first born of the ideal. Skill is the child

of passion—carried with patience, borne with

pain, and suckled into stature through many
toilsome days. The great man is strong; the

great man is skilled: not flawless— always

human—but strong and skilled.
—Richard Wightman.
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BUGS

THAT AND

ARE

PREYED

PREY

REP<
>RTS from I la- ^/^

waii indicate that the

devastations of the

dreaded sugar - cane
1 e a t'-h opper have

been effectually checked by two
all parasitic enemies intro-

duced for the purpose from
Australia.

The leaf-hopper is a tiny

greenish insect, only one-sixth
of an inch long, and resembling
a cicada in miniature. It was
first noticed in 1903, in the cane
fields, when already it was suf-

ficiently numerous to prove a

-cri'.n- pest. Since then it has
caused a loss of S3.000.000 to

$5,000.000 per annum

r-Canx Ii w-

Hofpi i

r. mal«'; lower,
din

By
HALL

ROGERS

UPON
^ sands of leaf-hopper i thus

parasitized were collected in

Queensland and shipped to

Hawaii, where the little flies

were hatched out from them
and liberated in the cane fields.

They promptly attacked the

hoppers, and multiplied with
extraordinary rapidity o fast,

indeed ( it is reported I, as to

s< " >n reduce the numbers i if the

injurious insects t'> a point

where they were no longer a

serious pest.

The female leaf-hopper de-
posits her ova beneath the skin

of the mid-rib of the leave- i if

the cane and at the y lints i if the
stalk. Having made a puncture for the

Investigation proved that the bug- had purpose die lays half-a-dozen eggs in it,

been accidentally imported from Queens- and then repeats the performance in an-

land, in cane cuttings used for "seed"— other place, stowing away in this fashion

the habit of the female being to lav her a number of egg-clusters. The hostile

eggs beneath the skin of the joints of the

sugar - cane
stalks. It was -^
ascertained,
however, that
the insect did

comparatively little
damage in Queens-
land, because of the

presence of certain

enemies — especially

two very mi-

nute flic-.
which lay their

eggs in the
eggs of the
leaf-hoppers,
thus destroying
them.

Some thou-

flies—so minute as to be seen with diffi-

culty with the naked eye—run aboul on
the cane look-

ing for the
scars made by
the hoppers.
When one is

found, the fly

thrusts her ovi-

positor into the

cavity, a n d

"stings" each
hopper egg in

turn. That is

to s a y, she
penetrates the
shell of each

: with her
instrument, and
deposits inside

From Egg to
Nymph."

At r i tr h t

.

at left, "nymph:"
above, reps laid

in sugar can*:.
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eggs.

latter

later

grub.

through

mm&:^

&>#0$

of it one of her own
From t h e

is hatched,

on, a little

which goes
the chrys-

alid stage inside of

the hopper's egg, and emerges
twenty days later as a perfect

w inged fly.

The young leaf-hoppers are a
good deal like the adults, except
that they are much smaller and
wingless. While growing, they
suck the sap of the sugar-cane, thus
draining the vitality of the plant. They
become adult in about five weeks, acquir-

ing wings. At times they migrate by
flight, after the manner of the devastat-

ing locusts. Cane planters in Hawaii
speak of "clouds" of hoppers filling the

air and extending for miles.

The problem of

subduing insect and
oth er that

factorily

Thk Paranagrus Fly,
Which Destroys

the Leaf-
Hoppers.

pests

prey upon man's
fields and orchards
seems to be one that

will never be satis-

solved. A creature

that is comparatively harmless
in one environment suddenly
develops into a startlingly de-

structive menace when trans-

ferred, whether by accident or

design, to another clime. It will

be recalled in this connection how the

harmless rabbit became a deadly enemy
to agricultural interests when introduced

into the plains of Australia. So it is with

winged migrants, which often multiply

under new conditions out of all propor-

tions to the previous fecundity of their

species.

WIND POWER ELECTRIC PLANT
By

J. B. VAN BRUSSEL

interesting example of the em- on poles, in connection with which light-

ployment of wind power for ning arresters are fixed,

the generation of electricity is As it was desirable to have the whole
being" given at Bromyard, of the control arrangement in the battery

Worcestershire, England
A plant has been installed that is pro-

vided with a wind turbine for electric

driving. The wheel is 24 feet in diame-
ter, and is mounted upon a steel tower
75 feet high. The generator is placed in

a small house at the foot of the tower,

and the battery and switchboard are in

another small struc-

ture. The current

is conveyed from
the generator at the

foot of the tower to

the battery by
means of bare,
solid, overhead,
copper cables, car-

ried on porcelain

insulators mounted

the switchboard is, a sep-

was placed on the trans-

the other con-

a bare copper

room, where
arate field wire
mission line along with

ductors. This, also, is

wire, carried on insulators.

The battery consists of 28 cells having
a discharge capacity of 46 amperes for

10 hours. The battery is divided into

equal groups,
either of which can

be used for supply-

ing illumination.
The pressure on
the lamps is 25

volts, Osram lamps

The Wind Turbine and Tower for Generating
Electricity.

be in
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A CIRCULAR SAW BEING OPERATED RV POWER GENERATED BY WIND n RBINE.

the plant, in addition to running the lights

in the house—about 100 in all—also

driven a 50-volt motor for running vari-

ous agricultural machines, such as a

chaff-cutter, a circular saw, and a root-

pulping machine. The chaff-cutting rc-

quired for the homestead is easily dealt

with by this machine, a ton of chaff being
cut in two hours and also a considerable
amount of firewood, etc., is sawed. The
motor is belted direct to the various ma-
chines and only runs one at a time. The
plant is entirely automatic, being fitted

with a patent tail gear, which gives very
accurate adjustment to the wind. This
arrangement consists of three tails. Two
of these are connected together, so that

when the wheel is required to stop they
have only to he pulled down into a hori-

zontal position, and the wheel imme-
diately comes up into the wind and stops
running. In the same way the tails are
so balanced that when the wind reaches
a predetermined velocity, the tails tend to
take the horizontal position, and so bring
the wheel more or less out of the wind

as the strength of the wind varies. In

recent gales which -wept over Bromyard,
where the plant is in operation, a very
good test was given of it- stability, and
though a very large tree was blown down
Close to it, the wind turbine suffered nol

the slightesl harm.
In practice, it is found that the power

from the wind turbine is so reliable that

it is almost the same as a supply from
the public service.

As the wind turbine is placed on
ground somewhat higher than the dwell-
ing house on the estate where it is used,
there is often a good wind blowing at the
turbine when none is felt down at the
house. The plant is guaranteed to pro-
duce 3,000 units a year, but in practice it

produce- at a much faster rate than this.

In 12 hours during a test, it produced 14

units, with wind averaging 15 miles an
hour. The average wind in this situation
would probably he. however, about nine
miles an hour, and the output of the plant
in a year is probably aboul 5.000 unit-,

more than sufficient for all normal need-.

.m



Thk Flower with-
in the Crystal,

A funnel is necessary
to produce this

result.

a s e r i f. s of b u b -

bles Blown One
within the
Other.

The trick is done
through the instru-
mentality of a straw,
with which the bub-
bles are skilfully
pierced each time the
next one is to be
blown within.

Small Statue Upon which a Bubblf Has Been Blown.

THE SCIENCE OF THE SOAP BUBBLE
By

HENRY SHELDON
EFORE the Imperial City of ago, to the solution of the problem, why
Rome was founded in the year soap bubbles display the colors they do.

753 B. C, the children in the Thus this slight, diaphanous, scarcely

neighboring state of Tuscany tangible airy creation of soap and water

were blowing soao bubbles. In solution and the human breath has been

an object of
were blowing soap bubbles,

the museum
of the Louvre,

Paris, there is

a vase over
2,500 years
old which
shows a group
of Etruscan
youngst er

s

engaged in

this pleasing

pastime.

All the
genius of the

great mathe-
matician and
physicist, Sir

Isaac Newton,
was directed,

over two hun-
dred years

The "Poached Egg" Trick.

No lady can perform this trick—except in the privacy of her apartments
—as it requires the smoking of tobacco. A hemisphere is first blown upon
the glass surface. The performer then takes a puff at pipe or cigarette,

and. redipping the straw, puffs the smoke into the dome. An inner bub-
ble is thus formed, which is white, due to the coloring by the smoke.

amu sement
for thousands

of years, a

subject for

scientific in-

quiry for cen-

turies. It is

therefore,
something far

more than a

toy. The halo

of antiquity,

the scientific

truth of mod-
ern times may,
figuratively,

be said to be

blown into its

delicate struc-

ture.

3J8
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There arc trick- almosl innumerable
that may be performed with soap bubbles.

At the same time these tricks may l>c uti-

: to illustrate some of the fundamental
laws of the actions of liquids and g
Why and what, one may with perfect

propriet) ask. is a soap bubble? All

of us know, of course, that it is corn-

ed of soap and water, forming a very
thin shell, sphere-shaped, which encasi -

a quantity of imprisoned air. Bui beyond
that, it would be perfectly safe to wa
the average man knows very little about
soap bubbles—certainly but little con-

cerning the laws governing their forma-
tion.

In explaining the phenomenon of the
soap bubble, it should be stated, in the
first place, that the surfaces of all liquids

are in a state of tension, that is, they are

Stretched or drawn. They are in the

same tense condition as a piece of india

Apparatus Nmwt. fob Bobblb-Blowing.
With a bottle of soapy water, a rlav pipe, a straw a

wire rins and a funnel, wonders may be performed. Each
instrument should be dipped in the soapy solution each
time before usinc.

rubber stretched between the fingers.

Suppose, now, a pipe or hollow tube i-

dipped into a bowl of soapy water and
air blown through from the mouth into

The Chain of Bubbli .

Each individual bubble forms a link in the chain. This
is d'.n-- bj throwing the first bubble that emerges from

pe into the air. quickly blowing | and then
catchinir the first upon this, and so on until some bitch
in th. ings Of tie- rapidly increasing nunil I

links causes the bubble to burst.

the solution. This air takes a spherical
form, and being lighter than the liquid
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How the Funnel Is Used to Enclose an Object in a Diaphanous
Shell.

Where plain water is used,

the tiny particles of the

liquid tend to run down as

rapidly as the sphere takes

form. The surface of the

bubble therefore is too thin,

and the interior air instant-

ly bursts through. On the

other hand, a bubble may
collapse because of its too

viscous surface. In this

event, the particles drop

down in masses, tearing

holes through and, likewise,

causing an immediate col-

lapse of the structure.

The why and wherefore

of bubbles being thus ex-

plained, the several tricks

herewith outlined, will be

the better understood.

A good clear soap of me-
dium grade, such as is used

for ordinary washing pur-

poses will be found best

suited for the solution.

After thoroughly rubbing

this in the water till rich

which encases it on all sides begins to rise suds have formed, take a spoon or ladle

toward the surface. The liquid offers re-

sistance to this progress, and so the air

bubble is flattened on its upper side, that

is, in the direction in which it is moving.

To continue to rise it must displace the

water in its way. The liquid has to flow

aside. As the sphere of air approaches

the surface it moves more and more rap-

idly. Owing' to this acceleration the

water has, correspondingly, to increase its

rate of motioil, till, finally, it is unable

to get out of the way of the ambitious

air bubble. Hence, when this air bubble

is very near the surface, it carries the

thin tension surface—or film of liquid

—

up with it in the form of a soap bubble.

Now, as to why soap is necessary to

produce this effect. In the formation of

a bubble, theoretically, air. blown into

water should accomplish this result. And,

as a matter of fact, small bubbles are

formed in this manner. The flecks of

foam that often appear on the surface of

a running stream are merely tiny air

bubbles. The philosophy for using soap

in the blowing of bubbles is, that this sub- The Barrel or Cylindrical Shape.

Stance 2;iveS a visCOSitV tO the Surface of This is formed by tossing a bubble from the end of the

,, .. °. , L i „ti,„_ • „ pipe into the air. catching it dexterously ajid gently with
the liquid not tO be Secured Otherwise. two rings of wire, and stretching it.

and carefully remove every particle of

foam and lather from the surface by
skimming.
For the performance of the tricks a

pipe, a straw, a funnel, and a wire ring
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\\ iki Kin.. \ 1 i \i m i >s. i i i i

\M> Ingi nioi -

P \ri R l-'i Off in «i niiN \ Bl BB1 i .

II i straw is gently inserted the petals maj I"- m
open an wing in "r sucking < 'lit

are ' the essentials. < >ther apparatus
such as tin- skill of the bubble blower
may require, or his ingenuity suggest,

may be added to these for the perform-
ance of additional tricks. The more nu-
merous, the greater

their variety, of

course the more
pleasing is the per-

formance to the

spectati >rs.

Properly equip-

ped with apparatus,

and thoroughly
practiced on the

execution of
his various tricks

or feats, w li i c li-

ne may
choose to call them,
the

i
> • r t" « inner may
much enter-

t a i n m e n t to his

friends for even a

whole evening. Es-

pecially will bubble
blowing be found a

very e x c e 1 1 e n t

means of entertain-

ing children, who.
apparently never
grow weary of

ro the Small Boy.. Bubble Blowing Is vn Aesthetic
l'i i ln Art.

It will be found, however, that chil-

dren, active, eager and imaginative as

they are. will nol be content to -it idly

by and watch some other person perform
these marvels with the soapy bubbles,

wonderful and l.i-

cinating as the]

are. Every child

—

at least every aver-

age child, with the

usual instincts and

tendencies that go
with i m m a t n r e

years, will seek,

even d e m a n <1. to

ha\ e a -hare in the

pleasures of this

subtle art. F< >r. in-

deed, to the small

DO) and to the

small girl of c< mi

also- bubble-blow-
ing is an aesthetic

pleasure and an art.

The almost intangi-

ble nature of the

vari-colored, di-

aphanous structure— its lighi buoyant
build — make- an

appeal almost a-

ductive a- a greal
watching the iridescent shapes take on fleecy cloud navigating the blue hea
changing hues and forms. on a fine summer'- day.
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ELECTRIC POWER FROM A
DISUSED CANAL

By

GEORGE F. WORTS

SEVERAL years ago, a serious

problem confronted the canal
commissioners of the state of
Ohio. The Miami and Erie
Canal, upon which several mil-

lions of dollars had been expended, was
falling into a rapid state of dis-

use. Before the development
of the railroad, this water-
way formed an impor-

3

above Toledo, where the canal and river

approach within several hundred feet of

each other. At this point, the difference

in level of the two streams is about sixty

feet ; ample for the successful operation

of a low pressure turbine, providing the

supply is continuous.

From the canal to the first

blades of the turbine the

water falls some sixty

tant connecting link

between the Ohio
River and Lake Erie

;

Cincinnati at one end and
Toledo at the other.

Competitive rates of the
steam roads were said to be
responsible for driving the

canal barge out of business in

this case, with the result that

the costly canal was left a burden to the

state with no apparent means of even par-

tially repaying the original investment.

The state engineers, in looking the

Disused Canal that Is Living
a Second Life.

The old Miami and Erie Canal now
generates electric power.

odd feet. In this

distance enough
kinetic energy is devel-

oped to produce a tremen-
dous horsepower. It should

not be understood, however,
that this energy can be com-
pared with the enormous
power developed in such
plants as are in operation at

Niagara and Victoria Falls where the
water drops several hundred feet.

The company operating this station is

erecting another plant farther up the
matter over, noted that at several points river in which the drop will amount to

along the lower route of the canal, it is

sufficiently high above an adjacent river

to furnish the supply for hydro-power
purposes in paper mills, flour mills, etc.

barely fifteen feet. Of course there is a

large supply of water available to make
up for the lack of pressure. The low
head as a hydro-electric source, is rather

Probably the most advantageous site an experiment, although quite successful

for a project of this kind was selected in its application as has also been dem-
and is now occupied by a hydro-electric onstrated in Michigan, Indiana and else-

power company at a point about ten miles where.
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HOW THE THRIFTY SCOTCH USE
THEIR SCHOOLROOMS

By

CHARLES PHELPS CUSHING

IN
a building so huge as the five-story

and basemenl plant of the Glasgow
Technical College, the five hundred
young Scotch specialists who attend

in the daytime seem more like fifty.

( me or two or three in a n » im, dour,

man\' be-spectacled, and a few in dressing

gowns, they work among textbooks and

tc-t tubes and a--ay furnaces like joy-

f< irsaking m< inks.

But at night the visitor sees a picture

in sharp contrast: the enrollment jumps
from five hundred to more than five thou

sand; along with the night-course col-

legians march in two regiments of stu-

dent working-men : and the whole building

blazes with yellow light.

F<>r ten shillings ($2.50) a term a

Glasgow man may learn in these night

trade classes the first principles of the

plumber's or the printer's trade: for

seven and sixpence ($1.87), boiler mak-
ing or sheet metal work : for five shillings

($1.25 i. how to cut cobbler's patterns

or a course for shoe-store salesmen.

There are room- full of looms
and fabrics and dye-, if he cares

to learn the principle- and
practice of textile manu-
facture and there arc

other laboratories for

bakers, watch makers,
tailor-, furniture designers
or sailors. Three in every
four of his classmates will

be older than twenty, so he
need feel no shame at

going to school again.

Hundreds of the men he-

passes in the halls will have
only a common school edu-
cation.

That public school build-

ings should be used only a
few hours in the daytime

implies an inadequate return on the tax-

payers' investment. In Glasgow, Scotch

practicality has seen this and applied a

remedy. Resull : the efficiency of an edu-

cational plant was multiplied by ten.

It i- characteristic i if

the Scotch to solve a

problem by common
sense, whenever such

problem aris< Vre

their school-

rooms empty
a t n i g h t

'1

T h e n t h e y
mu-t be tilled !

The invitation

i- given and
the thing is

done.

T- ivi I HI i UO> Y. IUNG
SCOTCHMKN ATTKND THIS SCHOOL AT NlGHT.

Thi- Glasgow Technical Collo/i-.
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NEW ANTI-WRECK SIGNAL
By

P. R. KELLAR

IN
spite of all modern improvements

and safety devices, the operation of

railroads still continues to exact an
enormous toll of killed and injured
in the United States. In 1907, the

last year for which figures are complete,

the killed numbered 11,838 and the

injured 111,016. The railroads fought
when the Federal government, through
the Interstate Commerce Commission,
insisted upon their adopting certain

safety appliances.

Now they are glad of it and are con-
tinually on the watch for something that

will eliminate more of - the danger of

railroad travel and employment. The
American Railway Association and the
Interstate Commerce Commission are

contemplating an early review of the
safety appliances with a view to uni-

formity, etc. Their attention will be
called to a new device, the invention of

an old railroad locomotive engineer living

in Danville, 111. It is said to be one of the

simplest yet most effective safety appli-

ances evolved since the air brake was
invented.

engineer

The new signal device

about four years

since its inventor
proving it and sub-

to a thorough test,

non-electrical, auto-

device which, when
danger, blows a

was patented

ago, but ever

has been im-

jecting it

It is a

m a t ic

set at
w h i stle

in the
cab and

then applies the

air and stops

the train if the

and fireman disregard the

signal.

All old engineers realize that many bad
wrecks are caused by engineers sleeping

at their post—that engineers when they

have been in the harness for several

years, sometimes are unable to keep
awake. The new signal is made in three

styles, stationary, portable and movable.
The stationary signal is designed to be
fixed permanently at all danger points,

and to be always at danger, giving the

warning whistle and stopping the train if

disregarded. The movable signal is to be

operated in connection with switches,

block signals, semaphores, etc. The
portable signal weighs about ten pounds
and can be carried from place to place by
flagmen and located at places temporarily

dangerous, instead of flags or lanterns,

or in addition to them.

The invention consists of two parts.

One is a trip affixed to the outer ends

of the ties, where it will be clear of all

obstructions. The other is a cylinder

attached to the front truck of the tender,

and operated by air connected with the

train air system. When the train passes

over the point where the stationary track

trip is set, or where a movable trip is set

at danger, the trip comes in contact with

a trigger in the cylinder, ac-

tuating a piston, blowing the §kC~]h

whistle in the cab, applying

the air and stopping the train

in a few seconds if disregard-

ed. The construction is sim-

ple, and there is little to get

out of order.

NONELECTRIC AUTOMATIC SIGNAL.
It blows a warning whistle in the cab and if the signa is disregarded stops the train by applying the air brakes.
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PEANUT OIL TO DISPLACE LARD?
By

CO U LEY H. PUR DOM

A N oil for all sorts of cooking thai

f\ is better than lard and superior

/ \ i" o'tt'Mi->eed oil is now being
/ \ commonly produced from pea

A. \. nuts, which are only beginning
to be appreciated in this country. The
lowly peanut may come into the had
among principal f 1 stuffs and useful
plants, and the oil that is produced from
it may become one of the leading prod-
ucts of portions of the South.

Peanut oil is only less valuable com-
mercially than olive oil. Deodorized it

has long been used as an adulterant and
in some places has been sold without de-
tection under the name of the olive
product. It is a non-drying oil used
heretofore, widely as a lubricant and bet-

ter than sperm oil as an illnminant. ex-
cept in cold weather when it thickens.
It is made by

heating, gr hid-

ing and press-

ing the kernels

of the nuts.
T he mills
w h i c h h a v e

been m akin g
the cottonseed
oil can make
the peanut oil

with very little

change in ma-
chinery, and
are. therefore,
in a position to

profit highly by
the wider use
and growing of
the peanut.

Virginia has
been the prin-
cipal peanut
growing state, Cultivating the Spanish Peanut in thk Fields of Louisiana.

though other Atlantic states and Ten-
nessee have been prominenl in the in-

dustr) lately. Now the nut i- grown in

many warm climates, and i-. a Staple crop.

despite its restricted use, so far. \- a

human diet, as a stock fo id, a- a soil en-
richer and as a source of oil. the peanut
and its vine are tremendously useful. In
I' ranee the market has Ion- been v
lent and Marseilles has had almosl
"ion. ipoly of it. The demand has nev< r

yet been satisfied and with the new u
to which the oil is now being put there
will be a greatly increased buying pub

Experiments carried on in Louisiana
recently showed that the oil made from
the American nut is sweet and clear and
will never turn rancid if properly kept.
It serves as an ideal shortening and
cooking oil and it is expected that there

will he a huge
demand for it

in \ m e r i c a n

houses as S( " 'ii

as it-^ m er it s

aia- realized.

Not only can

the nutS hi' 5< 'Id

a t a C h e a p
price, say forty

cents a bushel,

a inl net t h e

farmer a rev-

enue per acre

equal to cotton.

but two crop-

can be raise.

I

oil the same
land each year.

T h i s c a n 1. «•

done by plant-

ing potatoes
first and fol-

lowing them
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GATHERING THE HARVEST.
The vines are cut and stacked around poles.
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POLE. WITH VINES ABOUT IT. READY FOR THE STACK.



PEANUT OIL TO DISPLACE LARD? J27

with peanut-, or byplantmg

the peanuts first and fol-

lowing with fall oats.

\(.t only are the Spanish

;m<l Brazilian nuts valuable

as "il producers, however

;

from them the manufac-

turer aN<> obtains valuable

products. There is a

.1 market for the cake

after the "il is pressed i »ut.

It- value is greater than

cotton-seed cake and there

is a wide market in Europe

for it. The vine makes an

lk'iit hay. and the tables

of the agricultural depart-

ment show it to he <mi,

the most valuable of the

stock foods grown in this

country.

Twenty years ago the

I oil industry was

in its infancy. Today cot-

ton-seed and its products

furnish a considerable por-

tion of the value of the

staple itself. Twenty years

ago the farmer saved what

ds were necessary to

plant the next year and

threw tin- rest into his fields

as fertilizer. The peanut

can he raised on poor,

sandy soil, and many think

that in a few years the eut-

over pine lands will be c< >v-

ered with great fields of

Spanish and Brazilian nuts,

from which will he made the

king oiN of the nation.

It is alread\ proved that

the nuts can he grown all

over the South, and another
bulletin issued by the de-

partment of agriculture,
s;t\

"The demand for peanuts as a human
food is constantly increasing. There are

thousands of acres of waste lands in the

Southern states that would produce
enough peanuts to keep the oil mills run-
ning ami furnish more than enough oil

for home consumption."
"The peanut vines, after the removal

of all the first-class peas, have a feeding

Thk Cut Vim- a- They Appear Stacked.

Area Adapted to thi Production o» Peanuts.

From map prepared bj the United Stat - I tepartment of Agriculture,

field culture of tin- crop. An acre of

first-class peanuts, calculating the yield

at a ton of vines, worth from eight to

ten dollars, and sixty bushels of peas

worth from forty to sixty dollars, will

give an income of from forty-eight to

seventy dollars. The COSt of -rowing an

acre of peanuts is variously estimated at

from twelve to twenty-five dollars, in-

value practically equal to the cost of the eluding seed and fertilizers. These



IMPROVED METHOD OF PICKING THE PEANUTS.

figures show a net return of from thirty- in the United States, but decidedly lower
six to forty-five dollars, which is above than may be expected under favorable

the average of the crop, as now grown conditions and proper cultural methods."

^ If we are not stupid or insincere when we

say that the good or ill of man lies within

his own will, and that all else beside is nothing

to us, why are we still troubled?

<f No great thing is created suddenly any more

than a bunch of grapes or a fig. If you tell

me that you desire a fig, I answer you that

there must be time. Let it first blossom,

then bear fruit, then ripen.
— Epictetus.
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WIRELESS TELEPHONE FOR
EVERYBODY

B y

WILLIAM T. PROSSER

A
WIRELESS telephone outfit

in a suit-case

—

<>r in any other

convenient carrying recep-

tacle—complete, and requiring
only connection at any ordi-

nary electric-light socket to make it

capable of operating over a distance of
fifty miles, is the latest product of inven-
tion in this wonderful field.

To William Dubilier, a California
youth of twenty-two years, belongs credit

i'« >r perfecting an instrument to such a

degree of nicety that it is of readily

portable bulk and yet of high efficiency.

With a range of something like three

hundred keys and escaping many of the

problems of interference, such an instru-

ment can accomplish wonders for the
individual user. Wherever sufficient cur-

rent is available for lights, there the little

wireless set may \>v pul readily to work
for communication over area- of track-

less forest, desert or sea. That it will he

the means of saving lives, when nothing
else will avail is at mice apparent. That
it will he invaluable in new country,
ahead of the wires or the regular win
installations, in military activities, and in

all times and places where ordinary
means of message-sending arc inter-

rupted or unestablished is easily recog-
nizable.

Young Dubilier, inventor and electrical

engineer, has made a

WILLIAM DUBILIER TALKING FROM SEATTLE TO TACOMA, \ DIS1 \N< ! OF THIKTV
FIVE MILKS. OVER HIS WIREL1 — TEL] PHONE.
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specialty of the

wireless telephone

and his success in

this specialty has

attracted wide at-

tention. Most of his

experiments have
been carried on in

Seattle. He is a

product of Cooper
Institute, X e w
York, where he

studied while sup-

porting- himself by
hard work. So he
deserves, every bit,

the harvest he is

reaping now. His
achievement is the

result of scientific

method and close

application through
a long period of

experimentation
and, despite his

youth he has won a

veritable triumph.

The Dubilier in-

struments are not

noticeably different

in principle from the wireless telephone

devices of the past, but they are compact.

Instead of great coils of wire and oscil-

lators as big as a dining-room table, the

Dubilier apparatus is reduced to mar-
velously small dimensions, while any
commercial lighting circuit gives all the

power that is necessary.

Mr. Dubilier is not particularly keen
in exploiting his invention, his explana-

tion being as compact as his instruments.

He merely says that the electric light

current passing through the new type of

oscillator is rendered into electrical

waves to the number of 100,000 a second.

and that these affect instruments attuned

to the same key within a wide radius.

Simple, isn't it?

"Influential men believe in my inven-

tion as much as I do, and we plan to

build a factory and manufacture my
machines upon a large scale," said Mr.
Dubilier in Seattle recently. "This will

be, I believe, the first wireless telephone

factory ever opened in America—or the

world, for that matter. The machines
are not costly to turn out, and we will

The Simplified Transm
the Dubilier Wirele

be able to supply

them so cheaply in

large lots that they

may be us,ed ex-

tensively in cities,

much more cheaply
in rural commu-
nities than the pres-

ent wire systems,

for marine and
coastwise work,
and for special uses

such as by forest

rangers on the
great reservations

of the Rocky
Mountains and Pa-
cific Coast.

"The machines
will be of particu-

lar advantage in

sparsely settled dis-

tricts, as in the

gold-camps of
Alaska. Prospect-

ors within a radius

of thirty or forty

miles of civiliza-

tion, for instance,

will be enabled by
the use of one of these light sets to keep

in continual touch with what is going on,

and undoubtedly many lives will be saved

by the practical application of the

device."

Wireless, and especially the wireless

telephone, has been what might almost

be called an obsession with young
Dubilier ever since he was old enough to

know anything about the subject at all.

Born in New York in 1888 he received

his early education in the public schools.

His parents were not able to keep him in

school through the high school course,

and he left high school to secure employ-

ment. He saved his money, and later,

by doing odd jobs through the course,

gave himself the benefit of three years

study of electrical engineering.

It wras in 1904 that he began his own
experimenting with the wireless tele-

phone, and after many disappointments

and discouragements he perfected one of

the first pieces of apparatus of that kind.

Graduating from his technical course at

the age of eighteen he became an in-

spector for the Western Electric Com-

tter and Oscillator of
ss Telephone System.
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pany in New York.

But wireless con-

tinued to fascinate

him, and he deter

milled to take .i

course in the ( loop-

cr Institute. The
hours of the insti

tute w e r e fr< im

9:30 until 3:30.

1 lurrying each day
from the lecture-

room to a telegraph

office he delivered

messages from 4 o'clock in the afternoon

until midnight.

After his course was over he became
chief electrician of a wireless concern,

and then technical director of another.

All the time he was experimenting with

his own telephone, and he invented a

number <>f minor wireless instruments.

He is the anther of the "Wireless Tele-

phony" chapter in Prof. II. L. Twining's
book on wireless, one of the few works

of the kind in existence. I lis lectures on

wireless attracted favorable comment.
With some of the best known experts in

the country his technical testimony has

been sought by the law court-.

It was just a few months ago that he

completed the telephone apparatus that is

his qreat work so far. Sensitive and
delicate, it yet seems to be practical in

every respect. A cabinet ten inches each

way, and six inches deep will hold the

mechanism.
Most of the experiments with the new-

device have been carried on at Seattle

I hi Received 'i im Wireless Telephoni

and between Seattle

and Tacoma, a dis-

tance of thirty-five

miles. ( a mversation

carries that far as

clearly as on the

ordinary telephone.
As some of the

ship- of the United
S t a t e - navy are

equipped with
wireless telephones

Mr. Dubilier had

an excellent i ip]

tunity t< i c< impare the merits of his inven-

tion with that used by the navy depart-

ment, as the Puget Sound navy yard
is located aboul sixteen miles from
Seattle. J. B. Annis, first class electrician,

United States signal corps, sent this

message to the inventor after one of the

test :

"A good deal plainer than the tele-

pi* me we use here."

Which would seem to augur well for

the invention.

Mr. Dubilier believes he can still fur-

ther perfect his receiving and transmit-

ting devices with their control system SO

that much more than three hundred tele-

phones—representing that many different

attunements—can be used at the same
time without interfering with each other.

However, even that number is a long step

forward. If Mr. Dubilier does nothing

more for wireless telephony, the aerial

talk-transmitting systems of the future

will owe him a notable debt of gratitude.

And he is onlv twentv-two.
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SLATE IS USUALLY PICKED FROM THE BLASTED DEBRIS.

GAMBLING IN SLATE AND LIVES
By

RAYMOND A. FOWLES

T made of slate and came from
A quarries in Maine. They came

from there because experience has dem-
onstrated that those quarries produce the
purest and finest slate in the world.
London wanted some switchboards for

her underground
railroad system

—

wanted the best

that money could

buy. It was decided
that they must be
made of pure slate.

The order did not

go to any of the

large quarries of

England or Wales.

It crossed the At-
lantic and finally

landed at the office

of the superin-
tendent of those

Maine quarries.
Not only electri-

cians, but nearly all

332

HE switchboards that handle first-class architects as well, where work
the powerful electric currents perfect in quality and beauty of blue-

of the New York subway are black shades is desired, always indicate

their preference for Maine slate. Public

buildings from the Boston postoffice to

those being newly erected at San Fran-
cisco bear witness to this fact.

In the downward sweep of a great

valley densely wooded, surrounded by
rugged hills and
beautiful lakes, are

located these quar-

ries which are
sending out their

products to all

parts of the world.

Long, yawning pits

in the ground,
flanked by high
walls of stone and
ragged dumps,
make scars in the

beautiful landscape,

but you forgive
them in remember-
ing how they have
served in the

A Hopeless Case. .,, . _,
The deposits are here too treacherous to be worked. WOriQ S WOrK. 1 ne
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-late appear? in

i n - r u n n i a g
Hurt li e a - 1 a

southwest an<l i

be traced -> vera!

miles. The greater

part, however, lie-^

under such a depth

of earth < »r water

to make it- un-

covering prohibit-

ive on account <>i'

the cost. The line

of quarries which
have been worked
is about a mile long

and i- ii"\v under
the control of a

single company. The natural

incident to such quarry work
the fortunes "t this company
of unstable equilibrium.

The ta-k of getting out the slate is

difficult, dangerous, and expensive. The
•dati' veins stand parallel to each other

but separated by veins of quartzite rock.

the whole mass canting toward the north-

t one foot to every ten in depth. The
refuse has to be taken out as well as the

valuable slate. Ninety-five pounds out of

tin w.'hkMis \i -mi Steam Drills.

disasters

have kept

in a state

e r y h U n d r

hoisted t<> the sur-

f a tolh e

dumps. This item

"i how
r, i- a n •

bagatelle w hen

npared with that

asioned b) the

slide- which in i me
minute destro) the

work and hopes ol

years.

1
1". when Nature

tipped up these de-

posits i if slate ~t< li-

nn -nt—mostly sili-

cate i if aluminum

—

-he had -t 1 them perpendicular instead

"i slanting them northward tremendous
difficulties would have been obviated.

Their present position causes an i

increasing overhang of the southern wall

a- the quarry i- sunk farther down, and
tin- can only he prevented by taking "lY

enough rock a- the work progresses to

keep the wall perpendicular. No one
excepl a quarryman can comprehend
w hat an em >rm< lUS task tin- w< iuld he. The
greal expense ha- thus far prevented its

OFTEN BECAUSE <>F THE SLANT OF THE DEPOSIT. QUARRIES HAVE TO BE ABANDONED.
Such a quarry, filling with water, is shown in the front richt foreground.



LOOKING DOWN A LINE OF SLATE QUARRIES IN MAINE.

being done. Sooner or later, however,

this will probably be brought about.

These .immense overhangs sooner or

later fall into the pit. The fear of such

slides are the spectres that haunt the

minds of workmen and operators alike.

Death lurks here at all times and usually

comes instantly from explosion, falling

rocks, the slip of a careless foot, or a life

line ill adjusted; but the most terrible is

the deep groaning that precedes the

avalanche of stone and earth as it

trembles upon the brink, and then goes

tearing, crashing, roaring into the pit

below.

The work of men looks puny and small

beside that of frost and gravitation.

Several years ago a slide went into the

pit of one quarry which had been sunk

to a depth of three hundred feet. On
account of the great quantity and perfect

quality of the slate thus buried, it was
decided to remove the debris. It took

five derricks two years and six months

to do the work. Everyone was rejoiced

when the task was done. It was hoped

that slate to the value of half a million

could be taken out before the next slide

should come. Pipes, pumps, drills, and

tools were put in place. Preparations

were scarcely finished when the south

wall began to groan with the agony of

suppressed power. After a few hours of

travail, the great mass of stone leaped

into its newly made grave, burying slate

and machinery beyond hope of recovery

in this generation, at least. Some time

the treasure will again be laid bare.

Other quarries have this same fatal

slant of the slate veins and like disasters

have well nigh ruined the business in

places. Curiously enough, the dips of

two Maine parallel quarries are opposite.

The position of the slate beds in Vermont
and Pennsylvania is more fortunate.

Appearing largely in the form of folds,

the slate is spread over considerable sur-

face but comes to an end two or three

hundred feet under ground. Some have

their dips so little inclined from the hori-

zontal that they may be worked as surface

quarries by means of the terrace system.

The Maine quarries are long and deep

but have little width. The great slate

beds of Wales are found in mountains.

They are worked by the terrace system,

but entirely under ground; the quarries

being reached from the surface by means

of tunnels. Each bench has its crew and

fifty feet intervenes between each crew

to make accidents less possible. Pillars

of rock are left to prevent the "roof"

from falling in. Welshmen are born to

work in slate as a fish is born to swim in

water, and great numbers of them work

in American quarries.
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WOMAN VERSUS A MORTGAGE
By

JOHN E. TAYLOR

THERE is a girl in Somerset
County, Maine, in the north-
ern part of the state who has
<I<>ir- a man's job, more than a

woman's job, and now has the
satisfaction of feeling thai she has

tolled a certain stage in success.

When she \\a> nine years i f age tin-

rents of Miss Eva Storer gave her
two old hens to have for her own. The
next year die set them and got a line

lot of chicks. They were of mixed breed
hut she raised them. She had taken some

from the hens, sold them,
and with the money bought a slier]).

When a lamb was horn she exchanged it

r a calf and raised the calf to a cow.
She then sold eggs from her pullets and
bought more sheep. She then had four.

Her mother gave her a pair of hroiize
turkeys, when she was twelve years old.

By this time she had considerable -took
of her own on the farm.

During tin'- time she had keen attend-
ing school anil the year she was thirteen
die raised fifty young turkeys. They

Ihk Hbm House That Gavi Mi-s Eva Storer Hep
Start.

were hatched in

.May : in < October

she sold them f< .r a

dollar apiece, i hat

year she raised a

lot ot chick- and i Who Paid

some of these she
-Id lor a total ot

twenty dollars.

Miss Storer attended school until she
was sixteen, when her father was taken
sick, her mother was partially crippled
and the burden of caring for the rest of
the family, consisting of one small si-tcr

besides her parents, fell on her. The
family moved to Norridgewock. They
bought a farm that had a poor house on
it and paid only two hundred dollar-
down and then carried a mortgage of

eight hundred dollars. That was six
years agi .

When they came to Norridgewock she
had saved one hundred dollars from her
poultry and sheep to pay in towards this
farm. Her mother paid in one linn- lied
dollars more and the rest was to he paid
in in annual installments of one hundred
dollars, with interest. When the year
was up she was able to meet the payment
of her own accord, her parents having
still farther declined and were not able
to assist her on the farm. The next year
Mi-- Storer began to work in the garden,
raising pea-, j potatoes and sweet corn, and
she kept this system up for the six years
and the farm paid f< >r.

From thirty of her pullets she made
$130 in a year's time in this way:
50 dozen - for hatching (5

50c a dozen $25.00
Broilers raised from other eggs of

the pullets at from 60 to 70c
apiece 70.C0

Incubator chickens sold at hatching

@ 10c 10.00
For the 30 pullets at the close of

the year 25.00

Total $130.00
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Inherited

Catterson—"Notice how Carstair's wife
makes up of late Should think he would
stop her."

w

Hatterson—"Has tried to ; feels badly about
it. But he says it's no use; she learned it

from their daughter."

—

Life.

J*

The Parrot That Quit Talking

Kerrigan went on a trip to South America,
and while there bought a present for O'Brien
in the shape of a pretty Spanish parrot, which
was shipped to O'Brien. When he got back
home he said to O'Brien:

"Dinny, did ye get the foine parrot Oi sent
ye?"

"Oi did that, Kerrigan, and Oi wants to tell

ye that Oi never put me teeth into a tougher
bird in me life!"

—

New York American.

That Critical Moment
The Playwright—"Ah ! The audience is

calling for the author."
The House Manager—"I hear 'em ; but

you can get out through the alley and I'll

hold 'em back while you beat it."

—

Philadel-
phia Evening Bulletin.

Tommy's Status

"Fifth grade this year, Tommy?"
"Yes, sir."

"You're in decimals or fractions now, no
doubt?"

>

"No, sir. I'm in crochet work and clay mod •

eling now."

—

Louisville Courier-Journal.

These Modern Nuisances

A former resident of Marshall, Mo., was
asking about the old town.

"I understand they have a curfew law out
there now," he said.

"No," his informant answered, "they did
have one, but they've abandoned it."

"What was the matter?"
"Well, the bell rang at 9 o'clock, and almost

everybody complained that it woke them up."—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

Precise

Tom Moore was once at a dinner, and oppo-
site him sat a Mr. Reach, whose name Moore
had seen in print, but had never heard pro-
nounced. The poet addressed him politely as

Mr. Reach, and he swelled up indignantly and
said

:

"My name is Re-ack, sir."

"Indeed!" replied Moore; "well, Mr. Re-
ack, will you kindly pass me a pe-ack?"

—

Em-
poria Gazette.

Easily Mended
Of the diplomatic circles is a delightful

woman whose English is still French. She
was urging an officer of the navy to attend a

ball, the invitation to which he had already

declined.

"I can't," he protested ; "I have burned my
bridges behind me."

"Oh," she replied, "I will lend you some of

Henri's."

—

San Francisco Argonaut.

«»c
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Reckless Eph
l'\'M Ezra—"Do you think tlic money

young Eph Hoskins made down in New York
will last him long

iu bet it won'tl He's
going at an aw i'uI lown in the
genera] store last night, and young Eph was
writing hundred-dollar checks and fighting hi-

cigars with ihem."—Puck.

^
,

A Lightning Change

\ ("m. v." banker was dictating a letter to
stenographer. "Tell Mr Soandso," he

ordered, "that I will meet him in Schenectady."
"How do you spell Schenectady?" asked the

ographer.
- c—er—er—er Tell him I'll n

him in Albany."— . Irgonaut.

Too True
"Things might be worse," said the man who

trie- to be cheerful.

"] thoroughly agree with you," replied Mr
wcher. "And what'- more, I think they

are going to be."—Washington Star.

ir

Pragmatism
I in- was the note which was handed t'>

if tin- grade teachers tlu- other day:
"Dear Mum—Please ixcuse Johnny today.

IK- will not be at school. IK- i- acting as
timekeeper for hi- father. Last night you

him tin- beimple, it" a fi< Id u 4 miles
square how long will it take a man walking

•J

miles an hour to walk 2' .. times around it?
Johnny ain't no man. so we had to send his
daddy. Tiny left early this morning, and my
husband -aid they ought to be hack late to-
m.irht. though it would be hard going. Dear
Mum. please make the nixt problem about
wdies, as my husband can't afford to lose the

>rk. I don't have no time to loaf, bul
I can spare a day off occasionally better than
my husband can. Resp'y yrs. Mrs. Jones."—Miami News.

<

Why. the Idea!

M.\\ i at the phone: to man at the other
end ot the wire)—"How dare you talk to me
lJke that! You're not my wife !"—Satire

Reform Too Pronounced
1

1
was "ii a street-car the other morning

that a passenger, whos< general get-up sug-
gested a clerical calling, was overheard saying
to a o impanii in :

"I realize that women are by nature and
instinct hound to go in for adornment in the
matter of dn--. Imt they are getting more
and more recklessly extravagant. I believe in
temperance in dr<

"Temperance i- all right," was the rej.lv.
"I believe in temperance myself, hut what with
the hobble -kin- and cobweb stockings il I

more to me a- though the women were going
in for total abstim nee."

Naturally

.Fat Actress—"] do feel pleased. My new
role fits me like a glove."
Friend—"Of course, it's the hi^ue-t in the

piece."—/',/,' Mele.

Americans Beware

Unscrupulous Picture-dealer — "S-h-h
This i- the left eye .if Leonardo's 'Mona I

You can have it for $500."—Punch.

Law-Abiding
"What are they moving the church for'-"
"Well, stranger, I'm mayor of th( -in'-,

an' I'm fef law enforcement. \\ .( ; , n
ordinance what -ay- no saloon shall 1.. nearer
than 300 feel from a church. I give 'em three
day- i.. move the church."— Fun.



POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
SUPPLEMENT

TO RESTORE LIFE

""THIS apparatus reduces the work for
A

artificial respiration considerably and
has been tried at the physiological depart-

ment of the "Karolin-

ska Institutet" in Stock-

holm by Prof. Dr. J. E.

Johansson, also by the

directors of the Asso-
ciation of Swedish phy-
sicians, and also by the

life-saving bureau.

The apparatus can be

managed by anyone and
adjusted to different

sizes. It is said to give better results as

to the ventilation of the lungs than any
other method, it is easily transportable

and ready for use at all times when it is

desired to put it into service.

It is to be kept at places where there is

danger of life, as on boats, in mines,

places where high-tension electric currents

are utilized, and of course at hospitals,

life-saving stations and bathing resorts,

at which latter places drowning accidents

are very frequent.

The work of respiration is begun by
bringing the levers as far backwards as

• possible (inspiration) and then upwards
and a little forwards and downwards to-
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THIS RESTORER OF LIFE CAN BE OPERATED BY ANY ONE.
It is a Swedish invention.



i i IMF. [NTREPID GIRL AVIATOR WHO ATTRACTED - NSIDERABLE ATTENTION RECENTLY BY HER AEROPLANE FLIGHT
AT EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA.

wards the patient's breast (expiration).
[Tie ropes are taut when the lever is

standing at right angles to the board. A
further forceful drawing forwards,
downwards towards the breast presses it

ether in order to produce a powerful
expiration. The movements are i

1
in time with the operator's own

ithing - ir regularly about sixteen
times a minute.

Hie invention is one that, in all likeli-

I. will bring many a person back
who would otherwise pass to his grave.
Life, especially human life, is being held
today at a high valuation, as is attested to
by the efforts of scientists to prolong it.

MAN WITH
LONGEST BEARD
AT tlir age of fifty
** years Mr. S. < ].

Brinkley, of North
• larolina, finds himself

with the longest heard
of any man in the world.
The chin adornment
drops to the length of
five feet four inches,

which to most men
would appear too much
of a good thing, when
it comes to earning a

His Bbakd Is His
Fortune
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What's Coming Round
the Corner?"

How Street Car Traf-
fic Is Directed in

Los Angeles.
By means of towers at

street crossings a sema-
phore system is operated.
The man in the tower sets

the signal to guide the ap-
proaching motorman.

living. Not so as regards Mr. Brink-

ley, however, for in his case the

extraordinary "lace curtain" adornment
has been made useful as well as orna-

mental, as he earns a good salary by
exhibiting in connection with one of the

country's leading circuses during the

summer season.

"WHAT'S COMING 'ROUND
THE CORNER ?

"

THO see 'round a corner is usually reck-
* oned as one of those things which
come under the category of physical im-

possibilities, and more street accidents are

due to the limitation of our vision in this

respect than from any other cause. The
simple device shown in our photograph,

however, has been adopted in the town of

Teignmouth, the popular Devon winter

resort in England, to prevent street-cor-

ner accidents.

Like the majority of towns in Devon-
shire, Teignmouth has many hills, and at

one spot, that where the road from Daw-
lish—a steep decline and very narrow

—

enters the town, a large mirror has been

set upon a post in such a position that

motorists and others coming into the

town can see round the corner, and thus

avoid accidents. This is one of those

"good ideas" which might well be emu-
lated on a large scale, for the mirror is

in no wise unsightly, and is indeed serv-

ing a most useful purpose.

SUNFLOWERS FROM RUSSIA
'X'HESE are not ordinary sunflowers.
*" They are a superior and cultivated

variety, fetched from Russia by our De-
partment of Agriculture.

In that part of the world sunflowers

are grown on a vast scale for their seeds,

which are utilized in the manufacture of

oil for table and other purposes. Also

the seeds are roasted and eaten in Russia

much as we eat peanuts.

A kind of bread is made from sun-

flower meal. Indeed, it is a valuable

plant, and, now that these new and im-

proved varieties have been secured, it

may be that our farmers will take to

growing sunflowers extensively.

Huge Dome Costs Lives.

Wisconsin's new$6.000.000
state house is rapidly pro-

gressing, although it is es-

timated that fully five years
more will be necessary to

finish the structure. The
illustration shows the peril-

ous nature of the work on
the dome, the steel struct-

ure of which has all been
erected. One man was
killed by falling from the
apex, while two other men
lost their lives in the build-

ing of the two wings.

Huge Russian Sunflow-
ers Grown for
Their Seed.

.
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Odd Auto Score B>ard.
Reports by ph. me came from every half
mil' • • mil car nun;,

i

wi-re shifted accordingly.

NDP1PE Tn \r Coli w-i-n.

[t« | high, 20 feet in d inn t< r to I

built of steel ;

to the the Sheboygan Wis.. Water
Works Company.

ODD AUTO SCORE
BOARD

lifornia auto r< ad
a specially designed

ore 1» iard \\a->

erected, facing the

grand stand, \\ hich

enabled the sp<

tators to follow the

movements of each
racing car about
t h e e i g h t mil e

course. Telephone
stations had been

up at half mile

intervals a rou n <1

the course whi

an operator report-

ed a s e a ch c a r

passed. These tele-

phones were con-

nected with the

j u <1 ge a n d,

where a man was
stationed b e li i n il

the board \>> receive

the reports ami to

move the numbi
representing the

cars m <» v-

ing t<> the

black and
w h i t e

s i>
a c

that were
marked f"r

each li a I f

mile. This

device
a .1 -1 e (I

R Till- STANDFIFE. FILLED WITH WATER SUDDENLY CRASH! D l" Till

N satisfactory solution of the cause of the disaster has been given.



WHERE DEMOCRACY WILL NOMINATE ITS LEADER.
The Fifth Regiment Armory. Baltimore. Here the National Democratic Convention will nominate the candidates

for the presidency and vice-presidency.

greatly to the interest of the contest, for This system is valuable in case of acci-

the crowd was able to tell just what cars dents, as the telephones were connected

were due to pass, and whether they were with the field hospital, where a motor

coming singly or in a bunch. As one car ambulance stood in readiness. It is, in the

would pass another on the opposite side manner in which the results appear, based

of the course, the fact would be upon the electric sign-boards

recorded by means /^..^ used in the leading cities of

the country to give the

baseball "fans" a genu-

ine reproduction of a

game when the home
team is playing in

£, some other city.

M The same sort

<£,. of device has

% been used,
^ t ho u g li

more
crudely, to

i

1

lustrate
the progress

and status of

football games. If its

use spreads it should

prove to be very

popular.

of the shifting

numbers, so

that even when
no car was in

sight, the inter-

est and excite-
ment were main-

tained. The photo-

graph shows how it

works : car num-
ber 34 is shown
passing the grand
stand, and its num-
ber on the board is

entering the last

mile, while other

cars are recorded at

various parts of the

course.

Tooth of a Giant Shark—a Species Long Extinct.

This was found in the mines of the West. No shark today
has teeth more than a sixth this length.
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FELLING A CHIMNEY
LIKE A TREE

THIS Mack, which was
thrown, si 1 ten

square at the base, and one

hundred feet high, was built

of common brick, lined with

fire brick and was topped out

with a cast in in cap.

It will be seen that the

method of throwing this -tack

was quite similar to that of

cutting <1< >w ii a large tree.

Brick work on one side was
cut out, extreme care being

taken tn make the cutting

symmetrical on each side of

the center line of the Stack.

This method of cutting was
C intinned until the weight of

the stack began to crush the

brickwork at the edge of the

cutting, and as soon as this

occurred the great hill of

bricks of course fell to that

side.

So accurately was the work
done that the fallen stack lay

exactly parallel with the side-

walk, ;b was intended. The outer shell depressed
crushed downward, while the inner lining his sheel

maintained its original shape until the under the

^*Lr-*
Cutting Away thi Brick-
work as LUMBI RMBN
Would thb Basi

of A Tki I -..

fa 1 1 in g stac k struck the

ground when it. in its turn.

alsc i d illapsed.

This -tack stood at Cleve-

land, < >lho. It was removed
in order to make room fi >r a

large new incandescent lamp
fact( >ry.

This method <d felling a

brick stack, of course, ha to

be very carefully undersl 1

and thought OUl by the man in

charge. If this be nol the

case a serious disaster may be

the result, as a falling stai k

surrounded by houses is i

different from a falling tree in

a forest, many miles away
from a habitatii m.

SUBMARINE JOUR-
NALISM

AMONG the curiosities of
** American journalism is a

newspaper published in a sink

of the Colorado Desert in

( California, at the little town
of Thermal. By reason of the

place of issue, the editor calls

"the Submarine," and prints

title the descriptive line, "most

THE STACK ON FALLING LAV PARALLEL WITH THE SIDEWALK.
BY THOSE IN CHARGE OF THE WORK.

AS HAD BEEN PLANNED
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HAPPENINGS AROUND
MECCA BY THE SLA

THE FRONT PAGE HEAD OF THE "COAC/fELLA VALLEY SUBMARINE." THE 'LOWEST DOWN
PAPER ON EARTH."

low down paper on earth—published 122

feet below sea level—weekly."

"The Submarine" first saw the light as

a 4 by 6 folder in a tent at Indio, also in

the Colorado Desert, but higher up, that

is, at 22 feet below sea level.

That seemed pretty low down
for a newspaper, but with the

sea level, and later to its present abiding

place, 122 feet below, and its claim to

"low-downness" there is none up to the

present time to dispute.

In its younger days this desert journal

was printed on paper of a marine blue

tint, and ran a humorous column appro-
priately conducted by McGinty—the char-

A NEW USE FOR SEAWEED.
These little figures are the work of a clever Los Angeles woman. They are made from seaweed

opening of the Imperial Valley further

down the desert and the establish-

ment of newspapers there first at 67
feet and then at 116 feet below, the claim

of "the Submarine" as the most "low
down" had either to be given up or the

paper had to move more "low down." It

moved—first to Coachella, 76 feet below

acter who was famous in popular song a

decade or so ago as having dropped to

the bottom of the sea. Local happenings
were recorded under the head of "Along
the Coral Strand." With increase of

years, however, these touches of fancy

have been discontinued and it has grown
more conservative.

GAS MOTOR TO DISPLACE HORSES FOR DRAWING FIRE APPARATUS.
This hook and ladder truck was built in 1861. being the oldest that could be found for the purpose of demonstrating

the safety with which old apparatus could be handled by the tractor. The test was made at Springfield, Mass.
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PULAR SCIENCE

NEW MARINE MOTOR
CYCLE

A i \i.ii < »k\i \\
** has invented ;i

mechan ica] attach-

ment whereb) an i >r-

dinar) motor-cycle
may be made into a

rapid ;m<l practical

craft for rivers, etc.

It i- composed >>\

two can< >c - shaped,

metal floats, 14 feel

long and 16 inches

wide, which fasten

a light, steel tube
frame and contain
three air-tight compartments. These
floats are carried one on each sid<

the bicycle and arc balanced even
ly. The front of the frame i-

attached behind the handle-
bars, without interfering with
the steering of the machine
The hack frame i- attached
t" the axle of the rear

wheel, by a common
tandem nut. I"< >ur

hinges fa-ten these
float- to the frame,

in such a manner as

permit them to

settle in the water
or reverse on the lam

pan of the frame reaches
within six inches of the

•und.

To turn the hydro-
motor -cycle into ; t

water craft, the

tloat> are reversed
on their hinges
and clamped down
by two steel tubes,
which are carried

alongside of the
float-. The propeller
drive c< intains a clutch,

which operate- backward
forward, with a three

• -haft of three-quarter
inch -teel. At the end of
this i- a propeller with
three twelve-inch

\\ ElEPHAI W \ I I HE LOKDON /
nli African imporl •.- the name im-

in. .us ,iii,| mobile elephant hk.- trunk
:t 1 1,.- hin iKKi'sl thi

Ii bops along on these with great speed.
I' bout tli.- ~

Foh Land im> W \i rr Th un ic

ie It 'V. ( St

A R riMilll' I '! \\\'N -II P.

blades. * '' cun ' ,lls Bpectacle may be wit-

Tlii ;- -„-..:« i u i i .i sd in the private park of anims l- carried behind the English country gentleman,
Seat, when not in use. It is

who is noted for his
train.-d pets.

attached h\ mean- i if one bi 'It.

to the rear frame and i-

tened, directl) in from pi

the engine w ith one
nut. It protrudes
down, from the en
gine, when on the

w ater. at an anglt

t \\ent\ degl i

t< »p blade is jusl c< >\

ered by water. The
steering i- accom-
plished by two small

rudder-, on the back
of each float. They
are Connected with
anil steered by the

handle bar-. These
rudders, working simultaneously,

are fastened to the front

wheel by two flexible wire
rds. Two -mall rub-

ber-tired w heel-, at the

rear of the frame.
help to c a r r y the

weight of the float-,

on land. The) also

keep the m a C h i n e

from tipping side-

wise.

The necessit) that

the inventor met
with, at ka-t once,

possibly many time-.

in his lifetime, to

- u d d e n 1 y change
from land to water
t r a v e 1 no doubt

actuated him in

go in g about
and setting to

work toconstrucl
such a contrivance

a- he ha- produced.
It can be -ecu to be

a very ingenious af-

fair, if a proper and
careful study of the ap-

paratus be made. So
many fa. -tor- had to L.

taken into consideration

—

1 i g h tnes s, simplicity of

part-, quick adjustability

from one form and fine use
to another — that the in-

ventor, it will be noted, had
hi- problems to deal with.
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Skull of the Ferocious Wolf Fish.

THE SPIRAL CATAMARAN
A PRINCIPLE absolutely unique in

**• boat construction is now being used

in Los Angeles, where a working model
has been successfully operated, and where
a full-size passenger carrying craft is

being constructed. It combines the prin-

ciples of the catamaran, or double hull,

with a propeller system that is unique.

The latter consists of spiral flanges run-

ning the entire length of the thirty-foot

floats which support the superstructure.

These floats are of metal with airtight

compartments and are cigar-shaped. They
revolve on bearing at the points, where
they are held by a steel frame. As they

revolve, the spiral flange, which is set at

an angle of thirty degrees to the cylin-

ders, pushes the craft through the waters

with great force. The inventor claims

that ninety per cent of power ordinarily

lost in water resistance will be converted

into forward energy, as the resistance is

removed by the spiral flange, and nothing

but the revolving cylinders is in contact

with the water. The idea is so original

that its working in a full sized pleasure

craft will be observed with unusual in-

terest. Gas engines on the superstructure

will supply power.

J*

FIERCEST OF
FISHES

"THE skull of this

* fish suggests a

likeness to the bull-

dog—and not in-

appropriately, inas-

much as it is ex-

ceedingly ferocious.

Dr. Theodore Gill,

of the Smithsonian
Institution, says
that it is much
fiercer than any
shark.

It is known as

the "wolf fish,"

and frequents shal-

low waters along

the coast of Maine.
Now and then it

happens that some- ™'
ATC" ^VfT*:"

. This is the feat of a Swiss
bodv IS attacked by jeweler. The pearl weighs

•_ 45 grains. The sale prie;
a Specimen. f this rare novelty is $6,000.

HOW THE PROPOSED NEW CATAMARAN WILL LOOK IN THE WATER.
This is the idea of a Los Angeles inventor.



WHIN \ PIRE BREAK HAS THUS ONCE BEEN FORMED THE GOATS ON THIS RANGE M \Y
II I'l II \ I 'II i UPON TO KEEP IT CLEAN.

FIRE BREAKS
KEPT CLEAR
BY GOATS

IX order to k c- l
j

>

A weeds from de-

stroying the useful-

ness of the fire
breaks in California

forest reserves, goats
arc being pastured

free of charge by the

g< ivernment in order

to keep down the

growth of weeds and
brush. Goats will

perform this service

while picking up a

living, thus saving

the forest service

thousands of d< Mars
every year, wfiich

would otherwise

to gangs of men
armed with hoes and other weed extermi-
nator-. Such small growth is a serious
menace in case of forest fires, as during
the dry season they will carry the flames
right across the barrier designed to

THB Pkaki. Ima-I |.

V* \rrH.

(.heck them and then no one knows what
will happen.

At least 2.000 goats can be used on
one forest reserve alone in California,
and as the experiment has proved suc-

I'ul where tried, it will no doubt be
adopted on other reserves in the near
future. The cost of forming these clear

space- along the ridges is considerable,

as a space fifty feet wide or so must be
cleared of brush and tree-, the width of
the fire break depending upon the height

of the forest thereabout.

All Grass and Weeds Having Pi-hv Cx.y\vtr> Away
the Goat? Attack Low-Growing Shri bbery.
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The Smoke Boiled Out from the Top of the
Burning Oil Tanks in Great Dark Billows.

Smoke and Flame Rose Skyward for a Quarter
of a Mile.

The burning of twenty-seven oil tanks at one time pre-
sented a terrible and magnificent spectacle.

Protection for Spare Tires.

Cases for spare tires have been devised by a Californian.
which protect from light, moisture, dust and grit, the lat-

ter being likely to settle in an unprotected casing and
causing punctures by contact with the inner tube. The
new case is protection against theft as well, for it is fitted

with a lock and made of sheet metal. When enameled
and painted the same color as the car. It is more attractive
than the old-fashioned covering, and it has the additional
advantage of being quickly opened and closed, as there
are only a couple of snaps to open instead of a score.

TWENTY-SEVEN OIL TANKS
IN FLAMES

/^\NE of the most spectacular fires ever
^^ witnessed in southern California

was caused by the explosion of a still in

the plant of the Hercules Oil Refining

Company of Los Angeles, which ignked
twenty-seven tanks of oil. The explo-

sion occurred at half past eleven at

night and completely wrecked the

plant, sending up smoke and flame to

the height of a quarter of a mile. For
thirty-six hours the great steel tanks

seethed and bubbled like enormous
caldrons and the smoke hung over the

city and adjacent country like a storm

cloud.

As there was no way of extinguishing

a fire of this sort there was nothing to do

but let it burn itself out. The loss is

estimated at a quarter of a million dol-

lars.
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GIANT LIFE-SAVING MATCH
THIS i- not merel} t\ match; it is

a life-saving match. Six times as big

a^ an ordinar) match, it i- used by the

government's Life Saving Service for

\i-r\ practical purposes ["here are, for

instanct ions when it is necessan to

light a fuse that sets off a gun or mortar,

from which a projectile is discharged to

carr) a line over a sinking ship off shore.

Perhaps the wind is blowing hard, and
it may be raining. What is needed is a

match that will n< 't go < iut.

This is a match of that kind. Wind
will not blow it i ait; water cannot put it

out. Provided with a few such matches,

the life guard who patrols the ocean

beach or the lake shore can never be

without tire, it only to light his pipe.

NOISELESS MOTOR CYCLE
A NEW electric motor cycle not only
^^

i- said to do away with nearh all

the other undesirable features of this

child of the auto, hut with noise as well.

Tip." Obsfrvk thf Mark on thi Suiti w .

Thf employees of European hotels are said to bave a
perfect system of marking the baggage of guests t" inform
their colleagues in other places whether they may expect
tips or Dot. As soon as th.' porter and the waiters se.- the
baggage they know how to treat the gu-st.

M VCHINB
Woi

The accompanying pho
j . 1 1 1

1. -r un-
.1 invention,

and 1 1 instructed b 1 <

lis W yoming. 'I he in

ii<- ti t i> intended f"r the
n cil sheep against

i.— the wolves of the
prairies and other pi
i animals. The pi

pal feature hi tl.

f .i revolving
.ht. and the

matic expli -.ii i f a blank
artridge at intervals of

every half hour. The pi >\\<r

is famished hv a huge spring within the mechanism, and
will run foi i period "f ten li<-urs without attention. The
machine will I"- manufai tured Bimilai to the model
with the exception ol an en< asemenl "I the inti i

as a protection against climatic condil n . 1 ttents have
been applied for.

Motor Cycle That Is Saii Noiseless.

m ch Used by the 1 ru i

Water will not extinguish it It mes tin- size of
an ordinary match.
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A Curious Fire-Escape.

It is simple, but the aver-
age woman making her
first descent will no doubt
have a few more qualms
than has this experienced
operator.

Scout to Warn the
Auto Scorcher.

Employed by the motor
associations, the scouts are
posted along the highways
and warn speeders of traps
and other hidden police
dangers in rural England.

There is no spattering of grease, no dis-

agreeable odor, and no excessive heat

such as comes from the engine of the

gasoline machine.

An electric motor mounted in the

frame of the cycle just under the seat of

the driver, drives the machine by means
of a chain and sprockets, the power being

applied to the rear wheel.

The battery is carried in the frame in

the usual position of the engine of the

gasoline motor cycle.

The new machine fully equipped

weighs 225 pounds and is arranged to

run at three speeds, four, fifteen, and
thirty-five miles an hour. The motor is

wound for a twelve volt current.

The machine can be equipped with a

high power electric headlight when de-

sired, and it is claimed that one charge of

the battery is sufficient to operate the

cycle for one hundred miles over good
roads.

THE WONDER CROP, BLACK
EMMER

"THE farmer who has to contend with
*• both late and early frosts as well as

the arid lands of the West where water

is very scarce, finds it difficult to raise

the native grains of America. These
conditions are generally understood

by the rancher of the West, who is eager

to find substitutes for the native grains.

Such a grain is black emmer.
Black winter emmer has been imported

into this country from Russia, where it

has been grown extensively and with

wonderful results. It is a strictly winter

grain resembling our barley in its ap-

pearance but it is a relative of the wheat,

having almost the same food value, for

stock

Prof. B. C. Buffurn of W.orland, Wyo.,
has made perhaps the most successful

experiments with black emmer. Professor

Buffu.m has developed an improved
winter emmer which he obtained from
crossing the common black emmer with

a winter wheat, which is a hardier plant

than either of its parents and a much
larger yielder.

The emmer as developed by Professor

Buffum grows about five feet high on an

A Sheaf of Black
Emmer.

In a Field of Black
Emmer.



TESTING l!!l < >\-| DEFENCE POSSIBILITIES OF NEW YORK CITY.
Battery in action at Fort Totten.

average and develops from 10 to 35 will stand the severe cold of the winter

stalks from one seed, each stalk has a and requires but little moisture compared
large head averaging about 45 grains or to the wheat, and under favorable con-

kernels to ditions will yield about 70 bushels to the

the head. acre. Emmer will bring a markei price

This equal to thai of average wheat, it i^

e m m e r stated.

The illustrations are genuine photo-

graphs of a field of emnier taken at the

experimental farm at Worland, Wyo.
Grain growers are watching these ex-

periments with much interest.

BIG AUSTRIAN STEAMER GRADAC. WHICH RAN ON THE ROCKS off THE NORTHEAST
COAST OF ENGLAND.

The photo shows the life lin<- in use.

S5/



A GREAT LINE OF ILLUMINATION TRAVELING OVER THE FACE OF THE OCEAN.
Our North Atlantic squadron as it appears at night.

AUTOMATIC CHANGE-MAKER to be ejected is made. It is an ingenious

arrangement.

THIS machine is designed to supply The lower part of the arc of travel of

change for coins of larger denomina- the operating lever is used for ejecting

tion with absolute accuracy, without the the change into a cup, shown below in

requirement of any manual

manipulation, such as keys.

The change-maker is mount-

ed on top of a pedestal when
arranged for receiving fares

on street cars, etc., or admis-

sions to shows, theatres, etc.

The change-maker is operated

either by the hand lever or

foot 4ever. All coins for which

change is required are drop-

ped into the one slot shown at

the upper left-hand corner, the

coin being stopped by a gate

in position to be manipulated

by movable plate above, actu-

ated by the operating lever.

The lever being depressed, the

coin is forced downwardly and

to the left against a yielding

plate which latter sets a slid-

ing bar in position to eject

coins from the coin stacks as

shown. The various sizes of

coins set this plate in various positions

An Automatic Change
Maker,

machine.

the middle of the machine,
from whence it is removed by
the hand. The fare or admis-
sion is then selected and drop-

ped into the fare box below.

The return of the operating

lever to rest deposits the ad-

mission coin in the pedestal

out of reach of the operator

and returns the parts of the

change-maker to positions for

receiving and making change
for another coin. If a coin

such as 5c, lc or $5.00 is

dropped in the slot, a partial

depression of the lever locks

the mechanism and prevents

the ejection of any coin and
the only alternative is for the

operator to slightly raise the

operating lever above its point

of rest, whereby the coin is

passed into the delivery cup

without further action of the

The inventor has high hopes

whereby selection of the particular coins for his device.

HOW THEY KEEP THE TABLES OF THE LAW IN MANDALAY. INDIA.

There are 450 pagodas containing the native laws of the country engraved on marble plates.

35J
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DEATH AT THE
SWITCHBOARD

A STRIKING danger signal

m .1- sel u]> by a \\ < stern

electrician who was expecting
a party of visitors to go
through his plant. Knowing
that accident-; mighl occur it'

his guests did not obey in-

structions to
keep their fin-

gers from
i n n oc e n t

t.> turn the gas "ii and off, or
to leave them burning night
and day.

rhe sun valve consists i if a

large copper c\ linder covered
with lampblack. The I. lack

surface absorbs light, convert-
ing it into heat, thus causing
slight expansion of the cylin-

der. 'I he apparatus is so deli-

cately adjusted th at this

lengl hening
of the cylin-

der will be

looking wires, lie placed a

huge "danger" sign on the

switchboard and beneath it a

grinning skeleton. This was
the firsl sight to meet the eyes

of the visitors, and they were
careful to obey instructions in

consequence.

AUTOMATIC GAS
LIGHTER

p< ) L. G E ORG E W.^ Q IETHALS, in charge
of operations on the Panama
canal now pn to put the

Min to work.
His innovation is a valve,

operated by the sun's ray-.

<ncl < i< tethals intends to

u>e it in the operation of the

range lights being placed in

the broad reaches of the canal.

Many of these lights are to be

located at isolated points, mak-
ing it costly for an attendant

to visit them twice each day.

BUILT OF Co\c KhI 1

sufficient to work on a lever

shutting off the supply of gas.

With the approach of dark-
ness, the lighl that has been
absorbed will be given off,

cooling the cylinder, and caus
ing a contraction sufficient to
opm the gas valve. A small
pilot light, left always burn-
in-, will reignite the gas for

the main light.

CONCRETE MOTOR
BOAT

T

This Yu.yi Ti
i i

AND >>\ (. IS LlGH I - KV
thk act ion "h i uk

Sun's K.u-.

II-". illustration shows the

frame work of a small mo-
tor boat built by Mr. A. Last

of Enkhinzen, I [< 'Hand, over
which a coating of concrete
one-half inch thick was laid.

( >vcr this five coats of water
proofing material was laid and
the boat then u-r>\ succe

fully.

The frame was made of iron

covered with l
l/2 inch mesh.

1/16 inch wire netting. A



HOW A BUILDING WAS MOVED IN MAINE DURING THE PAST WINTER.
The structure shown was moved five miles in this manner.

pair of 13/16 inch steel beams
supported the engine. These
were fastened in place to the

frame about ten days after ap-

plying- the cement, so that in

setting it might adapt itself to

the added strain due to the

weight of the engine.

After fifteen weeks the boat

was launched and during the

balance of the season with-

stood the jolts and jars com-
mon to such craft without

showing any sign of cracking.

The boat is 14^4 feet in

length with a 66 inch beam,
and is 22 inches deep. It is

equipped with a three horse-

power gasoline engine and at-

tains a speed of seven miles an
hour under ordinarily good
conditions.

HOW THEY MOVE
BUILDINGS IN MAINE
CNOW in Maine is considered a great

asset to the state in winter and this is

especially true in the moving of build

Aviators in Southern
California Recently
Took Part in a Hunt

for Criminals.
They were unable to locate

their quarry, however.

snow comes each fall and then

it is kept up for nearly three

months. It has been known
for a building that weighed
ten tons to be placed on sleds

and moved ten miles with a

pair of oxen. It is not un-
usual to see a building that is

forty feet wide and sixty feet

long being moved on sled run-

ners with a number of pairs

of oxen hauling the building.

In one large town a hotel that

was three stories high, 150
feet long was moved half a

mile on sled runners. There
is saved in the state each year

many thousand dollars by
hauliner buildings in this

way in the winter time. Many
times if the building was to be

movecLin the summer the slow

process of moving it on rollers

would make the expense
greater than the value of the

building and it would have to

be torn down instead.

Snow to the New Englander at least is

a wind not altogether ill for it blows
ings. Nearly all this work is left until the somebody good in that inclement region.
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A FRENCH NOVELTY—MODE] ELECTRIC RAILWAY TO CONVEX DISHES
TO AND FROM THE TABLE.

Bringing in the dinner.

THE MYSTERIOUS FROGS

JLfR. DAVID FAIRCHILD has an ex-
tensive reputation amongst scientific

men as one of the chief missionaries of
the 17. S. Department of Agriculture.
Around Sarita, one of the largest ranches
in the southern part of Texas, he is

known as an honorary twin brother to

Sherl< >ck I [olm<

A few years ago the rancher- of Sarita
\v«-re nonplussed by the discovery of
frogs an.l fish in some lakes whose only
source was artesian. The pseudo-scien-
tists of the neighborhood waxed very
fertile. Some of their suspicions were:
underground rivers tapped by the wells;

suspended animation of the eggs that had
waited years for the water to set their

energies free.

Mr. Fairchild stationed himself near
the lake- and awaited results.

< hie day a flock of ducks alighted f<T

a I'e-t and a bite to eat, and with the
image of them a great light passed into

Mr. Fairchild's mind and he saw every-
thing clearly. The ducks had, of course,
visited other ponds not of artesian origin,
they had there waded in muddy .shallow s

where the eggs of fish and frog- are de-
posited in millions; and smeared with
some of this fertile mud they now washed
themselves clean in the virgin waters, and
thus became the pioneers of an advance
community. Mr. Fairchild learned that

no less a nature observer than Charles
Darwin was on record as verifying the
fact that water birds are frequently the
carriers of fish eggs fr0m one pond to
another.

1 he Cook Loading the Train.
M. Hannaucr. u French s< i

>

- n t i s t . is the inventor.

S5S
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Danish Inventor Constructs New Milking
Machine.

LATEST APPARATUS FOR
MILKING COWS

'"THIS milking- ap-
* paratus is put in

operation by moving
the big handwheel
shown in the illustra-

tion. By doing so, a

vacuum is obtained' in

the hose connecting

the cow's nipples with

the tank, placed be-

t w e e n t w o cows.

When the tank at-

tached to the back of

the cow is filled up,

the content flows in

bottoms to them. He takes a large box
ten by eight feet and places it in his

cellar. He puts into this box two bushels

of potatoes, and covers them with straw
and leaves them there for three weeks.
As soon as the snow is gone from the

ground, which is usually in early April

in this section, he takes his potatoes out,

which meantime have sprouted, and plac-

ing these individual boxes along in a row
on the ground, preferably in a sunny place,

he puts into each of them two potatoes

and covers them with four inches of

straw. He then leaves them until the

middle of June when digging into his

boxes, he pulls out new potatoes

of good size. One box contains

from eight to fifteen of these

new potatoes.

This method assures

early potatoes. It saves

the expense of plow-
ing, cultivating, bug-
fighting, and even of

digging.

The plan might
easily be utilized by
the city dweller, with
his very limited back-

yard area. Even the

flat dweller might be

the bigger one con-

nected to it througfh a

pipe. One man is

able to tend to ten animals at the same
time and this means a large saving for

the farmer. It is obvious that by milking

cows in this manner, the milk is pre-

vented from becoming impure from dust

and other things which are liable to fall

in it.

RAISING POTATOES WITHOUT
A GARDEN

able to raise his own

l
Mosaic Work in the Wing of a Grasshopper, "new" potatoes and

This, under a compound microscope, is remarkably thllS CUt expenses in
beautiful because it is iridescent of the many colors ,, . ^

r , . ,

that give the effect of changeable silk. this
prices.

of high

AMAINE man has devised a scheme
for anybody without a garden plot or

time to carry on a garden to raise his own
potatoes and get them earlier than they

are found in the markets. Before the frost

is out of the ground in the spring he has

prepared three hundred boxes each about

two feet high and a foot wide, without Potatoes Planted Out in Boxes.
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HATCHING CHICKENS ISY

ELECTRICITY

IX the city of Xcw < Orleans there are in
A use many chicken incubators and brood-

ers heated by electricity.

< >f course outside the limits of elec-

tric suppl) they would be useless. The
full current is supplied and the power i-

dated 1>\ a thermostat, so that it is

made t" give whatever heat is desired.

An electric lamp indicates the current on
the outside and inside there is a small

lamp that may he turned < >n at any time

for reading the thermometer and watch-

ing the hatching
throu'di the

trout of the incu-

bator.

The incubators

have walls i if steel,

which are filled

in with cork. The
temperature is kept

readily at 103 dur-

ing the whole 24

hour- for each of

the -1 days re-

quired to hatch the

The incu-

bators require no
further care than

watching the ther-

mostat and taking

out the tray- for about five minutes

every day to air the eggs, SO that they

M\. him i mr Spraying Sm\ll Fruits and
\ EGE I \;

This is us. -fill in protecting strawberries, raspberries.
blackberries p tit", s. tomatoes, etc.. against insect

This picture was takin at Atlanta. Ga.. wh i

-J in truck k'ardms and on t.ir.-ii- where much
-t>ra\ quired. The pump on top of the machine

1 by a chain attached to a

shown m the picture.

II M. MlNi. II

furnish a very sim-

ple m e t h o d < 'i

1> r i n g i i' little

chicks into the

world. They n

he kept in a cold

place : it makes no
difference at all and
even a cold -t< >rage

plant would not af-

I the tempera-

ture of the interim- ;

neither would the

a very hotheat of

place.

<

The Electrolytic Water Purifier.

PURE WATER FOR THE HOMK
17< d\ purifying water for domestic pur-

poses a simple device, to cost not

nmre than five dollar- ha- been invented,

it- L,
rreat advantage being that it not only

clarifies the water hut also destroys all

organic life and precipitates the harmful
minerals held in solution.

The invention consists of a couple of

aluminum rings, a pair of insulators

hard rubber and the necessary wire- to

connect it with an electric light socket.

The rings are of such dimensions that

one fit- within another, the outer one
being about eight inches in diameter with

a length of four inches and the inner one

being of about four inches diameter and

three inches in length. They are of sheet

aluminum and the sides are perforated.

When properly wired they form an elec-

trode and when operated are placed in a

vessel of water containing about three



SECTION OF THE MAIN MAST OF THE MAINE AT THE WASHINGTON NAVY YARD.
The mast will be erected over the graves of the ill-fated vessel's dead in Arlington Cemetery.

gallons and the current is turned on for

a few minutes.

The electrolytic action releases the

oxygen in the water and as this gas has
an affinity for the various minerals which
it contains, such as magnesium, sulphate

of lime, etc., it causes their precipitation.

All bacteria are attacked by the oxygen
and destroyed, so that the most minute

This Turn Table on a Mountain Road Has Saved
Thousands of Dollars in Road Work.

microscopic search fails to reveal any
trace of the deleterious organisms. The
water is allowed to stand for three hours
after the current is turned off, when a

whitish sediment is observed at the bot-

tom of the vessel. This is drained off

and the water which remains is chem-
ically pure.

TURN TABLE FOR MOUNTAIN
ROADS

DY an ingenious plan which has been
carried out by the builders of a toll

road in Colorado the sight-seeing auto-

mobiles, which they operate, can be

turned within their own length by the use

of a turn table. While a turn table is not

in itself remarkable, its utilization in this

way is interesting, and as it saved several

thousand dollars worth of road work and
blasting out the side of a cliff, it is a very

practical idea. This turn table stands at

an altitude of 7,945 feet, on a point of

rock which commands a wonderful view
of Pike's Peak and Colorado Springs
and hence is known to thousands of sum-
mer tourists.
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HINDUS PERFORMING RELIGIOUS SERVICES AT THE SACRED CITV OF BENARES.
They assemble by the tins o( thousands to do homage to Buddha.

TOOTHLESS ANIMAL EATS
ANTS

A GENTLE animal, easily tamed and
**• of affectionate disposition: that is

the description a writer gives of this scaly

monster, the pangolin or ant-eater of the

Congo country, Africa. It- Malayan name
of pangolin— for it is found in the Easl

Indies also—means to "roll-up. " the ani-

mal having the habit of rolling itself up
on the apprehension of danger, into a

compact ball, the head in the center, and
it- muscular, mail-covered tail enfolding

all. The creature herewith shown was
one of three that were recently brought

out of the African jungle by an explorer.

It- companions, however, did not survive

the abrupt and distinct change of habitat.

The food of the pangolin consists

almost solely of ants, as despite his

ferocious appearance, he has no teeth. It

has as a substitute a remarkably round

and prehensile tongue. On the other hand
its claw- are strong and sharp, being

chiefly used in digging up the huge ant

heaps of central Africa, or in digging

burrows for itself, in which it hides.

These burrows are seven or eight feet

below the earth'- surface. It can also

climb trees. When uncoiled the pangolin

presents a formidable appearance. It has

'Easily Tamkd and OP AN Affb riONATX Di
tion.' '—thk Pangolin.
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Safety Scaffolds in Position on a Skyscraper.

a length from the tip of its nose to the

tip of its tail, which is also prehensile, of

five feet.

J*

TO CONSERVE LIFE AND LIMB

"THE erection of each of the recently
*" built skyscrapers has taken its toll in

human lives, while masons and brick-

layers were working on wooden scaffolds

supported by horses and cantilevers of
the usual style.

A new scaffolding has been designed
which protects the workmen on sky-

scrapers and on other lofty elevations to

which they must in the course of their

operations ascend.

The scaffold is divided into sections

each ten feet long. At the end of each
section is a pair of winches. They are

composed of a drum around which wire
rope is roved, and the necessary support-

ing members. The upper end of the rope
is secured to an outrigger by an anchor
bolt, thus securing the support of the

scaffold. To the drums are secured
rachet wheels. A lever serves to actuate

a pawl, which raises or lowers the scaf-

fold by means of the ratchets. The
ratchets serve to turn .the drum which
winds up the cable. As the sections

are very small, a man can raise one sec-

tion very quickly by a few strokes of the

four levers at each corner. By this safety

scaffolding it is possible to lay bricks at

any story without risking the life or limb

of the workmen, who but too often are

imperiled.

How the Safety Scaffold Appears from Above,
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" UDO " OR JAPANESE LETTUCE
/^ \ K of the new and valuable v<

^^ tables jusl beginning to appear in

the market- of this country is called

"udo," and conies from Japan, having

been fetched from thence nol long ago
me of our agricultural explorers.

This "udo" is not distantly related to

our own lettuce It is exceedingly g I

to eat, in salads or otherwise prepared,

and will doubtless prove a very acceptable

addition to our list of good things to

eat
This kind of lettuce is bleached by

growing it under tile cylinder- such as

the stooping man holds in his hands.

LAST OF THE BUFFALO ROBES
nrilK War Department has decided to

(dispose of the only genuine buffalo

'lr>o." thk New Lettuce Introduced from Japan.

Minimi r 1

A genuine buffalo n be.

coats that remain in the country in any
large quantities. There are 4.300 of

these coats, which were formerly worn
by soldiers in their campaigns during
blizzard weather, when Indians were
troublesome and had to be followed



CONCRETE RESERVOIR THAT HOLDS FIVE MILLION GALLONS.
T
t was built to insure an auxiliary or emergency supply for the water system at Ashville. N. C. It measures 150 feet

in diameter and is 40 feet deep.

The Curtiss New Type "Flying Boat "After It Was
Launched for the Initial Tryout

at San Diego. Cal.
It can make 50 miles an hour on water, or 60 miles in

the air.

through blinding storms. The coats are

at the army depot in Omaha. Xeb. Some
are to be sent to the army quartermasters
in Philadelphia, New York, Boston,

Seattle, St. Louis, Chicago, Omaha and
St. Paul. The overcoats are to be sold

to the highest bidders, individual bidders

being given the preference. The minimum
price for any one coat will be $25, which
is the wholesale price paid by the govern-

ment in the old Indian days. The pic-

ture on page 361 shows the equipment of

one of the soldiers in the days when these

coats were worn. The figure is in the

army museum in Philadelphia.

The Latest Fashion in Paris.

This is a fan of violets, lilacs and carnations folded to

resemble a bouquet.
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HOW PREHISTORIC MONSTERS
FOUGHT AND FED

THERE is n^w on exhibition at the
* museum in New York, a skeleton of

a large carnivorous dinosaur. Following

the policy of the museum, Prof. Henry F.

<»-i><>rn. who directed the work of this

reconstruction, departed from the tra-

ditional of mounting, for the flesh-eating

animal is here poised as feeding upon the

vertebrae of his victim, a huge bronto-

saurus, a herbivorous contemporary con-

siderably larger than hi^ carnivorous foe.

These bulky, slow-moving brontosaurus,

seventy to eighty feet long, without any

armor or apparent mean- of defense,

were hopelessly outclassed and probably

easily overcome in battle by the tierce

dinosaurs. Additional interest sur-

rounds this specimen, as large carnivor-

ous dinosaurs are exceedingly rare.

Though three or more distinct types of

dinosaurs lived at the same time and in

the same region, the remains of the

herbivorous ones have been the most fre-

quently discovered, while the flesh-eating

dinosaurs have been found only in a few

instances. In this mount. Prof. Osborn
has scored a two-fold paleontoloidcal

triumph in the innovation of representing

a fossil skeleton in action.

OUTDOOR
ROOM FOR
THE BABY

u|£EEP the baby
** out of do

Let it sleep in the

open air!" Thi
an order many moth-
ers are getting, hut

how to do it and at

the same time attend

to their work in the

house is a problem
that is rather hard ti i

St ilve.

But when a par-

ent is told that she

must do something
for "baby's sake" she

usually finds a wa
and consequently a

great many ideas

have originated in

the last few years
for keeping the baby
safely outside while

the mother is not

near by to watch it

An enclosure of

Tin AOTHOl -

< 'It Pi ipper, ;i :

and I er by
trade in a Berlin depart
in. in sir.rr. t ;ik « - t" writ

i n u a 1 1 i r He
.1 Berlin

with
duction '

1 he Salesgirl."

Strain . b be Mill

stii ks I

while it i- at play,

ight wood is built

upon a low table,and screwed down
which can he moved front one' pari of

the yard to another, the screws allowing

THE MOUNTED SKELETON OF THE DINOSAUR SHOWN AS STANDING OVHK THE VKKTKBRAE
OF ITS PREY.



MOSQUITO NETTING PROTECTS THE YOUNGSTER FROM FLIES.

the frame to be removed and everything

thoroughly cleaned.

Four pieces of wood projecting out-

ward are secured to the upper corners

and on this the netting is arranged so

that the little playroom can be completely

covered, protecting the child from flies

and mosquitoes. A blanket or piece of

canvas can be tacked up to keep the sun

from the baby's eyes. A mattress cov-

ered with canvas gives extra comfort.

In this outdoor room the little one has

plenty of space to walk around, and with

its toys will amuse itself for a long time

until sleep comes naturally from the ef-

fects of the fresh air.

OPEN TO THE AIR. BUT HE CAN'T CRAWL OUT.
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1 HE SM VLLEST K ULROAD IN THE WOR] D
It has been built by the English in the Himalayas for strategic m,r,„ xi .

'
'

,

The road II 57 BffififtES5 r' 00 St """ ''"'" """"" "" "' '
l"Jee,ta«

A VIEW OF THE CITY OF DARJEELING.
'J he gage ol the railroad is but two feet.



THE MEN WHO MARE
THE MAGAZINE

fHARLTON LAWRENCE EDHOLM^ represents the enterprising, wide-awake
spirit of the great West. He notes prog-

ress with keen, inquiring eye, and records

it with alert, interpretative imagination.

Unconsciously, perhaps, he has made him-

self the historian of the Pacific Coast's ma-
terial advance for the past decade. The
land of sunshine and new hopes is appar-

ently as familiar to him as the neighborhood
in which you were born is to you. He lets

little of importance go by unrecorded. He
recounts everything, from the discovery of

the means of exterminating the teredo pest

to the completing of the Los Angeles $23,-

000,000 aqueduct.

But this work, though of unusual breadth
and comprehension, does not include all of

Mr. Edholm's activity. He has another side

—that of poet and essayist—thus instructing

Charlton Lawrence Edholm.

and delighting thousands in more than one

field of literature.

Edward F. Bigelow.

CDWARD F. BIGELOW, a naturalist,
*-"* living at his home, "Arcadia" Sound
Beach, Connecticut, discovering the wonders
of a vast universe through the medium of

the telescope, attempts to convey some of

these marvelous visions to Tech-
nical World Magazine readers

by macrophotography. Mr. Bige-

low, in this field, is unsurpassed,

if, indeed, he has been equalled.

He is to be envied for the de-

light his daily work must give

him. In direct touch with nature,

he carries on, in a systematic, sci-

entific way, researches which
many a man would consider to be

recreation— a relief from the

sterner duties of life. And yet

Mr. Bigelow works with all the

energy, persistence and patience

of the most untiring individual in

the world of active affairs. Men
who accomplish the results he

shows must not only love their

work but take pleasure even in

encountering and overcoming its

obstacles.

Many know the fascination of

the microscope ; more, the fas-

cination of the camera. It is the

privilege of but a few, however,

to know the delight of the two
combined.
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William Atherton DuPu\ vnd Hi- Daughter < rlene.

D HARVEY MIDDLET )\ for a num-
• her of years has been engaged in the

writing <»t' special article-. Mi- articles arc

always timely, accurate and to

the point, lie was the first,— in

the pages of the TECHNICAL
World Magazine over a year

ago—to direct attention to the

horrors of using white phi

phorus in the making of matclv

This great ami seriOUs menace to

the health and lives of men ami
women working in match fac-

tories, has recently, it will he re-

Called, received drastic cpngres--

si' mal aeti* in.

Many of Mr. Middleton's con-

tributions have received marked
attention. His writings are

never less than interesting, and
often of vital importance. He i-

not carried away by his own
previously formed opinions, in

presenting the result- of hi- re-

searches, hut is always nnhia-edly
i 'o the fart- of each sub-

ject he investigates. 1 Respite tin-

open turn of mind neverthelt
he can lie moved to warmth and

r. Mr. Middleton i- a resi-

dent of New York City.

Il.l.IAM ATHERTON
DUPUV wa- born w ith a

ii. .-i- for new s. that entitle

news, though he began his lit-

erarj i as a writer of fic-

tion. Editors, however, did n< »t

seem to buy this kind of writing

a- rapidly as the youthful Mr.
I KiPuy thought they should,

he abandoned fiction for the more
substantial and. at the same time,

far more lucrative field of pre

senting the latest results of the

scientific w< irld in p< ipular f( inn.

I Ii- brief sketches of men and
women who are coming to the

forefront in engineering, science

and in the life of affairs, are

.dly str< »ng and telling.

Mr. DuPuy lives in the city of

Washington, the new- center of

America in science as well a- in

politic-. IK' is alert, aggressive,

knows what appeals to tin- gen-

eration of men and women in ma-
terial development, and, what is

equally good, know- how to tell it.

I >ver ami above all this, Mr. DuPuy is

essentially a home-loving man.

P. Hakvk v Middi



TOUSANDS OF BANKS

of interest to its credit than
appear upon the surface.

In the first place Weed,
who as a civil serv-

ice employe, four-

teen years ago,

was taking dic-

tation for a

thousand dol-

lars a year, is

the first di-

rector of
banks that the

gov ernment
has ever hired.

In the second

place, when all

the various
postal banks
have opened
up he will be

DIRECTOR OF

VV/HEX Postmaster
"

( ieneral Mitch-

cock was chief
clerk over at the

Department of

C o m m e rce
and Labor,

T h e odore
L. W e e d

w a s his
private
secretary.

As Mr.
1 1 itchcock
was just in

the course
of balloon-
ing it from
the obscurity of

a clerkship in the

Department
of Agricul-

ture to a position in a President's cabinet,

his secretary aspired to something higher

also. This young man of thirty-five

years and a hundred and twenty pounds
has recently been made director of Uncle
Sam's savings bank system at a salary of

$5,000 a year and a rank equal to that of

an assistant cabinet officer. Weed's ap-

pointment to this position has more points

director of over 45.000 of these institu-

tions. Already preparations are under
way for opening up 40,000 additional

banks.

Mr. Weed is one of that numerous
group of men who have achieved to big

success in governmental service, from
small beginnings, by their energy and
zeal.



I>l \ II ll-ll I \ i 1,11 I NEAR MANZANILLO MEXICO 1 II \ I WEIGHED OVER A TON

M< >NSTER DEVIL-FISH

T'HERE is probabl) no more remark-
* able form of fish-life than the manta,
or raw popularly known as the devil-fish,

and found in the tropical water- of Mex-
ico, Florida, and southern California.

Imagine a monster many feel across the

back, having powerful flaps or wings

with which he drives himself furiously

through the water, or vaults high in the

air. and possessing such strength that he

will drag a boat with a couple of men
in it for twenty miles at a racehorse speed

before becoming exhausted, and you have

an idea of this remarkable fish.

The one depicted in the illustration was
harpooned near Manzanillo, in Mexico,

by a man who, after tiring it. gaffed it.

tied it to his tuer, and brought it into the

harbor, where it was raised by a cran< .

and photographed. From ti]> to tip

across it measured sixteen feet and ten

feel from nose to tail, and aboul two
through. It weighed over 2,000 pounds.

PEEPS AND THEIR FOSTER
MOTHER

f\NE incubator, one hind and intelli
^>^ gent terrier dog are the chief factors

in the remarkable success that ha- come
to a Phoenixville, Pa., man in hi- efforts

a- an amateur chicken breeder. The
dog carefully and tenderly mother- the

little chicken- n]><m their leaving the in-

cubator, and no hen could perform this

ta-k with greater success than ha- this

dog, "Madge."

- Ill- MASTER IN KKAKIMi CHICKENS HATCHED FROM AN INCUBATOR.
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THIS IS A MODEL OF THE HARBOR OF HAMBURG. GERMANY. AS USED IN THE PUBLIC ENGI
NEERING SCHOOLS TO GIVE STUDENTS AN ADEQUATE AND DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE

OF THE SHIPPING FACILITIES OF THIS FAMOUS PORT.
Educators of the present time are using all sorts of new methods to train the young in the practical things of the

world. The Germans, with their usual thoroughness in all that pertains to education,
are in the forefront in such things.

PREPARING IRON-CONCRETE PILES FOR THE NEW MARINE STATION. DOVER. ENGLAND.
The novel feature in connection with this station, to be erected on reclaimed land, is that it will stand on twelve hun-

dred huge ferro-concrete piles. These are now being manufactured on the site, and range to seventy-five feet in length
with seventeen inches diameter. They will be driven down into the chalk. Delay in waiting for the settlement of thc
foundations will thus be avoided. Piles will be sunk within the next year.
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THE WEST'S
FUEL
1^SferFvPb?hIke

AT COALINGS CAL.

service to the commonwealth to be re-

warded with as many square mile- of

supposedly oil-bearing land a- they could
find vacant. Arduous was their labor.

Should you happen t<> be in the hall

Congress at its next session, you may
perhaps see briny tear'- coursing down
the cheeks of fervid orators a- they de-

scribe the hardships, the sufferings, the

awful deprivations of those intrepid

"prospectors," their heirs and assigns,

who courageously decorated the howling
wilderness with neat location notices.

Just a- the praises of the daring Alaskan

coal prospector reverberated from the

I ifty di ime of the ( lapiti >1, s< i the gli iri< ius

achievements of the
\

r oil "pr< ispector"

of California will he landed in stately

periods, to the end that the spoils for

which he rendered such valiant sen
may he saved for him. his heirs ami as-

signs, principally for the last-named

parti

Let us trace the history of one of th<

sections located twelve year- ago. In

what i- now the Midway field with it-

score of gushers the "prospectors"

lected two square mil ctions _''> and
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An Oil Locator's Shack in
the California Desert.

24. Upon these sage-

brush areas they

erected their notices

and immediately
hunted for a buyer.

One Jameson was
willing to acquire
what rights the locat-

ors might have in the

land. He offered two
dollars an acre. On
condition that he also

take Section 24 at

fifty cents an acre,

the locators accepted

his offer for the other

square mile. They
pocketed the reward
of honest labor. Great

service had they ren-

dered the public by
being the first to decorate the land with

a location notice. For this service they

received sixteen hundred dollars.

Not enough oil to fill a pint-bottle was
visible on the land. The "prospectors"

simply guessed that petroleum might be

somewhere beneath the surface. They
did nothing to find or lift the oil. They
were paid to get off. For the labor of

removing themselves the pay was not

bad. but the land was dirt cheap at the

price. Neither did the second claimant

do more than encumber the land with his

Under Pressure of the Natural Gas the
Oil Bursts Forth in a Torrent.

presence. He, too,

got off, for fifteen

dollars an acre. His

pay for removing
himself was better.

The third set oi

claimants organized

the Mount Diablo Oil

Company. They
leased a portion of the

land to someone wil-

ling to do real work,
willing to spend his

money in an effort to

find oil and bring it

to the surface. The
lessee struck oil,

whereupon others

rushed in to lease and
drill the balance of

the section. For its

services in negotiat-

ing the leases, for its

assistance in proving
the presence of oil, the third set of claim-

ants two years after the drilling of the

first well received a monthly royalty of

eight thousand barrels worth four thou-

sand dollars at the prices then prevailing.

One of the operating companies, from a

partially developed quarter section, was
paying dividends on a capitalization of

half a million, notwithstanding the roy-

alty it had to pay. The entire section,

so it is reported, was sold to a British

syndicate for a million and a half. Ulti-

mately the Britishers hoped to receive
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thirty per cent, dividends from the roy-

alties.

You and I and all the Other part- of

the prodigal public sold that land for

just enough to pay the transfer expei

S ction 24, sold by us on the same
is, is today controlled by Standard
and the Santa Fe.

Two miles north of these sections lies

a tract of eighty acre- which, after pass

ing through various hands, always at a

profit, was acquired by one Dyer on a

thirty-day option. The price was to be

twenty-eight thousand dollars. Twenty-
four hours later the Santa Fe boughl the

land for forty thousand dollars. Dyer
made twelve th<>u>aud dollars on the deal

in a day.

You and I and all the other part own-
vere satisfied with two hundred dol-

lar-.

I 'art of the land which now is the Kern
River field, the oldest <>il district in the

San Joaquin Valley, belonged to the gov-
ernment. The largest portion of the

remainder was patented to the Southern
Pacific. When oil was discovered on this

land in 1899, the railway, like the gov-
ernment, played the part of the fool

without foresight. Because it had small

faith in the future of the oil industry,

because it did not recognize the economic
value of the new fuel source, the South-
ern Pacific joyously made use of the oil

•

i to dispose of many sections for two
dollars and a half an acre. In l'KX) J. J.

Mack and J. M. Keith bought from the

railroad some eight hundred acres for

two thousand dollar-. The two com-

panies organized to drill on the land haw-
paid three million dollars in dividends
since then, and the land is -till producing
two million barrels of oil a year, the

Southern Pacific buying the output for

use on it- engines, just a- the government
i- purchasing more than a million barrels

a \ear. paying market price for oil that

limped out of land given away with

a free and liberal hand.

I [ere the analogy i Though the

Southern Pacific acted the part of a fool

without foresight for a war or two. it

n ended the practice of giving away
land worth five thousand dollar- an acre.

The government, on the contrary, con-

tinued to hand out it- oil land to all

comers. In Oklahoma the Interior De-
partment erected a hog-tight fence
around the oil land belonging to it-

wards, the Indians; in California the

same Departmenl allowed the speculators
to help themselves for ten years. \t the

end of the decade, after incessant con-
servation preachment-, after the scramble
for the land had degenerated into a free-

for-all fight in which the strongest and
wealthiest, by brute force, were taking
away the claim- of the weak, the Interior

Department at last awoke. But it did
not | mt up a hog-tight fence. It only

waved its arms menacingly and shouted:
"Sho,, ! Shoo I < let out of there !"

I )id the grabbers mind the shooing?
Did they pull up their location -takes and
depart?

SESSION IS \ VITAL POINT IN SUCCESSFULLY HOLDING DOWN \ CI MM.
A few boards are thrown together in the form of a cabin and are loaded onto a wagon to be hauled out to a claim and

set up as a home.
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OIL TERRITORY UPON WHICH ASSESSMENT WORK HAS BEEN DONE.
This work consists in the installation of drilling apparatus.

They did not. Acting upon the advice

of eminent attorneys, they placed the end
of the thumb to the tip of the nose and
wriggled the fingers derisively.

Once again the Interior Department
pronounced its threatening ''Shoo!" with

the same result. That was nine months
after the first warning. Having thus per-

formed its duty, it centered its attention

upon Alaska's coal, guarding with holy

zeal that which no one was taking. Down
in the San Joaquin Valley oil was being

pumped illegally out of public land day
and night. To this day it is being pumped
out of land withdrawn from entry, but no
steps have been taken to end the theft of

public property.

Since settlement began the San Joa-
quin Valley has been the scene of grab-

bing operations on an impressive scale.

It was here that Henry Miller, the Ger-
man butcher—it was his boast that he

could drive cattle from the Canadian to

the Mexican line and water them on his

own land every night—acquired a king-

dom of 330,000 acres by various methods.
It was here that a boat on wheels was
dragged over many sections that the

claimant might not perjure himself when

he swore, in his application for patent,

that he had traveled all over the "swamp"
in a canoe before "reclaiming" the land.

In this broad valley Haggin and Tevis
acquired holdings of nearly half a million

acres in one county. In this valley,

through the efforts of the land barons,

the insidious doctrine of riparian rights

was foisted upon California, a doctrine

which enables the great land owners to

monopolize the flow of the streams with-

out making a really beneficial use of the

water. Here again, in the Sierra Nevada
bounding the valley on the east, power
corporations have pre-empted water
power sites and water rights capable of

producing two million horsepower, hold-

ing the rights and sites against the time

when the growth of the valley below will

make the development of current highly

profitable.

In this sanctuary of the grabber the

most important supply of fuel in the Far
West was discovered. Before that dis-

covery coal, imported from distant fields,

retailed at fourteen dollars a ton in Cali-

fornia. Coal fuel cost the railroads an

average of seven dollars a ton. Every
industry was handicapped by excessive

A DWELLING LITERALLY "DROPPED DOWN" ON THE PLAINS.
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fuel expense More than gold, oil

stimulated development along all lin<

human activity. It is estimated that

petroleum reduced the fuel expens<

the Southern Pacific alone by eighteen

million dollars a year. < >il became a

necessity, a treasure. And t<> lift this

treasure the placer claim was used.

I '« >r many years the placer claim was
the handiest tool with which to carve

large and juicy slices out of the public

domain. It covered even form of min-

vided he to work and digs, thus

enriching the nation's stoi wealth.

\<> individual can claim more than

twent) at a time, but the law does

not prevent him from claiming as many
twenty-acre units a^ he can find vacant.

»how his good faith, he must expend
labor or improvements t" the amount of

a hundred dollars upon each twenty-acre

unit every year for five years. II

after the laud i-^ patented to him.

To give the prospector a chance at

l|o\\ AN I HI. Cl MM I- PR< 'I Id I n

eral deposit except vein- and lodes of

ore between walls of rock. It was elas-

tic. With a little pull it could he stretched

to cover standing timber, water power
sites, water rights. And Cong]
stretched it t<> cover petroleum land.

What kind of a critter is this placer

claim ?

In it- commonest form it is a rect-

angular piece of land containing some
form of mineral, the land being claimed
by the discoverer of its valuable con-
tents. The law gives him this land pro-

more land with less expense, the joint

claim was invented. The joint claim en-

ables eight persons to pool their holdings,
to take up a hundred and sixt) acres and
make all improvements on one twenty-

acre tract. In effect, the joint claim in-

creased the individual's grabbing capacity

eightfold. With the aid of seven dum-
who lent their name- simpl) as an

immodation, expecting similar cour-

es in return, cue prospector could

legally swallow an unlimited number of

quarter sections instead of slowly and
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laboriously filing- on twenty-acre claims.

Thus, with no more expense, he could

hold eight claims while doing work on

but one. By means of this joint placer

claim private parties, in quarter-section

bites, devoured practically every acre of

potential oil land in California. They
would be peacefully digesting the meal

by this time, not a foot of oil land would

be left in the hands of the public

if it were not for the ancient, unshakable

fact that the bear refuses to part with his

hide before he is found and killed.

Possession of any mineral claim rests

upon the discovery of mineral. No rights

of any kind are acquired prior to a dis-

covery. No one is entitled to the prof-

fered reward by pointing out a haystack

as the locus of the lost diamond. The
California oil "prospectors" squatted

upon the haystack, did nothing and asked

tribute of those willing to search for the

jewel. They pre-empted square mile

after square mile of public land presum-

ably containing oil, but they furnished

no proof of its presence. Most of them
were willing to let the other fellow sink

his money into a well. Drilling in Cali-

PART OF A MILLION-AND-A-
This was originally
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fornia is expensive, lew wells cost less

than SI many hole- swallowed five,

tin time- that amount. And money for

drilling on wild-cat territorj was scarce

while oil was bringing but fifteen or

twent) cents a barrel, less than the price

of drinking water that had to In- shipped
forty miles int.. tin.- parched sagebrush.

S<. long a- tin.- price <.t' <>i! was low an.

I

tin.- demand small, desultory assessment
work sufficed t<. protect the holdings of

men hanging on t.. wild-cat land without
actually drilling. But when "il went up,

when tin- demand for the new fuel spread
and caught up with the supply, new
"prospectors" calmly marched upon the

silent, lifeless claims, kicked down the ..1.1

location notices and erected their own.
The one ha.l as good a right to the land

a> the othi Actual, uninterrupted
drilling leading to a discover) was the

only legal method of obtaining title.

Whoever -truck ..il first, hi- was the

prize.

I apital, smelling big profits, began t<>

buy out locators or bully them off their

claims. Organized raids l» gan. Gun-
men were imported by the score, both to

guard the land grabbed l>\ their employ-
ers and to chase the small fry oft' the land

wanted b) tin- big operators. Rival cor

porations, backing different sets of
locator-, tore down each other-' rigs and
Cabins, Started well- on the -ana- land

and drilled da) and night in an efforl to

land the hit in the oil -and first, thus

gaining possession of the valuable quar-
ter section. Gun-toting became epi-

»l U 1- DOLLAR PROPERTY.
obtained by "locating" it.



In Possession of a Placer Oil
Claim.

There is no possibility of making
a discovery on this land, short

of the investment of many
thousands of dollars.

demic, but the shooting-

irons were but a bluff.

The checkbook was
mightier than the sixshooter. Most of

the controversies over land that belonged

to neither party ended in compromise

and silent division.

During the height of the noisy clamor,

in September, 1909, the government

commanded that the bone of contention

be taken away from the snarling pack. It

issued an order withdrawing from entry

every supposedly oil-bearing acre, includ-

ing nearly half a million acres patented

to the Southern Pacific.

That action

Dwelling Made of Boards and
Sacking.

should have ended

the fighting and
grabbing, but it

didn't. By advice

of counsel, the op-

erators continued

to hold their unde-

veloped claims and
to begin drilling

on them. Eminent
legal lights main-
tained that the pub-

lic had no right to

cease giving away
its property. Even
if that specious

plea should be

overruled, so the

grabbers reasoned,

it is the time-hon-

ored policy of the

Land Office to wor-
ship the doctrine

that "possession is

A Tent Serves as Domicile.

A locator settled down on claim to

establish possession.

nine points of the law."

Furthermore, a barrel of

oil brings just as much
money whether the land

from which it was taken
belongs to the operator or to the public.

For these reasons the withdrawal order
of 1909 protected the public's oil as ef-

fectively as the late tariff revision safe-

guarded the consumer's purse.

The public gained nothing by the meas-
ure. Mark, however, with what speed

and precision the congressional wheels
revolved to relieve endangered private

interests.

The executive order unconditionally

withdrew from entry every acre not yet

patented to claim-

ants. On many
claims locators or

their lessees were
in drill-

T h e y ha

d

spent their money,
but they had not

yet struck oil. By
the terms of the

order men owning
incomplete wells on

withdrawn land
would lose their in-

vestment. So they

appealed to Con-
gress for succor.

It was granted
promptly, very

promptly. A bill

was passed con-

firming the rights

of those who were
caught by the with-

drawal with incom-

engaged
mg

Oil Flowing like Water through a Ditch.
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plete wells. By-and-b) of grab-

bers will make affidavit that they were
thus caught when the order was issued,

and that therefor the) are entitled to

patent.

Rapid action was the result of private

parties' plea; no finger was lifted on
behalf of the public.

nee more the speculators loudl)

called upon Congress to help them out
of a hole. Some of the speculators join-

ing in the appeal were activel) engaged
in rifling the public's pockets, bul never-
theless Congress valiantly came to their

ue in this wise

:

About a year and a half ago the In-

terior Department, in the Yard case aris-

ing in Alaska, promulgated a new placer-

ingly, so touchingly, "develop the coun-

try's mineral resources in the sweal of

his rugged brow." Rather, it seemed
that this individual had been in the habit

of plastering the oil country with his

location notices, doing nothing except to

transfer the land to the corporations
which began to drill when it suited their

convenience. Mayhap he was smt out

by these corporations and paid by the da)

for his "prospectii Be that as it

may. it appeared that many of the

wealthiest corporations had acquired
thousands of public acres from these do-

nothing "prospectors." Unless they
were helped out of the hole, the corpora-

tions would lose seven-eighths of the land

thus acquired.

A HUGE RESERVOIR \T BAKERSFIELD. CAL.

claim rule. It decided that, though eight

men might jointly concentrate develop-
ment work upon twenty acres only, pat-

ent to a quarter section would be issued

to the original locators only. In other
words, the Department decided to put a
stop to the practice of gambling with the

public's property. Unless the eight orig-

inal locator- st.dd ,,n their claims and
did their own digging, no patent would
be issued for more than twenty acres. If

the locators simply stuck up a notice and
immedi itely assigned their interest in the

quarter section, having rendered no serv-

to anyone except to squeeze tribute

out <»f the buyer, the transfer was valid

only as to the twenty acres upon which
improvements were made.

Immediately after this decision a com-
mittee of wealthy operators rushed from
California to Washington, bathed in c

perspiration. At the hearing it appeared
that the "hardy, courageous prospector"
did nut. as had been described so feel-

< H course their prayer was answered.
Congress lifted them up, comforted and
blessed them. Remedial legislation was

passed at once, confirming them in pos-

session. But nothing was done to st,,|,

the pleaders from pumping oil out of

public land that did not belong to them.

They won. You and I continued to lose.

In July. 1910. a second executive order
was issued once more withdrawing the

oil land from entry. Recently the Cali-

fornia Conservation Commission, having
vainly applied to the Interior Depart-
ment for information, sent an expert into

-ne of the fields to see whether this order

had been obeyed.

The expert found that one millionaire

operator was holding over six thousand
- of withdrawn land. At the time of

the withdrawal order he had wells on

three quarter-sections. By the tern

the remedial act he was entitled to four

hundred and eighty acres. He held on to

ten square mi'



.GAS AND OIL SPOUTING UP.

Operators would give no information

;

foremen and drillers were instructed to

answer no questions. Despite these

handicaps the investigator found that nu-

merous wells had been drilled on with-

drawn land after the locators had been

ordered off. He found wells, started on
public land long after the second with-

drawal order, which were producing

large quantities of oil.

This superficial investigation covered

only a small part of the territory. How
many square miles of valuable land have

thus been wrongfully taken, how many
thousand barrels are being pumped daily

from this area, these data can be ascer-

tained only through the agents of the

Interior Department. The California

commission has no jurisdiction over the

public domain. So far the Department
has made no move to gather this infor-

mation or to act upon it.

The Interior Department, however, is

preparing to bring suit against the South-

ern Pacific for the recovery of more than

400,000 acres of oil land granted the

railroad forty-five years ago. When the

grant was made, Congress expressly re-

served from its provisions all mineral

land. By far the largest part of the land

was patented to the railroad long before

the presence of oil beneath the parched

surface was suspected. Approximately
one-third of the total, 150,000 acres of

proven oil land, the cream of the hold-

ings, have passed out of the carrier's

hands by sale or lease. The balance of

the Southern Pacific lands has been re-

located to the last acre by individuals

who are anxiously awaiting the outcome
of the government's promised suit to

cancel the railroad's patents.

If this suit is successful, if the oil land

is recovered from the transportation com-
pany, what will the Interior Department
do with the adverse claimants, the pres-

ent occupants and squatters ? Is the rail-

road land to be turned over without Con-

sideration to the men now waiting eagerly

to pounce upon it? Is the government
to take from one grabber and give to the

other, with the public holding the bag
and footing the bills?

What is the Department going to do
with the operators now pumping the pub-

lic's oil out of withdrawn land ? On what
terms will this land be restored to entry ?

According to the Geologic Survey, oil

operators in the United States own seven

hundred thousand acres in fee. They
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[ease— usually on the basis of ;t royalty
ami a cash bonus—over eight million

res of land. Yet the California oper-
ators, at the time <>t" the withdrawal, de-

clared vehemently that the exaction of a

royalty by the government would retard
the industrial growth of the Pacific ( loasl

and severely handicap the oil busim
They have changed their minds since.

I'licv have seen the handwriting on the
wall. They now realize that the g 1 "Id

days of free and unlimited grab are past,

ne forever. Though it hurt-, they are

now willing to pa> a royalty. They are
now hatching oul a bill introducing the
leasing system to public oil land. They
want Congress to pass this bill. It pro-
vides for a royalty "t" five per cent!

They take nineteen barrels; the public
tS "tie. That i- the <>il men's idea of

a fair division with the government.
When they divide with private owners
they "pen their purses and pay a cash
bonus; thereafter they are satisfied with
t"iir or ti\c barrels t" the owner's one.
Is there a single sound reason why the
public should pari with its oil at . .ne-

fourth the price paid private owners?
With a production of nearly eighty

million barrels a year, the equivalent of
twenty million tons of coal, California's
<>il fields have become the richesl

petroleum territory in the world. Though
the cream ha- been skimmed off the

proven area tor private benefit, no man

knows the extent of tin- oil d< as

yet undiscovered beneath the vast mum.
still owned by the people. Who shall

control this most important source of the

\\ est's fuel?

Though he owns oil land galore in the

\\orld'> richest petroleum help Uncle
Sam i> paying out your money ami mine
for million- of barrels of <>il with which
t" dig tin- Panama (anal. Uncle Sam
buys "il for his fleet of transports on the

Pacific. Uncle Sam ha- an aggregation
• if war vessels consuming more oil fuel

ever) year. For the boilers of hi- pub-
lic buildings in the Southwest Uncle Sam
buys oil. Uncle Sam already i- operating
one railroad with oil fuel. By-and-by
Uncle Sam will operate more than one
railroad; by-and-by Uncle Sam will need
very large quantities of crude oil, the

nio-t efficient, economical fuel in the

West, Alaska's coal not excepted. Uncle
Sam owns large bodies of land contain-
ing this fuel. Will he continue to give
away tin- land and pay out the public's

money for oil fuel a- heretofore, or will

he at last wake up and make some provis-
ion for the future? Will he continue in

hi- ancient role of fool without foresight,
or will he resist the pressure of die grab-
bing interests and provide for coming
Heed-

?

Congress and the Interior Department
will ultimately have to answer these
questions.

A JUNE EVENING.
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HOW THE GATUN LOCKS COMPARE IN SIZE WITH A SIX STORY BUILDING.

THE CONQUEST OF THE ISTHMUS
By

HENRY M. HYDE
HE most tremendous work
ever undertaken by men is

fast approaching completion at

Panama.
The French spent ten years

in trying to dig a sea-level ditch ninety

to one hundred and sixty feet in width
and less than thirty feet in depth. When
the company went into the hands of a re-

ceiver in 1889, less than one-third of the

necessary work had been done.

The United States government, in little

more than six years, full working time,

will throw open to the world a great

waterway three hundred to a thousand
feet in width and everywhere more than
forty feet in depth.

The French wasted more than $200,-

384

000,000. The x\mericans will spend about

$375,000,000 in all the work connected
with the construction and completion of

the Canal.

During the French regime the Isthmus
was a pest house. To be sent out to

work on the canal was almost equivalent

to a death sentence. In such a situation

graft and corruption were natural.

Chiefly men willing to take desperate

chances for big stakes were attracted.

One of the French importations to the

Isthmus was a cargo of snow-shovels.

The Canal will be—is—a triumph of

American engineering efficiency. But it

is more than that. It is a permanent
monument to the memory of Dr. Walter
Reed, Dr. James Carroll and Dr. Jesse
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\\ . Lazear— three- names with which the

general public has all too little acquaint-

ance.

The . I -the one irresistible

—

enemy which the French had to face was
yellow fever. Reed, Carroll and Lazear
proved that yellow fever was transmit-

ted and spread by the mosquito and in no
other way. Lazear died in Cuba during
the first experiments as a resull of allow-

ing himself to be bitten by an infected

mosquito. Major Carroll, partially re-

covering, lived long enough t<> see the

theory finally demonstrated and the

yellow jack brought under control.

By exterminating mosquitoes, yellow

fever has been stamped <>nt <m the

Isthmus. By other sanitary measure-,
carried out on a tremendous scale, the

death rate in the former plague spot has

been brought down to a level with that

in the most healthful of American cities.

Back of the wonderful display of Ameri-
can engineering >kill lies an equal great

display of American sanitation. Hack of
that is the self-sacrifice of Reed and
Lazear and their many fellow-.

The whole thing is the greatest possi-

:

s3£

hie victory

for t h e

a r m y < i f

the United
S t a t e -

.

A rm_\ ot'ti

cer s dis-

c o ver ed
that 11

(| u it"!-
w ere the
host- of

e 1 1 o w
fever and
died on the field of duty. Army offi-

cers made human life possible on the

Isthmus. Army officer- are splendidly
carrying on the building of the Canal.

'fhe French—and the) are not to be
blamed for the universal ignorance of the

fact—built great hospitals and stood the
of the beds of the patients in little

bowls of water to stop the depredations
of ants and other vermin. So that about
the cot of every yellow fever victim were
four ideal breeding place- for future gen-
erations of yellow fever carrier-.

Present condition- on the (anal Zone

Kl \l' T( IM I R "I I III- LlGH I IS<. \M>
Hi "\ ING CANA1 .

This is at tin 1 the
Canal.
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THE BREAKWATER AT CRISTOBAL. NEAR COLON.

are the best possible illustration of what
science—backed by unlimited money

—

can do to make even the worst plague

spot a healthful place for human resi-

dence. The population of the Zone is

chiefly made up of a shifting", careless

army of thirty thousand West Indian

negroes, whose ideas of personal sanita-

tion are worse than primitive. Yet even
in dealing with such a population in the

worst possible situation Dr. William
Crawford Gorgas, Assistant Surgeon-
General of the United States army, has

kept the death rate down to a point as

low as that of an American city.

But the cost

!

If the precautions taken on the Canal
Zone were extended to the main terri-

tory of the United States the total cost

would be between ten and twelve billion

dollars a year. It would cost so much to

keep the country healthful that nobody
would have anything to live on.

On the engineering side, the army

—

represented by Colonel George Washing-
ton Goethals—has made an even more
impressive showing.

From deep water on the Atlantic side

to deep water on the Pacific the distance

is fifty miles. Nearly four-fifths of the

total distance, including the lock sites,

has already been dug down to the proper

THE CANAL ZONE.
Note how the Pacific entrance to the Canal is east, the Atlantic entrance, west. South America is southeast of North

America. Hence the west coast of the southern continent is almost due south of New York City.
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THE t.Kl \1 « \NAL M- \KI\(, COMPLETION.
A view ot the lower lock, at Galun.

f^^ —

=3£

A VIEW OF THE GATUN SPILLWAY. LOOKING FAST.
On the left is shown the completed section under which is the operating tunnel.

JST



Largest Completed Lock in the World
The Poe lock at Sault Ste. Marie. Michigan.

It has a length of 800. a width of 100. feet.

depth, and of the thirteen miles

remaining there is only about
one-half on which much heavy

GATUN UPPER LOCKS. WEST CHAMBER. SHOWING THREE SETS OF GATES.
These locks arc 1.000 feet long. 110 feet wide. When filled with water, they will lose something of this appearance of

huge size as compared with the Poe lock above.

work remains to be done. The great
task is nearing its end.

When Colonel Goethals was sent down

388

to the Isthmus in 1907 the whoJe country
was tired of the squabbles, delays and
resignations which had hindered the
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progress of the work. The
army engineer was com-
manded t" "make the <lirt

fly." In 1908, his first full

year, he took oul thirty-seven

million yards of spoi

half of what the French
had accomplished in nine

years. With that titanic ac-

III! ! KNCH and Nkw Am f.rican Canals nearly Readi
iii I'.i United

Tins will be done b) bl wii n up the dike that separates them.

complishmenl to look at the people

heaved a sigh of relief and went on
about their business. There

was a man on the job

at last.

Presently < Ii lethals began
t the greal machine t< i

running smoothly and to

show some of the econo-

mies which have excited

the admiration of the engi-

neering w< »rld. I le has

cut the cost of operating a

Steam shovel from 11.5 to

8.88 cent- a cubic yard.

Figure out what that means
when nearly two hundred
million yards <>f spoil are

to be handled.

( me of the greatest

problems i 'ii the Canal has
always been that of where
to put the square miles of

dirt and rock taken out i if

the big ditch. Army engi-

neers uive great credit to

W III H I 1 1(1 SI II \N|i A \| | I |. \\ | \. \\ \

I ION W I IKK Ml I

'l bi ".'I Itiih h i anal opens from the
Atlantic—at the

John |". Stevens, last of the

civilian engineers, for the

tern of dump and spoil tracks

which he laid out. I'.nt Col-

onel ( roethals made a cut in

a ist of disp< ising i if the spoil

of from IS. 54 cents to 15.22

a cubic yard, though, in

the meantime, it had become neces-

sary to haul the spoil twelve miles instead

give Working Model OB THE Gatcn Lo> I WENT.
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of eight in order that the dump might
be reached.

In dealing with the immediate problem

of the present,—that is, the actual dig-

ging of the Canal—the future has been

in no way overlooked. Everything about

the Canal has been planned on a basis of

absolute safety. To prevent the possi-

bility of steamers' carrying away the

gates of the great locks, it has been pro-

vided in the first place that they shall

not make the passage under their own
power. Instead they are towed by elec-

tric locomotives, one running ahead and
another at the stern to hold the ship

straight. The gates are protected by
great chain barriers which are gradually

paid out as the ship progresses. As an
additional precaution each set of gates

is built in duplicate and, finally, there are

emergency steel gates which can be in-

stantly lowered at any time. All the

masonry and concrete work has been

built with massive strength and nothing-

short of an earthquake could put the

Canal out of business.

An interesting feature of the Canal and
one which will prove attractive to ocean

liners is the fact that for thirty-two miles

ships making the passage will run in

fresh water. This will clear off the

barnacles and to that extent make dock-

ing unnecessary.

The public has read many sensational

stories about the great slides and slips in

the neighborhood of the Gatun Dam, yet

few people realize that in the aggregate

these slides amount to one hundred and
forty-seven acres. But to this, as to all

the other great problems which have
arisen Colonel Gorgas and his corps of

engineers have proven themselves en-

tirely adequate.
Colonel Gorgas has just announced

that within fifteen months he expects to

send a ship through from the Atlantic to

the Pacific. He grows anxious for the

passage of legislation which will provide

for the future successful running of the

Canal. First of all he wants provision

made for a permanent working force. It

will take 2,500 men to properly manage
the great ditch. This force, he thinks,

should be made up of men picked from
the great army now employed on its con-

struction. To get the men desired be-

comes increasingly difficult, because the

best of them, looking ahead, are taking

other jobs as the Canal nears completion.

It is Colonel Gorgas' idea, also, that,

once the work is done, the greater part of

the Isthmus should be allowed to grow up
again into a tropical jungle. He pro-

poses the establishment of coaling and
watering stations, a great laundry plant

and other accommodations which will

make the trip through the Canal attract-

ive to ocean going ships.

Having given a unique example of

wonderful efficiency, having practically

completed a greatly enlarged work in

less time and for less money than the

$375,000,000 estimated cost, Colonel

Gorgas feels a natural impatience at the

procrastinating policy of Congress, which

is at present devoting most of its energy

to playing the great game of presidential

politics.



TEACHING THE GIRL BEHIND Till! < < H'NTKR

"'T' HERE is onl) one infallible rule for

effectiveness in teach in :i must
understand the people you are trying t"

instruct." Diana Hirschler's success is

proof of the wisdom of her words. She
believed that before the department store

Jrl could be taught t<> increase her

efficiency it would be necessary for the

prospective instructor t<> study the sal<

girl's environment and ,^ct her point of

view.

Miss 1 [irschler wanted
i" help the ^irl be

hind the counter.

she went
into one of

I
'•

> > s t > u ' -

1 ;i r g e - t

stores to or-

:/cit> em-
ployees' wel-

fare associa-

tion. That
was s (.• v e u

y e a r s .,

Since then she

has outgrown the

nam >w so >pe of w el-

fare work and has be-

come interested in the

larger pr< >blem of raising

the standard of sales-

womanship efficiency.

She has studied the

probl e m i 't" the

salesgirl from
every angle,
has worked
with her and

talked with her until slu- knows her, as

she puts it, "from the ground up."
I"da\ Miss Hirschler is recognized as

the foremost authority on the most vital

of all department store problems. She
has lectured successfully in practical!)

every large city from Maine to Cali-

fornia. Sometimes she will deliver one
lecture to a store's employees, again she
will deliver a course of lectures covering
a week, one, tw<>, < >r three months. Just

at present she is in the midst of a

fruitful engagement begun in

ew York's stores

over a year ag< ».

*'S tud y characteris-

tics," s a y s Miss
I tirsehler to her

pupils. "1.earn to

dif f e r ent iate

types and ap-

proach them ac-

cordingly. Culti-

vate an agreeable

speaking voice and
don't invite criti-

cism and distract

your customer's at-

tention from the

goods you are sell-

ing with elaborate

coiffures, pungent
perfuri untidiness

and jewelry. But, abo
all know your goods,
study your stock and be

prepared to tactfully

meet any possible

objection."

Z
3© AAverbxA

g.%3
Today On [y.

n't Distract
ier's

.\ i i ini ion i

1 Hi ' . D< WITH
El IBORA1 I I

PCNGl N r

Perfumes. Unti-
diness and Jew-
elry."



A GOVERNOR WHO DOES
THINGS

A SHORT time ago Governor Benja-
** min Wade Hooper of Tennessee an-

nounced his intention of spending- a

couple of days and nights in the state

penitentiary to observe for himself the

conditions existing there.

Immediately his office was besieged by

protesting friends. "Great heavens,

Ben," they cried, "you don't mean to

say you are going to lock yourself up

with a lot of murderers, robbers, and

niggers ?"

"Sure," said Governor Hooper.

"But," his friends argued, "no

other governor of this

state ever did such a

thing."

"Can't help that," said

the governor. "It's the

only way to get at the

truth, boys. I'm

going to sleep on a A
prison bunk, eat ^
prison fare, and A
work a bit in the

prison shops."

And he did. The
first result of his visit

was the

granting
of some
twenty par-

dons to de-

serving con-

v i c ts. An-
other was an
order abol-

i s'h in g
stripes.

"They are

a relic of

barbarism,"
declared Gov-

ernor Hooper.

"A prison is an

awful place, no mat-

ter how humane the

management and con-

ditions, and no good purpose is

served in rubbing it in on the

poor chaps who are unfortunate

enough to land there. Here-
tofore we have thought of

only two things in connec-

tion with the state
prison. One was to get

some one in the
penitentiary, and
the other to get

him out. I want to

help those fellows

:

I want to reform
them and turn out

better citizens."

The labor problem in the

penitentiary and in the

coal mines where convicts

are employed faced him.

"Now this isn't right," said

Governor Hooper. "These men
work day after day, sometimes for

years and years, and the state gets

all the benefit. There ought to be a

law that will give prisoners' dependent

relatives some benefits from their work
in prison. And I'm going to work for

such a law."

At the age of five, Benjamin Wade
Hooper, a stray waif, was picked up in

the streets of Knoxville.

The little adopted street waif has made
good. He is declared by men of all

parties to be the biggest success as gov-

ernor that Tennessee has had in many
years.

In 1910 a split in the democratic party

of Tennessee brought about his election

the first republican gf< »v-as governor-
ernor in twenty-five years, in a state that

goes, normally, democratic by fort}' thou-

sand or more.



THEMIRACLI OF EXISTENC1 I- MORE ILIV1 M [OWA UNIVERSITY ["HAN VNYWHER, ELS1

"H""! II-'. fact that you are nol

sharpened by the divers*
life of the city accounts
for some lack anion- you
"i a sense of humor,
which mighl save you at
times from the idea that
you arc created with spe-
cial favor in a difficult
world. You lack, fur-
ther, ca^c ,,f conversa-
tion, quickness of wit, 1
versatility, and. in some
degree, the constant gen-
tility which is the pride of
a Columbia boy."

These are the exact words
which the thirty-three
years-old president of
great [owa state Uni-
versity said to the
students i n
his inaugural ad-
dress. And they
h'ked it. They like

"Prexy" John G.
Bowman, too; like

him better with ev-
ery day that passes.
He said some-
thin.- else to them—
that tin »se I owa ns

me with more
seriousness of purpose than the average,
that their minds Were not dulled
and surfeited with excitement, as .at
some other schools, that they still had
the faculty of wonder alive and that
was the most valuahlc asset which
they could possess. Then he quoted
^eorge R. Parkin of the Rhodes Scholar-
ship Trust as saying that the miracle of

HeSucceeds in Ti i i

ING 1HI In
Truths.

Was a Reporter
in Chicago.

existence was more alive at

the Iowa University than

fe at any school he knew.
He succeeds in telling
the fiercest truths be-
cause he balances truth
with truth. That frank-
ness is fetching.

One reason he has
thai stat,.- university
going so cheerfully is

that he is an [owan,
brought up in the pub-
ic schools of that com-

monwealth and at the same
university.

There are some who claim
he would not be so competent

he had not had experi-
ence in the greal
school of journal-
ism. I le served on
papers in Davi
port, Waterloo and
Chicago, though
there are no rec-
ords of the un-
usual in his achieve-
ments in that line.

I fe confesses to
benefits received, how-
ever.

Bui teaching was ids

predestined
|me of ac-

tivity. He tasted the
university life again as
teacher, then studied at

Columbia and taught
there as pi

[ (<

is very well-informed
on all matters pertain-
ing to colleges.

393
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Since the formation of the union ten

years ago Miss McEnerney has led the

bindery girls to victory in three strikes.

As a part of the organization she con-

ducts a free employment agency and also

furnishes jobs to many non-union girls.

Thus, as may be seen, she acts in a broad
and liberal spirit, above and beyond the

immediate ends of the union she repre-

sents. Eventually she gets these non-
union girls into the union. It is impossi-

ble for them to stay out after Miss Mc-
Enerney has brought the benefits to their

attention. Thus she has an increasing

membership that is loyal and steadfast

to the cause of union labor. Miss Mc-
Enerney has never been opposed for her

position as the only paid official of the

Chicago Bindery Women.

"Gold Dust Blew into Her Eyes - - She Went
to a Physician. Who Told Her It

Was Dangerous."

C* OLD dust blew into the eyes of Miss
^-* Mary McEnerney of Chicago when
she was a "bronze" girl in a book bind-

ery. She went to a physician for treat-

ment. He told her the powder was not

only dangerous to the eyes, but that

breathing it would have a bad effect on

the lungs. So she set about to put the

yellow stuff on the toboggan.

First she organized the bindery women
into a union—of which she is the head

—

and then persuaded its members to taboo

gold dust. Employers turned to the

bindery men but they, too, had or-

ganized and decreed against its

use. Out of the incident

evolved the invention of gold

ink and its introduction into the

printing industry. Today
bronze powder is used but little.

It required, energy, initiative

and determination to accomplish

this, but Miss McEnerney has all

these requisite qualities in a gener-

ous degree. She realized

how much improved
methods and conditions

of labor meant to those

engaged in the bindery

business, and letting

nothing stand in her

way she brought about

the necessarv reforms.
A Union Officer Who Assists Non-Union Workers.

This attitude wins over many to the organization.
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WATCHMEN OF THE TRACKS
By

BAILEY MILLARD

A
SPEC! \T. train was humming
along through the night over
the wind - swept beach - side

tracks of the Southern Pacific

mpany's coast line between
San Francisco and I-"- Angeles. Trudg-
ing ahead of the train, between the rails

and carefully inspecting every fool of the

roadbed by the lighl of his lantern, went
an humble employe of the company
named Abe Jenkins. It was Vbe's busi-

ness to see thai the track was in proper
shape for the passage of trains. As he

walked out upon a bridge he saw the
dark figure of a man bob Up from
between the ties in the middle of the

structure and run quickly toward the

opposite side. Abe ran after the man,
seized him and would have captured him
but that another man appeared and heat

him off. While these two were vanishing
in the darkness Abe walked hack to the
middle of the bridge and there he found
"ii a cross-piece under the ties a box with
a rope protruding from it. He opened
the box and in it found thirty-nine -ticks

of dynamite. The rope was a ten-foot

fuse.

And now down the line and out upon
the bridge shone the big electric head-
light of the special. Abe stepped aside

with the box in his hands, the train thun-

dered oul upon the bridge and whisked
by him while he lifted hi- cap. And the

reason why he lifted his cap was because
he knew that in a car of that train, little

dreaming of the plots of anarchists, or of

any danger whatsoever, wasthe Presidenl

of the United State-.

It is not every trackwalker who has
had the honor of saving the life of a

President, or at leasl of rendering him
so great a service, but, trudging up and
down their lonely beats, many patrolmen
of the rails have saved thousand-, and
thousands of lives of lesser pers< ins. You
in your overheated Pullman berth, on a
stormy winter night rarely, if ever, give

a thought to the man walking the road-

bed ahead of your train, facing the bliz-

zard while his bright lantern gleams
along the double row of rails, looking for

loose platebolts, for high joints, for

broken culverts, for track obstructions
or whatever else might prove of danger
in your swifl flight through the dark-
ness. But .ahead of you there, safe-

guarding your way. the trackwalker
tramps his cold, dismal beat, with wrench
and oil can and lantern, with alert eye
and ready hand to repair, if it is in his

power, whatever damage has b< en

395
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long

wrought by the elements or by the Near the bleak little highland station

heavily grinding wheels, and, if he can- of Cisco, California, up-rears Red Moun-
not repair it to set signals for the engi- tain, one of the tall peaks of the Sierras,

neer and to summon the roadmaster and If you stand on the top of Red Mountain
you can see almost the full

length of the Central Pacific

snowsheds by a mere turn of

your head. These sheds, over
forty miles in length, cover the

sinuous track and the trains

upon them as they toil up the

ascent to the summit. It

is a raw, cold wind-swept,
r

Drbidding region, this

skyland country of the

Sierra snows. The
traveler hates the

snowsheds because
they bar his view of

the grand scenery

that lies all about,

he hates them for

their darkness and
more than all he

hates them be-

cause of the smoke
and the fumes
from the locomo-
tive which choke
and stifle him,

though these are

not so noxious as

formerly because of

the substitution of

for coal in steam
making. But here at this

heart-urging altitude, in

all this cold and in these

dark, smoky snowsheds,
Manuel Silva has walked
eighteen miles a day for

over thirty-one years, and
all this walking has been

his gang.
At all seasons and at all hours

these careful inspectors are on the

job and the number of disasters

they avert in the course of a long

term of years is incalculable.

According to records that have
been furnished to me by railroad

officials all over the country,

some of these watch-
men of the tracks

have been in actual

service half of their

lives. I have been
to the pains of col-

lecting and compil-

ing some of these

reports, and a few
of them show a

marvelous mileage

to the credit of men
who are walking the tracks.

Most conspicuous on the

list is the name of Manuel
K. Silva, a Portuguese em-
ploye of the Southern Pa-
cific Company, whose
amazing trackwalking
record of 203,670 miles

doubtless exceeds that of

any other man in this par-

ticular branch of railway

service in the United
States. This record is the

more wonderful because
it has been made at a

far higher altitude than
that at which the other

b i g-m i 1 e a g e trackwalkers

have worked and under
such other adverse conditions

as have not beset the other

high-record men in this line.

In fact there is probably not

another piece of main track

in this country that presents

so many difficulties and dan-
gers, year in and year out,

as that over which Silva

has trudged for thirty-one

years of the sixty-one which
he has spent upon this

planet.

Has Walked over One
Hundred Thousand

Miles.

Terence Reilly. oldest track-

walker of the New Haven
System.

done in the night.

Think of it ! Two hun-
dred and three thousand, six

hundred and seventy miles,

a distance more than eight

times around the world,

walked under these hard and
ismal conditions ! Think of

the physical endurance of a

man who could keep this up
night after night, seven days
of the week for over thirty-

one years, and during that

whole, long barren period of
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existence lose but a few days by sickness!

There are heroes wearing the Victoria

Cross who have done less
: there are tew

who have <1"ir- more than Silva, the

I 'ortuguese trackwalker.

Silva entered the Southern Pacific

service as a section hand in 1*/"*'' and a

year later became a snowshed watchman
on the night shift and continued to walk

the track and inspect the sheds up to a

short time ml:", when the company placed

him on its pension list. During all those

thirty-one years nol a single complaint

\\a-~ entered against him and he was

absent from duty only twice because ol

sickness. Mis heat was of three miles,

over which he made three round trips

every night. The hardships of the cold

and dark were but a small part of his

experience. Many a time has he foughl

desperate battles with tramps and several

times has he fought still more desperate

battles with fire. Avalanches have car-

ried away whole sections of track, heavy

snows have crushed in the sheds, moun-
tain floods have torn away the roadbed,

and always Silva has been there, lantern

in hand ready to do his duty without

complaint and without any great hope of

reward.

Silva is now on a visit to sunny Por-

tugal, but he is not content there. The
charm of the high Sierras is

e i

w
r<

Edges of Guard Rails Must Bb Oiled and All
WEARING Down Cakkkully Noted.

Track-Walker vnd B— Cutting in New Splicb
Boli \ i Subh \\ si moN in New \ nu K City.

hood of Red Mountain. He is home-sick
away from it.

But Silva's record, remarkable as it is,

has been nearly equaled b) that Of an-

other Pacific ("oast trackwalker wl

interesting story 1 shall now relate.

The other day there walked into the

executive offices of the Northern Pacific

Railway, in New York, a large man,
whose iild slouch hat covered a g!

shock of shaggy gray hair. He looked

like a common laborer and yet he had
gone to those offices to call upon the

president of the r< >ad.

"Jim Rowan?" repeated President

Elliot when the name of the visitor was
announced. "Don't keep him waiting a

moment. Show him right in. Me is the

most distinguished man in the service of

the Northern Pacific."

Uncle Jim Rowan, as the railroad men
call him, hail just arrived in New York
from Roza, in the Slate of Washing-
ton, where he had been walking track in

tin- most dangerous part of Yakima
Canyon for thirty years. A fortnight

before his coming to New York Rowan
had sent a letter to the district superin-

tendent hinting that he would like to gel

off for a sport vacation and go to Ireland

and see the graves of his parents, and
his sister. This request, together with
the old man's history, was sent to operat-

ing headquarters at St. Paul and a few-

days later Uncle Jim was surprised to see

the superintendent's special stop before
the door of his little cahin in the canyon
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and still more surprised when he was

invited into the superintendent's car.

"You've been a faithful employe of this

road for a good many years," said the

superintendent, "and the company is not

only going to let you have that vacation,

but it's going- to send you to Ireland at

its own expense and bring you back

again
"

ahead, and as huge boulders are likely at

any moment to come tumbling down
upon the track the section is one that

must be carefully patrolled. This has

been Uncle Jim's job, and he has per-

formed it so faithfully that few accidents

have occurred along his beat. In fact the

most serious one was that which hap-

pened to himself ten years ago when an

And so it was that, with a proud heart express train knocked him off the Yakima

and two new flannel shirts

in his valise, Uncle Jim

went to New York. But

on the way he found that

his pass from Chicago to

Buffalo had been dated by

mistake a month back.

The conductor, all un-

aware that Jim Rowan
was the Northern Pacific's

most distinguished em-
ploye, exacted cash fare,

which was paid by the

passenger. It was because

of this mistake that Uncle

Jim went to see President

Elliott.

"If you've been walking

the track for us for thirty

years," said the President,

"you've waited long
enough for what's coming
to you ; and there'll be no

red tape about the settle-

ment of your claim. Here
is the money." And he

handed the trackwalker

the amount he had been

obliged to pay.

In his lively gratitude

the old man almost broke

the President's knuckles by his hearty

handshake. "I'll bring ye back a black-

thorn, Mr. Elliott," he promised as the

president wished him Godspeed.

Uncle Jim Rowan figures that his mile-

age record as trackwalker is a little over

150,000, and the railway officials say that

it must be at least 100,000 miles, but the

nature of his service has varied and in the

absence of actual data they hesitate to

give an outside figure. For many years

Uncle Jim lived in his lonely _
little

cabin beside the railroad track in the

Yakima Canyon near Roza. Here the

road twists and turns so that an engineer

can rarely see more than a quarter-mile

William Young. Whom the Rail-
roaders Call "Uncle Billy."

He says: "The fellows who figure make
out I have walked 154.000 miles.

They're off: I have done a lot

more tramping than that."

River bridge down into the

bed of the canyon far be-

low. Several of his bones

were broken by the fall

and for months the com-
pany's surgeons kept pick-

ing pebbles out of his back

and shoulders. For a time

it looked as though Uncle

Jim had walked his last

mile of track, but at last

the doctors pulled him
through and he went back

to his little shack in the

canyon, declaring that the

company had treated him
royally and that he would
never forget its kindness.

"The N. P. has always

done the square thing by

me," he says, "and I never

bothered 'em. Not once

since I've been walking

track have I put a bottle

to my head. That's the

best way to get along

whether you work for a

corporation or a man."

No complaint has ever

been lodged against Uncle

Jim. His record is clear.

On his return from Ireland he will go

back to his lonely post in the canyon, for,

although he is sixty-seven years old, he

is hardy as a mule, his sight is good and

his eyes are shrewd and twinkling. That

he is still able to give a good account of

himself is shown by the fact that not

long ago two burly tramps entered his

cabin while he was asleep. Soon one of

them ran away howling and the other

was carried out on a stretcher.

George A. Burns, the oldest track-

walker in point of service on the Penn-

sylvania system, was credited by the

officials of that company on January 1st

with a record of 178,740 miles walked in
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his thirty-five year- of track patrol.

Burns, whose hair and mustache an
unstreaked l>> gray, is fifty-eight

years old. His eyes are keen, his face,

roughened by weather, is ruddy and
there is a hint of alertness in every swing

of his short, lean fram<

I • -ur times a day Trackwalker Burns
journeys between < ireensburg ami t

' unity

Home Junction on tin southwesl branch
the Pennsylvania Railway, a distance

of 3.53 miles. Four times a day he walks

his beat, carrying hi- hammer,
wrench ami oil can. 1 [e lea

lii >me in the m< irning at < i :45, i

ering hi- beat and hack again before

n. In the afterai >< in he again

make- the trip, tin- time lighting

the signal ami -witch lights that

he ha- filled in the morning.
Daily he walk- the same stretch

of track he has walked for over a

third i if a century.

"Oh, ! gel tired, y< >u bet," he

1 with a shrug of hi- shoul-

ders. Then he slid down int<> his

chair with the air of a man who
withal was content ami added,
**hut no other work would -nit

me now."
In all his long service, Burns

ha- had only one narrow escape
from death or serious injury and
tin- he characterize- merely a- a

"hump." The accident occurred

er him - strongly thai he
led fi 'I- permission to go back to his

old job and was allow i-il t « • do
The necessity of working week days

and Sunday- alike, of having only one
warm cooked dinner a day and d"
responsibility resting on hi- shoulders are
not irksome to Trackwalker Burns. He
says tiie lit'e iu the open and the pleasant

acquaintance with people along his

Stretch of track, counteract the deadly
monotony of walking the same tie-. tight-

ening the same holt-, riveting the same
plates, seeing the same landscape and
carrying tin- same load three hundred

and sixty-five da) - in the year and
an extra one iu leap \ < ar.

Winter and summer for

twenty-fivi rerence
Reilly, the oldest track-

walker in the employ of the \ew
I laven system, has patrolled his

beat i »f ii\ e and one-quarter miles

once a da) or ten and one-half
mile- for the round journey, and.

together with extra walking, has
n filed up a record of a little over
102,000 miles. The wind blows
c< ild for six month- of the year
upon his heat, coming down
from the Vermont and upper
Xew York highlands and sweep-
ing across Long I -land Sound,
hm Reilly has -tuck to his job
and i- proud to think that he is

m November of last year. While holds the record'onThe in the one-hundred-tfiousand-mile
^aged in the placing of a splice SSS3 I

bar he failed to hear the ap-

proach of an engine or it- warn-
ing hell because of the blowing: off

MTY-l IVE 1 II. II)

SAND Mill- I
'

i 111-

Credit.
Frank August, who

'6

of -team of another engine nearby,
which deadened all other sounds. Ili-

right hip received the terrific impact and
he - -it rolling down over a high

embankment. This accident took him ofl

duty for nine days. In all his year- spent

track walking Burns estimates that he has
only been off duty for a month.

"It might be a month or a little over."

he finally grudgingly admitted. "Take it

altogether, it's very little more than a

month."
In December, 1910, Burns was trans-

ferred from track-walking to a position

as watchman of a dangerous grade en
ing, a busy section of Greensburg. But
after a while the love of "keeping on the

class of the' men who walk the

t rack.

Mr. Riley ha- discovered a number of

had breaks in his time and once near
Waterville, Conn., found that some
would-be train wrecker- had wedged
some brake-shoes in a -witch. A pas-
senger train was about due. hut Riley
was able to clear the track of the ob-
struction in time for the train to p;

Me al-o did duty during the blizzard of

March 12-15. lssx. in clearing the tracks
i if -now.

The trackwalker who ha- keen longest
in the service "l" the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna and Western Railroad Company i-

I'rank August, who entered the employ
of the company in 1888 and i- credited

with a record of nearly 75,000 miles.

Pari of the time since that year he has
been in section gangs, hut has walked



SNOWSHED ON THE HIGH SIERRAS WHERE MANUEL SILVA WALKED EIGHTEEN MILES A
DAY FOR THIRTY-ONE YEARS.

track for over sixteen years. August's
beat is between Bergen Junction and
Kingsland, N. J.

A great many railroads have no patrol-

men with regular beats. Although all

their tracks are patrolled every day, the

officers of the New York Central told me
that they had no trackwalkers with
known records, for the reason that a man
might be walking track one week and
working in the section gang the next.

This system of changing men about is

pursued by many companies on the

theory that a man is likely to become
careless and inattentive if he passes over
the same beat year in and year out. Some
men are so constituted that the monotony
of this sort of work results in a super-

ficial examination of the track they are

400

walking and this is fatal to effective in-

spection. Stevenson says Nature sets a

brand upon the face of the man who is

much alone, and Spencer declares that

monotony of any kind is unfavorable to

human life and particularly to mentality.

Such being the case it is small wonder
that so many railroad companies shift

their trackwalkers about, giving them
different beats and otherwise varying
their work.

But beside Silva, Rowan, Burns and
Reilly there are other railway patrolmen
with big records. There is William
Young of Franklyn, Pa., with 154,000
miles in 22 years and 8 months ; Simon
Owens, Washington, D. C, 135,626 miles

in 23 years and 4 months ; Dennis Wat-
ters of Norristown, Pa., 111,624 miles in
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24 years; and Julius Hein of Edgewood,
Md'.. who has covered 101,100 miles in

23 years and 3 months. These four

men have walked over half a million

mil.

William Young, whom tin- railroat

refer to a- "Uncle Billy," went t<> work

twenty-six years ago on the old Alle-

gheny Valley Railroad and has been

working there ever since. For most ol

tin- time he has been occupied in track-

walking. The public refers to the line

he works on a- the "Valley road," but

railroaders who know it- dangers, call it

the "Valley of the Shadow road." It i-

simply a succession of curves along the

Allegheny River, ami on one side is a

hieh hill the base of which was cut away
to make room for the roadbed. A- a

result landslides have always been a

menace, and it i< for them that track-

walker- have to watch more than for

broken rails.

When asked if he ever had any nar

row escapes Uncle Billy broke into a

laugh.

"Death ha- approached me in many
form-," he -aid. "( hie night I was

walking along without a thought of

impending danger and suddenly an im-

mense boulder dropped off a cliff above
and -truck three feet in front of me.

I have had so many narrow escapes

from being hit by train- that I can't

recall them all. Once I gol off the

track -o close to an express train

that I could have touched the pilot

with my hand. I remember
< ne nighl I f< mnd a had

-lide and 1 went up the

track to tlaur ; i fast

n ge r train.

T here was a

terrible sn< »w storm
and I couldn't

or hear the train.

So r placed two
torpedoes on the

rail. A -co >nd after

there was a Tbang,'

'h a n g,' and I

jumped. The train

had come without

my hearing it. and
the torpedoes were
the only thing that

saved it and inci-

dentally myself. Many a train I have

-to]. |. t -,i near a slide or a broken rail and

thought nothing of it. it was mj busi-

"] -re." he continued, "that the fellow

-

who figure make out that I have walked

154,000 miles. Well, they're off. for I

have d< me a lot more tramping than that. I

suppose they found tin- total by crediting

me with the length of my beal each night

I have worked. They take no credit of

the hundreds of miles I have walked in

retracing my steps. Why, oik- night I

walked nearly fifty mile- on a mile of

track. It had been raining for several

dav- and l suspected that any minute a

part of a hillside would come down,

maybe on me. Back and forth I walked,

fearful almosl that the jar of my foot

would bring down the avalanche. I hit it

didn't come, at least not that night.

Besides these extra steps I walk two

miles a day to get to my home."

Asked if he had ever been com-

mended by his superiors, Uncle

Billy -aid modestly that he once

gol a letter. I le wouldn't tell what

was in it. I le admitted that n< >1

long ago he was called in on the

carpet because a train in daylight

lad plunged off the track into the

river. The superintendent thought

a broken rail had been the cause

and wanted to know why I'ncle

Billy hadn't seen it. The veteran

trackwalker told the superintend-

ent that fasl running had caused

the accident, and when the of-

ficial verified the state-

ment by a station agent

ie -cut I'ncle I '.illy

home on the road's

crack train, which

made a special -1' >p

at tin- way station

where he live-.

I 'nele Billy says

that when he is

walking track his

mind i- constantly
i .n his work. I le

realizes that any re-

laxatii 'ii may result

in t h e d e a t h i if

many people, and

he draws a sigh of

relief when he goesTurning in an Electric Sign ai.on
the Subway in New York City.
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off duty with the feeling that nothing

has happened during his vigil.

"If I were a railroad magnate," he

says, "I would have only intelligent men
for trackwalkers. I wouldn't employ an

ignorant foreigner. A trackwalker should

be wideawake and a good thinker.

"Everybody blames things on the

trackwalker. One night I was on my
beat and an engineer who had run into a

landslide reported that the trackwalker

had stood on the bank and watched him

«ro into the slide. I called him a liar, for

I wasn't near the place and hadn t time

to get there. Not long afterward the

same engineer overspeeded and went into

the river with his train and was killed.

I honestly believe that if he had come out

alive he would have blamed the accident

on the trackwalker.

"During all my years of railroading I

have never been sick a day, and never

took more than two pills in my life. But

my right ankle is simply wearing out.

Those four days I missed in twenty-six

years? Oh, yes, that was when I buried

the woman."
Accidents to trackwalkers are frequent.

Last year two were killed on the same

Western line. Although the patrolmen

on double tracks are supposed always to

that they face on-

trains sometimes &
the rule on

emergency, sneaks

up behind them and
flings them into the

ditch. On single-track

roads the patrolman

must be Mr. Facing-

Both-Ways, for a spe-

cial or a light

engine of
whose schedule

he h a s n o

knowledge may
run into him
from around a

curve ahead or

attack him un-

fairly in the

rear.

One of the

most dangerous
roads for the

trackman is an
underground

versing

Jim" Rowan, of the Northern Pacific. Who Was
Given a Trip to Europe in Recognition

of His Many Years of Service.

line in a great city. On these roads scarce-

ly a week passes without a fatality. In

the New York subway, although trains

are passing every five minutes and even
oftener during the rush hours, there is

plenty of time for a trackwalker or

repairer to dodge in between the columns
where he is perfectly safe, but sometimes
men will stand as if staring at an ap-

proaching train, and in spite of warning
signals, will permit themselves to be run

down.
"There is a psychological reason for

this," said Engineer Lockwood, manager
of maintenance of the Interborough, to

me. "It is that blank moment that comes
to a man at times, during his waking
hours. To railroaders that blank moment
is such a recognized fact that they do not

think it strange or unusual

George A. Burns, of the
Pennsylvania System.

Transferred from track-walk-
ing to watchman he pleaded
to go back to his old job.

I knew a civil

engineer, a man who had been on and
about railways all his life, who, forget-

ting where he was, deliberately stepped

in front of a moving train and was
instantly killed."
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Tn the New York subway track wall.

work in ten hour shifts. Ihc\ patrol

their dark, draughty beats, lantern in

hand, and when they discover any part

of the track or accessories which they

cannot readily repair they turn in a signal

that summons the roadmaster anil lh-

£. Nowadays few deaths either in

subwa> s, "ii elevated lines or other electric

systems arc caused by the highly chai

third-rail, once considered such a menace
t<> lite. Tin- rail i- now covered and it

i> 11 i-\ to step upon or otherwise

t< • come in contact with it.

The patrolling of trolley track-, par-

ticularly in bad weather, i- now the prac-

tice on suburban line- with heavy traffic,

but out in the rural districts, where cars

are run infrequently, the motorman is

often the only inspector "t" roadbed,

fudging by the increase in trolley acci-

dent- this lack of proper inspection is

little short of criminal, and there should

he stringent law- requiring the employ-

ment of regular trackwalker- on all such

lin<

The duties of trackwalker- have in-

creased with the year- and the improved
- of railroading. < >n big line- like

tin- New York Central, the Pennsylvania

and the Lackawanna track inspection

ha- been reduced to an exact science.

The patrolman registers in the tower at

the end of hi- heat the hour and minute
of hi- arrival, departs on hi- journey and

registers in the tower at the other end.

lie carries a registering clock, b) which
his trip- can he checked t<> the minute.

His route usually covers aboul tour

miles, hut is less than half this on

stretches where special watchfulness is

needed. Night or day the trackwalker

must see 'hat every I \ itch and

nal i- in g 1 order. If a nearby tree

looks dangerous, he must report, so that

it can he chopped down. If an over-

hanging rock may become loose the

trackwalker must know about it in time

to avert a possible accident. Road en
- must he examined for danger to

team- a- well a- to train-. ( >ther things

that demand hi- attention are OUt-lying

water stations, overhead wires and even

the cattle loose in the fields.

It i- right that these veterans of the

railway service should he pensioned or

given free trips to Europe or wherever
they may wish to go. In the first place

it proves, what i- SO often denied, that

there really is such a thing a- official ap-

preciation of Ion-- and faithful service,

and it also proves how significant is the

position of the trackwalker. In fact,

since 1 have heen studying thi- subject

1 have seriously questioned, when 1 have

heard the name of thi- or that great man
of the dollarocracy, whether hi- business,

though highly esteemed of men. was half

a- important a- that of the obscure and

humhle trackwalker.



WHERE YELLOW CONTRABAND IS SLIPPED ASHORE

All the elements of nfefodra.a-rocky coast, a dark night. a vessel without lights ,hd,n* shoreward.
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(LIES MAROONED ON ONE OF THE CORON \DO ISLANDS WITHOUT FOOD OK WA1 I

oed by tboae "running the revenue." Immigration inapcctoi wn in tfa und.

YELLOW CONTRABAND
By

CHARLTON LAWRENCE EDHOLM

ONE dark night last Novem-
ber a high power gasoline

launch came stealthily ill

from the Pacific and en-

tered Monterey Bay. The
engine was muffled so that her progress

was almost noiseless, nor was there the

sound of a single voice aboard nor the

faintest glimmer of light, not even the

-park from a cigar end, and yet she

carried twenty-five human beings, two
white men and twenty-three coolies, the

latter huddled closely and lying low.

Avoiding the regular landing place- the

launch headed for a sandy heach with no

habitation in sighl and rested silent and

motionless while a couple of -mall boats

were put ash* 're. The
fir-t of these had

1) a r e 1 v sh( >ved

her nose into

the sand when
a sharp voice

exel a imed,
"I I a n d s up,

you are under
arrest !" a n d

half a dozen
shadowy fig-

it r e s sprang
A Smuggled Chinese Captured ,._ {,.„.,, *u •_

by Federal Officials. uP irom meir

hiding place on the beach and the star-

light glinted upon their leveled weapon-.

The other boat was so close behind that

escape was impossible. The coolie- losl

their heads and began to shout and

cackle in their high-keyed voices, but the

two while men surrendered silently and

sullenly. They knew that the game was

up; the entire outfit, coolies, smugglers

and launch, was in the hands of the Gov-

ernment.

Almost simultaneously with this cap-

ture of yellow contraband by the immi-

gration officials, a hotel room was raided

in Los Angeles and a dashing young
woman was captured by the officer-. She

was discovered reading a novel and

smoking a cigarette the

while after the

manner of the

heroines of

melodrama.
T he next
morning the

papers de-

scribed her as

the queen of

the smugglers
and she was
booked on the

,. ,
, , A Smuggled Chinese Coolie

police blotter Made to Resemble a Jap.

405
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as having conspired to land Chinese the Pacific Coast ; a taciturn lot of young
illegally in the United States. men, vigorous, alert and close-mouthed.
At the same time another alleged Unfortunate indeed is the latter char-

conspirator was taken in the toils, a acteristic, for what a lot of rattling good
swarthy Mexican, but one of the edu-
cated and resourceful type. He carried

himself like one used to command and it

was claimed that he had formerly been
governor of Lower California.

How much all this sounds like a page
from a picaresque novel ! How much re-

semblance it bears to the stage setting of a

Manzanillo. Mexico.
One of the ports from which the smugglers set out with

their human cargo.

Dead Man's Island. Southern California.
This is a convenient landing place for "yellow

contraband."

melodrama, the moonless night, the de-

serted coast, the silent mysterious vessel,

the swift action of the arrest with the

steely glitter of leveled firearms. But it

is all reality, part of the day's and night's

work of the immigration inspectors on

This Desolate Island Is Used as a Way Station
for Smugglers.

Here several coolies were abandoned without supplies,
and nearly perished.

stories these chaps could tell, if they only
would

!

But it is not their business to volunteer
information for the benefit of story writ-
ers. Their duty is to guard our irregular
coast line which extends with easy land-
ing places for a distance of about six

hundred miles between San Diego, near
the Mexican Coast line and north to San
Francisco and beyond. Here is played
(and adventurous moves are being made
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even while you read these words i a man
-izc game <»t' "hide-and-seek," in which

gold plays a part ami Death often take;

a hand.

The revenue (.•utter Bear and the swifl

launch Orient ply up and down th<

keeping a -harp lookout t'<>r low-lying,

smoke colored power boats, ostensibly

mere fishing craft, but often smugglei

yellow contraband, the excluded Chinese,
who arc brought up from Ensenada and
other Mexican ports to be shipped ashore

in this land of their heart's desii

Mexican desperadoes, smug Chin
merchants, white men of man) nationali

ties, but all with the temperamenl of

gamblers or soldiers of fortune, art.' regu

larly engaged in this game, wherein the

chances an good and the -take- are high.

Even negroes and Japanese have been
known to try their hand at it, hut they

are exceptional cases.

There i- no lark of capital behind the

smuggle g rings, and ready money i- an

nti'ii f< >r s< ime i >f the mi cash f< »r

equipp ng the power boats and schooners

:

propert) for those who must furnish

bond when suspected Chinese are de-

tained, and gold without -tint for the

lawyer- who undertake their defense.

It i- claimed that there are aboul fifty

smuggling rings operating between El

Paso and the Pacific Coast and between
Tia Juana and San Francisco, and that no

less than twenty vessels are constantly

engaged in the traffic.

First tlu- coolies are landed in Mexico,
a matter of no difficult) a- the) are not

excluded from that country. Those who
are without mean- have no trouble in

finding employment ami immediately sel

about to save a couple of hundred dol

lar- f<>r their passage money into the

United State-, which, a- a rule, must he

paid in advance. When financially quali-

fied they receive a course of instruction

in a school, where a smattering of Eng-
lish i- taught together with a few general
lut- of description to enable them to He
plausibly in case of capture by the immi-
gration officials. For instance, they are

given the name- of certain streets and
numbers in San Francisco's Chinatown
where they presumably lived before the

t tire, at which time their "chuck
were so unfortunately destroyed.

These are the papers which certify that a

•
i n - w ; . . <ii'

l re the In.
'

- JK
Camp in Arizona Cavi ni u< thi Mexii \n 1 ini

In Bui li underground plai es the Chinese hid< I

traveling bj n

; in<. I'l \. i - i . Sol I li

i \i IFOPNI \.

Chinaman has a legal right to be in this

country, and although it is possible to
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supply some of the smuggled coolies with "chuck

gees," formerly owned by celestials who have returned

to China or died, yet there are not enough of these

valuable documents to go around, so a little pigeon

English and an apparent familiarity with San Fran-

cisco is very helpful in case of examination.

Although the Mexican government does not inter-

fere with them in any way, yet there is always a

mysterious and secret leave-taking from Ensenada or

any other Mexican port of departure. The reason

for this is that there is considerable danger of the

immigration officials being "tipped off" by some
volunteer who is desirous of earning the reward

for such information. So the twenty-odd who are

chosen for a given consignment slip away from

town by twos and threes in the twilight and meet at

some convenient and secluded spot. It may be a

deserted beach or an obscure boat house, and one

rendezvous is a certain cave

in a seaside cliff into which.

with favorable

tide, the water

r u n high
enough to float a

skiff."

The Ghost, of Jack
London's "Sea-
Wolf"—a Closf. Sec-
ond to the Lou AS
A Smuggler.

swifter than

almost any
other craft on
the waters,
while the
d im inutive
size of the
hull, which
hugs the
water and is

painted a

shade of grey
that is almost
invisible, is

also a factor that counts in their favor.

Sinister tales are afloat, and they seem
to be well founded, of launches which
have been pursued by the government
vessels and which.were known to carry a

score or so of coolies. When over-

hauled, after a long chase, not a China-

man was aboard, though unmistakable

traces of them were found. There was
no legal evidence in these cases to con-

vict the crew of having thrown their liv-

the Chinese are taking big chances but ing cargo into the sea, but that was the

the)- know that the little power boats are only solution of the mystery. The white

Fisherman Harbor, San
Francisco.

These swift-going launches of

the fishers are often utilized for

carrying "yellow contraband."

OPYRISHT A1 LEE PASSkOnE

The Schooner Lou. Said to Be the Oldest Craft
on the Pacific Coast.

This boat is declared to have carried more opium and
Chinese into the United States than all other

vessels combined.
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men were armed and courageous, the

coolies timid ami weaponless, and more-

over they had paid their passage money
in advance. The smugglers faced long

terms of imprisonment it they were

caught with the evidence, so why not

destroy the evidence ?

In one case the report was made pub-

lic of a boat load of Chinese \\li" were

n crowded into a skiff in tin.- wake of

a rapidly disappearing "fishing" launch.

Before the pursuers could overtake it.

however, the overweighted row boat was
swamped and once more the evidence was
destroyed.

another i iccasion a small cargo con-

sisting of ten coolies narrowly escaped a

worse fate. Being in danger of capture

from a government vessel, the captain oi

a small schooner ran close to the Coro-

nado [slands, twenty miles off the coast

of San Diego, and marooned his charg

without water or food. Now the Coro-

nados are without water, being rugged
and uninhabited rocks jutting up from

the ocean, and the only food obtainable

is shell fish, the eggs of wild birds and
such game as could be caught with the

naked hands. It was by .sheer g 1 luck-

that they were discovered before death

ended their sufferings. They had keen in

a famishing condition ten days, before a

party of pleasure seekers from San Diego

happened to notice a signal which they

had hoisted, a tattered piece of sailcloth

on a stick. It was too rough for the

pleasure boat to attempt a landing, as the

island is accessible only in hue weather,

and then with a row boat, but provisions

and water were bundled up in packag

that would float and allowed to drift

ashore to the abandoned coolies, who
fought for them with the ferocity of

despair. The following day the ten cast-

aways were taken aboard by the Orient.

but as the Coronados are Mexican terri-

tory, the victims of the smuggler's cruelty

could not be sent hack to China by the

authorities. Instead of that, they were
returned to the Mexican port from which
they had sailed and probably by this time

have managed to smuggle themselves into

the United State- by one of the numer-
ous "blind trail-."

Many stories are told of long, -tern

chases at sea. and of attempts, sometimes
successful and sometimes in vain, to cap-

ture the smugglers by strategem. Some
of the immigration officials have gone

far as tO disguise themselves and make
use of a launch such as is used by the

fishermen of San Pedro. In this way
they could keep watch aboul the islands

around the Coast with g 1 chances of

success, as many of the fishermen are

friendly to the smugglers and willing to

earn an occasional hundred or so by help-

ing them out. Sometimes, too. when in-

formation as to a proposed landing is

secured, an ambush is arranged and

armed men are Stationed to watch out

for the grey painted launch without

lights. ( me ambuscade like this had

doubtful results. The immigration offi

cials were in waiting on the bascule

bridge at the entrance to Long Beach

Harbor and when, in the darkness and

fog, they descried the smuggler's Craft

they tired upon it after due warning. In

spite of the fusillade, the launch took the

chance and ran through the harbor en-

trance and disappeared in the lagoons.

Shortly afterwards it reappeared and

again sped past under a rain of -hots.

The officials said that no landing could

have been made in that time, but several

weeks afterwards a dozen pair of Chi-

nese -hoes were found in the mud mar
the harbor. The theory is that the

coolies were met by friends who had

brought them American footwear to cor-

respond with their ready-made suits and

cropped hair.

Even when smuggled coolies are

caught in obscure cellars in Chinatown,

the agents of the smugglers' ring do not

necessarily lose. Even if the coolie has

not paid his way in advance, there is a

good prospeel of the syndicate making
its money just the same. The method
i if acc< implishing this is ingeni< »us en< iugh :

the Chinese laborer gives his promise
or note to pay a certain amount upon

being landed here, and by the Chinese

code of honor no repudiation of contract

is probable. Even if the coolie should

he captured, he is hound to pay the two
hundred dollars, or whatever the amount
may he. and the matter is arranged tin

the prisoner is given expert legal serv-

ices and his hearing before the court

lengthened as much as possible and if he

is ordered deported an appeal is taken

on some technicality. Meanwhile he is
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admitted to bail to the amount of a

thousand dollars or so, and the sum
is readily advanced by the wealthy
members of the ring". It may be
six months or even a year before
the case is again brought before the

court and meanwhile the smuggled
coolie has been industriously tilling

Some of the Fisher Folk ok These
Colonies Occasionally Turn-

Smuggler.

A Smuggled Coolie Is Easily Lost in the Crowds of Chinatown.

the soil or washing clothes
or making fair wages at

some other employment.
From the amount which he
saves, he is enabled to pay
to the smuggler's syndicate
the amount for which he
gave his note, so that the
dealers in this human contra-
band stand to win either

way.

The methods of the guides
who bring the coolies over
the "blind trail" are as in-

genious and unscrupulous as

those of their seafaring

brethren. The same dark
stories drift into civilization

of the bodies of slaughtered

Chinese found in lonely

mountain passes, who were
thus disposed of when the

danger of pursuit became
imminent.
Mexicans are usually

chosen as guides, as there are

many to select from who
have been born and bred
among the southwestern

ranges and who know every

pass and canyon. The small

bands of Chinese are attired

as much' as possible after the

fashion of Mexican laborers,

and the big straw sombreros
that come well down over

their faces would cause them
SanJuanCapistran—a Mission in California Where an Auto Filled to gO Unsuspected by the

with Opium and -Yellow Contraband" Was Waylaid ^oc,f^1 nocwrW TSJW- +Wby Revenue Officers. casual passerby. l\Ot tnat

Types of Overland Smugglers.



t h ey t a k e a n y
chances in meeting

people, for they

hide by day and

travel by night,

avoiding the well-

known trails and
1) e i i! g especially

careful t>> leave no
tracks. When they

I to leave

the hard ground to

a dusty road

the precaution is

taken of laying a

1) 1 a ii ket i 'it the

gr< >und i iver which
they have passed.

This is qu i c k 1 y
raised at the four

corners, and as it

i- dipped up the

dust rises and set-

tles again com-
pletely obliterating

the tracks. S< 'ii ic

tinier these hands
arc led int< C( >1< inies

of their f ello w
countrymen, which
may be a ranch

where a large num-
ber of coolies are

employed or per-

haps a Chinese
quarter of one of the smaller towns. The
efforts of the smugglers arc directed to

ting their charges safely into the

Chinatown of one of the larger cities

and there are several ingenious methods
inding them speedily oul of the thinly

settled districts and into the cities.

They have gone so far as to utilize the

automobile for this purpose and only a
short time ago a big touring car was
stopped by the immigration officials with
a tonneau full of contraband Chinese.

W .1-.

night

U. S. Rkvenui i i i Mi' Rtat in \ i Patrols rm < u
ii

.

\ i mi I ookOu i i"i

Powi i I \i m ii Orient ' sed for Chasing Smugglers.

Rkvenui '•'
i Which Vssists in

M PPRESSING nil YKLLOW CONTRABAND" TRAFFIC.

'The capture

effected at

and it required the

persuasion of

sawed i iff shot guns
to bring the car t< i

a stop. Ver y
shrewdly the offi

cers had stationed

themselves in a

nam iw pass with a

steep grade so that

in » escape was pi

sible.

Another recent

case in which the

automobile v.

used for coolie

smuggling was thai

of a well-known

San I )iego busim
man who w a S

tempted by the

large pn ifil s t< > risk

his reputation and
his liberty, break-

ing into the game
as an outsider ;

just

as the casual visitor

1. 1
Mi mte ( arl' i is

sometimes o v

«

ciime by the sighl

of the apparently

y money and

takes a chance on

the impulse of the moment.
This man ran down to Tia Juana in his

forty-horse-power car and picked up a

Mexican, a coolie and about four thou-

sand dollars worth of opium, the contra-

band, human and otherwise being de-

posited on the floor of the tonneau and

covered with rugs. The return trip to

San Diego was made in safety, but the

contract ..ailed for delivery in the Los

Angeles Chinatown, and by the time the

automobile had left the southern city on

•///
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the Los Angeles road the immigration human cargo safely aboard, the door is

officials had been "tipped off" by one of slipped back into place and fresh bolts

the many observant spies. It was too late are inserted in the holes left by the orig-

to set out in pursuit from San Diego but inal ones and the nuts are screwed to

a telephone message was despatched to them by one of the Chinese inside. The
Elsinore, about half way between the two car can then stand inspection by train

cities, and the officers stationed there men or suspicious immigration officials

;

were instructed to intercept the automo- the seal is undisturbed and all is appar-
bile. It was known that the amateur ently as it was. The train is made up,

smuggler was not coming through that the cars pull into San Francisco or Los
little town but was taking the coast road, Angeles and by unscrewing the bolts

so a couple of inspectors mounted their from within the Chinese can escape,

motorcycles and made a midnight ride Some odd cases recently came to

across rugged country to the old Spanish light which indicated the connivance of

mission of San Juan Capistrano. Here negro porters and waiters in secreting

they waited in ambush in the shadows of Chinese on the passenger trains. Fright-

the ruined adobe structure and presently ened coolies have been found cowering in

the silence of the night was broken by linen closets, coolers and in the lavatory

the distant roar of an exhaust. The auto- of an empty car. In fact they were so

mobile was tearing along at full speed securely hidden in the latter instance that

with the muffler cut out, trying at all they would have been safely landed at

hazards to make Los Angeles before day- their destination but for their curiosity

light. The motorcycle men seized their regarding a certain mysterious push
guns and took up a position where they button. They kept pressing the but-

could command the road and as the ton and in their deluded ignorance

searchlights of the automobile came in were rejoiced exceedingly at the faint

sight they shouted for it to halt. The tinkle that responded. At the outer end
driver of the car probably thought that of the car, though, the faint tinkle was an
he was being intercepted by "speed cops" imperious and persistent ringing and the

and decided that the quickest way out of conductor, who happened to pass through,

the difficulty was to stop and give his sought for a reason. The porter's ex-

number which would result in nothing planation was far from satisfactory but

more serious than a fine of ten dollars or the sight which met the conductor's eyes

so for breaking the speed laws. But the when he opened the door was sufficiently

Mexican had probably an inkling of the enlightening ; three yellow, grinning,

truth for as the car stopped he drew a "heathen Chinee" playing tricks with the

revolver and shouted to his companion electric bell. As there is a liberal reward,

to go ahead. It was too late, however. $350.00, for information that leads to the

At the flash of his weapon the officers capture of yellow contraband, the worthy

sprang into the car, overpowered the conductor felt that he had not investi-

Mexican and dragged him from the ma- gated in vain.

chine, disarming him in the struggle. As to the number of coolies arrested

The white man made no resistance ; real- and deported, the Commissioner General

izing that he had 'lost out in the desperate of Immigration furnished the following

game he allowed the officers to throw figures to the author: Total arrests for

back the rugs disclosing the crouching fiscal year ending June 30th, 1910, 977.

coolie and the tins of opium. Deportations, 825. For the following

The ingenuity of the smugglers is year ending June 30th, 1911, arrests 669,

shown by a system of introducing their deportations, 522. These figures are for

charges into sealed freight cars without the entire United States,

breaking the seal : the method is to use For southern California, the section of

a cold chisel on certain bolts which hold the country treated in the article, they are

the sliding door to the car. When these large in proportion: for 1911, arrests,

bolts are removed it is possible to pry 172; deportations, 135. For Arizona for

open that end of the door farthest from 1911, arrests, 85; deportations, 74.

the seal just about wide enough to admit Western Texas for 1911, arrests, 157;

a man with some squeezing. With the deportations, 168.
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(Trie CAB INT
IN THE WOODS Si^^ P>Y E.I. and M.K.PRATT

Tin-. \k ii- 1 >

O one builds l< 'L,
r

hi tuses t< »l;i\
."

theytoldhim,

"your idea

i< impossi-

Ybu can't gel the

and even if you
were able to y<m could-

n't get the men t<>

build it."

I'.ut Adam Emory
Allbright, the artist,

having a picture in his

mind of the little square
In-- cabin of pioneer

times, knew what he

wanted and was deter-

mined to l^ ^ t it.

It would be an easy mat-
ter t" reproduce the cabin,

but what he desired was a

mansion, of the same

An \m Emory Ai lbrighi i hi

Chii igo Astist w ho Built
i in Cabin in thi woods.

LOFTY STUDIO.

Woods, a north shore suburb of Chi-

cago, the log house was to be built.

Mr. Allbright planned the house
limself without the assistance

of an architect, and oversaw
the building of it. Very
few log houses of this

type are to be found
anywhere; the dif-

ferent parts were
brought with con-

siderable difficulty

l*ri mi various parts

of tin.' c< (untry. Its

immense sixt y
f( m it [i igs i »f X< ir-

way pine came
fnnn the wood-,

of northern Min-
:i. and an old "north-

dsman" was found in

Chicago to direct the hauling

construction, and its setting was to be and handling of the six carloads from

deep in the woods, where the under-
brush was thick, and everything that

wished to grow would be left unmolested.
Amongst the oaks and elms of Hubbard

the freight depot to the building site. The
builders and carpenters had to be men
who understood construction with large

logs, so "break water" men were hired,

413
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whose work had been with pile driving,

and who knew how to handle and spike

the timbers.

All the woodwork inside and the floors

and doors are built of solid oak, the doors

being of craftsman style, stained to match
the gray brown of the logs.

There are two stories on one side of

the house, on the other the owner's studio

and various touches added here and there

to accord with the artist's ideas of what
the interior of a log" house should be,

just as the exterior is so perfectly a

typification of the real log cabin.

At present willow furniture is used
throughout, as it is light, easily carried

about and cared for, and harmonizes well

with the woodwork and walls.

A GLIMPSE OF TWO OF THE LIVING ROOMS.

runs up the entire height of the second

story, and a full cement basement is

underneath. The house measures forty-

eight by eighty-four feet. One-half of

the floor space is taken up in the living

rooms for the painter, his wife and three

boys. These comprise dining-room,

library, kitchen', bed-chambers and serv-

ants' quarters. The studio and large

living room or reception hall form the

other half.

Many of the rooms have not yet been

finished, and the owner expects it to be

ten years yet before the house is complete

to his satisfaction.

He did not want a "ready-made" home,
but one that would grow with the family

life, and be a part of that life and an
expression of it. Little by little furniture

is being built exactly in harmony with

the spacious chambers and high ceilings,

In the studio is a huge fireplace, like

autumn leaves in its soft, rich coloring.

This is built of ordinary clinker brick

which the owner procured from an old

brickyard.

The big living room is fashioned in

the same style as the studio, with log

walls. The spaces between the logs are

filled with split cordwood ; after this

chinking the interstices are calked with

oakum. Inside and out this has been
covered with concrete plaster mixture.

All the other rooms except these two are

to be lathed and plastered inside.

There is another fireplace here, of the

same material, around which winds the

low broad stairway of solid bljcks of oak,

which the owner had hewn in Indiana
expressly for this purpose. Wax candles

lend their soft radiance to the living

room and studio. Here one could almost
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imagine himself standing in the room of may draw fresh inspiration from the

breezes blowing softlj through the ti

branches around him; from the song

the birds which do nol fear hi- presence;
from the fleecj cloud- passing overhead
;ni<l the soft gra irpel beneath his

feet.

\inl we can see how such a man with
his love for nature and all out-of-doors

would ch< l< »g

house w i t h its

memories of the

forests and nun
with axes felling

giant trees : of the

hardy pii meers w h< i

feared nothing but

their < rod : t( i rep-

resent hi- home
alsi ».

I >g houses in

th< backw< m ids ha\

e

been built ever
since the times of

our forefather-, but

it remained for an

artist — a dreamer
—to incorporate the

li ig cabin inn i a l< >g

mansion, with all

the modern con-

veniences and im-

provements of to-

day—a most artis-

tic blending of the

happiest features of the presenl and tin-

past. This home represents the artist's

individuality.

an old feudal castle of long a.

There are many window- throughout
tin- house, so that sunlight and fresh air

may find a welcome. The dwelling could

1 1
• 't be the complete, modern home of

t< .< la\ as it i-. wit In mt it- several p< irches :

the large living-porch of cement in the

from of the house, and on the other side,

the glass porch

w hich will be a true

sun room in the

winter time, while

above this is the

long, wide sleeping

porch.

The eaves which
extend four feet all

around are -imply

the extending ends
of the roof l<

< >ver the latter was
placed build i n g
paper, next the

matched 1 n m b e r.

then the paper, and
finally the cover-

ing i if shingles.

The shingles are

a point of special

i nt e r e -t. being
handmade of oak.

They are thirty

inches long, about
-i.\ inches wide,

laid twenty-four inches to the weather.
The artist dot-s much of hi- work out

of doors in the woods close by, when he

im Front Entranci i" thk
i ABIN IN I III W OODS."



Wfrpn 1hp Sea Reclaims

AFTER FOURTEEN YEARS BREATH THE WAVES^
b„Mclesaod

ora" *
the bottom of Havana harbor.

MS



Its Dead b^^TSi^e

A NY naval constructor uli" has

/\ designed a big battleship will

/ \ tell you that the tensest mo-
/ \ ment of his life was the inter-

A. \. val between the smashing of

the bottle of champagne on her 1>"\\ as

she started her slide down the launching-

ways ami the splash a- -he hit the water.

Reverse the operation and take a sunken
-hip out "t" the sea and you have the

nerve-racking ordeal which the United
State- Army engineers went through
while the pumps were removing the water

i the huge cofferdam or fenced en-

closure which they had built around the

wreck <<i the battleship Maine in Havana
Harbor, t<> expose the shattered hulk and

it of an examination into the causes
of her destruction on Feb. 15. 1898.

But the men whom General Bixby had
delegated to raise the Maine. Colonel
William M. Black, Lieutenant-Colonel

Mason M. Patrick and Major Ilarlev B.

Ferguson, had done their work well and
when the last drop of water had been
removed and the remain- of the vessel

were laid hare the massive wall around
the wreckage stood staunch and water-

tight, and a hoard of naval and military

expert- descended into the huge hole in

the sea, probed for day- into the very

vitals of the -hip. and reported that the

Maine had been blown up from the out-

side, thereby confirming the findings of

the Sampson hoard of inquiry of 1898
and setting aside for all time any doubt

irding the cause of the disaster.

The dismembering of the hulk was
then started and the after-portion of the

ship, little damaged, was floated, towed
out to sea and sunk in deep water amid
the customary naval ceremonies for a

deep sea burial. The scuttling of the

battleship formed the closing chapter in

the history of what wa- probably the

most extraordinary piece of marine
salvage ever attempted.

The raising of the Maine will always

he ranked among the peculiarly difficult

problems which engineers have solved.

The cosl wa- aboul $900,000.
Mr. John F. O'Rourke, a New York

contractor, -(.me time ago laid before the

engineer officers a scheme for lifting the

-hip bodily from the harbor bottom. He
proposed to -ink along either side of the

-hip a row of pneumatic caissons ami

from holes in their bottoms pa-- heavy
-teel cables underneath the keel of the

el at four-foot intervals. Then when
he had the shattered vessel resting upon
hi- net-work of cables he intended to lift

her [' ' the surface a- i 'lie might bring Up a

crab in a scoop-net. This scheme, in-

genious a- it was, did not meet with the

approval of the Maine hoard, for it was
feared that any attempt to actually raise

the -hip would derange or break off por-

tions of the wreckage, thereby rendering

impossible an accurate determination of

the causes i if the explosi< in.

The army officers decided Upon the

cofferdam method. Work was -tailed

in 1910, but the building of the great

dam around the -hip wa- no easy task

for the water wa- aboul thirty-five feet

• leej' and the bottom insecure. The
structure had to he made -Iron-' enough
to withstand the tremendous pressure of

the water from the outside without start-

ing leak- which would flood the enclosure

after it had been pumped dry.

The scheme consisted in -inking around
the -hip twenty huge hollow -teel cylin-

der-, each tangent to the next one, form-

ing an elliptical ring or wall with the

Maine at it- center. These cylinders,

each fifty feet in diameter, were tilled up
solid with clay to make them stable and

impervious. Each big tube wa- a- tall

a- a six-story house and wa- made up of

several hundred -teel slats or sheel piling,

which dovetail into each other by means
of a special interlocking joint which can-

not be broken without actually tearing

the steel plates apart. Then a stone re-

4/7



COPYfl'nHT By UNOEBWOCD 4 UNDERWOOO, N. Y.

THE HULL ALMOST ENTIRELY EXPOSED AS THE WATER IN THE COFFERDAM WAS
PUMPED OUT.

HOW THE BOW WAS SHATTERED WHILE THE STERN WAS LITTLE DAMAGED BY THE
EXPLOSION THAT SANK THE YESSEL.
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SUNK INTO FATHOMLESS DEPTHS -THE BURIA1 OF THE UAINI .VI SUNS] 1.

fhia was ordered by n> 1

vetment was placed at the base of the

cylinders to strengthen the footings and
everything was ready for the pumping
to start.

It was an anxious moment for the

engineers. Inch by inch the water level

was lowered. Every gallon removed
m within the cofferdam brought just

riuch pressure to bear on the outside.

When the enclosure was about half empty
the top of the big bulwark around the

-hip. as the engineers had anticipated,

began to loan inward ever so

slightly. Th
cause for alarm.

r. for the cyl

ders were simpl)

adjusting t h e m-
selv< with-

stand their enor-

mous 1> u r d e n

like the guar
and tackles on
a foot -ball
t cam bracing

themselves to

resist the backs
• h i- v co m e

crashing through
the line. Thepump-
ing continued un
the cofferdam was un
watered and subjected to

its maximum stress. It

>d firm and the Miliar

lay exposed after a sub-

four-mergence of nearly

Di-mi MDERING THE Maine.

Eating through the steol armor
plate with the oxy-acetylene

torch.

teen years in the muddy waters of Ha-
vana harbor.

The hordes of workmen senl down
int<> tin- pit to remove the loose portions

of the wreckage and recover the remains
of the seamen who had gone down with

their ship found some of the huge pi.

irmor plate were too heavy to be

lifted, even with large derricks, and had
to he cut up into manageable sizes with

the oxy-acetylene torch. This little in-

strument shoots forth a flame of intense

heat, over 6,000 degrees Fahr-

heit, and eats it- way
»ugh steel like a

hite hot bar tin> lugh

a cake of ice. The
stern of the ship.

a - h a - been
-late d. w a -

fi und to he not

badly damaged
by the explo-

sion, so that a

w a t er t igh

t

hu 1 k h e a d or

wall was built

amidships to al-

low tin- section to

ie il. iated. < rates

the ci ifferdam v,

then opened to fl< od the

enclosure and the after-

portion of the Maine was
picked up by the rising

water and lifted to the level

of the harbor.

419



A PURE TOGGENBURG BUCK AT ABOUT TWO YEARS.
Full development is reached at three.

THE MISUNDERSTOOD GOAT
By

T. C. O'DONNELL

SCIENTIFIC methods of breed-

ing have changed the goat.

Today he would disown his im-

mediate ancestors. A well-kept

herd of goats are about as much
like their forefathers as a Chautauqua
audience simulates those sullen, low-

browed creatures who ages ago gathered

at Stonehenge for pagan worship. Amer-
ican goats have not all been regenerated

;

there are thousands of herds that remain

as undesirable from the standpoint of

milk production and as malodorous as

420

ever. But a beginning has been made,
and dozens of herds throughout the land

testify to the benefits to be derived from
judicious inter-breeding and from keep-

ing strains and breeds pure.

Goat's milk is superior by several

points to cow's milk. In the first place,

the goat is singularly immune to tuber-

culosis. This immunity is by no means
absolute ; exposure and poor housing con-

ditions, for instance, are capable of pro-

ducing disease, but if the individuals of

a herd are otherwise vigorous and healthy
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it is improbable that tubercul

is present. Again, goat's milk is

of particular value in the sick

n ;m<l in the feeding of in-

fants. It does not contain

casein than cow's milk, but the

curds wbicb form in the stomach

are smaller and softer than th

of < milk, and consequently

arc n sily di

fat it contains even more than

does cow's milk, but the fat

arc likewise -mailer.

thus facilitating fat digestion and

assimilation— so small, indeed,

the fat globules of goat's

milk that cream does not rise to

an appreciable extent, the fat

particles remaining suspended in

the milk.

The qualities which recom-

mend the use of goat's milk for

the infant also indicate it- use in

the sick room, where every par

tide of the patient'- strength that

can be spared from food diges

tion is needed to aid recovery.

Expert breeders say, indeed,

that the growing popularity of

the thoroughbred goat is due to

• extent to the influence i if

physicians, who after observing

the beneficial effect- in the treat-

ment of disease, themselves buy
and advise other- to buS one or

A

A Rt markahlr Contract.

At right, an Amei to kid of six months; stlefl
kid Of I' :'' Dll iDtbS.

5AANEN Pok of Two Yfars. with Folk MONTHS1 OlD Kid.

'Mkra" i at right) and "Idlf.wild.

Thrff of "Bi.uf. Blood."

In ih.- middle is ^ pare Saaoen kid valu<d at more
th. hi -ino. At left and right ToKgenbnrg buck

and doe respei th l by the
famons"Crown Prin< e "f tin- S< ine."

two animal- for Supplying the fam-

ily with milk.

There i- a widespread opinion

—

"" among those who have never tried

it—that goat's milk ha- an offensive

. A young couple who -pent their

honeymoon in a remote but romantic

region supplied with milk by goats found

a fly in the ointment of their happiness.
The one is an imported Swiss Tocg-nbursc doe. the other OwinC tO a "spleen" against goat's milk

half Toggenburg ana half native American. v ""'b ww * "1 ° °



FULL BLOOD AND HALF BREED.
The goat at the right is an imported Swiss Toggenburg, six years old. The other is half-American.

they used milkless coffee and milkless tea

and—think of it !—milkless breakfast

cereals for several days, until one morn-
ing the bride had the temerity to try the

"vveest" taste. As she did not drop dead
her husband followed suit, and comparing
notes they came to the conclusion that it

was almost tasteless, except for a rather

sweeter and more delicate flavor than

cow's milk. So pleasing, indeed, is the

flavor of goat's milk that people quite

accustomed to it spurn cow's milk.

Only within the last score of years

have we in this country begun to perceive

that in the milch goat we have an industry

capable, if fostered and developed, of

figuring mightily in the economics of our

nation. The following table shows the

number of goats in the year 1908 in a

few of the leading countries of the world.

Bearing in mind that we have an im-

mensely greater population than any of

the states named, particularly Switzer-

land, with its 3,315,443 inhabitants, one
sees how slow we really are to grasp our
opportunities

:

Country Number of Goats
Germany 3,533,970

Greece 3,339,409

Italy 2,714,513

Spain 2,807,963

Switzerland 362,117

Cape Colony 8,699,414

Argentina 3.245,086

Mexico 4,206,011

United States 1,870,599

422
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The improvement of

American herds ha-^

thus far been con-

f i n e (1 c li ief 1 y
to t 1 1 c i i n

]
i •

tat ion of pure
Sw iss stock. \"\\

.

sixteen « 1 i — t incl

breeds of milch
gi tats have been enu-

merated in Switzer-

land, of which thre

have found favor in

eyes of the American g< ia1

herd. These arc the Saanens,
the Toggenburgs, and the

Swartzenburg - < ruggisberg-

The Saanen, a beautiful

snowy white, is the largesl

its, withal, a notable milker, centuries

of careful selection for milking qualities

having produced an animal that gives

fn>m four t< i
sj\ quarts

daily. Individuals have
been known to yield seven

and a half quart

Vying with the Saanen
fi »r popular it y among
breeders and goat
dairymen is the Toggen-
burg. This g( ,,-u has been
called "the aristocrat of

the milch goat family,"

and with its fawn-COl< 'red

Coat, usually short and
sleek, and marked by two
strips of white, one on
either side of the face, and
white legs below the
knees, most people would
be willing to concede the
distinction.

The « iuggisberger — or

Swartzenburg-Guggisberger doe- not

sess the engaging appearance of the

two breeds already named, but is an ex-
cellent milker, and possessing a hardy
nature it is often used in crossing with
the Saanen to produce the combined
qualities of milk and exceptional vigor.

Like the Saanen and the Toggenburg,
the Guggisberger is a hornless goat,
though a horned specimen is occasionally
found.

America presents climatic and soil con-

Ki\.. Cook.'
1

\ rwo-Y'EAR
Old Toggenburg Valued

creature.

of Swiss

\ Thrj b Year Old Guggisbi
Buck.

developing a superior

breed i <i milch goats.

In Switzerland a

(lock of goats is

sent, on the arrival

of spring, up the

in ount a i n sides,

going higher and

higher as the snov -

line recede^, halting

onl) when it becomes
tationary. The goats

lain i >u1 during the en-

tire summer, rinding pro-

tection from incl e m e n t

weather in shelters built fi ir

the purpose, and browsing
i mi such vegetati< in as may be

at hand. Thej are tended by one or more
goatherds, who live in shack- stationed

at convenient intervals.

At the approach of winter with its

dee]' snows tlie Hock's return to the val-

leys, where they are housed for the win-

ter, never once seeing the outside of their

stables. Winter feed consists of a mere
handful of ha\ a day, with a few oat- or

mixed grain.

Now American breed-

ers insist that if ^o.ats

kept under these condi-

ti< 'li- really pay their own-
ers, they will he of untold

value in our own count r\

.

where the winters are not
so rig< >r< >us ni >r so 1< >ng as

among the Alps ; where a

greater variety of f 1

can be ibtained in ampler
quantities : and where
vastly better markets are

at their c< immand—poten-

tial markets, at least.

Then, too, we
j

plenty of the right kind of land, for

goats thrive best on a porous soil, he it

sandy or gravelly, preferably in a dry
climate. They have an aversion, on the

other hand, to low. swampy land: goats
which have become thin and lifeless on
such soil will quickly regain their health

and activity when transferred to higher,

well drained land. Thoughtful breedi

in fact, say that conditions here in

America favor the development of a

breed of goats that will excel in every
ditions that are peculiarly favorable to respect any of the Swiss breedi



THE LIZARD'S BASE. 14.000 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL. SAN JUAN MOUNTAINS. COLORADO.
The great cragged peak toppled from its base in January of this year.

MOUNTAIN PEARS CRASH TO EARTH
By

GUY ELLIOTT MITCHELL

of the

towering

424

HE Lizard's Head, about
twenty miles southwest of

Telluride, Colorado, rises

nearly fourteen thousand feet

above sea level. In the middle
winter, the topmost pinnacle,

to a height of one thousand

feet, lost its balance and came crashing

down the mountain side, a matter of

tens of millions of tons of rock. For-

tunate it is that no mining town stood in

the pathway of this rock avalanche, else

the country would have been horrified

with news of a disaster such as the tragic
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Elm landslide of the Swiss Alps
or the rockslide of a few years

i which wiped out a goodly

portion of the town of Frank,

Alberta.

In years pasl extensive areas

in the vicinity of the Lizard's

Head have been subject t>> mon-
strous rock and land -li< Ii--. in

some instances the entire faces of

large mountain- having been de-

molished. Tlu- last landslide

curring in the San Juan Moun
tains was also fortunately in an

uninhabited area. It occurred in

1886 in' the Cimarron Creek
Valley, covering about three

square mile- and every living

creature in the area must unques-

tionably have been killed out-

fit. The -erne of the slide

was visited within a tew day- by

Whitman ('p>-. a geologisl of

the United State- Geological

Survey accompanied byaphot
rapher. The area had been well

timbered hut the trees were all

overturned, broken down, or

standing ;.t various angles, pre-

senting a weird picture. Bare
-lope- were exposed and fissures

left gaping. Yet this slide, ac-

cording to D< >cti >r ( Y' >-- was
largely surfical, a soil slip rather

than a rock or landslide, and
possibly not to be compared with

the rockslide at Lizard's Head.
It i- the younger mountain
terns, geologically speaking,

which are most subjed to thi

rock avalanches. The Himalayas,
which are Comparatively recent

mples of mountain building,

have constant slides which would
constitute great catastrophes
were their slopes and valleys

populated. Sir William Conway
describes an instance of rock
tumbling which caused the for-

mation of Gohna Lake in the
central Himalayas where the
-pur of a large mountain mass
pitched bodily into the valley

below. The front of the moun-
tain had been undermined by
springs and in the twinkling of

an eye a large part of the moun-

^S
i .k Alberta After * Rockslide That Wiped

1 11 k Greater Pari "h i hi l
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LANDSLIDE OF RED MOUNTAIN SLOPE. COLORADO.
i , h ,i nimbi-- of various kind- "I rocks *uth t

r. •< trunks strewn in cv.-rv ilirrction.

tain slid down and shol across the valley,

damming its river with a lofty wall.

Masses of rock were hurled a mile away.
It i- estimated that this slide carried with
it eight hundred million tons of rock and
debris. Plenty of Himalaya rockslides

quit* ctensive as this, have been re-

corded in the last half century, while

among the remote and uninhabited re-

gions of the great ranges rockslides are

:i instant occurrence.

The formations of the Colorado land

slide-area point to many such slide- as

these in times past. Fortunately this

wholesale catastrophe era is ended for

the mountains of this country, though the

;it destruction of Lizard's Head and
the Cimarron slide show that all danger
is not past, while slides in the Alps and

in Alberta indicate man's mining oper-

ations may precipitate such disasters.

'Idie landslide areas of Colorado show
that in the earlier days, recent geolog-

ically, but probably -core- of centuries

before the coming of man, there must

have been terrific times among our moun-
tains. To the geologist the evidence i-

plain that there have hern thousands of

slides, and some of them of enormous
magnitude. Possibly the great sabre-

toothed tiger which ranged the valleys

below, and the gianl dinosaur upon
which he preyed, along with other pre-

historic animals heard the terrifying roar

of the descending rock masse- : but if so,

man know- it not. for the exact age of

the older and greater disturbances can

be only guessed.
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STRIPPING "RIPE" CARP OF THEIR EGGS AT ONE OF THE HATCHERIES OF THE GOVERN-
MENT FISHERIES BUREAU.

CARP— THE FOOD OF THOUSANDS
By

JOSEPH E. HENNESSY

RECENTLY the Minnesota
State Board of Game and Fish
commissioners turned down
the application of a Hebrew
dealer in carp and other

"rough fish," who had asked permission
and was willing to pay $550 in cash for

the privilege of seining in two of the
lakes of Minnesota—and to take nothing
but the "rough fish," throwing back all

species of game fish.

The reasons for the action of the Com-
mission in refusing this offer which was

permitted by the laws of Minnesota, were
found to be that this particular fisher-

man had cleared nearly $15,000 during
the past year and it was considered ad-

visable by the Commission to give some-
body else a chance.

This Hebrew was only one of more
than fifty fishermen who cleared a com-
fortable fortune in one year. As a matter
of record, fifty-six fishermen in Minne-
sota and along the shores of the Missis-

sippi River in both Minnesota and Wis-
consin reaped a harvest of dollars

s^k j> » -. •,'•.,''.' fit < i • < • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 'i 1 1 ....\i-
S*Jti ' i •,.'<> > 1 1 1 1 ( tut (!,»»« •••'VJVwXmav
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TWO VARIETIES OF GERMAN CARP. THE MIRROR AND THE SCALE.
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amounting to approximately $150,000

during the past year l>y seining the in-

land lakes and the Father of Waters i"i'

carp, buffalo, sheep head and other

"rough" ti>h and shipping carloads to

Chicago, New York and other Eastern

markets.

The carp, which is considered the m
valuable of either of the three species

mentioned, is marketed in many ways

and government experts who have inves-

ted have brought to lighl facts to

show that in many cases the fish is sold

for salmon after being colored and fur-

ther that in some cities it brings as high

eighteen cents a pound a> "smoked
sturgeon."

The fishing for "rough" fish is essen-

tially a poor man's game and while the

fisher is making a comfortable fortune he

also ridding the lakes of the carp

which anglers declare are harmful to the

game fish. This last assertion is hardly

borne i>m by tacts bul it is well known
that even the government officials sa>

that carp is tit for nothing except n> cul-

tivate as food for bass and other game
fish.

However, the breeding of this article

of food has cost the government a verj

small amount, excepl as an initial

periment, while the cultivation of 1

which comparatively few people in the

large cities ever tasted, has involved the

expenditure of thousands of dollars. It

is irss than thirty-five years since the

government first experimented with the

fish which is now the mean- of founding

comfortable fortunes, and it is only about

sixteen years since official notice was
firsl taken of the carp in the annua!

re]H irts.

THAWING OUT FROZEN PIPES
BY ELECTRICITY

By

A. H. MILLER AND DR. L. K. HIRSHBERG
^ARLY in spring a New York

Cit) firm of contractors received

an order to undertake the start-

ling task of thawing with elec-

tric current the six-inch water

main under the East River, on which

North Brother Island is dependent for

its water supply.

For more than a month this pipe had

been frozen and the conditions on the

island were becoming serious. Although
surrounded by water the inhabitants oi

North I '.t'other Island were facing the

prospects of a water famine. In the

emergency water cart- were pressed into

service and taken across. Scores of bar-

rels of water were taken over, and a

eminent boat also came to the rescue.

Although these measures helped out,

they were found to lie entirely inadequate

for hospital purposes, the island being

devoted to a number of departments of

the Xew York City Hospital. So alarmed
were the authorities becoming over the

situation that orders were issued from

the Department of Health for the removal
of a large number of the patients.

Not for twenty years had this pipe

frozen up. The last time was in Decem-
ber, 1892. < >n that occasion after all at-

tempts to dislodge the ice in the pipe

failed, the whole thing was taken up and
it laid. This is a long and expensive

process, a- the Easl River between North
Brother Island and the mainland is from

fifty to eighty fret deep.

The pipe rest- on the hed of the river,

and the fact of the matter is that a more
ideal condition for freezing up a pipe

Could hardly he found. It's just like an

ice cream freezer. The water of t hi-

river being salt water will ^" down as

low as twenty-eight de Fahrenheit

without freezing, while the water in the



NORTH BROTHER ISLAND, NEW YORK, WHICH HAD ITS WATER SUPPLY CUT OFF BECAUSE
OF FROZEN PIPES.

pipe, being- fresh must necessarily freeze

at thirty-two degrees, unless it is kept on
the move. That is just where the trouble

came in.

Within one hour after the order was
received work was under way. A bank
of transformers were installed to stop

the current, taken direct from the mains.

A water rheostat was also installed. A
cable carried the current to a point where
the pipe was severed to begin the work.
The pipe was also severed at the North
Brother Island end and the current taken

off there and returned to the mainland

tirely thawed out, much to the relief of

North Brother Island's inhabitants.

During the past winter Prof. R. W.
Wood of Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, thawed out frozen water pipes
in a way similar to that used in connec-
tion with North Brother Island—that is,

by electricity.

When in January the thermometer
column discreetly retired cold and shiver-

ing into the bulb of the tube, it regis-

tered ten and twelve degrees below even
in Baltimore. Water was doled out by
dry measure and the tape line. It seemed

on the electrical supply cables and then as if plumbers had actually changed
put back in the circuit through the pipe places with capitalists. Finally a plumber

was called to a pipe in the physical lab-

oratory of Johns Hopkins, and worked
agar
Work went on for three days without

definite results.

On the fourth day the superintendent

tried an experiment. He had a length

of pipe similar to a length of the frozen

main packed solid full of ice and closed

up tight at both ends. This was let down
to the bottom of the river and the same

three weeks in a vain attempt to thaw it

nut. Suddenly it occurred to Professor

Wood that if he attached one wire of an
electric current to the faucet or spigot

of the pipe indoors, and another to the

outlet of the pipe, he might be able to

thaw it out. He turned into the 300-foot

through the main. It was taken

up after twelve hours and
the ice was found to be

entirely melted.

It was not till two
days later, however,
that success came in

thawing the water
mains. Without the

current passed through it as passed pipe a direct current. In ten minutes the

pipe was completely thawed out.

Within three days a large

electric company were
making special types of

electric thawing trans-

formers under Pro-
fessor Wood's direc-

tion, and hundreds
of homes in and
around Baltimore

adopted the method.
One of the officials

of this electric com-
pany devised a simple

improvement on the

Wood apparatus. One
of the transformers was

placed upon a portable

truck, which could be moved
from house to house, con-

warningslightest

water started to

flow from the main-

land end of the pipe.

The pumps on North
Brother Island which
had been working all

night keeping up a pres

sure of fifty pounds in the

pipe were forcing the water
through. Within a short

time the flow of water
proved that the pipe was en-

Dkmonstrating the Thawing
of Ice by Electricity in the liected Up With any pipe Or
Laboratory at Johns Hop- _•_

an(J attached to the'kins University. pipes,
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WORK THAWING 01 I I ill PIPES THAT SI III N NORTH BROTH1 R ISLAND
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ordinar current "i

the direct type very easily.

'"I thawed a six inch main

in two hours," said Pr< ifes-

sor Wood, "and a farmer

who heard of it wrote me
that the pipe fr< im his barn

to his house was frozen,

and requested that I thaw

•it for him. He en-

• 1 ten cent- as a retain-

ing

Professor Wood esti-

mates that the a >st of thaw-
ing the water pipe of av-

size, whirl) would
ibout ten minutes

hundred watts, would
I w entv-lr. « cents.

His estimate i-. in all probability, high,

for like all true scientists, he prefers to

err on the side of conservatism rather

than <>n the side of radicalism.

The problem of frozen water pipes

had first confronted Professor \\

when he was an instructor in the de-

I>k. R. W. Wood.
This professor "l experimental

I ! ipkins thawi il

(.in pi -~fnll> by a device
«'l Ins c.Nsii

ami
be

ab< 'lit

about

partment of physics at the

University of Wisconsin,

Madison. The winters

there are often so c< ild that

it is no gri aggeration

to say that the weather

seems warm when the ther-

mometer rises to z<

Water may then be pur-

chased either by the yard

or hv the ton. Many of the

water pipes are frozen, and

water in a liquid state, i

-

pecially to those wh< i ha\ e

not guarded their pipes,

is not always available.

Professor Wood, in common with his

neighbors, had fell the need of some
simple, cheap and quickly applicable

method to release his plumbing from its

congealed condition. His worries were

interrupted, however, by his call to Johns
I [opkins, and not till the unprecedentedly

cold weather of lasl winter was his mind

obliged to revert to the problem of thaw-

in- out frozen water pipes.

u c D
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AN ITALIAN FAMILY. IN CHICAGO. ASPHYXIATED BY GAS, AND GIVEN UP BY A PHYSICIAN.
REVIVED WITH A PULMOTOR AFTER TWO HOURS TREATMENT.

STAYING DEATH'S HAND
By

ROBERT H. MOULTON

A
GROUP of men hurrying- to

work in Chicago one recent

cold morning were suddenly

halted by a series of strange

guttural shrieks which issued

from a tenement building near at hand.

"What on earth is that?" asked one.

"Sounds like a parrot," answered an-

other.

"I never heard a parrot making a

sound like that before," replied the first.

"Let's see what's the matter."

Hastily entering the building, they

traced the cries to a room on the top

floor. They tried the door. It was
locked. They rapped loudly. There was

432

no response. Then one of them stooped

and peeped through the keyhole. He
saw nothing. But a strong odor of gas

caused him to stagger back.

"Gas !" he exclaimed.

Putting their shoulders to the door the

men soon forced it in. Stifling, deadly

fumes filled the interior. As soon as the

fresh, cold outer air had dissipated the

gas to some extent, they entered the

room. In one corner a parrot screamed
with raucous insistence. Looking about,

they discovered the cause of the parrot's

excitement. Lying unconscious on the

bed were a young Italian, his wife and
their two year old baby.
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The cause of their asphyxiation was
apparent at a glance. < >n tin- night be

tore—a nighl of blizzard and bitter cold,

with the snow blowing in blankets about

the gables of the frame building in

blasts- the couple had lighted a small

l;.i- heater and had left it burning when
they went t<> bed. The rubber tube that

connected the l^.is jet with tlie heater

ha<l become detached and the gas had

poured into the room in a deadly flood.

( me of the men happened to be a phy-

sician. Me bent over the white, motion-

less faces on the pill' >w 5.

"I'm afraid they are dead," he mut-
d.

Me placed hi- ear to the woman's
•m. No heart beats could he detected.

Me placed his finger <>n the artery in her

wrist. As far as he could make out from
this cursory examination the woman was

the aid of a physician. Me turned

to the man and repeated the experiment-.

The re-nlt was the same. Then taking

a hand-mirror from the dresser he held

it to the man*- mouth. An almost undis-

tinguishable vapor blurred the glass, the end of this time life was throbbing

The man was breathing—he was alive!

The physician began the work of re-

suscitation, employing the old fashioned

and In tanl connected the device
with the metal tank b\ means of a tube,

adjusted a valve, caught the unconscious
man's tongue with a pair of forceps, drew
n gently outward and applied a rubber
Cap to hi- mouth and nostrils. Then he

pulled a lever which sit the machine to

pumping oxygen into the gas impi

nated lungs. In a moment the man's
breathing became perceptible. It gi

stronger. It became stertorous. His

chesl began to rise and fall. Mis fingers

twitched. Mis arm moved slightly.

The operative next turned to the

woman and pursued the same method
with lur. Mei' case at first seemed even

more hopeless than the man'-, hut within

five minutes after the pulmotor had be-

gun to pump its life-giving oxygen into

her lungs she, too. was breathing dis-

tinctly.

Attention was then turned t<» the baby
and after a few minutes work it, also,

began to breathe.

For an hour and a half the young man
worked over the three, each in turn. At

method- traditional with the medical fra

ternity. Bui he worked with little heart.

Me realized his task was hopeless. Then
suddenly he rememhered and sent for aid.

A little later an automo-
bile drew up at the curb in

front of the tenement and two
young men hastily descended.

The first carried what looked

to he a large oak suitcase, and
the second a small metal tank.

Shoulderi n *_r their way
through the crowd, they ran

up the stairs and entered the

chamber over which death

brooded. The first young man
looked at the still

forms on the bed.

Quickly opening
the case, a queer
device was brOUghl

view. It looked

like an odd con-

meration of rub-

ber liriLT- and tubes

and brass cylinder-.

The young man The Pulmotor and Oxvgkn Tank.

through the veins of them all with re-

newed vigor. The pulmotor had scored

a triumph. It had all but rai-ed the

dead. It had brought about what seemed
a miracle of resurrection. The serious-

ness of the case is besl told by the fact

that none of them returned to conscious-

ness until five in the afternoi in

of the next day—being prac-

tically thirty-six hour- in a

comatose condition.

The device that has

revolutionized former
methods of reviving

life after pulmonary
n has been stop-

ped by unnatural in-

terference, leaving the

body physically intact,

i- < me of -mall size

and simple con-

struct >n. The pul-

motor consists of

an oxygen tank, a

pressure gauge, a

reducing valve, an
inspirator, an oper-

ating bellows. a

dashpot bellow-s,

flexible tubing and
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a face cap. These are

the essentials.

An iron cylinder

Syi by 21 inches con-

tains the oxygen at a

pressure of about two

.

thousand pounds when
completely rilled. This
life-sustaining- gas
also furnishes the en-

ergy required to in-

duce breathing in the

following manner

:

The oxygen from
the tank flows through
the reducing valve,

which at the outlet

side maintains a pres-

sure of about seventy-

five pounds, and from
there to the controll-

ing, valve. Initially,

the passage to the

lungs is open through
the controlling valve.

The latter connects to

rubber tubes leading
to a metallic face cap
with a rubber rim that

closely fits the pa-

tient's face. The face

cap on one side is provided with' a rubber
bag, which permits a pair of forceps to

protrude by means of which the patient's

tongue is held from obstructing the
pharynx. The oxygen then has free ac-

cess to the lungs.

ate a suction over the
connections which lead
to the lungs, thereby
causing exhalation of
the gases previously
forced upon the lungs.

When a certain
vacuum is reached in

the lungs and bellows,
the outer atmosphere
acts upon the latter,

which, in turn, oper-
ates the controlling

valve and again ad-
mits the oxygen to

the lungs. The fre-

quency of these re-

versals depends upon
the size of the lung
cavity, a larger space
requiring greater time,

while with smaller

lung capacity the op-
eration is correspondingly more
frequent.

This process is continued
until the patient shows signs of
natural respiration. The pul-

motor action is then discon-

tinued and the patient is al-

lowed to breathe the pure oxy-
gen through the other small face cap con-

nected by a hose with the oxygen tank.

The action of the pulmotoY is started

simply by the attachment of the instru-

ment to the patient through the rubber
face cap and the turning on of a switch

When the pressure in the lungs has that regulates the shutoff and shuton of
reached a certain value, about normal, a the battery. The fact that its own bat-
bellows interconnected with the lung tery is attached makes possible the use
cavity through the rubber tubes actuates of the pulmotor anywhere. There is no
the controlling valve. The pressure of need of an electric current in the house
the oxygen is now directed so as to ere- where the asphyxiation has occurred.

Sectional View of
the Pulmotor.

1, oxygen tank: 2.

pressure gage; 3. redu-
cing valve: 4, inspira-
tor; 5 and 6. inlet and
outlet sides of control-
ling valve; 7. operating
bellows; 8. dashpot bellows; 9.
flexible tubing; 10. face cap.
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REPAIRING NIAGARA FALLS
By AUBREY FULLERTON

IT
has been proposed to mend Niagara

Falls, for its Beauty's sake. For

some years now the engineers have

been tinkering with Niagara in the

interest of Industry and Power; but

this newest scheme will involve some
skill, not for business, but in the interest

i if X at urc'- g 1 looks.

The Horse-Shoe Fall, between Goat
I>land and the Canadian shore, lias long

been admired for the circling contour as

well a- for the grandeur of the cataract.

But it seems that there has been gradu-

ally a getting away from that shape.

The power works have had a contract-

ing influence and have tended t<> concen-

trate the force of the cataract upon its

renter. There was always, to be sure, a

tendency in this direction, but the engi-

neering liberties that have been taken

e apparently added to it. The result

is that tin- Horse-Shoe hall is now pour-

ing with such force over the central part

of the precipice that it is wearing away
the rock.

The photograph is taken from the

water's edge <>n the Canadian side, just

where it tumbles over. One may see

how the outline of the waterfall is in-

dented, running away back into the chan-

nel of the river. That is the spoiling of

the horse-shoe. The photograph some-

what exaggerates the indentation, per-

haps, and gives it too square a look, be-

cause the view is lateral and loses the

impression of width which gives the

circling shape: if the camera could have

been set directly in front, and at the same

level, it would have shown that the apex

of the horse-shoe is \ shaped, to the

disadvantage of its scenic effect.

For many hundreds of years Niagara
has been wearing back on its ledge ol

rock. It would, of course, be impossible

that a low-water discharge of 168,700

cubic feet per second could continue da)

and night for centuries without some
wear and tear on the rock that it tumbles

over; and the precipice of the halls is

today seven miles up-stream from where

it began ages ago. The wearing process

is still going on. but there's a difference.

Seven miles of rock-eating went on with

no one to see or care: a few feel of it

nowadays brings observing men to at-

tention with an engineering scheme.

That scheme is nothing less than Ailing

up the V-shaped crevice and restoring the

horse-shoe. Temporary towers to be

erected on the Canadian shore and Goal

Island, and between these to be stretched

a double cableway; huge blocks of con-

crete then to be carried across this cable-

way, directly over the crevice, and drop-

ped straight into it— that is the plan.

There is no telling how- much of this

concrete stuffing would be required, for

the depth of the erosion is unknown, but

it is believed that the crevice can be

filled and the waterfall set forward again

to its original line. It is at this poinl

that the greatesl volume of water lmh-s

over, and the wearing-away is likely to

do further mischief unless arrested.
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THE INVENTOR

WITH HIS

THIRTY HORSE-

POWER MODEL.
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THE ROTORS OF THE NEW TINY TUKniM. ENGINE.

A HANDFUL OF ENGINE
By M. M. HUNTING

HINK of a three- fourths horse- white lines, where its expansive power is

power steam turbine, the mov- fully expended and it passes out oi the

ing parts of which are so small Rears in a practically dead condition,

you can hold them in the palm The great power developed in so small

a -pace is explained by the fact that thereof your hand, then think of the

possibilities of such an engine built in

large proportions. One can hardly real-

that such power lies dormant in a

simple pair of spiral gears, yet they form

the active part of the most powerful

turbine in the world for its size.

The engine is the invention of Mr.

John II. VanDeverter and is of a de-

sign hitherto unheard of in engineering

practice.

The entire plant consists of two Rears,

<>r rotor-, as they are called, revolving in

a closely fitting double cylinder.

Imagine these rotors turned over so

that the pockel formed between the gears

at the point A faces downward under-

neath the machine. Each tooth of the

gears a- it passes this point gets

the benefil of the impact force of

the -team or, in other words, its

blowing pressure against the

teeth.

As the rotors turn past this

point in the direction indicated

by the arrows, the steam just ad-

mitted into the V-shaped groove
i- completely shut off and ex-

pands until it reaches the stage

indicated by the ends of the outer

are eighty thousand impacts or pressures

against the gear teeth a minute, and the

same number of expansions in the

grooves, one for each tooth passing the

point where the steam enters, the average

speed of the turbine being about two

thousand revolutions per minute.

As compared with electric motors the

new turbine is smaller for the same h<

power, and is from twenty to fifty per

cent more economical to operate than

other turbines of the same size, chiefly

because of the great waste of energy

through leakage in the fan type.

There are but two points exposed to

wear, the bearings and the contacts of the

-ear teeth. In the former this difficulty is

almost entirely overcome by the

fact that each bearing act- a- a

pump supplying itself with oil

from a reservoir and maintain- a

film of oil over the bearing -ur-

faces as long as the engine is

running.

In the case of the contact of

the gear teeth a film of -team

surround- these at all time- when
in operation so that they are

cushioned from each other.

4.n

Compared with
the Hand.

Rotors of a V horse-
power turbine.



ALL ABOARD FOR TOWN, WITH A PORKER STRAPPED ON BEHIND.

THE MOTORCYCLE ON THE FARM
By

F. G. MOORHEAD
A LONG with the interurban and

f\ the automobile has come an-

/ \ other factor in bringing- closer

/ % together the town and the

.X A. country, in revolutionizing farm

home conditions and in keeping the boys

and girls on the farm. This new factor is

the motorcycle. One prominent manu-
facturer reports that he sold four thou-

sand motorcycles to farmers last year,

with every prospect good for the number
reaching the ten thousand mark this year.

Already, one farmer out of every eight

in Indiana owns and uses a power-driven

bicycle, while throughout the entire

Middle West the familiar chug and snort

of the motorcycle, ridden by some farmer,

is weekly becoming more common.
The adoption of the motorcycle by the

farmer, as a sort of compromise between

Old Dobbin and the automobile, has un-

doubtedly come about as a result of his

discovery that the motorcycle is valuable

not only as a vehicle of pleasure but as a

quick means of transporting small bur-

dens. In many instances the motorcycle

is being used to haul cans of cream, bags

of meal, poultry and small garden truck

from the farm to the city, the speed with

which it is possible to travel over the

ordinary country road being one of the

reasons for its growing adoption. The
fact that most of the standard makes are

equipped with carriers capable of holding

a two hundred-pound load makes the

motorcycle appeal to the farmer, who has

learned, by experience, that it is not al-

ways economy to take the horses from
the necessary work of the farm in order

to make a trip to town.

In still another important respect is the

motorcycle coming to figure prominently

43S
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in country affairs. Rural mail carriers

are using power-driven bicycles in pref-

erence to horse and buggy. The fact

that a motorcycle can be operated at a
• ranging from one-sixth to one-tenth

of a cent a mile and thai the element of
danger is being minimized—thanks to

the gyroscopic action brought about by
the rapid motion of the two wheels, to-

gether with the fly of the engine, re-

volving approximately at a twenty-five
hundred-revolution per min-
ute gait—makes this new
method of rapid trai

portation appeal to

the rural fn-c deliv-

ery carrier, who
must a »ver twen-
ty to thirty miles

a day and keep
to his sched-

ule.

Nor do the

popularity and
e f uhit

the motorcy<
"ii the farm end
here. It is com-
ing to play an im-

portant part in that "^B
grave problem of the *.

country: keeping the

farm boy on the farm. I [ere

is the experience and opin-

ion of an Iowa farmer who
has found out that giving

The Rurai Free I n i iyi p\

Swift \m> Safe.

the boy a chance to gel to town now and
then i ipens his i i the real truth aboul
the lure of bright lights

:

"] firsl regarded the motorcycle in the

lighl of an extravagance," says this Iowa
farmer, '"hut a< we have an eighteen-
year-old hoy in our home I was per-

suaded to invesl in one of these machines.
What has been the result? In a word, it

was the besl investmenl I ever made, bc-

cause it has been the means of giving the
hoy a new interest in farm

ife, while Dad himself
has participated in

many a joy ride on
this machine. We

iave scores of

times had occa-

sion to go to

t< iwn, five miles

a w a y. on a

hurry call and
the trip has

been made in

ah* >ut a quarter

i if an hour. We
have fixed a

kind of crate <>n

the seal and can
take produce to

market and bring

home provisi* >ns for the

household and even small

articles of equipment forthe

farm. T thought at fir-t

that the boy would spend
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his evenings in town, but I find that he is

fonder of home than he ever was before,

because he has seen just enough of town
to make him rather sick of it. I have a

neighbor who is now all alone after hav-

ing raised a family of four boys. He is

a man nearly sixty years of age and has

been operating a half-section and now
depends entirely

upon hired help.

There was a

time, in June
last year, when
he was entirely

alone on this big

farm. What
woul d he not

have given to

have had one or
two of his boys
with him to help

him out, not only

in his work but to

have them for companionship ? I firmly be-

lieve that the motorcycle will save me

from the lonely fate of this old neigh-
bor."

Thus it can be seen that the motorcycle,

which was in the beginning the toy and
later the vehicle of the city man
alone, is now coming to be not
only the means of transportation

but the prob-

'

ff

Carrying Camp Chairs to the Lawn for a Social Affair

lem solver of

the farmer.
The motorcy-
cle navigates

country roads

which Old Dob-
bin and the auto-

mobile find im-

passable and it

does it speedily

and in compara-
tive safety. Its

importance as a

factor in making
farm life still

more attractive and still more profitable

can hardly be overestimated.

I do the very best I know how

—the very best I can; and I mean
to keep doing so until the end. If

the end brings me out all right,

what is said against me won't

amount to anything. If the end

brings me out wrong, ten angels

swearing I was right would make

no difference.
—Abraham hincoln



USINi RAILROAD STATION WHILE BUILDING INOTHEK ON I III SAME -

Looking w< rt from the xuth i ad "( the Grand Central term

MOST MARVELOUS OF TERMINALS
By

CHARLES FREDERICK CARTER

Tl
IE mosl wonderful thing about
the new < Irand Central ter-

minal station in New Y<>rk

( ity i- that it i- built in the

identical -|».t occupied by the

old without interfering with or even in-

conveniencing traffic. It i> no unusual
thing for railroad engineers to replace a

bridge or other structure without inter-

fering with traffic : but such a feat has
never before been performed on so vasl

a scale. In the last nine year-- the engi-

neers have removed two hundred '.id

buildings and twenty-five miles of pipes

and sewers from the area added to the

enlarged terminal, built an entire new

sewer system to take care of the drain-

age from the terminal area, replaced the

busiesl railroad tunnel in the world with

a new one, took down an old station and

replaced it with a larger one, sunk the

track- to an average depth of fifty feel

below the surface, largely through rock,

and replaced it with steel and concrete, all

without injuring a passenger or seriously

delaying a train.
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Another remarkable thing—this greatest

of passenger terminals will cost nothing;

or perhaps it would be more intelligible

to say that while the entire improvement

will cost $150,000,000, the railroad will

get it all back without touching its

transportation revenues. So vast an im-

provement in so valuable an area was

quite beyond the means even of two such

big corporations as the New York Cen-

tral and the New York, New Haven and

1 1 art ford, which will also use the ter-

minal. So the two companies out-

Brandeised the

Boston effi-

c i e n c y
prophet
himself

by burying the entire terminal deep in the;

solid rock, roofing the excavation with
steel and concrete and building a towm
over it. One very large commercial!

building twenty stories high is already

completed and rented. Two enormous
office buildings, to be twenty stories high

ultimately, are finished up to the seventh

story and occupied as offices by the two
railroad companies. On one corner ad-

joining the station will be a twenty story

hotel that will rival any other in the city

in the luxury of its appointments and
the altitude of its charges. At the oppo-

site corner on the Forty-second street

frontage will be another hotel of equal

size but with a rate schedule so much
modified that it will not be necessary for

the prospective guest to mortgage his

farm to rent a room for a night. An
opera house and a new home for the Na-
tional Academy of Design are proposed
for the town that is to rise over the ter-

minal. Altogether seventeen city blocks

formerly taken up with unsightly

noisy, dirty railroad yards or cheap
private structures will be added to

NEW GENERAL OFFICES OF THE NEW YORK CENTRAL. ULTIMATELY THIS BUILDING WILL
BE TWENTY STORIES HIGH.



VAST CONCOURSE IN THE MAIN BUILDING
lni ii in mi; and outgoing passengers will be completely isolated fr..m 01

the available building area in the choicest

part of the metropolis, not to mention a

fine broad avenue and a number of cross
streets where such things did not exist

re.

In 'the matter of size the New York
Centra] terminal is -'i much larger than
any other that it seems a shame to men-
tion the rest. The greal Pennsylvania
terminal a few blocks away, the new
Union station at Washington and the

new Northwestern station in Chicago, all

of which have been the subj eel of much
flattering comment, and the St. Louis
union station, hitherto regarded as rather

a sizeable affair, could all he dumped
down in the Xew York Central's wilder-

of track- and still leave room to add
the Waterloo station in London, which
Englishmen consider something of a ter-

minal. The combined area- of live

famous terminals in Europe, St. Lazare
in Paris, Frankforl central station,

Waterloo station in London, union sta

tion at Cologne, and Dresden central sta

tion equal less than two-thirds .if the

acreage of the Xew York Central ter

minal. In the length of track it contains

the Xew York Centra] terminal more
than equals the combined trackage of the

Pennsylvania. Northwestern, St. Louis

Union stati.ni. St. Lazare ami Cologne
stations. Perhaps these comparisons may
serve to inspire proper respecl for the

seventy acres included in this titanic ter-

minal with its sixty-seven tracks, aggre
gating about thirty-two miles, and it-

thirty platfi Tins.

The concourse, which in this instance is

not an open, wind-swept platform, hut an
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A CORNER OF THE MAIN CONCOURSE.

the concourse for outgoing passengers
will accommodate fifteen thousand, while
tne waiting rooms will hold five thnncanHenclosed, properly lighted and heated more, making a to a1 of twenty eiXarea for incoming passengers will hold thousand persons that can be cared foeight thousand persons without crowding, at one time on the various levels
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To handle this enormous traf-

fic there has been installed in a

signal cabin hidden in the depths

just beyond the train platforms

the largesl electric interlocking

machine ever built. It is in two
sections, one of four hundred
levers, the other with three hun-

dred and sixty. The men never

the trains whose movements
they direct. There is a director

to each section who receives re-

ports of incoming trains by tele-

graph. Before him is a gaudy
chart of the terminal tracks in all

the colors of the rainbow. Tiny
electric lights burn mi every OC

cupied Mock, dying out as soon
as it i- vacated. The director

decides where he will place the

approaching train and calls out

the track number and the route

t" the lever men who repeal the

order, then throw the switches

and signals by pulling the proper
levers.

Incoming and outgoing pas-

sengers will be completely iso-

lated from each other. Arrivals

may step directly into the street

a door below the departing host,

or descend to the various subway sys- trunks nor the room that contains them,

terns. ( hituard hound passengers will Instead of that he will hand his ticket and

enter the station at the second story above claim check over a counter to a polite

Forty-second Street on which the station attendant who will shoot them through a

Til' I
' mON. Which Wiit. Be thk I>i EP1 51 I- >

.1 Runway. Seventh Frei below nu Surface.

fronts. A viaduct will cross this busy
thoroughfare forming a continuation of

Fourth Avenue opposite the center of the

building1

. The street will continue en-

tirely around the building on a broad ter-

at the second -tore level and con-

tinue on up town in a superb new avenue
Over the center of the tracks.

The departing passenger being nat-

urally concerned primarily with the pur-

chase of his railroad ticket will come to

the ticket office first. After securing his

ticket he can take his light baggage in

both hands and his change between his

teeth while he moves a few steps onward
in a straight line to the Pullman office

where he may secure a berth. From here

he will continue a few step- farther to

the baggage offu-e. In this modern ter-

minal the passenger will never see his

pneumatic tube to the baggage room far

down in the depths and a block or two

away. After the trunk has been checked

the duplicate will he returned with the

ticket by pneumatic tube to the waiting

passenger who can now take his s^-at in the

train without having taken one nunc

sary step. Me will have t<> descend one

floor to reach the through trains hut he

will not take an elevator nor walk down
stairs. The few stairways are for orna-

mental purposes, not to walk on. Yet

trains arrive and depart on different

levels. The commuters have a complete

station all to themselves underneath the

express tracks and about fifty feet below

the street surface. Still farther down
below the suburban tracks arc baggage

runways severity feet below the level of

the street.



THE ENTRANCE TO THE 'SIPHON." YUMA IRRIGATION PROJECT.

The tunnel, one thousand feet in length, is driven through sand-stone rock fifty feet below the bed of the

Colorado River.

FORCING FRUIT IN NATURE'S
HOTHOUSE

By

RENE BACHE

WHAT may not inaptly be

called the outdoor hot-

house of the United States

will be rendered enor-

mously productive by that

remarkable engineering" achievement, the

Colorado River "siphon," now just com-
pleted.

A great engine at a pumping plant

already established on the Arizona side of

the Colorado River drives an enormous
wheel which operates ?s a sort of scoop.

At every turn it scoops thousands cf gal-

lons of water out of a concrete-lined

canal, and, lifting it high into the air,

pours it out upon the mesa lands through

a system of canals and ditches. Every

revolution of the wheel is made audible

by a click-click of the mechanism, which

is music to the ears of the fruit-growers.

This, on the Yuma Reclamation Pro-

ject, is the hottest region in the United

States, barring Death Valley ; yet such

a thing as a case of sunstroke has never

been known there, although the farmers

work outdoors all day long. At night

they sleep outdoors on porches protected

against mosquitoes by wire net. But the

Indians and Mexicans, who have done

most of the hard labor in constructing the

irrigation works, commonly build their

houses of a few poles, with a brush

roof and two or three blankets on the

side where privacy is most desired. Such

a dwelling, representing the extreme of

the simple life, costs about one dollar.

In the valley lowlands, on the Arizona

side of the river, Egyptian cotton of long,

smooth staple is raised on a scale of pro-

ductiveness unapproached anywhere

—

though it is found necessary to grow the

plant three or four years before it be-
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mes properl)

climated. T li e r e

are nol less than

one hundred thou
-and acres i >f lands

available for a »tt< >n-

wing, and it i-

reckoned thai this

area i- capable of

producing enough
the fiber to clothe

all the people of the

United Stat.

< me of the prob-

lems met with for

u a teri n g these

lands along the
• 1 1 > r a 1 1 1 p an >se

from the unstable

character of the

greal river, which
i- constantly shift

ing and overflow-

ing its ban k s.

When the site for

the magnificent
structure known as

the Laguna Dam,
some distance up-

stream, ha.l been
decided upon, it

mained to be deter-

ni i n ed h (i w the

water there impounded should be carried

down. The- first idea was to carry it

through a big canal along the Arizona
-i«k- of the river; hut this would have
made it necessary to fetch the water
across, < »r beneath, the Gila, which flows

int<> the ( Colorado from the east.

The Gila, unfortunately, i- even more
Irregular in it- habits than the Colorado.
< me never knows where t< > find it. Next

'111:

be flow-

ing a mile away
from the channel

through which its

current toda) is

mil;'. In con-

sideration of which
fact, it w -i- decided

to bring the water

from the Laguna
I >ain down on the

( California side to a

poinl below the

mouth of the ' lila,

and tin n carrj il

beneath the ( a >\> -

r a d o River by
mean- of a tunnel

the land- to be

i i- r i g a ted being
i M ; i i 1 1 1 \ in Arizona.

Tin- tunnel, w ith

tin- vertical pipes

leading to it on the

two sides "i" the

river, i- the famous
"siphon," which i-

now just finished.

The vertical pipes,

lined with concrete,

arc 140 feet deep.

and are Collin^

b) a cylindrical tun-

nel, likewise lined with concrete, with an

inside diameter of fourteen feet. The
tunnel, one thousand feet in length, is

driven through sandstone rock fifty feel

below the river bed.

\i fir-i it wa- attempted to do the

boring with open headings, hut the ma-
terial was SO porous, and s<> much water

flowed in. that it wa- necessary to resorl

to the compressed-air methi »d.

W in i
- W \ i . i -i m r \\ \i

vnd Carries Ii up and
i in- M esa Lands.

TYPICAL MOSQUITO-PROOF HOUSE WITH SLEEPING PORCHES IN THE NEWLY IRRIGATED
ARIZONA LANDS.



TEACHING GOOD ROADS BY
SPECIAL TRAIN

By

ROBERT FRANKLIN
A T every town and village along

i\ the lines of the Frisco railway

/ % system large colored litho-

/ \ graphs of circus poster style

M JL are being pasted up on fences

and dead walls, announcing the expected
arrival of the government Good Roads
Special Train, which left Brownsville,
Texas, on March 25 for a four months'
trip, to cover about fifteen thousand miles

in the States of Texas, Louisiana, Mis-

the fact that it carries along with
it a sort of museum on wheels, to-

gether with a complete outfit for popular
lectures illustrated with magic lantern

pictures. One of the cars, indeed, is

fitted up as a traveling lecture hall, with

a seating capacity for eighty people. The
fact that the entire show is free lends to

it an additional attractiveness.

The train consists of a locomotive and
four coaches. The first coach abaft the

souri, Kansas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Mis- tender contains sleeping quarters for the
sissippi, and Alabama.
The posters read: "Coming! Good

Roads Train. Under Auspices of Gov-
ernment Department of Agriculture."
And each one displays two striking pic-

tures, the first showing a man driving a

wagonload of grain over a fine, smooth
road, with comfort and cheerfulness, the Improvement
second representing a luckless farmer
with his wagon-wheels
mired in a slough. These
are labeled respectively

:

M u s t

"We
Like

"What We
Have," and
Have a Lot
this."

Now, the trip of

the Good Roads
Special has for its

object the education
of the public in the

advantages of good
roads and in
methods whereby
such roads may
be built. But,

incidentally, it

furnishes a

whole lot of

entertainment
as may be
judged from

Model Illustrating Road Drainage, with Hillside Gutter
and Culvert to Carry Water under the Road.

Exhibited, with similar models, on the Good Roads Special Train.

train crew ; also a kitchen outfit to pre-

pare meals for all hands, including the

crew, two representatives of the govern-
ment Office of Roads, one official of the

railway, one man from the Texas State

Highway Department, and one officer of

the American Association for Highway

In addition, this for-

ward coach is pro-

vided with a gaso-

line engine and dy-

namo to furnish an
electric current for

operating fans and
electric lights, and
for running— in

the exhibition car

—certain minia-

ture models of

road machinery,

etc., which are

among the most
in t er es t ing
items of the

whole outfit.

These are in

effect toys, but

they serve to

illustrate ideas

that have an
i m p o r tant
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MIST R
R DC-

TH'N Tkain.

bearing upon the prob-

lems offered for study.

Car No. 2. which is the museum, con-

tains these and other exhibits, including

eleven models representing as many dif-

ferent kinds of good roads. There is, in

miniature, an earth road : likewise a

gravel road, a sand-clay road, a plain

macadam road, several forms of bitum-
inous macadam—tar, oil and asphalt

—

and a brick road. Different form- of

standard construction are shown, and,

I XH1BITION Car in tiii (ii><n>

Roads Spkcial Tkain.

with varying span-, of

reinforced concrete culverts

and bridg<

There i- a miniature working
model of a three-wheeled steam

roller, exactly like a big one, in oper-

ation on a model mad. An electric shoe

that runs along one side of the little road,

concealed beneath a slot, carries a current

which causes the roller to move slowly

up and down the road. Nothing could be-

more convincing.

Along both sides of the museum car

are big photographs ^howinL,r road- be-

fore and after improvement, according \<<

various approved modes of construction.

Thus there is an instructive picture gal-
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1 e r y to
supplement
models, the signifi-

cance of the latter be-

ing- rendered more obvious

by cardboard placards.

Coach No. 3 is the lecture car

and on board of it is installed

electric stereopticon, operated by

odel of a Concrete
Arch Supporting Road.

ture given has a direct rela-

wires from
coach, bv

the

which
generator

views
in the first

illustrative

of methods of road-building are thrown
upon a screen. For this purpose a

sheet is hung across the middle of

the car. the audience being seated on

both sides of it. The pictures look just

the same from both sides, except that, if

there happens to be any reading matter

on them, it runs backward from the view-

point of half the spectators.

It often happens that a good many
more than eighty people want to hear the

lecture and see the magic lantern pictures

—in which case the car is emptied at the

termination of the entertainment, and a

fresh audience of auditors is

admitted. H. C
Wells and J. W.
Janssen, both of

the

ment
govern

tion to the locality. Thus, if

there is no rock in the neighborhood for

road building, the discussion is of sand,

clay, gravel, and ordinary earth as ma-
terials.

Coach No. 4 is relatively unimportant,

merely furnishing living, sleeping and
eating quarters for the representatives of

the Office of Roads and other officers ac-

companying the expedition.

The train will cover the entire mileage

of the Frisco system, having made its

start from Brownsville because that is the

farthest southern point and the weather

is getting warmer. Ordinarily the stops

are for only three or four hours at each
point, the lecture occu-

^^^^^ pying about forty-

five minutes.

The railroad

furnishes
the loco-

motive

Office of

Roads, make
the talks, which
before the journey's end
(it lasts four months) will

have numbered more than three

hundred. In every instance the lee
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and cars, and run- the train at it- own
expense. Also, it installs the electric out-

fit But the Federal and State offi

pay the regular tare for the distance cov-

ered, and meet the cost of their own sub-

sistence— incidentally, of course, provid-

ing the models, the stereopticon, and

other exhibition material.

Wherever the Good Roads Special has

stopped, it has met with an enthusiastic

reception. In fact, the amount of popu-

lar interest aroused has been surprising,

pie have (.•our- in all -'>rt- of convej

ances tor considerable distances t'> ee

the traveling exhibition and listen to the

lectures. They h ne away not only

instructed but edified, having grasped the

idea i 't the importai d road

never before. \t the same time, the)

have come to realize that th< rnment,
through it- Department of Agriculture, i-

taking a serious interest in their welfare.

and is anxious to help them. Inspired by
the object lessons offered, they will in

many instano ^anizations of

their own for the promotion of such im-

provements, and the outcome in a general
way will he of substantial benefit to the

population over a wide extent of terri-

tory.

THE RISE OF RICE IN ARKANSAS
By

G. MOORHEAD
year; ago rice was aSEVENcomparatively unknown quan-

tity in the grain inventory of

Arkansas. The original upland
rice grower of that state did

not quil to the extent of trying the

erimenl in the family hath tub, but
the neighbors laughed fully as much as

though he had. lie planted the seed in

a little corner of the garden and kept the

rice bed under water for week-, carrying
the water in a pail night after night.

When the crop was harvested it wasn't
more than enough to make croquettes for

the average sized family, hut the Stutt-

gart enthusiast who had worked so dili-

gently took paper anil pencil and
proved that at that rate he could raise

one hundred hu-hel- to the acre, where
Texas and Louisiana, with all their

swamps and marshes and lowland rice

held-, were only producing between
thirty and thirty-five hu-hel-.

That was the beginning of upland rice

growing in Arkansas. Today the Grand
Prairie, a strip of country fifty mile-

wide and a hundred mile- long in the

north central part of the State, ha- prac-

tically one hundred thousand acre- of

upland devoted to rice-, the yield ranging
all the way from fifty to one hundred
bushels to the acre. There isn't a -late

or a country doing a- well and Arkansas
grow- it- rice on high, dry land-. Ar-

kansas rice growers are not getting web
feet paddling around in marshy lowland-,

although their hank account- are growing
as lowland rice growers' hank accounts

were never known to grow. One may
ride for hour- pasl continuous fields de-

voted to rice and flooded by artificial

mean-, thank- to the never-ending -up-



SOMETIMES THE WATER IS CARRIED IN CANALS FOR MILES. GIVING LIFE EN ROUTE TO
THE RICE.

ply of pure, sparkling water pumped
from an inexhaustible underground
source by means of the steam-driven

wells with which the country is irrigated.

This splendid water supply is the secret

of success of the Arkansas rice growers.

Water is invariably reached at a depth

of from fifteen to forty feet.

The wells are sunk one hundred feet

farther and pumps with coal, wood or

gasoline fuel force the water to the sur-

face and to a nearby reservoir from
which it is distributed to

the fields of growing
rice. The pump is locat-

ed on the highest ground
on the farm and the res-

ervoir, no larger than a

bedroom and only three or four feet

deep, is made to catch the flow. A double

furrow is thrown up around the area to

be irrigated and the field thus enclosed is

laid off in sections with the plow, each

furrow marking a four-inch fall of the

surface. Then a small ditch is plowed
from the reservoir straight to the lower

end of the farm, crossing the levees,

which extend from the ditch at right

angles. When a plot is to be irrigated a

few shovelfuls of earth are thrown into

the ditch at the intersec-

tion of the lower levee,

and when the desired

depth of water is secured

the ditch is opened so

RICE IS HARVESTED IN ARKANSAS THE SAME AS WHEAT IN THE NORTHWEST.
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that the water can flow into the next sec-

tion, and - i until the entire field is

flooded, when the pumping is relaxed and

the water thereafter is supplied only in

a quantity to make up for seepage and

tporation.

Irrigation begins when the plant is

i five to six inches high and continues

until the maturit) of the rice, a period

of from seventy-five to ninetj days. Then

the ditch is opened at the lower end oi

the field and the water, which is of no

further use, passes off, permitting the

iviest harvesting machinery to enter

the held a few days later.

All this i- in marked contrast with the

primitive methods -till prevailing in ( >H-

ental countries, in which most of the

world's supply of rice is grown, for not-

withstanding all it- progress in rice-

growing in recent years the United

State- only raises one three-hundred

fiftieth part of the world's crop. In

Japan rice fields, the plow is rarely used.

The -<-il i- dug Up and worked over with

a mattock : the rice i- sown in beds which

are watered and carefully tended till the

plant- are -i\ t<> ten inches high when
they are taken up and transplanted in

held- already submerged several inches

with water. The rice is cut by hand with

an instrument similar to a sickle, hound in

small bundles and hung upon poles to

dry. the threshing and the winnowing
likewise being done by
hand. The average yield

per acre, after all this

hard manual labor, is

ilv about thirtv hu-h

farmer, on his upland- ii-A by the under-

ground water supply, never goes oul into

hi- submerged held-. ne> i ils his

hand- transplanting and never harvests or

threshes by hand, yet raises average crops

fully twice that of the Jap'-. The aver-

age cost of growing an acre of rice ill

fapan i $38.00 including labor, fer-

tilizer, land tax and the other items

—

which make- each bushel of rice COSt the

Jap grower, at harv< -t. $1.29. In the

meantime the Arkansas rice -rower has

keen raising rice for six or seven yeai

an average acre cost of about $20

which has made his rice cost, at harvest,

something like twenty-seven or thirty

cent- a bushel. There isn't much talk of

"the yellow peril" in the Grand Prairie

upland rice held-. The Jap has hen
beaten at his own game there.

But Arkansas is not content with heat-

in-- the lap and the rest of the world at

growing rice. It i- going to try the ex-

periment of putting a brand new kind

of rice on the market: unpolished rice.

Heretofore the trade ha- demanded a

highly polished rice, a -rain from which

n, it only the hull and the cuticle has heen

removed, hut likewise the extreme outer

surface of the rice -rain it-elf: a -rain,

moreover, which ha- heen dusted with

glucose and talc to give h a

-lossy coating. Now all

\hi- made for a

much nicer look-

ing rice than the

-rain a- it comes
from the scouring

brushes, with the

TWO WELLS IRRIGATE THIS TWO HUNDRED ACRE RICE FIELD NEAR WERNER. ARKANSAS.
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cle removed, and the berry unpolished.
But the rub is just here: does the ad-
dition of glucose and talc constitute an
adulteration ; a violation of the pure food
law? The Department of Agriculture
has made a thorough investigation, as a

result of which Secretary Wilson ha:
filed a report in the course of which he
says

:

"It is the opinion of the Department
that no coating of any kind can be used in

the manner indicated if the product "be
mixed, colored, powdered, coated, or
stained in a manner whereby damage or
inferiority is concealed. Ii is held by the
Department that rice treated in the man-
ner indicated above with glucose and
starch should be labeled in all cases with
the name of the extraneous substances,

as, 'Coated with glucose and starch.' In

such declarations all of the food sub-

stances used for coating should be men-
tioned. Any coloring matter or other
substances that may be employed to

change the tint of the rice should be de-

clared on the label. The question of the

wholesomeness of paraffin, talc, or other
non-food substances used is to

be construed in such a way as

to protect the health of those

most susceptible

to their influ-

ences. Rice is a

diet often pre-

scribed for those

suffering
from i m-

^ paired diges-

tion. The
use of par-

affin in such

cases is at least of questionable propriety,

and in the opinion of the Department it

should be excluded from food products."
Think of sending a child to the corner

grocery store to lisp some such order as
this to the clerk: "Pleath, my mamma
wanth a nickleth worth of rith coated
with glucoth and starth." There isn't a
jury in the country but would exonerate
the child for losing the nickel or buying
"all-day suckers," instead.

Arkansas rice men are going to be the
first to come to the rescue of the family
errand runners, the corner grocer and in-

cidentally a goodly proportion of the

rice eaters of the country. During the
past summer a company was organized at

Hickory Ridge and almost five thousand
acres of new rice lands were opened up,

all the crop from which is to be run
through a mill at Hickory Ridge and put
on the market in an unpolished condition.

Some day the Department of Agriculture
is going to stop the sale of glucosed and
talced rice, unless explicit labels are used,

and the Arkansas folks believe there is a

lot in being in on the ground floor.

Incidentally it may be added that Ar-
kansas raises more bushels to the acre

than any other state or country in the

world of this cereal that feeds more peo-

ple than all the corn and oats and wheat
put together.

This is shown in the Year Book of the

Department of Agriculture. Arkansas
raises more rice per acre than any other

state, and rice is practically the only food
that passes the lips of nearly sixty per

cent of all the people of the earth from
one year's end to the other and is the

main diet of near seventy-five per cent

WtB^ THRESHING AND SACKING RICE.
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[nitrating th irtesian w

of them. Rice has a greater importance
than is often realized.

. one of the lesser states of this great

c« mam tnwealth — Arkansas—stands pre-

eminently in the fr<mt rank of one of the

world's most important cereal industries.

Arkansas is nut to hi- sniffed at. to he

treated with scorn. It i- \<> be regarded
with considerable respect. Arkansas is a

c< iming state.



The Steamship Mills.

Fish are cleaned and pack-
ed on board.

Fish Storage Bin with
Distributing Conveyors
Aboard the Floating

Factory, Mills.

OIL PRESSED FROM FISH AT SEA
By

ARTHUR ST. GEORGE JOYCE

A
LARGE fleet of small steam-
ers ply up and down the north
Atlantic coast, as near to

shore as the law will let them,
netting- up the menhaden or

"mossbunkers" by the million. Now the
menhaden is a small fish that is unfit for

food, but rich in oil, and after that is

extracted, the various chemical elements
entering- into his composition make him
desirable as a fertilizer. So it has a
great commercial value, and as it is pro-
lific and there are thousands of billions

456

of the species afloat in the Atlantic, it is

worth going after.

So for many years the menhaden
steamers have rilled their bunkers, and
steamed, heavy-laden to port, where their

contents were disgorged into the fac-

tories. All this took time. The steamer
often had to make a two or three day's

trip to the factory and consume as much
more time getting back to the fishing

grounds.

As a result the plan has been evolved
of building a floating factory in the form
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On Board \ Menhaden Vessel op the
I 5 KT.

At the pier.

a steamer, which would carry

supplies to the industrious fish-

ermen and relieve them of their

catch, the catch to be converted

into "il and fertilizer on board
while the ship is under way. A

r was especially equipped

for the purp
The Mills, as thi< vessel is

named, has proved to be one of

the mosl successful enterprises
r undertaken by a fishing con-
•!. Thank- to it the little men-

haden has undergone hi- com-
mercial conversion before he
realize- what has happened tO

him. He swims gaily about in

the -ah -ea among hi- fellows,

suddenly finds himself yanked
out with a few million of his

brothers and si-ter- and other

relatives, and dumped into a

great gloomy cavern. And then,

still bewildered, he i- catapulted

life is snuffed out. Almo-t before

he has wiggled his last wiggle he

is going through a bunch of ma-
chinerj and loses his identity.

The Mills was not originally

igned for such work. She
was built for a suction dredge,

and later converted into a

freighter. She now looks more
like a species of t< >rped< >-b< iat de-

stroyer than a factory or a tramp
-team-hip. and might prove a

successful bluff in war time. But

lur "innards" are different.

There are no magazines full ot

explosives, and she is not built to

travel like an express train

through the water.

But she i- built to carry a great

hulk of freight. She can carry

supplies sufficient for her own
need- and to help ullt the fishing

into another big cavern and his

Dumping Menhaden into Pens at a Rhode Island Fertilizes
Factory.

The tish are thrown in by the thousand. It is a

busy industry.
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boats. Her crew drink water distilled

from the sea by the latest approved ap-

paratus. Her factory department can

go night and day and turn out immense
quantities of oil and fish refuse, for all

of which she has ample storage facilities,

and last but not least, she can store fifteen

thousand barrels of food fish.

This latter feature is one of her most
valuable ones. For when the fishermen
haul in their nets, cast for menhaden
only, they haul forth not only the oily

product, but great quantities of food
fish. J51ue fish, sea trout, sea bass, floun-

ders, white fish and other edible species

of food fish are gathered in indiscrim-

inately with the meek and lowly but
much sought-after mossbunker. Such fish

are of no use for oil production, and
while they would be all right to grind up
as fertilizer, they have a far greater value
as food. So they are packed in barrels,

and kept on ice in cold storage, and low
temperatures being produced by the ship's

own plant, until a few days later they

are unloaded in port, and find their way
to the table.

The Mills has two elevators, one on
either side just forward of amidships,

and when the little fishing steamers tie

up alongside, she can handle twenty-four
thousand barrels of fish in twenty-four

hours. This capacity, however, is not

often, if ever, attained. From the ele-

vators the fish drop into the belt weigh-
ers, which not only weigh them, but con-

vey them to the vaults in the hold. From
there they are carried to the cookers.

Then the fish, who by this time has

passed from this earth, or water, and
don't care what happens to his carcass,

is passed through four screw presses.

which squeeze all the oil and moisture
out of him. The oil runs through pipes
to the oil room between decks, and is

there separated from the water. The oil

goes to the storage tanks, which have a
capacity of four thousand barrels, and the
water flows through other pipes to be
condensed into steam. So the little moss-
bunker is not only required to give up all

his oil, his skin and bones and flesh for

commercial purposes, but is actually re-

quired to help supply the steam with
which his relatives are annihilated, and
the steamer propelled.

The squeezed body is sent to conveyors
which have blowers attached, and the
scrap is sent flying into automatic bag-
ging machines, drying as it goes in a few
seconds, and bagged at the rate of five

tons an hour.

When the vessel has taken on a full

cargo, she races to port and unloads, takes

on fresh supplies for the men employed
by the company, and returns to her work.
So instead of bringing the product to

port, and wasting much time in the

course of the year, she brings the finished

product.

The Mills has a wireless equipment, too,

and can keep in touch with not only the

vessels of the fleet, but with headquarters
on shore as well. If a fishing boat has
an extraordinary catch and gets its cargo
before the Mills is due, a flash through
the air will take this floating factory to

her, relieve her of her burden, and permit

her to load up again.

The menhaden is a clannish fish. It

usually travels in schools and the school

may extend over a space sixty miles wide.

Of course when a school appears, it is

easy to dip the fish up by the million.
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A POOR MAN'S CHANCE
By

GEORGE H. CUSHING

^ VERYWHERE land is being

spoiled by bad farming. Some
of this is done by land own-
ers, who know no better.

Mo^t of it is done by land

renters, who know better but who rob

the -oil that they may make money easily

d move away. Canada has the bulk

of the unspoiled land on two continents.

She will not lease it to have it spoiled.

At the same time she wants it farmed.

To attract these land renters and to build

up a nation of land owners, we built our

ready-made farms— farms with houses,

barns, fences and wells upon them. Now,
in addition, we have decided to loan

money to American band renters who are

proven farmers, men who have made
1 and who own certain farm equip-

ment. This renter move- his equipment
from one farm to another and pays the

same on the new that he would pay as

rent on the old. Once there he has be-

come a land owner, and as such is as

much concerned with conserving his land

as he is with increasing his crop. His

position is completely changed."

This i. the program of Canada's great-

est railwa) as announced by the head ol

its department of natural resouro

John S. Dennis. lb- tells how easily it i-

all done.

"The land renter prefer- to be a land

owner. Anywhere he can get land on

payments but he can'l go any further

with the financing; he can't build his

house and other buildings with his ready

money. We lend him what be needs : we
help him past the corner."

Another thin-—something beyond a

chance to buy land on payments— is

drawing fanners from the United States

to Canada. Mr. Dennis expresses it

thus:

"Irrigated farm- are the oldest kind of

farm-. Natural rainfall may be to,.

abundant or insufficient: either ruin- a

crop. Irrigation—especially when its

water supply springs from the melting

snow- on nearby mountaintop—

a
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Magnificent Import
ed percherons at

Brook>. .al-

berta.

The Steam Plow at
Work at Sedge-
wick. Alberta.

steady crop by preventing1 both drought
and flood. Also water flowing to land

and to crops from streams adds the min-

eral ingredient, which is the best of fer-

tilizer, a thing impossible with rainfall.

Also again, it is peculiar that emigration

has never been away from but always

toward irrigated lands. From Joseph's

time, the nations have fought to own

Egypt where irrigation is natural,

through the agency of the Nile."

The tillable land of the United States

is filling up—a hard thing to realize—but

still the immigrant horde comes to Ellis

Island and demands to be taken care of,

preferably on the land. One shrewd
Canadian recently expressed it thus

:

"As the swarm pours in over the east-

460
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era edge of the bowl some must be

pushed out over the western edge; that

ounts for the emigration from the

United States to western Canada."

For forty years Mr. Dennis has been

telling the truth about the vast reaches

north of this country, but the tide oi

population was not ready to overflow

from the United State- and the railroads

were not ready to expand. So the people

I and passed on.

Then over the same trail went the

inadian Pacific Railway laying it- line

to the Pacific Coast.

Then, ten years ago, events seemed to

crystallize. The Canadian Pacific took

Mr. Dennis into its organization; the

United State- showed the first signs of

erflowing; and the emigration to west-

ern Canada began.
\- might be expected from a gradu-

ate engineer who had spent thirty years

«.n eovernment work, Mr. Dennis would

do nothing until he had made an engi-

neer's survey of the controlled land and

knew what it contained. This disclosed

one strip of .v<XX).000 acre- which to his

mind was ideal for safe exploitation. It

was a rectangle of land, the southwest

-tier of which was cut away by the

Bow river and the northeast corner of

which gives place to the Red Deer river.

Between these streams lay a princely

ate of 1.200.000 acres of lowland irri-

tble with the water- of the Bow river

and 1.S00.000 acre- of uplands, depend-

ent for cultivation upon the rainfall pro-

vided by a kindly Providence.

At tin- point where Bow river ceases to

hover along the southern boundary and

-tart- due north, the Canadian Pacific

Railway, under the direction of Mr.

Dennis, threw up its first dam and built

it- tir-t irrigation ditches. By organizing

a selling force in every part of the United

State- and England he distributed this

land and settlers began to arrive and also

to give freight to the railroad.

Working as the head of the irrigation

department, Mr. Dennis settled part of

that 3.000.000 acres which immediately

surrounds Calgary—on the western edge
of the Bow river district. There re-

mained the other two strips yet to be

irrigated by this water supply from Bow
river and to be distributed to land set-

tiers.

Dennis, tbs Engineer Whosi Efi re to
-i i 1 1 1 Western ( anada Havs Bei n

BOUN i Hi I 1 V Ki WARD! I'.

It was about that time that the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway decided that since

it-, holdings in land and other natural re-

sources had a value of $200,000,000 they

were big enough to warrant a general

department of their own.

In casting about for the man who
could handle this proposition, the Cana-

dian Pacific ran over the records of those

who had been serving the company. Mr.

Dennis had built the system near Calgary

and had sold the land which wa- irrigated

by the ditches. What i- more, he had

-tarted people to settle in that districl

and these settlers were producing freight

which produced revenue. He was a

natural choice.

One of his first undertaking- under

the new department was to extend irri-

gation to a second section of that 3.000,-

000 acre strip east of Calgary. The key-

note of this was the new dam built on

a new model and. incidentally, this i-

the longe-t in the world today. It meas-
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ures one and a quarter miles. Behind

that dam hacks up a reservoir eight miles

long and a mile and a half wide. Im-

mediately above that dam and at the

lower end of the reservoir open the irri-

gation canals which are fitted with locks

and water checks. The whole scheme is

so arranged that before any water can

pass over the dam the canals must be

full and before the canals can be full the

farms must first have had all the water

out. In fact as one year follows another
they find that their work is getting harder
because of the impoverishment of the

soil."

Another agent added an enlightening

word

:

"These land renters are mostly men of

families who are not quite able to do
what a growing family demands. They
want to make a change. They have
enough stock to equip a farm ; enough

PLOWING ON "READY-MADE" FARMS. SEDGEWICK.

they need for the crops. Thus the melt-

ing snows from the mountaintops will

assure a steady supply of water ; the dam
assures a full reservoir ; and the full

reservoir assures that the irrigation ca-

nals will water the land. This means
that this irrigation project cannot fail.

In conference with his agents at Chi-

cago and again in the western depart-

ment, Mr. Dennis asked the question

:

"How can we get settlers into western

Canada and especially into the Bow river

reservation ?"

The answer almost unanimously was

:

''Help them to finance the purchase of

that land."

One shrewd agent who had been

through the central eastern portion of

the United States, made this statement

:

"The original owners of those farms

—

the men who made the agricultural sec-

tions of those states famous—are no
longer tillers of the soil. They have

grown old and having made money have
moved to the cities. Their sons have
gone into other kinds of business, mostly

in the cities. The old homesteads have

been turned over to land renters. These
renters, with no incentive to save the

soil, are taking each year's crop in the

easiest and most profitable way. For a

temporary policy that is good enough but

as a long-time method it does not work

farming implements ; and a little money.
They could make the first payment on a

farm and work it until it began to yield

but they could not undertake to break the

virgin soil, build the houses, the barns

and the fences and in addition meet the

expense of moving."
Right there, Mr. Dennis put in a word :

"Suppose we loaned them enough
money to do these things, how many men
could you move to western Canada ?"

The answer was again almost unani-

mous :

"All you could possibly care for."

So far as Mr. Dennis was concerned,

that ended it ; he was ready to go ahead

with the financing. But, the Canadian
Pacific Railway had to be taken into con-

sideration. It has seventeen thousand

miles of railroad—the only carrier reach-

ing from coast to coast on this continent.

That means big business with big

methods. It means big departments and

big department heads with big men on a

big and austere board sitting over them

to direct their movements. It means that

nothing is considered but things which

involve good business methods with a

profit as the result. This board sits at

Montreal and passes upon the programs
which come up from any one of the de-

partments upon that far flung line. To
Montreal Mr. Dennis went as the apostle
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of the prairiv- to plead the cause of the

farm renter of the United States and of

England. He wanted the big railroad to

lend them money and he put it convinc-

ingly :

You understand, gentlemen, that the

money lenders will not advance money
upon unimproved real estate. You know

that the banks of » lanada cann< »t d(

i

being circumscribed in their trans-

actions b) proper and safe laws. Net

there are no such restrictions against this

railroad. We have money which we can

lend. It we should buy bonds with it

—

thus lending it to other corporations—we
would get but four per cent. By lend-

ing this money to these new fanner- we
can get six per cent—two per cent more
than we could get elsewhere. It is, for

us, a g( n "1 business proposition.

"At the same time the borrowers are

becoming grain and general produce

growers and that means eastbound

freight for us. They will need home
comfort- and farm implements; that will

mean west bound freight for us. Every
new settler add- to the traffic of this

railroad."

"How much money will it take?" put

in a practical direct' >r.

"It will cost aboul $2,000 to put up a

small but comfortable house, a barn, to

sink a well, and to build a fence around

the place. It might take $2,500. To

finance the location of two hundred and

fift) new farmers on our land, on ready-

made farm-, would O 0,000 the

th-t year."

"If these men are going to work it

out, as Mr. Dennis says the) are. 1 think

,\e ought to be willing to lend them a

little mone) until the) gel started," said

one of the directors. "Almost an) busi-

ness man will lend hi- partner enough
money to help him buy a house if that

house is going to make the partner more
dependable. 1 can see no reason why
a railroad which has the money, should

not do the same thing with the men who
want to make new home-, open new

farm- and create for it new traffic."

With that statemenl the thing wa?

done. The Canadian Pacific Railwa) sel

aside, to be spent this year. $5()(),<)<H)

Next year it ma) sel aside S5.(K Kl.ODO. It

was a good business move at that. By
loaning this money at six per cent the

railroad gets two per cent more, or

$10,000, than it could get b) loaning it

in any other way. In addition, it -ell-

two hundred and fifty farm- and estab-

lishes two hundred and fifty new sources

of traffic. It was a good husiness move
for the Canadian Pacific Railway—no
one of the officials claims it is anything

more or less. But, it also gives two
hundred and fifty men an opportunity

to work farm- for themselves.
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TO PREVENT OCEAN DISASTERS
By

JOHN E. WHITMAN

SPEED mania, an exaggerated

idea of luxury, reckless careless-

ness, sea lanes too far to the

north,— iu the path of icebergs

— in the desire to shorten the

route between America and Europe, an

imperfect and inadequate wireless equip-

ment, and a type of life-boat that inven-

tion should long ago have superseded

—

all these are factors in perhaps the most

terrible drama iu the annals of ocean dis-

aster, the loss of the Titanic. False

theory iu the construction of safety bulk-

heads may he very properly added to the

list. 'The human equation need not he

considered iu this connection. The men
officers, crew and passengers—did the

best that human beings could do under

the circumstances. X" one can question

their actions in their last moments. They
gave an account of themselves that re-

<|uires neither defence nor praise. Their

behavior was above commendation.
Never, according t<> ship captains, have

icebergs so huge and fields so vast in

extent been sighted in the North Atlantic

;i- they have during the past spring.

Under the circumstances the charge of

speed mania is well founded. Passen-

should count for more than

trans-atlantic records. Likewise, pala-

tial hall rooms, luxurious swimming
tanks and roomy tennis courts are all

well enough in their way: cramped quar-

with plenty of life-boats are prefer-

able.

But nothing can change the past. The
question now is. What can human in-

genuity, engineering skill and invention

accomplish to safeguard the future?

Discussion after the event shows that

the Titanic, with its double bottom and
stein of vertical hulkheads, was but

little safer than a vessel without these

protective devices agaiiut accident, in

other words that tin- great vessel, nearly

nine hundred feet long, capable "i easily

accommodating over three thousand peo-

ple, and supposedly very nearly unsink

able, had less mi" a chance for survival

after collision with the unseen and sunken
spur of the iceberg than an old time sail-

ing vessel would have had. The stok< i

and other ship workers below at the

time of the yielding of the bulkheads,

who were later picked up in the sea.

narrate that the vertical hulkheads were

unable to resist the force of the inrushing

waters.

Shi]) builders have immediately become
fertile in expedients. \,< obviate so terri-

ble a result, in their plans for future

ship construction. For the vertical hulk-

head it has been suggested that the hori-

zontal he substituted, and that thereby

each deck of the vessel he sealed as

tightly in case of need as the bottom,

itself, of the liner. Thus even should a

vessel he split along the bottom from

bow t<i stern, as was the Titanic, th<

deck hulkheads could he closed and the

steamer could remain afloat till assist-

ance were summoned by wireless or

otherwise, even though she were sub-

merged to her middle deck.

( 'aptain George A. Chaddock, an Eng-

lish naval expert, says: "Ships must he

made absolutely "i' relatively unsinkable.

The decks are the true line of defense-.

Their hatches should he watertight and

immovable. Between decks water-tight

divisions or collision hulkheads, of

course, should he retained. Mad the

first deck above the injured bottom of

the Titanic been seaworthy the vessel

would have floated without assuming any

dangerous angle until the rescuers ar-

rived. In no circumstances can a ship

as now built, with Useless wooden
hatches, survive anything hut compara-
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Tin Magnificent Dining Room for First Class
Passengers on the III- Fated White

Star Liner Titanic.

tively trifling injuries from a collision in

quiet waters."

Life-boats as now constructed, and as

lowered into the water, do not seem to

be adequate to the demands placed upon
them. In the first place they are fragile,

easily capsized, hard to lower, and in

danger, if the sea be at all rough, of

being dashed to pieces against the sides

of the vessel. There are other difficul-

ties, too. It is an extremely hard
thing to lower such a boat containing

some fifty people for a distance of sev-

enty feet. In fact, it seemed impossible

to do this on the Titanic and as a conse-

quence many of the boats were but little

more than half-filled. Also, if the sink-

ing ship should list to one side, as gener-

ally happens, the line of boats on one
side of the vessel is likely to be sub-

merged, the other to be raised high in the

air, rendering all useless.

Recently a life-boat, cylindrical in

shape like a dirigible torpedo, and de-

signed to be launched in much the same
way, was exhibited at Toronto, Canada.
The inventor claims that it can neither be
capsized nor sunk. It is designed to

bear forty persons to safety. The ap-

paratus consists of a double cylinder.

The outer cylinder is permitted to roll

freely with the action of the waves. The
ends of this cylinder contain bulkheads.

The inner shell is suspended from these.

The outer cylinder is twenty-four feet in

length, six feet in diameter. Air is drawn
into the inner shell or cradle by means
of a pump, through a hollow tube, which
curves up on the outside, well above the

water. A system of valves expels the

impure air. A number of these valves

are always above the water line. This
boat is not lowered awkwardly from the

deck of the vessel, but slides head on into

the sea. A special launching device has
been constructed for this purpose. Pas-
sengers were aboard when this new life-

boat was first tried out. They reported
that they experienced but little discom-
fort.

This looks like a feasible solution of

the life-boat problem. Only the unprece-
dentedly calm ocean saved the lives of

the Titanic's survivors whom the Car-
pathia picked up. If the seas had been
rough the greater part of these ill-

manned craft would undoubtedly have
gone quickly to the bottom, if indeed con-

ditions had been such that they could
have been launched at all.
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The question of the regulation of wire-

is one that the wreck of the 1 Manic

has also brought direct attention to. For

some time authorized wireless operators

on both land and sea have complained

that the hosts of irresponsible amateurs

who experiment along the Atlantic o

have seriously hampered their work. \

wireless station of this sort can very

easily nick up a n e that is sent

from a vessel in distress and thus pre-

vent it- being receive" 1 by some other

-hip that would at once set it- course in

the direction indicated by th< <
". Q. D.

signal. In connection with the disaster

to the Titanic there seems to have been

a veritable wireless chaos. Major Floyd

Page, at the meeting of the London

Chamber of Commen ke with some

heat in reference to this matter. "The
United States," he said, "is the only

country in the world where the tele-

graphs do not belong to the government,

and unfortunately, it has \x the

fashion in that country to permit ama-

teur wireless operators. When v

that Marconigrams can be tapped we
must remember that the United State- is

the only country in which that can he-

done."

Congressional action doubtless will put

a stop to this pernicious activity of ama-

teur-. All wireless should be directl)

under eovernmenl control.

Philosophy of La Rochefoucauld

<§ Our virtues are most frequently but vices disguised.

<H Neither the sun nor death can be looked at with a

steady eye.

<H A man who is ungrateful is often less to blame than

his benefactor.

<| The true way to be deceived is to think oneself

more knowing than others.
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BLOWIN

Second Sight

"Mamma, our governess can see in the

dark."

"How do you know that?"
"Last night out in the hall I heard her tell

Father that he hadn't had a shave."

—

Flieqende
Blaetter.

Kinship

"Mamma, is Aunt Jane a blood relation?"
"Yes, dear."

"Is she one of the bloodiest we have?"

—

Life.

His Honor and Decency

A young assistant district attorney, while
conducting a case wherein one woman had
called another unmentionable names, put the
plaintiff on the stand and directed her to tell

just what the accused had said.

"But I just can't," she gasped in surprise

;

"why it's not fit for any decent person to hear."
"Well, then," he replied, cheerfully, "just step

up and whisper it to His Honor."

—

The Hanip-
to)i Magazine.

Like Real Life

"Does the hero marry the heroine at the end
of all their troubles?"
"No ; at the beginning."

—

Judge.

Not Particular
"Doctor, how can I ever repay you for your

kindness to me?"
"Doesn't matter, old man. Check, money or-

der, or cash."

—

Milwaukee Sentinel.

His Limit

"I love you !" he cried, throwing all restraint

to the winds.
"Do you really and truly love me?" she

answered, still unyielding.

"I swear I do!"
"How much?"
"How do I know how much ? With all my

heart and soul and strength and mind and "

"Wait. Couldn't you love me any more?"
"Dearest, if I loved you any more I don't

think I could stand it."

"Why not?"
"I might want to marry you."

—

Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

&

Affection by Proxy

"I find that my husband has been having the
office boy call me up every day and mumble
terms of endearment. That's a nice way to
fool his wife ! He's been going to the ball

game."
"How is it that you didn't catch on to the

voice ?"

"Well, I'm busy at bridge every day, and I've

been having the cook answer the telephone."—N. Y. American.

J*

Naturally

"Charley," said young Mrs. Tcrrkins, "our
cook wants more wages."

"Well, I should think she would. I don't

see how she can expect to keep her health
unless she can afford to eat at a restaurant."
— Washington Star.
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In The Boxes

S ii \i

'

• into the I asl Side and take

a look at tl • Unwashed'?"
"No; I-

s

»pera and see the

it Undi -Lippin

The Test

"In Chapter I he shoots al her five times.

Ain't that gran
"Yes; l>nt them novels are misleading,

ain't no earnest love like thai

'v Journal.

Frankness

"Did that young man ki-^ you lasl night?'

/W»

"Mother, do you suppose thai In- came all

the way up here jusl to hear me sing?"

—

Tit-

A Novice

Duv.htfr—"P.nt, mother, T don't see how
an give me any advice as \>< my married

when you have only been married _ once,

and 1 have already been married three times."

—Fliegende Bhutto-.

Realization

"I WONDER if your sister realizes, Johnny.

thai during the lasl three months I have -pent

many dollars in sweets on her?"

"I'm -nre she does, Mr. Sweetly; that's why
letting <>n dic'> engaged to Mr.

. ger."

—

New York Evening Mail.

Opera at Home
OiFTiMn?—"Is your married life one grand,

sweel song?"
Newlywed—"Well, since our baby's been

horn it's been like an opera, full of grand

marches, with loud calls for the author every

night."— Tit-Bits.

Perhaps

"Yes, sir," -aid tin- man w1h> would n

for a Republican, even though h< was on a re-

form ticket, "I'm a Democrat. Vnd so was

my father and my grandfather and my great-

grandfather."
"Ilnh!" said the candidate, "and if your

fatlur and grandfather and greal grandfather

had been horse-thieves, what would you have

been
"'"

"Wal," responded the other thoughtfully,

"in them circumstances I reckon I'd 'a' bin a

Republican."- Everybody's.

Technical Defense

"Sam Johnson, you've been fightin' agin.

You'se lost two of y' fronl teeth."

"No, I ain't. Mammy, honest. I'se gol ''in

in me pocket." -Life.

Familiar Noise

Wife (dining at restaurant)—"John, dear,

can you see what those people at the next table

are eating ?"

Husband—"Can'1 see at all. bul it sounds

like celery."- -Brooklyn Life.

Yes, By Gosh

Two \n V were hotly discussing the merits

of a hook. Finally one of them, himself an

author, said to the other: "No. John, you

can't appreciate it. You never wrote a book

yourself."

"No," retorted John, "and I never laid an

hut I'm a Letter judge of an omelel than

any hen in the Stat ,nuiut.
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POPULAR SCIENCE
£o MECHANICS
Supplement

CAR MAKES 300 MILES
HOUR

AN

ET MILE BACHELET, a Franco-Ameri-
can electrical engineer, has announced

an entirely new discovery in the field of

electrical science that is believed to fore-

cast a revolution in the high-speed trans-

mission of mail and express matter and
passengers.

He has built a small model of a rail-

road car made of aluminum and steel,

which although without wheels or inter-

nal machinery, moves forward at prac-

tically any speed the inventor desires.

The exact means of propelling it are held

secret by the inventor. A speed of three

hundred miles an hour is said to be easily

attained.

The aluminum base of the car was one-

half an inch from the surface of the rail

during each of its trips over the thirty-

one-foot section of track. This was ac-

complished, the inventor explained,

through the following means :

First, by raising and sustaining the car

by means of electro-magnetic repulsion ;

Second, by causing the car so sustained

to move laterally, at will, with great speed
by means of electro-magnetic attraction

;

Third, by overcoming gravity while these

forces are op-

erative, there

being little

friction ex-
cept that of

the atmos-
phere.

Cylindrical

coils of wire

WHAT THE CAR LOOKS LIKE,

410
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with solenoids (practically large charged
magnets) furnish the magnetic lateral

force, leading an amateur scientisl to n
mark that M. Bachelet had "harne
magnetism."

Between the two lower rails are

"levitating a >ils
" \-

pass< s, the force in these Ic

coils repulses the aluminu
of the vehicle, raising it

:h in the air.

The car is given <li-

tion by "brusl i

which slide along in

- in the lower
rail- There is als< » an

upper rail somewhat
similar to the overhead

! wire above the

trolley track-. At each

end, the car. in passing along, comes into

cntact with the solem (ids.

It i- by means of the brushes that the

current i- automatically cut off alter the

car ha- passed over that particular sec

tioii of the track.

The model car used weighed forty

pound-. To work the coil- sufficiently to

raise the car one-half inch from the track.

220 \"lt- were found to he required for

the purpi is

"I believe that a speed of 1,000 miles

an hour for passenger train- i- not be-

yond the range of possibility," -aid M.
Bachelet. "That i- because there i- prac

tically no friction."

PYTHON FLESH FOR
MKDK INK

"""PINS python was captured by
t hine-e farmer- in the hills

Aluminum Car Weighing Forty l'"i nds
I ii m Is Said to Have Lifted a Girl
W F.IGHING SlXTY-FIVl POUNDS ONI

Im ii Clear i 'i i he R ail,

some
near

In iw, in southern ( lima. They
to death with hoe- and

ind then brought it to

w . where the) -old it for

liar-. Mexican currency, "r

i two dollars gold. The
American who bought
the snake wanted only

the -kin. -< > the ( 'hine-e

kept tin- flesh and -old

it again to some native

doctor- who use it in

their practice. The
( 'hine-e have greal

faith in both the oil and
flesh of snakes t" cure diseas This
large snake, however, is not so highly

valued for medicine a- the -mailer varie-

ties. These are especially prized by the

native physicians, who are evidently far

behind the Western nation- in the theory
and practice of the healing art-.

This individual was thirteen feet one
inch long, with a circumference of fifteen

inches, and weighed 107 pound-. This
species has no fangs hut kill- it- prey, as

do .ill pythons, 1>\ encircling it and crush-

ing it to death. Although a fairly large

specimen of a snake, other- "i" -till

greater size have been killed near Foo-
chow.

REGAI. PYTHON. WEIGHING i"7 POUNDS rAPTURED BY CHINESE FARMERS.



NEW
YORK'S
NEW
FIFTY-
FIVE
STORY
SKY-

SCRAPER

. _ •. v-

tut.- WnnnvoRTH Company's Building as It Will Ap-
THE

,
%

FAR WHEN FISHED (AT LEFT) AND WORKMAN
Giving Signal to the Operator of

the Hoisting Machine.

THE building will be fifty-five stories

high, and its highest point 750 feet

above the street. It has progressed to

the thirtieth story, and thousands are

daily watching the men putting up the

steel construction, who do not seem to

care for the danger to which they are

exposed. Well may they be called
}

by

the imaginative, "cowboys of the air.

m
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This building represents

the last word in the- con-

struction of heaven-towering

skyscrapers. The task ol

the workmen looks extremely

hazardous. Think, however,

of the photographer who
was obliged, in order t< i

cure this series of magnifi-

cent pictures, t" place him-
self above these men, at a

-till more perilous altitude.

So long as greal buildings

must be reared, men must

jeopardize their lives. In

spite of various safety appli-

ances that have hern intro-

duced in later years, the nu-

merous perils to the struc-

tural steel-worker's safety

have diminished but very

little. As in the past, he must
take his ]jfc j n hjs hand-.

Going n i Lunch bv \ Shod i Rou i i

I hi u workmen jauntily tak'- their lives in their han
confidrnt of thi-ir at.ilm to look oul

thi-ir owi
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CAMPAIGNING BY MOVING PICTURE.
Speaker Champ Clark is shown posing for the moving picture operators on the floor of the House of Representatives.

This is the first time that anything of this kind has been done. The Speaker went through his paces for nearly a half hour
while the picture men turned the crank and recorded his various poses. These pictures will be supplied to hundreds of

motion picture houses throughout the country and will be used with phonograph speeches by Mr. Clark.

SHOE FOR MOUNTING STAIRS

HPHE mounting" of stairs frequently is a

great inconvenience for convalescents

and invalids, especially those suffering

from heart trouble. In

order to facilitate this

task, a Dr. Schurig has de-

signed a folding attach-

ment fixed to the shoe

which, when unfolded, just

has half the height of a

step of the staircase. Only
one such attachment is

used, which, if the banis-

ters be on the right, is

fixed to the left foot, and
inversely, the shoe being

equally adaptable.

If the person at first in-

folds the attachment, his

body will be lifted to half

the height of a step, and
in order to reach the next
step of the staircase, only

HOW THE STAI
Is

has to be lifted another half-step by the

other foot. The foot fitted with the at-

tachment having then been draw.n after,

the same process may be again repeated,

and so on.

Various devices have
been invented for every
imaginable physical de-

formity or weakness. The
men who devote them-
selves to this sort of work
are doing a great boon to

mankind. Every little aid

in ameliorating suffering

is a step in humanity's
advance. The shoe for

aiding the invalid or the

convalescent in mounting
steps is one of those

things perhaps not one in

a million would think of.

The millionth does think

of it however, and so be-

comes a great benefactor
r-Mounting Shoe .„ ___:_4^.
Used. to SOCiety.

4y
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A ^TIRELESS
DIRECTORY

THI
I United

1 States Navj
I depart menl lia

s

just issued a pub
lication of great

value and much in

teresl to all pers< ms
interested in wii

raphy.
This book gives

the location of

every wireless sta

tion on the globe,

the call letters of

each, the distance,

in nautical miles, a

,n be flashed, the wave-lengths

in meters, and the character oi stations,

whether commercial, private, or the prop-

erty of some government. All merchant

sels and government craft equipped

with wireless outfit- are similarly listed.

•ipi'iir- from the compilation that the

United States is far in advance of any

other country in the number of stations.

Already it i- possible to send a wireless

e between almost any two points,

Chiev Kenuon II Nl w

and the network of

stations is being

p i d 1) made

The Navy I
><•

partment has ft >rt) -

five -hole stations

in operation, with

two more under
construction. The
War Department

has under its con-

trol fifty-one sta-

tions. The largesl

shore commercial
Stations in this

c< >untrj are 1' >caK <1

at the following

places and have
the ranges, in nautical miles, indicated by

the figures: Eastport, Maim. 100 to

1.00O: Quincy, Mass., 400 to 1,000; At-

lantic City, \. I.. 300 to 600; Cape Hat-

teras, N. C, 400 to 1,000; Tampa, Ida..

500 to 1,000; Grand Island, La., 450 to

LOCK): New Orleans, La., 300 to 500.

One of the most powerful stations in

existence is a private one located at

Nauen, « iermany, it having a rang*

2,000 nautical miles.

York City with His New
iKh Engine

THE LAST OF THE KIKE HORSES.
This shows the last run of th.- last of New York City's fire horses. It was a still alarm '' r ;ited

with ribbons. The illustration above shows what has suptrseded them.
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Two of the Largest Lobsters in the World.
The one at the right is three feet long and weighs thirty-
one pounds; at the left, twenty-eight pounds. These

giants were caught off Sandy Hook.

WORLD'S LARGEST LOBSTER
""THE largest lobster of the world of
A which there is a record has just been
brought to the surface and doomed to a

dry-land existence hereafter. This un-
disputed giant and king of all Lobster-

dom measures three feet long and weighs
thirty-one pounds. The average lobster

of the day is nine to ten inches long and
weighs two or three pounds. Another
cousin of the big one, nearly as long and

weighing twenty-eight pounds is with

the champion to keep him company.
These two deep sea marvels have just

been mounted in a large glass case, at the

Museum of Natural History, New York.
They were caught by fishermen off Sandy
Hook. For several months during the

regular lobster season, the pots, accord-

ing to custom, would be hauled up every

other day for the precious cargo destined

to delight the palate of the diners in the

palatial cafes. To the great disappointment

and amazement however, of the fisher-

men on each haul up of the pot it would
be empty, besides there would be a great

hole in the side and all the bait gone.

This was attributed at first to the rav-

ages of the storms, tide and the various

Swearing in a Witness.
Mrs. Mabel Van Dyke Bell is the first woman commis-
sioner in the United States. This witness in her first

case was sworn in the Federal court at Covington. Ky.

A Cactus Garden—a Novelty of the Arizona
Desert.

The mistress and daughters of the ranch in the South-
west are not to be deprived of the gratification of their

gardening instincts because they can not make a choice of

plants. Hence, occasionally, these cacti gardens are
created.

damages incidental to the bottom. After

the loss of several dozen of traps, hav-

ing holes the size of a man's head,

gnawed through, the alert fishermen sus-

pecting this to be the work of a possible

shark or some other large denizen of the

deep, sunk a huge trap the size of a

Saratoga trunk having an opening a

foot in diameter. Inside was placed an

extra amount of tempting bait. After

leaving this on the bottom for two days

it was hauled up, requiring two men to

handle the line. Clinging to the pot, the

half frightened fishermen saw the body
of a lobster with enormous proportions,

the like of which they had never seen be-

fore in all of their twenty-five years of

lobstering. The huge lobster had only

half of his immense frame inside the pot.

He could not extract or withdraw his

entangled form.
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THE LITTLE CHURCH THAT
LEADS TO HEAVEN

THE Church of St. Michael D'Aiguille
at Lc Puy Central, France, is known

^ the most picturesque spot in this fair

country. In the midst of this little town
there rise two gigantic rock-. <>iu- having
a statue of the Virgin Mary and the

other, as shown here, a remarkable tenth

century church. The rock is 280 feet high

and the church and its site are certainly

exceptional. The church is said to "lead

direct to heaven."

,*

SALVATION ARMY RESCUE
CORPS

DEGINNING with the postulate that no
*-* one loves a helpless inebriate and that

his sole hope when he falls by the way-
side is the policeman on the beat, the

Bi mi Largesi Hai in mi W.ikld— a
New Paris Creation.

Salvation Army inaugurated as a part of
the Lenten campaign the rescuing of the

inebriate.

The Salvation Army Drunkards' Bri-
gade i- under the leadership of Major
W. W. Winchell and its starting point

Jersey City. From here the mem-
bers of this peculiar corps will extend the
held of their operations until every large
town in the United State- has it- own
corp> for rescuing inebriates who may
he in need < »f assistance.

The worker- will have as their aids
the police of the district in which they
work. No one will welcome the advent
of these re-cuers more warmly than the
police. Of all the fish that fall into the

net of the guardians of the peace none is

Hill- Mil FALLEN \M. [ncidentalu Km
l m Poi II i

less liked than the helpless drunkard. 1 le

is usually powerless to help himself, he is

more likely than not a muddy scarecrow

and frequently he is more tit for a bed
in the hospital than a cell at the police-

station. There is no glory at all in ar-

resting him. lie is simply an all-around
nuisance to the police and they will gladly
shift the responsibility for his care to

other shoulder-. So that the rescuing

brigade will have the active and enthusi-

astic co-operation of the police in their

work.

XTMl?

Thk Little Church That l.y \u- ro Heaven.



First Move: the Polk Is Sawed off and the Stump Third Move: the Socket—to Receive the Pole-
withdrawn, either Jacked out or Pried out. Is Dropped into the Hole.

Second Move: the Pole Is Moved aside, while
the Stump Is Pulled out.

And lastly: the Repaired Pole in Place. Its
New Base Will not Rot.

47S
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SAVING THE OLD POLES

IX the days when timber was plentiful

* in this country the railroads and tele-

phone companies <li<l not hesitate to re-

place a pole when it had become decayed

below the ground but now-a-days when
evcrj pole replaced means an expense of

from eighteen to twenty-five dollars, de-

pending upon the size of the pole and the

amount of labor involved, they arc look-

ing about for some means to reduce this

expense.

A process for resetting partly decayed

telephone poles has recently been devised

inside diameter to a lesser degree at that

]" »int.

\ filling of earth is placed inside the

tube to the height of the ring, and the end
of the pole is prepared for replacement
in the tube, or socket, as it is called, by

tapering the end with a draw-knife until

it i- of the right size to tit the ring in the

socket.

\ thick mixture of cement, sand and
water is then poured into the socket and
the end of the pole set into this. The
cement mixture thus displaced fills np
every portion of the sockel about the pole

and when hard make- a permanent re-

MODEL THAT SE1 LS ELI CTRICITV—AN EXCELLENT ADVERTISING SCH1 ME.

by a Pittsburg man which promises to

reduce the cost and labor involved in

making the pole as good as new.
It, for example, the pole has become

rotted away at the surface of the ground
it is tir-t of all -awn off even with the

surface, then the tipper portion is lifted

by mean- of jack- and set to one -ide.

All this without disturbing the wire- at

the top.

The decayed end of the pole is now
pulled out of the ground and the hole

enlarged to receive a steel tube having
an inside diameter approximately that of

die base of the pole.

The tube i- from six to eight feet in

length, depending upon the diameter, and
ha- a ring formed in it- surface aboul
two feet from the top, thus bringing the

pair that will last for year-. After set-

ting the pole with it- socket straight in

the hole the earth i- tamped in about the

socket and the resetting process is com-
plete.

Tlu- time required to reset the pole is

aboul one hour and the cosl from seven

to nine dollar-. A new pole would cost

from eighteen to twenty-five dollars.

MODEL THAT SELLS
ELECTRICITY

HP I IF. model shown in the illustration
A represents a modern two-story fac-

tory with machine -hop. pattern shop,

drafting-room and office, and is complete
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The Carnival at Nice. It^ly.

An annual affair that equals, if it does not surpass, the
Mardi jjras at New Orleans.

The Burning of Butler County Court House,
Hamilton. Ohio.

Crossed wires in the dome started the fire. This photo
was snapped as the dome fell.

English Youngster and His Motorcar.

to the last detail in everything that makes
up such a factory.

It was built by an American electric

lighting
- and power company to advertise

its electric motor service facilities, and
has attracted considerable attention

among manufacturers at the various in-

dustrial expositions where it has been
shown.

Everything that is to be found in the

modern factory is reproduced here in

miniature. Machine tools of every va-

riety, work benches equipped with vices

and hand tools. The machinery runs and
the workmen operate it in an almost life-

like manner.
In the drafting-room are drawing

tables, filing cabinets, blue-prints scat-

tered about in a confusion that indicates

a rush of business, while the office has a

baby typewriter, roll-top desk and files of

the most up-to-date type.

Every department of the shop has its

own electric motor suspended from the

ceiling, which drives the machinery and
the whole plant is lighted with tiny elec-

tric lights hanging above each bench or

machine.

The model is about six feet long by
three feet high and twenty-one inches

deep. It took two months to build it and
it cost more than three hundred dollars.

je

YOUNGEST OF MOTORISTS

DROBABLY the youngest motorist in
* the world is Master F. Newman of

Kensal Green, England, who, though
only five years old, runs a perfectly con-

structed automobile of 1^ horse power,
in which he takes as his guest his little

sister, aged 2yi years. It is a gasoline

car, fully equipped with a top and acces-

sories, and accommodating four little

passengers. Master Newman looks after

it himself, in the garage and on the road,

filling the tank with gasoline, adjusting

the carburetor and all other details.

It steers from the right hand side and
cranks up from the side, just forward of

the front seat. It has light bicycle wheels
with steel spokes, instead of the regula-

tion artillery or automobile wheels, and
is so light that the little owner can easily

move it about by hand.
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MUD-SPLASHING NUISANCE
OVERCOME

IT may be because the French women
* objected to having their beautiful

gowns splashed with mud from the

wheels of motor cars or because the

nchman has always been a leader in

improving the motor vehicle, at any rate

an automobile club "t" Versailh ently

arranged a competition among inventors

t"'>r the best device to overcome the mud-
nuisam

r testing the various devices a num-
ber of large white boards, divided into

squares by vertical and horizontal line-.

were set up on eaeh side ft' a previously

prepared mini track.

The ear- with the fenders attached to

the wheels were driven over the course

in two directions at a minimum speed of

fifteen mile- an hour and a record estab-

lished "i* the efficiency of the anti-splash-

ing mechanism by the number of squares

-in the boards splashed a- the car passed.

Later an examination was made 1>\ the

judges t" pass on the mechanical con-

struction, ease of attachment, method <>f

ning and general appearance of each

device.

About half of the tender- entered in

the contest were found inefficient and al-

lowed mud t" he scattered freely in all

directions, while other- were mechanic-

ally complicated and of crude appearance.

The winning fender consisted of a

leather hound brush suspended from the

huh cap of the wheel and held in place

by two springs and an extension of the

frame up to the mud guard of the car to

prevent the brush from revolving with

the wl

The price asked for each device was
taken into consideration in determining
it- availability for general use. Some of

the fender- were offered a- low a- sixteen

dollar^ per -et while other- were priced

a- high a- one hundred dollar-.

ACROSS SEAS IN A SAIL
BOAT

/^XL of the most extraordinary
^>^ trip- ever made by a -mall sailing

craft was made in the Sea Bird which
was recently exhibited at the Boston

'] hi Winning Mud Fender in imi Coi

SciiRI- HoAKI) por Showing 1 in Spi VSH OP \i

bile Wheels Equipped with Fenders in Contest,

Thf Sra HtrJ LEAVING POR HER TRIP ACROSS THE
A I LACTIC.
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water on its second trip lashed

fast to the back of an ocean
greyhound, the occupants who
made the trip not wishing- to

again tempt fate in a trip back.

AUTO-SLED FOR YOUNG
FOLKS

ARTHUR JEWETTof Skow-
** began, Maine, has recently

perfected a double runner motor-
cycle combination that is an ob-

ject of envy among the young-
sters about town. He removed
the engine from the regular

motor boat show. This tiny sailboat not motorcycle and mounted it to the rear

over twenty feet long and having no aux- end of the bob-sled. The engine is

iliary steam or gasoline power sailed bolted to a large pulley on a counter

from the Rhode Island Yacht Club house shaft and the latter is connected

Rotary Snow Plow at Work on the Missouri Pacific near
hoisington. k.as.

AUTO SLED FOR YOUNGSTERS INVENTED BY A MAINE MAN.

with a crew of four men, and two weeks by sprocket and chain to the driv-

and four days later the little yacht had ing wheel. The driving wheel is set

completed a journey across the Atlantic, in the rear end of a movable frame
One of the party stated, on his return, pivoted on the corner shaft ; it rises and

that the only inconvenience they suffered falls readily to cover all road inequalities,

was that a can of kerosene on
board leaked and flavored every

potato they had aboard. They
experienced only one storm dur-

ing the trip and weathered it

without incident other than a

sleepless night.

The food on
have lasted for

daily observations were taken of

latitude and longitude during the

voyage and an interesting log

made of the entire trip. The Wreck of Five Locomotives in Pushing a Snow Pu>w.
little boat Was Carried Over the Four men were injured.

board would
i month and
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STEELCAR PROVES ITS \V( )K TI

I

OINCE the advent of 1 1 1 i — new type of
^ carrier, accidents upon the roads
which have adopted it have been few, hut

a recent collision between tw<> electric

car- doing duty upon a branch line "i one

of the large railroads was "i" such a

nature a- t<> give exact knowledge
what might be expected <>t the all-steel

car under such a >nditi< ms.

Through a misunderstanding of orders

the t\\<> cars shown in the illustration met
at a high rate of speed on a curve. Both
car- were filled with passengers. The

\ Miniaturi Electric-Lighted tage.

VlNDH \TION OP THE Mill Car.
result "I tin- collision to uin- car.

motormen jumped, the passengers were
somewhal bruised by the shock hut none
was killed ami there was not a bone
broken. Beyond the poinl where the steel

-tincture shows distortion the car frame
and roof were found in perfect condition.
The damage was confined to the portions
oi the car- which came in contact in the
collision and there was no tendency to

telescope a- would have been the case
with wooden car

The pointed end- ..I' the cars lucked
tast in each other's grip and the wheels
did nut leave the track.

Evidentl) the all-steel car has fully

proved it- right to a place anion-- travel-
in- vehicles, h i- about the safest device
that man could devise to carry passengers
at a high rate of -peed over two rail-.

DESIGNING COSTUMES FOR
THE STAGE

'T'l II''. art of designing stage costumes is

pursued b) a New York woman.
For the purpose of presenting the

tumes for an entire play, after studying
the playwright's manuscript, -hi' makes
paper-doll manikins, painted and dressed
as they will appear in the production.

These figun - die displays on a miniature
electrically lighted Stage, with the special

scenery designed for the pi<

The miniature stage is an exact repro-

duction of a real stage, with proscenium,
wings, Hies, hack drop, shifts and cur-

Tim Result "i nu C sion i" the Other Cak.
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tain, all on a small scale. The frame

work of the. stage is of wood, and the

scenery is constructed of heavy card-

boards and canvas, and is painted with

artistic taste. So far the whole thing

might be merely a beautiful toy, but the

ingenuity and skill used in the lighting

of this Lilliputian stage show that it is

far more than a toy. There are rows of

electric lights over the stage, so arranged

that any one row can be extinguished

without disturbing the others, thus mak-

TREE-CLIPPING
EXTRAORDINARY

'HE queerest use of trees for orna-

mental purposes is seen in the so-

called Italian garden, wherein they are

made by skillful clipping to assume all

sorts of fantastic forms. The effect pro-

duced is grotesque enough, and yet it has

a quaint beauty of its own. This garden
is to be found at Wellesley, Mass.
The New England of today certainly

AN ITALIAN GARDEN. TO BE FOUND AT WELLESLEY. MASS.
The effect is certainly fantastic, though not without a sort of beauty.

ing it possible to vary the illumination

from a soft twilight to the dazzling blaze

of sunlight. This also enables part of the

stage to be more brightly lighted than the

rest.

Just in front of the little curtain is a

row of electric footlights, which throw
their light directly on to the stage, just

as do their prototypes of the real theater.

Dry batteries were tried for lighting this

miniature theater, but they were not sat-

isfactory, so now storage batteries are

used with entire success.

is not the New England of puritanic

times. Imagine such a garden in the

straight-laced days that antedated the

American Revolution. This new style

of tree-clipping is, however, scarcely

artistic. It would be well enough for a

public pleasure park where an admission

charge is made. The designer of this

garden evidently had a somewhat warped
sense of beauty. Still, despite all this,

one must admit the effect is rather pleas-

ing, and certainly unique. At any rate it

is a very curious novelty.
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I'll! 1 RUMPI n R V0TOM-
IN.

Tin '. ''

INS! RREI

Vincentc Galban, only
twelve \

I ttif front rank in the
insurrecl II-
father was killed in battle,

M ister \ ni • nt'' shoul-
dered arms, and marched
along. He is an exi • p

lias

sing manners, and is a
fine sh t. • Ine rather ex
peers hi in to show a vain
air. "ii acconntol the n I

t.ik' n of him on all Bides.
and the shower of attention
and complimrnts but I

qnite free from affectation.
and should ho not fall in
battle will, no doubt, make
his mark in life. He lives
not far from the Texas
borderline.

TRUMPETER AUTOMA-
TON AND ITS STORY
A F \M» )\ rS automaton of the* middle of the last century is

:i mechanical trumpeter which is

still a curiosit) of Vienna. When
in 1848, after Metternich's over

th t < iw, t lu- court, befi »re the im-

minent revolution, had flown to

Innsbruck, the mob pillaged the

houses of well-to-do citizens

whom they suspected as being

monarchists. Among these was

one Leonhard Maelzel, a clever

instrument-maker, who in order

tn cheer his guests, had built an

automatic trumpeter attired in a

splendid uniform. A clever ap-

paratus caused this automaton to

put the trumpet to its mouth and

tn play a thundering flourish.

When the mob threatened his

house, Maelzel installed the au-

tomaton near the window, and as

the mob heard the trumpeter's

flourish, they thought there were
soldiers hidden in the house, and

seized with a sudden panic.

rushed on in some other direc-

tion. As a matter of fact, the

city of Vienna, only a few hours

afterward^, was retaken by the

Prince of Windischgraetz.

TELEPHONE FOR DEAF
MUTES

A I >EAF mute of Lynn, Mas-..
** has invented what he calls a

'"deaf mutes' telephone," to en-

able them to converse rapidly not

only with each other but with

those who possess their hearing

and speech, without having to

use the finger-sign language.

The new phone represents the

work of a man and his wife, both

deaf mutes, assisted by their

young son. who is almost blind.

The phone comprises an elec

trie keyboard. It has. like a type

writer, the universal system ar-

rangement of letters. Thi- k< >

hoard is connected by wire with

the electric signal board which is

1 € 4- 4 C C* O
\ j

<*C && €• 4-

I « « 4- f.

i n c.

Tl I I 1M- SI I .'V I >! \K Mi

I M hi ST OF SWANN1 RI1 i.

This swannery belonging t i Lord
II' bester al Abbotsbury, a littli

lagc in I lorsetshire, England, is

i i ret eight hundn d j

and there is documentary evidi
cf its .

. ii the time of the
Tudors. Here ma) bi ii any
time over a thousand graceful white
swans.
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la

the talking machine proper, consisting of with the second live specimen of gorilla

thirty-six incandescent light glohes, each ever to reach this country. A thousand
painted on the end of the bull) with a miles, or so, was covered in going
large letter of the alphabet or one

of the twelve numerals.

The deaf mute who wishes

to talk with another person

presses the keys in order,

spelling out the words
on a typewriter,as

his vis-a-vis reading

off the letters as

they flash up on the

lamps. The keys

come down on to

points of contact in

the same manner
as do the printing

typewriter tele-

graph machines,

instead of striking

by means of a lever

bar as does a type-

writer key. This
does away with any
false or lost mo-
tion and ensures

A Congo Gorilla in Captivity.

in

through the gorilla country, travers-

ing Jungles and dense forests be-

fore the present specimen was
located. It was obtained from
a trader in the village of Ningo

Sitka on the French Congo, some
150 miles inland. "Mille Ningo,"
is the name of this little extra-

ordinary creature. She is two
feet and a half high and two
years old. When full grown
she will probably reach five

feet in height.

Special quarters,

a whole large cage
in the Primate
House, is given up
to her. She re-

fuses to make
friends with
"Baldy," "Susie"
or the other noted
chimpanzees from
Africa who are in

perfect contacts. The keyboard, how- adjoining apartments. No visitor at the

ever, can be operated as quickly by an Zoological Park has been considered such

expert as an ordinary typewriter, and a treasure and carefully watched and fed

the letters can be read as quickly as they as the little Simian lady from the Congo,
can be flashed up. Thus persons familiar The zoo chefs have prepared all the

with an ordinary universal typewriter most tempting tropical dishes they know
keyboard could readily operate the ma- of to please the palate of Mille Ningo.

chine, and with a little practice become
expert at it.

The inventor has perfected his inven-

tion so that two machines may be in-

stalled in separate rooms, or in houses
some distance apart

and the conversation

carried on— swiftly

and silently — with

more speed than on
the ordinary phone.

CONGO GORIL-
LA IN CAP-

TIVITY

A FTER a nine-
** teen hundred
mile trip from Equa-
torial Africa Prof.

Garner recently ar-

rived in New York

Indigestion and lonesomeness seem to be

the main trouble. Gorillas are rarely

seen in captivity owing to two causes,

their capture is difficult and dangerous,

and they likewise cannot stand isola-

tion and close con-

finement as can the

chimpanzees and
orangs.

For Sending Photos by Wireless.

Professor Kocrn recently installed at Monte Carlo
his apparatus for transmitting human likenesses

from that famous resort to Paris.

The gorilla was
first very prominent-
ly brought to the at-

tention of Ameri-
cans by the French
explorer, Paul Du
Chaillu. About 1855,

under the auspices

of the Academy of

Natural Sciences,

Philadelphia, he ex-

plored the interior

of Africa, making
many discoveries.



FISHING Qi AMERICA'S WONDERLAND,
sh without moving from the spot where it \\;is ( aught in Yellowstone Lake.

HOW TROUT SWARM IN YELLOWSTONE LAKE.
The government let tors to the park catch all they want.

4S?
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COURTESY AM. MUSEUM NATURAL HISTORY, f

Great Press Which Forms Half an Automobile
Body at One Stroke.

STAMPING OUT AUTOS
"VfOT exactly stamping- out the whole
* ^ auto but stamping- out one half of

the body at each stroke of the press is

the latest method
of a manufacturer.

Automobile
bodies have been

made of metal for

a number of years,

but u s u a 1 1 y of

plates representing

only a small part of

the body which
was attached to

other plates by
rivets or screws
and the whole built over a wooden frame.

As the demand for cars has increased,

some more rapid method had to be de-

vised and the great press shown in the

illustration is the result of the cudgeling

of the inventor's brains.

The machine is so large that a special

building had to be constructed to house

it and it weighs 1,500 tons or 300.000

pounds—most certainly a ponderous ap-

paratus.

The base of the press on which are

placed the dies for forming the bodies

measures twelve feet in length by four

feet in width and each die used weighs

many tons.

After the bodies are formed the two
steel halves are welded together by elec-

tricity and so perfect is the work that the

seam where the weld is made is hardly

visible.

Bodies for the highest priced cars are

made in this manner and it not only en-

Biggest of All Bullfrogs.

ables the car builders to turn out more
cars but at a much lower cost than by
the older and slower method.

FROG POSES AS MODEL
/^\N the left of the operator is a live
^^ frog. He is sitting very still. It is

necessary that he should do so in order

to serve as a model for the magnified

frog which is being sculptured.

It will be noticed that the magnified

frog has his mouth wide open. Hence it

is requisite, from time to time, to pry

open the mouth of the real frog and see

what it looks like inside. When the en-

larged frog is finished, being duly painted

green and yellow, with suitable spots and

^^^ a white stomach, it will

mk m be remarkably realistic.^H The frog keeps
*^. his eye upon the

sculptor. He takes

life easily. He is

not worrying evi-

dently about the

trials of the pro-

fessional m o d e 1.

He is a "homey,"
tractable sort of a

little creature, and
seems to realize

the importance of

being as quiet and
of giving as little

trouble as possible.

Unusual Type of Bridge.

It spans the Charles River between Boston and Cambridge.
The draw is of the trunnion type, is operated by electric-

ity, and requires only thirty seconds to open. The
counterweight at the rear weighs 110 tons.



M- w IER0P1 \M RECENTLY TRIED OUT IN FRANCE. THAT HAS THE MERIT OF
CAPABLE OF BEING STEERED BACKWARD.

BE ING

AEROPLANE THAT STEERS
BACKWARD

"Till'' French, who are. seemingly, at
* least, if not actually, experimenting
with the aeroplane mure generally than

the people of any other nation, have now
brought forth for the inspection of the

Advertising thk Panama Pacific Exposition. 1915.

world a machine thai boasts a feature no
previous aeroplane possessed, at any
event, in a satisfactory degree: the aero-

naut may steer the new machine back-
ward as well as forward. This aeroplane
was first shown at [visy, the scene of
numerous aviation meets. It is of the

monoplane type and has been christened
the "Sylphe." either out of poetic fancy
or because it really doc- maneuver with
unusual freedom and grace of motion.

OVERLAND BY DEER TEAM
DROBABLY the most remarkable trip

across the country ever attempted is

now being tried out by Prank Clemens,
who is driving from San Francisco to

New York behind a team of trained deer.

The vehicle to which they are attached

is of unique design, combining lightness

with strength, and is built of bicycle

frame tubing, while the wheels and seat

are of the same type. Mr. Clemens
expects to make the trip in three months
and will represent the Panama-Pacific
Exposition en route.

/&>
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POLITICAL LESSONS IN A
MODEL

\ the large deserted space of ground
^ in the strand owned by the London

Motor Car as Spraying Outfit.

county council there stands a model of a

remarkable nature. It demonstrates the

mequa
system
the siz

con st it

(Lond
ers is r

ty-two
(Irela

voters
only ei

lities of

in

the present electoral

Poles represent

and smallest

uencies. Thus the Romford
on) division with 56,000 vot-

England.

es of the largest

epresen

feet hig

nd) wi
claims

inght

ted by a pole twen-
h while Kilkenny
th about 1,700
the smallest post

dies high. This
model demon-
strates how unfair

it is for a

m em ber

of par-
liament
to be re-

turned
for some

JM & m
MM 8K*i«» v>-«jat

ENCLAND.

constituency representing a thousand vot-

ers while another member has a following

of many thousands but each man has ex-
actly the same powers, in the house of
commons as a representative of the peo-

ple.

&

MOTOR CAR AS SPRAYING
OUTFIT

/"WRRYIXG a number of spraying
pumps, tanks and a couple of station-

ary gas engines, a fifty horsepower car is

traveling up and down the state of Cali-

fornia and demonstrating to fruit grow-
ers just what can be accomplished in the

destruction of scale and other pests by
means of its outfit and chemicals. The
automobile is of the greatest possible

service in reaching orchards and interest-

ing the ranchers right on their own
ground ; in fact such a canvass would be

impossible by any other means. The car

has traveled 1.000 miles and more since

leaving San Jose and has had a remark-
able record without tire trouble. This is

spite of the fact that a weight ofin

6,540 pounds is carried. Double tires are

used on the rear wheels and single tires

of the same size, 37 by 5 inches, are used
in front.

The auto, with
tions, isprovingm
of a blessing on
solving many of

of farm work,
«» life easier for

ist

its



THE MEN WHO MARE
THE MAGAZINE

DOBERT I!. MOULTON'S
name is ver) familiar to

Technical World Magazine
readers. Nearl) ever issue con-

tains something from his pen.

Aside from his writings Mr.
Moulton is remarkable for an-

other thing: he is probably the

only deaf man that ever gradu-
1 from a college for hearing
pie. lie is a product of Co-

lumbia University's school of architecture,
l>nt did not find the actual work of his

profession to his liking. In spite of his

physical defect, Mr. Moulton is a keen and
accurate investigator. He is a lip-reader,
and a pencil and paper readily supplement
the spoken word, whenever necessary,
though these auxiliaries are seldom needed.

.1 II. (I -IIING.

pEORGE H. CUSHINGis an authority
^J "ii all things that pertain to coal—with
reference to mining, and the business and
labor ends of the industry. His researches
have not ended here, however. He is an
investigator into the extensive field of in-

dustrial economics. No one who has read
one of his articles can s i forget it.

Mr. Cushing is an editor as well as
writer, being chief of staff of an important
trade journal that deals with the coal in-

dustry. His means of recreation is a some-
what curious one—by many indeed, consid-

ered hard work. It is writing fiction.

: KT 11. Mi IULTON.

r»HARLES FREDERICK CARTER—^ with his brisk, racy style, his versatility,

and his technical accuracy—has shown him-
self to be above the usual. While his spe-

cialty is the railroad field,—he has pub-
lished authoritative works in this line—he
has a broad training and quickness of mind
that enables him to enter with marked suc-

cess into numerous other realms.

Mr. Carter has lived a varied career. In
his time he has been farmer, hrakeman and
teacher, and has served on the editorial

staffs of two Chicago, three Xew York City,
one Brooklyn and one Denver newspaper.
He is a busy, energetic man who works

/y/



Walter V. Woehlks

Charles Frederick Carter.

ing

hand.

into whatever task he

w i t h tre-

mendous
vim,throw-
ing his
\v hole be-

may have in

WALTER Y. WOEHLKE can handle
" his theme in a vigorous and brilliant

manner,
striking

-

.

He likes to look at the things of life from
the point of view of the man of affairs.

His writings are picturesque and
His article in this month's Tech-

nical yVorld— "Grabbing the West's
Liquid Fuel," is one of the best published in

a long time. Mr. Woehlke knows his sub-

jects thoroughly and speaks boldly. He is a

Californian.

F. G. MOORHEAD. WHOSE WRITINGS INSTRUCT AND ENTERTAIN OUR TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF READERS EVERY MONTH.

Mr. Moorhead's specialty lies in the agricultural field.
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THREE war- ago a young

attorney in Chicago was about

to build a little summer cot-

tage "ii one of the northern

lake-, and a good friend of his

who was in the business of selling

cement by the barrel nr carload, got wind

of tin- fact and camped on the lawyer's

trail. Every time the attorney would step

<>nt <'f his office to get a cigar or to go
t<> lunch he would he likely to run across

hi- friend, the cement -ale-man, who
would quite naturally bring the conver-

sation around to fireproof construction,

the durable qualities of cement, its cheap-

and -o forth. The attorney took it

1 naturedly enough, for he admired
the persistency that sticks, but finally he

moved to retort, something like thi-:

"Now, look here. I dank, yon know these

little snmmer cottages are jn>t made up
of a single wall of wood : that's all. Am
I righl

"Quite right, and they are the worst
fire trap

"

"Yes, I know, but here yon are trying
to persuade me to put up two walls of

I and throw them both away to get

one of concrete. Why not use that wood
to build two cottages ?"

Tin- was a facer for the cement sales-

man, who -rasped the idea that reference

was made to the wooden concrete forms,
hut he had the answer ready.

"( >h well, if you are so darn stingy

about your old lumber, why don't y< iu

pour your concrete walls Hat on the

gn iund and tilt 'em up on edge when they
are hardened."

That seemed like an ingenious idea

though a highly impracticable one and
the young attorney was prompted to

inquire whether anybody had ever tried

such a wild scheme.

"Why sure, there is a man up at Camp
Logan who is building walls that way
righl now."
"Oh yes, I suppose he operates with

ten foot slabs and holt- them together."

"Nol much, he is putting up one hun-

dred and forty foot walls."

That little conversation meant a good
deal more than the sale of enough cement
to build a summer cottage. The attorney
was so interested that the two of them
took the train for ("amp Logan that

afternoon and watched one of those one
hundred and forty foot walls being tilted

into an upright position by a series ot

jack-, and the sight impressed the pros-

pective builder so much that he eventually

quit his law practice to help form the

corporation which controls the patents.

For at that time there were patents hut

no system, just an experiment heing' car-

ried out by one of the rare inventive

geniuses who meet- new difficulties with

new methods of doing the work. The
inventor ami contractor, who was build-

ing a rifle range at Camp Logan, was
('..I. R. 1 1. Aiken, and he told the young
lawyer an interesting little story of how
lie was forced into the idea of the tilted

wall. Colonel \iken. an expert marks-

man and designer of the Standard

targets now in use in the United States

Army, had hem given the contract to

build this rifle range for the Illinois Na-
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A DEVICE WHICH GOT A CONTRACTOR OUT OF A BAD FINANCIAL HOLE.
Raising on jacks a section. 140 feet long, of a concrete rifle range, at Camp Logan. 111.

tional Guard. It consisted of a concrete

wall, three-quarters of a mile long, about
six inches thick, twelve feet high and
backed with earth. Every one hundred
and forty feet was a little "marker's"
house, where target supplies were stored.

These houses were also to be of concrete.

Now at that time the colonel wras a

better marksman and constructive genius
than contractor, and when he came to

figure on his expenditures he found that

he was going to lose heavily on the con-

tract. He had not reckoned closely

enough on the high price of the wooden
forms. Rather than do his work at a

loss, the colonel put in some hard think-

ing, and the idea came, "Why not mould
these rough walls in shallow trenches on
the ground and lift them into place?"

The plan was tried out, a section at a

time. All kinds of devices were used to

raise the lengths into place after the con-

crete had set; derricks, cranes and jacks

operated by hand power. Every step

taken led to another in the right direction.

The three-quarter mile wall was com-
pleted without the anticipated loss, prac-

tically no lumber being used.

Then came the time to construct the

little marker's houses and instead of set-

ting up forms for them, Colonel Aiken
decided to try out his system on the

simple walls of the sheds. The openings
for the doors and windows were laid out,

but before the pouring of the concrete

was done the new idea had sprouted,

"Why not set in the door and window
frames and let the cement harden around
them ?" That was tried out with com-
plete success. The walls of the little

houses were raised and the corners

locked by a method that was simple yet

effective: the reinforcing material was
allowed to project a few inches at the

corners and, when in an upright position,

moulds were set up at the junction of

the walls and concrete was poured in,

binding them perfectly. Thus, still more
economy had been effected, and the little

sprout of an idea had begun to develop

into quite a promising plantlet.

When it came time to build the bar-

racks at Camp Logan, a contract which
the colonel had secured, it was decided

to experiment still further and the new
difficulties were overcome as they arose
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until the present system was evolved,

which i> now in use b) the Federal Gov-
ernment a-> well as in large private con-

tracts all over the o mntry. The apparatus

in use at present consists <>t' a series of

latticed beams formed of angle iron,

which stand aboul four or five feel

altow- the ground on temporary founda-

tions and work up and down on a pivot.

h beam is equipped with a telescope

w which is just of sufficient length

to raise the frame u> a vertical position.

These beams arc set al< <hlt the inner side

of the permanent foundation at intervals

of about six feet or more, according to

the proposed thickness of the wall. They
are not perfectly horizontal hut lie at an

angle of about ten degrees. The wooden
form for the wall is bolted upon them.

You see, in perfecting the system, the

lumber which brought forth the idea

could not he altogether dispensed with,

hut as the form is built like a flat, shal-

low box, open at the top, only a little

more than half the usual amount i- re-

quired. Better Still, that half is not nailed

together by skilled carpenters hut rapidly

bolted in place by men who are not nt

sarily expert wadders of the -aw and
hammer. Best of all this lumber is not

ripped to pieces and thrown away when
the wall is up. hut merely unbolted, tit to

us^' again and again.

Having built tin- shallow box, set in

the door and window frames and ar-

ranged for whatever ornament the facade
L to have, the concrete is thoroughly
tamped in aboul the reinforcement. Here
is one of the greatesl advantages of the

system, as the pouters can readily fill

every part of the form, while in an ip-

right mould it would he comparatively
eas\ for voids to remain.

Where the architect's plan calls tor

pilasters, ornamental capitals and decor-

ative cornices or friezes, these are

allowed for. The highly decorative work-

is moulded separately and s C-t m place,

BUILDING A LOW-PRICED FARM HOUSE.
Studding ready for the laths is set in the concrete. These walls were moulded on the ground.



THE JACK AND THE BENCH ARE EASILY PUT TOGETHER.
They are essential factors in raising the tilted wall.

the iron reinforcing rods in the orna- coat can be applied and this is highly

ments being allowed to project into the advantageous. It is a well known fact

forms so that the concrete wall is tamped that it is difficult to join fresh cement to

right around them. Then, while the sur- that which is set and as the ordinary

face of the wall is still wet, a finishing forms leave board marks, which must be

BEAMS READY TO RECEIVE THE CONCRETE FORMS.
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1H J RAISING OF V CHURCH WALL BUILT WITH IN \!'-l- OF PROJECTING PART.
\ MOST DIFFICUL1 FEAT.

covered with a cement finish after the

concrete is hard enough to remove the

forms, the result is often a surface which
cracks and scales. By applying the finish-

ing coat before the cement in the body
of the wall is set the difficulty i- over-

come, as surface and wall become one
Vari< »us surf; applied,

of course, one of the most ingenious

methods of producing an artistic finish

being by this method: a piece of old

Brussels carpet i- laid on the wet sur-

and immediately ripped off, leaving

mi-rough or -tipple effect.

\fter the last touches .'ire applied, the

wall is allowed to harden and. ;is the

upper surface is exposed to the air. this

not take long. Within the or six

-lav- the wall nd ready to be tilted

into an upright position on it- founda-
tions.

The power for raising the wall is sup-

plied by a -mall engine, a gasolin<

•;i engine of -ix horse-power being
sufficient. The tel< are

turned by a worm trear. and a- a -haft

rnns the entire length of the wall, con-
necting with each jack, the lift of each

!-
i xactly the same. Tin- -haft makes

104 revolution- for every inch thai it

raises, so that the motion i- very grad-

ual and gentle.

The worm gear engages a tele-cope

-crew jack under each lunch, the outer

-crew having a diameter of three and

three-quarters inches ami the inner one

tw< > and three-quarters.

Although the system ha- been in use

for only a few years, many improvements
have been made ami many difficult feats

attempted. One of the most remarkable

exhibitions of skillful construction was
the building of a church, the rear wall

of which included a large curving apse.

At first glance it would seem extremely

hazardous if not impossible to tilt a wall

with an eight foot how in the middle of

it. hnt it was a thorough su< \n

arch of scaffolding was built upon a plat-

form in the center of the regular wall

form and the concrete tamped in place.

Window- had been allowed for in the

ap-e and these were hoarded on the out-

side and guy wire- were rim from these

hoard- to tin- benches in order to ^rive

ier rigidity to the ap-e while it was

m



CHURCH WALL WITH APSE IN PLACE.

being tilted. In order to prevent the pull

of this mass from uprooting- the jacks

bodily, they were securely anchored to a

"dead man."
Another problem solved in connection

with this system is the making- of hollow
walls of concrete. The necessity for the

hollow walls in the severe cold of winter

was demonstrated by a church which was
built with a heavy solid wall of concrete.

This was erroneously thought to be a

sufficient non-conductor but the architects

discovered their mistake when it was too

late. The inner wall had been plastered,

and elaborate and costly mural decora-

tions had been applied to the interior, and
when the church was heated for Sunday
services the first real cold day of winter
little streams of water ran down to walls,

ruining the artist's work. The explana-
tion was simple : the moisture contained
in the heated air was condensed the

moment it struck the cold wall of the

church and a liberal dew was precipitated

upon the mural paintings.

The problem of obviating such diffi-

culties by use of his system gave Colonel

Aiken much food for thought. It was
not practicable to make wooden forms to

hold the inner and outer walls apart, as

the lumber could not be removed, and if

allowed to remain it would swell in wet
weather and crack the cement. He had
the fleeting idea of using tapering forms

of sheet iron, which could be drawn out

when the concrete hardened, but one day
when going through his foundry he

noticed the core makers preparing cores

of sand, and the problem was solved. In

preparing a hollow wall at present, the

inner surface is poured first, together

with concrete ribs for studding, which

run up and down ; then a thickness of

dry sand is spread upon this to the re-

quired depth, flush with the studding, and
the outer wall is poured on top of that.
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When the cement has sel and the wall is

being tilted upright the dry sand simply

runs out, leaving the dead air space

which is not ;i conductor of heat or cold.

So much for the utility of the system.

From the aesthetic standpoint quite as

much has been accomplished, as it has

been demonstrated that an inexpensive

factory building can be made as hand-

some as an art museum or an exposition

hall. The must elaborate ornaments can

be applied in an economical manner. The
method of preparing the cement orna-

ments is very ingenious. hirst a modd
is made in clay from the artist's sketch.

We will suppose it to be a decorative

frieze I nd the length of the build-

From this clay model a plaster-

paris cast is taken and from the latter is

made a gelatine mould, which hardens to

a rubber-like consistency. When this is

stripped off, cement can be poured into

the gelatine which retains every detail of

the original clay model. As soon as the

cement is hard enough the gelatine can

be taken off and used again and again

until all the sections of the frieze have

been completed. If the gelatine mould
shows wear after a number "I pourings,

a new one can he easily prepared.

All these' ornamental details are rein-

forced with projecting rods, and when
the facade of the building is to he poured,

the frieze', capitals, etc., are placed on the

f.nin before the pouring : the reinfot

ments holding them in place.

ARTISTIC HOME BUILT ON THE TILTED WALL SYSTEM.
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COATING IRON PIPE BY MEANS OF A CEMENT GUN.

CEMENT PROTECTS IRON PIPE

A LAYER of cement is applied to iron
** water pipe in order to preserve it

from injurious effects of moisture and
chemicals in the soil. The method is

shown in the accompanying photographs,

which give a good idea of the process.

First the pipes are enclosed in a web of

fencing wire, which causes the cement

to adhere firmly to the surface. Then
the cement is applied to a thickness of

about an inch by means of a cement gun,

an apparatus that blows a spray of water

and a mixture of sand and cement, the

ingredients combining at the nozzle and
striking the surface

great force.

of the pipe with

The result is a verv hardJ

protecting surface, which adds greatly to

the life of the water or eras main so

THE PIPE IS FIRST PREPARED WITH LIGHT FENCE-WIRE NETTING.

Ceremonial Moustache Lifters Used by the Hairy
Ainu, the Mysterious Aboriginals of Japan.

These sticks keep clean the flowing beard of one while
drinking.

treated. It is claimed that old pipe which

has been dug up can be coated with

cement by this method and used again,

unless, of course, it has deteriorated to

a great extent. The two pictures here

shown were taken in southern California,

where pipes are being prepared for use

near San Diego.

The use of concrete in this connection,

is another triumph of this material over

the ordinary materials that have hitherto

held full sway in this sort of construction

work. It would seem to sound the doom
of the old.

soo



How FRESH PICKED CH0C01 Ml BEANS ARE HANDLED PREPARATORY TO THE
MANUFA( 1

i RING PROCESS.
: washed in water, the chocolate beans are allowed to ferment in tin- sun.

ONE-ARMED ORCHESTRA
THHERE is an orchestra in Portland,

Oregon, which is composed exclus-

ively lit" one-armed men. In spite of their

physical shortcoming, these determined,

enthusiastic young men are making a

practical success out of their association.

The idea of thi> orchestra originated

with B. R. Amend, a musician. The loss

of his arm did not induce him t<> despair

of somehow making an honorable com-
petence. He sel his wits at work and

conceived the idea thai he could not be

the only musician in the world with one
arm. lie began to scour the city of

Portland and the State of Oregon. Ere

As Orchestra Made Up Exclusively ps 0m
Armed Men.

long, he was in communication with not

only one but several who had lost arms
and were of musical temperament or
training.

Eight members compose the orchestra,

seven with their right arms gone, hut

the eighth, Mr. Lester Cox, i- minus the

left. It is a peculiar fact that ever)

member lost his arm through service in

the mills of Oregon and Washington!
The orchestra, sensibly, doe> not -o

in for classical music, hut strives it- besl

to render popular and dance music—the

kind the people most appreciate and for

which there is ten times the demand.
Mr. Amend, handicapped a- he is, fur-

nishes a -how in himself, as he dexter-

ously and with at time-, marvelous skill

manages to keep the piano going in time

and tune with tin- instruments about him.

It is hard enough to accompany an

orchestra when the pianisl ha- two hands
and clever musical ability. What must
it he when a chap ha-- but one hand with

which to manipulate the bass and high

keys?
Probably the most difficult and sensa-

tional feature of the concert- and enter-

tainments is the stunt performed by

Mc--rs. Amend and Tieuken. They give

a guitar solo, both playing an one instru-

ment.
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ELECTRICAL TOWING AT THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER WESER.

This Important Electrical Apparatus Has Been
Put into Use by the City of Bremen.

It shows the pronounced tendency of German munici-
palities to use new mechanical devices

wherever possible.

MILK DELIVERED BY WIRE
HPHE owner of a small dairy out west
*" got tired carrying" the heavy cans of

milk from his milking sheds to the

creamery, and as the latter building was
only about three hundred feet distant

and on a lower level he devised the

aerial milk carrier shown in the photo-

graph. The full cans are carried above
a county road, but as that is on a lower

grade than the land on both sides it does

not interfere with traffic. The little trol-

ley, carrying a twenty gallon can, is run
to the creamery by gravity while the

empty cans are hauled back very easily

by rope.

MILK DELIVERED BY WIRE.
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IRRIGATION

"TWIN F VLLS HAS BEEN ALMOST A TRADE MARK FOR SOUTHERN IDAHO.

Looking down upon the Salmon River irrigation dam, Twin Falls project.
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STATES Randall R^

Tfcmtd

the irrigated west,

vided a good living,

\<

IX the fall of 1908 a physician living

in Decatur, 111., decided to abandon
medical practice and to migrate to

1 lis pr< ifessi< »n pr< i-

but he had become
intensely interested in an Idaho Carey
Act project, and he and his wife believed

that they had found country freedom and
financial independence, a life opportunity.

They had implicit faith in Idaho irrigated

lands And why not

—

since the promot-
ers, in their de luxe booklets, reiterated

what Dr. K. and his wife already knew :

thai this Carey Act project was a State
project. The Idaho State Land Hoard

came several years ago
from the East. Hewas buoy-

ant and vigon iUS, and he may
have been a little over-ambi-

tious. I li >\\ ever, he seeme<

to he playing safe when he

made first payments on a

large block of Carey Act

land. 1 le contracted to pur-

chase and to make proof < ")

more land than he really in-

tended to kee]'. because the

promoters had fanned the

young Easterner's speculative

instincts by reciting man)
had investigated it. had guaranteed its amples of the recent mad jumping in

water supply, and had fixed its water- irrigated land values. Also, the promot-

right charg< The promoter- were ers had reminded him that the project

merely construction, financial, and colon- was under strict State supervision; and

ization agents for the State. theypromised that his ditches would soon

Dr K gave up his medical prac- hi' full of water. So the young man made
tice. and in October filed on forty acres first payments, and put all hi- surplus

Southern Idaho Carey Act land. money in substantial land improvement-.

Last summer, near the end of his lie planted his Crop then waited month
third year. Dr. K. could summarize hi- after month for water. No writer came,

condition a- follows: Me had not yet lli^ crops withered and died. He was
raised a dollar'- worth of produce on hi- compelled to haul water for domestic use

"irrigated'
1

ranch. And for a very good and for hi- stock, fie obstinately hung
reason. lit' had had no water. Because
of the total failure in crops, he and his

wife had used up all their surplus capital.

They could not leave their State-guaran-
teed Carey Act farm on which they had
-taked all their capital and three years
of their life. Besides, they couldn't pay
their grocery hill. So Dr. I\. was doing
odd jobs for his neighbors; his wife was
courageously helping to keep the wolf
from the door by taking in washing.

Anothei typical resident on the same
Idaho project is a young man who

on season after season— for three years

—hut still no water. Hi- second and

third annual land payment- became due.

hut he could not pay. because he had

raised no crop-. lie was in danger of

1< ising hi- land. I le could not -ell.

One could recount dozens of like ex-

ample—homeseekers stranded on the

rt awaiting the completion of Idaho

Carey Act projects. A few of the proj-

ects are practically in a wrecked condi-

tion, due to the financial failure of the

companies. On others therepromoting
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.FRED FLOED.
As editor rof "The Boise Citi-

zen," his vigorous attacks con-
tributed largely to the downfall
of the Brady administration.

The Present Democratic Governor
of Republican Idaho. James H. Haw-
ley, who, as Championing Carey Act
Reforms. Defeated James H. Brady.

are grave com-
plications in

water rights which may delay their com-
pletion for years. Still others cannot be

financed.

But let us turn to another State. Sev-
eral scores of settlers, on a single Carey
Act project in Oregon, have been wait-

ing more than six years for water. And
they are not certain that they

will ever get it—even though
they have already paid for the

water ; and regardless of the

fact that the Government sev-

eral years ago granted -them

title to the land, since State

officials had innocently certi-

fied that the land had actu-

re-

James H. Brady.
Under the Brady administra-

tion, the promotion of Carey Act
projects reached its height in the
State of Idaho.ally been

claimed.

The promoters of this Oregon project,

the old Columbia Southern, found a little

creek and a large tract of good land in

the central part of the State. Then the

promoters went before the old State

Land Board, which was supposed to

the interests of future settlers.

The project looked good on

paper, and the promoters se-

cured the Board's formal

O. K. to a contract. The pro-

moters scattered their circu-

lars to the four winds. The
circulars told that the land

was being reclaimed under

State supervision; and that

guard
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the St iranteed « ;i t c r

rights had been fixed at the

extremely low c<>st of ten

dollars an acre.

Tin- selling scheme was
well planned, and the pi

moters soon loaded off

er rights for -U000
acres. The ready -ale of

the lainU may have been
partially dm- t" the IT.

ality Hi' the promoters,
they assured the settlers

—

contrary t<> the ( are) Aft

law- that they could gain
title withe >ut even coming
tn the State. Bui Some of

came anyway, freighting their

more than a hundred miles out from the

nearest railroad. Soon, also, the pro-

moters platted a town. The promotion
of town sites is usually associated with

the roust ruction of Carey Act projects.

The town was named Laidlaw, after the

chief promoter of the project that was so

wonderfully to transform the desert.

Everything was booming with

the promt iters. But unsched-

uled things now began t"

happen to the -ciders.

Their laud patents stopped

d iming from the < '* ivern-

meiit. even though the

Mate I .;iii'! Board had for-

mally pronounced the land

"reclaimed." Still more
serious, many of the

tiers were unable to gel

water for irrigatii in and it

was rumored that tl

wasn't enough water t<

around. The settler- In

then frenzied. They held

an indignation meeting. The chief coun-
sel of the promoting company was pres

ent at the meeting, and he answered in

an ingenious manner the protests of the

settlers.

"We've delivered all the water there

is." he replied, in a sympathetic tone,

"and we can't help it if the Almighty
runs short. The Company can't produce

F. K. i k> iding Fob

m

ms"« 0* Id mii'

\s , ti, iinn.m ol it"' Slit.

n ih. administi
ol til' < .If. V 1. .111.1 A. I Ml 1. 1. ill. I,

the settlers came excited, tl

g< io(|s

SALMON RIVER DAM. TWIN FALLS IRRIGATION PROJECT.
Twin Falls is the Mecca of all Idaho irrigation boosters.



MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTS ARE RAISED AT TWIN FALLS.

water," he added, "and if the Tumalow
does not contain enough water, then each

must take his share and be satisfied."

The State Land Board was aroused
to make a belated inquiry into the Colum-
bia Southern Carey Act project. It

found that the promoters had contracted

to reclaim 27,000 acres of land—the

amount of water not having been fixed.

The promoters had then sold State-

guaranteed water rights for 20,000 acres,

at ten dollars an acre, to 275 prospective

settlers. The total amount of water in

Tumalow Creek, on which the project

depended, was sufficient to irrigate only

8,000 acres—and approximately one-half

of this water was already appropriated

by other lands.

The Courts later decided that the Carey
Act company was within legal bounds,
for it had fulfilled its agreement to sup-

ply zvater to the settlers. The project is

today about where it was eight years ago.

The Company has been reorganized and
has attempted to finance a revised plan

which will provide a storage reservoir. The

A PORTION OF THE TWIN FALLS PROJECT AS IT LOOKED A FEW YEARS AGO.
Land in this vicinity has sold as high as $1,000 an acre. This fact is one of the choice "arguments" of the land boomer.
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IRRIGATION FRAUDS IN TEN STATES

settler- are patiently waiting for wat<

all but the few who happened to arrive

first and arc now appropriating all the

water there is. If the new plan can In-

financed the settlers must n.-u pa> forty

dollars an acre for their water ri^ht, in-

stead of the originally agreed-upon ten

dollar- an acre It" not financed, then the

only hope for the settlers is an appeal

to the Oregon Legislature, which in the

past has seemed little disposed to listen

tu hard-luck stories.

In Idaho, at the last State election, the

each Western State that would assume
the responsibilit) of reclaiming such a

body of land. This reclamation included

the subdivision of the grant of land into

small tracts that would be sold to actual

In imeseekers.

Ten nt' the Western Mate-, as follows,

have accepted the utter: Idaho, Wyo-
ming, ( Colorado, I tali, Montana, ( Oregon,

New Mexico, South Dakota, Nevada and

Washington. The step- for gaining
State title to these Government laud- are

simple. ne promoter discovers .

THl-
-

i B01 '.111 "WATER RIGHTS." BUT THEY DIDN'T EXPECT TO HAVE TO HAl I THE
WAT] K THEMSE I

'

- .enc on a Carey Act farm in eastern Oregon.

Carey Act mix-up was enough of a po-

litical issue to turn the State inside out,

and to overcome a heavy normal Repub-
lican majority and to elect a Democratic
governer. In Oregon, the Carey Act

mix-up i- one of the most tangled legal

and economic riddles that the official- at

the State capitol are trying to puzzle

out. And there are other State- that also

have their Carey Act troubles.

But the Carey Act has not always seen

• lark days. In fact, many a booster

-In nited hilariously when Congress passed

the Carey Act bill, in 1894. This bill in

effect told the Western State- that they

could each experiment with Carey Act

irrigation. The term- of the National

Carey Act are -imple—and the law has a

must ambitious and worthy purpose. In

plain term-. Congress granted a full mil-

lion acres of arid government land to

possible reclamation project, and he sub-

mits a plan for it- reclamation to the

State Land Board. Ef the State accepts

the project, the plans are in turn submit-

ted by the State official- to the federal

Government. If still favorable, a con-

tract is executed between the State and

the United State-. By this time the tract

has been withdrawn from other entry,

and the private company proceeds t «

.

reclaim and colonize the land. In colon-

izing, the promoter i- allowed to collect

the acreage cosl for reclamation which

ha- been made a part of hi- contract with

the State Land Board, this a< i

incidentally including a profit for the

promoter.

Many of the State- thought the Carey

Act wa- all receiving and no kr ivin.L,r .

They figuratively opened their pockets

for the irrigation benefits to be poured
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United States would pass

upon the feasibility of all

projects, as well as upon
the sufficiency of the water
available, and whether or

not the land had been re-

claimed according to the

contract."

But one must turn to

Idaho, the giant among all

the Carey Act States of

Thk Milner Rapids in the
Snake River. Idaho.

in. They didn't seem
to realize there were
obligations due the

thousands of home-
seekers that were en-

ticed to the West as a
result of this irri-

gation law. For example, the Oregon
Legislature, in 1901, passed a law ac-
cepting the terms of the Carey Act. But
the cautious legislators provided that the
State should be under no expense what-
ever, in carrying out the provisions of the
law.

This is the reason why Oregon is to-

day reaping a Carey Act whirlwind.
The early Carey Act promoters in Ore-
gon had matters almost their own way,
or thought they had. They carried their

paper plans to the State Land Board,
consisting of the Governor, the Secretary
of State, and the State Treasurer, each
of whom had a myriad of official and
political problems of his own. Nor were
there any irrigation specialists in the
State House who could be called into

conference with the State Land Board.
Hence, the State Land Board fell into the
easy habit of writing their formal "O. K."
on practically all of the representations

of the promoters. The State Land Board
innocently thought they were doing their

whole duty. For in their 1907 report
they excuse past mistakes by saying they
were "under the impression that the

Building the Milner Dam to
Irrigate Farm Lands.

the West, to study Carey
Act irrigation at its

heights—also its depths.

Carey Act irrigation put Idaho on the

map. Before the passage of the Act,

Idaho was little but a land of sheep ba-

rons, cattle kings, and mining camps.
One could travel for days across its plains

without seeing even a wire fence. Then
came the Carey Act boom, when south-

ern Idaho was perhaps the best adver-
tised, the most exploited section of the

entire West. Then the crash of the Carey
Act boom, and the dark days following
"Blue May." And lastly the Carey Act
political reaction, the repenting and the

reconstructing present days.

Carey Act promotion in Idaho has al-

ways been linked with the most ardent

of Western boosting. The boosters verily

believed and knew that irrigated Idaho
was the modern Garden of Eden. And
the boosters are not talking or advertis-

ing anything less even today. One of

the salaried community publicity men
with whom I talked in southern Idaho
last summer admitted that there were "a.

few unfortunate examples of mistakes
among Carey Act projects—and some
grumbling."

"But," the booster added and correct-
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ed, "there have been no more mistakes,

and thru- is no more grumbling, than is

usually expected in any busines costing

>t. much mon<
\ little later, one of the big Idaho

Carey Act promoters, summarized rea-

sons win immigration into Idaho was

only a fraction of what it had been dur-

ing previous years. These reasons in-

cluded such far-away ones as "the immi-

gration into Canada; the difficulty of se

curing loans on Eastern farms; the fad

that the greater part of the Carey Vd
lands had already been sold, hence the

projects were being little advertised."

"But," the Carry Act promoter added,

with a burst of enthusiasm, "we have

some grand Carey Act project-. Have
y« iu visited Twin Falls ?

1900 when the Twin Falls project, the

fourth Idaho ( ^cl project, was

first proposed. "Twin Falls" has been

almost a trade mark for southern Idaho,

and it is said that more than a million

dollars have been expended toward indel-

ibly stamping the name on the world's

conscious™
The \ isitor who has money to inv<

or is a prospective settler, is shown irri-

gation results— a great flat body of land.

much of it well-improved and cultivated,

which oiih a lew years ago was ;i wind-

swept, dusty, almost worthless, plain. I

talked with one newcomer, living a mile

or s,, out from the city limits of Twin
Falls, who said his five acre- of land had

COSt him "a little hitter than $5,000."

And from $200 to $400 an acre has not

The promoter had said the expected been an exceptional selling price for the

ing, for the -reat Twin PalK projeel is irrigated land. But the word is whispered

that the project has not been a money
thin

the Mecca of all Idaho irrigation boosters.

So persistent and well-planned lias been

^1

maker. The project is perhaps not ex-

ceptional in this regard. Indeed, one

promoter over in central Oregon went

so far as to say to me last summer,
"There isn't a single Carry Act project

^ _ in the West that has made
money for the promoters,

and the only thing that has

saved any of them is their

town promotion schem<

The promoters of the

Twin Falls project, figured

TOWNOl Mil.NIK NEAR THE Mil Mr
Dam.

the advertising of this proj-

ect, in fact, that there are

thousands of people over
the entire earth for whom
"Twin Falls" is the huh of

the Inland Empire and the

( ireat American West.
There are persons who can

recite every detail of the

wonderful progress and the

superexalted hopes of Twin
Falls, who have never

heard of 1',, >ise, the capital

of the State, or Spokane,
the metropolis of the In-

land Northwest.
The reclamation of the

Idaho desert was a new and
a marvelous thing back in

Irrigation Ditch oh a Carey Act Pri
Cbhtraj. Orf.gon.

Bend i

n
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out, back in 1900,

according' to re-

ports from the

State Engineer's

office, that they

could reclaim the

214,000 acres for

$1,500,000. In turn,

the Land Board
fixed the water
right charges for

the reclaimed land

at twenty-five dol-

lars an acre—:

which charge
should have
breught back to

,•-""

I

contrast with Ore-
gon's boom exam-
ple, Carey Act ir-

rigation started off

slowly in Idaho.

In Oregon, Carey
Act irrigation burst

upon the State in

a flood — some
twenty projects to-

talling 400,000
acres being pro-

posed the first year.

But today, more
than ten years later,

only two of the

smallest of these

the treasury of the

promoters the sum
of $5,350,000, or a

rather tidy paper
profit of 357 per

cent on the estimat-

ed necessary invest-

ment. But the en-

gineer's estimates

went far awry, for

the stated cost of

the project to No-
vember, 1909, was
$3,511,000, reduc-

ing the paper con-

struction profit on
the investment to

only about fifty-

two per cent.

A number of

other promoters of early Idaho Carey Act example Carey Act projects were begun,
projects were also caught, the actual cost These projects were advertised, praised,

of construction work sometimes being boosted, boomed, rhapsodized, and ex-

double or treble the estimated cost. In ploited. Enthusiasm kindled ; the Carey

Part of the Great Shoshone Falls. Idaho.

One of the Many Oregon Waterfalls Showing
the Possibility of a Narrow Dam That

Would Create a Big Reservoir.

Willamette River Falls,
at Oregon City,

Oregon.

Oregon projects,

including less than
two-fifths of one
per cent of the total

and area, have
been completed.

But in Idaho
there has been a

climax, not an anti-

climax. Irrigation

started slowly.
Capital wras timid,

seemingly afraid of

irrigation and the

West. It disliked

crossing the Mis-
souri River. But
the Idaho irriga-

tion pioneers were
persistent, and the
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idea budded and bloomed. Every-

bod) was .1 booster, pleased and shout-

ing. I »nl\ four Carej Vet projects were
prop. .-id during the firs! ten y< But

in 1909, twenty-two distinct
i

were officially approved 1>> the Idaho

State Land Board :ts that pro-

posed to reclaim .

•

a total of nearly 71

greater than the State of 1 Delaware. And
the first three months of 1910 were -till

wild and frenzied da\ - f< ir Idahi

Act promoters, the last < nu- of the six

ects appr< >\ ed being a 1" >ld plan fi ir

reclaiming 307,600 acres at a cost of

1,000.

Then "Blue May." The Carey

Act bloom was swept away 1>\ a frigid

wind t'n>in the East. \n Idaho business

man described to me the situation:

"It was during one week in May, 1910,

that we realized that we had Come to

the end of our rope. The irrigation bond

brokers of the East had met, had pa

the word, had closed their money sacks.

Trice- of irrigated land- dropped like a

rocket. Everybody tried to unload, but

there was no unloading. Land that had

a bargain at fifty and one hundred

dollars an acre, couldn't raise a bid for

the cost of the original filin{

"What are you going to do?" was

a-k«d. "Isn'1 Idaho irrigated land a-

g 1 as gold? Don'1 you always have

1 crops ? I lavi-n't \. m almost an i

climate, the best of soil, plent) of wati

"Sure. Sure," he replied. "Irrigation

i- all right. But we've been going a lit-

tle too fast. We've gol to do a little

sweating, even though v eepingon a

boosting face for the outsider. But we'll

gel the money— something like fiftj or

sixty million dollar-, they say—that we
need to complete the projects that have

been started. We'll get the money some
time, because irrigation is all right."

•'What about the settlers that are

stranded out on the desert waiting for

water—and the Carey Act projects that

have gone to pit

'd law you been up to the State 1 louse,
" he in turned asked. "You'll find it's

pretty well cleaned out. now."
Previi ius to the last Idaho State i

tion, in which a Democrat was elected

Governor, and Republicans to all of the

.%:

ms.' w m *
BLUE LAKE. NEAR PERRINE RANCH SNAKE KIVKK VALLEY
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other chief offices, one of the slogans of rights to be charged as made by the pro-

the reform Democrat party ran: moters, and this has been done almost

"Clean out the State House from eel- without exception."

lar to rafters; But the reformers did not deal in gen-

"Get rid of the vermin; get rid of eralities. They mixed shot with their

the ^rafters!" political thunder. They cited particular

The whole point at issue, according to instances of water juggling—how the

the reformers, was summarized in bold promoters of the King-Hill Extension

type in the October 14, 1910, issue of the project, reported organized quite largely

weekly, "The Boise Citizen." It was through the efforts of an assistant in the

told that the administration of the land office of the Attorney General, had be-

affairs of the State of Idaho by the State gun business by purchasing 100 inches

Land Board during the last two guber- of water from the original King-Hill

natorial terms had been "one of gross project, regardless of the fact that the

incompetency, of indifference to the main King-Hill ditch would carry only

rights of settlers, of favoritism to pro- about 130 of 230 inches of water that the

moters and to political henchmen, of neg- King-Hill people needed themselves,

ligence bordering on the criminal, of Another of the red-lantern examples of

land grabbing and feathering of their the Idaho reformers related to the old

own nests by members of the Board to Lost River project, which used to boast

such an extent as to show a contempt for the "greatest earthen dam in the world."

public rights and for public opinion." The dam was much-touted, but the peo-

Then the reformers began to dig up pie living below began to fear a second

and to exhibit some plain facts. And Johnstown flood. The condemnation of

these facts seem to have made votes, the dam left the great project practically

judging by the later political landslide, in a wrecked condition, even though set-

The reformers read from the public rec- tiers had already paid to the company

ords that members of the former State cash and notes to the amount of $2,400,-

Land Board had seemingly been ex- 000.

tremely lucky. Their luck was shown in Some Carey Act promoters still insist

drawing town lots and blocks of land on that the Carey Act is "the culmination of

the opening of the different Carey Act irrigation laws." Also, some of the boost-

segregations, the openings being under ers who are trained and paid to see only

a free lottery system and sanctioned and the one side of a question, still insist that

guarded by the State. the Carey Act is the greatest present

The reformers compiled a list to show, blessing in the West. However, one

for example, that the following plums State engineer with whom I talked frank-

had fallen into the lap of one of the ly expressed the opinion that there was

former officials : a lot in Gooding, a lot not a single "successful" Carey Act proj-

in Buhl, two lots in Jerome, one hundred ect in the entire West. Yet he would

and twenty acres near Gooding, forty not grant the Carey Act was a failure,

acres near Twin Falls, and two small In the old Carey Act boom days, some

tracts in Fruitland. Another former of- of the promoters thought they had an

ficial happened to have acquired one hun- endless golden chain. They started with

dred and sixty acres in Twin Falls-Oak- little capital, counting on continued land

ley, and seven and one-half acres in sales to settlers. The settlers commenced

Fruitland. While a third former official to make payments, all right. But after a

had the following list to his credit : 160 time the settlers balked, refusing to make

acres near Jerome, 240 acres near Good- further payments until they saw actual

ing, and one-fourth interest in twenty- water in their own individual ditches,

two lots in Wendell. There was a missing link in the golden

Idaho reformers also charged that only chain, since, as a rule, irrigation projects

the promoters were represented in the must be largely completed before water

secret Land Board meetings. They can be turned on. The promoter had

charged that former State Land Boards a string of dry, half-finished dams and

"have accepted the estimates of the cost ditches on his hands. The settlers were

of an enterprise and the price of water stranded on the sun-baked desert.
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Drills at Work in thk "Head-
"I- rHl Tlnni-l.

TRADING A CITY FOR A TUNNEL
By

HENRY M. HYDE

TIIIS is the story of a railway,

which, facing an expenditure
of nearly twenty million dol-

lars for the boring of a tunnel,

found a way to make the tun-
nel pay for its own construction. It is

another chapter in the most amazing
record of railroad building ever written
across the face of a continent.

The old French Canadian city of Mon-
treal lies on an island, cut off on one side

by the sweep of the wide St. Lawrence
and on the other, by a beautiful arc of
the Ottawa River, called the "Riviere

Des Prairies." With a population of

nearly four hundred thousand. Montreal
i- the largest city in the Dominion of

Canada. Within the last few year-, its

growth has been very great and it is

now one of the most congested cities on

the Continent. Not only is the area Over

which it can spread limited by the natural

boundaries of the island, hut the island,

itself, is bisected north and south by a

high and broad mountain, called "Mount
Royal"—the name of the city itself being

only a corruption of this mountain title.

For year-, railways entering Montreal
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have been blocked by this

barrier and forced to

creep a long distance about its

ends to reach their terminal sta-

tion. Back of Mount Royal, on the side

away from the city, the island runs down
to the Riviere Des Prairies in a broad
stretch of level, fertile land. For more
than one hundred years this land has

been owned and tilled by thrifty French
habitants, who know the secrets of in-

tensive farming and, on their island

acres, brought the famous Montreal
muskmelon to its expensive perfection.

Since the coming of the motor car,

well-to-do inhabitants of Montreal, seek-

ing a place where they might live

away from the crowds and noise

of the city, have been buying
building sites on the western

slope of Mount Royal,

looking down over the

melon farms.

All that prevented a

great and flourishing

suburb was the fact

that it was necessary to

travel so many miles

around one or the other

end of the mountain to

reach the site.

More than two years ago,

Sir William Mackenzie and
Sir Donald Mann-—the two
creative geniuses, who, for

JP

fifteen years, have been

Engineer S. P. Brown.
His word is law on the Mount

Royal tunnel. He built the
Pennsylvania cross-town tun-
nels in New York City.

Northern Railway at an aver-

rate of a mile a day—de
cided that it was time for them to

consider the matter of securing first-

class terminal facilities in the greatest

city of the Dominion. To direct and
downright men who are in the habit of

going straight to the point, the idea of

tunneling a great bore through the four-

mile base of Mount Royal immediately

suggested itself. Other railway men had
considered the same plan before. The
engineering difficulties were not great,

but the matter of cost had always been
prohibitive. The constructive imagina-

tion found a safe way out. Put the

northern slopes of Mount Royal and
the level land beyond within

six minutes of the heart of

Montreal and nothing

could prevent the exten-

sion of the city in that

direction. Real estate

values on the other

side of the mountain
would be multiplied

twenty-fold. Enough
profit might be made to

largely pay for the build-

ing of the tunnel and the

purchase of terminal facili-

ties in the heart of the old

city.

The two knights who won
their spurs by throwing steel
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rail- across the wilderness called in i ol-

onel \. I'. Davidson to aid them. David-

son is the father of the American inva-

sion of Canada, cannj and wise in all

matters of real estate, i »f his trust-

ed lieutenants is Thomas Darling, who
-peak- habitant French like a native

Back "ii the other side of Mount Royal
went Mr. Darling, visiting one after the

other >>i the habitant farmers and secur-

ing from each an option on his holdings

of fertile, melon land. Sturdy, simple

minded, conscientious folk are these hab-

itants, slow t" move and cautious in all

of their dealings with strangers. It t<">k

a diplomat t<> handle them, but once Jean
Francois had given his word, Mr. Dar-

ling knew that he could rely on it. It

took almost tw> war- to gel all the

desired land under option. Then,
one day, a few months ago, Mr. Darling

put more than a million and a half dol-

lars in cash into a hand satchel and went
hack over the mountain again to pay for

the farm- he had agreed to buy. Other
interests wire in the field, and to have
checks flying around in the number and
for the aim unit- that would have been

necessary never would have done at all.

The currency was relatively a small pari

of the amount required to carry out the

general plan, but it was large enough to

be unique in surburban land opera

tions. Lest any one suppose that

this is another case where a grasp-

ing corporation took shrewd advan-
tage of the innocent farmer, it may

- well t< i state that practically a

the habitants of Mount Royal will be

able t'> retire and live at their ease here-

after <mi the income derived from the

sale of their melon patches. One man.

for instance, was paid $117,000 for his

comparatively few acr< The lai

.

farm of all broughl mark $800,000.

Plans have been prepared for an

unique, model city, which is to be built

on the purchased farms. All the busi-

ness houses will be confined t>> four

streets which run diagonally across the

site from corner to corner. There are

restrictions which forbid the building of

apartment houses and no house to (

than three thousand dollars will be

permitted.

With this greal project out of the way,

the actual work of boring the tunnel

throuerh Mi unit Royal was begun on May
1st; a greal gang of "hard-rock men"
starting in at the same time on either

side of themountain. The stone removed
from the western opening will be used

in grading and paving the streets of the

new city of Mounl Royal and also in

ballasting Canadian Northern lines.

The debris taken from the eastern end of

the tunnel will be utilized in build-

ing an elevated embank- ment.over
which the tracks of the

X orthe r n will run

I

'

a nadian

s traierht

OPPOSITE THIS SQUARE IN THE HEART OF MONTREAL THE RAILWAY WILL HAVE ITS

EASTERN TRANSCONTINENTAL TERMINAL.



TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION SHOWING SPECIAL GIRDERS TO PROTECT THE TUNNEL DURING
FURTHER BUILDING OPERATIONS.

through the city of Montreal to the banks

of the St. Lawrence, where they will join

the tracks of the Montreal Harbor Com-
mission.

In its size and equipment, the Mount
Royal tunnel will be very much like the

Pennsylvania tube under Manhattan
Island. Trains will be operated in the

tunnel by electricity, and are expected

to run at the rate of fifty miles an

hour. The work of construction is in

charge of S. P. Brown, the young en-

gineer who directed the Pennsylvania

cross-town construction in New York.

The work begun at both ends, nearly two
months ago, will be pushed night and
day until the two bores meet in the heart

of the mountain. It is estimated that

fifteen hundred men will be at work for

eighteen months.
Meanwhile, on the slopes to the west,

the town of Mount Royal is already be-

ginning to rise. Like water long penned

behind a dam, the people of Montreal

will rush through to fill it as soon as the
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way is made. It is planned that the new
town shall be organized under the Des
Moines commission plan of government,
and in its construction advantage will be

taken of every improvement which mod-
ern methods can suggest.

Lying between the site of the new
town and Mount Royal and the Riviere

Des Prairies, there is still a considerable

tract of land. The projectors of the

great Georgian Bay Canal project, who
hope to carry the wheat of western Can-
ada through a short loop to the Atlantic

are planning to use this river as a link in

their chain. That will mean the build-

ing of great docks, warehouses, eleva-

tors and railway terminals along its

banks.

Altogether, this great railroad project

means a new era of expansion and pros-

perity for Montreal. The most remark-
able fact about it is that so far as the

railroad is concerned, the whole tremen-

dous undertaking will practically pay for

itself.



GERONIMO Mil- APACHE CHIEF, SKINNING THE LAST BUFFALO KILLED IN OKLAHOMA.

LAST EFFORT TO SAVE THE BISON
By

P. HARVEY MIDDLETON

IN
a letter to Prof. William T. Horn-

aday, dated September 21, 1887, Col-

onel I. K. Dodge gives some infor-

mation a- to tin.- almost incredible

mass of bison he had met with near

Fort Lamed, on the Arkansas River, in

1872. "The great herd on the Arkansas
through which I passed could not have
averaged, at best, over fifteen or twenty
individuals to the .acre, hut was, from my
own observation, not less than twenty-
five mill's wide, and from reports of hunt-

er- and other- it was about five day- in

passing a given point, or not less than
fifty miles deep. From the top of Paw-
nee Rock I could see from six to ten

miles in almosl every direction. This

whole vast -pace was covered with buf-

falo, looking at a distance like one com-
pact mass, the visual angle not permit-

ting the -round to he -ceil. 1 have -

such a sight a great number of time-, hut

never on - ( i large a scale." In a report

of the Smithsonian Institute Profe

Hornaday estimates that "the actual

number of buffalo -ecu on that day by

Colonel Dodge was about 480,000, not

counting the additional number taken in

at the view from the top of Pawnee Rock,

which would bring the total up to a round

half million. If the advancing multitude

had been at all points fifty miles in
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length—as it was known to have been in

some places at least—by twenty-five miles

in width, and still averaged fifteen head
to the acre of ground, it would have con-

tained the enormous number of twelve

million head. But, judging from the gen-

eral principles governing such migra-

tions, it is almost certain that the moving
mass advanced in the shape of a wedge,

which would make it necessary to deduct

about two-thirds from the grand total,

which would leave four million as our

estimate of the actual number of buffa-

loes in this great herd, which I believe

is more likely to be below the truth than

above it."

It seems difficult to realize that of the

millions that once roamed our plains,

there are today less than one thousand
pure-blooded American buffaloes, a mere
handful of an animal it was thought im-

possible to exterminate, and one which
the Indian firmly believed issued from
the earth continually, and was therefore

inexhaustible. Yet today the death of a

buffalo is such an important event that it

is immediately telegraphed all over the

country. It was only about twenty-five

years ago that the buffalo's extinction

was first predicted, and since that time

dozens of attempts to pass legislation to

protect the buffalo have failed. It is true

that the Federal Government maintains

a small herd in Yellowstone Park, but it

is not multiplying rapidly enough to en-

sure the propagation of the buffalo with

any certainty ; and the only hope for the

permanent preservation of the American
bison lies in the united effort of the au-

thorities at Washington with the various

private owners of buffalo in the West.

No man living has done more to save

the buffalo from utter extinction than

Major Gordon W. Lillie, the white chief

of the Pawnee Indians, who maintains

the largest herd of pure-

^« «fr blooded buffaloes in existence

at his great ranch outside Pawnee, Ok-
lahoma. Not long ago the Major was
instrumental in the preparation of a bill

introduced in Congress asking that im-
mediate steps be taken to perpetuate this

purely American animal. "When it is

known," he said to the writer recently,

"that only twenty per cent of the exist-

ing buffalo are cows, and that a buffalo

cow calves only every two years, the dif-

ficulty to be contended with in present

day perpetuation is only too apparent.

The bill we prepared carried with it an
appropriation for the purchase of pure-
blooded buffalo, the purchasing of a great

ranch far removed from civilization, the

fencing of same, and an appropriation
for its maintenance.

"Buffalo will not thrive when sur-

rounded by civilization. They multiply

better when turned out winter and sum-
mer alike, as Nature intended they should
be. A buffalo calf will survive a blizzard

that would mean death to the toughest
of ranch cattle, and buffalo will find food
in the deepest snow, through which ranch
cattle would not be able to move.

"It is my intention to donate my herd
of pure-blooded buffalo to the Govern-
ment, and, from my experience with
buffalo on my ranch at Pawnee, Okla.,

I am convinced that by assembling all

the majority of pure-blooded buffalo

that their propagation can be secured and
the total extinction of the American bison

prevented."

Regarding the present value of the

buffalo to cattle growers, it has been
known for over two hundred years that

the buffalo herds contentedly with do-

mestic cattle, and crosses readily with

them.

Under present conditions the stockman
simply stakes his cattle against the win-

ter elements and takes his chance on the

results, which are governed by circum-

stances wholly beyond his control.

ON THE BUFEALO RANCH OF MAJOR GORDON W. LILLIE AT PAWNEE. OKLAHOMA.



HEALTH FOR THE CHILDREN
l_J I had had l>"ih ; and

cholera, and thai t<> l>e

taken into account in considering lii^

qualificati< 'ii-< f< »r the
|

Sanitar)

w hen I h

I '.. Y( mi ipp< »im

ment t<> that i un May< »r I larri

On grounds other than that, how<
the Mayor would be regar having

made a wise appointment, for In 1
- tali

and tastes and training— personal, pro-

il and administrati ted him
tly for his new duties.

Dr. Young stepped into this position

•

->nt of the Federal service, in which lie had been employed for

twenty-two years, in the marine department. He had recently

had surgical charge of the Public Health and Hospital Service,

at Chicago, lit- is a graduate of the University of Maryland.
He was in control <>f the quarantine in three yellow fever i

demies. He spent one year abroad, with headquarters al

Maples, protecting the emigranl Is from southern Italy

and from Sicily against cholera and other disi Later he

was in charge, for a considerable time, of the quarantine, on
the Atlantic coast, againsl contagious di

Dr. Young's work in Chicago is of the constructive order.

His idea is to push out in several vitally important directions.

< me is the more thorough medical inspection of school children

and subsequent care, of their health.
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Los Ange!
A Newsp-sper Owned by the People

SsJ&SjL,p« News
City Business Is Your Business

LOS ANGELES, CAL., WEDNESDAY'EVFJilfig, MAY a, 191Z- ONE CENT A COPY

AST December the people of the

City of Los Angeles voted in favor

of establishing- a newspaper, to be owned
and operated by the city, and on April

17th the first number of the "Municipal

News" made its appearance and was dis-

tributed to the citizens, free, to the num-
ber of 60,000 copies. The $36,000 per

annum appropriated by the tax-payers

for the purpose of issuing the paper is

accepted by the manager as representing

paid up subscriptions to that amount, so

no direct charge is made for the interest-

ing twelve-page weekly which is designed

to tell the citizens just what is being done
with their money paid for city taxes, and
just what their servants, the city officials,

are doing.

The editor presents his paper as a

weekly report to the stockholders of that

corporation known as the City of Los
Angeles, and in order that it shall not be

an organ of any party or administration,

the columns are thrown open to

each party which has re

ceived a minimum per-

centage of the total

vote at the previous

election. Thus
there are at pres-

ent five parties

represented in

each issue, a

column being
supplied by
each county
chairman.
Ordinances
which are to

come before the

people or the

council are also

discussed in the

"Municipal News,"
arguments both for

and against being placed

side by side.

The local merchants have
responded liberally to the invi-
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tation to advertise in the new venture,

and the amount received from that source

will be used to improve the paper and
increase the number of copies issued. A
standard so high that few newspapers
would maintain it, is set by the "News" in

receiving advertisements ; all business

that is in the slightest degree question-

able is barred, and the quack, the wild-

cat promoter, and the liquor dealer can-

not buy his way into the advertising

pages.

The editor and general manager of

this unique publication is Robert E. Rine-

hart, a man of wide newspaper and
magazine experience.

Mr. Rinehart was born thirty-four

years ago in Louisville, Kentucky. He
is a graduate of Princeton. He was on
the staff of the "Newark News," the

"New York Sun," and later edited the

"Home Magazine," so that he has seen

the publishing business from various

angles. The appearance of his

paper indicates that he is

making good, and the

comments of the tax-

payers impress one
with the thought
that they are well

satisfied with
the way their

newspaper ap-

propriation is

put to use.

A forward
step in hon-

estly catering

to the needs

of the public

in the matter

of news evi-

dently has been
taken by the city of

Los Angeles. Here
seems to be an unbiased

way of presenting the truth,

of giving all interests an equal

chance.
UN1CIPALLY
EWSPAFER.



THE YOUNG KST
POSTMASTER

II' the average Boston girl

* wnc in a home where
she o »uld look for a hundred
miles and not see a human
habitation, nor even :i tree,

she would think it ;i rather

lonesome place.

Miss Jean Manassa, of the
remote little settlement of

Manassa, Wy< >ming, I S< iston-

born, until recently lived un-
der these conditions, and
moreover had the real dis-

tinction of being the y< iunj

est "postmaster" in the United States.

Her first essaj at conducting Uncle
Sam's business was in a tiny store

away out on the plains, with

cowpunchers, r a n c li m e n

and hunters f< >r patn ms.

So efficiently <li<l she
carry on her work that

the < iovernment hon- /

ored her by giving her
a ]i< ist office of her own
and naming it after the

fascinating young official.

In a letter she wrote:

"From my store and post

office you can'1 see a tree.

< >ne can look for one hun-
dred miles into the moun-
tains and see them covered
w ith snow. I often think of
the many crowded cities and
then lo.,k oul at the acres and
acres one can have for just

living on it."

Under such condition- a

girl must have courage,
pluck, and initiative. The

.MANAbSA

GENERAL STORE

T 111Until K i cbntlv
I ' .-II 1!'

IN TDK I Nil in
S i I

late postmaster of Manassa po all

these in a marked degree. She
rapidly adapted herself to

her Western environ-

ment and became al-

most as much at home
in the saddle as is any
cowboy of the plains.

She found, in the wild

sweep of the winds
across the cacti-dotted

plains, in the cry of the

coyote, in tin- hark of the

prairie dog, a companionship
that permits of no loneline

even in the vast open
stretches of Wyoming. The
very breath of life that one

ms to take in with every
gulp of air, the exhilarating

gallops, the feeling that one
is free, independent of the

turn* iil, of the keen compe-
titi< in of existence in the cit v,

the plains gave her.

( )ne can pass over the

counter a holt of goods or

a pound of sugar several

times a day, SOli the mail,

distributing the various piece- according
to names in the two or three dozen pigeon

hole- allotted for the pur-
pose, without the work

1

ever proving either fatigu-

ing or m< motonous.
Mis> Manassa abandoned

her -tore and postmaster-

ship recently for another

a t i o 11 — that of mar-
riage.
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A FINISHED SUBGRADE SECTION OF DU PONT'S GREAT ROAD GIFT TO THE STATE
OF DELAWARE.

STATE ROAD FROM A PRIVATE PURSE
By

BAILEY MILLARD

THIS story has to do with the

most important event in the

history of the Du Pont family,

whose name has been known
for generations to every man

in this country that ever carried a rifle

and to every boy that ever loaded up an
old musket to go out and shoot ducks.

For over one hundred years the members
of that family have been making gun-
powder on the banks of the historic

Brandywine, in the State of Delaware,
and, incidentally, they have been making
money—heaps of it. For whenever this

country has gone to war, it has first gone
to the Du Ponts and contracted with them
for the fulminating force to project its

bullets and cannon balls into the camp of

the enemy. These contracts have made

524

the Du Ponts' coffers heavy with ducats.

Nobody knows how rich they are, but

their wealth is enormous.
The good folk down in Wilmington,

Delaware, will tell you that the Du Ponts

have made the town and the State. They
employ more people than any other pow-
der manufacturers in the world, and Wil-
mington, being the center of their activ-

ities, has reaped goodly benefits from
them in an industrial way. The Du Pont
skyscraper is the pride of the town and
Du Pont money is building a big hotel in

the place which, though it has nearly

100,000 inhabitants, has been making
shift in its slow way with an old war-
time caravansary with a mansard roof

and papered bathrooms.

To repeat, the Du Ponts have done a
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great deal for Delaware in the industrial

line, but they have done nothing vers

conspicuous for the State in any other

way, though their private charities have
been considerable.

When, two yeai he arrived a1 the

of fort) seven, Thomas Coleman
Du Pont, the president of the great pow-
der company, a man of many million-;

with a good reputation and a bad dij

tion, perhaps fearing that he might not

live many wars longer and doubtless be-

cause he really i- a good fellow and a

philanthropist at heart, determined to <I"

something big for the people of hi- State

hi- name indelibl) across the map hi his

Mate.

leman du Pont i- a man who acts

quickly. Having conceived the idea of

the state-long boulevard, he immediately
began to interest influential people in the

project. The assembly was in session

ami he went to leading legislators and
asked them if they would put through
a hill that would enable him to make the

gift <>f the great highway to the public.

'Tin- members liked the idea and consent-

ed to act. And so the Coleman du Pont
Road. Incorporated, rami- into being in

accordance with an act authorizing any
and tor the glory of the I >n Pont name boulevard company which would comply
while he was yet alive. At first with certain conditions, to con-
he thought of building an elab

orate memorial fountain in

Wilmington. Bui that was
n< 't a large en< tugh bene
facti< >n to satisfy hi- phil-

anthropic spirit. Then
he thought i if a h—
pital and after that of

a m a n u a 1 training

schi " '1. I laving been
in the Boston Institute

of Techn< ilogy ami come
ont a very good engineer,

the training school idea

was thr i >ne which he most
favored. I le was -till re-

volving tin- latter pr< ij-

in his mind when
oik- day while i iut in his

automobile 1> u m p i n g
over a rutty road in

central Delaware, his

t< « ik in the dismal
s tret c h of highway
ahead and an inspira-

tion seized him.

"What thi - State
wants is good road-."

in ; h \\ l t Pont.
"I am building the best road thai I think

I i th^ country through whii h

to rim. I intend t" insure it - main-
• nt" twentj rears, if n

• tli.it I Bhall expi • t tl.

t for it."

struct a highway from the

southern to the northern

loundary of the State.

( hief among these c< »ndi-

tions was that such a

o impany should give t<

i

the pei iple i »f I Delaware,

free and clear of any
encumbrance, a r i > a d

f< »r vehicular travel fi

• me end of the State ti
i

the other on as nearly

a straight line as was
practicable.

Immediately the eyes of
the leading public men of

Vnn-\ Ivania, Maryland
a n d Virginia became
fi icused up< in thi- greal

and unique project.

"If l hi- tine boule-

vard i- to run through
1 Delaware," thought the

I 'ennsylvanians, "why
not extend it right

through from Wilming-
t' in to Philadelphia and
then on t,, the New

he declared, '"and I'll put my money into Jersey border ?" This idea spread through
them instead of into those other things

which after all would be of no benefit to

the people outside of Wilmington. I'll

build the straightest, the widest and the

best road in the country and it shall reach
! one end of the State of Delaware

to the other."

And verily it was a big idea in the

Quaker-land and so popular is it today
that there is no doubt that before the

completion of the Du Pont boulevard the

-team rollers will be trundling on a
broad, -month right-of-way through
Penn's Wood- and down to the Delaware
line. And if the Southern people take it

Up, a- they say they will, there will !

benefaction line and an original one, for new and more peaceful cry of "(in to
no multimillionaire, anxious to leave a Richmond!"
monument to himself, had ever written We of ampler State- are always likely
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to look upon Delaware as a little

vest-pocket affair, only a half-size

larger than Rhode Island. And so

it is— comparatively. A visiting-

Texan once bragged that he had
walked across the State of Dela-
ware before breakfast, which might
easily have been done, as there are

places where it is not more than
twelve miles broad. The State has
but three little counties and a pop-
ulation of only 202,000, the smallest

save that of Nevada and Wyoming.
But it has length if not breadth, so

that there is a chance for a fairly

straight road over one hundred
miles long within its boundaries.
This road Coleman du Pont is go-
ing to build. In fact, he is already
building it, and, judging by the

solidity of that portion already

graded it is going to last a good

KtsQ

dpr

V

fc'

A Delaware Road in Winter.

"Boating" by Motor Car.
A slow and monotonous '"pastime" in Delaware

at certain seasons of the year.

many years, with no very great an-

nual expenditure for necessary re-

pairs.

As soon as the boulevard act had
been passed by the Assembly and
approved by the Governor, Mr.
Du Pont began the preliminary sur-

veys for the road, taking the field

himself and acting for a time as his

own chief engineer. Now Du Pont
is a man of ideas. Not only is he
the first man to get into his head
the project of building and giving

away a hundred miles of solidly

constructed highway, but he is also

the first man to join the lines of a

survey by skyrocket and parachute
signals and the first man to use for

survey work a particular kind of

motor campwagon, so devised as to

spread its white wings out over a

dozen persons.
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me wise people laughed at the idea

of the pyrotechnics and parachut*

'*l didn't know this was .1 goin' to be

a skyrocket r« :!« 1

. "

" said one peach-grower
mother as he saw a red glare streak-

ing the evening -ky.
* -

l shd think the

time to set off the fireworks would be

after the j"l» was d< >n<

Now the why and wherefore of the

skyrockets was t In-- : Southern Delaware,
where the survey work u.> begun, is a

tlai country and affords ii" opportunity
to emplo) the usual methods "t' location

by observation from elevations. Such
being the case and a-- there were no ade
quate maps of thai pari of tin- State it

was necessar) to evolve some scheme to

conneel desirable points without running
numerous random lines. The engineers

puzzled over this problem for some
time.

"We're practically working in the

dark," remarket 1 an engineer to Mr.
Du Pont.

"Well, if that's the case," was the

quick reply of the greal road-builder,

"why not light up a l>it ? How aboul
skyrockets ?"

"Just the thin-." -aid the engineer.

But it \va- found on trial that the rockets
diil not remain Ion- enough in the air

to afford sufficient opportunity for ob-

servation. So Mr. Du I 'out had heavier
rockets broughl in and to these he had
parachutes attached, each parachute car-

rying a light of changing colors and stay-

ing up Ion- enough to afford a "sight"
from one distant point to another. Some
ot the bigger rocket- used weighed as

much as eighl pounds apiece. ' me night

a survey part) sent up a rockel that was
plainly seen by another party fourteen
nhle>. The line that was run from the
"sight" thus taken struck the desired

point within a few feet.

As for the motor campwagon, it was
a very convenient and comfortable af-

fair. It had large receptacles for instru-

ments and tools and the "win. the
tent portion of the device was called,

were so arranged that they could be
spread at a moment's notice whenever
the party was overtaken by a storm or
wished to camp for the night. 1 have
seen a great many surveying parties in

the held, hnt i have never seen any thai

had as practicable an outfit as this or

that was .,, well provided with mean
rapid transportation over rough country.

The motorwagon was built for an)
of road or no road at all. and. with the

tenting combination, it illustrated Mr.
I )u Pont's clever waj of going at a big

enterprise. But what illustrated this in

a larger wa\ was tin- kind of nun he

gathered about him at tin- beginning of

the work. No engineer was \ 1 or
to., high-salaried for the I >u Ponl boule-

!. The j< >1» if w 1 irth d< >ing w as w< >rth

doin- well.

"Who are the best men I can get in

the whole world to help nie lay out this

Win-. Computed tot Road Will Be Onj
Hundred Six Mm- Long,

1 he estimate of the cost <( Hon is said,

to be h ").
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ONE OF THE FEW WELL-BUILT HIGHWAY BRIDGES IN DELAWARE AT THE
PRESENT TIME.

road?" he asked of a well-known engi-

neer.

"Ernest Storms of Brussels, Belgium,

and Thomas Aitken of Cupar Fife, Scot-

land," was the prompt reply.

engage them as

want an
Who's

All right; I shall

consulting engineers. But I

American for Chief Engineer
the best man?"

"Frank M. Williams of New York,"
said his adviser. "He's a big man in that

line and has a world-wide reputation."

So after the first general observations

the three men were engaged at large sal-

aries and they immediately took the field.

Storms is the celebrated Frenchman who
supervised the construction of the mag-
nificent roads built in Belgium for the

late King Leopold. He is the author of

several big books on the subject of road-

making—marrowy books that are taken

from the library shelves every day by
engineers who want to know the best way
of getting around a hard problem. Air.

Aitken is a county surveyor in the best-

roaded region of Scotland, and is also a

much-quoted authority. Mr. Williams is

a man of wide experience in the con-

struction of modern highways. His roads

are well-built and they wear. For his

chief assistant Mr. Williams chose H. E.

Breed, a man well up in this line of work.

He is also aided by F. A. Rossell, an

engineer of up-to-date ideas.

When the European engineers came
over and gazed at the low-lying, muddy,
rutty, twisting streaks of bare earth char-

itably designated as roads in Delaware,
they looked at each other and smiled.

And Williams, the American engineer,

smiled with them. For of all the main-
traveled highways in all the country

those of Delaware probably are the

worst. There had been a heavy rain and
as Mr. Du Pont's automobile, bearing the

three engineers and the millionaire road-

maker went bumping and slushing along
the flat, muddy, unshaded, desolate trail,

and plunged into a long, shallow pond of

surface water, the Scotchman looked at

the Frenchman and exclaimed

:

"And they call this a road ! Weel,
America's a great country, but they've

got something to learn about road-mak-
ing—that they have."

It was the drainage problem that puz-

zled the engineers at first. Flat as a

pancake and only a few feet above sea

level, the whole of Sussex County did

not seem to afford any chance whatever
for drainage. It was decided that the

road would have to be so elevated as to

make its own watershed. To raise what
was going to be eventually a two-hun-
dred-foot boulevard of that great length

even a few feet above the surface was
going to cost something, but Mr. Du Pont
had expressed his willingness to see the

528
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mad through in good shape even it it

took l"iir million dollars to do it. ;in<l

with mone) men can raise roads as well

a- I

The Sussex i "tint v headquarters were

blished ;it sleepy little jetown.

\ commodious house was hired ;ui<l fit-

tcd with modem hotel and club accom-

dations, for Mr. Du Pont believes in

making hi- men comfortable. Attn- the

liminar) surveys win- run and a line

was established through the county from

byville on the southern State border,

through Millsboro, I town, Lincoln

and Milford, near the Kent County line,

and roughly sketched t'r<>tn then' north-

ward through Dover, Smyrna and Wil-

mington t<> the Pennsylvania

border, contracts were let

tor the building of a series

of experimental road-, and
these uere constructed in the

iiln >rh< " »1 i »f • iec »rge-

town, Selbyville and Mil-

ford. It was attempted to

run traction engines and
motor truck- southward
through Sussex County for

in the building of these

experimental sections, but so

thick and heavy wa- the sand
along the county road- that

it was impossible for these

self-propelled v e hides to

make any progress. So they

were shipped down by the

Pennsylvania Railway and
then driven along by make-
shift mean- to the places
where they were to he U

Before actual construction

. 5l n and Ait-

ken made exhaustive studies

til condition-, sinking
eat number of test pits

along the final survey. It

tinder their advice that

the experimental sections of
road wire built. Tl.

tions were from fifty to five

hundred feet in length, and
different compositions, in-

cluding concrete, oils, tar-

and asphalts and such bitu-
lithic material-, soils and
macadam as were to be
found in the country, were

utilized. This preliminary road-making
u;i- executed with th< iroughn<

This work was done last summer and
autumn, and was continued through the
winter as the weather permitted. In the

spring the work of main road construc-

tion was attacked in earnest under the

superintendence of Mr. William-. Mr.
I hi Pont was in the field much of the

time. Never have I seen a better i

ample of the influence of a big pet hobby
upon the health of a man than that of

thi- greal enterprise upon Mr. Du Pont.

From what I had heard of his had health

I expected, when I went l- e< him, to

find an invalid. What I found was a

pile of dynamite. Beside carrying on

A Cleared Right-of-way through Young Tim

Big Trees Thai Si whin i hi Ua\ Are Gouged i i t of the Ground.
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One of the Rumbling Trains of Stone Carts Hauled by
a Traction Engine.

. jJkit >>-**idiM
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chickens, nol it' he could f?

help n.

1 luuiaii nature ! N es, and

human nature plus politics.

It is hardl) surprising to

find in the State which gave

the world a John Edward
Addicks thai ever) man you

meet is a politician. Young
men in I Delaware are said to

. politics to their sw<

hearts while they are "sit-

ting up" with them, and
even to their grandmothers.
There are daily upheavals,

and as --Hi a- a mastermind
thinks he lias gol things

fixed up right, presto ! I tela-

ware is all against him. And
the politicians, and par-

ticularly the peach- a n d

a ]> p I e-growing politicians,

are new fighting 1 hi Ponl

and Ins road. Much hostil-

ity is expressed by farmers
ainst the ass< mbly for

inting him the franchise,

and yet next month, so fickle

i- popular opinion, the tide

may turn in his favor. Just
ii"\v it is decidedly unfavor-
able, and the work ceases

from time to time under
stn litigation.

But surely here is mad-
nes From a utilitarian

point of view the road is go-
ing to be a big thing for

I Delaware, and the pe< >ple,

though all politicians, can
hardly fail to see it. \-

showing human nature again
and perverse human nature

at that, it is a fact that the

people of nearly all the.

larger centers riot touched
by the first survey are pro-

ing againsl I hi ['out's a

lion in leaving them out. The
•d folk of < >dessa and

around there are SO afraid
that the road will not pass
through their territory that

me of the biggesl land-
owner- are laying oul every
inducement to be included iii

the route. Daniel W. Dan-

l mi Smooth Concrkti Bkd Rkady for mh Roller.

\\ i ir k iiki This I- GlVING DeLAWARI ONI OB I ill Couni
I I'.l - I II H.IIW \S~.

Another Section ><v mi Road Showing Mori "i mi-
NDAl ION,
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iel and Alexander P. Corbit, both with

large holdings, offer to donate a 200-

foot right-of-way strip through their ter-

ritory, and that means the giving away
of a lot of land. Middletown is eager
for the road and is protesting because it

is left out, and Townsend is in a similar

case. But near New Castle, where it is

merely proposed to widen the old forty-

foot State road, the farmers will not

give up the narrow strips on each side

of it to make up "the two hundred feet of

boulevard. They object strenuously to

condemnation and are placing the matter

in the hands of their lawyers. In Brandy-
wine Hundred there is also a big howl
against condemnation, and from Smyrna
there comes another great protest. The
farmers declare that they cannot afford

to have their land cut up by the boule-

vard, and if it were built through their

farms they would be shut off from their

own land, as the road could be fenced up
against them.

All this blowing hot and blowing cold

does not seem to dash the spirits of

Du Pont. He is known as a good fighter

and he declares that he is going to build

that boulevard if the whole State rises

up against him, which it won't. For un-

der their skins the people know that he is

doing a big thing for them and that they

will greatly benefit by it.

"If this Du Pont offer was made out

West," said a traveling man to me in the

Hotel Wilmington, "the people would
grab at it. But this isn't out West—it's

Delaware, and that explains a lot to

those who know this State as I know it."

But fancy the position of a man trying

to give his State the best road in the

country and having virtually to force the

people to accept it ! Most men would
throw up their hands in disgust and call

their workmen from the field. But
Du Pont isn't going to recede one inch

from his original intention to give the

State this grand boulevard. In fact, he

is beating the anvil and drowning out

the voices of the opposition wherever

they are heard. Milage folk stare as they

see his great traction engines and trains

pass through the street loaded with ma-
cadam for the new road, and as they gaze

after the big Du Pont motorwagon, flying

down the way, they not only wonder how
many chickens it is going to kill, but they

nudge each other and say to each other

significantly

:

"Well, it looks as if that road was go-

ing through."

Going through ! Nothing can stop it

—

that is, for long. An army of men is in

the field and they have been working
north and south. As I saw it in April,

it was Homeric work. Following the

straight line of tack-centered stakes came
the axmen and the dynamiters. Great

trees fell with a roar and a crash and
were speedily sawed up and jerked to one
side while their stumps were upheaved by
explosives. Then followed the graders,

with their mules straining at the scrapers.

The rock crushers rattled and roared and
the traction trains came steaming in,

dumping their loads of rock, which were
mixed with cement by the busy shovelers

and grout-pourers, and over the concrete

foundation and up and down and back
and forth trundled the steam rollers,

packing the great pavement smooth and
hard to make easy the path of future

motor-truckmen and the automobilists

who shall go forth bent upon marketing
enterprises or pleasure and chicken-kill-

ing. Straight up to the Pennsylvania

border, in the north, the road will go,

there to be joined by the Quaker boule-

vard at some future day ; and straight to

the south and the Maryland line—as

straight as the lay of the land and the

objections of the farmer, who is being

benefited in spite of himself and his hu-

man nature, will permit.

So that possibly within a year, and
surely within two, the great Du Pont
boulevard, upon which envious eyes of

other less favored States are being cast,

will be an established fact.

It was inspiring to watch the workmen
bringing into actual being this great

good-road object lesson to Delaware and
the whole country. The delvers and
pavers were nearly all of that grand army
from the ancient. Roman Empire whose
slaves built the great Appian Way. But
though fallen from their high estate, the

Du Pont road-builders, are not slaves.

These hardy men, living on sour bread

and macaroni, are doing the heavy labor

for a nation that tends toward luxury as

did the people of ancient Rome. In

themselves these workers are an object

lesson in that thrift and industry which
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subdues the earth, and it is a thrilling

sight t<> see them fell the trees and level

the ground «>n the great highway. When
the work was halted by Mr. Du Pont tem-

porarily a few weeks ago, it was said

that he would be forced to reduce his

right-of-way to one hundred feet, and it

be that this will be ordered by the

courts as a compromise between the

farmers and 1 »n Pont.

At the next session of the assembly the

boulevard act will be amended so that

Mr. Farmer whose land is cut in two will

granted the privilege of crossing the

right-of-way at frequent intervals, and

other point- overlooked in the bill as it

passed the legislature will be adjusted.

Mr. I >u Pont laughs at the idea of the

right-of-way being turned

r to a railroad company.

Under the terms of the act

this would be impossible, but

if the people want to have a

trolley line built upon it at

any future time this can be

done by suitable amendment.
The g< " >d-roads pe< iple i »i

Wilmington are mightily

pleased at the prospect.

"We are awfully tired of

banging over the ruts and

through the sand in our ma-
chines," said ( lharles < iuy< r,

retary of the Delaware
Automobile Association, to

me. "And those oyster-shell

ids in the southern part

of the State cut the life out

of a tire in no time. It will

be a great day for the auto-

i-t- when the Pu Pont road

i- opened for travel."

\- for the big fruit grow-
ers, they are, as a rule, in

favor of the boulevard. And
why not? No long hauling
i- now done on the Delaware
road-. Selbyville, in the

south, when- land is cheap
and much of it is lying un-

tilled, has a record of one
hundred carload- of straw-

berries shipped in a single

day. It- market i- Wilming-
ton, and the freights are

high. When the motortrucks

begin to hum up that smooth

roadway to Wilmington, there will be a

bigger profit in strawberries. And the

Delaware apple-growers, who are ex

sively proud of those first prizes won at

national exhibitions, will find a bi

profit in apples. Si i als< w ith peach.

["o completi the symmetry of hi-- bene-

faction Mr. Du Pont now has agricul-

tural experts at work down in Su

County, showing the small farmers what

they can raise on their land. They are

demonstrating that what has been re-

garded as untillable soil will grow big

watermelons and luscious red tomat

Waste lands are going to be cultivated

and SOOn the sandy flats of Su
County will blossom like the oft-quoted

r< >se.

in Du Pont Motor Camfw igon \i It Appi irs Ready fob reu
K"W>. and with Its "Wu I

\|..

I can be boused comfortably I tbt, anywhen it a

moment
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(Tfie PNEUMATIC^
HAMMER

~\7"0U can hear my sharp staccato as I play an obligato

On the girders of a structure that is forty stories high,

While the crowd below is gawking at the iron workers walking

On a slender swaying "I" beam sort of tethered to the sky;

They're the song and I'm the chorus, and we have our job before us

As we tie the steel together with the rivets red and hot,

And the sparks they hiss and spatter as I clatter, clatter, clatter

!

For I like to have it noticed that I'm Johnny on the the Spot

!

Then I'm numbered with the toilers who are turning out the boilers

And you'll find my masterpieces on the land and on the sea,

Keeping railroad trains in motion, driving liners on the ocean,

Or supplying the compressors with the force they give to ME

!

Set a task, I sure attack it with the maximum of racket,

I'm no shy retiring worker, I am talkative and loud,

And I batter and I chatter as the sparks go spatter, spatter

And I love the busy city and the noises and the crowd !

Where they build the ships for battle you can hear my airy prattle

As I hammer on the framework of the warriors of the deep,

And where bridges span the river I can keep your nerves a-quiver

With my everlasting clamor which would never let you sleep.

I'm the young tradition shaker, I'm the blatant empire maker

I'm the prophet of tomorrow and the builder of today,

Sloth and ancient doubt I shatter as I clatter, clatter, clatter

In a song of hope and progress and a yell of "clear the way!"

—Berton Braley
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1 "' KIND OP BOH IK THAT CAN BE i \Kl \ \|\K r |.< . i i w.
pound superb itcd steam s.-nu stationarj i ondensing engine.

MAKING STEAM WORK HARDER
By

CHARL ES VR E I) ER ICK CAR T ER

Gl \ EN ;i char av< .1 mil-
lion dollars iii one lump any
Vmcrican would acquit him-
self creditably, it not hril-

liantly. Bui no free born
Ami iti/ni would so demean him-

paltry hundred dollars.
^ for saving a nickel the man who
would even hint at such a thing would

race himself and his family to the
third generation. But in countries where
the unit of the monetary system is the
franc or the lire, which are but the fifth
part of a dollar, or the mark or the shil-

which are a shade less than a
fourth of a dollar, thii different.
in Europe it is so long between francs

that before a man gets hold of the next
one he has plenty of time to figure oul
thai n <

. 1
1

] \ takes a hundred cenl imes to
make a franc; and thai when he gets
enough francs he will have a million. In

these few sentences is contained the 1

sence of all the reasons why those fel-

lows on the other side of the Atlantic
can heat 11- so badly in building small
mc»t<>r- that we <I" nol deserve to be in-

cluded "Among those Present" in the
competition.

It was in < lermany thai the first prac-
tical gas engine was evolved. It was a

German, too, who invented and devel-
oped the Diesel oil engine, which seems
to have landed on the solar plexus of the

539
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steam engine, not merely for nse on land, perheating will increase the pressure. In

but for the propulsion of ships. Also, it ordinary practice superheating increases

was the Germans who recently developed the volume so slightly that the rise in

the small steam engine to such a marvel- pressure is not appreciable. Steam at 200

ous degree that the gas engine and the pounds pressure when superheated 100

oil engine have almost been counted out. degrees will have a temperature of 487

Asa result of all this there has developed degrees and still remain at 200 pounds

across the water about the loveliest three pressure. Superheated steam partakes of

cornered contest for supremacy between the nature of a perfect gas. Like a gas

these various types of prime movers- that it is a poor conductor of heat. At 170

one could wish to see. First the gas en- pounds pressure with 200 degrees of su-

gine forges ahead, then the oil engine perheat it takes 3.27 cubic feet of steam

gets a pfennig or two the best of the gas to weigh one pound, while only 2.47

engine, and then the steam engine downs pounds of saturated steam at the same

them both. pressure will weigh one pound.

At the present time the honors appear The object in superheating is chiefly

to be with the steam engine, but by so to eliminate wasteful condensation and

narrow a margin that only an expert ac- consequent loss of heat in the cylinders,

countant could measure it. At all events This can only be done by admitting the

the small steam engine has been devel- steam at such a temperature that it can

oped in Europe to an extent that is worth give up enough heat to raise the temper-

talking about. ature of the cylinder walls and still not

In England the new type of steam en- lower its own temperature below the

gine is spoken of, at least among engi- point of evaporation. Opinion differs

neers, as an "Overtype superheat steam regarding the most economical degree of

engine." The Germans, economical of superheat, though it is well understood

breath as of other things, name it the that a small amount is not worth while,

"lokomobile," while the French call it In practice the amount of superheat va-

the "Demi-fixe" and let it go at that, ries from 100 to 200 degrees. The high-

Whatever the name, the new engines are est superheat yet attempted is 250 de-

identical in principle and nearly so in de- grees, which means an actual tempera-

tails of construction. They are portable, ture of nearly 650 degrees. If the tem-

or semi-portable steam engines equipped perature was carried any higher it would

with 'superheaters and other improve- result in the rapid reduction of the

ments. strength of the steel.

Lest those foreigners should become The apparatus by which this wonder-

too conceited about their achievements ful improvement in the quality of steam

it may be well to say, first of all, that we is effected is nothing more than a series

know just as much about engines as they of small pipes in the smokebox. The ar-

do. If some of those gentlemen from rangement of the coils of pipe varies, and

Germany who spend all their lives build- so does the style of the header in which

ing small engines were to come over here all the coils terminate. But all alike are

they would be speechless with awe upon so arranged as to expose the .whole sur-

seeing some of our enormous power face of pipes and header to the hot gases

plants. Both in size of plants and in the from the furnace. In an internally fired

degree of economy realized in these large boiler the heating surface of the super-

plants we lead the world. Only in heater is usually about thirty times the

smaller power plants, say up to a thou- grate area ; and in a watertube boiler

sand horse power, do European builders about ten times the grate area. To make
excel. a different comparison, the superheater's

The superheater is the essential fea- heating surface ranges all the way from

ture of the lokomobile. Superheated half that of the boiler to as large an area

steam is defined as "Steam having a tern- as the boiler has. After being generated

perature higher than that due to its pres- in the boiler the steam is conducted to

sure." In superheating steam expands the superheater where it lies in wait for

to a slight degree if the pressure is con- the wasted heat rushing through the flues

stant ; but if the volume is constant su- and captures it before it can seize an



llli LAST WORD IN Mil ECONOMICA] PRODI I NON Of POWER.
The new enirine harnessed f^r ai tion.

opportunity to escape up the smoke
k.

iperheated -team can travel twice as

fast a- saturated steam. It is possibleto

transmit superheated steam a distance of

six t<> ten thousand feet withoul a loss of

more than ten per cent in pressure; and

by the us< eparators t «
> get ri<l of

what condensation there may he. to de-

liver the steam in every way satisfactory

fur use. I 'ait in- surh formidable journey
head of the -team in a lokomobile

;

and this brings up the second important

ire which makes the new type of

engine so superior to the American
In une-made kind.

The great problem before the steam

engineer is to prevent of the heal

after it has been put into the steam. As
mean- of preventing this ],,>^ the

engine is mounted on the boiler of the

lokomobile. This eliminates the neces-

sity of providing outside steampipes with

their enormous possibilities for waste of

heat by radiation. American engines of
small size are commonly mounted on the

boiler, to be sure ; hut the European

builders have left ns far behind by the

simple expedient of casting the cylinder

and the steam dome all in one piece, with

the fanner inside the latter. SO that the

wall- of the cylinder are always sur-

rounded by steam at boiler temperature.

Only the heads are outside, where they

areas readily accessible as those of any
other type of engine.

It is will known that a compound en-

gine under proper conditions is more
economical than a simple engine. So the

lokomobile usually has a compound en-

gine. After expanding the -team in the

high pressure cylinder until its tempera-

ture i- reduced to about 235 degrees it

is returned to a second edition of the

superheater where its temperature i-

ed to about 360degrees before being

admitted to tin- low pressure cylinder.

From the low pressure cylinder the -team

xhausted into a condenser where it

gets down into water again. In some
factories u-iiiLT lokomobiles of the larger

size the exhaust steam is used for heat-

ing the building before It to the

condenser. From the condenser the late

Sfl



HOW IS THIS FOR AN ENGINE ROOM FLOOR?

steam goes to a feed water heater, also

warmed by furnace gases, where its tem-
perature is raised to about 170 degrees

before it is returned to the boiler.

Still that does not comprise all the

efforts for economy. The boiler is care-

fully lagged, or covered with a thick-

jacket of asbestos or other non-conduct-
ing material so that the loss of heat by
radiation from the boiler is reduced to a

negligible amount. And there's more
yet. Instead of the usual locomotive

type boiler so common among small-sized

American steam power plants, with the

bottom of the grate directly exposed to

the ground so that all the heat possible

can be wasted that way, the lokomobile

has an internal furnace ; that is, the fire-

box is entirely surrounded by water, ex-

cept at the door. At every possible point

the waste of heat is carefully guarded
against.

The net result of all these precautions

is that a very much smaller boiler is re-

quired to produce a given amount of

power than would be needed to yield

the same amount using saturated

steam. Of course the superheater costs

money, so the saving in first cost

of the plant may not be very great.

The saving is in operation. In an

ordinary small American steam power
plant, say from twenty-five to two hun-
dred horse power, anywhere from three

to five pounds of coal are required to

yield one horse power for one hour. But
the lokomobile only requires from 1.2 to

1.4 pounds of coal per horse power hour.

It has managed to skimp along on one
pound, and on one occasion, during a test

run, achieved the remarkable record of

.71 of a pound of coal per horse power
hour. That put it far ahead of the gas
producer engine which needs, on an av-

erage, one pound of coal per horse power
hour. Now coal costs money, as any one
who has to buy it can testify ; hence,

every dollar saved on the coal bill with-

out reducing the power output is one
hundred cents gfained.
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Another advantage of the lokomol
is that beii d inti i the small-

est possible space, and al

much smaller ngine

quired to prodw jjiven amount
I than \\ ith satu-

! (<•

.mi. being

ill for the ami 'tint < if pow er pr< »!•

•M run . I>!;uil

up •

l>\ no m<

obile type

built up t<> ,i th

man who runs a 1- iko-

irily the engineer, is

•(.•iit than i he

:ll another

n the coal j » i K-. While
onl) one man i- needed t" run a gas or

nil engine of pretty large size, it takes

an expert mechanic to adjust and repair

which not infrequentl)

1 1 1 1 i r c- a deal of tinkering. \ lesser de-

ilent suffices t" keep a steam
ing.

in interna] c< imbustit in

an) k in- 1 has a ver) definite

it on it \ hundred horse

bustion engine will

rleln \« >wer, it' it feels

like it. but it will <l" no more, no matter

what ii e held out. \ steam
however, like a music hall artist,

read) to oblige. It the boss

happens to need a hundred and fifty

an li<>ur <»r two in an
emei the hundred horse power

ne \\ ill help him out. F< >r all

•is a number - »f ^;i^ and i iil en-

ntl) been replaced in

land by superheat steam engines.

Vnother notable advantage which the

bile ha the ordinary Ameri-
i plant of small the

th which the l><>iler can be cleaned
md tul built together

i bolte 1 to the boiler

that b) unscn if nuts the
whole interior arrangements can be
drawn out of the boiler shell, so that

n be thoroughly cleaned,
and then replaced. The operation of tak-

the boiler apart and putting it to-

rn consumes ti\ e or six hours.

this with the clumsy and utterly
inefficient washing which is the only way

the small American boiler can be cleai

'The American small boiler never is really

cleaned, hut graduall) accumulate

thickening coat i c thai rendei

Iil) less and cient. All these

various things taken together enable the

mobile with 200 di of super

heat to deliver a h as 25 per cent

re power than an engine of the same
usm- saturated steam and at the

ne show a sa\ in

in coal and ,v> per cent in boiler

water. No wonder under these circum-

stances that there is an enormous demand
for superheat engines all over Europe
and in other countries as well. Possibly

these things may explain why South
Americans prefer to buy their engines of

European buil lers when they might just

as well spend their money with their

n> irthern c< tusins.

The importance of using superheated

steam in power plants, greal as well as

small, is now universally recognized. No
fewer than five hundred steamships, most
of them small, to be -urc. though there

are some large vessels, including war-
ships with engines of twenty thousand

horse power, are now equipped with su-

perheaters. At sea the superheater shows
a saving of 12 to 21 per cent in fuel.

Railroad men. too, begin to realize the

value of the superheater. There are now
more than twelve thousand locomotives

in the world equipped with superheaters,

of which more than two thousand are in

the United State-. On the railroad the

superheater effects a saving of about 25

per rent in fuel under average working
conditions. This really amount- to an

increase of 33 per cent in the capacity of

the locoilK >ti' To illustrate : A |<
<>>

i

motive burning six thousand pounds of

coal per hour and developing fifteen hun-

dred horse power would, if equipped with

a superheater, produce the same amount
of power from forty-five hundred pounds.

But being capable of turning six thou-

sand pounds of coal into effective energy

in an hour, if that amomu is now con

sumed tjje power output will be incr< a

to two thousand horse power—a gain of

33 per cent.

his. mly the small o msumer i >f st< am,
the man who most needs to be saving,

who does not obtain all the economies
modern engineering can supply.



DOUBLING THE DIVER'S REACH
By

HENRY GARDINER
MERE twenty-five, fifty or sev-

enty-five feet deeper in the

shadowy ocean depths than

divers can now go lies treas-

ure— treasure of gold and
treasure of knowledge—that has set the

minds of men afire for ages. Within the

cast of a bass-lure, if it were but on the

surface, from where the deep-sea worker
reaches his deadline, sunken argosies and

but undertake to go after them right

—

or rather, if we will undertake to return

with sufficient care, after the trip.. And
they support their statements by records

of long experiments and by actual expe-

riences of their own.
Nearly everybody who has read the

magazines and newspapers in recent

years has heard of a strange disease,

called the "bends," to which men are

strange new forms of life lie side by side, subject who work under great air pres-

yet out of reach.

If a false floor existed in the ocean
depths about one hundred and ninety feet

from the surface, things lying deeper
could not be more hopelessly out of the

grasp of the diving human being than
they have been in the past. One hun-

sures—the fellows, particularly, who go
down into the caissons for deep tunnel-

work, where compressed air has to be
used to keep water or mud from coming
in upon them to drown them. "Sand-
hogs" and divers alike have been the vic-

tims of the malady, which no one has

dred and ninety feet has been the outside very clearly understood. Physicians and
limit of the deepest plunging our bodies

would stand, because old ocean would
other scientists have long studied it and

squeeze the life out of us if we went
deeper. The human body will endure
only about so much pressure, and pres-

sure is the ocean's specialty in those mys- death, often in permanent injury

terious deeps. Now the

Four Englishmen have recently come

treated it with varying success. Men
afflicted with it show symptoms of

asphyxiation, paralysis and other equally

serious things, sometimes resulting in

investigating

forward to declare, how-
ever, that our notions of

what we can stand have
been too modest. They are

authoritative fellows, too

—

Dr. Leonard Hill and Mr.
Greenwood, of the London
Hospital medical school,

Prof. J. S. Haldane and
Surgeon Oswald Rees, of

the British navy. They say

that the diver can and shall

go— has gone, in fact

—

more than twice the dis-

tance mentioned into the

waters of the sea. They
tell us that we can have the

treasures of which we have
been despairing, if we will

544

Divkr Taking a Sample of Air
from His Helmet for Sub-

sequent Analysis.

Englishmen
have found out what causes the "bends."

And in that discovery lies

the secret of the new div-

ing-power they promise us.

It is a pretty common habit

of human beings to breathe

air into the lungs, and one
that the race has never

been able, as yet, to shake

off. The air we breathe is

under pressure, normally,

at sea level, of about fif-

teen pounds to the square

inch. At a depth of one

hundred feet under water,

there is a pressure of forty-

four pounds to be added to

this, when the diver tries to

reach the low levels. That
makes a pressure of fifty-
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nine pounds, to the square inch of body

surface, that he must resist. At a depth

of four hundred feet under water, the

pressure reaches the enormous figure of

one hundred and ninety-one pounds per

pounds pressure, with slight variations,

according t" <>ur elevation above sea-

level, it behaves very well. Under great

pressure, as in the caissons or under

water, it acts quite differently. Instead

inch—which would be high pressure for of passing peaceably out of the system

a locomotive's boiler to contain in regu- as it normally should, it -tarts a sort oi

lar u->rk. Hence, when men have game of hide and seek through the bl 1-

channels, running
1 to <1 r " |)

wn to th<
depth-, they hi

U I) <1 C< 'iiilit:

that they were not

prepared to meet.

uriously enough,
h«. the

>hman who com-
plained that it was
iii >t the falling that

hurt him but "the

so quick,"

nol 1"

the d i v i n g into

high pressures that

has cost divers their

lives or their health,

but the coming up
too rapidly. This

has been understood in a general way,

for some time. In the caissons, where
the sand-hog works, there are air-lucks,

through which, by easy stages, a man
ascends from the depth- and through
slowly lessening pressures, till he reaches

the surface. The deep-sea divers have

Mick. i Photogb vph on oi i m Spin \i

a. Goat Thai Was Killed
hy Sudden 1 >ei i »mpri ssu in.

The l.irk-'- babbles .ir.- mtr >g< n.

iii bubbles into

the smaller artei

and veins and the

cap ill a r i e s, and

staying there, much
the detriment i if

normal functions

in those parts. It

is forced i "it of its

regular course of

progress h y t h e

pressure under
which it i S

b re a t h e d . a n d

cmwded off into

place- where it d< ies

not belong. < m'

course, it makes
trouble.

A man'- body is a compressible thing.

The tissues are soft and capable of re-

ceiving the nitrogen under pressure—not

only capable of receiving, but incapable

of resisting. When the diver reaches a

point under water where the pressure

becomes hisfh enough to force the nitro-

observed something of the same formula gen oft' into the capillaries in his body,

he becomes a fit subject for the "bends,

and the only way to save him is to bring

him back to the surface so -lowly that

the nitrogen, which move- slowly in the

tiny bl l-passages, can have time to get

out of them again, before the high pres-

sure is entirely removed, [f he comes up

too quickly, the nitrogen remain- in the

tissues and he becomes asphyxiated or

i- a strange malady, paralyzed, or something else happens to

that has baffled everybod) till the four him that is both painful and incapacitat-

Englishmen determined to solve theprob- ing, if not actually killing,

lem it offered. It is caused by the very Professor Haldane and Surgeon R
air in the body of the man who contracts experimented with the usual animal-,

it. When we breathe, we take into our submerging them and bringing them up

in ri-iiiL,r to the surface of the ocean, com-
ing up by slow and careful degrees. But,

even with the greatest care and the most
intelligent assistance, the men who have
ri-ked themselves in tin- class of work
have suffered terribly and mysteriously
frmu the disease which seemed to be a

very ally of the sea to prevent our un-

ering it- seen I

lungs a combination of oxygen and nitro-

gen, of which the blood take- the former,

for cleansing and fuel pur; About
eighty per cent of the air. roughly, how-
ever, is nitrogen. And it is the nitrogen
that causes the "bends." Under sixteen

to the surface with every conceivable va-

riety of method and speed. The guinea-

pigs and 'l"gs and goats that were used

showed all varieties of the disease that

men had been suffering from. They had

the "bends" as truly as any sand-hog that
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ever came up too quickly out of the air-

locks. But, patiently changing condi-

tions and watching results, the experi-

menters made a discovery. They found
that if time enough were taken in the

course of return from high to low air

pressures, no "bends" appeared. Then
they found that depths could be increased

and pressures
raised very mate-
rially, if the return

to the surface were
c o r r e s p ondingly
slow. And then, to

crown the whole,

they learned that

the stage of the

return in which it

is really necessary

to take time and
care, is not the first

stage— from the

deepest to the less

deep depths, from
the highest to the

medium pressures

—but in the later

stages, in the

Submitting to Air-Pressure in a Specially
Prepared Tank.

of the Scottish coast was chosen for the

place of trial, and there these courageous
men went down to depths of thirty-five

fathoms—two hundred and ten feet—and
actually stayed there and worked as no
diver has ever attempted to do at much
lesser depths. More than that they de-

scended and ascended at greater speeds,

observing only their

newly discovered

principle of making
the last stage of

the ascent slowly

;

and they felt no ill

effects of any ac-

count whatever.

They established

the fact that divers

can go down to the

depth of thirty-five

fathoms in the as-

toundingly quick
time of two min-
utes, while, previ-

ously, the interval

prescribed for any-

thing like similar

depths has been

change from the medium pressures to close to forty minutes ! They found that

the normal, at the surface. it is perfectly safe to ascend rapidly from
When they had found out the,se things, thirty-five fathoms to twelve fathoms,

they began a truly remarkable series of thus getting out of the danger-zone of

feats. First they showed that a goat high pressure quickly, and thence to come
could stand pressures that no man had to the surface more gradually, without

ever endured and lived, up to that time, resultant suffering. During the mount-
Most divers who have approached a ing of the last twelve fathoms of dis-

depth of one hundred and ninety feet, tance, the body frees itself of all excess

have, sooner or later, paid dearly for nitrogen.

their temerity. When the goat experi- This is contrary to all accepted meth-
ments were ended, however, Mr. Green- ods held as absolute heretofore. But the

wood submitted to air-pressure, in a spe- English scientists have established their

cially prepared tank, in a degree equal discoveries as facts by long continued and
to that at a depth of two hundred and often repeated demonstrations. More,
six feet, and suffered no ill effects. More- they have shown by experiments with

over, he remained in that pressure for a animals, that the four-hundred-foot depth
much longer time than any diver had can be reached with equal safety. And,
ever stayed at deep-sea levels. And when now, with their power of endurance
he came out of that tank, a new leaf in

Nature's endless book of knowledge had
been turned.

Professor Haldane and Surgeon Rees
followed Mr. Greenwood with other ex-

periments, in which they were the sub-

jects, and their experiences duplicated

practically doubled, the divers of the

world can delve after the secrets and the

treasures of the ocean's bottom in a way
that was only dreamed of before, and can
bring up lost and undiscovered things

that have tantalized us since ships began
to sink and strange forms of unknown

his. It remained then to put the results life began to wash up upon our shores

to practical application in diver's dress with every visit of the frequent storm-

and in the actual ocean. And so a point tides.



THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR
FROM TWELVE ACRES

By

ST A N L K Y L. M <• M I
(' II A E I.

THIRTY thousand dollars e

tracted t~ i -
•

» 1 1 1 twelve acres of

ground ever) war. of which
at leasl twelve thousand < 1 « >

1

—

lars the farmer puts in the

bank as profits after paying all expenses!
I hi- is the record <>t' a farmer near

i leveland, < )hi<>. who was formerly a

man. hut who went hark to the soil

and made l^ « >< »« 1 . Mis name is Martin L.

Ruetenik.

From tlu- city with its blare of noises

ami its dusty -U\rN this man sought out

a little farm, settled down and is now
making as much money as the head of
many a successful business corporation.

Vfter a weary struggle of several years
the gr< .uml gave forth its bounty and to

da\ Ik- is clearing over a thousand dollars

a month, owns and operates two auto

mobilesand several carriages—has a cozy
h< ime and a happy family.

In one year

—

VA)7—the farm returned

twenty thousand dollars in profits, the

gross receipts being aboul double that

sum. For this war Ruetenik hopes to

realize a total of aboul fifteen thousand
dollars in profits, after all expenses are
paid.

Thus this enterprising farmer is mak
ing one thousand dollars an ana- per year
from his Land. It is true that he has
become a specialist, yet it is also true

that ever) cenl is made from the soil

itself. Nothing is manufactured except
with the assistance of soil and nature.

Ruetenik's little farm contains eight
acres in all, hut only twelve acres are

Under Cultivation. Eighteen men are em-
ployed on these twelve acres, ever)
square inch of which is made to produce
revenue in the wa\ i if vegetables.

.Martin Ruetenik is a brilliant example
of a man who has learned to use his

brains. Beginning on a piece of land
without any .special advantages as to fer-

THE THIRTY-THOUSAND-DOLLAR-A-YEAR FARM NEAR CLEVELAND OHIO.
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tility or adaptability and without any ex-

perience as a farmer tins man, by dint of

hard work, intelligently directed, has con-

verted the little farm into a veritable gold

mine, yielding as it does twice the value

of the land per year, after all expenses

are paid.

Scoff as the average

farmer does about

"book larnin'
"

and t h e ^
farmers

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE

who attempt to sow and reap their crops

from advice bound between cloth covers,

this farmer makes them sit up, for Rue-

tenik is a "book-made" farmer. In addi-

tion, he has been a very close student of

o-overnment and experiment station re-

&
ports. He has also cultivated

a penchant for experi-

menting. Although

cautious to a

degree, he

is con-

MAKT ,N U KUETEMK. THE MA*.WHO^OWS HOW^^J™^*
From the pond In the b.ctaonnd he .rt,8a;e. >»£»™£S*



UARTER OF A MILLION LETTUCE PLANTS UNDER GLASS
In ti nen ir.- transplanting tin- tiny growths l'>r the October and November markets.

stantly at work seeking to improve the

quality of 1 1 i — vegetables and to discover
new means for getting them to the peo-

when the prices are highest.

Back in 1883, H.J. Ruetenik, Presidenl
of Calvin I leveland, grew inex-

pressibly weary of city life. He decided
• > back to the soil and rest his brain

and exercise his body. I [e had a sixteen-

r-old son, Martin L. Ruetenik, whom
he decided t<> take with him.

The Rueteniks started in t<> do some
scientific gardening. They read up the

newest methods of fertilizing their land,

discussed the best ways of planting, culti-

vating and harvesting their crops.

When the college professor and his son
balanced their books at the beginning of
the tir-^t year, they discovered that they
had lost about five hundred dollars. The

same thing happened the second year.

The third year the balance was somewhat
smaller. So it was the fourth year. The
fifth year they broke even and thereafter

the profits began to appear.

The younger Ruetenik began studying

the use of hothouses in raising farm
crops. Doini* a general gardening busi-

ness from the very first the young man
discovered that more money could be

made from certain crops and as money
was what he was after, he promptly be-

gan to specialize in those crops—celery,

tomatoes, asparagus, lettuce, pie plant,

beets and several other vegetables. The
main crops, however, were celery, toma-
toes and lettuce.

It was about 1883 that young Ruetenik

built his first greenhouse. It was ten by
fifty feet in size and has since been torn

549
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down. He started growing lettuce and

tomatoes for the early spring and later

fall markets, when it could not he ob-

tained from other sources.

The greenhouse didn't pay its way the

first year nor the second year either. A
little thing like that, however, didn't dis-

courage Ruetenik, who about this time

purchased his father's interest in the

farm and began running it alone. He
kept right along and the third year the

greenhouse broke about even on receipts

and expenditures. Thereafter it began

to pay big' money. Ruetenik built three

or four greenhouses each year for five

or six years until he had a total of about

twenty-five houses in 1900. since which

time he had made no new extensions.

being kept busy looking after their con-

tents and always maintaining them in

first-class order.' He had 120.000 square

feet, or nearly three of the twelve acres

of land under glass.

In a number of these houses crops of

lettuce are raised all winter. Beginning

about the end of July the little plants,

some 255,000 of them this year, were

set out. The crop was in shape for the

market about the end of August and

from that time until the first of the next

June lettuce is being sent to market al-

most every day. The garnish on the

roast at Thanksgiving or Christmas in

many a home comes from Ruetenik's hot

houses. He plants and raises three crops

of lettuce in his hot houses each year.

In the fall, he sells a case of forty heads

for as low as 35 cents or as high as $2.00,

according to the season, the supply and

the demand. Lettuce which he sells to

the Cleveland wholesaler for five cents a

head the grocer sells to the consumer for

about fifteen cents, so that there is con-

siderable profit for others from Ruete-

nik's business.

Tomatoes are another of Ruetenik's

profitable crops. He sows his seed in

the hot houses about February first.

While the snow is swirling above the

glass roof the tender plants shoot up, the

temperature being kept from sixty to

eighty degrees as required. The little

plants are carefully tended and trained

in one tall vine, being hung with twine

to a series of wires above. Some vines

grow six and eight feet high, with toma-

toes hanging ripe and red every three or

four inches. A year ago Ruetenik sold

12,000 baskets of ten pounds each from

fourteen greenhouses at $1 a basket, or

a total of $12,000. The crop which is

sowed early in February is marketed

from June fifteenth to August fifteenth

—long before home-grown tomatoes are

available in the Cleveland territory and

when they sell at from eight to twenty

cents a pound.

Cucumbers are another profitable crop

raised by this gardener. He begins his

crop in the early spring and harvests it

late in May and early in June. His crop

the past year consisted of 500 bushels

which he 'sold at '$2.00 a bushel, realiz-

ing $1,000.

Four of the nine acres outdoors are set

to celery, some 200,000 plants being

grown. These plants are put out in June

and fuly and are harvested in September,

October and November, when they sell

for about $2.00 per 100 plants. Such a

crop is worth to Ruetenik about $4,400.

Pie plant is raised on sections of the

twelve acres which are on a hillside and

which cannot well be cultivated for other

purposes. Over $200.00 a year per acre

is realized on the pie plant. Each plant

of rhubarb lasts about five years and is

then replaced. Each year about fifty

tons of manure, costing $1.00 a ton, are

scattered over the area devoted to pie

plant.

Several "acres are devoted to aspara-

gus, beets, carrots and other vegetables,

which are set out just as early as possible

so they can be marketed a few weeks

ahead of the regular crop. A patch of

about an acre of sweet corn was grown

this year and sold at 25 cents a dozen

ears. Three weeks later a neighbor liv-

ing almost next door sold his sweet corn

on the Cleveland market for two cents

a dozen ! Such is the difference in men.

Ruetenik uses his brains and the other

fellows don't.



A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE X-RAY
By

D R. A L I' R E D G R A I) E N W I TZ

1 1

E

it- u

interior of the

rank- t' > r e -

m i

I achievements
in mind, and the

tdvancc of med-
nce i- in

the valuable
i yielded by these won-

derful rays to which
most r tissues are

nt. Now,
there arc limitations to

thing, even the X-
not proved to

While, in

ii-

m all sid

>uld b< • In-

ly allow* the
'

i inspected in

given direction.

\ German scientist,

Spalteholz

University,

a process
a 1 lo wi ii X transparent
anatomical preparatioi

1. This r

It he reached by sur-

mple means—a purely physical pra
-.that leaves the hulk

entirely intai
I

Vs shown by comprehen-
riments, a cer-

tain optical law, which
has l( n known in

tn<- if mineral sub-
stances, also applies to

Ionized — animal or
actable—bodies. Ac-

cording to this law, a
given body will reflect a

t" the X-ray and

the

doubt

PARENT BY M

minimum of light and possess ;i maxi-
mum of transparency, if surrounded by
and soaked in a substance, the inde>

ref ract io n of which
equal the a\ re-

fraction of the body. It

is true that the various
tissues of an animal or
v< getable organism ]•

rather different in-

dices but each tissue,

each organ and even each
b< idy, has an average re-

fraction on which the

optical process can be
b a - e d. The question
now is, to hud out chem-
ically indifferenl liquids

which will neither de-
compose themselves nor
alter the tissu

The body to be made
transparent is prefer-
ably inserted in a r<

tangular glass vessel

with polished f a ces,
avoiding any diffusion
and Ihsms of light that

may he due t<> an irreg-

ular surface. By prop-
erly mixing two special

liquids, the index of ;

.

fraction is readily varied

50 a^ to make any given
tissue tran-parcnt.

\n interesting poinl

brought out by Spalte-
holz's experiments i^ the
discovery of the exist-

ence of certain law- con-
trolling the index of ri

fraction of a given tissi

with various ,-i n i m a 1

- and various ag<

given species, refrac-

tion being as a rule
R M \|.l 'I
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greater with the age

animal.

Transparent
preparations ob-
tained by the new
process allow any
internal parts, with

refraction appreci-

ably different from
that of the sur-

roundings or of dif-

ferent coloration, to

be readily distin-

guished. In animal

bodies there thus may
be seen bones and mus-
cles, while the vessels and

nerves generally become
quite transparent. How-
ever, by the injection of

dye - stuffs, blood-vessels

f the

Human Shoulder-blade Rendered
Transparent Without the

Aid of the X-Ray.

The same process obvi-

isly lends itself for mak-
ing vegetable tissues,

such as wood, etc.,

transparent.

The discovery of the

X, or Rontgen, rays,

several years ago,

opened up new fields

of research and ex-

perimentation in the

world of chemistry

and of medical science.

In fact, it marked a

new advance station

from which the explor-

ing scientific imagination,

figuratively speaking,
might press on to addi-

tional finds.

As will be noted, Ger-

and even nerves are brought out most many enjoys the distinction of discover-

strikingly, while many other details of ing both the original X-ray and the sub-

structure are also made apparent. stitute therefor.

NEW STYLE OF MUNICIPAL BUILDING

By

F. G. MOORHEAD

THE first Municipal Building

erected in the United States in

a town or city under the com-
mission form of government

was completed recently in Des
Moines, Iowa. Regardless of the differ-

ences of opinion which prevail as to the

merits of the commission plan of gov-

ernment, there is no difference of opinion

on the advantages of the new style of

Municipal Building. The striking fea-

ture of the Des Moines structure is that

four of the five departments of the com-

mission government are housed together

in one big room, the size practically of

the entire building, with every city em-

ploye in plain sight, ensconced at desks,

after the fashion of any modern bank.

Here are to be found the mayor, the com-

missioner of parks, the commissioner of

streets, the commissioner of finance and

all the employes of the various depart-

ments, with a large cage for the city

treasurer occupying the most prominent

position in the room, immediately at the

head of the grand stairway. There is a

private office for each of the commission-

ers and a separate chamber for the meet-

ings of the council or commission, but

aside from this, whoever the taxpayer is

looking for is to be located immediately.

within plain sight, and accessible with-

out the red tape formality that used to

hedge in the old style city "boss" from

the taxpayer and private citizen.

The new Municipal Building was built

at a cost of $350,000 and is remarkable

in that it was finished for something like

$48,000 less than the amount of money

voted for the purpose by the taxpayers.

On the first floor are located the en-

gineering department and the department
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of public safety, while a pr< m

—

equipped with telephones, typewriters

and reporters' desks—is a novelty much
appreciated by the -critic-. The heads

and all the employes of each of the four

department mprising all the city

government, except the public safety de-

partment found on the first floor are

fairs of the city as in banking institutions

or any private concerns. A- a general

thing, however, the commissioners are to

be found at their desks within the railed

square of the department, easily ao

sible to the ordinary citizen. A private

telephone exchange, with twenty-five

phones in the building, makes inter-

LIC SERVICE ACTUALLY ADAPT! D TO THE PUBLK 'S Nl EDSI

partmenta m Ibe new Municipal Building at Dea Moines are arranged with all the simplicity and
convi'iin Hi e <>i a bank.

found on the second floor, each depart-

ment railed oft in a quarter of the great

m, »o that there need be no confusion

in finding any employe, no matter how
exalted or how humble. The private

offices of the commissioners are used only

departmental communication easy. At

one end of the main room of the building

is the Mall of Records, while- at the other

end is the Council Chamber, with seats

for 100 spectators.

The third floor of the building is given

for the persona] conferences as absolutely over to the legal and civil service depart-

imperative, at time.-, in running the af- ments.

D C 3 a



PICTURESQUE? PERHAPS. BUT HERE'S WHERE A TYPHOID FEVER EPIDEMIC STARTED.
The rotted sluiceway allowed the perm-laden drainage from the Coatesville hospital to drip into the mill race which

supplied water to the emergency pumping station. This polluted water was sent, without filtration, into the water

mains that supply the town of Coatesville. The new filtration plant ordered by the State Department of Health is at

the right the Coatesville hospital at the left, on the hill. Resolute action brought about the change.

FORCING HEALTH UPON A TOWN
By

ARTHUR ST. GEORGE JOYCE

ONE afternoon recently, in the

little town of Coatesville,

Pennsylvania, a man walked
into a silk mill—the town's

principal manufacturing
plant—and asked to see the proprietor.

"I'll give you one hour to shut off your

water supply," demanded the visitor

when the mill owner appeared.

"But
—

" interjected the startled mill-

man.
"Never mind the 'buts'," retorted the

visitor. "Send no more water through

those mains under penalty of arrest."

At the same time the visitor displayed a

badge pinned to his coat upon which was
engraved the words : DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA.
The mill owner insisted that to shut off

the water supply would mean that the

town of Coatesvilles would go dry ; that its

citizens would have no water for drink-

ing purposes or for any other use.

But the visitor—a physician of the

Pennsylvania Department of Health

—

reminded the mill owner that the busi-

ness he was discussing was very serious

and that with him it was a matter of life

and death. He summoned two inspectors

who accompanied him and together they

went to the intake pipe through which

the water in the silk mill pumping station

was being pumped. They cut the con-

nections, tore out the machinery which
pumped the water from the mill race to

the station and then cut off all connection

between the plant and the Coatesville

water supply pipes.

The physician and his aides then hur-

ried to the town reservoir and gave in-

structions to those in charge to have the

"water pumped out. Despite threatened

interference on the part of the borough
officials the health officers demanded that

no water be sent through the supply

mains until it had been "treated" with

copper sulphate and hypochlorite. Engi-

neers connected with the State Health

Department began at once the installa-

tion of a treating plant and every gallon

of water that was thereafter pumped
through the mains had been "treated" by

this plant.

The town officials were then looked up

5M
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and implicit' instructions were given than The Department, ing the out-
to at once begin construction of ;i mod- break in Coatesville last February, t . >. ik

era filtration plant and to have filtered complete control of the town's water sup-

Interest of the Department * 1 i « 1 into any town in the State—except a few
lliill l'\ rr \\ itll til.- -I \l-l r, 1 ill i i ,,l ,,t ill.. I.i.r , -ili... ii-ln'.. 1. li... .. i 1 . . .

.' ..

gallon of water that went through
the Coatesville mains. There were pro-

tests and the officials in-i->( L-<i that t he

town lia<l no* money on hand for such an

improvement; in fact, there was no need
• it and it "wouldn't be don<
"It must be built, and at once," they

were told.

Plans were handed them and it was
lained jn>t what sort of a filtration

lit the State wanted built. The offi-

of the t( HA n were told that to intcr-

with the Department's work meant
sible imprisonment, and so insistent

were the health authorities that a special

ting of the town council was called.

an appropriation was voted f<>r the new
t and in the course of two months it

put up in accordance with plans

mapped <>ut by the State Department of

Health.

not end, however, with the awarding of
the contract. The Health Department
engineers stuck t<> the job until the plant
was finished and turned over by the con-
tractor to the t'-w n officials.

The determined show <>i the Health
Department is what saved the town of

sville from one of the

worst epidemics of typhoid
fever ever witnessed in the

State of Pennsylvania. \s

it was. tin- carelessness

the town's authorities in

not seeing to it that this

program was carried out
a \

• •-two years ag '.

in fact indirectly ca

the death of thirty-two of

itesville's citizens and
developed more than 500

f typhoid fever in a
few weel

For I Coatesville had been
warned tw ice by the State
Health Department that

Mich an epidemic was upon
it. The officials i )f (

".
>.'itcs-

ville were to,, busy with
factional politics to listen to

the warning, however, and
it finally came time for the

Department t" step
in and force action.

ply. ordered a rearrangement of its auti

quated water SUpplj system and the in-

stallation of tlu' most up to date methods
of filtration. \ corps oi engineers, in-

spectors and nurses "i the Department
went through tin- town and personally
saw to it that any source of possible in-

fection was eliminated. They went into

shops and private homes, into municipal
buildings and manufacturing establish-

ments and inspected the sanitarj ar-

rangements.
\\ lure there were any changes or im-

provements needed the Department "i"

dered that they be made immediately.
And they were. There was no disobey-
ing the Department's commands. What-
ever it ordered had to be done and at

'•ncc. for its work is hacked up by a State
law which gfives to it authority to step

of the big cities which have their own
boards of health—and to order any im-
provements or changes which might ben-
efit the health of the community regard-
less of what protests the officials of the
town or its citizens might make.
The Department's authority is supreme

• Hospital t.> !! mi .

How the people of Coatesville. am • ondition.
drank sewage with tbeir water.



™r ^p-t OF THE COATESVILLE RESERVOIR.

XVPHO.D ™«™-»S£S^S^Sl?5^--— *--
The Pennsylvania State

VISITING NURSES GIVE ADVICE FORTHE CAREOFr PATIENTS AND THE DISPOSAL OF
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in this KSpeCt. No man has any word
•

i say iii i ippositii in t>> it-< orders. Not
•l has a property owner any rights in

own home which supersede thos<

the 1 department

The Pennsylvania Department is pi

ably the only bureau <>t" health in the

United States which has developed the

nee of war upon disease to such an

advanced as its prin-

il adjunct a Division <>i" Sanitary En
gin< Until the- formation of t Ik-

inccring department under
the supervisi< >n i if it-- "engi

neer-in-chief," I )r. Samuel
I )i\>>n. expert scien

list, student and man
of medicine, the

propositi* »n to ass

ciate the science i if

engineering w i t h

public health im-

provement n e v e r

entered the minds
i if th< »se whose busi-

- it i- to guar*

the health of a com-
munity. The work of

the latter was confinei

largely to the distribu-

tion of pamphlets telling

how t.i guard againsl dis-

e and to doing what
they could to give physi-

cal relict to communities which happened
to have been stricken with epidemics of

• 'lie s, , r t or am >ther.

The Coatesville epidemic was caused
primarily through a violation of a law

'Tiling water supplies of cities and
t'.wns iai<l down by the State Department

• its must important restrictions

for the prevention of disease. The Bor-

h i Council of < Coatesville failed to re-

the I department that it had ar

Installing the New Filtration
Plani \ i Coatbsvilu i >ndbr

I »i i' i now oi Stati S \m-
hhi Engineers.

existence of the secondary pumping ap-

paratus tn the State Department, as re-

quired l>> law. Hence the Department,
which should have been informed as t<i

the method of construction and operation

of the emergency station, never heard oi

it until the epidemic had stricken Coate
villc.

The unexpected <li<l happen last Jan
uary. Two pumps in the main station

got out of order and for nine days the

people ' >f <
' tatesville drank water pumped

into the town's mains through

the emergency station. The
auxiliary plant was far t'n im

being able to properly

perform its functions,

iml into the town
of O >atesville were
pumped every hour
h »') gallons of sew-

age-laden, disease

breed i ng water

which found its

I way unhampered in-

to the homes <
i

t'

( a tatesville's citizens.

t 'i tatesville is located in

a valley. .\1>< ive the town,
i m a pretty hillside is the

( loatesville Hospital.
From the hospital there

arc sewage disposal pipes

that run westward into

what is called Xewlin's Run.
The sewage continues its course down

the hillside, crossing a millrace which
supplies water to the silk mill when' the

emergency pumping station is located.

Now Sucker's Run is the stream from
which the town of Coatesville gets its

water supply. Eight hundred thousand
gallons is carried by a gravity arrange-
ment into the Coatesville reservoir.

But when the pumping station got out*-
• VJ/WI MIIVIIl »"«'t •» !«*•! ill I'lll »» I I \ I I UK /UNI Mll^ .MUU' 'M St 1 * '' ' l

ranged to put into service an emergency of gear on January 14, the town officials

pumping station at the silk mill in the ordered the water pumped through the
event of the station proper becoming dis- emergency station in the silk mill located

ahled. Of course, it was not figured that on Sucker's Run, to the west of the
the unexpected would ever happen, and germ-laden Xewlin's Run. There was
the COUncilmen consoled themselves with im filtration plant in this station, and the

the belief that the main station pumps result was that through the intake at the
would always do their work properly. silk mill plant there was pumped direct

1 hey did not place much stock in the the water from tin- mill race into which
theory that the emergency station would had dripped polluted water carried from
ever he needed and, therefore, they did the Coatesville Hospital. Jn February
not consider it wurtli while to report the typhoid fever appeared.



SEWARD. ALASKA. FROM WHICH IT IS PROPOSED TO LAY THE "TRANSPORTED'
INTO THE INTERIOR.

RAILROAD

MOVING A RAILROAD SIX
THOUSAND MILES

By

RENE BACHE

It will be a government-

THE Secretary of the Interior

favors a trunk line, in Alaska,

from tidewater at Resurrec-

tion Bay to the valley of the

Yukon, connecting that great

interior waterway with the coast, and so

with the world,

owned railroad.

Secretary Fisher calls attention to the

fact that a coaling station has already

been established by the Navy Depart-

ment at Resurrection Bay, and urges that

the development of a harbor and the con-

struction of a railroad starting from
Seward as a southern terminus, to pass

northward through the Matanuska coal

fields, would be justified by military and

556

naval, as well as commercial, considera-

tions. Incidentally, it would open up the

great agricultural possibilities of Alaska.

The most interesting suggestion he

makes, however, is that much of the con-

templated railroad and its equipment shall

be transferred from the Isthmus of Pan-

ama by water, a distance of nearly six

thousand miles, to Resurrection Bay. For
it appears that, incidentally to the dig-

ging of the ditch, the Canal Commission
has had to construct and operate many
miles of road for which there will be no

further use when the job is finished. An
immense amount of material and equip-

ment—rails, locomotives, cars, etc.—will

have to be sold at junk prices unless it
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is utilized in the

way nc .\v pr< >p<

The ca n a [-dig-

ging j"l> is s< i near-

ly finished that the

surplus machinery

and material can

jed at Pan-

ama as rapidl) as

employment for it

und in Alaska.

It includes i

vating ami wreck-

outfits,

• trills, pile-driving

. well

adapted for the

construction of the proposed railroad.

There are 250 miles of seventy-pound

rail which has been in service on the

Isthmus from three to four years, having

inall) cost $31 a ton. Fifty miles of

this will be available for shipment by the

end of the present year; one hundred

miles more can be released six months

later, ami one hundred additional miles

a year after that. For an incidental item,

there are one thousand switches, com-

plet

fwenty-four locomotives, bought in

ii Snow Bani up Around H
. A I ,-k \ I.IK I I III .

I (.. i : . .% lug I i • mi and entrant

m

five-foot crncrc but

could ho changed
t.. United Stai

standard gage it a

l (if S, , : .ich

\Ko t h e i
•

thirty-two narrow
L;a^e locomoth
w Inch will he avail-

able at tin- end "i

the presenl yeai

,

ether \\ ith i ither

narrow gage t« |ui] >-

ments s u c h as

would he service-

able in connection

with spur tracks

coal fields or else-and extension

w lit re.

Five hundred steel tint cars, which <

$881 apiece in 1905, could he changed to

standard gage for $27 50 each. There are

also eighteen hundred broad gage dump
car-, and sixteen hundred w < >< 'den tlat cars

which cost SI. 110 each

—

the estimated

expense of converting them being $25.50.

There are no box cars, no gondolas, and

in. passenger coaches. But some of the

steel flat cars could be easily transformed

into gondolas, for carrying coal, am"

1906, at apiece, are to he retired some of the WOOden tlat cars might he

from service June 30, 1913. They are of redecked and made over into box cars

OX THE WHITE PASS AND VUKON RAILROAD. WHICH POLLOWS THE HISTORIC TRAIL TO
THE ooLI> DIGGINGS.



THE FAIRBANKS-VALDEZ STAGE-WHICH FOLLOWS THE ROUTE THAT MAY BE ADOPTED
FOR THE TRANSFERRED ISTHMIAN LINE.

and bunking and mess cars, and for any
other necessary purposes.

All of this material could be carried

by water to Resurrection Bay at very
moderate cost, if Congress—as is confi-

dently expected—permits. It would save

a great deal of money, and, what is not
less important, would vastly expedite the

building of the proposed railroad. An-
other suggestion likely to be carried out
is that the engineering and executive

organization now on the Isthmus, which

THEY WILL DRAG SLEDGES WHEN THEY GROW UP. BUT NOW THEY ARE ONLY THREE
MONTHS OLD.

560
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itherwise must soon be disbanded, .shall

for the carr) ing

out of this new enterpi

Alaska, a region <>t' incalculable re-

e-third as la- the I rnited

at tin- present time a
'. population of onl •

;
'> souls

—

these being natives. ' >f the

white
i

»*.-
i

»lc*. hardly an) expect to make
their hoiw manently in the Terri-

1 thru aliens.

arkable state of affairs i- due
mail -Ik- fact that the development

untry i- held back by lack

rtatiou facilitit Winter travel

rywhere in Alaska is - 1 ill of

the roughest pioneer description, and

start- from Cordova, on Prince William

Sound, and runs two hundred miles up
the ( bpper River to the Bonanza
field. It cost

railroad. The Al Central runs from
Seward along the line which is prop

for the contemplated government-owned
road. It ought to follow the Susitna

River to Fairbanks, but it stops discour-

I seventy-one miles north of Seward.

Strange though it may seem, then

od deal of opposition to the route

urged by Secretary Fisher. Many peo-

are of opinion that other routes

would be preferable, and the "sour-

doughs", meaning the gold-miners and

other white men long re-ident in Alaska,

FAIRBANKS I HI OBJECTIVE POINT OF Till PROPOSED RAILROAD.

\ ho visit the Territory go there

with the expectation of enduring much
hardship, picking u]> as much money ;h

;ible in a short time, and getting out
in.

But Alaska at the presenl time is not

wholly devoid of railroads. The Tanana
Valley road—the Tanana i- a branch of

the Yukon— starts from Fairbanks and
runs forty-five miles to nowhere in par-

ticular. It- president, Falcon Joslin, is

anxious t" connect it with something that

mewh The White Pass &
Yukon Railroad is a g 1 narrow gage
line which follows the historic trail that

leads over the mountains and down the

Yukon to the gold fields of the Klondike.
But only a small part of it is in the ter-

ritory of the United Stat<

The Copper River and Northwestern

are mostly eager to have the matter in-

vestigated first by a government commis-
sion. They have had a bill introduced in

Congress which, while providing for such

ommission, authorize- the latter to

ch< k »se a n »ute « ir r< tutes and to start right

in and build.

The Commission, according to this

plan, is to be authorized to develop 1

miles of railroad wherever it may seem
wisesl : and the bill provide- for an is

of bonds, $1,000,000 to be made avail-

able at once for a -tarter. After that, it

will be up to the government to finish the

job. In behalf <>f tin's proposition it is

urged that the same of procedure

was adopted in the Philippines, authori-

zation
'

gfiven by Congress for the

construction of road- over such route-

as might appear most desirable.



NEW BLACK MAGIC FINDS WATER
By

RICHARD HAMILTON BYRD

FOR really black magic, take he would come to Edgemont, make a

some of the oil or water study of the surrounding country and ad-

prophesies of the geologists, vise them what to do. Instead, the geol-

A striking instance is the his- ogist answered the company, after a few

tory of the big artesian well at days' consideration of his geologic data,

Edo-emont South Dakota, with its river- that if they would drill three thousand

like flow of half a million

gallons of water a day.

Edgemont was a dry place

so far as water was con-

cerned. The Burlington

Railroad had a station there

and it wanted a good water

supply badly. There was
an official of the road who
knew that a geologist

named Darton had camped
and tramped about the Bad
Lands country of South
Dakota and was reputed a

sharp on the underground
water basin of the State.

The artesian wells of South
Dakota range from a few
hundred to upwards of two
thousand feet in depth, but

there were no wells any
where near Edgemont, none
within very many miles. It

was certainly buying a pig
in a poke, geologist or no
geologist, to drill a well at

Edgemont. But the com-
pany needed the water and
being a railroad company
and able to assess its pa-
trons for the cost of the

well, it was willing to drill

to almost any depth if it

could be assured of getting

water in good quantity and
of good quality. So the

company wrote to N. H.
Darton of the Geological

Survey and offered to meet
any reasonable expense if

562

Science located This.

Artesian gusher at Woonsocket,
S. D.. that spouts one hun-

dred feet above the
ground.

feet they would get a fine

flow of fine water. Darton
had been at Edgemont and
he knew how the great

artesian stratum—the Da-
kota sandstone formation

—

must lie, with reference to

the surface at that point,

and three thousand feet

was his guess to water.

Well, there is generally

known to be a water basin

under South Dakota and
most anybody could guess

three thousand feet ; if

water was struck at any
point after going one thou-

sand or fifteen hundred or

two thousand feet, why, the

guesser could say with

swelling pride : "I told them
to drill that well, and see

what they got !" But Dar-
ton said three thousand
feet. He didn't say fifteen

hundred or more ; he said

three thousand.

The drilling began. Night
and day, drove the relent-

less diamond point through
the earth and rock. Forma-
tion after formation, stra-

tum after stratum, as

shown by the drill core,

was pierced—sixteen hun-

dred feet ; two thousand

feet—dry as a rat's nest.

"Nonsense ! rot!" said

many of the Burlington

people. "Quit such monkey
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business : hah" a mile down
ward China and nothing

damper than at the surface

* >i i the enthi

of the drillers. I ("\\

they w rote the ist.

The prospeel hol» sn't

"Keep drilli- is the n

pi) . in "I said tl

Mow that

the twenty-eight

hundred feet level, I may cau-

u that you will sti

• •• at ah 'tit -.'

'

in the red sandy limesti »ne i »f

the Carboniferous formation;

hut keep <'ii through : that

isn't the main flow. Prill

three thousand feet."

At 2,918 feel a considerable

ian flow was struck and

a loud hurrah might have
n heard an »und Edgemont.

• iv< '1 a c< ingratula-

torj telegram on the accuracy
'lis first

1 town, d< iwn, still di »wn

the drill- 2,950 f<

but no more water.

ill the drilling continued.
" Vt three thousand fe<

Mr. Darton had said, "you
will be well into the 1 >al.

sandstone stratum, and that

ins water at Edgemont."
\nd at me a flood

such as Edgemont had nevei

dreamt of.

\ fairly good guess? I.

per cent of err<>r !

This, however, is not quite all of the

stop Edgemont. Mr. Darton was
warmly congratulated on behalf of the

Railroad, by the official who had dis

ered him. Being in Uncle Sam's employ
he couldn't of cour epl the hand-
some honorarium tendered him by the

company; hut fast following on the heels

i W ii i Find"W iter \ i 2

I \ 1 1 1 '

I

'

URi
I iii \ Found It a

than one
be used. "'Is there anything to be done.

Mr. Geologist, or shall we name the well

'Darton's Folly'?"

"Don't become excited" wrote the

scientist. "Your first flow of water,

struck in the red beds at 2,918 feet, un-

doubtedly contains calcareous matter and
it has followed the pipe down and im-

pregnated the main flow. The water

from the Dakota stratum is g 1. Drop
down a casing inside your hi- and

the tidings of victory came a me u will cut ofl the limewater.
'

over the wires shrieking dismally as it

conveyed the dire intelligence that the

water had proved had. After three thou-
sand feet into the breast of Mother Earth
and tapping nature's fountain, the w

encrusted the engine boilers. It couldn't

rrect again !

Tin Edgemont well has the greal

How of any of the very deep artesian

wells in the United Stati Wasn't it

"luck." though, getting water in this

way ?



LEGISLATURE CALLED TO
FIGHT TINY FLY

By

CHARLTON LAWRENCE EDHOLM
MINUTE FLY, smaller than the Once introduced, it seems almost im-

common house fly, was the possible to exterminate the fruit fly,

cause of a special session of hence it is necessary to guard most rig-AI ^m the California legislature,

JL jL. which was called some little

time ago to amend a law establishing

strict quarantine against a pest that

threatens the Pacific Coast fruit indus-

try. The entire session lasted

less than half an
hour, the meas-
ure passing the

House in seven

minutes and the

Senate in five

minutes by unani-

mous vote ; but the

forcing of the law against

the introduction of the ^Med-

iterranean fruit - fly will

mean unremitting watch-
fulness on the part of United
States quarantine officers for

an indefinite number of

years to come. This tiny

pest is at home in the lands

about the Mediterranean

Sea, where it inflicts

considerable damage
but its deadliest work
is done in the new
lands to which it

brought.

In Australia and
South Africa it is

claimed that the

fruit industry has

been ruined by the

Mediterranean f 1 y
and it is rampant
in Hawaii, from
which point it

threatens to invade

the Pacific Coast.

Male—Magnified

Female—Magnified.
The Pest That Caused a Special Session of the

California Legislature.

idly all points of entry, inspecting all

fruit shipments and nursery stock and
even making search of personal baggage
of tourists.

So prolific is this pest that a single

tropical fruit, brought
home by a tourist as a

tid-bit for his friends,

might contain a sufficient

number of the tiny

maggots to destroy

our fruit industry, or

cost us millions of

dollars to combat it.

"Its terrors are better ap-

preciated as we learn that

it fattens on a score of our

most prized and valued

fruits ; all our citrus fruits,

stone fruits, apple and its

near relatives, and some of

our most valued vegetables

;

even beans. Our fruit crop,

not including beans, net-

ted us one hundred and
twenty-five million dol-

lars last year. Imag-
ine this sacrificed to

the greed of a small

fly and the gravity

of the situation is

alarmingly evident.

We simply m u s t

keep this scourge

from our shores."

In these words Pro-

fessor A. J. Cook,
California State
Horticultural Com-
missioner, pays his

respects to Ceratitis

564
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itata, the name 1>> which

•ui-t- kii"\\ the lively

little insect.

\- a resull of his ener-

work and the CO-Oper-

n of a pi-

aiid governor, the

ired bills were pa

and the sum of ten thou-

>vas appropri-

mbat the pest in

ian Islands. This,

t.. the 1" und
will be used in the

I [awaii t- > check

f the fruit fly

rhe lat-

sum was raised by pro-

planters on the

,i~ a contribu-

to th( ral welfare

thai direct benefit to

their own interests.

The situation ther

uliar: the 1 1 a w aiia n

fruit- of any commercial
the banana and

pineapple, and these have

far been immune from

tin be freely

imported. The fruit- which

harbor the mag such

the niai guavas and
other tropical products, are

not exported to any greal

not represenl any
ial interest in the

islands and. therefore, the Hawaiian

>uld have been in—
Red in remaining indifferent to

th< of the fly. They de-

raising this fund n i

mbat a pest which threaten- the

mainland, and it was in recognition

this that California appropriated

ten thousand dollar- for the work
rr there.

Mr. E. K. Carnes was sent as

• tu to the islands to study

the life history and habits of the Medi-
terranean fruit-fly and to do experi-

mental work that would assist l»"th in

1 in 1! I HI Pi - '

In Hawaii, th<

I wild wild Irint

that harbor the de-
:. . r makes

•

: he spread oi the in

V.j. Cook, of the Cai itorni ^ Stai e Commi
H r. Who Declares for w

I r IN : in MeDI VN 1- LY,

may be readily recognized wherever it

may chance to come.
'"The fly is slightly -mailer than a

keeping out the undesirable insect and house fly, and is strikingly beautiful; is

eradicating it in case it should by some of the same general shape, pi that

chance elude the quarantine. He de- the abdomen ends in a sharp point. The

ribes the "female "i the species" for general color is yellowish, with beautiful

the benefit of the fruit grower, that it black and white markings on the raised,
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tion or other control very difficult, rhey

embrace the variet) of fruits that arc-

In t>\ travelers for curiosities "to
-

bring home to the folks," and the danger

i this source is extremely grave. A
single fruit dropped upon the dock at

Fran* could liberate enough

mag menace, or even possibl) de

•ur truit industry, as they could

find hiding place in the crevices of the

• 1 where they would quickly develop

in their \\"rk of de-

struction. For the reason that even dur-

> ti< in at the » l> -ok - it might be

r the insects n> be liberated, it

lered desirable t«> remed) the

ect in the quarantine law providing

the examination of baggage and con-

ments of truit in port. The right of

rch, thi . was extended to the

three-mile limit, thus making it possible

roy all infested truit befoi

could reach the mainland. In June, 1911,

the quarantine became effective against

all fruits imported from the islands, ex-

cept the banana and the pineapple, which

appear t<> be immune. Because <'t the

of the general public regard-

the terrible risk involved and theper-

ie t< lurists wh< > like to show
that they are "smarter than the inspec-

tor,' pts are made to slip through a

ecimens and occasional consign-

ments of affected fruit are received, which

are at i >nce destn >yed. Even the wild native

which are used as packing mate-
- about shipments of bananas and

pineapples are now barred, as many of

wild grasses used for that purpose
.v in infested districts and arc- likely

to contain the insect in the pupa state.

Excelsior and clean rice -t raw are the

packing used at present.

It i- now proposed to place a horticul-

tural inspector at Honolulu to keep the

infested fruit from the ships bound to

San Francisco or even from the d<

where these ships for San I rand

It taded.

Another method of combating the

pest in the islands is the installation of an

oil burning garbage crematory, in which

the affected fruit is destroyed.

Measures arc also being taken to pro-

vide protection for consignments oi Ha-

waiian fruit brought into California by

railroad from states farther north and

also from the -till remoter district ol

British ( Columbia.

Speaking of the dollar- and cents in-

volved in combating imported pests, the

following statement from the Monthly

Bulletin of the California State Commis-
sion of Horticulture contain- a figure

which is startling to the average tax

payer

:

"When we stop and consider that fifty

per cent of all our injurious pests are

from foreign countries, and that this fifty

percent include- such insects as the Hes

sian Fly, Codlin Moth, San Jose Scale.

< ',i|is\ and Brown-tail Moths, Cottony

Cushion-Scale, Cotton Boll-weevil, the

Alfalfa Weevil, and many other impor-

tant pests, and that the annual cost for

fighting injurious insects in the United

States reaches $1,000,000,000, we might

get some idea of the value of keeping out

those pests which are now knocking at

our very d< h irs."



A More Scientific Form of Irrigation.

The orange grower now can say: "Turn on the rain."

RAIN-MAKING FOR THE
ORANGE GROWER

By

ROBERT ANGUS MACK
UCH more poetical, and in-

finitely more beautiful than

the old-fashioned, prosaic

"ditch" irrigation is a revo-

lutionary system of apply-

ing" water to orange groves which is now
being worked out in the Porterville

orange district in California, in which the

orchardist actually "makes it rain" at

will, with every indication that the result

will be nearly, if not quite, as beneficial

to growing and fruiting trees as the gen-

tle moisture which falls from the clouds

during the California rainy season.

Described in a sentence this system,

568

which has been installed by Robert Baird

at Winterhaven, in the Porterville foot-

hills, consists of a series of nicely gradu-

ated, galvanized iron water pipes, carried

above the tops of the orange trees, there

being upon these pipes, at intervals of a

few feet, specially constructed sprinkling

nozzles through which the water is

forced under pressure. Consistent expe-

rimenting was necessary to arrive at the

proper distance apart for the main pipe

lines, the distance between the sprink-

lers and other details, but as the system

was finally installed, water is uniformly

distributed over the entire orchard, with
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the identical effect that would be -

from a gentle rain.

of ti: the

manifold. The best

orange laud is that which lies upon side-

hill land, and under

the old-fashioned , of leading water

through ditches plowed between the rows

. the it the botton

the hill received heavy irrigation at the

planted on higher land.

\\ ith t' ificial rainfall"' system, the

ribution of the water is absolutely

uniform.

»f the
'

of expense in

the installation "i the .'1.1 system was in

r ditch irrigation can

only be carried "ii in orchards where

water will flow readily and at least with

mblance of uniformity. It the land

is level enough t"r the installation of the

nev» i, it is level enough t<> carry

r under the pressure needed to pro-

duce the 1" • • ults with the sprinkler-.

It is in the matter of frost protection,

.
. r, that the rainfall system i- par-

ticularly valuable, and of particular value

i.. the r of the late <>r Valencia

:asionally even in

the sheltered side-hills where orai

h theii test perfection, a frost

will settle nil the trees. It would be a

light frost indeed for those -tales

in which the inhabitants are accustomed
• <>f snow during the winter

m«>nths. hut even a light frost, if it re-

mains for a few hours on an orange
ihout read) to pick, means the difference

n a perfect fruit ami one of indif-

nt flavor and texture. It may be

that the orchards will escape a frost for

hut there is no guarantee
that an) rain. n will not he charac-

by a ' freeze. To guard
I s) -tern in

i- that of using res of smudge
. in which crude fuel oil is burned,

and by means of which the orchard is

enveloped in a thick, black sm< ike. This
tive. hut unsatisfactory in many

wa
When frost threatens in the Winter-

haven orchard, if it ever does, the pumps
will he s^t to work, the valves opened and
the orchard will he enveloped in a hue
mist, in a veritable blanket of water the

temperature of which in the irrigating

well <»f tin- particular orchard is al

nty d( iirenheit. \
that has ever hem known in California

would can n the slightest dai;

against such < ipp< isition.

Mr. Baird's first idea of tl,

came through careful observai his

orchard and the development of the fruit.

I le noticed that when the rain)

set in especially early and when a brisk

shower soaked the orchard just at the

time when the vivid-green orange was

turning to a bright golden color, the

fruit matured from ten days to fifteen

days earlier than in those seasons when
the orchard was dependent upon ditch

irrigation. This sel him to experiment-

ing with single tree-. Me wa- SOOn con-

vinced that there is some subtle effect

upon the vigor of the tree when it is

thoroughly wet. probably upon the same

general principle as the invigorating feel-

ing when a tired man takes a bath. \t

any rate the early rain- produce the early

fruit, and now the W'interhaven orchard

equipped that the early rains can

he controlled at the will of the owner of

these fruit lands.

As the W'interhaven plant ha- hern

in-talled. ten acres is covered in a single

unit. The orchard contains about 120

acres of orange tree-, and twelve units

will therefore he used in irrigating the

entire orchard. One man can handle

each unit easily, making a very appreci-

able saving in labor cost, as three or four

men are needed to keep water running

through ten acres . if ditch'

There are no patents on this system ol

water distribution as it ha- been put to

use in the Porterville orchard-, and any-

one can in-tall it with such tools :is the

average rancher handles every day. All

that is needed is a line of stand-pipes

running centrally through the orchard,

a- feeder- from which to run the pipes

carrying the sprinklers. Each sprinkler

line is provided with a sliding valve and

a handle by which the sprinklers ar<

at a varying angle, so that the orchard

may he covered uniformly, or it would

he possible for an ingenious orchardist

equip hi- system with a -mall motor,

with clockwork attachment hy which this

work could he dune automatically.



THE LITTLE INCREMENT

FEELING THE SKYSCRAPER'S PULSE
By

GARDNER HUNTING

WHEN the last tile is laid

on the roof of a Dig city

building" and the first ele-

vator begins to run ; when
the steam is turned into

the radiators and the first tenant sits in

his office chair ; when the dynamos begin
to turn in the basement and the first

water is pumped into the tanks on the

lofty top—when the first life of the big-

hive begins, in fact, there also begins a

series of subtle, hidden changes, covered
away from the eye by brick and plaster

and stucco, that are not unlike the

changes that begin in the human body
with its first contact with life.

Even a sky-scraper can wear out. Even
a sky-scraper may have disease. Every
wind that blows against its towering
sides, every sunbeam that gilds its win-
dows, every person who enters its doors,

every shadow that touches its walls, is in

a sense its enemy, as a myriad of germs
are enemies of the man who built it. And
like its builder, too, if it is sick and im-
properly cared for, it may suffer disaster.

Steel expands with heat exactly as

dried apples swell in water. The differ-

ence is in degree. If you could wet one
side of a strip of dried apple and leave

the other dry, the strip would curl up
with the wet side out, because the wet
side would grow longer than the

dry side. If you heat one side

of a steel beam and leave the

MM

other side cold, the beam has the same
tendency to bend toward the cold side,

because the heated side grows longer.

If you heat a sheet of paper, it will curl

away from the heat—for the same rea-

son. So, when the sun shines on one

side of the steel girder in a building, even
through its coating of brick or concrete,

that girder begins to move. The move-
ment may be very slight indeed, but it is

very mighty, and if things are not ad-

justed to take care of that motion, there

will be trouble in the surrounding and
depending parts. When frost follows

sun, the girder reverses its movement and
will make further trouble. After a few
weeks or months or years of these

squirmings and twistings and wrigglings

—think of a steel girder wriggling!

—

the damage done may become so serious

as to threaten the life of the tenant in

his chair.

When a dozen people stand together

on an office floor or an elevator takes

twenty men and women and messenger-

boys up to the twentieth floor, there is a

gathering or a shifting of weight that

materially affects the hidden girder again.

When the steam rises hot in the radiators

or the water climbs to the overflow in

the tanks or the dynamos in the base-

ment reach the peak of the load,

each has its effect. Gradually

the girder changes about till it

becomes warped from its original

0*^1

TESTING A CONCRETE FLOOR
570
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r ill lh. Cil

shape. Perhaps the man who designed

r it- work made a little miscalcula-

tion of the exact manner in which all

the influences were going to affeel it. Ii

so, it acts a little differently from the way
in which heexpected it to act. It changes

Sometimes it changes to the danger-

point—sometimes past thai point.

The great difficulty engineers have al

ways had in treating -ick buildings is in

diagnosing the case in hand. A doctor

(•an put his clinical thermometer in your
m«»uth and read your temperature upon

• ii ringer your pulse and

judge i >f d mditii ms hidden in »m his eyes,

by the heat -it' your heart. He can take

your blood-pressure and tell you what to

do and what n"t to do to 1"- out of dan-

ger. But there has never been away till

nth of feeling the sky-scraper's pulse

—or the pulse of any other structure of

and brick and -tone and conci

Now there i- a way. A man named J.

E. Howard, who is an engineer-physicist

in the bureau of standards at Washing-

mj Lfci >.i BAH

r^
•
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He has a simple method—of course.

Everything is simple that accomplishes

big results, it seems. He bores two tiny

holes in one side of the steel girder he

wants to test. They are about twenty

inches apart, very shallow, and wider at

the surface than at the bottom. Then

he takes an instrument which may be de-

scribed as made of two tubes, one slid-

ing within the other. At

one end of the outside tube

is a small point turned to-

ward the side. At the op-

posite end of the inner tube

is another similar point,

similarly turned. Putting

one of these points into one

of the holes in the girder

and the other point into the

other hole, he easily meas-

ures the space between

them. Taking this measure-

ment on different days or

weeks or months and com-
paring with a standard and

with each other, he readily

discovers whether the gir-

der is bending out of shape

to a dangerous degree.

Of course, the changes

in the steel girder may be

very slight indeed. For
that reason there is a mi-

crometer screw between the

points which deals in ten-

thousandths of an inch and

the measurements are finer

than any hair-line that was
ever made proverbial. 'Sir.

Howard recently used his

instrument on a big build-

ing under construction in

New York and was able to

tell, from its readings, on
what floor the workmen were assembled.

He could tell a much more important

thing, too, and that was that every col-

umn and girder was bearing its full

proportion of the load. He could dis-

cover whether the weight of flooring There will be fewer failures, and very

was properly distributed, whether stresses much less excuse for not anticipating

on spans was actually what the archi- them. Margins of safety that are left

tects and engineers intended those spans in the building of structures of all kinds

to bear, and all similar matters, about are very large ; so an instrument that can

which it is rather important to have the record a difference in a steel girder's

fact bear out the prophecy. erectness when the sun shines on it and

Mr. Howard has also recently made when the frost touches it, will be able

Think of a Steel Support
Wriggling!

If it is. the new machine will show it

some very important and valuable tests

of boilers, by means of which he has dis-

covered things that had never been

known about boilers before. For in-

stance, nobody knew, till the new instru-

ment was applied, that the strains around

the man-hole and the safety-valve in a

boiler, were greater than elsewhere.

Nobody knew that the strains on the

seams between boiler plates

grew greater along the line

of the seams from front to

back. Such matters are

very weighty, when meas-

ured by the results that

may follow ignorance of

them and by the expense

saved by knowledge.
In Indianapolis the other

day, they tested the pave-

ments in certain streets to

find out whether the ma-
terial used was acting prop-

erly under the tempera-

tures to which it is submit-

ted. Mr. Howard's little

instrument was used.

A life-record of a build-

ing may now be kept, that

will be like the chart of a

fever patient. On it will

be reported and compared
the changes in the condi-

tion of various parts, and
the relation of these will be

studied to discover whether

or not the building needs

treatment. When the trol-

ley-car runs out upon the

bridge or the cold wind
blows against the side of

the trestle, the effect, tem-

porary and permanent, will

be recorded—the actual ef-

fect in practice, not the mere theoretical

effect from guess-work. W nen the old

bridge's back begins to bend, and the

arteries of the sky-scraper begin to

harden, as it were, we shall know it.
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to keep the engineers informed when
those margins are growing i"" small.

In a length of twenty inches, the ex-

pansion of steel is thirteen one-hundred-
thousandths "i an inch t<> the degre<

temperature Fahrenheit. That is'nt much,
i multiply that by

all the length I of

mperatures
that have a bearing. \ hat y< »u

j

It is startling, even t" the person \\\u<

doesn't know anything about a fraction

of the dangers. So, even the novice ran

grasp a part of the value of the gauge
that tells the truth to fractions that are

invisible t" the human eye. Also, the

novice on then conceive something about
the credil that is due t<» the fellow who
devised that gauge and the method of

handling it.

Education, the fatherland, liberty,

association, the family, property

and religion, are all undying ele-

ments of human nature. They can

not be destroyed; but every epoch

has the right and duty to modify

them according to the intellect of

the age, the progress of science and

the altered conditions of human
relations.
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A LIVING FROM
AN ACRE

By ALICE SPENCER GEDDES

IN
Westwood, Massachusetts, there

has been in operation for several

years a "Back to the Land" plan of
an unusual sort. It was in 1908 that

forty moderate wage-earners found-
ed Fellowship Farm Association. They
pooled $1,000 of their savings and co-

operatively bought, subject to a mort-
gage for the rest of the purchase price,

seventy acres of land—without buildings

—in Westwood. They named this tract

Fellowship Farm.

.574

To carry out their plan they drew up
articles of association which stipulated

that each member must pay an initial

deposit of $2.50, in addition to the

amount he or she had contributed to the

pool, and $2.50 monthly thereafter until

$300 were paid. This total payment of

$300 is the price of an acre of land at

Westwood, a clear and free warranty
deed of which is given each paid-up mem-
ber, which carries with it one-fortieth

interest in the collective property and
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tin- Association. Since the

membership is limited to forty memb
each owning an acre of land, there arc

thirty acres left over. This land is called

common land; the tract is cultivated

in common and the yield equally <li-

\ ided.

In case a member wishes t«> ^<> into

agriculture more extensively than his

single acre will allow, there is a provision

reby Ik- may purch; n the same
monthly term—an additional acre which

another member, on account of sickness

<<r some other cause, may he- forced t"

abandon. Three acres arc all any one
-m may accumulate; hut the ]><>

-ion of three warranty deeds does not

mean three votes in the transaction of

the Association's business "one man one
." whatever hi- h< tidings.

For the benefit of those who hail no

other savings than those they contrib-

uted to the pool, a loan fund was cre-

tluir equipment. After such members
had secured a house ami their land was
cultivated and stocked, the) were ex-

pected t" pay back the loan in install-

ment- m|' $5 "r $10 a month so as t<>

enable other members who might want

to make- additional improvements t<> have

the use of the money.

Bui even with this fund, there was not

money enough available to enable every

family to occupy its acre the first winter.

Several families merely camped in tents

the firsl summer, the father holding his

job in the city ami going back ami forth.

The rest of the family (mother ami the

ami lmi'Is ) worked on the land, get-

ting out the stmies and witch-grass,

planting, weeding and cultivating. ( Iften-

times such a member, earning his weekly

pay-envelope ami finding his living ex-

penses reduced, was able to hire another

member—who had some spare time on

his hands— to dig his cellar or build his

henhi in-es i >r beehh
*L Thus started, the fam-

ily moved hack to die city

for the winter. The fol-

lowing season they began
where they left off- that

much ahead of tin- game.
At the present writing all

tlie members, save three,

are all-the-year-round red-

dents. And one of the

members has gr< >wn so en-

thusiastic that he has cre-

ated am 'tlier Fellow ship of

In T ; V

ated. Part of the $2.50
monthly assessment has al-

ways gone toward reducing
the mortgage—which will

be wiped off in another
year—hut some has also

been reurnlarly put into this

loan fund, which ha- been
rented out to memhers who
had no money with which
to build a home and buy Miss Franci Biilt 'I'm- Housi Without Any

AsstSTANi y Whathvkr.
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The Total Cost of This House Was Three
Hundred Dollars.

TllllHI IIIIIIIMMiii

The Home of the Founder of "'Fellowship Farm."
George Elmer Littlefield.

Under this Fellowship plan

a member need borrow no

money if he has $500 saved

up. That is enough for a

man with a family to start on.

A single member requires

much less. The capital of

$500 will provide a two-room

house, built for the most part

by the member himself, an

equipment of one kind of

stock, and tools—a hoe, rake,

spading fork, wheel-barrow,

shovel, wheel-hoe and cultiva-

tor. One of the married

members, who had $500 as a

starter and who went into

hens, has figured up his in-

come for the second year.

With his capital he built his

two-room house (which he is

planning to enlarge as pros-

perity warrants), set out one-

fifth of his acre to small fruit,

planted sixty fruit trees, built

his primitive coops, brooders

and incubators, and bought

his stock—which consisted of

120 well-mated cocks and

hens, one cock to a dozen

hens. His income during the

second season at Westwood
shows the following items:

200 dozen hatch eggs

at 50c a setting. .. .$100.00

1,000 ten - day - old

chicks at 20c each 200.00

250 4-month-old pul-

lets at 75c each... 187.50

100 older pullets at

$1.50 each 150.00

Small fruit 112.50

Vegetables 150.00

Total sales $900.00

In addition the sale from

the early broilers offset the

feed bill for the new stock.

Vegetables left over, cabbages

and mangel wurtzels, provid-

ed green stuff for the poultry

in winter. He saved out be-

wood (about seven miles aeross eountrv wUh tar eggs^ ^
from Westwood). ^

Hfgfi 'i;****5

A Printer Who Built This Residence at an Expenditure

of Sixteen Dollars.
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squabs or be< ad of hens, to their

fruit and garden as stock managed t<»

; about the same sum during the

ir, which sum they have in-

annually. This is a particularly

cl -liov •! consideration "t the

fad icpenses are much lower

in Westv* 1 than in the city. 1

re the rule, car-fares and
luced I

minimn ; all tl •

I, with the

an. I fish, is practically

t a n< iminal c< »st,

and social and other demands upon cash

Th< munity, however, is n<>t en-

tirely hard-working. The members have

ugh to carr) on several clubs

art, educational, sociological

and im .!. The founder of the

Association, e Elmer Littlefield,

the largest house, at the entrance to

the Farm and facing the Lake: it i- there

that most of the social gatherings are

held as well a> the quarterly business

at which the accounts are aud-

ited, dividends paid and improvements
ted.

anner of life that Mr. Littlefield

leads illustrates the one principle of Fel-

lowship Farm which is considered by the

and outside students of the

. a- it- savin- -race. This principle

mail ery member, willy-nilly.

it not to be expected to «liu,r in the

dirt • livelih 1 extent or to rear

stock for Commercial return. Allowances

are made t'«>r individualism. Mr. Little-

held happens scientifically tO have studied

agriculture and is, therefore, able to

tract the utmosl radish and squash from
his acre. Chiefly, however, he is a printer.

He has built a print-shop alongside lh^

home, where he gets Out a monthly n

azine and j< >b-w< >rk. 1 le furnishes empli >y-

ment. on an inside co-operative basis, to

a printer (a single member who built his

house out of two packii al a

cosl of $16.00); to a lithographer, Ar-

thur Siebelist, who has the honor of be-

ing father of the first baby born on the

Farm; and to Frances Lyons, an illus-

trator.

Miss Lyons is a student of arts and
crafts as well. She camped in a tent

while she built her home. "Studio

House," almost entirely by herself, hav-

ing help only with the heavy timbers.

This allowance for individuality has

evolved several inside co-operative plans.

quite apart from those of the Associa-

tion. A retired school teacher, who had

a pretty single-room house built with
some of her savings, is not strong enough
for outdoor work. She buys the supplies

and does the cooking and housekeeping
for three single members, who cultivate

and care for her acre in return. Vlso,

the egg-raising members have combined
and employ a member with more of a

business than an agricultural hem to

market their output.
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moderate season that is equivalent to

bringing the rutin- country southward

from ten t>> twenty degrees "i' latitude.

I limatoli i note both in Europe

and America affirm that t hi^ derange-

ment of meteorological conditions, affect

ing the southern as well ;i> the northern

side of the Equator, is working in a cycle,

which promises to reach its maximum
through this year. Therefore, we may

expect another t « «ir i< 1 summer, followed

by perhaps as cold a winter as >hi\ •

assisted by daily wireless reports from

er) ship ii]" '" the sea.

Present facilities arc inadequate in

tracing the rise and progi i those

troublesome storm centers. North Amer-

ica is particularly concerned in the storm

centers that originate somewhere in the

< Irienl probabl) as overgrown typhoons

sweep around the northern border of

the Pacific, across Western Canada, and

exhaust themselves in the vicinity of the

Great Lakes. This, at least, is their nor-

DOI ~ Tills SUGGEST VLASK \-

A Mn.-r .n Minns Point, in the southeastern pari "I the peninsula, the past winter,

so many million timbers east of the Rocky
Mi tuntains in I'd 1-1J.

Year by year the meteorologists are

coming to have a larger grasp upon
world weather. Long ago they learned

that weather cannot be studied locally,

but that a broad sweep of a continent, at

least, is necessary for intelligent observa-

tion. Yet even this is insufficient, and the

next generation will see all the important

points of the globe linked together in an

international weather bureau that will he

mal path. But jusl lately some cosmic or

extra-cosmic force has thrown them far

to the northward, and at the same time—
undoubtedly the conditions are related

—

has brought northward and expanded the

normal high-pressure atmospheric zone

that should center in the Atlantic Ocean
off the coast of the South Atlantic State-.

"The shifting of the storm centers

northward u
r ivcs Alaska a warm winter,

and the variation in the high pressure

bell gives the Eastern States a super-



THE SNOWS VANISHED FROM CRAGS AND HILLSIDES WITH A RUSH.

heated summer," the weather bureau of-

ficials explain.

Then there's another high pressure

area that ordinarily maintains its habitat

somewhere around the Azores. Last
summer this belt became loosed from its

moorings, and shifted "twelve degrees
farther north and fifteen degrees farther

east than in 1910," as H. E. Rawson ex-

plains in the Journal of the Royal Meteor-
ological Society ; with the result that the

British Isles and all Europe suffered

from immoderate heat.

Usually the storm centers, as they cross

the Pacific, follow the "Great Circle"

course of the trans-Pacific liners, and
many a steamship out from Yokohama
for Puget Sound or Vancouver, has been
attended for days by a tempest that

would scarcely have been felt a few
leagues north, or south. Frequently the

atmospheric disturbances and the liners

travel at the same speed. This Great
Circle route swings so far to the north-

ward, in taking advantage of the earth's

curvature, that it comes within two or

three hundred miles of the Aleutian

Islands, fringing Bering Sea.

The last year, however, the steamships
have been left alone by the storm centers,

for instead of skirting the margin of the

Pacific, the low pressure areas have
leaped across the divide into Bering Sea,

and have struck the American continent

in the vicinity of Nome, taking an inside

route and sweeping down through the

Canadian provinces. They carry with
them as they come southward the veri-

table breath of the Arctic, chilling to the

marrow everything in their path, far

down into the States.

It may seem hard to understand why
the erratic storm centers should bring

spring to Alaska, and ice to the interior

regions farther south, but the weather
man has an explanation right at hand.

Passing inland through Alaska each

storm center draws toward its swirling

vortex both the warm air of the south

and the frigid atmosphere of the. Arctic.

This warm air is drawn in from the Pa-
cific across the coasts of Alaska, as the

storm sweeps eastward, but as the cen-

ter goes inland it gains less and less of

the temperate breezes of the Pacific, and
more and more of the Arctic blizzard.

Not only are the coasts of Alaska
warmed to an unusual degree, but the

procession of storm centers introduces a

continual inflow of balmy atmosphere
into the interior regions, producing in

1911-12 in the Yukon Valley the mildest

winter in its history.

"But Alaska's normal temperature

isn't severe," insists J. L. McPherson,
secretary of the Alaska Bureau of the

5S0
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New Chamber of Commerce E ittle.

"The latest and most accurate isothermal

maps <>t' North America show that the

isothermal line of thirty d<

through Seward, Valdez, Juneau and

other towns along the Alaska coast,

swings far to the southward, hugging the

h New Mexico, and

bn out through New York City.

"New Yorkers would find it hard to

believe that their climate averages up
w itli the Alaska coast.

"The isothermal line of Nome and the

Yuk"ti \ alley runs down into the Da-

ta 'i

Little snow fell along the Alaska

Gulfcoastup tOthefirstof January. 1912,

and m early March the official spring

clean-up of Juneau was in progress, u

being the custom of the Alaskan capital

t-. wash down the sidewalks with the fire

hose each \ear as SOOll as the snow has

melted. By the latter part of March the

winter trail was breaking up between

Chitina, on the Copper River & North-

tern Railway, and Fairbanks, strand-

ing large shipments of supplies that were

er the snow on sleds,

bruary in Dawson was so mild thai

the oldest inhabitant didn't have courage

open his mouth with stories oi the

By the beginning of March the

happy Dawsonites were bringing in gar-

lands of pussy-willows. An open air

dance was given on the fifteenth of

March.

Even last year the climatic change was
inning t<> be felt on Bering Sea. for

the ice was thinner and went out several

ks earlier than usual; this year navi-

m on Bering Sea was open fully

two months in advance of the average

for the last decade.

Another strange feature of Alaskan
conditions is the fact that glaciers that

have been quiescent for long periods of

years—perhaps half a century—are wak-
ening into life, and are moving at sur-

prising speed into the sea. The year of

1910 was marked as the beginning of this

era of motion, and some most interest-

ing observations were made during that

>n by Professor Lawrence Martin,

leader of an expedition sent out by the

National Geographic Society.

The Martin expedition found that

Barry Glacier, in an arm of Prince Wil-

liam Sound, had retreated three miles

since it had been explored and mapped
in 1899 b) the E. II. Harriman Scientific

expedite >n.

In l'Ml another movement was appar-

ent in most of the glaciers of the Alaskan

coast, and the climatic conditions of the

last winter may determine the question

perplexing geographers whether the ad-

vance and retreat of glaciers is due to

climatic effects, or to some other cause.

possibly earthquak<

The theory of the storm Centers as

changing the climate of Alaska and the

North Pacific (oast— for British Colum-
bia, Washington, < Iregon and California

have also had an unusually pleasant win-

not alt' igether satisfy all the

navigators and local observers. Their

theorj is that volcanic action, perhaps

coincident with the earthquake shocks

just mentioned, disturbed the currenl

the sea, shifting the warm Japan current

more directly to the eastward, and inten-

sifying its temperate influence upon the

American shore. Shipmasters in steam-

ing from Seattle to the vicinity of Cape
St. Elias, steering by dead reckoning all

the way, found themselves fifty miles

ahead of their log, and observed that the

water was warmer than usual.

But the wather bureau officials do not

put much stock in tin's supposition, for,

they say. '"the old physical geographies

were wrong in indicating the Japan cur-

rent as sweeping around the northern

border of the Pacific, and warming all

the adjacent shore: the truth of the mat-

ter is thai the Japan current dors noth-

ing of the kind. It disappears three or

four hundred miles after it leaves the

coast of Japan, jusl as the Gulf Stream
disappears a short distance after it pass< -

beyond Newfoundland, though it was
once supposed to cross the Atlantic, and

warm the British Isles.

"The temperate climate of the upper

Pacific Coast is due to the winds which

blow in from the Pacific I krean, which is

warmer than the land. The chill winter

climate of New England is not due to

the so-called Labrador current, but to

the prevailing land winds. England's

mild climate is not attributable to any

an current, but again to the prevail-

ing southerly winds from the warmer
ocean.'"
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WITH THE MENOMONEE RIVER A ROARING TORRENT IN DECEMBER. THE CONCRETE DAM
WAS STEADILY EXTENDED FROM THE MICHIGAN TO THE WISCONSIN SHORE.

BUILDING WITH CONCRETE AGAINST
WINTER'S COLD

By

EDWARD I. PRATT

UP in the wilds of Dickinson

County, Michigan, where the

Menomonee River winds by
the bustling

- mining town of

Iron Mountain, a dam site

was selected, affording a prospective head
of water of about forty-five feet, the com-
pleted plant to furnish five thousand
horse-power. This power was to be util-

ized chiefly in the iron mines for operat-

ing pumps, drills, hoists and compressors.

With the water unusually high last

fall and all winter the work was started

and continued until the last bucket of

concrete slid into place. First, from one
bank a stone cofferdam was extended, the

men working in icy water most of the

time. Part of this construction was done
by divers in full regalia.

Ralph, Alfred, and George Newton are
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ment, while the canal for t lu- power house

had to iut through the solid rock forty

feet wide, twenty feet deep and i

three hundred feet long.

The start in the concrete work was

begun 1»\ pouring from a portable hun-

dred-foot steel tower built of inter-

changeable units. This tower was the

first of it-- kind in this sort of work, tin-

owners say, and has proved very succ

ful. The complete electric plant, with

venerators run l>v -team power, an

1 Mi : hi I. hi 'I OCI

1a n brotbi rs.

K Late I'MVRV.
• as through.

imiifdi'd the work.

the names of the young engineers who
were in charge of the j< >b.

An adequate steam plant heated the

water and concrete mixture in the cold-

est weather, twenty to forty degrees be-

low at times, to a temperature to insure

the concrete setting right with no freez-

ing.

rav.el was dug on the spot but it took
thirty car- of coal to handle the complete
plant to the finish. The two thousand-
foot dam required a hundred cars of ce-

other things operated the mixer which
dumped directly into a hoisting skip

bucket that handled a t< >n at a time.

This skip bucket dumped into a hopper

in the tower, which poured the mixture

into place not only on the Wisconsin side

but from end to end of the dam, through

a long jointed line of pipes held by steel

cables. The possibility of mixing con-

crete in Michigan and building with it

in Wisconsin is a feature of interstate

commerce not probably heretofore con-



THE CONCRETE WORK APPROACHING COMPLETION.
The tracks for the dirt trains are being laid.

Congress or by thesidered either by
courts.

For the work of winter-mixing, boil-

ing water was used and in addition, steam
was injected right into the concrete mix-
ture. The concrete, ready to use, was
between 125 and 150 degrees Fahren-
heit, and held its heat more than twenty-

four hours after the application of the

composition.

The average temperature during the

concreting of over half of the entire dam
was below zero. The lowest temperature

at which the concrete was mixed was
seventeen degrees below.

"With careful watching of the tem-

THE STAGE OF CONSTRUCTION IN EARLY MARCH.
The canal and site of power-house are at right.

SS4
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perature of the mixing materials the

work could have been continued in even

colder weather," > ; i i
< 1 one of the New-

tons, *'l»ut it would have been t<>. hard

on the tower men."
Working on an open frame steel to>

in fifteen below zero weather calls for a

I constitution and plenty of warm
clothing. The tower men. one "t' whom

tied ali« »ve the h< »pper near the

tc|) . if tin ans the h< listing

buck . and another, on a plat-

form a little lower down, operates the

hop] te and lets the concrete dis-

charge into the pipe line. These work-
were bundled in h led sweaters,

•Mined coats, heavy pants, leg-

and sh< ies. 1 hiring the cold-

ither a canvas screen was thrown

around the lower part of the tower for

sum' ht protection at least against

the hitter wind which -wept down the

icy river.

The bottom of the stream or rock on
which the work was built was all the way
from eight to twenty feel below the

water level held hack of the cofferdams.

The method of handling the water was
a- follows: as tin- rock was excavated
from the canal it was dumped to form a

stone embankment extending out over
half aero-- the river from the Michigan
slli 'IT.

Such leakage as came through thi- em-
bankment or first line of defense was
Stopped and diverted by a second line

formed of wood sheet piling driven to

bottom anil made watertight. Water was
removed from the cofferdams by pump-
ing and also by the n-e of a twelve-inch

siphon, which, when -tailed, ran uninter-

ruptedly with little attention.

EVERY HOUSEHOLDER HIS OWN
GAS COMPANY

By

ROBERT FRANKLIN
^ R( >M this time on. every farmer

who so desires may have an

independent gas plant of his

own, to illuminate his house
and furnish fuel for cooking.

nvenience. even in remote rural

district-, will cost no more than people
ordinarily pay for gas; and it goes with-

out saying that the same opportunity of-

itself t" the suburban dweller, if his

immediate neighborh 1 he not already

piped by a lighting company.
There are. indeed, many install

where residents of cities would he glad
tin freedom from the autocratic gas

companies. And it is wholly in their

jiouer to do this by making use of the

new "liquid gas," which is beginning to

come on the market, being supplied in

bottles—the latter refilled as often

as may he requisite. Such a bottle, fifty-

two inches long and eight and a half

inches in diameter, weighs only fort)

pounds, and holds enough "f the stuff to

last an ordinary household for a month.

There i- no secrecy about the method
whereby the liquid gas is produced, and
before l"n-' it will doubtless he manu-
factured in enormous quantities— the
sonrce frmn which it is obtained being a

waste product of the petroleum wells.

The process involved was invented by
Walter 0. Snelling, a young scientist at-

tached to the Pittsburgh laboratory of

the government Bureau of Mines, lie

claims that the gas is equal in quality to

any illuminating L;as, while much less ex-

plosive than the kind derived from coal.

It gives live times as much light as the

latter, and has mure than four times the

heating value per cubic foot.

It should he understood that natural

gas is of two kind— '1
I "dry gas,"

which is the familiar natural gas of com-
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merce, and (2) a gas containing easily far brighter and steadier light than coal

liquefiable vapors, known in the vicinity gas yields.

of oil fields as "heavy," or "wet. gas. In the country home liquid gas can be

From the latter is obtained the liquid gas used to exceptional advantage for cook-

ing, by reason of its great heating power.

Being equally available for operating in-

here described—the readiest source being

the waste gas which accumulates in the

pipes of oil wells. This raw product is

a material for which no use has hitherto

been known.
The liquid gas, separated out

by a somewhat complex
chemical process, is a per-

fectly transparent fluid.

It remains in liquid form
when under a pressure of

five hundred pounds to the

square inch, but under less

pressure it volatilizes, chang-

ing to gas. One volume of the

liquid produces four hundred
volumes of gas, and each vol-

ume of the latter is equal

to four volumes of gas

made from coal. Hence
it follows that one vol-

ume of the liquid is

equal to sixteen hundred
volumes of ordinary illu

minating gas.

The stuff is very clean and
pure, and can be handled in

the same way as ordinary gas

for lighting. By the help of

a "reducing valve," the liquid

from the bottle changes to

gas at a pressure just about

equal to that used in the pres-

ent system of house illumi-

nation. No special apparatus

of any sort is needed, ex-

cept the bottle—with its valve

attachment—which is placed

against the side of the house

out of doors, in a convenient

sheltered position.

All of the fixtures that are

used with the ordinary illumi-

nating gas are used with the

liquid gas—the highest econ-

omy in its employment being

attained with inverted burn-

ers and incandescent mantles

of the familiar kind. Burners

of this type are specially

adapted for a gas of such

higfh heating value, and a

much smaller mantle gives a

stantaneous water heaters, it will give to

the farmhouse this much-esteemed con-

venience of the city dwelling. The
supply is made reliable and con-

tinuous by replacing the steel

bottles at regular intervals, a

reserve cylinder being al-

ways kept on hand for pos-

sible emergency.
It is suggested that tank cars

may be used to carry sup-

plies of liquid gas for light-

ing small towns and summer
resorts from central stations

—the latter being supplied as

often as necessary by fresh car-

loads. Lightships and isolated

lighthouses may be stocked

with the illuminant for six

months or more. Rail-

roads are likely to find

employment for it on
their cars, and auto-

mobiles will doubtless

utilize it for their

headlights. Campers-
out may carry a light-

along in a

Walter O. Snelling, the Young
Government Scientist. Who
Has Discovered a New

"Liquid Gas." ing plant

A "Liquid Gas" Illuminating Outfit in a Dress Suit Case.
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suit i such an arrangement as

shown by an accompanying photo-

graph, having already been

devised. ^\,
The liquid gas being

actually cheaper than ordinary

illuminating anybody can af-

ford to use it. When it conn

be manufactured in immensequan-
tities, a> i- likely to be the case be-

fore long, it will doubtless be

cheaper yet. Countrj hotels and

rural estates will probably find it

particularly useful- delivered in

l>< ittlcs at regular intervals, in what-

quantities may be desired. I he

very simplicity of its use recom-

mends it. All one lias to do is t<»

turn the stop-cock and the gas is <>n.

It is- exceedingly fortunate that

a means should have been discov-

ered whereby part '>t' the waste of

natural -as in this count!") can he

turned to useful account. Dr. [. C.

White. State Geologist of West
Virginia, recently said :

" \t this very minute, natural

. the purest form of fuel.

ideal in every respect, is passing

into the air from uncontrolled

wells. fr«un oil wells, from

giant flambeaus, from leaking

pipe-lines, and many other methods ol

waste at not less than one billion cubic

feet daily and probably much more. The
ird of waste of this best and purest

fuel is a national disgrace. The heating

value of a billion cubic feet of natural

gas is equivalent to that of one million

Usi IN I \l<

IES.

A bottle
i 200 1 ubii feet ol

the lllmnm.it
III;; Stuff.

bushels of coal. There can he no doubt

that for ever) barrel of oil taken from

the earth there has been wasted more
than ten times it. equivalent in heating

power, or weight even, of this best ol all

fuels."

Sa\ s Mr. Snelling : "The

from <>il wells, which have up t"

in i\\ been the most difficult to util-

ize in pipe-lines or otherwise, are

the very ones that arc besl adapted

for the production of liquid u

The new discovery opens to the use

of tlu- world the enormous volumes

of oil-well gas now s.i generally

wasted, and derives from this ref-

use material a product which gh
to the a iuntry home all of the con-

veniences of gas for lighting and

cooking, thus bestowing upon the

farm advantages which up to now
have been available only in thickly

populated district

The follow in- table shows the

amount of light produced by the

new gas for ten Cents, as com-

pared with electricity, city gas,

etc.— the term "candle power
hour"" representing one candle-

power for one In >ur :

Liquid gas, 2,200 candle power

hours.

City -;i\ 1,600 candle power hours.

Electricity (Tungsten), 790 candle

power hour-.

Acetylene, 640 candle power hours.

Kerosene, 465 candle power hours.

Certainly liquid gas should he wel-

comed bv the householder.



A TUG-BOAT LIFTED OUT OF THE WATER AND SUSPENDED FROM A BRIDGE.

A WATER RAILWAY
By

ALBERT GRANDE

IMPORTANT experiments have re-

cently been made on the Dortmund-
Ems Canal with a new towing
scheme, which may revolutionize the

service on inland water-ways. The
inventor of this system is Baurat Koss.

The Koss system, or water railway, as it

is called, adapts itself in every respect to

the railway insuring" a similarly econom-
ical service just as an ordinary railway

may be defined as a train of carriages

the wheels of which are compelled to

travel on rails, so the water railway is a

series of barges with wheels, compelled

to move on a rail.

Of course, there is some essential dif-

ference between the wheels of the ordi-

nary and the water railway. While the

driving wheels of a railway train are in-

tended to propel the train by the friction

due to its weight and the resulting adhe-

S8&

sion on the rails, the water railway, in

the absence of adhesive friction, requires

artificial friction. This is produced in a

most ingenious manner by causing the

wheels fixed to the bottom of the tug-

boat to lift, for a distance of from twenty
to forty inches, an iron rail lying at the

water bottom. The moorings of this rail

are such as to allow of its being readily

lifted beyond the surface of the water

—

for the sake of revision and repair—with-

out loosening any joint. On the other

hand, they prevent any displacement in a

horizontal direction. On account of the

stable equilibrium of the tug-boat, the

water railway, in opposition to ordinary

land railways, obviously requires only a

single rail supporting the four wheels
fixed below the bottom of the tug-boat.

These wheels, actuated from the latter,

draw the rail along between them, like
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i tb< way, followed bj the power bouse boat and the string of carriers.

the rolls of a rolling

rail, a- it were, is

wheels, and on the

passage of the tug-

boat, performs an

undulating motion,
its adhesion t<> the

wheels setting the

train of barges in

motion, like an or-

dinary railway pro-

pelled by it- driv-

ing wheels. This
propulsion along-

side a substantia]

rail— in lieu of a

.v action in so

mobile a medium
a- water— utilizes

three - quarters of

the e n e r g y ex-

pended.

The water rail-

way thus i- based
• >n an e n t i r e 1 y
novel principle,

namely, the lifting

of a rail. Like -

1

many other pio-

neer-, the inventor
had at tir-t to eon-

tend against much
prejudice. Nobody
was inclined to be-

lieve that heavy
iron rails could be

mill. In fact, the lifted to a heighl of twenu to forty

threaded into the inches b} comparatively moderate Eon

and comprehensive
preliminary test -

were required to

show the correct

-

-s of the inven-

tor's view-.

The experimen-
tal tug-boat is ar-

ranged for electric

propulsion and de

rives its motiv e

fi »rce pr< ivisionally

through a *
-
; 1 1 1 < -

.

from the power-
boal of the ''anal

equipped with a

d y n a mo. w Inch

forms part of the

1 u g g i n g t i- a i n .

I [i iwever, the ser-

vice may eventu-
ally In- done by

ans of a trolley

system, similar to

those of electric

railway-. In fact,

pari i if the experi-

mental -ection of

the canal was fitted

with a trolley wire

stretched out at

convenient heighl

\ View of thi Suspendh \i Showing mm above the Surface
Wheels and Rails of This Veio \l f tu. „,.i„

K ui.u.w System. "' lllc ^atcr.

SW



AUSTRALIA NOW HAS FACILITIES FOR LAYING DOWN CRUISERS.
The ship works near Sydney. New South Wales.

AT WORK ON AUSTRALIA'S NAVY
By

FREDERICK J. COLEMAN
A USTRALIA, having- determined

/% upon possessing a navy of her

/ \ own, has not been content with

/ \ placing orders for construction

A. JL in England. She has started

building what is now possible, and is

preparing to do bigger things.

The first Commonwealth naval unit is

so designed as to form the foundation for

a large navy in the future. In its first

stage the Royal Australian Navy will

consist of eighteen vessels : one battle-

ship, now being built in Great Britain,

three protected cruisers, one small crui-

ser, two gunboats, six torpedo boat de-

stroyers, two torpedo boats, two subma-

rines, one training ship.

The cradle of the Australian navy is at

Cockatoo Island, in Port Jackson, which,

if it is not the finest harbor in the world,

runs no less than a dead heat with any

other competitor. To qualify Port Jack-

son as a naval base, there are, in close

proximity to the big dock at Cockatoo,

the naval dockyard and depot at Garden
Island, whereon are the necessary ma-
chinery, storehouses, and all accessories

and facilities indispensible for the main-
tenance of a fleet in a state of efficiency.

Spectacle Island as a naval ordnance
store, and King Edward Victualling

Yard as a depot for supplies, are close

at hand. And, the Imperial Government
being willing to place the whole of these

buildings and valuable plant at the dis-

posal of the Commonwealth, in trust, on
condition that they are not diverted from
their original use, Australia becomes the

possessor of the basis of a navy with

up-to-date organization.

Cockatoo Island is an ideal spot for a

naval dockyard and workshops. It lies

well back in a superbly locked harbor,

which has fine headlands at the mouth
capable of being fortified to repulse any
attempt to enter. The offices and work-

590



I
TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYER FOR THE COMM I. Ill OF AUSTRALIA IN THE COURSE

01 CONSTRUCTION NEAR SYDNEY.

shops in connection with the Government be able to build a second class crui-
dockyard on the island number between ser outright, with the exception of cer-
thirty and forty, and all are well equipped tain auxiliary machinery which can be
with the latest and best machinery. The obtained only through the makers. And
machine shops occupy nine buildings, the cot of production, compared with
The other- arc used by the boiler mak- the imported article, will, the superin-
ers, pattern makers, moulders, engineers, tendent of the yard declares, be infinitely

. while in one large building is erected cheaper.
the electric, hydraulic, and air-compress- Since as at critical times there might
ing plant. In another block the ship- be some difficulty in obtaining supplies
Wrights, carpenter-, and joiners find ac- of raw material from the other land-,

imodation; and outside is the ship- the great importance of the development
yard.

There arc two building lips, one 550
feet long and, the second 350 feet. On
this latter the keel

of the torpedo b< ..it

destroyer Warre •

was laid, and from
it the launch was
most successfully

made.
Most of the ma-

chinery at the yard
was made on the

spot. With the

necessary plant for

building turbines

—

the machinery for

which is already
being negotiated
for—the vard will

Engines for thi 5mall Arms Factory at Co
too Island, Sydney.

of Australia's iron and steel industry is

being recognized. The time when the

building of a battleship may be under-
taken is already

anticipated.

There ha- been so
much delay in e

tablishing n a v a 1

sell' ©Is in the ( "om-

monwealth, t h a t

the Naval Hoard
has bad to draw
upon Great Bri-

tain for trained of-

ficers and men.
More than a thou-
sand men will come
out to Australia for

from three to five

years.

501
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PHOTOGRAPHING MUSIC
By

ROBERT H. MOULTON

ASK the average musician
f\ if he thinks music can
/ \ be photographed and

I
""% the chances are that

JL JL he will either yell for
the police or push you down into
a chair, while he summons a doc-
tor. This is not surprising. It

sounds as

feasible

"hearing a picture." Explain to
him, however, that what you
mean is a temperamental photo-
graph—so to speak—a mechan-
ical record of a person's per-
formance on a piano, and then,
relieved of the fear that you are
in need of restraint or medical
attendance, he will likely give
vent to an emphatic "NO."

*:n

THE COMPOSER AT WORK.
His composition is taken down by the recorder, which is in the closet behind the piano

at the rear of the piano connects an electric light current with the
dynamo which operates the recorder.

A wire

iS
t=m j> « g j

3Z: to=£ J
592
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I le ma) add, for your edifica

lion, that many of the ablest

minds in the commercial field "i

music have been turned to the

solution of this problem—that
of devising ;i means for the mak
ing of music that -hall In- an

tual ami permanent record "t

a performan<

instead >>i a

mere musical

ire, and have
pronounced it

an impossibil-

ity.

There is a

in a n in C li i-

•. h< '\\ ever,

Melville Clark.

for whom the

word impossi-

ble lias never

li e 1 (1 terrors.

Ik- quietly

i w< >rk a

couple of years

ago, convinced
in his ow n

mind that he

would succeed

where others

had tailed. Mr.
( lark i- gener-

ally acknowl-
edged t" h e

one of the
eatesl de-

signers and
builders of

1> i a n <• - and
piano players

in the world. He was the first t"

build a piano player to operate

r the entire keyboard,

nsequently when he an-

nounced a -hurt time ago that

he had perfected a device which

would not only make a perma-
nent reo>rd of a performance on

Mi i .vii.lf Clark.
II - invention enables musicians to record

theii 1 1 impi isiti ns.

i piano, nut do it so faithfully

and accurately that not a single

i ntricity of tin- pianist's in

dividuality w< »uld he 1' >st, tlu- •

ped ful attention of the musical

world was immediatel) forth-

ning.

Naturally dure were many
skeptics -nun
who desired i"

be -h<>w n. < me
of these was a

p i a ii i - t and
composer of
in t ernal i' >nal

reputation.
"'I M" COUI

Clark." he -aid.

when told of

the new inven-

tion. "I know
yon have ac-

complished
won.d e r S in

your line. I 'nt

in this case

your claims
S' lund, ah

—

"

"] 'repi >ster-

ous '." -aid M r.

Clark. "Sure!
I don't blame
yon at all for

thinking so.

Put just come
along to my
office and
for yourself."

T oget he i"

t h e y repaired

to Mr. Clark's

private Office, where a piano wa-

in readiness. In one corner ol

the room stood a little cli i

The pianist also noticed thai a

wire ran from the electric light

fixture in the middle of the room
into die el. iset.

"Just a moment," said Mr.

^-%

%m ^s ft. ^ *=±
a& mm
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Mk£ -e=m '
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Clark, as lie turned on the cur- "and this current operates it.

rent. Immediately there issued Now all you've got to do is to

from the closet the soft hum of fire away, and the recorder will

a tiny dynamo. do the rest."

"The recorder is in that The pianist fired. Resolved to

closet," explained Mr. Clark, make the job a good one and

BS^r
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' \~ r & ^
test tin- instrument t" tin-

limit of it ^ capabilities he

improvised a selection .is

tiers- and brilliant a

thunderstorm.

When In- ha<l finished,

Mr. ('lark unit into the

>et ami returned \\ ith a

roll of paper, similar in ap-

ji< arance to th< >se used on

piano players. Placing the

roll in another piano with

a reproducing attachment,

In- set the reproducer in

motion with his feet.

The effect was startling.

The exactness "f the rec-

ord—even to tin- cunningly

intr tduced "accidentals"

—

made the very presence of

the composer at tin- piano

seem a certainty. His

tempo, his style, hi- pedal-

ing, the power of his >troke

on the keys, and the sen-

SUOUS element—the e\pr<

-

sion—were reproduced in

stioh an accurate way that

the mechanism seemed to he en-

dowed with a human mind.

The operation of Mr. (lark's

device—which he calls a record-

er—may best he explained in the

simple statement that the pres-

sure of a button, turning on the

electric current, sensitizes every

playing part of the
i
piano—key-.

pedals, and all—to the slightest

touch of the performer, and se-

cures in perfect relation every

playing movement made.
While the importance of this

achievement in the field of the

mechanical player can be read-

Refroducing \ Record on a Piano Pi w
: indent Beta all the »alue -f the pianist's '>r com-

Hon and ndmdnal style

of performance.

frankly states that he does not

think it has commercial value.

To he able to sit down at the

piano, imprint one's individual-

its- in all its phases upon the in-

terpretation of an_\- given musical

composition, have the music so

produced cut. and then to use it

on a piano player and hear one-

self play, certainly sarins the ful-

filment of the composer's wildest

dicam.

But that is not all. The re-

corder relieves the composer of

the manual drudgery of putting

his thoughts down on paper with

ily appreciated, its influence upon pen or pencil. Also, it enables

the development of musical his- him to preserve the continuity of

tory represents it> chief value. his thoughts, which i- difficult

It is from this standpoint that it when he i- forced to stop to jot

appeals most to its inventor. He down hi- composition.

.

VJ|
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The Wrong Guess

The young man produced a small, square

box from his pocket.

"I have a present for you," he began. "I

don't know whether it will fit your ringer

or not, hut
"

"Oh, George!" she broke in, "this is so

sudden ! Why, I never dreamed "

But just then George produced the gift—

a

silver thimble—and it got suddenly cooler in

the room.

—

Ladies' Home Journal.

Wise Girl

He—"Shall we bunny?"
She—"No ; let's just sit down and hug."

—

Harvard Lampoon.
J*

A Presumptuous Teacher

A teacher in the foreign quarter had a pupil

so unruly that it became necessary to write

to the child's father.

"My dear Mr. Blankowitz," the letter began.

Next day a very stout and very irate woman
appeared in the class-room flourishing a paper.

"I teach you to call my husband 'my dear'
!"

she cried. "Why, he say he ain't never saw

you in his life and I believe him, you piece

of impudence ["—Lippincott's.

Leary

MRS a.—"Now, Mrs. B., will you come and

see our apiary?"

Mrs. B. (who has been putting it off all the

afternoon)—"Well, Mrs. A., the truth is, you

know, I—I'm rather afraid of monkeys."—
Christian Intelligencer.

5%

S

The Difficulty

She—"I am sure there are many girls who
could make you happier than I could."

He—"That's just the difficulty ; they could,

but they won't."

—

Boston Transcript.

The Real Reason

"May I ask," inquires the interviewer, "why
you paint none but nudes?"

"Certainly," replies the painter. "The styles

change so rapidly in clothing that a picture

would be out of date almost before the paint

is dry."

—

Chicago Post.

S

Modern Efficiency

Hans Schmidt, proprietor of a western

Minnesota sawmill, used for fuel the sawdust
from the lumber. It cost him nothing, but

it kept four men busy shoveling it. Recently

he was persuaded to put in new equipment

which would reduce the amount of fuel one
half.

After the machinery had been installed the

agent called, expecting to be congratulated.

But the German eyed him gloomily.

"What's the matter, Mr. Schmidt? Doesn't

the new plant do all I claimed?" he asked.

"Ya; but I oberlooks sometings," replied

Hans.
"What was that?"
"Veil, it dakes only dwo mens to handle de

fuel, but it dakes de udder dwo mens to haul

avay vat ve don't use, und a team, pesides."

—

The Hampton Magazine.

lOWU
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An Up-to-I)ate Parson

"We have - ill< d ,;
i R v. I h Blank !•> . >ur

church ncxl year."

"You don't mean it! 1 never heard of him.

What church has he ever had? I- he a famous
prea
"Famous preacher 1 Should say he was.

He has been indicted by a grand jurj

and was three tinu - suspended from the min-
istry in foui pect we shall have

to build an addition to our church in

months."

—

Puck.

Flags Displayed

Mk. Moriaritv, who kept a saloon, met Mr.

Driscoll, who was a railway conductor
. s Mr. Moriarity: "What does il mean

when you have a green flag flying at the tail

end of your train. Mr. Driscoll?"

Knew His Pltce

A revival mi was in progress and
Sister Jones was called upon for testimony.

g meek ami humble, she -aid: "1 '1" not

!. .1 as though I should stand here ami ki\<

testimony. 1 have been a transgressor for a

v 1 many years and have only recentl)

the light 1 believe thai my place is in a dark
corner behind the door."

Brother Smith was next called upon for his

testimony and, following tin- example sel by
Sister Jones, -aid: "1, too, have been a sinner

fur more than furl;
. and I do ii"t think

it would hi- fitting i<<r me to stand before this

assembly as a model. I think my plai

hind tlic door, in a dark corner with S

Ii MH.s."

—

Cleveland Leader.

"It means that another one is coming," was
the answer.
The next day Mr. Moriarity was seen push-

ing a baby perambulator up the street, with

reen flag flying behind.

—

The Philistine.

<

To Be Sure

Customed—"Waiter, this nol what it

should be."

Waiter (absent-mindedly)
—"New York is

full of temptations, sir."

—

Sa tire.

Looked Bad

"Then the wedding was nol altogether a
:•

'"No; the groom's mother cried louder than

the hride's mother. It was considered very

had form."

—

Louisville Courier-Journal.

What Were His Politics?

"Prisoner at the bar, T find you have b

sentenced to pri-<>n twice before. What have
you to say why I should n • >t send you there

again
':"

"I urge, your honor, the generally accepted
feeling against a third term."—Baltimore
American.

A Changed Girl

I in hi you loved a light-haired girl

last year."

"I did, hut she dyed."

—

Chicago Tribune.

The Real and the Ideal

Tin man ii"t long married was looking quite

ted,

"What's tin- matter with you?" inquired "lu-

lling married
"Well, my wife doesn't resemble my i

at all."

"Um—er," hesitated the old one, rubbing
In's chin thoughtfully

—
"does your ideal li\>

anywhere in your neighborhood?"

—

Lippin-

cott's

tf\.
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WIRELESS IN AUSTRALIA

TPHE Australian Commonwealth gov-
* eminent has taken hold of the wire-

less telegraphy business and made a na-

tional matter of it. There are numerous
outfits in the several States, of course,

but the big thing is being done by the

Commonwealth government. In suitable

locations stations are being constructed to

link the extreme east with the extreme

west, and great masts raise their heads

into what was silent space till the secret

of air word carriage was discovered.

One of these installations has just been

made on the brow of a hill a few miles

back from the sea front. The district is

known as Pennant Hills, and lies a short

distance to the north of Sydney, New
South Wales. It is orchard land, and the

journey to the wireless station is made

through delightful country, orange

groves and cherry and plum orchards ap-

pearing on either hand. The sta-

tion is on elevated land, and the

huge mast, which runs up
some four hundred feet is

miles around,

from a dis

col-

a

great

as

visible for

Viewed
tance the

umn appears

piece of towering
lattice work.

Close inspec-

t i o n re-
veals the J^c
immen- /?,

sity ^M

AN OPERATIC PERFORMANCE IN THE SHADOW OF THE SPHINX.
The photo shows the performance of Verdi's Aida. which took place recently under the shadow of the Sphinx, near

Gizeh, a few miles from Cairo. A large number of people were present at this unusual performance.
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eluding

engine

\nci Upward.

and strength of it- iu--i.-rti.Mi-.

There are several buildings, in-

the ' >perat< »rs' c< ittag<

room and storage bat

ut\ . an operating room, and

other structui The station

occupies marly forty acr<

irly all of which has been

cleared of the timber which has

flourished undisturbed for

long.

The mainmast is the central

feature of the installation, ft

is made < if steel and c< imprisi

three legs, each built up of two
pieces i if angle-steel in sections

of twenty-seven feet, the whole

being braced with a frame-work

of steel. \t the base the legs

turn inward to a pivot, which

is stepped in a glass insulator

embedded in a foundation of

concrete. At the point where

the legs converge they will be

supported by three six-feel pil-

lars of the same material. In-

side the framework a ladder

runs the length of the mast.

By way of precaution against

its being blown down, now that the builders have gone

to the trouble of putting it up, the mainmast is stayed

with six lengths of linked steel rod. These stay- are

one and a half inch in diameter, and are each secured in

a stoul bed, or anchorage, of which there are three, com-

posed of two hundred and fifty tons of concrete. Three

of the-e stays lead from the mast at a heighl of 320 feet,

and the other three from a heighl of 160 feet. Ten

smaller masts are of wood, built up in sections of a square

Thk H \-k of thk
Mam

WlKI 1 I 5S

1H
'•'•

'.

il

—m. Jmm

/
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frame work. The height varies

on account of the rise and fall of

the ground. When in position

four of them will be 150 feet,

and the remainder one
hundred feet high. each.

From the summit of

the great main mast to

the smaller masts an
immense aerial will

spread like the frame-

work of an open um-
brella, with a span of near-

ly 2.000 feet from the base

of the main mast.

I
i PAY-AS-YOU-ENTER

PARK BENCHES
I X order to assure those persons
* having the necessary nickel

a bench in parks and public

resorts, a coin controlled

settee has been devised to

be occupied by dropping a

nickel in the slot. As the

first illustration shows,
the bench is adjusted

at such an angle that one cannot
sit on it until a lock is released

by the coin. Then it can be
pushed into an upright position,

dT TMTWT? rROTTNTn forming a comfortable rocking seat for
ML.U UIND^K LrKUUiND two persons. When the occupants leave

HE silo which is all above ground is a it, the settee automatically resumes its

very familiar sight to those living on first position and locks until released by

Waiting for a Nickel
in the Slot.

Middle West farms, but a silo that is

wholly within the ground is unusual. A
farmer living in southwestern Nebraska
finding that he would be short on feed

through the cold season decided to dig

a silo.

The excavation was
sixteen feet in diame-

ter and twenty feet

deep. This hole was
filled with corn stalks

from twenty-five acres

of poor corn.

When the farmer be-

gan to feed ensilage

to his stock he found
it had spoiled to a

depth of but six inches,

although there had
been no covering over
the plant. Instead of

the fodder, while in

a dry form, lasting but

two months, he now
found that his feed

would stretch over
seven months and keep the stock in bet-

ter condition than they had been in sev-

eral years past.

Falling rain has little effect upon the

ensilage but water that runs in spells ruin.

Horses, cattle, hogs and chickens thrive

upon this green feed.

This underground silo cost seventy

dollars to dig, cement up and fill—less

than a third the cost of an above ground
silo.

another nickel. A canopy is provided
for those benches that are set in the sunny
parts of the park or on the beaches.

It is not the intention of the inventor

to replace the free seats but to place his

device in operation along with the regu-

lar allowance of bench-
es, as even on days
when the parks are not

crowded, there are

many people who pre-

fer to have a comfort-
able, shaded bench for

"just two
cost of five cents

The first of these

odd benches have been
placed in the San Jose,

Cal., parks, where their

novelty has attracted

much favorable com-
ment.

at the slight

<£

The Nickel Paid.

BODY MARVELS
C OMEONE has taken the trouble to
^ compile figures concerning the re-

spiratory and circulatory systems. The
full capacity of the lungs is about 320
cubic inches. About two-thirds of a pint

of air is inhaled and exhaled at each

breath. The weight of the heart is from
8 to 12 ounces. It beats 100,000 times in

24 hours. A man breathes 18 times a

minute and 3,000 cubic feet or about 375
hogsheads of air an hour:



A PORTION OF THE ORIZABA BIRD GROUP,
The Ki" Ul.ii g it- waters down through the tropical fori sta f Vera Cruz.

WONDERFUL MEXICAN BIRD
GROUP

Mexico, is on exhibition at the Museum
of Natural History, New York. From
the real foreground made of actual ao

THE Orizaba gr°uP> depicting some sories brought back from the forest Mir

thirty different birds assembled on roundings, stretch miles of similar fori

the edge of a tropical forest and ravine in far below the observer and beyond to
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Natural Mosaic of Cracked Mod.
When the great Colorado Kiver goes on the rampage

every year and overflows its banks it deposits vast quan-

tities of mud and sediment. The photograph shows the

freshly deposited Colorado River clay, which upon the

recession of the waters has dried under the intensely hot

sun and cracked into innumerable irregular blocks, form-

ing a vast natural mosaic.

M ount Orizaba.

The various scenes

from different alti-

tudes in the coun-

try are portrayed

in the painted back-

oround, from the

tropical forest to

the snow - covered

summit of Mount
Orizaba. All of

the tropical foliage,

flowers, birds,
scenic effects, etc.,

were obtained from
a visit to the spot by
the Museum bird

explorer, together

with an artist.

How the London Police-
man Could Defend

Himself.

A novel shield which a
certain enterprising invent-
or in England wants adopt-
ed for combat with the mil-

itant suffragettes.

Sheared by the Blasts of Engines.

On the main business and residence street of Tecumseh.
Mich., the right of way of a railroad is on one side of the
street and overshadowed by large maples. The photo
shows howclean cut the blastsfrom locomotives in passing
below have sheared the branches.

From the upper side of a tropical gorge
through which runs the Rio Rlanca, the

observer gazes through the vine-hung

tropical forest where Mount Orizaba

bathed in sunlight rises, more than

18,000 feet, its head crowned with per-

petual snow. In the foreground are

various birds, from motmots and tana-

gers to humming birds.

By the panorama or a painted back-

ground the onlooker is shown how the

character of the country changes as one

goes upward from the plain, passing

through the dense forest to the barren

higher levels of the mountain and its top

capped with snow.

THE PARADE OF THE LEAGUE OF NUMEROUS FAMILIES.
The league of the French fathers of numerous families has been organized in France. Its object is to fight against

race suicide and to induce the government to assist large families to bring up their children. To rouse public opinion

a demonstration took place in Paris recently.
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PRESERVING IIIK SONGS OF CHILDREN IT PLAY
IN i.l KMANY.

BY Ml VNS OF THE 1'IH >N< x.KAl'II

THE WORK OF LOOTERS
VY/IIK\ the ex-insurrectos at Juarez,
v * Mexico, "took the town*' they made
short work of windows, doors, -how

cases .'ind everything else that appeared
as obstacles to their success. From all

the larger stores they took everything
worth taking and broke tip hundreds
upon hundreds of dollars worth of fine

potteries, ivory souvenirs and onyx or-

naments.

At intervals, on the side streets, were
discovered remnant- <>\ exquisite laces,

drawn work and silken hosiery. Bolts

A New American Motor Tractor.
It is designed for farming, lumbering. dra\ mi;

was built at Harrisburg. Pa.
It

Recording oh- ( ry, for Scientific Purpo
of an asparagi - \ l ndrr.

After the Looters Had Sati^fuo Thkir Wants.
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galore, while it was in

pounds, which evi-

dently had only

been swallowed a

short time.

The victim is

shown in one of the accompanying pho-

tographs, suspended from the pole held

deed a poor "grabber" who failed to sport by the two Filipino laborers, with a sec-

a fine new "sombrero," carved leather belt tion of the python's skin.

The great swallowing capacity of the

python is due to the wonderful rubber-
like structure of the monster's head,

and holster. Pistols and daggers of the

best make adorned the person of the

peon, and most storescraziest-looking

looked as though a cyclone had visited which expands widely and rapidly during
them. One in particular had nothing

left except broken show cases and bat-

tered shelving.

GREAT PYTHON AND ITS
PREY

|!7ROM the Philippines comes the au-

thentic narrative of what is thought

the swallowing of prey, that except, for

the presence of the eyes, all semblance of

a head is lost. The snake can swallow
an object five times the diameter of its

skull. The skull of the giant here pic-

tured is quite interesting, as it shows that

the teeth are not grooved to carry a poi-

son, but are curved backwards and made
to reach forward alternately in quick

to be the largest python in the world and succession so as to draw in the prey

about the most
performances on record,

regal python, twen-
ty-five feet long,

was discovered in

a cane field near

Iloilo, Panay, by
some laborers. The
monster was quick-

ly attacked and
killed by the men
using their sharp

bolos. On cutting

the huge snake

open they found
the body of a boar

marvelous swallowing
This great

w e i g h i n g 125 The Head of the Python That Swallowed the
125 Pound Boar.

At the New York Zoological Park, a

forty-pound pig is the largest ever given

for a month's meal
to the twenty-foot

python that is to be

found in captivity

there.

After they have
eaten these crea-

tures become very

sluggish, in fact

remaining in a

state of torpor
during the whole
period that the di-

gestive process is

on.going
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FAMOUS DIA-
MONDS < >r THE

WORLD
interestingA v

'

R N

** comparison "t the

vi/c- i 'i farm hi-- diami mds
of the world is shown id

the accompanying p h o-

tograp h below. This

gives an unusual oppor

tunity i" compare the

various w e 1 1-kn o w n

stones, some of whose
names arc known wher
ever language is spoken

and news and history

read. By number, the

St< mes arc a- f< 111 >WS 1

.

Kohinoor, after second

cutting : 2, I .< iterie d'An-

terre ; 3, ( Ireat M< igul

of Russia : 4. ( )rl< iw,

l'>4\ ;
carat-, cut in i

Vfct.

\ Puzzling Ri pli c\ ion.

Without a close examination it is ilitti

cull to tell which is the top ol tins

pit ture. The reflected picture ol

the lady is almost as d
as the origin i

form : 5, Kohinoor, after

first cutting; 6, Regent, from South \f- stones in the

rican mines, boughl for SJO.OOO and now good idea of

valued at $2,500,000; 7, Due de Tuscane; the cutter of

8, Etoile de Sud, found

a negress in the river

I
'i igageux, -old fi ir

i; 9, Etoile Polaire,

fi irt) carats . 10, Tiffany

yellow diamond ; 1 1 . Blue

I n'amond d'Angleterre ;

12, Sancy, fi ir which $!

(Kin was paid ; 13, Em
peratrice Eugenie : 14,

Scheik of Russia : 15,

M a s su k; 16, Pa c h a

d'Egypt : 17. The <
>•

I 'remier I >iamond : 18, Tif

fany diam< »nd. The styles

of cutting are worth) of

study. ' Ireatest care was
taken by the experts. ,,|

ci »urse, when these sti mes
were found, to gel from

each its finest shape and

brilliancy. I tence the

choice of the differing

forms and method, of

cutting. The two uncut

ph< itograph will give i me a

the problem that confronts

precious gems.

FAMOUS DIAMONDS-ANT ONE WORTH A KING'? RANSOM.
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Calling ip a Taxi from
a Telephone Polk

Station.

LETTUCE
GROWN

UNDER TENTS

f~^ R.EAT success
^"*

is obtained
with some vegeta-

bles by growing
them under cheese-

cloth, which not

only affords a par-

tial shade, but is a

protection against

frost. More im-

portant yet. per-

haps, is the fact

TAXI-CAB TELEPHONE
STATIONS

IT has long been recognized in the taxi-

cab business that the principal source
of loss lies in long hauls without passen-

gers. To eliminate this leakage in reve-

nue a company in Pittsburg has originat-

ed a system of taxi-cab telephone stations

which are distributed over the territory

served by the company. These sets are

built much after the style of the ordinary
patrolman's duty telephones which are

a common sight now in all of the larger

cities. They are weatherproof and con-

sist of a ringer and combination receiver

RAISING LETTUCE UNDER CHEESE CLOTH.

Giant Termite Nest.

It was found 6,000 feet up
among the Blue Mountains
on the Island of Jamaica.
Termites, or white ants.
travel in covered galleries
which they construct along
every branch of the tree.

The termite nest is made of

wood-pulp and placed usu-
ally in trees, although
sometimes attached to

fence pests or stone walls.

that an artificial

climate, warm and
moist, with no sud-

den changes of

temperature, is cre-

ated by the artifice

in question.

How lettuce is

grown in this way
on a large scale

may be seen in the

accompanying pic-

ture, where the

cheesecloth is tem-

p o r a r i 1 y with-

drawn. Such an
artificial cover

tends to make the

lettuce leaves light-

er in color, thus

rendering the heads
more attractive to

the eve.

and transmitter mounted in a locked iron

case. Twenty-one of these stations are

installed throughout the city of Pittsburg

and its suburbs for the exclusive use of

the taxi-cab drivers. In the system in

practice before the adoption of the taxi-

cab stations a passenger making a four-

mile trip to one end of the town would
pay his fee. and if the car on its return

was not flagged by a chance fare the re-

turn trip would have to be charged up to

loss by the company. With the adoption

of the present system, however, the cars

are run much as on a well-regulated

steam railroad.

The wires from the twenty-one sta-

tions of the company converge at the

main office of the company in a switch-

board at which a special operator con-

stantly stays on duty. Here a record is

kept of each taxi-cab. where it is bound
for. the fare, and the distance it has to

cover.
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HUMANE METHODS OF
SLAUGHTERING ANIMALS

"J"!
IK Behr pistol, which is shown here,

is n>>w being largely used in England

a means of slaughtering animals in

an up-to-date and humane manner. The
instrument is a simple one. A small pal

tern is used for <!".;>. calves, sheep and

pigs, and a heavier pattern is used for

cattle. The pistol is in the nature of a

pole axe worked by artificial mean-. ( hie

of it- good feature- is, that it i- abso-

lutely safe t" use. Another is that no

hullet enter- the animal, and the most

II iw mi Wi ipon I- Used

important thing of all. from the humane
point of view, i- that the animal feels no
pain at all. death being absolutely instan-

taneous. A cartridge forces the bolt,

which returns to the barrel as the result

of the action of compressed air. The bolt

works with lightning-like rapidity, and
death take- place on the instant.

NEW PERPETUAL MOTION
CLOCK

THHE dream of ages is realized! Per-
*• petual motion ha- been found. And
there i- no secret about it—none of our
natural laws have t<> he revised! Simple
and convincing, a- most great discover-

ies, it lies before our eves; it has become
a reality. The discoverer is a Swiss me-
chanician. Mr. F. Bangerter. and it

;
1 III \i« PlSTOI WOU III I III MANI
M \l t.ii; I RING • I \'-iM M--

seems t" be natural that the first appli-

cation of the invention is made to a cl

This clock will run without stopping,

without rewinding, a- long a- its mechan-

ism lasts. The inventor states clearly

the principles of his mechanism so that

we are able t<> pa-- our opinion "ii it.

It is a well-known physical law that all

bodies contract or expand with chai

ni' temperature, some more, -'.me less.

The force which i- -el free by this change
of the bodies is a tremendous one and

our engineers have t" take it into con-

sideration in all their constructional

work. So far it ha- been considered a- a

very undesirable property of bodies ami

very ingenious mean- are employed to

g u a r d against this

fi >rre. E v ery bod y
know- how changes in

temperature affect a

watch, that it will

not keep correct

time if certain com-
pensators are n>>\

pr< ivided. X e v e r

before, however,
ha- this force been

utilized in such an

ingenious manner
a- in connection

with the Perpetual

Motion Clock.

Long -trips of

zinc coils arc ar-

ranged in such a

way that the force

i if contraction i^

transmitted by
means of levers to

a winding de\

ring up the en-

ergy wanted for

keeping the clock

running. < me th<>u-

sand feet of coil

will expand one

inch at a tempera-

ture change of five
A PfcRPKTLAL Motion

Clock.
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Special Dock for Raising Submarines.

It has been constructed by the French Navy. It con-
sists i.f two parallel floats looking like an est* shell cut in

two connected by a series of iron frames. The two shells

are united by a strong bridge closing under the submarine
to be lifted. The frames are able to lift a weight of 1.000

tons. The dock is 300 feet long and 80 feet wide between
the floats. It draws about ten feet of water including the

submarine. Its own draft is about seven feet. It is there-

fore very easy to operate.

degrees Fahrenheit, and this is enough
to keep the clock in good order. There
is no place in the world where we have

not changes in temperature, and, even

in our best built and heated houses,

there will be a difference of five degrees

Fahrenheit. Any greater energy of

larger difference will be stored up and

is available in case for some reason there

should be an exactly even temperature

for several days.

These principles are simple and the

construction of the clock and its exact

working according to the predetermined

results show that there is no mystery

about it.

It is clear that the same principle can

be applied to other devices, and this is

done by lifting heavy balls which are

dropped as soon as wanted.

NEW TYPE OF TRACTOR
PLOW

HTIIERE has recently been introduced
A

in southwest Texas a new type of

traction engine outfit the uniqueness and
successful operation of which are attract-

ing no little attention on the part of per-

sons who are interested in reclaiming

large acreages of land in that region.

Two steam tractors are a necessary part

of this outfit. One is stationed on each

side of the field and the two are connect-

ed by a manganese bronze steel cable. To
this cable is attached the gang plows,

harrow or cultivators, whichever of these

may be desired for use. The engines are

each of 250-horsepower and are equipped

with a drum upon which the cable that

draws the soil outfit is wound.
The tractor plow, it is believed, will

prove of great value for farming on a

very large scale.

This outfit is now being used near San
Antonio on a 60,000-acre tract of land

that was originally covered with a heavy
growth of low mesquite trees and a va-

riety of wild shrubs. The land was first

cleared and the larger stumpage removed
by dynamiting. To the plow there was
then attached strong and sharp grubbing
knives which also served for the purpose

of subsoiling the land, penetrating the

earth to a depth of twenty to thirty

inches. The roots of the smaller trees

and shrubs as well as the prickly pear

are brought to the surface by means of

these knives and are easily gathered and
burned. Thus a nuisance is disposed of

at the same time.

THE CABLE PLOW AT WORK ON A TEXAS FARM.



AN AUTO IACK THAT WILL LIFT \ CAR CLEAR OF TH1 GROUND IN A ll '.'. SEC< NPS.

AUTO JACK LIFTS CAR
OFF THE GROUND

""PHIS auto jack, which can be operated
* h\ one man, will lift a car right off

the ground in a few seconds. The jack

consists of two rectangular tubular

frames, one for each axle, each vertical

side having an adjustable pillar by mean-

of which elevation is partly secured. The

operation of the jack -crew pushes the

axle support towards the rear of the car

and as it is at first placed at an angle of

legrees to the ground the elongation

of the thrust bar has the effeel of raising

the axle from the ground. The rear

frame is held to the fronl frame by a

chain and a- the car moves backwards it

i- obvious that the rear axle is simul-

taneously elevated.

COLD BROODERS
A GOOD many poultry raisers—that

** is. those who have incubator chicks

—have learned lately that some meas-

ure of success may be attained by put-

ting the little fellows in cold brooders

These brooders are so constructed that

it is not necessary to give attention to

thermostats, lamps and regulators, de-

pendence bein£- placed alone on the heat

generated from the bodies of the chicks.

A simple form of cold brooder may be

made by any hoy with a hammer, a

sharp knife and some tacks, by utilizing

an ordinary cheese box. Of course, hist

get your cheese box, and once you have

it. knock it apart-- that is. knock the bot-

tom out and take the lid to pieces, but

don't break the rim. Take the rim off

the lid and put it together again, but

make it a little smaller so that it will fit

inside of the wide rim of the box instead

of outside as heretofore. With a knife

or saw make a semi-circular hole in the

rim of the box so as to permit the en-

trance of the chicks; then the brooder

it s.lf is complete. To tin- hoop that has

been made from the top of the box tack

looselv a piece of canton flannel or other

similar material. Now put the covered

hoop into the top of the box or rather in

the rim and the job is finished. When
the chick- are first placed in the brooder

Cold Broodkr for Young Chicks Mad
a Cum
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sag down
enough

be

the canton flannel should

low
t o

touch their
hacks and can

raised gradually

as the little ones
increase in size.

It is a good
plan to cover

the top with a

p i 1 1 o w filled

with cotton or

with some
loose straw.

An ordinary

cheese box
brooder will ac

c o m modate 50
chicks, but as they

grow— say about the

third week— one-half the

little fellows should be taken

out and put into another
brooder of about the same
first.

GERMANY'S
FASTEST
AIRSHIP

r* REAT credit must
^-* be given to the

old Count Zeppelin,

who, despite all mis-

fortune to the dirig-

ibles of his type, has
not lost his courage
but has gone on work-
ing to turn out a ship

which should resist all

atmospherical changes
and be suitable for

war purposes.

The latest dirigible,

which left the sheds of

the Zeppelin Airship
Factory at Friedrichs-

hafen, was the Schwa-
ben which, compared
with the wrecked
Deutschland, shows
many improvements.

First of all the mo-

Germany's Fastest Airship

size as the

from four to six and their

efficiency from 110 horse-

power to 165. The
Schwaben exceeds
the Deutschland in

speed, it having
attained on sev-

eral trial trips

a trifle less than
43 miles an
hour over a

part of a rail-

road track of

known length.

These trips
were undertak-
en several times

and not always
under the most fa-

vorable aerial condi-

tions. The Schwaben
is 462 feet long, beam 46,

consisting of 17 gas cells and
displacing 634,500 cubic feet.

The Deutschland displaced 667,560 cubic

feet, the latter therefore

area than

craft.

It has been proved
that the Schwaben in

a race from Darmsta:lt

to Frankfort was
ahead of the Euler
biplane and with 38
miles an hour, set a

new record for air-

ships, which had not
been reached at that

time.

In spite of Count
Zeppelin's notable

achievements in the

field of the dirigible,

the great majority of

aviators, however, be-

lieve that all perma-
nent development in

aeronautics must come
about

plane. The hugfe

having
the

a greater

new air-

gar

through the aero-

ci-

'filled

tors have been strength-

ened, the number of

cylinders increased

Not a Canyon but a Watermain Ditch
Six Feet Deep.

The pipe at the bottom is six inches in diam-
eter. The photo was secured by setting

the camera beside the pipe.

gale,

the

un-

strong

shaped bags,

with gas, are too

certain in a

The success of

Italians with the

aeroplane in Tripoli

confirm this.



AT PEACE WITH NATURE—ENJOYING HER AIR \M> SUNLIGHT.

OUTDOOR WARD FOR
INFANTS

"TMIK infants' hospital, established, with
A

the o i-operation of the city authori-

ties, in the open country ad-

joining Fairmount Park, Phil-

adelphia, one of the largest

parks in any city in the world,

has a large expanse of lawn
around it and as it is on high

ground, the air is pure and
<>n the hottest days there is

generally a breeze there.

On fine days the babies are

kept on the lawns around the

hospital building. They are

placed in swinging cots, as

shown in the photograph, and
with an attendant to each five

or six cots they get a fighting

chance for life that is infinite-

ly hetter than that they would
have in the huilt-up city home
from which they were brought.
The cots are light porous

affairs and the air gets to the

Maryland Casualty
Com !• ass - Ni M
Bin.dint, in
Baltimorf.

It is 328 feel hitrb and but
furty one [eel square.

ailing infant from above and all around.

As the little hunks are suspended so that

they swing with the breeze the baby is

rocked automatically. When not in use

the little bunks can be folded

up and carried on the arm. It

takes only a few seconds to

arrange one of these cots, and
so they can be carried from

place to place as the sun gets

round and the babies are

therefore always in a shady
Spot.

In the crowded quarters of

the poorer city residents the

babies get little chance to in-

hale pure air. and they die in

great numbers for want of

this simple remedy.

When the superintendent of

this hospital is notified that a

case needs prompt attention

the ambulano it for the

child and it is added to the

three score or more of infants

always to be found there.
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A REMARKABLE ENGLISH OIL TRACTOR.
It is being extensively used on farms.

SNAG OF GIGANTIC SIZE

A SERIOUS menace to navigation on
**• the lower Mississippi is the uproot-

ing of trees by the currents, the huge
roots, branches and trunk threatening

the hulls of every passing steamer. The
illustration taken by a photographer in

Louisiana shows the enormous spread

of one such tangle of roots. It is the

remains of an ancient cypress tree, and

the relative size of the people grouped

upon it shows that it measured thirty or

forty feet "from tip to tip." In times of

high water these snags, set afloat, are

especially menacing.

By an Ingenious Arrangement of the Front Axle
the Tractor Can Cross Ditches.

Coal Weigher on Motor Truck.

To prevent complaints about short weight a Berlin coal

dealer has invented a device for a final weighing of

each bag of coal at the customer's door. Snag of Gigantic Size.
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I in Electric Winch 01 i m

Tin .s>/.7«,//.i tiik First Motor Ocean Liner.

It represents the highest develoi -nt of motor
power v t reached (or an ocean vessel.

TO BAFFLE A FLOOD
f"\NE i>f tlu- engineering difficulties to
^^ be overcome in the construction of

irrigation canals is the erosion of the

ditches where the grade or fall of the

ditch is so great as to cause the water
i' i flow swiftly. The prevention of ero-

sion is accomplished in various ways
such as constructing a series of small

waterfalls or terraces, etc. A novel and

apparently effective plan was tried and
adopted by one of the engineers of the

Federal Reclamation Service in one of its

projects where it was desired to tap one

of the big canal- and carry the water to

a lower level, by embedding boulders in

solid concrete. The ditch was built of

concrete and in a distance of something
over a hundred yards where it was seen

Rocks Planted in \ I >m " to Pre\ ent 1

li\ SIDUI N I' low (H W ATER.

French Gasoline Tractor.
It is a m* horsepower machine and is utilized for hauling

a mowing machine and for other similar farm service.

Win n on Ditch Is l i.ooded.

that the flow of the water would be very

swift, large rocks, as big as a man's

body— several hundred of them—were

6J3
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Typical House Dr
QU1TOES

buried in the bed of the canal.

When the cement set. these of

course became fixed and immov-

able, presenting in the aggregate

a large surface of re-

sistance to the rushing

water, when turned into

the ditch, and deliver-

ing it with compara-
tively little force into

the basin below, whence
it is led off through an-

other ditch. To have

run this short connect-

ing ditch on two levels

or with a waterfall at either end would

have been a considerably more expensive

method. The plan devised by the rec-

lamation engineer to retard the unwel-

come flow commends itself for its ingen-

uity as well as for its practicability.

HEADING OFF MOSQUITOES
/^ITIES and communities can rid them-^ selves of mosquitoes this summer or

largely abate the pest if they take the

simple precaution outlined by

Dr. L. O. Howard, chief of the

Bureau of Entomology of the

Department of Agriculture ; that

is, to kerosene the sewer traps in

their vicinity, a precaution that

has never been suggested before

but that Dr. Howard found last

year in Washington was abso-

lutely necessary in a successful

mosquito fight.

He started out to track

the mosquito to his lair.

He found the lair in

the back yard and area-

way of every house in

the city. Every house

has a sewer trap in the

back yard or the area-

way or both.

This forms just the

sort of a stagnant pool

in which mosquitoes most

freely breed. It was
found on investigation

that every one of these

traps was simply swarm-
ing with mosquito "wig-

glers" and in many of

the vacant houses the white-

washed walls of the areaway

were black with adult mosqui-

toes who found a shelter there.

The remedy was ob-

vious and easy. A cup-

ful of kerosene poured

into each trap after a

rain protected it against

mosquito infestation

for weeks. The same
was true of the street

sewer traps but on a

larger scale.

There is a trap that

does not give this harborage to the mos-
quito, but few towns are going to the ex-

pense of laying new traps when a little

kerosene will accomplish the same end. It

is not a nice idea to be visited by swarms
of mosquitoes that breed in sewer filth.

J*

|UN WHhRE MOS
Breed.

o

ANCHORING A FIRE-RUINED
CHURCH TOWER

XE of the most hazardous tasks ever

undertaken by the Cincinnati fire de-

partment was the anchoring of

the remains of a fire-ruined brick

church spire, half of which toppled

during a wind storm, and the other

half, split through the center,

swayed to and fro, threatening life

and property below.

To successfully anchor this wall

of crumbling brick the firemen had

to climb to the top of a 160-foot ex-

tension ladder and throw a

weighted line over the re-

maininsr thirtv-five feet of the

walls. After the men worked
half a day two lines were

finally made fast to the top

of the walls.

Although the fire only suc-

ceeded in partially burn-

the woodwork
within the
brick spire,

the walls were

so affected by

the heat that

on examina-
tion they were

p r on ounced
unsafe.Anchoring a Firf.Rlmnf.d Church Tower.
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TESTER I'< >R \i:i:< PLANE
WIRES

•"THE wires which hold together the
A part- and act as braces for aero
plain- arc necessarily under stiff tension.

In order to endure the -train- put upon
them, they must be of steel. No < 1> ail »i

r\i-ts that a number of aeroplanists have

lost their lives through the breaking

one or more wire- upon their planes and

the fact i- due largely t" the degree of

tension to which the steel strands have
been stretched. There has been no accu-

rate method of testing the tension, up to

the present time, but now a Frenchman
has devised an ingenious and useful in-

vention which gives the desired records

with precision and which is simplicity it-

self in use. He has constructed an ap-

paratus based on the will-known law

governing the transverse vibration of a

stretched string. It consists of two bars,

enclosing a resonance box. On these bars

are attached two bridges, one of which is

fixed while the other i- movable along

the bar, thus making the distance be-

tween the bridges adjustable. The wire

to be examined i- strongly pressed

against the two bridges by two spiral

sprii The section of wire between
the bridges is then -truck lightly with a

pencil and the movable bridge beneath it

i- adjusted until the sound produced
with a standard tone upon a tun-

ing-fork The application of the form-

ula which gives the ten-ion of the wire in

- of it- vibration is simplified h> let-

Woman Detective Ringing up Headquartej
Mi \s- "h Pocket Phone.

1 i steh fuk Aeropi \m w

ting the bridge move over a graduated
scale, from which the record i- read off

conveniently.

PHONE CARRIED IN THE
POCKET

""Pill-. Berlin police have a new device
A

that promises a revolution in tele-

phone arrangements, when it -hall come
into general use. The pocket-phone as

now used enables members of the force

to communicate with headquarters at any

time and from almost any point in the

streets of the city, with a readiness im-

possible to the older form- of police tele-

phones. Each officer — including the

woman detectives, one of whom is shown
in the photograph—carries a tiny instru-

ment, practically a microphone, which he
can take from hi- pocket and hang upon
any one of the many weather-tight and

fool-proof terminal-, which are placed in

convenient localities, and communicate
readily with headquarters. The instru-

ment is practical and work- efficiently,

and there is no reason why it should not

be adapted to many uses. It- exceeding

simplicity commend- it. certainly, for it i-

va-tly different from the huge, unsightly
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boxes, containing ordinary telephones

with which our American cities are dec-

orated. The pocket instrument takes lit-

tle more space than an ordinary watch

would occupy and weighs next to noth-

ing.

STEEL TIES FOR RAILWAY
TRACKS

""THE Brookfield division of the Bur-
* lington road in Missouri has placed

eighty feet of steel ties on its main line

just outside of town. Although the com-
pany had adopted a rule to make no fur-

ther experiments with steel and other so-

called permanent ties, when the officials

saw the new invention they were so im-

pressed with its simplicity and apparent

A Roadbed Laid with Steel Ties.

The Youngest Aviator in England.
Naval Cadet Leo Mansfield Robinson, four-

teen years old. He has made a number of

flights to qualify for a pilot's license. His father
is having him trained as aviator for the British

navy, being convinced that skilled airmen
will be of immense service to the navy.

efficiency that they decided

to give the ties a trial. The
first plan was to use them
on a switch track in the

yards, but when the ties

came from the steel mill it

was decided to put them on
the main line.

The present cost of this

steel tie is $3.20 apiece.

The ties are laid three feet

apart, on a specially pre-

pared bed, and when bolted

in place hold the track rigid.

It is claimed there can be
no spreading of the rails,

nor sliding of the track

when the ballast is properly

applied.

It is said that the ratio

of time in track laying with
steel and wooden ties is six

feet with steel to eighteen

inches with wooden. The
life of the wooden tie is

from four to six years,

while it is estimated the

steel tie will stand the

strain forty years.



MAN HAS NO GREATER ENEMY THAN THIS. THE COMMON FLY—"SWAT HIM.
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OATS PLANTED IN NON-SUBSOILED GROUND.
State Fair Grounds. Syracuse. N. Y. Compare with photo at bottom of page.

Soil from Which Stumps Have Been Removed.
Very easy to plow.

Blasted Stump Land on a Minnesota Farm.

DYNAMITE ON THE FARM
TWO of the accompanying- illustrations

* show results of the use of dynamite

on a farm at Hibbing, Minn., for stump
blasting. A third illustration shows a

field of oats planted in non-subsoiled

ground near Syracuse, N. Y., while a

fourth photograph shows an adjacent

field of oats planted in subsoiled ground
where dynamite was utilized. The dif-

ference between the last two is striking.

It is because the action of an explosive

on soil causes it to become thoroughly

loosened and aerated that trees planted

in blasted holes show so much stronger

and healthier growth than trees planted

under old conditions.

Orchardists and nurserymen who have

had long experience in planting trees in

holes prepared by dynamite blasts, have

learned that compact subsoil is broken

up by the blasts, which enables the land

thus made porous, to absorb plenty of

water in rainy weather and store it up for

the use of growing plants in dry weather.

It must not be assumed that dynamite

blasting is beneficial only when the top

soil is underlaid with hardpan. It is of

the utmost importance to assist a tree,

especially a young one, to send its roots

out into its feeding bed as easily and

rapidly as possible.

OATS PLANTED IN SUBSOILED GROUND.
State Fair Grounds. Syracuse. N. Y.
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BATH TUB FOR MULES
DAT1I tubs supplied with warm and
*"* cold water, showers and vacuum
cleaners have been installed for the benefit

of the mules in one of the colleries of a

al and iron company. The tubs are

of concrete and arc built in the stable

! wln-rc the animals can be easily

driven into them. They are four feel

deep, SIX feet wide and thirty-seven feel

long", with inclined planes, furnished

with cleats, at either end for the mules
t<> enter and pass OUt. Directly over

I i kioi - Auto H'r Frozj n \i \-k \.

the center of the tub and fastened to the

railings are two arcs which act as a sup-

port for a detachable shower which is six

feet long and a foot and a half wide.

This is made of perforated pipe and
gives a thorough hath to the animab
standing in the tub. In cold weather the

water in the basin is heated by means of

a steam jet. The mules enjoy this bath

Miii . .N Ri ii a ro Surfai i u rHH Bring i

in < I. \i Mini I \mm. \ I! \ 1 11.

SO much that it is necessar) to keep the

entrance chained SO as to keep them out
when Miot wanted.

Another cleansing device is the

vacuum massage which operates by elec-

tric power. The suction curry comb,
as it might be termed, is passed lightly

over the animal's coat, removing dust

and loose hair much more thoroughly
than a hostler would do it by hand in the

same time.

AN AUTO FOR FROZEN
ALASKA

DRORABLY the fust automobile to

make its appearance in Alaska is

shown in the illustration. It was built

by a Seattle firm for Mr. Charles Dank-

STRANGE MONUMENTS NEAR THE rOMBS OF CHINES! EMPERORS AT NANKIN.
The rails an' intended to protect the stone animals from destruction by curious vandals.



FRENCHMAN WHO HAD EVADED MILITARY SERVICE OBLIGED TO SERVE AFTER
HIS MARRIAGE.

His wife and children live in this van and follow the regiment from one station to another.

ert of Candle, Alaska, and will be used
for towing sledges from place to place in

the frozen North.
The machine was converted from a

four cylinder runabout and is made in the

caterpillar style in order that it may run
over the soft snow fields without sink-

ing in.

The machine is of a similar type to

that used by Sir Earnest Shackelton in

his thwarted dash for the South Pole.

VICTIMS OF MILITARY
SERVICE

IT often happens that young men in

foreign countries, who endeavor to

evade the military laws are apprehended
and brought to a complete realization of

the rigidity of the laws of their native

country.

The case of the man who is shown
with his family in the above photograph

is particularly interesting on account of

the fact, that after he had been appre-
hended it was discovered that he had
been married for many years. The man
whose profession is the weaving of
baskets, etc., eleven years ago, omitted
to have his name entered into the mili-

tary lists of France. A short time ago
this omission was discovered by the au-
thorities in the Colonial Infantry at

Brest.

He is a married man and the father

of six children. He is forced by his pro-

fession to travel from place to place. In

order that he may be accompanied by
his family, he hit upon the novel plan of

using the van, drawn up in front of the

barracks as shown in the picture. While
he is thus in service his wife receives

financial assistance from the government.
In his leisure moments,- he follows his

profession of a weaver of baskets, at

which he is quite expert, thus adding to

his income.

e:o
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THIS MAP SHOWS THE AREA OF SWAMP AND "•! I II o\\ LANDS OF EA( II -I Ml

MENACE TO PUBLIC HEALTH
HEN acres of swamp or marshy land in

a c<»unty can breed enough mos-
quitoes, malaria, and typhoid to seriousl)

affect the health of the entire county and
greatly lessen the industrial efficiency of

the community.
In the United States are swamp and

marshy lands that aggregate an area
almost a- large as all England, Ireland,

Scotland and Wale- combined. There
are more than 75.000.000 acre-, approx-
imately 118,000 square miles. The area

of Great Britain is 121.390 square miles.

including the Isle of Man and the Chan-
nel Inlands.

The swamp area of the United States
is almost as large as the states of [Uinois,

Indiana and Ohio combined. It is as large
as New York, Illinois, Massachusetts and
New Jersey.

The crops of these 75.000,000 acres are
snakes, frogs, mosquitoes, fever-, and
alligators. Only the frogs and alligators

are of any value of any kind. The mos-

TRirvn.K for Street Cleaning.
It Is the invention of Jacquclin, the French champion

bicycle rider. At the rear "f the trii . revolving
brush thai t. ned between
tin roar wheels.

-/
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quitoes, according- to Dr. Ayer, a mos-

quito specialist of New York, cause the

death of 250,000 persons every year.

There is no way of estimating- the total

number of deaths caused by typhoid,

malaria and other diseases bred by the

swamps and spread all over the land.

They must number into the hundreds of

thousands annually. The economic loss

because of lessened efficiency, stagnated

ambition, curtailed energy, is enormous.

The baneful influence of the swamps
extends all over the country for a fifty

per cent efficiency in one section inevit-

ably puts a greater burden upon those

who live in sections where the efficiency

is on the hundred per cent, basis.

For the public health and the public

wealth, is the slogan of the National

Drainage Congress, organized at Chicago

recently for the purpose of bringing

about the drainage and reclamation of

this 75,000,000-acre pest hole, in a com-
prehensive national manner.
The first work of the new drainage

congress will be to have the United States

congress create

Comm ission

to make sur-

v e y s , esti-

mates of cost

and plans of

a comprehen-
sive system
o f national

drainage.
The second

task will be
to try to have
uniform
drainage laws
enacted by the

various states

for the pur-

pose of safe-

guardingboth
the landown-
er, the pur-

chasers of drainage bonds, and the public

health.

Sanitation, along with other aids to

health, is becoming recognized more and

more as the basis of industrial, commer-
cial, and agricultural efficiency. When
the public finally fully realizes the tre-

mendous menace of swamp lands, the

swamp lands will have to go.

One of the Highest Chimneys
Imposing stack at East

GIANT AMONG CHIMNEYS
"TM IIS is said to be one of the three tall-
1

est chimneys in the world. It has a

height of 375 feet above the top of its

foundation. Its diameter—measured in-

side—at the top is but seven feet. It was
built as a dry color plant at

Easton. Penn.
These works are situated in a

narrow valley, bounded on two
sides by rather abrupt hills ris-

ing to a height of approximately
two hundred feet. Some of the

colors produced in the plant are

made by roasting ores of various

kinds in kilns, at present operat-

ed under forced draft to drive

off the sulphur and other impuri-

ties. Other colors are made by
chemical process and in kilns of

various construction.

It may be stated that during
the process of manufacture, a

damp acid gas is given off. The
new chimney which takes the

place of a small common brick

one, practically disin-

tegrated by the action

of the acid gases, is cal-

culated to take all the

gases from the kilns as

well as the boiler gases,

and produce a draft sharp

enough to eliminate the

present expense of fans

and also to discharge the

objectionable gases at a

height that will put them
away from habitation or

so dilute them that they

pass unnoticed ha the

atmosphere.

In various parts of the

country, huge stacks sim-

ilar in character are be-

ing, or have been, erect-

ed, as the conditions of

any industry or community require.

These gigantic chimneys are usually

built in connection with the smelting and

other similar industries, wherever the in-

cidental production of large quantities

of gas render this necessary. If the plant

is built in a valley, the stack must be made
exceptionally high to lead the fumes

above the tops of the surrounding hills.

ever Constructed.
on. Penn.
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WORLD'S OLDEST NEWSPAPER
IT is just as common in China to count

time by thousands of years as it is in

the c c i d e t to

count

ries.

oldest newspaper
in the world, the

"Tching-Pao," the

official gazette of

Peking, recently

celebrated it- thou-
sandth anniversary
it was felt by West-
erners who saw the

paper thai ( !hina is

ever-enduring, and
apparently, in spite

of parliaments, rev-

olutions ami repub-
lics, never- chang-
ing.

The "Teh i n g-
Pao" is said to be
the oldest paper in

China, and of
course in the world.
Every copy since

the first issue is

said to be pre-
served in the king's
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This Newspaper Started Busini - \ I h h

Vears Ago.

palace at Peking. It has been a danger-
ous business editing this sheet. Western
editors at the worst may expect only a

beating, or possibly an assault with a

more deadly weap-
on, but they always

have the protec-

tion of the law.

The "Tching-Pao"
editors, however,
on divers occasions

in the past ten

centuries, incurred

the wrath of the

ruler. and paid

with their lives for

it. This specimen
herewith shown is

the latest form of

the paper, which,

in its Methuselah-
like career has un-
ci e rgon e m a n

y

transformations. It

is numbered the

lOOSth year, fif-

teenth day, seventh

moon of the reign

of an emperor of

many generations
ago, he theoretical-

ly being still alive.
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"SHARING OUT" OF THE BETHNAL GREEN LOAN CLUB. LONDON.
Over $15,000 is being distributed. This is the society of St. James the Less, organized for the purpose of sick and

burial benefits. There is also an annual division of profits.

ENCAMPED FOR A CLAIM
THHREE months before it was expected
*• that homestead tracts tinder the Tie-

ton government irrigation project, in the

Yakima valley. Washington, would be re-

stored to entry, and before any notice of

How They Waited Day and Night to Register
at the Land Office.

the date of opening had been received

from federal officials at Washington,
forty-five residents of North Yakima,
Washington, including three women,
formed in line at the door of the

United States land office in that city to

wait for the first chance to file on the

valuable land about to be allotted. Agree-
ing to recognize each other's rights

to file in the order in which the line was
established, they formed an alliance to

keep out intruders and camped in the

narrow corridor of the building by day
and by night, being allowed to leave the

line for not more than fifteen minutes at

a time and allowing visitors only between
8 p. m. and 6 a. m. Sewing for the

women and reading for the men were
their principal occupation, cards having

been forbidden, and at night they slept

in blankets on the floor or in reclining

camp chairs. About 3,000 acres with-

drawn from entry by the government
several years ago were to be restored.

624
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THE WHITE STREAK OF
SAFETY

A STRE \K of painl as a life saver for
**• motorists, is the novel but highly

effective idea of the cit) engineer of Red-

lands, California. The broad white band

of paint runs down the middle of crooked

streets in that city, some of which are

very dangerous on accounl "i" following

compound curves, and the natural

impulse of a driver in a hurry is to

shorten his course by making a "straight

sh"<,t." This tends t" bring vehicles on

the wrong side of the street, and many
collisions have resulted from this prac-

tice, so Mr. I link' \ thought oul this

plan of running center lines which warn
drivers to keep to their own side of the

thoroughfare. The result has been all

that could be desired, ;b the guide lines

serve as a silent but persistenl reminder
and accidents of this nature have de-

creased in consequence.

MOTOR FOR STREET
CLEANING

M EW YORK CITY has recently tried

out two street cleaning machines,
employing the ordinary revolving broom
principle with the addition of a convey-
ing belt upon which the sweepings are

thrown and carried tn the interior of the

machine.

The cleaner shown in the illustration

is the larger of tin- two and weighs eight

tons, when empty. It is built mi a motor
truck chassis with a dumping body and
also carries a water tank of large capac
ity fur flushing the street-.

Two men arc required to operate
the sweeper, <me in fro

drive and steer, the oth
rear operating the re-

volving broom, which
may he raised or low-

ered to contact with

the pavement at

the will of the < 'it-

erator.

A n advant
claimed by the

manufacturers is

that the machine
will clean one thou-

S
h\ Foi l"\\ ING I III- W ii

VVOID I "in-

I m Motor Strket Cleaner as Used in New
York City.

sand square yards of pavement with

forty gallons of water as against four

hundred to six hundred gallons used in

other machines.

The fact that the wet sweepings an
carried into the machine instead of being
washed into the sewers is another advan-

tage readily appreciated by the officials

of city street cleaning departments.

The builders do not intend tn sell the

machines, but take contracts to clean city

streets at so much per thousand square

yards.

The latest appliances for securing

efficiency are In mud—more of

teller, in this wide-awake age,

sooner than later—to be ap-

plied to all the various husi-

ness departments, municipal
as well as private. In adi ipt

in-' this new motor street

cleaner, New Y' >rk i-

merely living up to

its street - cleaning

standards, which
arc anion-- the

highest to he found
in this country.



THE CHEESE MARKET AT ALKMAAR. HOLLAND.
The peasaats of the environs come, usually by cart, with their products to the market and heap up their cheese in two

or more ranks. At the unloading of the carts, the golden balls fly in pairs through the air and spectators have to ad-
mire the art and surety of these cheese throwers, who cast two balls always at once, sometimes to a distance of forty
feet. After being heaped up. the cheese is covered with hay, grass and tilts, to protect it against the ^ustand sun, and
so it remains till the market is opened at ten o'clock,

WARM HANDS FOR THE
MOTORIST

VIOW that the automobile is being
* ^ equipped with an electric generator

for lighting, the motorist may have elec-

trical gloves.

These gloves are lined with a fabric

containing German silver wire wound in

Electric-Heated Gloves for Motorists.

spirals about the fingers and fitting the

backs and palms of the hands.

The wire presents a high resistance to

the electric current which is supplied by
the lighting generator or storage battery,

causing the coils to become heated and
keeping the driver's hands warm.
A convenient connection to the electric

current is formed by bringing the wires
from the source of the current up to the

steering wheel where they terminate in

metal plates covering the portion of the

wheel where the hands touch.

Buttons on the fingers of the gloves

make a contact with the plates on the

steering wheel and conduct the current

to the German silver coils within the

gloves.

If the hands of the driver become too

warm he simply changes their position

on the steering wheel so that the contact

between the plates and the buttons on the

gloves is broken.

626
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LOWERING A BOAT INTO
CRATER LAKE

I AUNCHING a boat on Crater Lake,
*—

' ( Oregon, is very much like lowering it

into a gigantic well. For Crater Lake is

unlike any other body of fresh water in

the world. It occupies, or about half

fills, the dead crater of an ancient vol-

cano. The sides of the old crater, pre-

cipitous and r«»cky. are the banks of the

lake. At no point on the twenty miles

of shore line round the lake is it less than

fifteen hundred feet from the rim of the

caldron down to the surface of the water
;

and at most points it is from two thou-

sand to twenty-live hundred feet straight

down. Only at one point can the water
he reached, and this j^ l,y a steep and
tortuous trail down the precipitous in-

cline. In many places the shores rise in

the form of mountain peaks which tower
six thousand to eight thousand feet ahove
sea level, ami which are a part of the

southern Oregon Cascade Range, on the

backbone of which the mystic lake is sit-

uated.

Thus the problem and difficulty of get-

ting a boat down upon the water

Crater Lake ran easil) he imagined. The
ir.it ha- In en accomplished onl) a very

few times, first hv private parties who
wanted t" enjoy the unique experience

of rowing tin first boat on the lake: and
later h i rnment employes, the lake

and its surrounding wonderland, two
hundred and fifty square miles in .

having been set aside a- a national park.

The first boat was lowered into (rater

Lake eight years ago. It was l"-t during
the storms of the following winter, and
another was lowered the

I minier.

This one remained only a few months,

ami when it sank, the lake was without a

craft of any kind till the Government
placed lighl skiffs for the accommodation
of tourists. The lowering of all these

presented the same trying difficultie

In the first place, the boat must he

carried by wagon a distance of eighty-

five miles. The road leads from Med-
ford, in tin.' southern end of Oregon, up
the Rogue River, which river has its

source at (rater Lake. It might he si a t-

LOOKING DOWN UPON BEAUTIFUL CRATEK LAKE.



HOW THEY ARE OBLIGED TO LOWER BOATS INTO CRATER LAKE.

ed in passing that this road is anything The water is

but a boulevard, though steps are now nally contained

being taken toward making it a much of any kind sav

better highway — one
that can be easily trav-

eled in summer by
teams and motor cars.

At the point where the

road brings one to a

view of the lake, there

is a broad, all-summer-

covered plateau. This

breaks off at the rim,

and the one narrow
trail leads down the

steep incline. This

winds about under
hanging snowbanks,
and drops so abruptly

that no opportunity is

offered for lowering a

boat over it. The only

available plan is that of

employing rope and
tackle. And this meth-

od has been followed

in the launching of Se\lion and Penguins at the Hagenbeck

every craft on Crater Zoo. Hamburg. Germany
J The seahon has a cunning, roguish look as

Lake. though he knew his picture was being taken.

cold and pure, and origi-

no fish, no life, in fact,

e a few high altitude liz-

ards. But the Govern-
ment placed a number
of trout in the lake, and
contrary to the proph-

ecy of many, the fish

have multiplied and are

doing well. That white

men were the first to

launch a craft of any
sort on the lake is ap-

parent, for the reason

that the Indians looked

upon it with awe. To
them it was an object

of worship. Only chiefs

and medicine men could

look upon its waters.

Even now the In-

dians can be induced,

only with much persua-

sion and an absolute

assurance of safety, to

venture a peep over the

rim. Little can we
wonder at the super-

stition of the red man.
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DEL OF DAVITS SHOWING HOW LIFE BOATS CAN BE EASILY HANDLED DEMONSTRATED
AT Mil- SEA SAFETY EXHIBITION IN THE ENGINEERS' SOCI1 HES BUILDING. N. Y.

CAVERN FOR MUSEUM
EXHIBIT

fore. After descending the shafl several

hundred feet and journeying through a

network of tunnel-. Dr. Hovey finally

/^V\K of the most unique and marvelous emerged into a clear chamber fully thirty
^^ mineral exhibits probably ever to be feet high and forty feet acn
installed in this

untry, is the re-

production of a

wonderful, newly
discovered under-

go lund c a v e r n

found in the Cop-
per Queen mine at

Bisbee, Arizona.

The principal fea-

ture of this repro-

duction will he a

real pillar of green-

ish - white stalag-

mite which was
broughtdirect from
the cave in all its

pristine perfection

and beauty.

1 )r. Edmund Otis

Hovey, who is su-

pervising the ex-

hibit in New York
City, ?ive> some
interesting infor-

mation about his

recent visit to this

famous cave, which
was discovered only

a few months be-

-
. D 6 u*oct»oeo. M. T.

Modei "P a New I. iff Rait Which, when Th
thf Water. Will Float and Hold E

kkal People, Shown at thf. Enginei
Socikiy Building.

The chief feature

i if the chamber was
the great greenish-

white stalagmite

rising at it- upper
end and reaching

almost to the ceil-

ing. So impressive

in size and setting,

-•
i beautiful in out-

line, i irnamentation

and surroundings

was this wonder-
ful object that it

seemed very little

shorl of vandalism
to destroy or mar
it. or any part of

the cave which it

adorned, although

in the interests of

science or the ne-

of mine
« iperatii in. T h i s

stalagmite i^ about

fourteen feet high

above the shelf of

limestt 'lie on which

it -land-, and its

diameter at the

629
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Wonderful Arizona Cave with Stalagmite Fourteen Feet High.

same point may be taken as being four-

teen or fifteen feet. Three feet above the

shelf the column is ten feet through.
Stalagmite is of extremely slow

growth, and even under the more favor-

able conditions prevailing at Luray Cave,
Virginia, where measurements have been
made, such a mass would have required

more than 67,000 years to form ; hence,

it is safe to assume that this cavity in the

Queen Hill has had its present size and
shape for a much longer period than that,

since the rainfall is less and the conse-

quent solution slower in Arizona than in

Virginia, though evaporation and conse-

quent deposition are conversely more
rapid in Arizona.

Inasmuch as the cave has been doomed
to ruin through mining, the company
furnished the men and the means for re-

moving at infinite pains the grotto and
such other formations as was desired,

and for transporting them to New York
City.

LOOKOUTS TO STOP
FOREST FIRES

(~)NE of the most effect-
^"^ ive examples of orga-
nized fire protection is

found in the Black Hills.

A station is maintained on
Harney Peak, which over-
looks the entire forest of

that name and part of an
adjoining forests. The look-

out has a camp close to

the top of the peak, and
spends nearly all his wak-
ing hours on the granite

summit, keeping keen watch
for tell-tale columns of

smoke. On the discovery

of a fire, the lookout lo-

cates the fire on a map of

the forest, which is chart-

ed in sections. The for-

est supervisor's office is

telephoned that there is a

fire on such and such a

section. Other telephone

calls are sent out, and soon
the forest fire fighters are

on the way to the scene.

This system has been the

means of extinguishing

many fires, some of them
being in the national reserves.

It is estimated that such a lookout

saves the salaries of many patrolmen,

besides making it al-

most impossible for

flames to secure much
headway before being

discovered.

Ranger Noting Exact Location of Forest Fire
by Means of His Map,
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BROBDINAGIAN I'.ILLIAKD
HALLS

•T" 1 1 K well-known German billiard ex-
A pert Kerkau has been doing what, in

common parlance, is called a stunt, l>"tli

amusing and interesting from a scientific

point of view, in some of his recent ex-

hibitions. He has had made a ^-t of

billiard balls, each of which is about the

size of a man's head and he plays with

them u|«>n an ordinary table. At Brsl

thought the notion seemed absurd, but

Kerkau does some interesting things

with his colossal balls. Using a cue

which corresponds in a measure, s<> far

a-- its tip is concerned, with the size oi

the balls, he manipulates the spheres with

true billiard touch, lie has a naturally

difficult problem to prevent their over-

running the rails, which are of the nor-

mal height, and the cleverness with which

he control- the roll, imparts the English,

and makes caroms is highly instructive.

The photograph reproduced herewith

-hows him in the execution of a masse
shot, which, as all hilliardists know, is

difficult enough with the common >ized

halls. With these huge affairs the shol

becomes a problem of proportionate size.

But Kerkau performs it and the balls roll

true to the touch with a precision that is

at once highly amusing and astonishing.

The cue used at the time this photograph
was taken was a reversed ordinary bil-

liard cue. the butt being third with a tip

of the requisite size. The halls, needless

to remark, are not ivory. The elephant

that could produce the necessary tusks

from which such hall- could he made,

German Billiard Kxpkkt. Playing with G
Balls, Ahout to Make a m \--i Shot.

'Never Too Lati ro Mend." Repairing a Badly
l Damaged i ree.

lived only in prehistoric ages, if indeed,

he ever existed.

FAR GONE. BUT CURABLE
"TMIK photograph ahove illustrates the
* extent to which a tree may become
diseased without destroying the life of

the plant.

Practically all of the inside of the tree

has been eaten out by boring insects and

fungi. But, though a had case, it is far

from being beyond cure. Two tree doc-

tors are at work upon it; and one of

them, it will he noticed, is looking di-

rectly through the tree from the hack.

Presently, after all the diseased wood has

been dug out. the hollow places will be

filled up with cement, and the tree will

be almost a- good as new. At any rate,

it will have a new tenure of life.

As is well known, the life of a tree-

resides in the inner layers of the hark,

the wood being practically so much dead

substance. Whence the practicability of

this sort of surgical treatment even for

a tree that one would ordinarily think to

he in desperate plight
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NEW FOG SIGNAL FOR
SHIPS

HORN
tic-

seafaring

A FOG -

** signaling

vice, which, it is

claimed, may revo-

lutionize naviga-

tion in fogs or bad
weather, was re-

cently invented by

a Worcester, Mass.,

aeronautic pilot and

a citizen of Boston.

The device is intend

ed to give the direction,

speed and tonnage of ves-

sels. It can be attached to

any kind of

boat.

Heretofore all signaling

between vessels during fog has been

such a nature that it was impossible

determine the exact bear-

ings of vessels by the men
on the lookout who receive

the signal, for the reason

that they have been obliged

to get the direction of other

vessels from comparison of

the relative position of the

sounds received from them.
The new device is con-

structed on purely scien-

tific principles, embodying
a mechanism which does not

vary the intensity of the

sound, but concen-
trates it, and throws it

in different directions,

so that the listener ap-

parently hears loud
blasts and soft blasts.

The sounds emanat-
ing from this device

are sent in predeter-

mined directions, rela-

tive to the axis of the

boat, and the listener

hears five ; appearing to

him to vary in intensity,

the loudest being im-
pressed on his mind auto-

matically, no matter
whether it is the first or

the fifth.

The predetermined posi

Fog Signaling Service Which. It
Is Believed. Will Give Exact

Location of Vessels.

tions at which the five blasts

are given are: aft-port,

fore-port, off-bow, fore-

starboard, and aft-

starboard, measuring
sixty degrees be-

tween each position,

with a period of

time intervening of

about one second,

making a total of

about four seconds
in time limit. This

one second of interval

gives the speed of the

boat as about ten knots

;

should the boat be going
at a higher rate of speed
the interval between the

blasts will be shorter ; at a
lower rate of speed, longer,

of Large vessels will use the whistle of low
to pitch ; medium tonnage, a medium pitch,

and light craft, high
pitch.

Ordinary signaling

of vessels is done by
the blast of the whistle

every fifteen seconds,

and the listener cannot
determine the direction

which the boat is

until he has

heard two or three

blasts, which takes from
fifteen to thirty seconds

of the most valuable

time, while the craft is

in a dangerous position.

Furthermore, a man on
the lookout has heard
an approaching vessel's

whistle at port, then at

bow, then at fore-port,

soon followed by a

crash at the starboard

bow, a deception due to

air currents and fog

banks. It is said this can-

not happen with the new
device. The mechanism
can be operated by steam
or electricity. It is en-

closed in a megaphone
contrivance which throws
the sound in the direction

desired.

in

going

Hindu Idol Reproduced from
Memory by a South Carolin-
ian Who Was Unable to
Buy the Sacred Object.
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AN AUTOMO-
BILE STARTER

A N e 1 e c t r ica 1

self - starting

device for automo-
biles lia- recently

been placed on the

market which is

to start the

engine ever) time
under reasonable

c< mditii »ns.

The device not

only brings the en-

gine ini<> operation
lnu also furnishes

current for electri

cally lighting the

car. for igniting

and f"r operating
an electric horn.

It consists "i" a

combined dynamo
and motor containing within it- body a

gear reducing mechanism which allows

the motor to exert sufficienl power to

crank the engine.

When the engine is running on its own
power the motor acts as a dynamo, gen-
erating the current to light the car, etc.,

and to recharge the storage battery from
which the current is drawn for starting

the engirt

All the electrical devices are controlled

from the driver's seat, the entire operat-

ing mechanism be-

ing contained in a

c< impact case placed

"ii a panel under
the seal ci mvenient

to the driver'- left

hand.

The storage bat-

tery is placed un-

der the tl< " ir i if the

car or "ii the run-

ning hoard. It

w e i g h - approxi-

mately one hun-

dred pounds and
the dynanio-ni' itor

seventy pounds.

By pulling a lever

on the side of the

controller the mo-
tor is started.

5TAR1 IN'. \\ Ai I' )Mi •< I

NEW BABY
FEEDING
BOTTLE

Q i the lat-
^^^

appln

tions of luat insu-

latii m for domestic
purpi ises is that i if

an improved <

for a baby feeding
hot tie.

\ Iarg< percent-

age of babies are

bottle-fed. M i 1 k

should he at the

same temperature

a- the human body,
that i- 98 degr<

Fahrenheit. This
temperature i- al-

wa\ - constant.
B< ittle - k'(\ ha'

should receivemilk
at the same temperature if they are to

thrive and he free from ailment-. When
given a bottle of milk at thi- proper tem-
perature, several minutes may elapse he-

fore the milk i- all consumed. In the

meanwhile the milk has become colder

since the temperature of the a room i-

ordinarily not more than 70 degrees and
the la-t milk drawn from the bottle may
he disagreeably cold or the baby refuses
to take the cooled food. The statement
is made that 85 per cent of infant mor-
tality i- amon-- babies that are bottle-fed.

Of course it must he borne in mind that

this is i\u^ not to cold food alone hut
also to the kind of food which i- u-v>\.

thi- being a big fact' ir.

The newly improvised feed-

ing case consists "f a double
walled case which h< ilds the

feeding bottle. The
two wall- of thi- case are

about ' me-eighth inch apart
and thi- space between the
wall- i- tilled with felt.

which is a good
heat insulator. The
case is als< i bright-

ly nickeled tO pre-

vent radiation. The
bottom i- slightly

raised and so con-
Improved Feed Bottle for Infants Thai Main-

t ,.,,.,i fhat tu
tains Temperature of Milk for a Long Time. uueieu umi inc.
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glass bottle makes as slight an area of

contact with the metal as possible, to min-

imize conduction. A cap lined with felt

fits over the neck of the glass bottle, and

by a slight turn clamps on to the metal

case, thereby holding the bottle firmly

within the case, making the enclosure

air tight, and so greatly decreasing con-

nection currents. It also offers consid-

erable protection from possible breakage

to the glass bottle. The glass bottle is

graduated in ounces.

BIGGEST AEROPLANE IN
THE WORLD

INTERESTING flying tests were re-
* cently made at the Johannisthal Aero-
drome, Berlin, with a Rumpler "pigeon"
aeroplane of remarkable dimensions—the

most powerful aeroplane in existence

—

which has been designed on plans fur-

nished by a Russian engineer.

This big machine carries two motors
of one hundred horsepower each. One

HOW JONAH MIGHT HAVE MAINTAINED AN APARTMENT IN A SULPHUR BOTTOM WHALE.

JONAH AND THE WHALE
IN New York City a model is exhibited
* representing a sulphur bottom whale.

It was made from a cast of a real whale

of that species, is of life size, measures

eighty-seven feet in length, and occupies

nearly the whole of a great hall.

Jonah might easily have found ade-

quate accommoda-
tion in the belly of

this whale, for the

sulphur bottom is

the largest animal

that exists today,

or probably that

ever did exist.

Some of the an-

cient dinosaurs
were of as great

length, but none of

them, so far as

known, weighed
nearly so much.
The accompany-

ing p i c tu r e is

drawn carefully to

scale, showing how,
in an eighty-
seven foot whale,

Jonah might have
had quite a com-
fortable little flat,

all his own.

of the motors, which is mounted in

the usual way, drives directly a propeller

of ordinary dimensions, whereas the

other motor, located somewhat to the

rear, acts through a chain transmission

on another propeller of considerably

greater dimensions, mounted concentric-

ally to the former, at a very short dis-

tance behind. The ratio of transmis-

sion of the chain

wheels has been so

designed as to

big pro-

at a

than

The

Said to be the Biggest Aeroplane in the World.

cause the

peller to turn

slower speed
the smaller,

relative efficiency

of a slowly rotat-

ing propeller of

considerable dimen-
sions is higher than
that of a rapidly

rotating small-

sized propeller. The
speeds and pitches

of the two propell-

ers, which rotate

in the same direc-

tion, are such as to

render the output
of the system more
satisfactory than
the sum of individ-

ual outputs.
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Scareras Attachkd to a Steam R>>i i m on
I NTtO Ki'AH WnKK,

GOOD ROAD BUILDING
MACHINE

DV the use of this scarifier and -team
*"* roller at Princeton, Ind., it was possi-

ble to cut out the expense of five team-

on the grader by putting on the engine

pull ami hooking the roller to it. The
rolling and grading sub-grade was ac-

complished in one round, throwing up the

banking <lirt. running the ditcher line,

and throwing the shoulder on the road,

without causing the hauler- to lose any
time.

The device consists of a heavy bar

Z-shaped, and as long as the width of

the roller at the rear. Attached to this

bar are nine heavy -pike-, of such shape

and set in such a way as to be drawn into

the ground when pulled forward by the

roller. The effect of this i- to break up
the hard crust <>r surface of an old ma-
cadam or gravel road, and leave it in

shape to reconstruct the road.

The connection from the bar i- made
to the rear axle of roller and all the pull-

ing strain'

<

there. Directly beneath
the hoiler a simple cylinder i- placed.

; 'ii i- piped to tin- cylinder from the

top of tlu boiler. By moving the lever

at the engineer's side on platform steam
i- admitted to the cylinder to either rai-e

or lower scarifier. When raised, the

-pike- clear the ground sufficiently -o

that thev do not interfere with any other

.\ Modi rn Garbagi
'I'll. -

1

r.-.-t cleaning department "f Paris baa pal in

mission n v; . i r t
> .-i k;

. truck, in ll).- f < >r mi oi .in automobile I'

lh.it tin- oder and dust
m- ,if well confined.

operation of the roller. When lowered,

they are forced into the ground and are

held there by -team pressure. It take>

hut a fraction of a minute to rai-e or

lower them.

In tearing up a street, the surface may
In- torn righl up to a crossing, then the

spikes are raised, carried over the walk,

and dropped on the other side without

Stopping the roller.

It is claimed that tin- attachment has

demonstrated that it will do the work
much better and cheaper than can he done
by any detached machine. After the sur-

face i- broken up. tlu- old material i- put
in shape by the grader, and the job com-
pleted by rolling; giving practically a

new road at much leSSCOSt than an actual

new one.

AUTOMATIC STUCCO
MACHINE

A \* inventor living at Port Chester, \\
** Y.. has recently produced a stui

making machine that not only duplicates

the re.-ult- produced by hand work, hut
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tension is released. This action throws
the cement violently against the wall
and gives a very even and artistic coat-
ing.

The Steel Blades of the Automatic Stucco Ma-
chine. Which Apply the Cement Mixture.

is said even to actually improve upon
such work.
The hand labor in the operation of the

machine is reduced to placing the cement
mixture in the hopper of the machine and
hoisting it by means of a windlass. The
machine does the rest.

Four upright pieces form a frame re-

sembling an elevator shaft, and these
stand upon a movable platform before
the wall to be finished. The hopper trav-
els up and down in the frame as the
windlass is turned.

Two of the upright members are
equipped with gear teeth into which
meshes a gear on each end of the hopper.
These gears turn as the hopper is raised,

turning a wheel within on which is

mounted a large number of steel blades
which are in the form of narrow flat

springs.

As the hopper rises these blades en-
gage the cement mixture at the base of
the machine and snap it outward as their

Arrangements are made so that the
action of the machine may be stopped in

The Automatic Stucco Machine in Operation.

passing windows or openings in the wall

and extensions are provided for the

frame so that a wall of any practical

height may be finished.

Paddles within the hopper back of the
wheel described, feed the cement to the

revolving blades and keep the mixture
in constant agitation so that the heavy
ingredients will not settle to the bottom
of the hopper.

Each hopper full of the mixture will

cover three hundred square feet of sur-

face to a thickness of one inch, and it is

claimed that more work can be done by
the machine in one day than can be done
by two men in a whole week by the old

method.
A strip eighteen inches wide is applied

at each operation of the machine and
three sets of blades are furnished for ap-
plying the various styles of stucco work
that may be desired.



P II. CLAUDY is distinctively
^-"

a lover of nature, of the

out-of-doors. Whatever he takes
;m intense interest in, he writes
:il" iut. I [is work is n< it of the

rep I style. He does not

try to "dig up" something c

cerning which a certain number
of p ma) be filled. I li- pur-
suitsare too absorbing, his inter-

e-t> too wide, to render that nec-

iry.

The camera is his constant
companion. He takes more de-

light in getting a successful snap-

shot than does a sportsman in

bringing down a bird under ad-

se c< mditions. 1 li^ h< >me is in

the city of Washington.

Dr. Altri-p Gradrnwitz.

THE MEN
WHO MAKE

THE MAGAZINE

P)R. ALFRED GRADEN-
tJ WITZ, the Berlin corre-

spondent of the Technk vl

W'oRi.i'. is a careful, accurate

writer in the field of science.

Equipped as he is. with the

splendid scholarly training that

Germany gives to its students,

hi< writings have unusual value
• 'li the scientific point of view.

In another way. tor., lie has i

decided advanta. Everyone
recognizes that < ierman scientific

investigators are making some i
the most remarkablecontributions
to human knowledge. Dr. Gra-
denwitz, being on the ground,
i- able to give to the world hr-t-

hand knowledge of these dis-

c< >veri<

Hi^ writings are conspicuous
for their conservative tone. lie

chooses such theme- as do not

necessitate his entering the fields

of the sensational to render
them intensely interesting. C. H. Clacdv



Bailey Millard.

D AILEY MILLARD, of Palisade, N. J., is one of

^ the best-known magazine writers in this coun

try. His articles always deal with something

of vital interest to everyone. His method of ^

presentation is original, his style at once easy,

direct and vigorous. Everyone who read his

article in the Technical World Mag-
azine some months back, on mail order

frauds, cannot forget it. "The Men Who
Walk the Tracks" is still quite fresh in the

minds of all. In "State Road from a Private

Purse," in this issue of the Magazine, Mr.

Millard excels even his high standard.

P DWARD I. PRATT is one
*-* of our youngest writers, but

for painstaking care in gather-

ing his material and presenting

it interestingly and convincingly,

he equals many an older maga-
zine contributor.

Mr. Pratt is especially inter-

ested in the science and art of

air -navigation. The Techni-
cal World Magazine pub-

lished recently his article, the

best ever printed in a magazine
on the subject

—"How Air-Craft

are Controlled." His "Watch-
ing the Sky Pilots Go Up" was
one of the most realistic and deli-

cately humorous bits of writing

seen in a long time, as Techni-
cal World readers remember.

His wife, Margaret H. Pratt,

occasionally collaborates with him
in his writing.

Edward I. PrATT and Wife.

Charles Alma Byers.

COUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
^ the semi-tropic wonder of the

North American Continent, fur-

nishes excellent themes for the

ready writer's pen. Charles Alma
Byers, of Los Angeles, one of the

quick, versatile men to take advantage

of this fact, has, on many occasions,

given to Technical World readers

hints of the wonders and marvels of

that—to most of us—far away land

of delight.
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Ffehtin

Great
Flood

By M.A.Rose
When what is believed to have been the greatest flood

ever known in the lower Mississippi valley destroys one
hundred million dollars' worth of property and takes
fifty lives, decisive action by the Federal Government
can no longer be delayed. The Republican national
platform of this year pledges the party to take such en-
gineering steps as may prevent a recurrence of this great
calamity. Theodore Roosevelt, a little before the Chi-
cago convention, proposed that the machinery used in

digging the Panama Canal be put to work for this pur-
pose in the periodically overflowed areas. This article

by Mr. M. A. Rose is one of unusual timeliness and sig-

nificance. Mr. Rose is a resident of New Orleans, and
was an eye witness to some of the most dramatic inci-

dents in connection with this fight against the Great
Flood.

RAIN is sloshing down, a down-
pour after a day-long drizzle.

The water rushes in little tor-

rents down one side of a

gigantic rampart of sodded

earth which zig-zags off before and be-

hind. On the other side, the drops pelt

the surface of a mile-wide stream into

the semblance of brown stucco.

Standing on the dike, one may study

the roofs of a plantation home behind it.

Turning, one can stoop and dabble a

hand into the muddy river, so near is it

to the top of its barrier.

The smooth, true line of tawny water

and green grass on the river side is

broken by an ugly box of raw pine which

projects into the stream an arm's length,

and parallels the embankment forty feet,

and into this box, negro convicts in their

striped garb, free laborers, the village

NEAR VIEW OF A
In the background can be seen the piling which is being

that will close the crevasse

mayor, the village doctor, the wealthy
planter, the banker, every able-bodied

man within a radius of miles, is packing
burlap sacks, filled with dirt.

Above the queer chant of the negroes
comes a shout from a convict guard,
rifle in hand. Before the gaze of the

toilers, a bit of the dike further upstream
sinks, at first gradually, an inch, two
inches, three inches. A yellow geyser
spouts up in the road, forty feet behind
the levee. Then the great wall of earth

640



BREAK IN A LEVEE.
extended in the effort to tmild the temporary framework
This is a very narrow break.

folds back with a groan, and with a roar

of victory the river leaps through.

A crevasse

!

Within an hour, the river lias torn

away both ends until the gap is two
hundred feet wide. By morning, it will

be four hundred feet wide, the plantation

home, and a score of others, will he un-

inhabitable, and whites, blacks, mules and
cattle will he camping on the levee, wait-

ing rescue, while others, further hack in

the country, who could not he warned by all night,

couriers
who rode

f,tl
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will be straddling the ridgepoles of their

cabins, shouting at every passing motor
boat or skiff.

A month, and the young corn and
cane, the ploughed but yet implanted cot-

ton fields and the little truck farms a

hundred miles away will be under water
while the carcasses of hundreds of stock

furnish roosts for myriad buzzards

;

while the white landowners are accepting

the hospitality of friends in a neighbor-

ing city, and the negro tenants are living

on Government rations in a cotton com-
press which serves as a refugee camp.

Floods in the lower Mississippi Valley

caused a loss of $100,000,000 this spring,

it is conservatively estimated. Five im-

portant crevasses in the main levees of

the Mississippi River, three breaks in the

Atchafalaya, three minor breaks in the

Mississippi did the damage. One hun-
dred millions is an estimate, but it has

no solid basis. No one knows what the

crops in the overflowed area might have
been—they might have been bumper
yields, and they might have been nipped

by frost or curtailed by drought. It is

almost impossible to compute the number
of farm animals drowned, the houses de-

stroyed or damaged, the fences swept
away, the fields denuded of soil and cov-

ered with sand. It is impossible to

reckon how much some plantations may
have been enriched by soil deposits.

At least 2,500,000 acres were under
water in Louisiana, including a score of

small towns. This is close to one-elev-
enth the area of the State. The overflow
in the upper Mississippi Delta, that

famous cotton-growing region, and in

Arkansas, brought the total above 3,000,-

000 acres. At Vicksburg, Natchez, Baton
Rouge, and a dozen smaller points, over
200.000 refugees, the big majority
negroes, were fed by the Government
and clothed and housed by the States and
by private charity.

It was the highest water the Valley
has ever known. Extension of the levee

system tends to increase floods each year,

for the natural reservoirs are cut off.

Denudation of the forests acts in the

same way, for a forest, too, is a natural

reservoir for rainfall. Perhaps never

before was the Mississippi called upon
to carry the "peak of the load" of the

floods in the Ohio, the Missouri, the

PHOTO, UNDERWOOD 4 UNDERWOOD, N. Y.

WHERE TWENTY FAMILIES FOUND REFUGE DURING THE GREAT FLOOD ALONG THE
LOWER MISSISSIPPI.



'lni Overflowed Territory ilong rm Lower
Mississippi im ) ing.

i haded portions indicate the submcrired areas. It

is estimated th.it nearly ti\>- million acres in Arkan-
ppi and Louisiana \s.-r.' floodrd.

Red, the Arkansas, and a dozen minor
streams all at once. The gauges or the
Mississippi began climbing early, and
kept climbing, late until they had ex-
ceeded all previous records of tin- ! Pnited

Stat'- Weather Bureau, in some ca

by more than two feet.

The first break in the lower river was
at Panther Forest, Ark. Then came the
crevas>e at Salem Landing, La. The
water from the>e two >pread downward

\ Small Town Afloat in Louisiana.

Two hundred people in tins street alone were obliged to

camp out "f '!

until it narrowed between the low range

of hills, the Mississippi River levees and
the levees of the Red, converging at the

peculiar hit of country where the .\Ii--i--

sippi, the \\v(\, the ( )ld River and the

Atchafalaya are united. Tin- is the crit-

ical location, and levee engineers made
a hard fight, DUl lost, and the great levee

at Torras gave way, by far the nmst dis-

astrous crevasse of the present flood.

Meanwhile, the levee at I'.eulah. Miss.,

on the east—left—hank broke, flooding

the upper Delta, which include- Sharkey,

Issaquena, Bolivar and Washington
counties.

Water from the Torras break spread

over a vast area, and the break itself

widened to a gateway for the roaring

water- more than half a mile wide. Still

the gauges below climbed, and at last,

the levee at Hymelia plantation, about

forty miles above New Orleans, but on

the opposite, the right bank, gave way.

There were minor breaks. At Vngola,

La., the State penitentiary farm was
Hooded. Bayou Sara. La., was inun-

dated, and a small break near the Gulf
did a little damage. A populous trucking

and cam- region in Avoyelles parish was

flooded by a break in the levees protect-

in- Bayou des Glaizes. Three creva

in the Atchafalaya River levee system.

above and below Melville. La., inundated

that town, and a large surrounding area,

much of which was swamp. This prac-
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'Sacking" a Levee's Top
near Baton Rouge. La.

tically completes the

list.

In the face of all

this, one of the most
extensive planters in

Louisiana, a man
whose personal loss

is heavy, says: "If

this leads to Fed-
eral control of the

entire levee system,

I shall feel that it

has been
The sentiment

echoed
the lower
States. At present,

the United States,

theoretically, simply

preserves the Miss-
issippi River as a

When it builds levees,

gain.

is

throng-hout

river

*»»,

^^WpUr
«

The Big Break at Hymelia. La.
The upper end of the broken levee is seen in the middle

background, with the water rushing through.

Unloading Dirt
from a Flat Car
for Use in Filling
Sacks to Top a
Levee.

own board.
The boards are

composed of
planters, phy-
sicians, rail-

road men, busi-

ness men, and—let it be whis-
pered — some-
times a poli-

tician slips in.

Usually these

boards are ef-

ficient. They
e in p 1 o y the

best engineers

they can. But
no one

navigable stream.

it does so upon
the principle that it is improving a steam-
boat lane, not upon the idea that it is

protecting marvelously rich land from
overflow. Be the theory what it may,
Government levees are the best levees,

and the need of unified control of the

1,486 miles of the system, from New
Madrid, Mo., to Fort Jackson, La., is

recognized. So far, the States have
stood two-thirds the cost of the system,

their share amounting to about $80,000,-

000. It has been money well spent, for

it has been their own faith in the work
and their own zeal which has prompted eral public.

what governmental aid has been given,

and which has made it not improbable
that within a few years, the United
States will take over the control of the

banks as well as of the stream.

The levee system now is divided into

districts, each district in charge of its

argues
that this disjointed, uneven, locally-influ-

enced plan can vie with the efficiency of

the War Department. \\ natever the

muck-rakers may say of our Army, no
one yet has suggested that the engineer-

ing corps harbors many bunglers. Wit-
ness Colonel Goethals. En passant, there

are enthusiasts who urge that in 1915,

when the greatest canal has been opened.

Colonel Goethals be given the bigger

job of harnessing the greatest river, and
protecting the lands behind it.

Much of the news which
printed concerning the

year must
great

has been
flood this

have been a riddle to the gen-
To the average citizen who

lives far from the Mississippi, a levee

means a dike which holds off water, and
no more. Wr

hat care is expended in

building these embankments, and what
money, time and skill, never has con-

cerned him.

Levee building: is an art which has

m
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been studied for about two hundred
years, for Le Blond de la Tour, the

French engineer, built the first levee, a

mile long, in fronl of the infant city of

New Orleans in 1717. Now there are
close to 300,000,000 cubic yards of tl

and except where the mouths of tribu-

r natural elevations preclude their

necessity they extend on both sides of the
stream from Cape Girardeau, Mo., t<> the

Gulf, 1,039 mile..

Sixteen feet i- a good average height,

with an eight-foot crown, and a forty-

eight foot base. The proportion of three

to one is kept, so thai the Morganza
La.,—levee, the greatesl dike in the

world outside of Holland, is thirty-five

feet high and mere than one hundred
feet wide at the base—a mountain range
in miniature.

< u' course, a

levee has to he

built from the

dirt readily at

hand. SO there

are "buckshot"
1 i > a m 1 e v ees,
I.' iuisiana m u d

levees, and sandy
levees, ranking in

V a 1 u e in the
«

' r d e r named.
Buckshot " is

the material par

excellence. It is

tough : it packs

well : it offers

resistance

A Topped Levee at Bat< n Kougf.

to seepage; does nol cave away, or suf-

fer much from wave wash— but "buck-
shot" is 1 1 <

» t t<> be found everywhere.
( >ue rule is invariable. Rock must not

be used. Not a stone or a stick .

into a levee. These tend to make a levee

porous, and a vertical filter is the last

thing desired. I 'acked earth is the
:

and for this reason, an old levee i- better

than a new. The earth packs and dries

harder and harder with each succeeding
summer, and grows a thick matting of
sod, than which there is no better

|

tection from wave wash. Every effort

is made to grow grass on the lev<

When- a wide batture can be found.

the situation is even more safe. The
batture is the flat table of laud which
stretches out to the channel of the river,

a flat stretch between the toe of the li

and the stream in

l< i\\ w ater. A bat-

ture is a silt de-

posit. Put s, , old,

often, that good-
si/ed Oaks and
thick screens of

willow^ g r o w
upon it. The rea-

son fi ir the factor

of safety a bat-

ture offers is al-

most self-evident.

The current over
the batture sel-

d( nn is a-- swift

as in mid-
channel,
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and the danger of caving is greatly les- good-sized bucket of crawfish costs a

sened, too, as compared with the danger dime in New Orleans, hut it would he

that may result where the toe of the better if they all were boiled and eaten,

PiGIOi. UNDERWOOD & UNDEflWOOD, H. V.

THESE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS VIVIDLY ILLUSTRATE HOW THE PEOPLE ALONG THE LOWER
MISSISSIPPI BRAVELY CONTENDED WITH THE GREAT FLOOD.

The lower photo shows the gas plant at Memphis put out of commission by the rising waters.

levee almost touches the steep slope of for a single crawfish can do untold dam-

the channel. age, given good opportunity. So it is with

Sneaking allies of the impatient river the muskrat. His pelt is worth, perhaps,

are the crawfish and the muskrat. A fifty cents, but alive, he can do as much
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harm, or more, than the crawfish. Both
these pests attack the levee from the river

side, boring into the earth, straight

through, perhaps, or maybe tortuously.

These holes spurt water when the river

reaches the level of their openings, and
it" allowed to flow unchecked, will in-

crease in size until they undermine the

entire embankment, and a crevasse re-

sult-.

They are fought in the same manner.
It" discovered before high water, the
hole- are repaired then. If they are not
discovered until the flood is on, a box is

built out into the river in front of the

levee, the embankment forming the inner
side. This box is filled with dirt sacks.

This Stops the leak, hut it is expensive,

since the box must he large enough to

be -nre to enclose the intake, which
naturally cannot he seen or found hc-

neath the water.

epage is one of the first troubles
encountered when the river begins to

ri-c. Through the forty, sixty or hun-
dred foot base, the water will seep, and

up from beneath a- well. Ditches are
the remedy for this. Some seepage seems
inevitable. Unless it becomes so heavy
that it collects behind the levee and
threatens to soften it. it does not mean
much. If the seepage becomes serious,

"blanketing" is resorted to. The "blank-
et" is of dirt, spread over the face of t he-

levee, plastering it thick with mud which
works its way into the crevices which
are leaking.

Day and nighl the levees are guarded,
when the river threatens thus, militiamen
and volunteer- do turn about with Win-
chesters and shotguns, watching for

any sign of trouble. There is another
reason for the guards. A break on one
side of the river relieve- the danger for
miles on the other side above and below.
To save his own broad acre-, temptation
to use a little dynamite aero-- the river

might he to., -tron-- for some weak
brother. So the rifles mean business,
and when one vi-it- a levee in ll I time.

it is with adequate explanation of one's

reasons.

ffl



TO SAVE SHIPS FROM ICEBERGS
By

C. LINTERN SIBLEY

REPETITION
of such an acci-

dent as that
which caused
the destruc-

tion of the Titanic is now
declared to be impos-
sible, provided a recently

invented instrument be
installed, and its indicator

faithfully observed on all

ocean lines. Professor How-
ard T. Barnes, D. Sc, F. R.

C. S., director of the physical

laboratories at McGill Uni-
versity, Montreal, is the

inventor of this instru-

ment, which is attract-

ing m u c h attention

#mong scientific men
both on this continent

and in Great Britain.

He calls his invention

the micro-thermome-
ter. It is, in reality, Prof

- Howard t
.
b,

'
. . -" the Iceberg De

a super-sensitive ther- of ships

mometer which, it is

claimed, will infallibly detect an iceberg

at a distance of two miles on the wind-

ward side, and seven miles on the lee-

ward side. Professor Barnes has con-

ducted numerous experiments with the

instrument on the Canadian government
vessels in the river and gulf of the St.

Lawrence, and these have in every way
borne out his claims. In May of this

year, when on his way to England, to

lecture on his invention, by invitation, be-

fore the Royal Institute, he conducted

experiments on the Canadian Northern
liner, Royal George, sailing from Halifax

to Liverpool. This was soon after the

Titanic disaster, when ice was still plen-

tiful along the steamship tracks on the

Atlantic, and again the instrument fully

established the assertions of its inventor,

SiRNes, Inventor of
tector for Use
at Sea.

never once failing to record

the presence of ice.

The instrument is really

an adaptation of the elec-

trical resistance thermom-
eter. It is permanently
attached to the prow of

the vessel, and is con-

nected by electrical wires

to a dial in the chart room,
where every slight varia-

tion in the temperature of the

water may now be recorded.

Professor Barnes says that at

present navigators rely al-

most entirely on the look-

out to detect the pres-

ence of ice, and the dan-

ger of this practice has

been emphasized by the

Titanic disaster.

"A show is also

made," he said, "of

taking the tempera-
ture of the water, but

the method of doing
this is so crude that

little reliance is placed upon it by naviga-

tors. Captain Lecky, in his 'Wrinkles
on Navigation,' shows this conclusively.

The method now in use is to pull a bucket

of water up over the side of the vessel,

and to clip a mercury or alcohol ther-

mometer in it to get a record of the tem-

perature. It is just an ordinary house
thermometer that is used. It is a hap-

hazard and unscientific method of tak-

ing observations of sea temperature

—

first, because records are only obtained at

more or less long intervals ; second, be-

cause it is impossible by this means to

detect small variations, while variations

of half a degree, or even a whole degree,

are apt to go unnoticed.

"Now the micro-thermometer is so

sensitive that it will record a variation of

648
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The invention of this thermometer is

the outcome of many years of research

work, and it arose from the need of a

better instrument to assist him in his

study of calorimetry. It was he who de-

veloped the continuous flow method of

calorimetry—a great advance both for

simplicity and accuracy on the older

methods. Subsequent to this develop-

ment, his researches on the specific heat

of water became a classic, and, after oc-

cupying the attention of the Royal So-

ciety of London, England, in special ses-

sion, were made the basis of a report on

the subject to the conference of physicists

at the Paris Exhibition.

Professor Barnes has for years been

looked upon as one of the world's great-

est authorities upon ice, and for his re-

in ice formation he

ceived widespread
tion. His book on
mation and Frazil"

first authoritative

sea rches

has r e -

r e c ogni-

"Ice For-

was the

/
gM\

work on the subject. It attracted such

attention among scientific men that lie

was invited to read a paper upon his re-

searches before the British Association,

at its annual meeting held in Leicester,

England, in September, 1907. The paper

he presented on that occasion, entitled

"The Ice Problem in Engineering Work
in Canada," demonstrated the feasibility

of coping with a situation which up till

then had been regarded as involving inev-

itable interruptions to the continuous ope-

ration of water power plants in Canada
during the severe winters to which that

country is liable.

He had great difficulty in making peo-

ple believe that he had achieved the seem-
ingly impossible task of making water

powers continuous despite long periods

of zero weather. ^a*±. His method,

the injection of ^ ^ heat under
entrance into

seemed ridic-

1 a s t Mr.

THIS PHOTOGRAPH. TAKEN IN PROFESSOR BARNES' LABORATORY IN MONTREAL SHOWS (A)

THE MICRO-THERMOMETER BEING TESTED IN A VESSEL OF WATER. AND
(B) THE MICRO-THERMOMETER EXPOSED.
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John Murphy, of ( Utawa, had the

courage to tr\ the methods he

mmended. The result is that

now, at practically no expense, the

floating needle ice called "frazil,"

which causes all the trouble, is coun-

teracted, and i houses in < >t-

i using

these meth-
>. 1- are run-

ning full
load when
all other- not

equippi

arc com-
pletely
blocked and
have not a

wheel tun

<m

mg. i - \DJUSTING mi Imw I h i. \i \PPAI CTI • THAI Is

ATTACHED TO nil Mil Rl 1 III RM( IMF 1 I

I 'rofess< ir

now turning his attention to dealing with

the ice difficulty in the St. Lawrence
route from Montreal to the sea. This
route is now closed up for four or five

months every year, and for much of that

time is to a lar tent frozen over.

Professor Barnes has conducted many
experiments on the Canadian government

ice-breakers in the ship channel.

These exp< riments thr< >w an

altogether new lighl on ice-

t"« irmation, and I

'•

Barnes n< »w declares that

not only can the season

of navigation be con-

s ider a bly
1 e ngthened,

but that a

mode r a t e

e xpenditure

of m o n

<

will k e c
]

i

the channel

open and
the route
-rcurc
t h r oughout
the wint( r.

"] 1m 1:

this so firm-

ly," he says, "that 1 have no hesitation

in predicting that Montreal, one thou-

sand miles a> it is from the open sea,

will be a yearly port just as soon as the

commercial interests demand it."

Professor Barnes' scientific work
proves to be of a nature applicable to

.snmc of the problems of everyday life.

Sayings of Diogenes Laertius

<H Fortune is unstable, while our will is free.

<§ It takes a wise man to discover a wise man.

^ Xenophanes was the first person who asserted

that the soul is a spirit.

<H The chief good is the suspension of the judg-

ment, which tranquillity of mind follows like its

shadow.



HEAD HUNTERS AND THE SCIENTIST
By

HENRY M. HYDE

THIS is a story involving a

tribe of blood-thirsty savages,

three great nations and a lump
of gum camphor. It has to

do, first, with Japanese cour-

age and skilful financial dealing, then

with German science, which made all the
efforts of the Japanese more or less ridic-

ulous, and finally, with the common sense

of certain Americans who have practi-

cally revolutionized the whole process of

making camphor and checkmated, at the

same time, both their Japanese and Ger-
man rivals.

For a thousand or more years, cam-
phor—extracted from the camphor tree

—

has had a great reputation as a medicine.

So precious was it that among the most
dearly prized possessions of great oriental

potentates were lumps of gum camphor.
But it was not until the invention of cel-

luloid and other nitro-cellulose products
—in which it is a necessary constit-

uent—that camphor
began to figure as

a really important
article of com-
merce.

For many
years, most of

the world's

camphor
came from

the Island of Formosa, where there were
great forests of huge camphor trees.

After the Japanese-Chinese war in the

early nineties of the last century, the

Niponese took Formosa as part of the

spoils of their victory. With a cunning
eye to the greatest possible profit, cam-
phor-making was immediately made a
government monopoly, and the Japanese
took possession of the wild camphor
groves.

But the Island of Formosa produced,
in addition to camphor and other similar

products, a very large crop of savage
head-hunters. These blood-thirsty sav-

ages lived for most of the time in the

high, wooded mountain country which
covers the greater part of the island, but

periodically they descended to the fertile

lowlands, butchering all the inhabitants

who fell into their hands and carrying off

everything of value.

Presently, the
Japanese found
that it was nec-

essary to pro-

tect their cam-
phor distiller-

ies from these

bloody raids,

and they
pro ceeded

to do so in

PRIMITIVE CAMPHOR STILLS. IN THE ISLAND OF FORMOSA. A JAPANESE POSSESSION.
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a thoroughly unique
way. First of ;ill they

drove the head-hunt-

ers into tlic far end
of the island. Then
they stretched practically

across the whole width,

from shore to shore, a

barbed wire fence which
carried an electric

current of high po-

tency and strength.

W h e n ii exl t h e

head-hunters came
down from their

mountain tops on a rail

and attempted to elimh

over tlii— apparent!) tri-

\ ial obstacle, the "juice"
was turned on and scores

of the warriors were in-

stantly killed. Two or

three experiences i if this

kind were sufficient to

persuade the savages to

stay at home.
In distilling camphor

the Japanese follow the

ancient methods. The
whole camphor tree is

CUt down ; the trunk-,

root-, and larger branches
are cut by hand into

small chips, and placed in

a receptacle through which -team is

passed. The steam carries off the

camphor from the wood, and it i-

later deposited in -olid form.

Since tin- process

involves the

C O 111

S ( IUNG
I LING

plete destruction of the

. e\ en the b< nindless

forests of Formosa did

not promise a permanent
supply, and the cannj

Japanese decided that

the) must make the

greatest possible profit

out of their monop
oly in the shortest

p< issible space i if time.

From 1902 to 1906
the price was ra

so rapidl y that

camphor ^uiii,

which sold at

whole-ale on the

American market
f( ir fifty-seven cents

in the first men-
tioned year,
brought $1.17 only

four years later.

I lemmed in behind
the death-dealing wire

fence, the little yellow

men piled up million-,

which went to the pur-

chase of war materials

f< ir their coming conflict

with the Great Bear of

the North.

But the rapidly rising

price of camphor and
tiie rapidly increasing demand for it in

various processes of manufacture had
still other results.

cially, \\ Inch ( iw es

ci immercial prom-
labors of

number

Camphor
Tr i i

.

In ( iermany, espe-

so much of its

inence to tin-

it- scientists, a

of -killed

CHOPPING A CAMPHOR TREE TO PIECES FOR THE PURPOS1 OF DISTILLING THE CHIPS,
This destructive method is unnecessary. The camphor is now being extracted by Western scientists without

killing the tree.
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A Cake of
Commercial
Camphor
Refined.

means necessary to destroy the trees

Professor Robert Kennedy Duncan, Di-
rector of Industrial Research in the Uni-
versity of Kansas and in the University
of Pittsburg, brought back from Jamaica-
several tons of camphor leaves, both in

their fresh and dried condition, and of
the small twigs from the same trees.

Through careful distillation he was able
to get from these sources not only as
good, but even better re-

sults than from the chips

y

chemists went
to work to dis-

cover a method of

making camphor ar-

tificially. Inspired by
the constantly rising

price, these German
chemists worked with the

greatest vigor and within a
few years they were able to

announce a commercially
profitable method of manu-
facturing synthetic cam-
phor.

The only way in which
the Japanese could meet
this competition was to

lower the selling price of

their natural product to a

point at which the artificial

camphor could not be profit-

ably sold.

But there remained the

third and most important
factor of all. On the Island

of Jamaica in the West In-

dies, and in several of our
Southern states, camphor
trees have been grown for

years for shade and orna-
mental purposes. So long
as it seemed necessary to

cut down each tree and ut-

terly destroy it in the proc-
ess of preparing camphor,
owners of beautiful trees

were not willing to sacrifice

them. But presently it was
discovered by an American
chemist, and about the

same time by chemists else-

where, that it was by no

Japanese Keeping Watch for Head Hunters in Formosa.
When the enemy come in contact with the electrified wires they a.e

electrocuted.

"Skull Shelves" Containing a Formosan Head Hunting Chief's
Private Collection.
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HEAD HUNTERS AND THE SCIENTIST

"t wood which were used in the older \i present arrangements are being
processes. The following table shows made for the production of camphor on
the percentages of pure camphor secured a large scale on the Island of |amaica,
from the various materials tested:

W 1 i>\ per cenl

T\\ igs 1.65 per cent
1 rreen leaves 2 37 per cent
I )Hol leaves. . . 2.52 per cent

I lead leaves ... 1 .39 per cent

It seems almost incred-

ible that the M
world should

have g " n e

<>n for hun-
dreds of
\ e a r s de-

stroying its

c a mi phor
forests .

when by the

i xercise i >f a

little ingenuity ami a few careful tests,

better re-ult^ might have been obtained
and tlu- trees themselves saved t<> pro-

duce an annual crop.

\ Camphor Tree in Florida

and tlu- I »< partment of Agriculture, at

Washington, i- carrying on further

experiments looking towards the

development of camphor distil-

eries in the I touted Sti

kit seems \<< !><• no
-on why

the I 'nil' .1

States need
much long-

ii <1

abroad the

ral mil-

lion dollars

which now
go largely

i" the Jap-
anese gov-

ernment for camphor gum and extracts.
In an indirect way, perhaps IV
Duncan may prevent the Japs from ac-

cumulating another war fund.

Sayings from Plutarch

<§ So very difficult a matter is it to trace and find out

the truth of anything by history.

<§ Cato used to assert that wise men profited more
by fools than fools by wise men; for that wise men
avoided the faults of fools, but that fools would not

imitate the good examples of wise men.

^ Themistocles said that a man's discourse was like

to a rich Persian carpet, the beautiful figures and
patterns of which can be shown only by spreading

it out
;
when it is contracted and folded up, they are

obscured and lost.
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A FOLDING STRETCHER
"TMIF folding- stretcher designed by Dr.
*• K. Freuler, of Zurich, Switzerland,

is likely to prove most useful as a sub-

stantial apparatus allowing' patients to be

readily taken up by the ambulance corps,

even those most badly hurt being trans-

ported without any hitch.

The design of the stretcher is based on
the use of double U-shaped Nuremberg
shears punched out of high-grade sheet

steel. All parts of the shears are of equal

length, excepting the terminal parts

which form a closed frame around the

whole system. Movable wooden handles
allow the stretcher to be readily lifted

and carried. The wooden handles at the

head and foot ends respectively having each been grasped by one person, a slow

The Stretcher Folded Up.

THE STRETCHER WITH A PATIENT.

Testing an Athlete's Heart by Means of
THE X-RAY.

pull followed by a strong jerk, will open
the stretcher frame, so that the sheet may
be inserted. The stretcher is at a mo-
ment's notice dismounted and reduced to

its smallest volume, and in this condition

can be readily carried in a knapsack.

Provision is also made for its being

handled by a single operator. The whole
outfit, inclusive of the sheet, knapsack,

and bandaging materials, weighs very lit-

tle and can be readily carried for hours

by a single person.

SPORT AND THE X-RAY
IT has long been a subject of dispute
* among medical men whether great ex-

ertion, athletic sports and, especially,

long-continued performances are apt to

injure or to strengthen the heart. A pos-

sible dilation of the heart had been par-



BX VRHICl I FOR B I ~ lUTS.

Mr. Alec Berens. Warrant Scout Master for the Isle ol
Pnrbeck. Doi I England, baa j u-t designed an unusual

t U"rk. Il is ,i , ;irt which in .

rted into a u :t.-r < .i r r n r . a ii r . escape, > trestle
bridge or an ambulance. Tins photo Bhows it being used

The invention should prove to be a \' rj

useful one (>>r the w..r!< .ms everywhere. It is

something that, because "I its novelty will appeal to the
.meal fancy of every normal boy.

I i V i mi i i \- ,\ c imp Water C ir r,

Patiknt in Boy Scout Ambulance.

CHINESE BASEBALL PLAYERS' INVASION OF THE UNITED STATES.
This team, from the University of Hawaii, is composed of Chinese. They were able to visit this country through the

financial backing of wealthy Chinese merchants of Hawaii.
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An Expensive Bonfire.

Twenty-five thousand dollars worth of opium, opium
lay outs, cocaine, etc.. was confiscated by the California

Board of Pharmacy and burned at San Francisco.

ticularly dreaded by the experimenters.

Means of settling
-

this dispute have at

last been discovered by X-ray specialists.

The process has been recently put to

an interesting test in connection with a

six-day cycle race held in Berlin. All

the competitors agreed to have their

hearts measured in the intervals between
their performances.

A provisional laboratory had been in-

stalled in the basement of the Berlin

Sporting Palace where these races were
held. The apparatus was placed under a

tension of 200,000 volts and allowed an

X-ray snap-shot to be obtained within

one-hundredth of a second.

The results given by these experiments

show conclusively that athletic exercises

if properly conducted do not injure the

heart.

te

Going up in Smoke.
It took six months to gather this noxious stuff, which rep-

resents 1.500 arrests and 1.100 convictions.

fe m

AUXILIARY WORK IN CONNECTION WITH DAMMING THE RIO GRANDE RIVER TO RECLAIM
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF ARID LAND IN TEXAS.

The photo shows the remarkable feat of carrying a locomotive across the river on wire cables.
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i- OF THE PHYSICAL CI LTl RJ I LASS] S OP BERLIN Gl RMANY.
sacs are held (or the tx ne6l ol the m imcn md nirls. The illustration'

forming pyramids.

GALVESTON'S NEW
CAUSEWAY

A > a piece of engineering work the
** new Galveston — Texas— causeway
will stand with the Panama Canal and
the Florida Keys Railway as one of the

marvelous achievements of the age.

This is Galveston's second great work,
the first being the gigantic seawall which
protects the cit) from any possible tidal

w ave.

The causeway cosl s_\000.000. Work
was begun in 1909. Five hundred work-
men were employed at the start.

The piers were constructed by driving
piling into heavy clay subsoil beneath the

bottom of the hay. On top of these pil-

xmcrete and steel piers were
erected. Each of the piers is twenty-
seven feel in diameter and hardly two

of any pier projects above the sur-

A I >.u\T\ Ton i r Novi lty.
This is the- new mouchoir bracelet whii b has been d.-

siened for ladies to take the plat e oi the
It i nsists oi a han i u elet. jewi led or otherwise.

• lino to taste, with a tiny clip attai bed. into whi< h a
pretty lace handkerchief may be inserted. The

9 a charming and at the Bame time useful ornament.

fare of the water. More than half the
rust of the entire structure was put into
the foundation.

_1—l::j

GALVESTON'S NEW CAUSEWAY.
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A CHINESE REPUBLICAN EDITOR

MG POON CHEW is one of the props
*^ of the new regime in China. Ng
is one of China's unofficial ambassadors
to the United States. He is editor of a

daily newspaper in San Francisco called

"Chung Sai Yat Po," which means
"Chinese Daily Paper." "Chung Sai

Yat Po" was the first Chinese daily

east as Chicago ; that he writes the Eng-
lish language as effectively as he speaks
it, and that he is one of the fathers of

the first republic of Asia.

Editor Ng says that he is constantly

in close touch with every phase of the

political situation over in China, and
every report he gets brings encourage-

ment. "We have corre-

spondents in all the princi-

pal cities in China," he

states, "who
messages to

spondent in

from whence they reach us

by cable.

"The government of most
of the cities of China is

even now almost exclu-

sively in the hands of

send their

the corre-

Hongkong,

The Editor of the Chinese Re-
publican Daily and His

Office Force.

started in San Francisco.

There are now three others.

"Chung Sai Yat Po" is as

strictly up-to-date as is any
other daily newspaper of

modest pretentions. From the

second story of its place of

publication on Sacramento Street

in the Chinese quarter, the flags

of the newest republic and of the

Mother of Republics float side by
side over the heads of the crowd of

Chinese who at all hours of the day
elbow each other about the bulletin board

down below.

Ng Poon Chew, the editor, is a short,

stoutish, full-faced man in the middle

forties ; a genial man, but also evidently

a man of purpose and power. As he

begins to talk you are not surprised that

this Chinese-American has addressed

conventions and learned bodies all up
and down the Pacific coast and as far

Ng Poon Chew and His Family.

young men of from thirty-two to thirty-

five years of age who have been educated

in American, English and European
schools. In Canton there is still some
opposition from the old conservatives but

that cannot last long. All China is puls-

ing with new blood."
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KNOWS HOW TO FATTEN STOCK

A I'-OOK will be printed, within a few"' m< 'in h^. for which scientific men
have waited a long time. It will not be
a "besl seller," because only men with
thick glasses ami solemn faces and bald

heads—chiefly— will read it: but this

I k will have a big effect, in future

years, en the world's beef sup-
ply. The author, I lenr) lack

n Waters, president of

the Kansas Agricultural

College, is a man so

young in years and
in >|>irit that the

thin g s he does

have about them
all the enthusi-

i and ener-

g3 of youth.

This l>"ok
of his will tell

some things

about the feed-

ing of stock
and the put-

ting "ii of fat

that no one in

the world
knows, for very
simple reason that

Mr. Waters has

made a discovery.

lie knows,
for instance

—

to leave out

the big w< 'pis

—just how an

animal grows
and why. I le

knows what to do, and when, to increase

a certain part of that animal: and this,

as any biologist will tell you. is aboul all

you need to know right now. You can
do things to the beef supply with this

knowledge.
It was at Cornell that the discovery

was made how to lay on fat on the frame
of a chicken. By using dyed food, or
rather, food that dyed the tissues it pro-
duced, poultrymen had the business with-
in their control. The method has been
successfully worked out at several of the

agricultural colleges. Now comes Presi-

dent Waters and his forthcoming book

and a lot of valuable information for the

beef industry.

President Waters is an internationally
accepted authority in <|uesti..iis pertain-

ing to thi' science of animal husbandry,
hut he has done a whole lot more than
.study that branch of learning. Me has

made a business of investigating

conditions to improve rural

"ife, economic, social and
religious, and he is t..-

day, the i Hie Hi' ist fre-

^ quently mentioned as

SUCCesS( 'I

-

t<> James
Wilson, Secretary
o f Agriculture.

As president of

i one of the larg-

i : agricultu-

ral colleges in

the world he

is, of course,

a rather l>u-\'

person, hut he
has had time
to he. a I so,

president of the

Kan -as S t a t e

Teachers' Asso-
ciation, and in

this capacity has

been instrumental in

putting many
new ideas into

operation i n

Kansas rural

schools. Kan-
sas enacted a

law, a year
ago, largely through Mr. Water's influ-

ence, requiring the teaching of elemen-
tary agriculture in the rural grade
schools, and of domestic .science in the

high schi » 'Is.

President Waters is forty-seven years
old. He was born and reared on a stock

farm in northeast Missouri, and was pre-

pared for college by his father, a civil

engineer for years in the government's
service.

If ever he go< - to Washington to stay

the country will notice a distinct nim-
hling very shortly afterward, lie has a

lot of ideas, and can start things.
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FINDS NONE ABOVE THE LAW
IF you were a young- lawyer over whose
* head had passed but twenty-eight

summers, if you had grown up in a gov-
ernment department where there is never

the necessity of rough and tumble police

court practice, if you had not even
battled against the proverbial

professional starving period,

would you feel faint-hearted

upon receiving an assign-

ment to match wits with
the greatest of the griz-

zled veterans of the law
that the railroad inter-

ests of the nation can
command ? If you occu-

pied a position in the

government service to

which you were appoint-

ed by the President and
were asked to investigate

another man who held a

presidential appointment
and a reflection on whom
would be a reflection upon
the administration that had
made you, would you
hew to a line in your
investigation and
report the facts

regardless of consequences, or would you
lean a bit toward the side that lessens

the reflection upon your associates?

If you had occupied the position of

Wrisley Brown, special assistant to the

Attorney General, you would
have had to answer these

questions for your-
self. Mr. Brown
was asked by the

Attorney Gen-
eral to inves-

tigate charges
against Judge
Robert W.
Archbald of

the Com-
merce Court
His report
put that offi-

cial in a very
embarrassing-

position and the

administration in a

hole. For tnree years

Mr. Brown has also had
charge of the govern-
ment's prosecutions of

violations of the na-

tional banking laws.

THE MAN AND THE PRISON—U. S. PENITENTIARY AT ATLANTA. GA.—WHERE HE SENDS
LAW-BREAKING BANK OFFICIALS.
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CANAL TO FOLLOW
GULF COAST

II v

W. I). HORN A DAY

RUNNING from the mouth of

the Rio < irande at a point

twenty-five miles east of

Brownsville, Texas, to the

mouth of the Mississippi below

New Orleans the curved shore line ol

the Gulf of Mexico forms more than

two-thirds of a semi-circle.

An interstate inland waterway thai is

to follow close to the shore line and
which will, when finished, connect the

Mississippi with the Rio Grande, is now

under construction. It- length, accord-

ing to the surveys, will be approximately

seven hundred miles.

The appr< >priati< »n thus far made f< >r the

work by Congress aggregates SI.021,000.

Several important stretches of the inter-

tal canal have been finished and are

serving purposes of coastwise navigation.

It i- estimated that ten million dollars

will be required to completely open this

canal and connect it with navigable riv-

ers and bayous throughout Louisiana and
Texas.

Radiating from the coast line that

forms the route for the intercoastal canal

are many navigable streams in Texas and
Louisiana. They give the map of that

region the appearance of an "pen fan

with the rivers as ribs running towards

the center. Most of these streams at

presenl worthies- from a navigation

standpoint owing largely to the fact that

they have no connecting deep water out-

let-. The canal will meet this require-

ment and will place many thousands
miles of navigable water in the two States

in direct connection with the sixteen

thousand miles of the Mississippi and its

tributaries which are open to navigation.

It will he the mean- of solving the trans-

portation problem for an enormous scope

of territory situated adjacent to theGulf
of Mexico. Flowing into that section oi

the canal running through Louisiana are

more than four thousand mile- of water-

ways, of which twelve hundred mile- are

now navigable. In Texas, the navigable

portions of the rivers which the .anal

will tap aggregate about fifteen hundred
miles.

Many stretches of the r< >ute of the pro-

posed canal run through -hallow lagoons

and bays that are practically landlocked

by islands. The longest of these barrii i

that intervene between the Gulf and the

canal is Padre Island which run- from

a point a few mile- north of the month
of the Rio Grande to Corpus Christi Bay,

a distance of more than one hundred
miles. Along the Texas coast is a chain

of islands that extend northward to the

upper end of Matagorda Bay, and

through the -hallow water between the e

islands and the c< >as1 the link- in the canal

will he dredged where such work i- re-

quired. Only a few short link- will he

needed to connect the lakes and bayous
anil make one continuous waterway from

the Mississippi through that State.

It i- estimated that the annual saving

of freight to the people immediately in

touch with this interstate inland water-

wax, based on the present commerce of

the tributary territory, would amount to

more than one million dollars. Thi

however, i- -aid to be hut a -mall item

of the financial benefits that would come
directly to the shippers and consumers
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of the coastal region of the two States.

According to figures that have been pre-

pared in support of the project the sav-

ing on coal shipments alone would
amount to two millions annually. It is

claimed that coal from the mining re-

gions of Pennsylvania could be brought
by water to Texas at a price that would
be one-half of what is now paid for the

fuel in Texas and Louisiana.

The canal will afford an inland passage
to light draft vessels which will not only

be able to navigate that waterway itself

but may ply for many miles up and down
the rivers that connect with it, touching

innumerable towns and farms, many of

which are now badly lacking in cheap
transportation facilities.

It will be the means of opening up
new markets for the products of a region

of wonderful agricultural richness. Ad-
jacent to some of the completed sections

are oil fields of large production, vast

tracts of virgin timber lands, sulphur de-

posits which are already in a high state

of development and a great many other

resources, all of which are now contrib-

uting considerable local traffic to the fin-

A Seven-Hundred Mile Waterway Along the
Gulf Coast.

The black solid line along the shore indicates parts of

system now navigable: the connecting white links
the parts where dredging is required.

ished parts of the new waterway. As
fast as the different sections are com-
pleted lines of boats are established be-

tween coast points and they are handling

much tonnage for the local communities
reached by them.

One of the most important benefits to

be derived from the canal aside from its

service as a means of transportation is

the drainage which it will accomplish of

a great area of swamp lands which are

now unfit for agricultural purposes.

Demonstration of this fact is already had
in Louisiana and the more eastern parts

of the Gulf Coast territory of Texas
where the lands bordering the coast are

low and were so waterlogged prior to

the construction of the canal through
those parts that they were unfit for farm-
ing or other purposes. Already the canal

has been the means of opening up many
thousands of acres of marsh lands for

cultivation. These lands are of extra-

ordinary fertility and when drained are

easily made enormously productive by
proper methods of cultivation. It is esti-

mated that in the Texas coast region

there are approximately six million acres

of land which need drainage in order to

make them available for a high state of

productiveness. In many localities large

issues of bonds have been voted for the

construction of drainage systems, and
this work of improvement is being rap-

idly carried on. The main drainage ca-

nals of these several districts will empty
into the rivers or the intercoastal canal.

From a drainage standpoint alone the

canal is believed to be worth many times
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what it i- estimated it will cost to build.

With drainage the lands that are new
ticall) worthless will have their value

increased t" upwards of one hundred dol-

lars per acre and it will be the mean
providing homes for thousands ol people

and add enormousl) to tin- wraith of the

two Matt

Another feature of the project is that

it connects all tin- great rivers and

streams in Louisiana and Texas with

the various ports and makes inter

change of traffic between river

|m »ints, « me river with the < ither,

p< issible. It alsi i makes it
\

sible for many of these rivers

t( i be impn >ved as it gives

them an outlet, whereas
tile re

connecting streams which

deepened and improved.
lave all been
t follows the

Vtchafalaya river to the mouth of the

he river and continues up the latter

stream to a point near the town of F tank

lin, thence to G »te Blanche and \

million, acn same connecting with

White Lake and I .rand I .ake through the

low marsh landof the coast adjoining

and intersecting several small lal

and bayous, and crossing the \

million, Mermentau, Calcasieu and

Sabine rivers. From a point in

Sabine Lake just above the

p< irl < if Sabine I 'ass the r< >ute

of the canal runs aci

.strip i >f marshy land ti i I

Galveston Bay, thence

through

has

been

heretof >re

opportu-

nity t< > navig;

them <mi account

of there being no
water mean- of

reaching the

ports.

The i irig

nal survey fc

the propose*

canal market

the route
ti i run i

the Missis-

sippi river

to the Atchafalaya river by way of Bayou

Laforche and -mailer connecting bayous,

making the exit from the Mississippi

river at Donaldsonville. It was found

a

number
i >1 lag< ions

border ing

h e T e x a s

nland a n d

tered from

ie Gulf by

-lands and

cutting
through the

peninsula be-

tween t h e

Brazos and

Colorado
river- to

Matagorda
II a y.

through that land-locked body <>t water,

thence across Pass Cavallo, through San
Antonio Bay, Corpus Christi Bay to the

Laguna Madre, which it follows to a

expedient to alter this survey, so at pres- point opposite Poinl Isabel, just east ol

ent the route leave- the Mississippi a Brownsville, and then by dredging a

short distance belou Donaldsonville and short stretch it enters the Rio Grande

runs through the Plaquemine Bayou and near the mouth of the latter stream.
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Signs on the Aeronautic Map.

I. National routes and departmental or county routes; 2, differ

ent roads; 3. railroads with single or double tracks: 4, narrow gauge
or tramways; 5. aviation park and landing ground; 6. depots for

hydrogen gas; 7, hangars and aeroplane stations.

II. Guiding marks; 1. inhabited places; 2, steeples and cathe-

drals: 3. railroad stations: 4. wind mills: 5. factory chimneys; 6.

isolated trees: 7. forts; 8. chateaux: 9. columns, pyramids.
III. Water courses: 2. canals: 3. lakes and ponds: 4. marshes: 5,

woods; 6. altitude of hills; 7. electric lines.

IV. Dangerous places for alighting; vines, orchards, gardens,

hop fields, race courses, quarries, hedges, ditches.

MILITARY AERONAUTIC MAPS
'"THE great development of aeronautics
* makes it more and more evident that

the ordinary topographical maps are not

sufficient for the needs of aerial

navigation.

The Geographical Service of

the army in France received

from the commander of the na-

tional forces an order to make
a map of Chalons to be ex-

perimented with by the officers

and aviators of the camp of

Chalons.

In making the map it was nec-

essary to take into consideration

many details which must be

clear and readable at a glance.

Also the dimensions of the map
and the area of country which- it

represents must be carefully con-

sidered in order that the pilot

may not be burdened with use-

less papers.

The essential indications for

direction are : The national

routes, the lines of railroads,

distinguishing those with double

and single tracks ; water courses,

lakes and ponds ; woods with

their clearings ; towns and villages, with

all the roads leading to them, with the

exact location of their churches and
steeples, and the exact form of their con-

tours, all being im-

portant guiding
marks when recon-

noitermg. Large
country houses,

wind mills, col-

umns, isolated trees

and cemeteries. All

factory chimneys,

etc. The config-

uration of the land,

important valleys,

plateaux, knolls
and promontories,

all are indications

to the pilot at what-
ever height he may
fly.

The map must
also indicate dan-

places forgerous

Eighty Years of Age.
He Is an Expert

Knitter.
Major Robert B. Chap-

pell, who served in the army
with distinction in the
Civil War. He has charge
of a government bonded
warehouse in Chicago.
He makes good use of his

leisure moments.

lighting, such as

vineyards, orchards, gardens, hop fields,

ditches, hedges, race courses, telegraph

wires, also such places as aerodromes,« grounds for maneuvers, hangars for

Fragment of Map of Vicinity of Chalons. dirigibles and aeroplanes, depots for hy-



drogen gas, etc., and a E other
important details.

The map must be readable and com-
prehensible to an) one. Besides it must
be remembered that the pilot gives little

time to comparing his map with the earth
while speeding over it. So the map must

IG A TRKI TO Dl ATI!.

In certain parts ol rur.il En
with i ii-.- nf . that i- ii-' it

lit. ral t to di ath. By means "I a steel bolt
the tree is pierced in certain parts "f the trunk and tins

iut of the trunk the living < .ry t.<

lif<-. Thi

give the picture of the country such as

the pilot sees it fleeing beneath his ma-
chine.

The magnetic declination has been cal-

culated for the region that the map repre-

sents and is shown on the complete map
in grades and degrees on the margin.

Mathematically exact in relation to dis-

tances it is at the same time a photograph
of the country. The map may be utilized

by the commander for draughting orders
as well as by aviators for strategic recon-
noiterii

AMERIC V'S OlDESI K \ii.\v.w I

Born in 1825. M Mies be< amc a fireman in 1848
and an engineer in 1856. 11 n n lives, with ln^ w I

Albany. New \ '.rk.

Reading to Cig Factory.

READING TO CIGAR-MAKERS
"TMIK cigar-making industry of Cuba

within recent years has been trans-

ferred to a considerable extent to Flor-

ida, and in that State finds it- principal

center at Tampa. With it has come
the Florida Straits a rather curi-

ous custom, which is that of employing
a professional reader to entertain and
instruct operatives in the factories. Since

the work of a cigar maker i- purely me-
chanical the reading does not at all inter-

fere with the speed of the workers.
Such a reader i- paid not by the owner

of the factory, hut by the workers, many
of whom never receive any education

^7
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The Lowkr Opening of the Incinerator.

save such as is afforded by this means.
He sits on an elevated platform, and all

day long reads out at the top of his

voice the news of the day from the news-
papers and such light literature in the

way of fiction as may be demanded by
his listeners.

B
BACK-YARD INCINERATOR
ACK-YARD incinerators are among
the latest things in sanitary equip-

ment for dwellings. The incinerator

shown in the illustrations is at the rear of

a residence built on a hillside, and the

grounds have been terraced to a height

of ten feet. It is in the wall of this

terracing that the incinerator has been
formed. There is a small opening at the

top, level with the

lawn and cased

with concrete.

Leaves, paper,

grass and other

such refuse are

raked or dumped
into the top open-

ing, which is pro-

vided with a re-

movable concrete

cover, and when
thoroughly dry the

accumulation is !§"-
Ferry at St.

Burning Rubbish in the Incinerator.

nited from the lower opening. The
draught is strong, because of the large

doorway in the terracing wall, and the

refuse burns briskly. The ashes are re-

moved from below, and are used as fer-

tilizer.

A FERRY TRAVELS ON THE
SEA BOTTOM

THHE illustration shows a peculiar ferry
*- which accommodates the traffic at the

entrance to the port of St. Malo, France.

It is electrically propelled, running on
tracks. During the ebb tide the ferry

travels on dry ground so that one
sees the whole odd looking frame,

which looks like a

tower. During the

flood-tide the tracks

are immersed to a

depth of twenty-

three feet and the

bottom of the up-

per platform just

touches the surface

of the water, so

that nothing of the

steel frame is to be

seen, and the plat-

form seems afloat.
Malo. France. That Travels on

Sea Bottom.
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ALL rHAT WAS LEFT OF A COTTON FIELD Mill \ CRAW 1 l-ll KAII >.

FIGHTING THE CRAWFISH PLAGUE
By

RENE BACHE

RECENT investigation by (lie

Departmenl of Agriculture has
shown thai the crawfish plague
in parts of the South is far

more serious than was sup-
1. Some cotton planters, as a means

of procuring their destruction, are pay-

ing for them at the rate of a barrel of

flour or cornmeal for each harrel of

crawfish.

cr considerable area- of clay lands
in Mississippi and Alabama it is almost
impossible to raise crop- of any kind
with profit. The heavy "gumbo" -oil,

very dee]> and well saturated with water,
furnishes an ideal home for crawfish,

water remaining in their tunnels even in

the driest seasons.

The Yrar Book of the Department of

Agriculture states that over a wide

stretch of country, estimated at not less

than one thousand square miles, craw-
fish prevent to a large extent the sua
fill production of cotton and corn. Cot-

ton is the worsl sufferer, whole field- of

young plants being sometimes destroyed
in a single night. An examination of a

cotton field after a raid by crawfish
shows that they tear away the tender

Seed-leaves and carry them to their hnr-

rows. I low many plants oik- of the

crustaceans will destroy in a night is not

known, hnt it would -rem that mosl of

the feeding is done underground and
not during the time of gathering.

Some- idea of the extent of the infesta-

tion in the district referred to may he

gained from the statement that in badly

infested area- there arc from eight thou-

sand to twelve thousand crawfish holes

669
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to the acre. On one plantation near It would be helpful if people in the

Muldon, Miss., twenty-seven barrels of crawfish infested districts could realize

crawfish were picked in a season. An- that the crustaceans are a first-class table

other planter in the same neighborhood delicacy, and would utilize them as food,

estimates that two hundred barrelsful They are also an extremely valuable egg-

have been collected on his land in ten producing provender for poultry, being

or twelve years. The crawfish are much prepared by boiling, mixing them with

more active during showery weather meal, and drying them in the sun. In-

than at other times. If,

therefore, frequent rains

occur soon after planting,

the chances for a crop are

very poor. .

There seems to be

only one breeding

season, the eggs being

laid and the youn
hatched in spring. The
number of young in-

creases with the age

of the mother, a fe-

male crawfish late

in life often produc-

four hundred

'g

ing

eggs in a batch. The

esr^s are hatched at the

end of about thirty

days, and the young
grow rapidly, attaining a length of two

inches by autumn. Crawfish are solitary

The Potomac River Crawfish. Which
Builds a Curious Chimney of

Mud at the Top of Its
Burrow.

deed, so valuable is this kind of

chicken feed that if the supply of

crawfish were not so depend-
ent upon varying weather
conditions, the preparation

of such a product might
prove a profitable commer-
cial undertaking.

Experiments have shown
that two or three drops

of carbon bisulphide

placed in each bur-

Si* row (the opening
being immediately

* closed by a pressure

of the foot) will kill

any crawfish that are

at home. The fluid is

most readily distrib-

uted in this way by the

help of a long-nozzle oil can such as is

employed by locomotive engineers. The

creatures, and two are rarely found in cost of the bisulphide is only about one

one burrow, except during the mating cent for seventy-five holes, or one dollar

to one dollar fifty per acre.season.

The Department of Agriculture says The cost to exterminate the pest should

that if the crawfish are systematically not be very great, therefore. It certainly

destroyed at every opportunity, they will pays to get rid of it.

During rainy weather and at twilight

in the spring, after the crawfish become
active, the fields to be planted with cot-

ton or corn should be visited frequently,

and as many as possible of the animals

killed before seeding time. After the

soon cease to be troublesome. Instead of

trying to catch them alive, it is much
better to kill them with clubs or by crush-

ing them underfoot. A "shinny stick"

makes an admirable weapon for the pur-

pose. Armed with such sticks, laborers

can pass rapidly over a field and destroy majority have been thus secured, the re-

all crawfish in sight. But, to be effective, maining occupied burrows should be

the work must "be carried on day and treated with carbon bisulphide in the

nio-ht. manner described.
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ROUND VBOUT WAY OP PI [TING CATTLE ON BOARD SHIP.
First I. they ai ut to the ship t. and then hoisted on board.

PUTTING CATTLE ON BOARD
SHIP

""THEY have a curious way in the Ha-
waiian Islands "i" putting cattle on

board ship. This photo was taken at

Kealakekua Bay. The coast appears

rough and rockbound. As a matter of

fact, however, the shore -lowly declines

from the point where it meets the waves
seaward, so that ships are unable, in this

bay, to approach nearer to the shore than

from a quarter of a mile to half a mile.

When it is desired, therefore, to trans

fer a cargo of the long-horned cattle '!*

this regit 01 t< i aii' >ther i if the islands, c< >w-

boys with their mounts. s;iil,,rs and row-
boats are all brought into service. The
boat s are s CMit

as close t" the

as the breaking
of the waves
u ill permit. The
zowbuys then

from the ship

shore line

rope thi r and drag and drive him
out to where the rowboat awaits them.

The steer is then taken in tow and is

obliged to swim, often sorely against his

will, out t<> where the ship is anchored.

I hie he is swung up by means of a rope

harness that securely holds him in posi-

tion while stout arms turn the windlass.

HUGE RESERVOIR FOR FIRE
SYSTEM

""TWENTY thousand persons gathered

recently on Twin Peaks fur the dedi-

cation of the new Twin Peaks reservoir,

an important part of San Francisco's

new auxiliary tire protection system, for

_, ij ittji'k l/vhi •>£*< tusiitt KtBte ffitik] MbM]

^^r&***

Wit
HOLDING DEDICATORY SERVICES IN' \ Rl 5ERVOIR. ON TWIN PEAKS. NEAR SAN FRANI [SCO
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ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF THE HORSE WITH THAT OF THE AUTO TRUCK. AND AT LOW
COST.

the beginning of a movement to build a

scenic railway to the summit of the peaks

and for the ground-breaking ceremonies

for an observatory.

The reservoir dedicatory speeches were

held in the reservoir itself, as only half

of it is filled with water. A concrete wall

separates the two parts, so that while

half was filled with water to within a

few feet of the rim, the other half had

citizens of San Francisco for its occu-

pants.

The reservoir is in the form of an

ellipse, 275 feet by 281 feet. Its ca-

pacity is ten million gallons. It is con-

structed of reinforced concrete. It is

thirty-two feet deep

A concrete wall

into two cham-
c o m p a rtments,

which may be

for cleaning or

ing while the other

remains in full com-
mission. The cost was
$177,000.

The water is pumped from
San Francisco Bay.

TRACTOR THAT
DRAWS WAGONS

A REAL "mechanical
** horse" has been placed

on the market. It is a tractor

that is easily hitched to any

horse-drawn vehicle, just as a

team of horses may be, and

combines all the advantages of

divides i t

b e r s or
either of

emptied
repair-

Remarkabi.e New Spe-
cies OF GlRAFFF BUT
Lately Discovered.

the horse with those of the auto truck at

an exceedingly low price. The outfit

comprises a steel bar and coupler and

sprocket wheels designed to be attached

to the wheels and tongue of the wagon.

There is only one wheel on the "horse"

and that is at the front, the most of the

support for the tractor depending upon

the front wagon wheels by which it is

driven. The engine, mounted under the

front hood as in an automobile, is of

forty or fifty horsepower, and drives the

wagon at a speed of from eight to thirty

miles an hour, the latter speed only be-

ing used when it is designed for fire

truck service. The front wheel is used

to steer by and it allows a turn being

made at an angle of eighty-five degrees,

thus giving remarkable turning ability in

narrow streets.

One of the greatest advantages of the

"mechanical horse" is the fact that it

may be kept constantly at work while

unloading or loading is going on.

GIRAFFE OF UNKNOWN
SPECIES

'"THERE recently arrived in

* Europe from Abyssinia an

entirely new species of giraffe.

As it was secured by Mr. Carl

Hagenbeck's travelers, the

sreat animal dealer of Ham-
burg, the new species has

been given the name of

Hagenbecki. Hitherto only

two species of these long-

necked African animals have

612



It e e ii reo ignized, t li e

northern or Nubian gi-

raffe and the southern

<>r Cape giraffe. The
former is marked with

fine lighl lines <>n a ch<

olate-o >1< >red g round
while it also possessi

three "horns" i >r stumps

upon its head. The
southern giraffe is cov-

d with hi<>\\ n blotch

mi a huff ground and

has two horns. The
giraffe I [agenbecki is

much more definitely

marked than these two,

the patterns being bolder and much
larger. The lines are very light and dis-

tinct and the ground very dark. The
specimen is quite young and full-grown

it i- expected to reach a height of

eighteen nr nineteen feet.

BOARD RIDING THE SURF

Native Hawaiian Riding \ Sum
Boai D

maintaining

aroused the

awauans
cnampii >n

•"Till-, native
* the wi rld's

swimmer- and divers

Surf board riding is

<me of their fa-

v< >rite amuse-
ments. The
practice is to

s< i direct the

bit of flat,

n n stabl

e

plank as to

r e c e d e

w i t h the

waves a s

t h e y r u n

seaward in a great level

ili k id after breaking t heir

strength upon the sandy

beach.

The illustration show -

one of the most extra-

ordinary feats of an

agile and unusually skill-

ful swimmer. It i- no
uncommon sight b

<>ne of these men main-

taining hi- balance on

the hit of hoard, with his

feet, a- it sails by on the

receding torrent. But

the sight of a man stand-

in-' "ii his head and
li- equilibrium is one that

phi »ti igrapher's admirati* >n.

Fortunately he was able to catch a snap-

shot of this remarkable piece of clever

water craftsmanship.

SHOOTING THE CHUTES WITH
AN ALLIGATOR

B( )UT the mi isl curi< ius

mi ide of making pr< igi

that has been devised is

to allow oneself to

be pulled down a

slippery chute

by an alligator.

It was i >ih- i if

the "stunts"

of a I ier-

inan. who
is making
a trip
a round
the world

to win a

Tills MAN WAGERED THERE ARE TEN THOUSAND WAYS TO BE i TILIZED TRAVELING
AROUND THE WORLD

This is one of them.
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wager ; the point being that there are ten

thousand modes of transportation pos-

sible. The man who is trying to win
this wager lias had his picture taken

while doing all kinds of feats in the

travel line, riding every conceivable ve-

hicle or beast of burden, boat, balloon,

or aeroplane. Naturally the greater num-
ber of his methods of travel are of a

freakish nature like the one shown in the

illustration.

AIR-SHIP TO CROSS THE
ATLANTIC

TTIIS novel flying machine is now be-
*• ing built on Staten Island to try for

a flight across the Atlantic. The machine
is known as the Macleod multiplane. It

is what is known as an albatross in body

thirty-two feet from tip to tip on the

upper story to twenty-eight feet on
the second story, and twenty-four feet

on the third story, six wings to each
story. All are six feet wide. A hollow
spar thirty-six feet long running through
the multiplane will contain nine tanks of

gasoline. One tank of gasoline will be
exposed above the motors, making ten

tanks in all. The power will be two
motors, each of 125 horsepower. Four
propellers will be used, each with three

blades. The airship is being built to

carry eight passengers. The builder says

he will have it ready and will make the

flight in August.
Possibly he may have better success

than other adventurous men have had
with a similar purpose, notably Walter
YYellman, who failed with a dirigible.

THE INVENTOR BELIEVES THIS ODD
FLYING MACHINE CAN CROSS THE

ATLANTIC.

and wings. It has eighteen wings,

nine on each side of a cylindrical-

shaped body. The wings are both

concave and convex, each a parachute
in itself. They graduate in size from
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TELEPHONING UNDER THE OCEAN
By

J. G. h N A L S O N

A
FEW mont!

Washii in tli'

ble *'ft:

I '. ip But and
L an

and pi Alfred Willis

-and revolution-

-method ephoning or cabling

und
The cable in thi iron

from
the mainland to the north end

of Vashon I -land and lying in i

tact with th<- f the Pacific.

ent the <-ound

of the hui and continuous and
distil pt up for

hou land al

From th< the onlool

the incident of the day oc-

curr f the demon-
stration aphom attached to

an ordinary telephone receiver at the

'he line

a pi It
•

that ha tified the electriciai

ent and tl. ion that

could aim* felt.

The ii r had been -

plain to those present the prii that

iment. Amid a r

fire him
iddenl)

the With a start-

rang
hall and

|
into

the

prima doi curtain.

I Iool it nexl

me—

a

ne who
had ell-known land

into a world of unrealitv and had not
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yet adjusted himself to the new condi-

tions.

For please bear in mind that he was
witnessing" something" that all the text

books and scientists pronounced impos-

sible. To accomplish it there had been

overthrown two basic laws of electricity,

recognized by every authority on the

subject.

And these laws were
;

(first) that water was
a conductor of elec-

tricity—a 1 1 h o u g h a

poor one— and that

any bare wire conduc-

tor in contact therewith

would be shortcircuited

when a current of elec-

tricity was passed over

it. And the further

law that (second) it

was not possible to have
an electrical charge on
a metallic conductor,

without that conductor
possessing an electro-

static capacity.

But the incontrovert-

ible fact was that both
of these things were
done under the most
exacting conditions and
in the presence of men
who appreciated the re-

sults that must follow

the establishment of

these facts.

I picked the tele-

phone receiver off the hook. It differed

in no way from the one that you can

see upon the desk in any office. The line

had a dead sound, like that in a tele-

phone receiver when the wire has been
cut. With a surprising suddenness a

voice spoke forth from the receiver. It

sounded as does the voice that has been
thrown from a megaphone. Its distinct-

ness was such as you do not hear in the

ordinary telephone receiver under the

best service conditions. And over the

phone, from the Seattle end, was read to

me a message that I had left in a sealed

envelope on the mainland and whose con-

tents were known only to me. To each

in succession was read a similar message
left in the same way. Fraud was im-

possible.

Alfred Williams, the
phones Under Water

The creator of this system is Alfred
Williams, formerly of London but now
of Seattle. To him only must be given
the credit for the discovery of the new
principles that make possible this appa-
ratus. For his apparatus consists of no
new or complicated machinery but is an
application of existing machinery—most-
ly telephone apparatus—to certain new

principles that he has

g discovered. His
achievement consists

in utilizing this appa-
ratus to accomplish
certain things that it

would not previously

accomplish and which
could not be accom-
plished by any previ-

ously known methods.
Every one knows

that sound waves are

of different lengths.

The shorter the wave,
the higher the pitch of

the sound detected by
the ear. Now when
you speak into a tele-

phone receiver, it vi-

brates in unison with
the sound waves sent

out by the voice, and
by means of electrical

waves set up in the

wire, reproduces the

Inventor Who Tele- CXCtCt Wave length in
over a Bare Wire. .i • • ,i

the receiver, in the

exact order in which
they were given to it.

But when you attempt to talk over an
insulated cable of anv great length, the

electric impulses are not transmitted in

the exact order of their receipt. The
electrostatic capacity of the cable retards

them unevenly and the result is a mean-
ingless jumble of sound at the receiving

end.

Mr. Williams exposes his cable to the

water and it has no electrostatic capacity,

because it has no charge. But how can

an electric impulse be sent over a wire

having no charge thereon? To under-

stand this, I must explain certain other

things which this man discovered.

In the first place, the size of the wire

that can be exposed to the water is rig-

idly limited. And this amount is not
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phone win bi n< ath thi I I

the human voice l^r hours

larg Here then seemed a limitation

that would prevent the use of the system

over great distances. For an ocean cable

must be strong enough to prevent break-

age From tidal action or from a number
of other causes. Mr. William- overcame
this trouble by an ingenious method of

insulating the greater part of his cable.

He then proceeds to send over this

wire a small current that he calls a "pilot

current." This current has nothing to

do with the talking current and musl

not be confounded therewith. He lias

found thai this current can not have a

greater potential than 1.6 volts, which is

the dissociation point of hydrogen. But

how far do you think a currenl so small

as this would have any effect on a wire.

especially when you consider the well

established and recognized ohmic law of

resistance? Not very far, the physicists

of the world concluded and all the lesser

fry followed in the wake of their con-

clusion. But that is just where they

made a mi-take. And by virtue of this

mi-take, held hack the progress of the

world and made mure difficult the free

communication between the continents.

For Mr. Williams discovered the same
law lure, as Marconi discovered with his

.wireless waves. Once they were thrown
forth, Marconi found they would con-

tinue onward to an indefinite length and

to detect them, it was only necessary t<>

have an instrument of sufficient delicacy.

n though the distance be half across

the wrld.
So Williams discovered, that once the

molecule- of a wire were set vibrating

by an electric charge, the vibration con-

tinued to the end of the wire although it

was so feeble that men had nol found it.

And he discovered that when a wire was

placed in this condition. 1>\ a "pilol cur-

rent," it allowed a second current to slip

over the wire, much as a skater pa

-w iftly over thin ice.

And it is during the time that this pilot

current i- on the line— and this can be

continuous if de-ired- -and during the

deposition, neutralization and clearing

away of the charged ions and their prod-

ucts, thai the talking cm-rent is sent in

an undamped wave— waxing and waning
after the manner of an alternating cur-

rent. And this talking current repro-

duces at the receiving end the exad
wave length given it at the -ending end

and in the exact order of it- receipt.

The practical results following tin-

invention are many. For instance, it will

greatly reduce the present cost of laying

cables, even if the Morse system were

to continue to be used a- the mean
conveying the signals. For instance, it

will cost the Government some $400,000
to lay the new cable to Alaska.

By the William- system it would cost

$20,000 to lay the same cable. Again, it

will enable the present -peed of sending

cable signals to be greatly increased, if

the Morse System i- to Ik- adhered to.

But above all other thin--, it will make
sible an actual conversation between

any of the ci mtinents.

And thus i- a new trail broken into the

unknown by thi- pioneer. And thus has

he made it possible for the continent- to

be linked together more closely by the

telephone and annihilated distance by

another remarkable scientific achievement

of mankind.
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LIFE BUOY TO HOLD PEOPLE

ONE of the devices suggested^ not long ago for the Federal

life saving service was a "life-

buoy." so contrived that people

would be able to crawl into it

through a hatchway, and find

safety even during the most ter-

rific storm. It is built to hold

six men.
One sees in the picture that

the buoy has a chimney for ven-

tilation, and even a sail for pro-

pulsion in case a voyage has to

be made in it.

Life Saving Buoy
That Will
Hold Six

Men.

A WONDERFUL MOUNTAIN
ROAD

OVERLOOKING Los Angeles, Cali-

^^ fornia, is one of the world's most re-

markable mountain roads, extending

from Laurel Canyon to the summit of

Lookout Mountain. While just wide

enough for one vehicle, the road is per-

fectly safe for automobiles, as it is built biles shown in the photograph could be

to ascend by one route and descend by duplicated almost any Sunday, for the

another. The curves hairpin

turns, switchbacks, etc., are nu-

merous, but all built so scien-

tifically that there is no danger.

The road is carved from the side

of a hill which is so precipit-

ous that in one place there are

six levels risinq- one above
the other, all visible from the

same point, in fact the hill

appears to be terraced with

the zig-zag of highway. The
surface is of decomposed
granite, and the outside edge

has been fenced with stout tim-

bers.

From the summit—occupied by
a summer hotel—one has a view

that is without a rival on the Pacific

Coast. The ocean is but a few miles dis-

tant with the Santa Catalina and San
Clemente Islands on the horizon, while

along the shore are the score of towns
and resorts built upon the sands. About
thirty cities and towns are visible from
the summit, with Los Angeles almost
directlv below. The string of automo-

TWO VEHICLES CAN NOT PASS EACH OTHER ON THIS ROAD.
Strange mountain highway near Los Angeles. Cal.



SHOWING SIDF VIEW Ol THE REVOLVING FORM AND CONCRETE MIXER.

n-H-l is most popular with motorists

that vicinity.

REVOLVING
CONCRETE
MOLDS

AX in>n wheel of
** a seventeen-
foot diameter fur-

nished with fifty-

four molds at the

circumference, i s

the device of a Cali-

fornia inventor,
who ha- perfected
it for the purpose of making concrete
pole-, of any desired length. < >ne

of the most striking features

of this invention is that the

pole is formed in nine-

inch sections, any -^
• le^ired number of

which can be bolted

together by steel rein

forcing rods— four in num-
ber—which run through holes

in each section. < me advan-
tage of this method is that

poles of varying length can

be secured to meet local re-

quirement, and even after

they are set in place, poles can

in conditions require, without the need of

taking down old poles and setting up
new ones. In trans-

' /' Kmi*tam

Tin- Form as Seen prom Above.
Two < "I!, retc bloi k- in the 1

and as it

f< inn-

be lengthened or shortened as

• -co

I III I.I NDIN I H ' kll>
Boat.

\tv
p'TMjns. It : ling
anil non-collapsible and bas

• u iter-tigbt compart-
ments.

porting pole- to

places far fr< im the

railway for desert

telephone In

]
i iwer transmissii »n

companies, etc.. the

c< 'incidence i >f car-

rying sectii >n- rath-

er than fifty-foot

poK- i- readily

seen.

In operation the

revolving form is

S i- t h( 'i'i/.' uitally.

slowly rotate- each of the

at the circumference i-

filled from a concrete mixer.

The sections are designed
t' ' pr< "luce a M' ick nine

inches high and of

diameter varying
3^" from eleven inches

from the base of the

pole t< seven inches at the

top. The taper i- perfect

throughout the entire length,

specially ground steel forms
having been prepared for this

purpc isi

The invention is an ingeni-

ous one that will add to the

popularit) of concrete.
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WHAT LIGHTNING DID
TTI I E photograph herewith is of

branches taken from an apple tree that

had been struck by lightning. The large
branch is from the side of the tree that

was uneffected and the fruit is of nat-
ural size. The other branch is from the

side of the tree that was struck. The
fruit has been shrunken by the electric

fluid to the size of cherries, and the leaves
are not of normal size.

Effect of Lightning on * the Branch
of an Apple Tree at Chester, England.

Abandoned Subway Used as a Mushroom Garden
in Kansas City.

RAISING MUSHROOMS IN A
SUBWAY

THE mushroom plant of a Kansas City
minister is located in the very heart

of Kansas City's most populous district,

in a rented subway of the street railway
company. It is 450 feet long by twenty-
two feet wide, being a tunnel which the

street railway company had to abandon.
For over ten years the tunnel lay idle

till the minister conceived the idea of

planting mushrooms in it, and thus put-

ting it to a most excellent use, thereby
deriving a good income.

The conditions of soil and temperature
were ideal for the purpose and the en-

tire floor space of some fifty thousand
square feet was planted with spawn. The
crop resulting most favorably, the min-
ister proceeded to put in shelves to in-

crease the area of growing space. At
the present time the entire floor space

and shelf space is occupied by growing
mushrooms and the crop of some thirty

or fifty pounds a clay sell at seventy cents

a pound, bringing a handsome profit

every day.

The mushrooms are planted often in

the compost which is made of manure
and rich soil already in the tunnel and
which had been in the process of break-

ing down into organic matter since it

was last occupied. The tunnel being well

below the frost line is sufficiently warm
and has a moist atmosphere which has

done much to promote the success of

the project. It required six years of ex-

perimenting on the part of the minister

to arrive at the proper point in the grow-
ing of mushrooms to start his idea, and
he is still experimenting with the idea

of improving his plant and making it pay

still better.
"



HOUSE-WIFE NEED DRUDCE
NO LONGER

BAI LE

nil I HAFING DISH CORNER OF THE SCIENTIFICALLY ORDERED DINING ROOM \ I'

I l 'I ONIA, M-.W JERSEY .

D<
IWN with drudgery! That
i> the slogan of the scientific

housekeeper of the day. To
be sure science has for years

aided the housewife, but it

has not decreased her care, labor or ex-

pense. What she lias lacked lias been
thai economic conservation of energy and
money which lately have been attained in

the factory and the mill. The hiring of

more and more servants has not added to

her ease, but rather to her discomfort.

The problem, however, is nol how to

eliminate the housemaid, for the house-
maid is eliminating herself. She has

turned to the factory as a far more digni-

fiedand lucrative place of occupation, and
the servants thai remain in the home are

there on a high pay, far higher than the

average family can afford. So that the

real problem is how to gel along com-
fortably without hired help.

There is a brainy woman in Colonia,

New Jersey, who is doing this. What is

more, along with the work required to

maintain in spotless condition a house of

sixteen rooms, and big ones at that, and

the providing of meals for the family.

she actually finds spare time in which to

teach other women how they may keep

house without servants. This woman is

Mary Pattison, formerly Presidenl of the

State Federation of Women's Clubs of

New Jersey. What Frederick W. Tay-
lor, the father of industrial efficiency,

has done for the factory Mrs. Pattison is

doing for the home.
Mrs. Pattison lives in a large country

house set upon rising ground. She has

few neighbors in the new hamlet of ( !o-

Ionia and plenty of elbow-room, which

such energetic women always need. Her
broad-eaved, cedar-shingled house is

flooded with sunshine from many mul-

lioned window-. On the wesl is a two-

story annex which i> entirely devoted to

the exhibition and demonstration of hun-

dreds of wonderful labor-saving devi<
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'than it is to go to

a house the way yon do it,"

said one of Mrs. Pattison's

visitors,

the theater."

And so it is, considering the

had plays one often sees on the

stage. But there is nothing

theatrical about Mrs. Pattison

or her scheme of housekeep-
ing She has reduced the

preparation and serving of

food to their lowest terms.

The coffee is ground, the eggs
are beaten and the ice-cream

frozen with a mere twist of

the wrist—that is, simply by
pressing the button that starts

the electric motor. The elec-

tric heating and cooking are

done in the same economical

way, expense being reduced

by the use of fireless cookers.

In this way the stoking of the

stove, which occupies a quar-

ter of the time of the cook, is

dispensed with and the kitchen

is comfortably cool instead of

being hot and stuffy. Beside,

Mrs. Pattison has discovered

that coal is a great extrava-

gance. The model kitchen is

a pretty, tiny affair of small

floor space and few footsteps.

If the housekeeper wants a

spoon, a toaster, a strainer or

a quart measure she doesn't

take a dozen steps to the closet

drawer and back again. She

The Disappearing Refrigerator in the
Dining Room.

It sinks beneath the floor.

and to this domestic experiment

station, as it is called, three thou-

sand women have come during the

past year to learn how to keep

house scientifically and without ser-

vants. This station is said to be

operated under the auspices of the

New Jersey Federation of Women,
but Mrs. Pattison conducts the

show, does most of the work and

pays all the bills.

Verily the Pattison annex is a

wonder-shop. It opens the eyes of

the housewife.

"Why, it must be more fun to run House Keeping Experimental Station Annex at Colonia.



HOUSE-WIFE NEED DRUDGE NO LONGER

simply reaches up to a con-

venient rack, hung with
many useful implements and
tittii-.il-- ami takes it down
with a simple motion of

the hand. 1 1 she want
of meat, some (

<>r butter from the refi

erator she puts her fool

upon a button and lo, the

chest, springing swiftly

from the cellar, i- before
her. The door flies. open,
-Ik- takes out what she de-

sires, removes her foot

from tin.- button ami down
drops the refrigerator into

the cellar where it belongs;
tor there it is cooler and
the ice consumption is far

than it i- on an upper
llo.

Dining at tin- Pattison

home is simplicity itself.

n'itarv Kitchen.
At id.' Icfl <! th.- range i> the garbage and paper-dish

tor. < in top of tli'- range are anl
rved fruit* and vegctab

You sit at a bare circular table, above
the center of which is a round revolving
waiter. Upon this waiter all the food
has been placed in receptacles that insure
the desired heat or cold. It you want
the bread or the potatoes you simply
turn the waiter, take down the dish, help
yourself fr< im it and replace it.

A pretty and really serviceable kind of
paper plate is used at all save formal
meals instead of china or porcelain, to-

gether with paper napkins, and. if de-
sired, paper cups and wooden fork and

Eli > i ric Papi

spoons. When the meal is over dish-

washing consists of dropping the dishes
into the incinerator. This is simply an
upright, airtight steel case, chiefly used
to]- the chemical reduction of garbage.
h saves a greal many steps t,, the gar-
bage can which is generally placed at a
toils,,ine distance from the kitchen.

Now we shall go into the neat, sweet
Min- Pattison laundry and there we

shall see an amazing array of washers.
boilers and wringers worked by electric
motor-.. "All g 1," says Mrs. Pattison,
"hut none any better than this simple
hand device which, considering that you
work it without artificial aid. is a won-
der."

She holds up an implement that looks
like a plumber's plunger—a small funnel-
shaped affair fastened to th,- end of a
three-foot stick. ( )n examination the
device is found to be a of funnels
within a funnel, all of which work on
the suction principle when the instrument
is thrust down upon the wet clothes in

the tuh. The way this plunger cleanses
clotlu-s is marvelous. It is also very
cheap and requires hut a moderate ex-
penditure of elbow-grease.
The clothes wringers and prcsscrs are
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WHERE LITTLE CULINARY DEVICES ARE ALL CONTROLLED BY AN ELECTRIC MOTOR.

run by electricity. The ironing is done
with electric flatirons in a convenient

corner especially fitted with a wonderful
adjustable ironing-board, while the house-

wife sits in a comfortable seat which may
be so raised or lowered that she is not

obliged to wear herself out by standing

and bending low over the board.

In her house-cleaning department Mrs.
Pattison exhibits almost every known
variety of vacuum cleaner and duster.

What she considers one of the best of

the vacuum cleaners is a light affair, pro-

vided with a cylindrical bellows and
valve, which is "walked" over the floor

bv a series of easy hand motions, so that

the expense of electricity is eliminated.

The domestic engineer dispenses with

kitchen floor scrubbing by an improved
floor-covering that looks like linoleum

but has no inartistic glazed surface as

has that material.

In fact in the kitchen, as well as in

the rest of the house, the artistic element
is not lacking. Mrs. Pattison has made
a careful study of tone color. "I be-

lieve," she says, "in making the kitchen

—

that part of the house in which a woman
spends so much of her time—a source of

joy and inspiration ; in other words, to

make it beautiful. The ancients did it,

and why can't we ?"

LABOR-SAVING MACHINERY IN THE LAUNDRY.

GS4



A GENERAL VIEW OF THE I'L.W A LAkl COUNTRY.

WEALTH DISSOLVED IN BRINE
By

ROBERT FRANKLIN

TEN million t »i 1 - of American
p< itash ! En< iugh to suppl) all

the needs of this country for

thirty years

!

This is in. guesswork. A
great potash deposit has hern found, and
the stuff i- righl in sight. All that has
t" hi- done is t<> pump out the solution

containing it. evaporate it to dryness in

the sun, separate it from other salts with

which it is mixed, and put it up in bags
for market.

[magine a glistening plain of white
salts—a crust at least sixty feet thick

covering an area of fifty square miles.

The crust is composed "i" ordinary -alt,

sulphate ami carbonate "t' soda, borax,
and various other minerals. It i- a de-

posil nil the hod mi of an ancient lake.

between the ^rgus and Slate ranges, in

the Mohave Deserl of California.

Ages ago the lake covered several hun-
dred square mile-, and it- surface level

was seven hundred feet above the -alt

crust above described—a- shown by the

marks of an old shore line along the

mountain sides. Gradually it dimini
in size, owing to evaporation, and the

deepest part of it. a sort of "pocket," is

represented today by the .-alt flat—occa-
sionally covered, after a wet season, by
water.

This strange Borax Lake, a- it is

called, in the northwest corner of San
Bernardino County, is what is called a

"playa," or intermittent lake. But even
when there i- no water there, a- i- usu-
ally the case, die -alt crust, which is

very porous, i- saturated with a brine
that rises to within a few inche- of its

surface. Tin- brine contains forty-three

per cenl < if -olid-, and seven per cent i if

it is potash.

The "pocket" ha- received the drain-

age from surrounding hill- for many
thousands of years, during which vast

quantities of mineral -alt-, dissolved out

the rocks, accumulated in it. Eventually
the water evaporated, hut the -alt- re-

main, forming the glistening white plain

described.

In trying to cross this plain under a

brazen sun, many men have lost their

liv< The mirage plays some of its

Strangest tricks here, and the traveler

passing over the lake bed can generally

see what appears to he a broad sheet of

water only a little way ahead—alwa;.
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NOONTIME IN 1HE DESERT.

little distance off, but never reached.

Then, when he looks behind him, he sees

water apparently covering the ground
over which he has just come.

In the early sixties John Searles and
E. M. Shillings prospected the deposit

for borax. Incidentally, they bored
down several hundred feet, and brought
up hot mud. Later on, they got out large

quantities of borax, and carried it eighty

miles to Mohave, on the South-
ern Pacific Railroad, in huge
wagons with wheels seven feet

in diameter, drawn by teams of

twenty to twenty-eight mules.

Borax, which is now worth
about three cents a pound, then

fetched more than eight times

that much, or $496 per ton. It

was precious stuff. The price soon fell,

however, and Searles and Skillings were
bought out by "Borax" (F. M.) Smith,

who leased the property to an English
company. The Englishmen sunk wells

for sodium carbonate ; and recently,

when the potash inquiry was started by
the government, they tried for potash.

With the help of a gasoline engine and
pump, they drew from their wells streams

;
.

...,..
.

'

..
;

,

f

Soda Lake, with Its White Crust. Looks Like a
Snow-Covered Prairie.

Under the Crust of Borax
at Searles Lake the
Government Scien-
tists Have Now
Found Potash.

of brine which
proved to contain

seven per cent of

potassium oxide.
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The brine-Saturat-

ed part of the crust

ersat least eleven

square miles, by far

the greater part of

this area being in

the public domain

—

though a consider-

able slice is owned
by Smith, and the

Englishmen arc un-

it

In i m H i \k i . 'i i in K i i ,i i \ i \l in-

luckily, there are in

that part of the

country many other

"pockets," repre-

senting the deepest

bottoms of ancient

and vanished lakes.

and containing im-

mense deposits of

mineral salts : and it

i- the natural ex-
derstood to have located claims. Samples pectation that -Mine of these will prove
taken by expert- of the United State- to be rich potash mine-. Some of them.
Geological Survey and the Bureau of indeed, may be far more productive than
S..il- fn.m six well- scattered over the Borax Lake.
salt flat -how that the percentage of pot-

ash i- in all places about the san

\- already stated, the quantity of

potash "in sight" is at least 10,1

The upshot of the whole matter i-

that we have found for the first time
in this country deposits of a -alt. indis-

pensable to agriculture, for supplies of
ton-—only a thirty year-' supply for the which we have hitherto depended wholly
farmers of the United State-. But, upon Germany

A II. W \ oK INTERMITTENT LAKE COVERED Willi \ CRUST OF MINERAL SALTS
MANY FEET IN THICKN1
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PRISON MADE OF BAMBOO
IT is an old story that "stone walls do
A not a prison make, nor iron bars a
cage." In the Philippine Islands iron bars
are not required even to make a cage for

human beings.

The structure in the accompanying-
photograph is easily recognizable as a
cage, and is in fact a jail, on the Benguet
Road, in Luzon. Petty offenders are
confined in it temporarily, while on their

way to the police court. However, an
armed guard is stationed outside, and
his vigilance makes the real security of

the prisoners.

BULBS IN HER BONNET
I7LECTRIC bulbs in a lady's hat is the
*-^ latest device of a Chicago milliner,

who has cleverly concealed
tiny incandescent lights in

artificial fruits and flowers

that trim the hat. For wear
during the day, the lights

are switched off, but
at night a tiny bat-

tery concealed in the

head dress supplies

current for the bulbs,

making a beautiful

and striking effect.

While they may
never come into

general and popu-
lar use, they are

undeniablv original

Incandescent Lights as Hat Ornament-.

Jail Built of Bamboo, in the Island of Luzon.

PACKING ENGINES UP FOR
REPAIRS

IT has been the practice to use a travel-

ing crane to lift the locomotive from
its trucks, to make repairs, and then
replace it on the wheels, all this taking
several hours. In the shops of the

Chicago and Northwestern at

Boone, Iowa, a new electric jack

has been installed which makes
quick work of the re-wheel-

ing process, as it is called.

This machine con-

sists of four large

screw jacks built

into the concrete

floor and operated

by a single forty

horsepower electric

motor. The loco-

motives as thev
and could be effectively used on the stage come in for inspection are first looked
in spectacular productions. over, then if the driving wheels need

turning down or re-tiring the locomotive
is run over the electric crane, a beam
placed under the front and rear of the

underframe and the motor started. The
engine is lifted several feet off the floor

in a twinkling, allowing the drivers to

be removed and the faulty ones replaced

with new wheels while the old ones are

undergoing repairs.

This jack is capable of lifting two hun-
dred tons, and each end of the locomotive
may be lifted alone by throwing a lever,

or both may be lifted simultaneously,

thus keeping the locomotive level.

This is one of the improvements that

railwav repair men have hailed with de-
Electric Jack That Lifts a Two-Hundred Ton Un-Ut

'

Locomotive, ^s* 111
-

•



I>i i uli i- Vn u .'i nil New M.'M \ Washer.

fitting snu m top of the other.

Between these two duck belts, each sixty

in length, trawl the lulls to be

cleansed and the washing or scrubbing is

mipi ished b) the
\ the

successive rollers, all of which
shaped as to impart a peculiar rubbing
mi itii 'ii t< i the si tiled currency.

\\ hen the washing is completed the bill

is, in similar manner swished back and
forth through the clear water of a sixty-

gallon rinsing tank: then a jet of air

u hisks it to am ither endless band i >f 'lurk

which leads over gas-heated drums that

dry the paper and in a total elapsed in-

terval of less than two and a half minutes
the rejuvenated bank-note is automat-
ically delivered to a tray. A supplemen-
tary machine irons the laundered bills by
passing them on duck aprons over heated
drums and thm subjecting rack kill in

turn tn the pressure of compressed paper
drums. Each type of machine requires

but two operatives—a girl to feed the
kills and another to keep watch that the

crisped money is ejected properly at the

completion of the i iperatii >n.

SENDING MONEY TO THE
WASH

'"Till-', realization of the dream of clean
* currency has come about through
the recent perfection by inventors in the

United States Treasury Department, of

machines that will wash and iron paper
money on a large -oak' at low cost. In

the end these will probably save the gov-
ernment a milk' m dollars a year and will

likewise prove an economy for bankers
in all part- of the country.

The essential feature <>!' the new ma-
chine consists of tiers of copper rollers

-et in an oblong framework— weight
aboul eighl hundred pounds— which may
1 < raised or lowered in three seconds
and which, when in position for the

washing operation, fits snugly into a one
hundred gallon tank, filled almost to

over-flowing with a solution in which is

dissolved a special snap, the formula of
which was discovered by the Federal of-

ficials. Passing back and forth over the
rollers is what appears to the ordinary
observer to be a web of cotton duck but
is in reality two of these endless bands,

Jin Laundered Currency Emerging from the
K'h.i.i i
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MAKING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES FAIR

By

RICHARD BENTON
HE common people lose a Almost every industry today has its

good many millions of dollars special units of measurement, and instru-

every year through the incor- merits of its own for measuring. The
rectness of measures of quan- standards must be absolutely exact, and

tity, such as the barrel of in regard to them the Bureau is the court

potatoes or apples, the bushel of grain, of highest appeal. It keeps in its posses-

and boxes, crates, and baskets of various sion scientifically-determined measures

kinds of produce which actually hold of all sorts, duplicates of which are sold

much less than they are supposed to con- or loaned to manufacturers in many in-

tain. Largely as a result of advice re- stances.

ceived from the government Bureau of Only quite recently has it come to be

Standards, twelve States during _____ realized that quality in all things

the past year have made laws . i '''-?&> depends fundamentally upon
for the supervision and Bfck. measurements. 'This is true

inspection of weights and
measures, and steps in

the same important di-

rection have been

taken in seventeen

other States.

The manufactur-
ers of the country

are con ti n u ally
looking to the Bu-
reau of Standards

for the most prac-

tical sort of help in

their business.
For, at the bottom,

they are obliged to

depend upon meas-
ures and weights

in one way or an-

other. There are

ever so many more
kinds of things to

be measured than

formerly—for ex-

ample, power, electric

current, heat, light, and
refrigeration. These
have entered the world's

markets as commodities

for sale, and there must be

accurate means of deter- Dr. Samuel w. Stratton. Direc-
. . ,, . ... TOR OF THE BlTRKAU OF STAND-

minmg their quantity. ards. Washington. D. c.

even in the fine arts. For
instance, one hears a

painter speak of "color

values," "tones of

color," and "color

transparency." But
these are matters

reducible to an ex-

act physical basis.

The Bureau has

already developed

a method for con-

structing what it

calls a "rational

color scale," and
for establishing

"primary standards

of pure color"—

a

system which has

m any industrial

applications.

By paying a nom-
inal fee, any man-
ufacturer may have

his own measures
tested for accuracy. In

ike manner electric in-

struments of all kinds are

tested and certified ; and

the same thing is done

with about fifteen thousand

clinical thermometers an-
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MAKING P fGEN FROM CAUSTIC SODA BY ELECTROLYSIS.

nually—a guarantee being given with
ever) one that is found correct. This
latter, of course, is a matter of no small

importance, inasmuch as physicians must
jure of the reliability of the thermom-

eters they use.

Similar tcst> arc made of various other
kinds of thermometers, such a-- are em-
ployed in the glass, ceramic, and metal-
lurgical industries, where high tempera-
tures have t<> be accurately controlled.

And then there is the testing of watches,
which is being newly taken up. The
watches will be run in a warm room, and
then in a r< >< >m near freezing, and every
watch found satisfactory will gel a cer-

tificate to that effect. Later mi. stand-
ards will he established which will indi-

cate the degree of accuracy to be

pected from watches of different grades.
'Hie purchaser will he able to obtain a
certified watch if he de-ire-: or he may
buy a certified clock— die testing of
clocks being another branch of work con-
templated.

I he maker of incandescent lamps
want- to know exactly what i- a "candle-
power." There i- no place in the world
except the Bureau of Standards where
he can find out. The standard formerly
accepted was a tallow candle, the illu-

mination given by which varies -onie-

thing like sixteen per cent with the tem-
perature of the air. humidity, etc. In

place of tlnS has been adopted an ah
lute and permanent standard which is an
average of a number of incandescent
lamps kept under continual observation,
and tested at intervals by measuring
their electrical resistance.

The manufacturer may want to t« -t

the efficiency of a new kind of electric

lamp, lie can gel the exact figures from
tin- Bureau of Standards, showing how
much the lamp will cost the consumer
per candlepower. Oneeasily understands
the immense advantage of such help to

ever so many other industries, and how
is has already brought about a steady and
marked improvement in their products.

In order to secure the perfect con-
struction and interchangeability of parts
in machinery, the unit of length must be
the same everywhere. Ml standards of

length used in this country, including the

yard and its fraction-, are derived from
the distance between two fine lines on a

bar of platinum-iridium fat the tempera-
ture of melting ice) which is kept at the

Bureau of Standards in Washington.
This bar is the so-called "international

meter." the original of which is in Paris.

'fhe standard by which the "fuel val-

ues" of coal and other kinds of fuel are

<557
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A "Cooling Stove" at the Bureau of Standards.

Its coils—covered with frozen vapor— art; filled with hrine chilled

by the evaporation. of ammonia.

determined is the amount of heat ob-

tained by burning- a certain quantity of

pure cane sugar. To insure its purity,

the sugar is recrystallized in a vacuum.

which to measure the length

and strength of fibers, the

thickness of y a r n , the

strength of his cloth, etc.

Definite and accurate un-
derstanding of such mat-
ters is a fundamental neces-
sity in his business.

The Bureau has standard-
ized samples of all the com-
mercial alloys used for mak-
ing steel in the United States.

It furnishes such samples
to the steel manufacturers,
at the moderate price of

two dollars apiece, and they

serve as "checks," lack of

correspondence with them
promptly revealing any im-

perfection in the make-up
of the metal mixtures. In

the same way samples of

brass are supplied to those

who want them.

The aneroid barometer,

so commonly used by ex-

plorers and surveyors for

determining elevations
above sea level, is not an
absolutely accurate instru-

ment. The Bureau is try-

ing to make it much more
perfect, and expects it to

be useful to aviators. So
enormously varied are the

activities of this branch of

the government, however,

that it would be hopeless to try to men-
tion more than a few of them in the brief

space here allowed. A point not to be

omitted, however, has to do with the ac-

Many samples of it are sent out for scien- curacy of glass measures, which, in the

tific use. The Bureau also tests cements, form of flasks, pipettes, etc., are tested

concretes, steels, irons, bricks, clays, rub- by thousands. . A quart cup will not

bers, leathers, inks, paints, mucilages, "deliver" a full quart, because some of

twines, ropes, and oils—nearly all of such the fluid remains in the receptacle. Con-

work, however, being done for the gov- sequently, we have now, for exact meas-

ernment, as a means of determining the

quality of materials to be purchased.

Paper is tested for fiber composition—by
the microscope—folding endurance, ten-

sile strength, etc.

At the same time, all of the knowledge
possessed by the Bureau is at the service

of the public at large. The manufacturer

of woolen or cotton fabrics, for example, with which to make experiments having

can obtain from this source standards by in view the development of a new system

urement, two kinds of quart cups—one

that holds a quart, and another that pours

out a quart. The precise difference be-

tween them must be known, and this has

been determined by the Bureau of Stand-

ards.

Congress recently gave the Bureau of

Standards seventy-two thousand dollars



MAKING WEIGHTS WD MEASURES I \IK

for c< • -liiiLT the Senate and
1 I< mse \\ ings i if the t lapiti >1

in hi it weather. Washing-
ton is a torrid town during

the warm season, and the

legislators for the nation

suflf • verely at tii

when sessions run along
int< i the sumn i

Brine chilled l>v the evap-

oratit >n i if ammonia will do
the work very satisfacto-

rily, it is expected—the ap-

paratus devised being so

arranged that coolness can

be turned on in any quan-

tity desired, just as one
turns on heat in winter.

But the best of it is that

the sn< »w which forms up< in

the pipe-coils of the cold-

radiator derived from

the moisture in the atmosphere, so that

the humidity (which is what really makes
hot weather oppressive) is proportion-

ately reduced, the air becoming dry as

well as comfortable in point

i if temperature.
It has been hard, occa-

sionally, to demonstrate to

those w ho are not in direct

contacl with exact scientific

k, tin.- niceties on which

Measuring tid Millionth Part op an In h,

Thi International Standard Meter m Washing
All our measures "f length are based on this one offi< ial measure.

those who are responsible for the testing

of weights, measures, etc., must base their

calculatii ins. Mathematics, the higher and
the lower, physics, and chemistry- all

are an important factor.

Thumb-rule, guess work.

or "about so-and-so" don't

go in the government lab-

oratories. ( Calculations must
be brought down to the

niceties of a hair's breadth,

and even at that nearness

to perfection the patient

scientist sighs that he can

not -till more nearly ap-

proach ideal exactness.

Absolute perfection in

standardizing weights and
measures will, of course,

in the very nature i if things,

never be achieved.

It is a satisfaction, how-
i r, to feel that the most
careful steps that c< mscien-

tious scientists can take are

bringing into the everyday
business of sale and pur-

chase, such ;h all of us en-

gage in. the exactitude

their kno w 1 e d ge gives

them. It is an excellent

example of the spirit that

knowledge is being used

for the benefit of all the

pei '| >le.
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One Mushroom Makes a
Meal.

Among the most delicious

and wholesome of mush-
rooms is the "'puffball."

which sometimes attains so

great a size that a single

specimen is enough for one
family. It is brownish or
cream-colored on the out
side and may be a foot in

diameter. When young,
its flesh is milk-white and
solid, with a texture like

cheese. Only at this stage

is it good to eat.

OIL GUSHER OF TREMENDOUS
POWER

WHAT is said to be the largest oil

well in the world is situated in the

Potrero del Llano district, State of Vera

Cruz, Mexico. By actual measurement

it is proved to have a daily capacity of

110,000 barrels. For several months it

has been throttled down to a flow of

twenty-five thousand barrels per day.

This phenomenal gusher was struck at

a depth of more than eighteen hundred

feet and so tremendous was the gas pres-

sure behind the column of oil that spurt-

ed from the eight-inch casing that more
than three months of steady work was
required before it could be brought un-

der control. It is stated that the pres-

sure of the flow is about one thousand

pounds per square inch. In order to

harness the well an enormous steel valve

able to withstand a pressure of twenty-

four hundred pounds per square inch was

installed over the mouth and gradually

let down until the flow was brought un -

der control. During the period that the

Spouting Over One Hun-
dred Thousand Gal-
lons of Oil a Day
—A Remarkable

Record.

BERLIN'S LARGEST SWIMMING POOL. THE "ADMIRAL'S PALACE."

The picture shows the grand opening of the season. The floor is laid over the surface of the basin which contains

the water and on days when there are no entertainments, swimming lessons are taught here.



well ran wild more than twelve million

barrels of oil were lost. \n earthen tank

with a capacity of two million, six hun-
dred thousand barrels was constructed
and this was quickly filled by the over-

some distance around, the --"lid column
of "il shot into the air t< » a height of 491

feel by actual measurement. 'The flow

was permitted t<» continue unrestrained

for twenty minutes during which period

careful measurement of the output was

made and this showed it to have a daily

capacity of 110,000 harrels.

Garaok AT DXNVKR EXCLO r.

flow of oil. which it was impossible to

check.

( >nlv oner since the well \\a> throttled

has it been turned loose to it-- full capac-

ity. In order to satisfy a parry of dubi-

ous oil men and scientists that visited the

held several months after the valve had

hem placed upon the well the latter in-

strument was entirely removed. With
a terrific roar that shook the ground for

r\K.\'VKR. Colorado, cln

*-^ the largest exclusively

Hoisting a Camera to
the Top of Its 100-

Foot Tripod.

WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRIC
GARAGE

laims to have
electric ga-

rage in the world. Furthermore, exten-

sive inquiry has not yet located so large

a one-door garage for any class of anto-

m< ibiles.

The establishment in question has a

Hour space of one hundred by two hun-

dred fifty feet, and a capacity of over

two hundred cars. It is maintained in

connection with a factory and is devoted
exclusively to electric automobil"

NEW ART OF AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

T"*HIS picture .shows the preliminary
A stage of taking an aerial photograph.

The gigantic tripod, in the foreground,

towering far above the building, which

is sixty feel high, is probably the tallest

tripod in the world, being one hundred

feet high.

I u \ hi ro Stof Mii k
Thu

How .1 glass bottle
I ur.il to .! wall 01 d

Lifting tub Lock.
The <i eked with

a key.
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Mammoth Tusks from Alaska.
Not only did the mammoth formerly roam in Alaska.

but it must have been rather a numerous species of animal
in that part of the world. This photo was taken at Daw-
son, and shows several pairs of mammoth tusks dug up in

that immediate vicinity, at Sulphur Creek.

Canadian farm scene. The four figures,

the four cows and calf, the lien and her
chickens, the harn and the background
are all sculptured out of butter. The
artist who created it spent nearly two
months upon it, and naturally it formed
one of the principal attractions at a re-

cent European exhibition, where it was
recently displayed.

&'

TRAINED ANTS
""THE accompanying illustration shows

what is possible to do with insects.

These little creatures are what are known
as Madagascar ants, and their training

is due to the patience and perseverance
of John W. Coughlin, of Ellsworth,

. >

— , ,,. ,,
. r

-
a r ' -< "

r '

• '"-
; ;"r'ri • '• —' r~r^

~,i,., - ,-
,r j. X. uR lxj

A CANADIAN FARM SCENE DONE IN BUTTER.

This giant tripod, when the proper lo-

cation is selected, and the angle guides

have been set, is raised into place by
means of a windlass and the camera is

then conveyed to the guides at the ex-

treme top of the tripod. The shutter is

connected with an electric battery, and
by this means, the operator makes the

exposure from the ground.

J*

FARM SCENE DONE IN BUTTER
D UTTER artists have frequently aston-
*^ ished us by very clever creations in

butter, but what is undoubtedly the finest

piece of butter sculpture ever seen is the

farm yard scene depicted in the accom-
panying photograph. This tableau is over

forty feet in length and is typical of a

Maine. The way they have been taught
to perform military movements and obey
the will of their trainer is a marvel to all

who have seen them perform. They are

certainly both amusing and instructive.

Trained Ants Giving an Exhibition.



SUBMARINES UP-TO-DATE
By

C II A R L E S F R E I) E RICK CAR T E R

a 1 .1 . the exploits in Jules \ erne's

l\ "Twentj Thousand Leagues

/ \ Under the Sea.'* once regarded

/ % as fantastic flights of fancy,

<L x;n'i' now commonplac Ves-

sels carrying twenty to thirty men now
navigate the depths of the • icean at speeds

ot" ten or eleven knots an hour for dis-

tances of a hundred miles or more with-

out coming to the surface. They can

stop while their occupants get out and

take a stroll "ii the bottom of the sea,

jusl as the characters in thai famous

story did. Such strolls arc neither useful

nor pleasant, for nothing is to be gained

and nothing can be seen in the murky

depths. Bui the thing has been done to

demonstrate the practical workings oi

the escape jackets with which American

submarines are equipped, and it can be

done again if necessary.

Nothing sur] the evolution of the

submarine in picturesqueness. The rapid-

ity of its development from a seeming

impossibility a score of years ago I

familiar vessel quite the equal of any i ither

craft i^ -till a marvel. That it has 1

done almost without the knowledge of

the public is not because the builders

have more than the average aversion to

the limelight, but to the fad that their

only customers, national governments,

^^^ consider the preservation of an

air of mystery about their sub-

marine equipment of the utmost

imp< irtance.

Winn the United Stan- I rov-

ernment advertised in 1893 for

inventors to submit designs for

submarines, John P. I folland was

one of three present with plans

when bids wen- opened. Being

backed by a corporation with

This Crude ( mi. Enginb
i ii r i i Hundred

Horse Power is i >m of
a Pair por \ m bmarinb.

Rather Cramped Qu u«
Tl KS.

The engine room of ,i sub
marine as Been by one

looking toward
the st.rn.

69?
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capital to build a boat and also with

a bond for faithful performance of

contract, he got the job. The hist

submarine laid down was never

completed, for it was planned to do

things no submarine can do. But

time ordered four more. The new sub-

marines were to be of 122 tons displace-

ment, to have a surface speed of eight

and a half knots and seven knots sub-

merged. Their armament consisted of

a single torpedo tube with two spare

torpedoes. The orig-

inal Holland is now a

relic at the Annapolis

Naval Academy.
Against the subma-

rine there is no de-

A SUBMARINE PARTLY SUBMERGED. ON THE SURFACE. AND
COMPLETELY SUBMERGED.

the next one, the Holland, was completed

in 1898. It was of only seventy tons dis-

placement, had a speed of six knots on
the surface and five knots submerged. It

was a trifle uncertain in its movements,
like a baby learning to walk; but still it

did so well that the Government pur-

chased it in 1900 and at the same

fense. Nets and booms are utterly use-

less ; armor is impotent ; vigilance is of

no avail ; even speed cannot save a ship

marked for destruction, for there is no
way of telling when or in what direction

to flee. The modern submarine can go
out alone, on a cruise of three or four

thousand miles, it can approach any ves-

,
l

ONLY THE PERISCOPES ARE VISIBLE.
How far do you think you could see them?
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scl without the possibility of detection

and it can destro} its victim with uner-

ring precision. At a range of a thousand
yards an up-to-date torpedo rarely misses
it- target. And the t\\" hundred pounds
of gun cotton it carries to be exploded
only on contact is enough t<> send the

most formidable warship to the bottom
in a few seconds. Under these circum-
stances the ui-<l"in of building fifteen

million dollar Dreadnaughts is nol visible

t<> the naked eye. The cost ol one of
these fighting machines would build thirty

submarines.
All that a sub

to show above
i (bserve the move-
tim i- the tops

scopes, which arc

inches in diam-

twenty feel high

marine needs
the water to

ments of a vic-

of her peri-

steel tubes fi iur

eter and about
abi >ve the con-

ning tower. Byan arrangement of lei

ami mirrors the observer can see objects

natural size within a scope of thirty-five

degrees. ( >ne periscope is kept straight

ahead for steering while the othei is

turned to keep a lookout all around the

horizon. It is quite impossible to see

these little tubes above the surface at a

distance of a few hundred yards Unless

the submarine happens to be running fast.

At a speed of more than six knots the

periscopes leave a wake that can be seen

for a long distance. All the submarine
commander has to do, therefore, is tO

slow down before rising to the surface.

The absolute reliability of the subma-
rine under all conditions being thorough-
ly established, it is not surprising to find

the leading nations of the world equipped
with large fleets of such craft. The fol-

lowing list shows the number of sub-

A SUBMARINE EMERGENCY JACKET AND HELMET DESIGNED TO ENABLE MEMBERS OF THE
CREVi OF \ SUNKEN SUBMARINE TO ESCAPE.



HOW A SUBMARINE MAY BE LASHED TO THE DECK OF A VESSEL FOR TRANSPORT. IF
DESIRED.

marines in service or

so far as information

81 ; Great Britain,

74 : United States.

35 ; Russia, 30

;

Italy, 20: Japan.

13; Austria, 6;
China, 3 ; Chile. 2.

The total is 264.

Germany, which
was very slow
about beginning, is

now building sub-

marines with great

energy, though no
one knows how
many s h e has.

Brazil is also build-

ing submarines.
Sweden and other

nations also have a

few submarines, so

that altogether the

total for the world
is doubtless three
hundred at the
least.

Current appro-
priations for sub-
marines in four
nations total more
than thirteen mil-

lion dollars. Sales-

men are scouring:

the smaller nations
that lack facilities

700

under construction

is available : France,

for boat building,

of inducements
and offering all

to

The Lens of the Periscope.
The "eye" for the officer down below.

The Lens Fixed in Position
Tube.

at the Top of the

sorts

clinch sales. The
freakiest induce-

ment is being pre-

pared by France.

The steamship
Kanguroo, recent-

ly built at Bor-
deaux, has a spe-

cial hold into which
a submarine, or

"submersible" as

the French call

them, can be float-

ed through a tun-

nel in the hull for

delivery to distant

customers

!

The Italians, too,

build "submersi-
bles" of a type in-

vented by Laurenti.

German under-
water craft are

built by Krupp.
Landlubbers might
consider the classi-

fication of submer-
sibles and subma-
rines as a distinc-

tion without a dif-

ference. The only

apparent difference

is that while the

submarine is spin-

dle shaped the hull
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of the submersible more nearly approxi-

mates the lines of surface craft. Thei

are more vital differences not apparent

to any but an expert, and which are not

readily understood l>> i ithers.

While it has been conclusively demon-
strated—on paper thai the submersible

.1- much superior to the submarine as

the latter is to the former, the significant

fact remains that no Holland type sub-

marine lias ever been lost, nor has a

single life ever been lost on such a craft.

Vet in ten years there have been twenty

accidents t" submersibles, or other sub-

marines, in which one hundred and

twenty-nine lives have been lost.

Under these circumstances it is com-
forting to know that the United Stat

Government has none but 1 1' •Hand type

submarines and still more consoling to

learn that the requirements of our navy

arc more exacting than those'of any other

nation. While submersibles are only

capable of descending to a depth of a

hundred to a hundred and forty feet at

most, n, , submarine is accepted by this

Government until it has undergone the

actual tesl of submersion to a depth of

two hundred feet. The boats are really

capable of withstanding the pressure at

a depth <>f two hundred and fifty feet.

Should the submarine ever start for

the bottom in deep water a safety device

is waiting to bring it up again a- soon as

it reaches a predetermined depth. This

device works like the safety valve on a

steam boiler. The instant the fixed depth

is reached a diaphragm in the outer skin

of the vessel yields to the pressure, which

opens a cock admitting air at one hun-

dred pounds pressure or more into the

ballast tanks, forcing out fifty or sixty

tons of water in a few seconds. This

tremendous increase in buoyancy, even

in spite of a big leak, cause- the subma-

rine to dart tu the surface at great speed.

In test- the boats jump almost out of

the water, sinking hack with a resound-

ing splash.

If a Holland type submarine should be

irreparabl) damaged its occupants still

stand an excellent chance of escape. Ml

four hatches extent down into the hull

a- to 1' .mi escape tubes. The C<

have springs to throw them open when
unfastened. I f th< I tills, the pn
sure is equalized regardless of depth,

there is n< i tr< iuble in i ipening the hatch.

\t the station of ever) member of the

ciew where he can lay his hands on it

instantly, even if the lights all go out.

is an escape helmet with a jacket and

belt such as divers wear, together with a

breathing apparatus with oxygen enough
to last mie hour and a life belt. If the

vessel tills the water compresses the air

at the to]> so that the men can still

breathe while they are putting on their

helmets. Then they have hut to duck

their heads enough to L^et into the b

torn of the escape tubes and s,, find their

way out. < )nce at the surface the_\ in-

flate their life belts, then open the win-

dows of their helmets to the outer air

and wait for rescue. In England all

members of submarine crews are trained

in this method of escape in tanks huilt

for the purpose.

A vital difference between the sub-

mersibles in vogue on the continent of

Europe and the Holland submarine used

by England, Russia and the Tinted

States is that the submersibles are huilt

for high speed on the surface hut can

only run submerged at live or six knots,

while the submarines can run at ten or

eleven knots submerged. As these boats

are defenseless and therefore useless on

the surface in an engagement our Gov-

ernment has insisted on the highesl pos-

sible submerged speed rather than on

high surface speed.
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This Photo Was Taken Just as the Walls Fell.

The remains of a bank building:, after a fire, at Logan.
Utah, proving dangerous, they were ordered razed.

STONE BLIND, SHE RUNS A
BOARDING HOUSE

VV7IIEX Miss Marr of New York lost

** her eyesight permanently she was
advised to seek admittance to an institu-

tion and the way could have been made
easy for her in this direction, but she

elected to get her own living and she has

been doing it with perfect success and
contentment.

"I do all the cooking for this boarding

house. The first thing every one says to

me is : 'How do you dare go near the

stove?' I don't believe I burn my fingers

more frequently than any other house-

keeper. No, I don't have any one to help

me. In fact I get along better when
absolutely alone. Of course I know
where things are kept and I have to de-

pend upon my memory at all times. If I

fail to remember that I have placed a

pile of plates or dishes at a certain spot

on the table I am apt to bump into them
and knock down the whole pile. But I

don't often have mishaps like that. I

keep my wits about me and remember
what I am doing.

"With a gas stove the rule is that the

oven is ready for baking about ten min-

utes after the blaze is lighted. I light the

jets at the far side first and then the near

side. Then I don't run the risk of burn-

ing my hand in crossing the near light.

I have two clocks, a large one that strikes

the hour and the half hour, and a small

one from which I have had the glass re-

moved. I can tell by feeling the hands
about what time it is.

"As for knowing when anything is

done, I don't think I depend on my senses

as much as seeing persons do. Of course

with cake I can test it with a straw. With
biscuits one can shake the pan to see

whether they are baked at the bottom.

But in some way that I can't explain I

know when to take a thing out and I

seldom make a mistake."

BLIND WOMAN WHO SUCCESSFULLY RUNS A BOARDING HOUSE. DOTNG ALL THE COOKING
HERSELF.



WOMAN CHAUFFEUR MAKES
A SUCCESS

/"'OLLEGE woman, medical student,^ chauffeuse ami chaperone arc a few
of the claims to distinction of Mr-. Alice

E. Waxham, of New York City, who
recently entered the automobile business

a- the i 'uly licensed public chauffeuse in

the world. In an advertisement i!

dressed to the women of New York, she

offered t<> take them on shopping trip-.

visits <>r on rides for recreation and to

act a- a chaperone <>n the automobile
rides of the younger people.

Part of her work will he among the

convalescents, whom -he will take for

recreational ride-. For this reason a

low swung electric Coupe is used. The
electric was -elected hecau-e it i- clean

ami nois ' and dure fore does not try

the nerves of delicate persons. It- easy
control commended it for use in the

crowded shopping districts.

Starting in with one car which she
drove herself, Mr-. Waxham ha- ordered
a second machine. When this is placed
in service it will be driven by a young
woman who wa- a class-mate of Mr-.
Waxham at W'ellesley College.
The time may come when all chauf-

feur- will he required to he college grad-
uates, though doubtless that will be a
distant daw

AN ELECTRIC
SPRINKLER

DV means of a
** twelve-foot per-

forate" 1 pipe extend-

ing from the side of

a trolley car. the

streets of Worcester,

i \i Son i oi Strrei Sprink
W oki KSTI K. M \

Mass., are sprinkled from a large tank

in the body of the car. The device i-

very cleverly designed to avoid damage
to vehicles in ca-e of a collision, as the

sprinkler is swung on a joint so that in

ca-e it should hit a wheel it would swing
hack against the ear. The space between
the track- is sprinkled by another spray,

SO that One-half of the entire road is

taken care of at each trip. The three

thousand gallon tank i- filled from hy-

drant- located between the track-. This

unusual sprinkler of course sprinkles only

those streets which have car service.

Tin Vnnuai Carnivai Fiesta dj los Floi
I - \NGELES.

Giant grasshopper outlined with electric lights.

COLLKGE Woman BECOMES A CHAUFFEUR IN NEW
York City. a "Hi ini •.

1 1 i

" "i- Monstrous Size.

103
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HUMMINGBIRDS CAUGHT ON
BURDOCK BURRS

HHESE two .hummingbirds and the
stalk of burdock tell mutely the tale

of a pathetic little tragedy of the wood-
lands.

^
One evening- late last summer Mr.

George Townsend of Hamlin, Monroe
County, New York, was on his way down
the lane of his farm to bring his cows up
from the pasture, when his attention was
attracted by the strange actions of a hum-
mingbird, which was fluttering excitedly
above a clump of burdock. He investi-
gated, and found that the bird's mate had
been caught on the burrs, and was unable
to extricate itself. The other bird was
hovering anxiously over its imprisoned
mate, and endeavoring to aid it.

When he returned that way he found
that both birds were caught.' When he
went the next morning with a knife to

Here is a Private
Sanitary Telephone

Transmitter.
This can be carried

about in the pocket
and adjusted for use
whenever necessary by
the owner. It removes
all possible risk of
" catching " disease
from public mouth-
pieces.

free them he found both dead. The im-
prisonment had been too much for them.

JAP KINDERGARTEN IN
HAWAII

Hummingbirds Caught on Burdock Burrs Perish. I 1
TIERE is a

low peril'

Anyone who has closely

hummingbird will recognize
that confronted Mr. Town-
send. He did not happen
to have a knife with him,
and he dared
not touch the

fragile mite of

a bird with his

fingers, for

fear he might
kill it, for a

hummingb i rd

observed
the

is very frail. A Japanese Kindergarten in Hawaii.

roup of the terrible Myel-

in the bud. as they ap-

pear in one of the

kindergarte n

schools of the Jap-
anese in Ha-
waii. They
look a harmless
lot of young-
sters, not the

sort that would,
apparent ly,

threaten the
peace of the

Pacific Ocean
when they had
attained their
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Carni iTITB.

Xhi- substance is found at Tellurid I The
illustration is the result "1 ;i twelve-hour exp sure. The

I directly on the photographs plate and the

carnotiti men placed •!! top of tl

majority. In fact, they would appeal t"

all women.
The population of the Hawaiian isl-

ands is less than two hundred thousand.

The Japanese, Chinese and Koreans
number more than half of these, tn

spite of the vaunted initiative and

skill of the Japanese, the immigrant rep-

ntatives of that race in the Hawaiian

islands arc not equal in ingenuity to the

German, English, Scotch, Irish or Swedes
who come into the United States. They
have proved themselves, under white su-

perintendent-, skillful worker- in the me-
chanic art-, in Hawaii. They are largely

employed, however, as unskilled laborers

in the cultivation of the great sugar plan-

tatii 'iis.

What the car- .

reers i if these little

chap- of the kin-

dergarten will be

i- entirely another

question. Surely

under this sort of

training the rising

generation of Japs

in Hawaii should

make themselves as

much heard in pro-

portion to their

numbers as have

those in the home
country.

LARGEST BOOK IN THE
WORLD

.THIS I k, said to be the largest in

* the wi »rld, is i >n exhibition in om
the rooms of a medical firm in Chic.

It weighs 1200pounds, and requires six

men to carry it. It IS one foot thick

when closed; when open three and a

half feet one way and seven feet the

other. The leather for the binding alone

weighed fifty pounds. It is placed on a

specially constructed table.

FENCE MADE OF SHELLS
unique feme of shells may be

seen in St. Petersburg, Florida, and

enclo-c- the premises of Mr. Owen \1-

T"ll

i Built of Sea Shi lls Sei in Cement,

bright. Th e ulea i iriginated with

Huge Volume That Weigh- Over Hah \ Ton.

the

owner and he did the work himself. The
framework of the structure is of iron

meshing and on this is plastered cement.

While the cement was Still wet every

shell was carefully

placed by hand.

Two hundred thou-

sand shell- were

used in the making
of this peculiar

fence and over fi >r-

ty varieties were

brought into use.

Many of the -hell-

retain their pristine

color.

The idea i- an

original one indeed

and the result is

very effective.
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FARM MANAGEMENT MADE AN
EXACT SCIENCE

By

CARLYLE ELLIS

O a class of one hundred
Cornell students a stick was
shown and each was asked for

a written guess of its length.

Individual guesses varied sev-
eral inches but the average was 44.7.

The length of the stick was 44.1 inches.

The error was only a little more than one
per cent.

This is a familiar test of the accuracy
of averages and its results are always
about the same. They are accurate—re-

markably so. Upon this

fact rests the interest

and value of that most
modern of statistical in-

quiries, the farm man-
agement survey.

A statistical survey of
almost anything threat-

ens to make dull reading
at best and to direct it

at the management of a mixed lot of
farms off somewhere on a railroad hard-
ly promises to lighten the offering. The
results are illuminating, however, and in-

teresting, even if one is not a farmer.
A farm survey is a gathering of a mul-

titude of facts about farms, their diges-
tion by tabulation and mathematical mas-
tication and their reissue as a series of
known and definitely related factors, in

which the human element is conspicuous-
ly present. It is a sort of modern oracle

that answers almost any
possible question about
the subject, and there
are few of us who would
not care to ask at least

one such question.

Before me is a two-
hundred page pamphlet
entitled 'An Agricul-
tural Survey of Tomp-

A GOOD TOMPKINS COUNTY—NEW YORK—APIARY.
The average annual receipts from bees were $2.18 per swarm.
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kins County, New
York, by I i. I

Warren and K *

] ,i\vrnii ire.*' The
pamphlet was is-

sued recently by

rnell University

from it< College i »f

Agriculture and,

frankly, it looks al-

almosl as uninspir-

ing as it sounds. It

isn't.

The survey is

worked out from
field blanks like

those used in a

Federal census, but

much more ex-

haustive. Especial-

ly trained enumer-
ators fill in the

blanks with data

nred from the

individual farmers,

a nd the y a r e

checked and re-

checked until they

are accurate or

their inaccuracy

has been deter

Many Hilltops Now Under Cultivation Woui
More Proi n abi i ip Allowed to Kbti rn

W imliUND.

"-*'">
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ical New York farming section—was $423
or $35.25 a month, in addition to which
he had a house to live in and such pro-

duce as he could use from the farm. That
is an interesting comment on the success

of the Eastern farmer hut it is not the last

word. It is based, for example, on a to-

tal average farm income of $757 and
most farmers call this their earnings.

But the only fair test of a farming suc-

cess is the net return to the farmer for

his labor after the invested capital and

Three Mistakes.

The top photo shows too many trees for a pasture, too
few for a woodlot. Either the trees or the stock should be
removed. The second photo shows one of the many in-

effective country roads that would better be closed alto-

gether. The third photo indicates the most wasteful way
possible of storing manure. A large percentage of the
plant food is bleached out before the manure reaches the
fields.

his family have been allotted their earn-
ings. The novelty of this method of cal-

culation is evidenced in some of its odd
results. Men considered by their neigh-
bors and themselves to be doing exceed-
ing!)' well were really getting nothing or
less than nothing for their work. Many
of the most attractive "examples of model
farming" were in this class, while others

that were generally considered poor
farms, were really doing well. Appear-
ances, it was shown, went for very little.

The wages of a farm hand or "hired

man," in the region are from $300 to

$350 or occasionally more a year, with
house rent, garden, wood and milk added.

The survey showed that roughly one-

third of the owners made less than hired

men, one-third made about the same and
one-third made more. This did not look

as if the farmers of the country received

more than their share of the country's

prosperity, for the period covered was
one of good crops and good prices.

However, of the prosperous third, 57

made a labor income of more than $1,000,

25 of more than $1,500 and one of $3.-

668, or $300 a month merely for his la-

bor. Evidently it was and is possible to

make a good living on a farm in typical

Tompkins County.
The problem of the survey was to dis-

cover why these few succeeded so well

and the others did so poorly, to see if

there were fundamental reasons why all

the farmers could not at least make more
than their hired help. This was of im-

portance not only to the farmers of

Tompkins County, but generally, for the

solution of this local problem is evidently

the key to the restoration of the Eastern

farming industry and in a large measure,

the re-establishing of balance between
the urban and rural populations of the

country. The survey did solve the prob-

lem and answer definitely all the related

questions.

It found, for example, that more than

one-third of the owners had an invested

capital of less than $4,000 and these av-

eraged profits of less than a hired man's

wages, while those with a capital of $10.-

000 averaged a good labor income. To
decide if this was not because the more
able men have the larger capitals much
care was taken and it was not. ' Of 236

farmers with not more than $4,000 cap-
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to keep two men steadily

employed throughout the

year.

Man) of the surv<

indings are s< i technical as

ti
i be beside the purj ose of

\ Field \: Ithaca New Y'>kk That
ii - Bi bn a Pi m \m n i Pasture

f«>k Thirty Years,
It sample "I ill'- result from

lure land, contain i

hea\ v >t.ind ol \ ;ir

I *?i>.
it.il. many of whom were
kn<»wn t" he able, only one

made a labor income of $800.

"The possibilities of large

profits with so -mall a capital do not

seem very bright,*' comments the Surve)

and decides that "one of the weakest

point- in the farming of Tompkins coun-

ty i- shortage of capital.*'

It was found that the successful farms

had almost the same expense per acre

as the failure- hut were yielding nearly

4 $£?» ***,

V Neglected Pasturi ii -
i Over nn Mm from thi i

Show n Above.

a brief review, but an amazing number
ot point- are illuminating and main of
them are interesting. For example:

I.and in the county is worth from $10
to $90 per acre : the average is $42. The
land valued at about $50 averages high-

esl in pr< >fits.

Sixty-four per cent of the farmer- said

four times as much per acre and in addi- that their per acre yield- were increasing

tion had double the acreage. The con-

clusion wa- reached that expenses per

acre should not he reduced hut used more

efficiently and the acreage increased to

that end.

The average size of the farms in the

county i- 107 acre-. The average owner
with less than 61 acre- made consider-

ably le-s than wag< Those with more
than 100 acre- averaged much more
than wages. All the figures showed that

larger farm- were the more profitable.

The chief reason for thi- i- the economy
of operation made possible by machinery.

The chief item <»f expense in farming is

labor and thi- is much less per acre on t -
» the planning of farm work."

the large farm- than on the -mall. The Those who have the opportunity and

area that i- farmed with $100 worth of ability to use labor effectively make good
labor is -ix time- a- greal on the largest profits from employing it. Those who
farm- a- on the smallest. direct most labor receive the most for

The conclusion was reached that a gen- their own work. It appeared that most

rather than diminishing, a tribute to the

progress of soil conservation. Thiswould
indicate that the farmers of Tompkins
County, and presumably elsewhere, are

alive to this vital issue.

The average owner who is within three

mile- of market make- aboul four times

a- large a labor income a- the man more
than seven mile- out, due chiefly t<> the

excessive loss of time lost in hauling in

milk daily.

"Probably the leasl understood of all

the factor- that have to ,],, with farming
i- the proper use of time." says the sur-

vey. "No one ha- given much attention

cral farm should contain at least 150

acres, and is still more efficient when it

covers from 200 to 300 acres, or enough

of the farmer- who did not have some
help would make more money by hiring

out.



FACTORY RUN BY
CRIPPLED MEN

By

J. L. MORGAN

IF
at closing time you should happen

to be near the employes' exit of a

certain factory in Kansas City you
would see fifteen machinists file out

and wend their way up the street in

cheerful, laughing groups of two or

three, as men will do who have done a

day's task well. If you should be suf-

ficiently interested to look closer you
would notice that each of the men wears
but a single glove. Should your eyes be

directed towards the office exit you would
see six more men departing, and you
would further notice that but three of

them wear one glove—the others have
gloves upon both hands. The significance

of the gloves is that each of them covers

the mechanism of an artificial hand. All

of these men are the employes and offi-

cers of a corporation—and we have al-

ways been told that corporations are soul-

less and heartless—whose one rule is

that no man shall be given employment
who is possessed of those hitherto-re-

garded absolutely necessary requisites for

employment—two good arms. There is

an element of human interest in the story

of how this remarkable factory came into

being.

710

One dark winter's day some ten years

ago, a young machinist by the name of

Carnes while working in a great steel

corporation in Pennsylvania became
caught in the cogs of a giant boring

mill. When the machinery was finally

stopped it was found that the young man
was terribly mangled, and a few hours

later the surgeons took off his good right

arm at the shoulder. Depending, as he

did, upon the skill of his hands, the sun

seemed set in the life of William T.

Carnes. Through the days of his con-

valescence he, for days and weeks, wor-
ried and tossed upon the narrow white

bed in the long line of similar beds in

the company hospital. Later he sent for

books on physiology and in them he

studied the intricate mechanism of the

human arm. When he was discharged

from the hospital he was without employ-
ment, and then it was that, necessity be-

ing truly the mother of invention, Carnes
set to work to build himself an arm. It

took him a year to make it and longer

to become accustomed to it, but in the

end he so demonstrated his deftness with

his new limb that he was given his old

place back at the factory.
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me six years later. Mr.

John P. Prescott, a

wealthy capitalist of

Kansas i "it\ w as ter

ribly injured in an

e 1 e \ ato r acci-

dent. Every-

thing was
done t h a

t

mone) could

do for the

rich man,
It u t h e

e m e r g ' e < I

fro m 1 1) e

hospital with
• me arm and
one leg less

than when he

entered it. I li-

surgeons set about

to investigate the

merits of the vari-

ous artificial limbs

then on the market.

By <>ne dt" those

curious whim- of

destiny a chance
remark in the smoking compart-
ment of a Pullman car was car-

ried to the ear of one of Mr.

Prescott's surgeons and he, with

some reluctance and a greal deal

of incredulity, was persuaded t<>

investigate. The telegraph wires

were used without stint am
within twenty-four hours a pile

of dispatches on the surgeon's

evidenced the alacrity and thoroughness
of the investigation. Carnes, the ma-
chinist, was brought on from Pennsyl-

vania and gave a demonstration of his

marvelous arm that amazed all who saw
it. lie was commanded to produce it-

mate instanter. And later when Mr.
Prescott became it- possessor he became
so enthusiastic that he se1 up a factory

and placed Carnes in charge.

W. T. C \im - K
VBNTOR \M> I X'

TORY M WAGER,
at Work m *

La i hi-.

All da\ and every day, Sun
da) excepted, these t wen

t \ f( iur men and the

cue young woman
stenographer, la-

bor at the pro-

duction of
man - m a d e

limbs for
their fellow

u n f o r t u -

nates. Thi

i- no atmos-
phere of
gl< nun in this

factory ; the

employes are

a- happy and
feel a- -clf-reli

ant a- any other

employes. Perhaps
thvy feel that the prod-

uct of their labor is

bringing happi

ness 1' i other-
;

at any rate they

take great in-

terest in their

employment and

seem well con-

t e n t wit h

their lot.

In t h e

s 1 1 o p
their
-kill

i - not
1 e - -

t h a n

m e n i n

other shops,

and they have won
some renown in ath-

letic-, for their hall

team recently defeated, in a five-inning

game, a scrub nine of the local Y. M

.

(

'. \. Certainly tin- i- a tine record tot-

two dozen so-called "crippl<

This Workm

a

Though < Irippi i d,

Rides \ Motor

I [i an also play tin-

violin.

D d a
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ELECTRIC SCENIC CLOCK

A MASSIVE clock in a case standing
** about seven feet high has been in-

stalled in various hotels and railroad

waiting rooms in California, where its

"scenic" feature commands attention.

This consists of a constantly changing

exhibit of transparencies, colored photo-

graphic views of high artistic merit,

which are shown in the space below the

time piece. They are lighted from with-

in the case by four Mazda lamps with

metal reflectors, while a fifth lamp illu-

minates the dial. A series of sixty trans-

parencies is contained within the case,

and at ten second intervals they are shift-

ed, the upper one disappearing and one

from below taking its place. An inge-

nious mechanical device causes the shift

,&*i

mfr

The Mechanism of the
Scenic Clock

Electric Scenic Clock. The Girder on the Train.

of pictures, the power being derived from

a one-twentieth horsepower electric mo-
tor which is supplied with current from

commercial lines. The cost of operation

is only five cents a day, and the expense

of installation and upkeep is defrayed by

the high class advertising displayed on

the transparencies. Only views with an-

nouncements in small letters are accepted

for this device, as the object is to hold

the attention of the

spectators by at-

tractive views. The invention is the work
of a Los Angeles man and has been well

received in his own State.

PLACING THE BIGGEST GIRDER
IN connection with the construction of
A a railroad bridge at Worcester, Mass.,

a 170-ton steel plate girder was placed

ERECTION OF THE 170-TON GIRDER AT WORCESTER. MASS.



'1 lit 111 l-ll

in position. This

girder, probably

the longest and

heaviest "t' it-- t\ pe

the world, was

broughl to Wor-
cester from the

mills at Steelton,

I'liiii., mi a tram

of five flat cars of

steel construction.

The total length of

the girder is 122

feel 6 inches : its

heightis lOfeel 1

'

inches, and its

weight, 1.39 tons

per foot. It was
supported during
transit by shoring

braced against bolsters carried on the

'id and fourth cars of the train, the

shoring being of 1" by 12-inch oak,

reinforced 1>\ iron plates. The two
bearing cars had a capacity of 150,(XX

pounds each, the others acting merel)

as idlers.

SPOONRILI/S LIFE
THREATENED

"Till 7
, "spoonbill cat.'* or

* "shovel-nose," is threat-

ened with exterminate in, and
the possibility of hatching

its eggs artificially are be-

ing investigated at the new
1 [i »mer, Minn., statii in.

This specie— not really

a catfish, hut related to

the sturgeons— is the

1 a r 'j;v s t a n d most
abundant in the lake-.

such a- .\h » mi Lak< .

connected with the

lower reaches of

the Missis sippi

River, in which

region the fishery

fur it i> impor-

tant Most com-
monly it i^ taken

in seins.

The spoonbill

eat i^ one of the

most

fishes in American
waters. Its neai

living relative oc

curs only in <

tain rivers of i Ihina.

Found only in the

lakes and rivers of

the central United

States, it- spawn-
ing grounds are

unknown, ami no

very young speci-

mens have ever

been seen. < >n this

accounl there is

likely t< i Ik- tn >uble

in obtaining its

\ serious

biological problem
i-- in \ < lived ; hut

the expert- are go-

ing to do their b
U i puzzle it < lUl

I III ND

I

S< imetimes the fish

i- called the "] laddlefish," on ae-

count of its Ion- paddle-shaped jaw.

It attain- a length of six feet and

a weierht of i<,i
> pi unds.

singular

persist ntly trv to get n>l of

it. Nature has provided the fli'-s with especial

h

seeing powers so as to avoid thf swine "f the tail, the dash
of the head and the rush through the bush !

HOW THUNDERSTORMS
RECORD THEMSELVES

thunderstorm - re-

corder, or cerauno-

graph, is a recent a< 1< lit i< in

to the equipment of mete-

;;d i ibservat iries.

Every wireless telegra-

pher is familiar with the

vagranl electrical waves
that come through the

ether from dis-

charges of lightning,

often hundreds of

miles away. Th<

w a v e s, variously

known as "atmos-

pheric-." "stra;
' -

l a t i e s
.

' ' and

"X's," are a source
of -real troubli

the wireless ope-

rator, sometimes

causing a complete

ipension of traf-

fic. When the us-

ual telephonic re-

713
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GUN-BOAT FOR WHALING
'"THE whale has had little enough show
* for his life for many years past, but

he seems destined to have less and less,

as devices are produced for his destruc-

tion. The latest thing in this line was
exhibited recently in Paris. It is a power-
boat, armed with a gun of high efficiency.

This wieldy machine of destruction is

capable of wide range of action and high
speed. The possibility of close and long
range shooting with perfect accuracy is

much greater than with the ordinary
Onf of the Cave Dwellings.

ceiver is employed, the strays are heard

in the telephone as sharp clicks, rattling

noises, or prolonged grinding or fizzing

sounds.

Meteorologists are now taking advan-
tage of these waves to obtain timely

warning of approaching thunderstorms.

Several forms of ceraunograph have been
devised, but they are all mere adaptations

of the receiving apparatus used in wire-

less telegraphy. Generally the instrument

includes a pen which, in the absence of

thunderstorms, traces a straight line on a

sheet of paper wound around a rotating

cylinder. The pen is attached to an elec-

tromagnet, which is actuated whenever
an electric current from the atmosphere
passes through the coherer ; the same
movement causes a hammer to strike the

coherer and break the circuit, restoring

the pen to its original position. Thus
each stroke of the pen represents a dis-

charge of lightning, and the time of its

occurrence is shown by its position on
the recording sheet.

A Settlement of Cave Dwellers.
The small village of Loupoigne. in the Department of

the Aisne. Paris, has in all 1% inhabitants. Half of the
dwellings are houses and the other half caves that have
been made habitable. These cave dwellings are in a hill

that extends on the side of the village.

whaling-guns mounted on ship-board. If

some of the old-time whalers could look

upon the invention they would open
their eyes in amazement. The days of

the harpoon hurled by the strong arm of

the doughty sailorman are gone, certain-

ly. Incidentally it has been remarked
that this boat presents possibilities as a

new type of vessel for use in war. It is

the smallest boat carrying heavy artil-

lery, so to speak, yet produced. It could

be used in a number of ways that readily

suggest themselves to the student, river

and harbor work, scouting, pursuit of

GUN-
BOAT FOR

KILLING WHALES.

power-launches, and other similar tasks

coming easily within its scope.
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PL w riNG C0L0NI1 - OF [MPOR1 ED
PARAS! 1 l - IN W IKl CAG1 ER-
.1' Willi I III ESE CLOTH. l<> DES

l Ri l\ w E I \ ILS,

IMPORTED WEEVIL DESTROYS
ALFALFA

By

R. E. BACHELOR

[< irage

A N insecl new t<> this country, that

i\ may rival the cotton-boll wee-

/ m vil in destructiveness, has
/""% made its appearance in Utah

JL \. ainl adjacenl sections of Wyo-
ming and Idaho, where it is exciting ut-

most alarm. It is the al-

falfa weevil, a snout-beetle

nearly related t< i the cotton-

boll weevil, and threatens
our most valued
plant.

The native hi >me i if this

bug is the whole region
alu >ut the Mediterranean
Sea—where, however, it

is held in check to a

great extent by its own
natural enemies. By some
means unknown it has
jumped from southern Eu-
rope to Utah at one hound,
and. freed from interfer-

ence hy its accustomed foes

N \T1\> TlGI R Bl 1 I I I 111 \ I

Pkk\- i p< >•. on Alfalfa
W KEV1L.

—which, of course, have nol come along
with it— it is multiplying and spreading
at a mosl alarming ran-.

The dispersion of this insecl is rapid,

it- despoliation terrible. First noticed in

Utah in 1904, it now covers more than

four hundred square miles,

and the loss to the alfalfa

crop in the infested region
is fr< 'in i >ne-f< >urth t< i i me-
third of the total. It is

enormously prolific, each
female laying more than

two hundred eggs.
Millions of these wee-

vils crowd together in

the fields, and often are
found piled Up in stacks

of considerable size, like

hayci >cks. Si imetimes barns
are almost completely cov-

ered with their swarms, and
the annoyance they cause
to men working in the

7/5
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fields by crawling on them, often under
their clothing, is described as dreadful.

The mature insects, about one-fourth of

an inch long and brownish in color, are

able to fly long distances, especially when
aided by wind, and thus their dispersion

is rapid.

It is believed that the pest was import-

ed in the household effects of immigrants.
It has a way of hiding itself in boxes or

packages of any kind. Possibly the au-

thors of the whole mischief in Utah were
a single pair of the beetles, brought in

some such manner.
The Federal authorities have cooperat-

ed with the Utah State authorities in va-
rious experiments for the destruction of
the weevil, and have imported from Eu-
rope a number of its natural insect ene-
mies, which are bred in laboratories at

Salt Lake City and Murray, and liberated

in infested fields.

Damage done by the weevils is now
noticeable wherever alfalfa is grown in

the river valleys east of Ogden to the

Wyoming State line, and northward to

the south end of Bear Lake. The Cali-

fornia authorities are especially alarmed,
realizing that the exclusion of the pests

can hardly be accomplished by quaran-
tine. Its arrival in that State may be
announced at any time. Meanwhile all

seed in the sack coming from the infected

region is required to be fumigated, and
wild patches of alfalfa, especially along
the railroads—a likely path of invasion

—

are inspected at frequent intervals.

The oval, lemon-yellow eggs of the
weevil are laid in spring and earlv sum-
mer in the alfalfa stems, or on buds and
leaves—the method commonly adopted
by the mother insect being to make a

puncture, deposit a few eggs in it, and
seal the opening with a drop of secretion

Burning Machine for Destroying Alfalfa
Weevils in All Stages.

The Alfalfa Weevil and Its Larva. Eggs and
Cocoon.

which hardens in such a way as to af-

ford protection against weather. The
young, hatched ten days later, are tiny

alfalfa-green worms with black heads.

It is in this larval stage that the insects

accomplish the most destruction. They
bore holes in the buds, and work their

way into them until concealed. When
the plant sends out other buds below,
there are other larvae to destroy these.

Incidentally the edges of the young
leaves are devoured, and the continual

eating off of the fresh growth keeps the

alfalfa so reduced that it does not pro-
duce a first crop.

Fifty or sixty days after hatching, the
larva, now full-grown, ceases to feed,

and, seeking a hiding place in the crown
of the plant, or among the litter and
trash on the ground, spins about itself a

snow-white cocoon of silk. In this

cocoon it spends about fourteen days,

thereupon emerging as a fully-developed

beetle.

The beetles not only feed on the young
growth, but gnaw off the bark of the

stem, and, helped by the larvae still re-

maining in the fields, prevent the alfalfa

froin springing up for weeks after the

first crop of hay* has been removed. If
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Two Bunchi - OP Alpalf \.

Thi- one at tl J atta< k.d by weevils.

nothing is done to check their operations,

they will ruin the second crop. Being
now provided with wings, they arc able

tn distribute their species over long dis-

tances, flying high in the air. Irrigating

canals and ditches help them to scatter.

Hiding in any crevice or aperture, they

are liable to be carried with articles

shipped from an infested region, or to

be transferred by wagons or automobiles
-int,r through.

In late August the beetles go int< > win-
quarters, passing the cold season hid-

den among matted grass or other such
etation, nr in any kind of rubbish,

wherever they can tin<l shelter. When
the first warm day- of spring arrive, they
resume activity and scatter over the al-

falfa fields.

One of the experiments made in Utah
has been with an ordinary street -weeper.
such as i- used in cities, which, driven
<>ver the infested fields, seem- to be most
effective in destroying the cocoons. It

also kills most of the larvae. But it does
not destroy many of the beetle-.

The best thing' to do under the circum-

stances i- to procure the importatioi

some of these natural enemies, and turn

them 1< '(>-(.• in the alfalfa fields. I',

luck, the Bureau of Entomology had al-

ready in Italy an agenl special!) -killed

in »uch work, \V. F. I'i-ke.

Mr. I'i-ke collected large number- nf

weevil cue .nu-. and also many alfalfa

stems containing i both and

ons being Mire to be more or

parasitized. He senl the material, pa<

in small boxes, in cold storage to New
York, whence it wa- forwarded by re-

frigerator express to Salt Lake City. In

addition, he shipped many weevil larvae

that were infested by parasites.

Mosl of the parasitic insects concerned
are tiny four-winged flies (mure strictly

speaking, hymenoptera), which lay their

eggs either in the eggs of the weevil or

in the bodies <>t' the weevil larvae. To
hatch them out i- simply a matter

keeping the parasitized material in a suit-

able receptacle, at summer temperature.

This is what is done at the laboratories

in Salt Lake City and Murraj the ma-
terial being placed in light-tighl boxes
through one side of which small glass

tube- are thrust. The parasites crawl

out into the tube-, seeking light, and the

tube- are then renn ived.

Two species of tgg parasites were thus

obtained, and. several generations of

them having been reared in the labora-

tory, little cam- made of wire covered
with cheesecloth were placed in an al-

falfa field. These were "over-

stocked" with weevil eggs by confining
number- of weevils in them. Then,
when the eggs were thus made ready.

the para-iii- were placed in the cages.

By this means the parasitizing of the

weevil egg- was insured, and within ten

day- a fresh generation of four-winged
dies, produced under conditions approxi-

mately thi
' nature, wa- liberated

from the cages to scatter abroad.

Jin Street Sweeper Destroys thi Lai vje and
Cocoons uf the Pest.
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ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED
LIMOUSINE SLED

"TROY SCOTT ALEXANDER, four
* years old, of Decatur, 111., does his

winter riding in an electrically lighted

limousine sled. The body 18 by 36 inches

is built of cigar box wood, enam-
eled and polished, and the top is of rib-

supported black oilcloth. There is a glass

front and a glass door on each side -

. The
seat is upholstered. The electric bulb is

lighted by dry batteries carried in a box
on the runners. It was built at a cost

of ten dollars, and the youngster the past

winter got his money's worth out of the

invention.

Luxurious Winter Coasting.

A Brazilian Mummy.

A BRAZILIAN MUMMY
IT is a custom perpetuated even to our

day, among the Indians of the upper
basin of the Amazon to cut off the head
of an enemy killed in war, embalm it,

embellish it, and preserve it as a trophy.
In the case that is presented here, one

sees that the head was ornamented with
long pendants made of birds' feathers.

To fill the cavities of the eyes the em-
balmer has used the incisive teeth of a

large semi-aquatic rodent. The small

cords which hang from the mouth have a

special signification ; their mission being

to prevent the lips of the defunct from
moving in case he might conceive the

idea of insulting his murderer.
Fifteen years ago it was easy to pro-

cure these little mummified heads in the

interior of Equador and even at Quito
where hawkers offered them to tourists

at the doors of the hotels. But these

trophies have become impossible to find

because the commerce of the little heads

had suddenly taken such proportions that

the government of Equador finally

became alarmed. An inquiry led by the

missionaries and police proved that the

remunerations offered had aroused the

cupidity of the Indians of this Oriental

province, who for want of prisoners of

war, did not hesitate to arrange am-
bushes in order to procure heads to

embalm.
The sale of them is now forbidden

under pain of imprisonment.



iTric Car for 1 \i nop] \'

TO TEST AEROPLANES
"J"*!

I K new Aerotechnic Institute near
* Paris has recently been completed

and now occupies extensive building

and grounds at St. Cyr. It is endowed
with a fund of one mil-

lion dollars by I lenry

Deutsch, and with an

annual income. The
object is to provide a

central establishment

working in connection

with the University of

1 aris in order to carry

OUt all kind- of tests

upon aeroplane sur-

5, helices and the

like, and this will ad-

vance matter- considerably in this held.

The main hall is used to install apparatus

for the >tndy of air movement-, and pow-
erful blast fan- and helix testing appa-
ratus will be used. An interesting fea-

ture is an electric car which nm- on a

track nearly a mile long and is used for

making measurements on different kinds

of aeroplane surfaces. Current come- to

the car by contact rails, and the pilot

placed at an overlooking post on the

building can run the car at speeds up to

one hundred feet a second, instruments
on the car show the wind pressure ":i

the surface at different -peed-. The es

tablishment i- directed by Professor

Maurin, and contain- a number of labora-

tories, besides an electric plant and a ma-
chine -hop. A circnlar building is being
in-tailed for testing helices and aeroplane
surfaces by running them around a track

on an arm which i- pivoted at the center

and driven bv an electric motor.

Blower foh .\ik Currentsto Rk Direct
ED AGAINS1 AER< ipj \m -.

AN ELECTRIC ANIMAL
AMBULANCE

AN animal ambulance, built for the
** special purpose of caring for injured

or dying horses quickly, is being used in

ton. The ambulance is stationed in

and patrol- the congested teaming dis-

trict of Boston's north end. The bottom

of the vehicle is so arranged thai it can

be swiftly slid out, in case the animal i-

lying down. Then the afflicted beast is

rolled over onto this convenient bed and

the platform is easily drawn back into

the wagon by mean- of a windlass.

In case the horse is in a standing posi-

tion, he i- drawn in on the sliding plat-

form and a heavy canvas, running over
roller- and under the horse's stomach,
keeps him in a comfortable position until

he reaches the veteri-

nary surgeon.

E v c r y conceivable

emergency ha- been
planned for. it is be-

lieved, in the equip-

ment of the animal am-
bulance. A complete

outfit of tools i- car-

ried, even t< i a specially-

designed steel tripod of

tremendous sustaining

power. This is to be

used in case the animal ha- fallen into a

hole.

When the police, agents of the society

(and they are vigilant, expertly-trained

men. tool, or a citizen tell-, sends or

phones that lite ambulance i- wanted, the

machine i- on the -pot in two or three

minutes.

Electric Inimai Vmbulanci Used in Boston.

7/9
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vented its progress. The boulders have

been spun round and round for years,

grinding deep bores into the marble.

Some of these chimneys or "kettles" are

ten and fifteen feet deep and from two to

six feet in diameter. One is thirty feet

Standing in One of the "Kettles" in the Bed of
the Columbia River.

D
MARBLE KETTLES

URING a period of more than a

month the past spring the Columbia Looking Into a "Kettle."

deep and ten feet across, but

part of its wall has broken.

The marble sides of these per-

forations are polished to the fine-

ness of glass. They are fully as

beautiful as any finished marble

wainscoting. At one time the

entire marble ledge was about

one hundred feet high, but cen-

turies have worn it down.

Miners made from twenty to

fifty dollars a day at this curious

treasure house.

The Hooks of the Burdock.

This shows how burrs cling to the fur of animals and

to the clothing of people and scatter the seeds.

River so shrank in volume that it exposed

forgotten wonders in its marble river bed

at Kettle Falls, Washington. The river

drew away from its massive marble

ledges where the cataracts drop fifteen

and twenty feet, and confined itself to a

narrow bed a stone's throw in width but

of unknown depth, where the mighty cur-

rent roared and frothed with terrible vio-

lence.

The particular interest in the exposed

stream bed lay in the "kettles" that were

uncovered. From time to time the cur-

rent has carried a huge boulder down

onto these marble ledges and it has

caught on some projection that has pre-

Seeds of the Burdock Under Magnification.

Everybody knows that the burdock burr is covered

with hooks and that these hooks are to carry the burr and

thus scatter the seeds. But who sees the seeds? Ask a

hundred people who are thoroughly familiar with the

burr, what is the form of the seed, and perhaps not one

can tell you. It is a good example of the things we ire-

quently speak about and never take time to think about.



A GIANT EUCALYPT
/^\l.ll < i|\.\l \ excels in big trees, but^ probably the largest tree in thev>

»l>t shown in the

photograph. Planted in April. 18c

twenty yeai fourteen feet

RCH.

five inches in circumference four inches

above the ground. Two years later, or

September, 1911, its girth was fifteen

feet two inches at three feet above the

I in Steeple.
\t the quaint little i

• Warms-
wort I • I burch

i nearly a mile :i\\;i\ . The
church being so rcn I the villagers [Warms
worth never could hear when the bell tolled the time f"r
church ;uiii the attendance rapid I > diminished, so the

nd the bell now
nter I the vill

ground. Its height is 125 feel and its

spread of boughs exceeds ninety feet.

Botanically, the tree is /:. / 'itninalis, or
manna gum. It was planted by J. C.

McCubbin, by the wayside, near Reedly,
Fresno County, and has grown untended.
The eucalypts are grown from the -

in -hallow boxes, and transplanted when

Largest Tri i in rm- Wi irld i

This species is nol a desirable timber
tree, but is ornamental and useful for

fuel. The gum tree is the California

farmer's reliance for fuel in the valleys,

half an acre about the barn or corral con-

stituting the "wood lot." It can be cut

inside of five years, and cul perpetually

thereafter, as it reproduces itself rapidly

from the stump.

about one tout high.

A SCHOOl in \ B wi
dr. n u,i- recently Btarti !

h\ Dr. Sutherland i ( ttv M Dispensarj in one
of the band stands in i ndon.
forty children attend th rts ol weather
They are provided with - n wet weather,
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REMAINS OF ONE OF THE ANCIENT TEMPLES IN TIKAL. GUATEMALA.
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PUZZLE OF A CONCRETE AGE
I', V

G A R I) N E H HUNTING
N the walU of a temple in a

deserted city, a priest, in

hopeless bitterness, carved
tin- image of a dancing

\ strong people amiV^^^ devil

a beautiful civilization, thriving industry
ami flourishing art-, a thousand years in

growing, were at an end, and the sar-

donic commentator cut a picture-curse, as
In- sarcasm on the works of a dying
race.

Americans, proud of their material
progress, are today building their young-
esl cities of the same stuff of which that

temple was made and are calling their
art new. The capering imp ha- gleefully
mocked for five hundred years since he
was made, in solitary enjoyment of his

joke—over the first American city of
C< 'lie ret e.

But it's a two-edged joke now. (tin-

new art is ages old even in our own land
and therein lies the laugh at us. But we
may laugh hack at the cavorting demon
and his contemptuous creator, because
the concrete his people mixed has lasted
fifteen centuries.

Tikal is the name of the old priest's

city, built somewhere between fifteen and
eighteen hundred years ago. It lay—and
.still lies— in the heart of the jungle in

Central America. It and its sister towns,
of other queer-sounding names—Copan,
Quiriga, Palenque, Yaxchilan—are just
now centers of scientific interest because
of discoveries made there by the German
explorer and archaeologist, Theobert
Maler. and by Dr. Alfred M. Tozzer,
both working under agreement with the
Peabody Museum of American Archae-
ology and Ethnology. Tikal is the larg-
est and the latest of them to be explored
with thoroughness. It was a real city
with a square mile of area for itself and
with a cluster of suburbs. It is probablv
the oldest of the Mavan cities and was

undoubtedly the metropolis from which
the civilization of the time radiate. 1

, ; and
in it the people p< i mething that

answered the same purpose and accom
plished the same results as the modern
concrete mixer.

The architecture in these northern
Guatamalan towns was totally unlike
anything else so far discovered in North
or South America. The temples and pal-

aces in Tikal, which may he taken as a

type of the others, were built solidly of
crushed stone and sand and cement,
faced with a thin veneer of stone, or with
cement in our latest and most approved
fashion. In one instance, so far unique
in nearly a century of intermittent ex-
ploration, there has been found a true
arch which could hardly have been made
without the use of moulds very similar
to those now Used in making the arches
of reinforced concrete bridges and via-

ducts. It is probable, too, that the ordi-
nary Mayan arch, which resembles a

triangle with the upper end cut oil', was
also constructed on a temporarj support
removed after the concrete hardened. In

most of the buildings, the retaining walls
of light stone remained in position, how-
ever, and became solidified with the con-
crete poured between them.

Thousands and probably hundreds of
thousands of people rich and poor, mas-
ter and slave, ruler and priest, lived,

worked and died, and left no trace for
the modern explorer in this Jong lost

city. Bui the walls of the houses in

which they worshipped their deities and
of the better dwellings stand almost un-
changed to be haunts of twentieth cen-
tury explorers and the panthers of the

jungle. The Indians believed the ancient
homes were still inhabited by their long-

dead builders, and had legends of appari-
tions seen there and of unholy doings be-

hind those massive walls. So they named
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GALLERIES IN ONE OF THE ANCIENT PALACES OF TIKAL.

the place Tikal, which means "The Place

where Spirit Voices Are Heard."
But a problem of the men who are

studying the Mayan cities of concrete is,

Where did they learn the trick? A char-

acteristic of the architecture that amazes
the learned ones is that the scheme of

building" seems nowhere to present fea-

tures which show the progress of growth
from beginnings to perfection. Their art

of construction appears to have come into

being full formed, as it were. No vestige

of earlier stages remains, and all the

builders of the sister cities possessed the

same complete knowledge. Where their

plans originated and who were their

teachers is one of the unsolved mysteries

that makes the study of them fascinat-

ing.

The builders of the Mayan temples be-

gan with a truncated pyramid of earth,

rubble or concrete, as a foundation. For
one of the Tikal temples this pyramid is

about two hundred and forty feet wide
and rises one hundred and twenty feet

before the structure of the actual temple
begins. The temple itself and its "roof

comb," a massive decorative edifice of

tremendous weight, stands some ninety

additional feet in the air, making a total

of two hundred and ten feet from the

city square, in which it stands, to the top.

This is high enough to class as a sky-

scraper in some modern cities, and is

about the altitude of the Bunker Hill

monument.
The curious roof comb is believed to

have been added to the structure only for

decorative purposes, but the indulgence

of the Mayan taste for this particular

sort of ornament cost them dear. So
great is the weight imposed upon the

roof of the temple that the rooms be-

neath were forced into surprisingly re-

stricted dimensions because of the mas-
siveness of the structure required to sup-

port it. The few rooms of the temple
are practically imbedded in concrete in

huge mass, the actual interior space,

available for any uses whatever, being
only a small fraction of the whole bulk

of the building. The proportion of con-

crete wall to open space is about eighteen

or twenty to one.

The Mayan arch, which carries the

ceilings of these little rooms in the great

buildings was made by placing block on
block on top of supporting columns, ap-

proaching in form of the sides of the

triangle till the upper blocks came to-

gether. The wall shows at its foot a

projection that is supposed to have been

the base of a temporary frame under the

arch. Stone was used in the building of
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these "cobbled vaults," as the) are tech-

nically called. The outside retaining wall

was then built, sometimes with the -tone

square l>nt more often with the points

of the blocks turned inward, so as i"

present a rough surface. The concrete

revealed a small room with no other out-

let. Remains of similar "rooms" have
since been found in broken n nbs.

Whether these were mere structural

i nt •- t' weight ;ui<l material i ir

whether they hold some still-to-be-disco>

was then poured between the two walls ered secrel is another lure to the archae

;m«i settled int« all the interstices, hard- ologist's fancy.

ening into a homogeneous mass. Inside The palaces, having no rool »•< >t i il »-

.

and "tit. the stones were then covered had larger rooms, evidently adapted to a

with a tliin veneer of cement ami p system of life that suggests dormitory

sibly still another face of lime

stone. It was the effect of ma-
sonry thus produced that led

observers for many years to

believe the walls to be

composed entirely

stone.

The single i

ample of the true

arch found, 1 1
< • t

living by a considerable number
of inmate-. These buildings are

si imetimes as high as five « ir

stories. They are very sub

stantial also, but not

tremend* lusly heav) as

the temple-, which
were even wind< >w-

less, for no ap-

parent reason

i iccept the
avoidance of

w eak ening
aperl u r

The dwellings
muM have had

outside stairs.

more like our
modern fire-

• scapes, f< >r

there seems t< i be

no provision in-

side for passage

from floor to floor.

"ither ladders »r w len

stairs were probably used
interior of them to which Th» Jungu Foliagi Has almost and have long since disap-
tln-r.. i- u. , -i.-,-,- , v , .,., ,, I ... Hidden the Stone-Faced Pyra- ,„.. ir ,„iUnit IS no epi DJ mid on Which This Pemi pearea.

means of the drill. In l'MO Was Erected. The history of the peo
a break was found in one pie lies unread in thousands
of the walN of a Tikal temple, behind of hieroglyphics on building-walls, on
the temple-chamber, which looked like monuments and on shafts that were sel

some treasure-seeker's work, but which up numerously in the public squan

at Tikal hut at

N a k u m ,

be

yond a doubt

that the sup-

porting tem-
iry a r ch

must have been
u^L-i\ much as

in our modern
1 >ract ice.

But, solid as the

walls of these tem-

ples lock, there is a

well - founded suspicion

that there are spaces in the



HORSES WEARING THEIR 'MUD" SHOES.

MUD SHOES FOR HORSES
By

CHARLES ALMA BYERS

IT
may be that horses somewhere

wear snow shoes, but if they do I

have never heard of it. Be that as

it may, however, in the peatlands of

Orange County, California, where
mid-winter celery is grown, they at least

wear mud shoes. The shoes are simple

devices, consisting of two blocks of wood

726

fastened together so that the grain of

each runs crosswise. They are held se-

curely on the horse's feet by means of a

quarter-inch rod, bent so as to circle the

front part of the hoof. A bolt through

the crossed pieces of wood, with the nut

upward, connects with a sort of swivel

fastened to the front center of the bent



ARMmR for modern soldiers

rod, providing means for quickly putting

"i! and taking off the sh< *.

The celery-growing distrid of ' Grange

County, -it uat«.< 1 aboul forty miles south

of I."- Angeles, comprises approximately
t\\<> thousand acres. The area was origi

nally a veritable bog of creeks and
sloughs, Overgrown with luxuriant \'

tation, the latter, a- it died and decayed,

covering the ground year after year with

numerous layers of a sorl of peat. Aboul
eighteen years ago some enterprising and
encrjjetic man realized thai tin- district

would prove excellent for celery-grow-

ing. After a number i if i t lain ir

and perseverance, he, with tin- co-opera-

tion "t' others, succeeded in draining and
making it tillable

Although it i- constantly drained, the

aria i- nevertheless always rather boggy,
ami it is because of this condition, i"

keep the horses from miring in tin- moist

earth, that these mud—or swamp shoes

air used. The horses soon become ac-

customed to them, and accomplish their

work very satisfactorily.

ARMOR FOR MODERN SOLDIERS
By

HENRY GARDINER

TNI".
Germans, who have the

most wonderful army in the

world, have long been trying
to perfect the cuirass, or ar-

mor for the upper part < >f the

body, to the point at which it will lie an

effective protection against modern gun-

fire, i >nly recently has any success been
achieved. So high i- the penetrating

power of the modern rifle-bullet that any
piece of steel <>r alloyed metals* that

would resist it would necessarily b<

heavy as to he entirely impractical a- a

portion of a soldier's equipment in the

THE INVKMok. oSCAK SCHAUMANN, SHOWING HIS NEW MUSKET-PROOF CUIRASS MATERIAL
TO AN [NVESTIGATING COMMITT] 1
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field. Krupp's, the mighty gun manu-

facturers and armor-plate makers, have

tried and more or less failed. They pro-

duced a cuirass, indeed, but not such a

one as approached the ideal sought.

I [owever, a man named Schaumann has

actually hrought out a plate, made by

process of secret alloy, that has withstood

some remarkahle

tests. The plate of

Mr. Schaumann has

yet to be punctured

Dy rifle-ball, fired

by the arm used in

the German mili-

tary service—which

is as good and as

powerful as any

rifle made. The il-

lustrations s h o w
the results of tests

recently applied.

Schaumanms plate

underwent fire of

rifles at ranges as

low as thirty feet,

without giving way
or allowing the

bullets to pene-

trate. The plate

was disfigured, as the pictures show, but

the bullets were shattered and a man be-

hind the plate would have been safe from

harm from them.

When it is considered that the plate

was offered flat to the fire of the rifles

and that every opportunity for aim and

every advantage of wind and light and

time was given the marksmen, it will

be seen how very efficient the plates of

this alloy should be when made up into

cuirasses and used in the field. It is

rare indeed that a soldier will offer a

fair shot at close range to his enemy,

so that his cuirass would be flat-side

toward the rifle-fire. Built with a

material snouici

bullet that can

Sharp- Pointed Bullets W
They could n

wedge-shaped front, as armor has been

constructed from time immemorial, with

well-studied curves for bullet-shedding,

the cuirass of this new-

throw practically every

strike it.

The weight of the armor will be slight.

The inventor claims that it will be lighter

by twenty per cent

than the cuirass

now in use, while

being a much more
reliable jacket. 1 Ie

expects to reduce

this weight still

further, however,

so that the soldier

of the line may
find the armor gen-

uinely welcome,
rather than a mere
hated added bur-

den.

It is possible that

the modern rifle-

ball may knock a

man over, even if

his mail

him from
however,

ere Fired at the Plate.

ot pierce it.

protects

wound,
theso

practicability of such affairs as cuirasses

in the field has yet to be proved. The
rifle-ball, fired from a modern high-

power weapon has a striking force that

is enormous. To stand within the cuirass

that is struck by one or more of them

would be no experience to be courted by

the bravest man or the wildest fool. It

might be compared to allowing a power-

ful blacksmith to strike at one with a

sledge. The cuirass will protect the skin.

Will it protect the bones and the flesh

from bruise and the vital organs from

terrific blows? Also, the arms and legs

and head will still be exposed to the fire

of the enemy.

D C 3 D
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I K IN \ ELLOWSTI INE PARK.

TRANSPLANTING WILD ELK
By

I. N E WTO N GREENE

t r< Mil

EVERAL counties in the State

of Washington have availed

themselves "i" a recent offer

made by the Federal < iovern-

ment and purchased wild elks

Yellowstone I 'ark. transplanting

them in the mountainous regions of the

Pacific Northwest. Years ago these

splendid animals roamed in great herds

M\er Washington's forest-clad hills; to-

day they are practically extinct because

of indiscriminate slaughter long ago
when little or no protection was given

them from white or red hunter-. The

Olympic Mountains, extending along the

western coasl of Washington, utter a

haven of safety for the elk>. as the game
laws thoroughly protect them: but the

Olympics constitute practically the only

feeding ground where elks in any con-

siderable number are known to make
their home in this State, and there is a

growing desire to re-establish the big

game in the Cascade Mountains.

Each winter witn< the death of

main- elks in Yellowstone Park because

the great herd increases so rapidly it

cannot he properly ic<\. This distressing

729



The First Thing the Elk Did Was to Race
for the Far End of the Corral.

situation caused the government, a short

time ago, to offer two-year-old elks at ten

dollars a head to any district where they

may be given a home in the mountain

wilds.

Snohomish County, Washington, was

one of the pioneers to avail itself of the

opportunity to buy wild elks and try the

interesting experiment of transplanting

the big game. The commissioners of

this county had in the public game fund

something more than one thousand dol-

lars for the purchase of game, the fund

being derived from the annual sale of

hunting and fishing licenses. It was de-

cided to purchase elk. Rough handling

by the railroads killed fifteen out of the

shipment, several dying after their ar-

rival at the journey's end, though the re-

mainder were landed in good condition.

Hundreds of people traveled by train

and auto from far and near to Startup

to witness the interesting work of unload-

ing the wild animals. A high,
_

strong

corral, constructed in a lumber mill yard,

was connected by a runway with the elks'

Unloading Elk That Had Been Brought from
Yellowstone Park to Snohomish County,

Washington.

car. After exhausting every known

means to bring the timid animals into

their corral, men entered the car and

grasping the long, silky ears dragged the

animals one by one into the open. The

first thing most of the elks did upon

reaching the ground was to race for the

far end of their corral, though others

stood motionless from fright and sur-

prise.

W



POROSITY OF LIQUIDS
\Y7III\.\ a certain amount <>t' powd<
* sugar i- slowly poured into warm

water, the water will dissolve the sugar
and appear to absorb it without incr<

ing its volume. Similarly, when alcolx I

is poured into water, the resulting will he

than the sum of the two volumes.

Apparently one of the liquids has entered
int<

i the ]>' »res i »f the < >ther.

The experiment as commonly p
formed in physics laboratories consists in

putting measured quantities of the two
liquids together, but the effeel would be
tar more striking were it possible for

student- to see one of the liquids actually

soaking into the other. This can be done
in this way: Take two glasses, one filled

to the brim with water, and the other

with alcohol, ("..lor the alcohol with red

ink to make it clearer. The glasses should
not he over full. Place a sheel of paper
over the glass full of alcohol ami with a

hand on the paper to keep it down on the

rim of the glass invert the tumbler over
the ^la-s full of water and carefully draw-

out the paper. This can he done without

spilling a drop of alcohol and yet a- soon
a- the paper is removed, the alcohol will

Commence to drop. Owing to the fact

that it is colored, it is possible to see the

alcohol actually soaking into the water,

while tiny air bubbles that were formerly

Contained in the pores of the water rise

slowly to the top of the tumbler. This
will continue until a considerable air

space forms in the top of the tumbler.

SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PIT
Po.W

CI \'( !E the . in England^ drew public attention to the -ad fate

of the Sturdy little pit which are

employed therein and which are doomed

» •

iii Glass Full oi Vlcoi

to spend their whole existence under-
ground, many worthy folk haw been at

pains to suggest the use of various me-
chanical contrivances which shall do the

work in the mines which is now per-

formed by the animals. Among the con-

trivances in question is a small locomo-
tive which is already in favor on the con-

tinent of Europe and which can he driven
either by petrol or paraffin. It i- an

ALCOHOL SOAKING" INTO W V
I be result is less than the sum of thi

1M
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eight - ten horse-

power machine tit-

ted with two gears,

and travels at the

rate of about six

miles per hour at

top speed. It can

start from rest on
a gradient of one in

thirty with a load

of nine tons and on
the level will haul twenty anc

Small Locomotive Designed to
Coal Mines.

on the high and lower ""ears.

forty tons

The loco-

400 tons of stone

per day are easily

hauled by this

useful little engine.

Certainly it should

be cause for rejoic-

ing among the hu-

mane that the day
when ponies will

cease to toil under-
ground is about at

hand. Now if machinery could release

the human toilers also, the millenium

Replace Ponies in

J*

motive is entirely enclosed by dust-proof would evidently be here,

doors, fastened by keys which the driver

keeps in his possession ; outside inter-

ference is obviated. The control is by
one wheel only, one movement of

which in one direction engages forward
motion clutch and in one other the re-

verse motion clutch. The locomotive can

be used with perfect safety in a mine.

An ignition and expulsion of exhaust

HINDU'S TEMPLE OF BRASS
of Indian brass-work,

accompanying illustra-

very

""THE example
* shown in the

tion, is a very remarkable one. It was
entirely made by the worker who hum-
bly plies his tools also before the camera
and who carries the burden of a name

gases are designed so that no spark or unpronoimceablebv English tongues. The
flame can possibly get outside. The ig-

t ,e of brass he has made was ye
nition takes place in a closed space and
the exhaust is through water. One of

the locomotives has already been tested

a mine in the north of England. It

rears

in building and worked

m
ran nearly two miles underground in a

level, or adit, only five feet three inches

high by three feet four inches wide,

hence so small that in many places there

is but four inches clearance between the

casing of the locomotive and the side

walls. The gauge of the track is twenty-

four inches, and in several parts of the

mine there are S-shaped or reversed

curves. Some of the gradients are one
in sixty-six and parts of the track are

under water. The locomotive is

driven by a former
horse driver.
Formerly there

were four horses

and drivers em-
ployed in the level,

and each horse

drew five to six

loaded wagons in a

trip. The locomo-
tive in each trip

easily takes twenty-

four wagons at

higher speed;
whilst in granite

quarry from 300 to

making
thing

Miniature Temple of Brass Constructed by
Hindu.

out with infinite

patience and minute detail. The tools

used are all tiny as a jeweler's and the

skill of hand required is wonderful, for

the cutting of the brass is clean and fine

and accurate to plan with decorative de-

sign in marvelous ramification. This

particular piece of brass work is valued

at six thousand dollars—by English deal-

ers in stuff of this sort. The native

worker never dreamed of such a princely

sum, though perhaps six years of his

life went into the

of the

which, after

all, is rather less

useful than the

space it occupies.

If such skill as this

workman possesses

could be directed

into useful chan-
nels and a fair

price commanded
for it, some of the

people of India

would be farther

away from starva-

tion than the}' are

at the present
time.
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His steamer ticket was
still in his pocket ; his sav-

ings were gone

The Salute—A Youngster That Is Bound to Fetch a Smile.

An appeal no one could resist, not even a stern immigrant official bent

on doing his duty toward the ninety millions already
in this land.

The steamship company
promptly called up one of

the immigrant aid societies

and an interpreter was sent

to the dock. A description

of the thieves was taken,

the police summoned, and
a complaint lodged. In the

midst of the bustle which
attends the sailing of a

great steamer, a crowd
gathered, friendly, indig-

nant, pitying : a few tried

to hazard the suggestion

that the thieves might be

caught. No one had the

hardihood to offer much
hope : the stricken boy was
like a creature turned to

stone, and before the dumb
misery in his face the faint

words of cheer died on

their lips.

When everything had

been done, "You still have

your ticket," said the in-

terpreter kindly, "and see,

the steamer is about to

sail ; you will go, will you

not?"
Then Korodimas roused

himself and looked into the

face of his would-be friend.

The future for which he

had slaved and starved

through four irredeemable

years of his youth had van-

ished like a dream. Why
then should he go back to

Greece with empty hands?

"No," said he dully, "I

will go back to Biddeford

and work four more years."

And as the gangplanks

were drawn ashore, the

hawsers cast aside and the

Argentina slid into the

channel, the Greek boy

walked out into the sun-

shine of an October day

with nothing but bitterness

in his heart, and a dull rage

against ihis land of his po-

tential citizenship.
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The story of Korodimas
is no mere chance instance.

It was in appreciation of

the fact that there is ;i

wb >le range of abus< - and
legal evasions practised ex-

clusively among our alien

population that caused

Governor Hughes to ap-

point the New York State

Immigration < Commission

in 19!

i lasting aside as not

within their province all

questions of federal policy

such as the term- of ad-

mission and exclusion, the

members of this Commis-
sion set themselves the task

of studying the problem i »f

the aliens now living with-

in the boundaries of New
York.

Four-fifths of all immi-
grants who come to the

United States enter through
the gateway of New York.
They are coming at the

rate of over a million a

year now. and more than a

third of them remain with-

in the State, so that New
Y<>rk is today the home i if

about a million non-citizen

aliens.

It was the protection,

distribution and assimila-

tion of these potential citi-

zens that the Commission
set itself to work out by
study and recommendation.

Tin- resull was the estab-

lishment, a year and a half

ago, of the Xew York-

State Bureau of Industry
and Immigration, with
Mis< Frances Kellor at its

head.

"If you need advice,

come to this office where
you will find someone who
speaks your tongue and will

try to help you free of

charge." This legend,

printed in seven languages
and bearing the address <<\

the Buffalo office of the

riSFii d Alri \i'Y with Conditions in This Country.
Thi w by ill' ' beerful attitude of their <ld*-r> that

all is well, ami that they will be permitted
nter America.
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Bureau, is mailed to every incoming- im-

migrant who gives as his destination an

address within that city. The hearings

at the New York City office whereby
Miss Kellor "runs justice" and collects

invaluable data, are reported frequently

in the foreign papers ; thus even in the

short time it has been in existence, the

Bureau has become well known in the

have tagged the lapel of his coat accord-

ingly and this is his only record of his

immediate destination. A porter seized

him, addressed him in his native patois,

exhibiting his license shield, which in the

immigrant's eyes carried all the dignity

of government insignia, said he had been
sent from the lodging house to which the

other was bound, tore off the tag from

foreign quarters in the two chief cities of his lapel, and had his compatriot at his

mercy.

Next, he got possession of the twenty-
five dollars without which no immigrant

is permitted to land,

and then proceeded
to lose him. These
last offices he per-

formed in a variety

of ways. He got

the money perhaps

by offering to

change it into
American

the State.

The first prob-

lem that challenged

the attention of the

Bureau was that of

doing away with

the unscrupulous
men, usually Euro-
pean-Americans of

some years' stand-

ing, who haunt the

Battery, the rail-

road terminals and
the steamer docks
for the purpose of

preying upon their

fellow countrymen,
—vampires of the kind to whom Korodi-
mas fell a victim.

It is not an extraordinary thing that

the bewildered immigrants who have
been crowded into the steerage of the

Immigrant Guide? and Their Charges,

coinage

and giving Confed-

erate bills in ex-

change ; asked for

it for safekeeping;

deducted five dollars for a subway ticket

;

charged an exorbitant cab fare, or re-

sorted to the cruder method of "jostling"

and pocket-picking. Then he delivered

his charge to a strange hotel where land-

lord and porter divided the spoils ; or,

the money in his possession, he found he

had an errand in a coffee house and
slipped out of the back door while his

victim was still waiting for his reappear-

ance. Or perhaps he took him to his

destination, fleecing him for services as

he went.

The best kind of prey were those aliens

Some fifty foreigners were found ply- who were passing through the city, for

thriving thieving business at the they were miles away before a complaint

Battery as runners, porters and cabmen, could be lodged against their exploiters.

Rarely indeed did the inarticulate for-

eigner himself lodge a complaint ; but

great trans-atlantic steamers, herded
through Ellis Island, hustled on to a

tender and dropped suddenly into the

land of liberty at the Battery should trust

the men who address them in their native

tongue—even their native dialect—as in-

stinctively as they distrust and fear the

bustling mob of strange speaking people

who surround them.

ing a

when the Bureau investigators first be-

gan to study the situation. For ten

months they collected facts and secured

convictions.

The system of exploitation was inge-

nious and fairly uniform. The immi-
grant, like freight, is booked through
to his destination. If he is going be-

when charge was brought against

porter and the police department revoked
his license, he at once applied to the

Bureau of Licenses and became a runner,

or vice versa. When he had lost both

licenses, he would change his name and
yond New York City, he has paid on the begin all over again. Just how profitable

other side not only for his steamer pas- the wretched business was, a porter in-

sage but for his night's lodging in the

city and his railroad fare to his family

or friends. The Ellis Island authorities

dicated in a recent hearing when he

boasted that he sometimes made as much
as one thousand dollars in a week.
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NEW BRIDGE AT
CONSTANTINE

HIS bridge will connect with the tail

1 station the new suburb which
i> being built at Constantine on the <'M

hill .u (
'< mdiat City, Algeria.

Transporting and placing the pieces of

the center arches, an operation both

delicate and dangerous was effected l>y

three telccharges, one of long range at

the axis of the bridge, the two others

above the arches. Firsl there were raised

->M each side three strut beams held by

anchored cables. For raising the central

beam a movable foot bridge was con-

structed uniting the outer strut beams.

By mean- of this foot bridge it was pos-

sible to install on some corresponding
cable- a framework platform on which

was placed a scaffold-

ing of timber which ^&^a
scrwd for raising the

central beam and its

supp >rting 1> r a c

While raising these

beams the foundations
i »f the arch were being

put in place.

The building of the

arch was accomplished
in five months. The
city of ( a mstantine will

possess an admirable
work which di les great

hon< ir ti i the engineers
who conceived it as

well a- to the builders.

Constantine, the capital of the French
department of Constantine, Algeria, was
the ancient city of t'irta. It was rebuilt

by Constantine. The French took pos-

session in 1837.

New Br idg i • nk. Algkria

MOTOR SLED FOR SNOWY
CLIMES

V

A Kl CORD PlECF OF C Ml I .

1
' '

i

•
' ! ''.

i r. . ord si/.- cables 111. ill.' in Bnff-
I ble i- Jin yards Ions and twentj

two inches in circumference. A hundred
long before the < hain cable was

thought 'if. hemp cables "( twentj four im lies
• e were made.

weighs i me ti >n.

A Track-Laying Machine.
This, unlike its pre I the work with

v ry little aid from human labor

\ I AL trips have
been made on the

in< tuntains near \ ienna,

Austria, with an im-

proved ninti ir sled with

very gi » "1 results. The

sled runs w ell either i >n

cl( isely packed sn< »w i »i

mi snow newly fallen

to a great depth and
c asil y take- s t cc]>

grades. I >n certain

stretches it has covered
repeatedly t w mtv-tw

o

miles per hour.

The sled is 19 feet

long, has a gauge of

about A l/2 feel and
The chassis js built on

very broad runners, each 15 ;

i feet

long. A drum paddle-wheel, ? [

\ feet

in diameter, which puts the sled in

motion, is Incited between the run-
ners at the hack. This wheel is mov-
able upward and is adjusted mi springs

that it may he suul< beneath the ruu-
nei"-, whereby the drum pi the

snow- down and the blades of the paddle

then push into the compressed snow,
thus finding sufficient resistance t'»

move the -led forward. For ice surfaces
or packed snow only the sharp points on

the paddle blades come into action. The
axle "f the paddle-wheel is placed on

springs in order to avoid breakage on
uneven Slirfai

two

ir?
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Motor Slkd Used in the Mountains of Austria.

The motive power consists of a four-
cvlinder motor. The transfer of power
to the axle of the drum paddle-wheel is

effected by cog-wheel chains.

The sled may he fitted with outer
wheels by means of which it may be
transported to garage over roads free
from snow. It is claimed that this motor
sled is very well suited as a transporta-
tion vehicle in northern regions where
snow covers the ground for the greater
part of the year.

The steering is accomplished by gear-

ing under spring pressure, the lever be-

ing so adjusted that the runners at once
turn and draw in the desired direction.

Testing Tower for Noting Evaporations in the
Salton Sea.

TESTING TOWER FOR
EVAPORATION

UPOR some time after the Salton Sea
was formed in southern California

from the overflow of the Colorado River,

there was considerable discussion as to

whether this vast inland sea would affect

the rainfall in the desert country there-

about. Experts have decided that it has
had no effect of this sort, and one of the

factors in arriving at that conclusion was
the tower erected by the weather bureau
over the surface of the water. It con-
tains flat shallow pans of water set at

various heights above the sea and ac-

curate observations are taken to ascer-

tain the amount of evaporation at the va-

rious levels. It was stated by one au-

thority that the Salton Sea had about as

much influence upon the annual precipi-

tation as a tub of water set in the middle
of the desert.

&

NEW GAMBLE FOR PARISIANS
CLEVER new device in the shape of

a game has come out of Paris, which
is attracting considerable attention among
those who follow games of chance. The
new game is planned along the lines of

roulette, except that, instead of wheel

and ball, an aeroplane swings around a

circle above a table marked with names
of six European countries. A tiny plane

is mounted on one end of a rod, which
rests upon a pivot and is counterweighted

at the other end. The plane weighs
slightly more than the counterweight

and, except when in motion, will sink

gently upon the table. The names of

England, Germany, France, Russia, Aus-

tria and Italy are placed each in a space

A



about a circle beneath the flight of the closel) packed against it. An illu

plane, so that the little flyer must alight of such an importing

1
1

j >< 'ii one of them when it falls after honeybees is here shown,
flight. The players place their bets upon
the countries of their choice and i

1

plane is spun b\ the banker. When the

plane comes t<> rest, lightly and grac
fully upon the cloth, the lucky player who
chose to bet upon the countr) in which it

lands, \\ ins six I his wag< r Th<
i> a decided fascination about the novel

little game and some players like espe-

illy the feature which enables ;ill par-

ticipants to see distinctly just which sec-

tion of eh 'ih u ins.

-ti"atlOll

Italian

• i K. H 1.1 in. \ Ni w Pa

TREE WITH UNUSUAL RECORD
"Til IS photograph is of a catalpa tree

which gre^ from a post planted in the

spring of 1878. During the winter of

1877-78 Mr. Charles S. Anders of Fair-

view Village, Pennsylvania, cut down a

number of catalpa trees and prepared

them for fence posts. In the spring he
planted a number of the posts. The one
in question had eight holes in it and was
used at the bars. During the summer
Mr. Anders noticed a shoot on top of

the ground and gave it support. The
tir-t season it grew three feet and the

following year it attained a heighl of

six fee i.

The shoot has been growing ever
-nice and is now a tree measuring seven

two inches in circumference above
the ground. [1 is forty feet high and has

a spread of forty-five feet.

IMPORTING QUEEN BEES
IT is a long and hard journey for 1

A that come from Europe, packed in

crowded mail sacks in the recesses of a

steamer's hold. To overcome this disad-

vantage the Italian exporter providi

special car in which her majesty, the

queen, may ride to this land of liberty.

She and her associates and the little bit

of candy that goes with them are very

light, yet the exporter makes a large,

cumbersome cage in which she is to ride.

The reasons for thi> are two. First the

box must be strong, and second the sides

must be extended so as to prevent the

surrounding mail from becoming too

Cai m pa Trei I'll l Oi
I I

H I & IN THE M VILS

m



BERT HALL. SECRETARY CROP IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE. EXAMINING THE RESULT OF A
"RAG BABY" TEST CONDUCTED BY TWO BOYS.

RAG BABIES TO INCREASE
THE CORN CROP

By

ROBERT MOULTON

THE farmers of this country are

losing more than half a billion

dollars on their corn crops

every year. Maybe they don't

know it. but they are. And the

worst of it is that this enormous loss

could be prevented in such a simple and
easy way that to follow it seems like

child's play.

"What's the matter," the farmers ex-

claim.

The answer is simple: "You don't test

your seed
!"

"Why, man alive," the farmer ex-

claims, "don't you know that any farmer

can tell good seed corn when he sees it?

Or if he can't tell by the way it looks,

he can by cracking it with his teeth or

cutting it open with a jack knife."

It is evident that something has got to

be done to set these fellows out of the

rut. Agricultural teachings, so far, have
not had the desired effect. They have
been too much along the lines of the old

fashioned camp meeting revival. A small

percentage of the farmers have been

brought to the mourners' bench, so to

speak, but the majority of them have
backslid, as converts have ever done.

Realizing that old fashioned methods
must be supplemented by something new,

the Crop Improvement Committee of the

Council of Grain Exchanges, who as a

body and as individuals are as much in-

terested in the success or failure of the

corn crop as the farmer himself, set

about to devise ways and means for

cracking the shell of the man who thinks
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he knows it all because he has "always

done it that way." Finall) the) hit it.

"Eureka," they cried. "We'll teach

tin- men through the boys tin- father

through the son. We'll establish agri-

cultural kindergartens in the rural

schools, and when the fathers and uncles

and big brothers see what the children

know ah'. ut testing seed com, we'll land

them."
This is having it- effect. The farn

are coming to realize the value and prac-

ticability <>t" the methods advocated 1>\

the Crop Improvement Committee, and
while some of them profess to scoff at

these methods, they are secretly putting

them into practice.

The method employed in the agricul-

tural kindergartens i- the "rag baby
test." Idle "rag baby" hear- no relation

to little Mary'- home-made doll. It is

merely a simple little device for testing

seed corn, or any other kind of -rain.

and its mysteries can he solved by any

bo) or girl in a few minutes
The "rag baby test" is conducted in

the following manner: A piece of heavy
sheeting twelve inches wide and four or

five feet Ion-- i- marked off into a dozen
or more squares aboul three inches wide.

running through the center of the -trip.

The squares are numbered, say from one
to twelve. An equal number of ear- of
corn are -elected for the test and are

numbered to correspond with the squares
on the cloth. The cloth is then thor-

oughly moistened and spread out in front

of the ear- to he tested. Five <>r six

kernel- are taken from ear number one
and placed in square number one. and
-o on until all the squares have been
tilled. Then the side- of the cloth are

folded over so th< edges will overlap in

the center and the -trip rolled up, be-

ginning at either end. If the cloth i-

well moistened the kernel- will not he

displaced, \fter tin- cloth i- rolled up
a -trin- <>r a rubber hand i- tied loosel)

around each end. and the "rag baby" i-

finished. It i> not necessary to limit the

number of squares to twelve. From
twent) to thirty ear- can he tested in

each roll.

After the roll i> tied up it i- then placed

in a bucket of water where it i- allowed
to remain from two to eighteen hour-,

a the operator ma\ prefer. The water
.- then poured off, the roll placed on a

COUple of -mall piece- of wood to keep
it from touching the floor, and a damp
gunny sack placed over it to keep it from
drying out. The bucket is then turned
upside down over the roll, one edge of

the pail being raised half an inch to give

ventilation.

It i- important that the corn should
he thoroughly moist, hut not so wet that

-eed will -mother. Care should also he

taken that the corn i- not chilled. The
besl results will he obtained if it i- kept

in a temperature of about seventy de-

cree-. At the end of four or five days
the kernel- should begin to sprout. Tile

"rag baby" i- then opened up again, the

kernel- are examined carefully and the

hoy or the hoy'- father can see at a

glance which the ears are in >"d -eed.

and which should he thrown away.
The "rag baby" ha- been horn and

lived its useful life, leaving Mr. Farmer
in a position to plant only that -eed which
will he sure to germinate and produce a

good crop.

Let us suppose that the "rag baby"

SHOWING HOW THE "RAG BABY" I- ARRANGED TO CORRESI'o.M' WITH EARS TO BE TESTED.



HOW SEED CORN IS CLASSIFIED AFTER THE "RAG BABY" TEST.
1. dead; 2, weak, having rootlets only; 3. weak, having- sprouts only; 4, strong, having both rootlets and sprouts.

process has been taught to the school

children and that every child knows how
to do it. Say there are twenty-five pu-
pils in one district school. Each pupil

is asked to get twelve ears of seed corn
from his father or a relative or neighbor,

letting the farmer select the corn accord-

ing to his best judgment. In this way
nearly all the farmers of the district are

interested, each man becoming the "part-

ner" of the child to whom he has given
the corn. The children then prepare
their "rag babies" and keep them at home
until the seed begin to sprout.

Finally a day is selected when they are

brought back to school for examination
and marking. As they are unrolled, one
by one, the score is kept on a sheet of

paper. The names of the boy, or girl,

and his man-partner are placed at the

top, then numbers from one to twelve
down the side, while opposite the num-
bers are placed three columns marked
"good," "weak" and "dead." It will be

found that some ears are wholly dead,

and others too weak to plant.

After the result is determined each
pupil takes his score-card home to his

man-partner and shows him the results.

He is also requested to substitute good
ears for the bad ones. The pupil next
does a little private testing of his own
and is then ready for the final testing,

at which all of the men-partners are in-

vited to be present.

"The beauty of this plan," said Mr.
Bert Ball, secretary of the Crop Improve-
ment Committee, "is that each farmer is

put into competition with his neighbor
as to his ability to select good seed corn.

It is the gaming instinct made practical.

Every man is interested if he thinks he

can do something better than his fellow.

There are several methods to induce

each man to see himself as others see

him, to learn his true place in the farm
equation. One of these is to give each

man a number according to his ability

to raise corn, based upon his own signed

statement. The idea is, of course, to

prevent those below the average from
placing all the blame upon Providence."
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NEW ATTACHMENT FOR
l'Ho.NoCRAl'H

THIIIS clever device is adjusted so thai

the owner of a phonograph can take
his ease while the record is playing and
not have to stand over the instrument in

order t" stop it when the piece is ended.
At the conclusion of the selection the

metal arm <>i' the phonograph touches the

perpendicular lever, shown above the

hand. This forms a closed circuit for the

tiny electric brake, which is instantly ap-

plied, and the adjustment is so delicate

that the record can be stopped at any
given point. Aside from the dry-cell, the

outfit i- very compact, being enclosed in

a metal case the size of a pocket match-
box. A couple of screws hold it to the

case of the instrument, where it is quite
inconspicuous. It is the invention of a

yoUng Los Angeles electrician and is

km »wn as the record-stop.

This improvement should add much
to the pleasure derived from and increase

the immense popularity of the phono-
graph.

Nl» Ail II ir.ii \ i FOB l Ml PHONi ., \i'ii

NOVEL MOTION PICTURE
THEATER

A M< >TI< )\ picture theater in Mil-
*' waukee, Wisconsin, has a seashore
room where mothers may leave their

children while watching the photoplays.
Sand-piles, shoot-the-chutes and other
things for amusing children are pro
vided, with a scenic hack-- round.

CHILDREN'S QUARTERS IN NOVEL MOTION PIl I'M I HI Ml k MII.WAi Ml
Hi



ONE OF THE IRRIGATION DITCHES BEING BUILT IN COLORADO.

HUGEST OF IRRIGATION
DREDGES

WHAT is said to be the largest dredge
ever used on an irrigation ditch is

now lifting mud from the bottom and
cutting to twice its original width a big

supply canal. The canal runs from the

Arkansas River, near Rockyford, to Las
Animas, Colorado, a distance of over one
hundred miles.

This is the largest ditch in the state and
is being built with state capital. Its

rights, franchises, priorities and proper-

ties are valued at $12,500,000, and a con-

servative estimate shows that last year the

land watered by this ditch produced
nearly $2,000,000 in farm products.

When it was decided to enlarge the

canal to twice its original size, which
meant the excavation of more than 2,000,-

000 cubic yards of earth, the best bid

was 8^4 cents a cubic yard. The
state engineer thought this was too

much, so the state bought a dredge and
started to work itself. The dredge cost

the state $36,000, but, it is estimated, it

will save more than $30,000.

The dredge is two hundred feet long,

ninety feet wide, has a one hundred-foot

boom and a four and one-half-yard

scoop. It is equipped with double boil-

ers and compound engines, and every

modern improvement has been installed,

including an electric light plant.

It will take two years to complete the

work at the present rate that excavation

work is being done.

This is one of the biggest enterprises

ever undertaken by the

state of Colorado, and the

work greatly increases

the taxable values of the

state.

THIS IS SAID TO BE THE LARGEST IRRIGATION DREDGE IN THE WORLD.
It belongs to the state of Colorado and has given most excellent service in

improving the value of the land.
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TKAIN STOP SIGN \1 I'l \ HI IN 11 '

DEVICE TO STOP TRAIN
WRECKS

AN American device that it is hoped
** will absolutely prevent trains coming
together at junctions, crossings, switches,

and in the signal blocks; eliminate the

present derailments; stop trains when the

rails nr the mechanism have been inter-

fered with : and in fad make an accident

almost impossible, has recently been in-

vented.

The device is of simple construction

and railroads may be equipped with

it at comparatively low cost. The track

mechanism consists of a flexible steel arm
set "ii a low standard, the arm being
parallel to the rails when the track is

clear and at right angles when danger
threatens. On the breast beam of the

engine is another small mechanism from
which projects a thin steel finger. When
the latter comes in contact with the track

device, as it does when the danger signal

is set, the air brake- are instantly applied

and the exhaust steam valve opened,

bringing the train to a stop quickly and
smoothly. In all of the trials with heavy
or light trains, on dry or wet rails, the

device worked almost perfectly, the

trains being stopped within a minute and
within from 50 to 2.500 feet, depending
upon whether the trains were speeding
six or seventy-live miles an hour. The
device is interchangeable, can be operated

in connection with any existing signal

system, by manual, electro-pneumatic, or

electric control, or can furnish it> own
system, if it is necessary that it be re-

quired to do so.

LONDON'S PLAYFUL POLAR
BEARS

"TIIIC "ice" bear—or polar bears— in

A
the London Zoological gardens are

one of the chief attractions in that popu-

lar public resort where the thousands of

the crowded metropolis's people throng
mi Sundays, hank and other holidays.

The hears are sufficiently playful and

demonstrative to be a s,,urce of constant

delight and pleasure to the spectators.

To see these huge animals clumsily lum-

bering along on land one would certainly

not think them capable of the agility and

Showing thf Mechanism of the Train Stop Device.
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liveliness which they display

in the water.

The illustrations show one

of these bears amusing him-

self with a block of w 1

which has been tossed him.

This block, which weighs sev-

eral pounds, he delights in

hurling through, the air with

his huge paw and then re-

trieving it much as a kitten

would a ball.

The polar bear is the only

known species of bear which
is strictly marine in its habits,

Polar Bear Playing
with a Block of Wood.

luscan fishery—the mollusk
concerned being the pinna,

which is otherwise and poet-

ically known as the "silkworm
of the sea."

This interesting bivalve not

only spins a very beautiful

silk, which is utilized to some
extent commercially, but pro-

duces a surprising abundance
of jet-black pearls. Dr. Ben-
jamin H. Grave, of the Uni-
versity of Wyoming, recently

made a study of it in the

neighborhood of Norfolk, Va.,

collecting large numbers of

fore delight so

much in staying in the

water, as seen in the

zoos in summer, be-

cause it is accustomed
to a more frigid tem-
perature, but largely

through its natural af-

finity for this element.

In other ways, also,

the polar bear is quite

distinct. Most species

of bear are omnivor-
ous, eating nearly any-
thing. The polar bear, however, eats

almost solely fish and seals, preferring

the latter.

PEARLS FROM MARINE
"SILKWORM"

The Pinna Dissected and the Fiber
It Spins.

specimens, and he obtained an aver-

age of one pearl from every five of the

mollusks. As many as ten were found
in a single shell.

The pearls of the pinna, which are

usually spherical and highly-polished, are

already used to a considerable extent, in

countries bordering on the Mediterra-
nean, for the adornment of brooches and
other articles of jewelry. There is no
reason (says Dr. Grave) why they should
not be employed much more widely.

The matter is simply one of fashion.

And, inasmuch as the

mollusk is a common
species all the way from
Cape Hatteras south-

ward, it could easily be
made to yield a large

annual crop of such
pearls.

It is up to enterpris-

ing Americans to get

busy and develop this

new and important in-

dustry.

\TOW that pearls are advancing so
A " greatly in price, and with a fash-

ionable demand for black pearls, there

is an opportunity along the shores of the

South Atlantic and Gulf States for the

development of a new and profitable mol- Pinna. or Silkworm of the Sea." and a Glove
Woven from the Fiber It Spins,



DIGGING OCT PEAT TCKI-.

MORE LIGHT ON PEAT FUEL
By

AUBREY FULLER TON

WF. would be burning peal

instead of coal were it

not for its excessive wet-

ness. As it conies from
the bog it has from eighty

to ninety per cent of water in it. and to

dry out to less than twenty-five per cent

has been the long-standing difficulty of

the peat-fuel producers. They have been
experimenting, in both the United States
and Canada, for several years, and now,
after many failures and half-succes

they have pretty nearly solved the prob-
lem.

Recent investigations have been con-
ducted chiefly under government au-
spic The Tinted States Geological
Survey is making a thorough study of

the peat resources of various states, in

the hope that a practical fuel may he
found that will be at least a partial sub-
stitute for coal. In Canada the Mine-
Department of the Federal government
has for the past two or three years been

conducting a series of experiments along
the same line, and with a considerable

degree of success. Canada ha- special

reason t" he interested in the possibility

of a substitute fuel, for while she has

immense coal deposits they are at the

extreme east and the extreme west, leav-

ing the middle provinces largely depend-

ent, for both domestic and industrial fuel,

upon the American supply. At the same
time, -he ha- great stretches of peat bog,

and the utilization of these is therefore

a thing most practical and desirable.

In 1909 a demonstration plant was
tahli-hed at Alfred, Ontario, forty miles

from Ottawa, where there is an immense
peat bog of several hundred acres, aver-

aging eighl t\ct in depth. At the same
timeafuel testing station, equipped with

modern machinery ami appliance-, was
built in Ottawa. Both works were

opened in the early part of the following

year, and for two summers peat-fuel has

been made at the Alfred plant and tested
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at the station in Ottawa. The purpose

was, not to initiate a peat-fuel industry

on a commercial scale, hut merely to

demonstrate the suitability of the Euro-

pean methods to conditions in America,

ers. In 1911 the cost of transportation

and distribution ran a little higher, and
the price to private users was $3.80, ad-

mittedly a hit too high for the grade of

fuel. In the face of high freight rates

and to show that a good and serviceable I the process of manufacture must be

somewhat cheapened before peat fuel can

be used as a really economical substitute

for coal.

The tests of the fuel at the government
station during both years have

been very satisfactory. As
compared with coal, it was
ft mud that 1.8 tons of peat

were equal in .heat

t value to one ton of

^_ anthracite,

fuel from the numerous bog-lands is en

tirely possible.

One of the wrong theories on which

some of the earlier experiments were

based was that the moisture

could he taken out of the peat

by pressure. The spongy

nature of the bogs
idea

the

a s

suggested the

that they hel<

water much
sponges do,

and that, like

sponges, their

raw material

could be
squeezed dry.

Rut it was
foun d that

there was a

very great
difference: peat holds water not as a sop pounds of spft coal

but as a very part and parcel of its make-

up. Pressing it dry had to be abandoned.

Next came various attempts to steam-

dry it. Machines that were really inge-

nious were fitted up, one of them com-

prising a revolving drum in which the

A Type of Peat Excavator. Electrically Driven, in Use in

Ontario. Canada.

and as a pow-
er producer
two - and - a -

half pounds
of it fur-

nished one
horsepower-
h o u r as
against one
and a half

An Ottawa house-
holder who had been accustomed to burn-
ing eleven tons of anthracite during the

winter stocked fifteen tons of peat in-

stead, and it carried him through. The
coal cost him $7.50 a ton, and the peat

To make as good a showing as$3.25.

powdered peat was subjected to a high this, however, the peat must be of num-
steam-heated temperature. Drying it out ber-one quality and well dried. It is

best adapted to open-fire grates and
cooking stoves, but if rightly used it will

give very good results also in furnaces.

It burns brightly and cleanly, leaving a

fine ash which is of some value as a land

fertilizer.

Tests were also made for producer

gas. If bogs and marshes give out gas

in their natural state, why should not

on heated cylinders was also attempted.

Good fuel was obtained from all these

processes, but the cost of operation was

such that none of them could be carried

on economically.

Air-drying was left as at once the

simplest and the most successful method.

Five miles of ditches were dug on the

Alfred bog, to drain it, field tracks were

laid, and a peat machine was installed, bog peat yield a gas of some commercial

In the summer of 1910 peat was made value? A retorting plant was equipped

during a period of fifty days, though av- at the Ottawa fuel station and a thor-

erage weather conditions will permit a ough test made, with peat of seventy-five

manufacturing period of twice that per cent moisture, chemically treated,

length. In the fifty days some sixteen The results were carefully tabulated, and

hundred tons of peat-fuel were produced,

about half of which was sold for private

use and for official testing. One ton of

the manufactured fuel cost $2.25 ; landed

in Ottawa it cost from $3.25 to $3.50, at

which figures it was sold to household-

m general they were these : peat will

produce a gas of about the same calorific

value as coal gas, but not economically.

One ton of peat produces 8,650 cubic

feet of gas, and the time required to

retort it was five times more than for



M< >RE LIGHT « »\ PEAT FUEL

.il. \- a bypr< tduct, however, peal .

is practicable, and in Austria and Rus
it is used for lighting in plants wh<

peat coke is made.
In the waj of 1»\ products als< », n

litter and peal mull have a commercial
value, the latter being shipped from Hol-
land to tin.' United States at aboul six-

teen dollars a ton. It i- used as a fruit

packing1

.

The method of manufacture adopted
at the Alfred demonstration plant is sim-

plc. The peat machine, operated by
steam, is set up on the bog, and the raw
peat is carried t" it l>v a conveyor di-

ctly from the digging. It granulat
presses, and moulds the peat, ami empties
it out int<> dumping ear- in the form of

rough bricks. These peat bricks are then

spread on the ground to dry, the rest

of the*process, save for an occasional

turning, being left to the sun and wind.
That is all there is t < it. It is a matter

chiefly of u 1 out-door ventilation, for

the wind i- a better drying agenl than
the sun.

But while artificial drying has been
found to he impractical, machine digging
is believed to be the secret of a further

cheapening of cost. If the peat must he

dried by simple weather process, it must
In- dug by some quicker and cheaper
method than hand labor. A machine ex-

cavator ha- been made that is driven by
electrical power, -lice- off the bog-SOll

and throw- it. in powder form, to one
side, where it partially dries and i- then

gathered up for the press. In this way
the cost of manufacture can be reduced
at lea-t fifty cent- a ton.

The Canadian Mine- Department has
proved it by its two year-' tests that bog
peat can be converted into an effective

substitute for coal, for both domestic and
power purposes. It ha- found, however,
that to he made economically it must In-

made near at hand, and the transporta-

tion to great distances of air-dried peat

fuel is not recommended. What i- ad-
vised instead is that plant- he erected

at convenient points to serve their im-
mediate communities, it being entirely

possible for a number of farmer ip-

erate in this way and profitably to supply

the local market- with a home-made fuel.

\ plant like that at \lfred, w ith ;i ca

pacit) "i some thirt) tons a day, can be

cted for aboul >.

That tin- i- a practicable suggestion,
far at least a- central * 'anada is c< in

cerned, is apparent from tin- fact that

there are known to he in the provinces of

Quebi I >ntari< >. and Manitoba areas of

peat bog totaling 36,000 square mi''

with an estimated possible production of

28,000.000,000 tons of air-dried peat

fuel. Some ten or twelve bogs in dif

fell nt parts of lb, country have been
carefully examined and delimited b) the

government's expert, and one of th< e,

in Simcoe County, Ontario, covers over
16,000 acre-, i- free of tree-, and is esti-

mated to be capable of producing 9,000,-

00<> tons of fuel. The prairie provin<

also have great area- of bog which could

be developed with very greal advantage
to a country that needs fuel and that

must otherwise bring it in from long
distances. \- a matter of fact, there is

enough incipient fuel in ('anada'- bogs
and swamps to make middle provin<

practically independent of the coal-deal-

ers: what yel remains to he done as a

preliminary is to pul the peat-fuel pr<

on a commercial basis by a little

further cheapening. This seems now t <

»

be within reach. The government tests

have been educational and demonstrat-
ive, and they are to be followed during
the present year by private development
on a business basis.

A -till newer and possibly better proc-

ess of peat-fuel manufacture ha- been
discovered in Sweden. It i- a process of

wet-carbonizing the peat, by which it is

claimed that continuous manufacture can
he carried on. independent of air-drying.

The Swedish government has made an

appropriation for further experimenting,
and tin- results will he awaited in this

untry with interest.

If Canada can dry out her 1 >• >l_: - and
burn them, a- it seems likely that -he

,vill SOOn b( able to do, it will he one of

the best pieces of nature-taming up to

date. And it will he a welcome antidote

to the increasing coal hill- that vex the

ultimate consumer.



RECENTLY HATCHED TROUT WITH FOOD SACK.

WATCHING LIFE GROW
By

EDWARD F. BIGELOW

EVEN within the egg the life

actions of the embryo trout may
be seen. It is a marvelous reve-

lation of the circulation of blood
that is shown by focusing upon

the egg sack. The radiating fins possess

a network through which, under a high
power objective, the oval corpuscles are

seen to rush with great speed. They
gather at the lower edge of the egg sack
into one great channel or river. Then
this current may be readily watched as

it passes to the heart, of which the two
parts—the auricle and the ventricle

—

alternately contract and suggest to the

observer the thought of the walking beam
of a steamer. From the heart the current
may be traced to the gills each chamber
of which stands as a dome-shaped recep-

tacle. Around the top oil the inside rush
these corpuscles in a series of pulsations

750

synchronous with the rhythmic beating

of the heart. From this heart, the blood

purified and in readiness to sustain the

animal is carried throughout the entire

organism. To aerate the blood there

must be a constant supply of oxygenated
water and astonishing is the provision

that nature has made for this.

The director of a fish hatchery who
supplied the eggs shown in the photo-

graphs gave instructions to keep a current

of water on all sides of the eggs, above
as well as below, and he advised that

they be suspended on wire netting in a

current, and the question naturally arose,

How does the egg utilize this oxygenated
water ? The microscope explains the

miracle. Within the egg is a small

amount of water that is kept flowing over
the gills by the steady action of the pec-

toral fins. These fins may be seen work-



WATCHING LIFE GR< >\\"
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within th< regularly and as
i'I> as ii

i of a rowboat in its

passage across the lake It seems evi-
dent that tin's mechanical action is intend-
ed to keep the small quantit) of water
circulating within tin • very
part of that water shall first touch the
interior of the thin shell through which

only a few days. ,\s the trout grow older
a pigmentary substance appears and ob-
scures the \ h-u tain parts of the
fish. So that the finalit) of th< tage
and the beginning of the perfecl form
are the best in which to w itness these
mysteries of all mysteries the functions
of life. For man) years the circulation

fc

n <

I Ml- EGGS OF 1 HE TRl >U f.

the oxygenated liquid undoubtedly pa
by osmosis.

In all the realm of nature there has
never been found so complete a biolog-
ical machine.

After a few weeks in this current of
water the embryos burst their shell and
for a few days their life action may he-

seen even better than be lure, but' for

of the blood has been shown to biological
•
'lasses in the web of a frog's foot or the
tail of a fish. These objects have become
classical and indeed they are marvelous,
'"it they in no way approach the im-
pressiveness, the feeling of awe induced
in the observer's mind by the tiny trout's
manifestation of some of life's phe-
nomena.
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Merely Thinking

"Grkat sale, eh?" commented the advance
agent. "Been a line in the lobby for several

hours."

k 7i
:at

FF STEAM

"Same six people, though," explained the

man in the box-office. "Same people you saw
an hour ago. The line is being held up by a

lady who is thinkingof buying a seat."-

—

Wash-
ington Herald.

3
Wanted to Know

Hk—"My father weighed only four pounds
at his birth."

She—"Good gracious! Did he live?"

—

Boston Transcript.

Tiresome

Edith—"Why did you dismiss Mr. Good-
heart?"
Blanch—"Oh, he got so he'd rather sit at

home and hold my hand than take me to the

theatre."—New York Weekly.

Poor Child

Regular Customer—"I shall want a large

quantity of flowers from you next week, for

my daughter's coming-out."
Flower Woman—"Yes, mum. You shall

'ave the very best for 'er, pore dear. Wot
were she put in for?"

—

Punch.

In the Suburbs

"Is Mrs. Gillet a well-informed woman?"
"Well, she's on a party wire."

—

Life.
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A Mortal Blow
"What's the matter with your wife? She's

all broken up lately."

"She got a terrible jar."

"What has happened?"
"Why, she was assisting at a rummage sale,

took off her new hat, and somebody sold it

for thirty-five cents."

—

Washington Herald.

Impossible Demand
"But," her father objected, "you have never

shown that you are capable of supporting a

wife."
"Oh," the young man replied, "if you want

her to marry a widower I'll have to confess

that I can't qualify."

—

Chicago Record-Herald.

The Reason

Rumm—"What the dickens does Congress
mean by authorizing the coining of a half-

cent piece?"
Dumm—"Why, it will enable married women

to have a little change now and then."

—

Cin-

cinnati Enquirer.

More Barbarous Latins

Mrs. Greening—"And what does this statue

represent ?"

Mrs. Browning—"That is Psyche executed

in terra cotta."

Mrs. Greening—"Poor thing ! They are so

barbarous in those South American countries."
—Boston Transcript.
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Reduced Club Rates

Mr. Simmikm \n I- it tnu' that since com-

ing u[> here you've engaged yoursell t" Billy,

Harry, Ed, and George, as well as to myself?
1

Ml A it it

Mb. Sum merman—"Then I'd lik. t>> kimw
it \ u have any objection t" all of its chipping

in to buy tin- engagement ring?"

—

New Orleans

Picayune.

Tiste and Diplomacy

"Sn had hint arrested For ki^m^ hei forci-

bly, and he was I n< 'I $21 "

"Yet tiny arc l; 1 friends now."
"Yes; In- announced in open court that it

was w<>rth the money."

—

Washington Herald.

Identified

"That was the spirit of your uncle that

made that table stand, turn over, and <l" such

queer stunl

"I am nol surprised; he never ili'l havegood
table manners."

—

New Orleans Times-Demo-
crat.

Unimportant

Marion (just from tin- telephone)
—"He

wanted t<> know if we would v;" to the thi

with him, anil I said we would."
Madeleine—"Who was speaking?"
Marion—"Oh, gracious! I forgot to ask."

—Judge.

A Natural Question

A four-year-old listened attentively while
his mother sang :

"They have fitted a slab of granite so Kfay.
" \nd sweet Alice lies under tin- stone."

"Was she mashed, mama?" he asked.

—

rybody*s.

Revenge

Landlady—"You believe in mustard plasters,

doctor ?'

M. D.
—

"Rather! I always order them fur

patients who call me out in the middle of the

night when there's nothing the matter with

'em."—The Scalpel.

Solely a Family Affair

Murphy—"Oi want t<> gel a fusl tuty-

mobile i"t' me woil
\r in I )i mi r—"Long body

"

Murphy—"None of your business! Sin's

built like a barrel, hut < >i didn't come here to

iliscuss her shape will ye."—Puck.

Terrible

"Wanted: A governess who i- a g

stenographer, t" take down tin clever sayings
"t our chihl."

—

Fliegende Blaetter.

Drowning the Storm

Mrs. A. -"What did yunr husband say when
he s;

( \\ the hill fur your new gown?"
Mhfs. B.

—
"I didn't hear. I started t" play

mi the piano."—Boj/om Transcript.

Getting It All

Tin. doctor tulil him he needed carbohy-
drates, pruteiils. anil above all, something
nitrogenous. The doctor mentioned a long

list of t Is for him t" rat. Mr Stagg

nut ami wabbled into a Penn Avenue restau-

rant.

"How about beefsteak?" he askeil the waiter.

"Is that nitrogenou
The waiter didn't know.
"Are fried potatoes rich in carbohydrates or

nol

The waiter couldn't say.

"Well. I'll fix it." declared tin ] r man
iii despair. "Bring me a large plate of hash."

—Pittsburg J '"St.



WHERE ELECTRICITY COMPETES
WITH COAL

By

RANDALL R. HOWARD
T is being demonstrated by the Fed-
eral Government on the Minidoka
Government Reclamation project in

Idaho that electricity can compete
with coal for heating and cooking

purposes.

Of course, conditions are especially

favorable, for this project has what is

stated to be the largest water pumping
plant in the world. A total of ten thou-

sand electrical horsepower is available

during the summer months for lifting

water for the irrigation of forty-eight

thousand acres of land. But this great

quantity of electrical energy is not needed
during the remaining eight months of

the year. Hence it is being sold by the

Reclamation Service to the settlers on
the project, for light, for heat, and for

other domestic uses.

The Government does not purpose to

make a profit from the sale of this sur-

plus electricity, and the winter heating

rate is extremely low—one dollar per

kilowatt month. This amounts to about

thirteen-hundredths of one cent per kilo-

watt hour—while an ordinary rate for

electricity from private companies in

cities is a maximum charge of fifteen

cents and a minimum charge of five cents

per kilowatt hour. The winters are

rather severe in this part of the West,
but the Government rate enables the set-

tler to heat an ordinary room for a total

annual cost of between ten and fifteen

dollars.

The settlers are encouraged to allow

their electric heaters to burn all night,

since the loads on the generators at the

big power plant will be more equalized.

Thus, the householder will have the lux-

ury of a warm room when he arises on
a cold winter morning. He also will find

hot water for coffee, and his oatmeal

ready cooked. The electrical transmis-

sion system has not yet been extended to

all parts of the project, but where it is

extended, even the most humble shacks

and tents may be lighted and heated with

electricity. Ordinarily, electrical appli-

ances for heating and cooking are con-

sidered extreme luxuries, since the first

cost of such household furnishings is

usually very high. But on the Minidoka
project this condition has been met by de-

veloping working models for the manu-
facture of cheap stoves for heating and
cooking.

With the aid of these models a handy
man about the farm may make his own
electric stove. If he does not have the

materials, or is not handy, the village tin-

smith can do the job cheaply. True,

these stoves betray that they are home-
made, but they are efficient and can be
made attractive enough even for a fas-

tidious town or country housewife.

When the transmission lines shall have
been extended to all parts of the project,

this cheap electrical energy will have
many other uses than for heating and
cooking. A certain amount of cheap
power will be available even during the

summer months, and electrical fans will

not be a luxury in the farm houses—to

say nothing about churns, feed choppers,

and wood saws.

This unique electrical power plant that

is competing with coal has a most strat-

egic location. A considerable part of

the regular water flow from the Snake
River had already been appropriated to

use when the engineers of the Reclama-
tion Service located the dam site for the

large Minidoka project. This water was
being taken from the river at a lower

point, hence must be allowed to escape

the Government dam which raises the
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surface of the river thirty-five

i. But there was n< ithing t<

»

prevent Uncle Sam from strip-

ping this appropriated wain • if

it- power, as it passed 1 1 1 1< >n u; 1

1

lii> M mill' ika dam.
Accordingly, tin- largest pow-

er plant <<\ the Reclamation
rvice was constructed, devel-

oping five units "i" two
thousand horsepower

. --<"i
carh. The engi- *pr

neers did not &
•^ti'|i heir. J I

planning to

play t h e

g am e f< >r

all it was
worth.

8 i a i
Tm

\ NEW
Si II LKR.

It I i.\m in mi Snake R i

The water pumpii tern

on the Minidoka project is al-

ready the largest on the conti-

nent. It i- stated that the secon 1

largest pumping plant i- a part of
the city drainage system of New Or-

leans. But the Minidoka giant pumping
plant doe- n« .t suffer in comparison, for

the city pump- at the other corner of the
continent are said to lift only ah. ait one-

half the amount of water raised b) a single oni

the three different pumping stations on the Mini-
doka project.

Each of these three pumping stations lift the
water approximately thirty feet. The sight i- in-

deed most strange -to see wide canal- of water
flowing abruptly into the side of a rfi The
water disappears at the edge of low- cement build-
ings, where the continuous whirr of machinery
may he heard. Hut several hundred feet away, anil

farther up the ridge, streams again boil tip like

great springs, ami are carried off in concrete-lined
The power plant was so constructed that canal-. The first pumping station i-

it- capacity may he doubled, should the thirteen mile- from the Minidoka dam;
need ari-e. A great deal of water goes and the second and the third are resp<

i 'M i a rm Pumping Stai

to waste during the spring Hood How of
the Snake River, and it was gambled that
the time will come when a part of thi-,

water will he stored and conserved for

irrigation. When that time doe- come,
the Minidoka dam will strip more water
of its power, and more electrical energy
will he available for summer irrigation
and to compete with coal during the
winter.

ively a mile and a quarter, and a mile and
a half from the first Station. Some of the
rural residents of Idaho are said to have
been highly skeptical that the slight cop-

per wires would he able to lift the stream
of water from the canal, when the giant
pumping plant- were dedicated, and they
came for mile- to see such a remarkable
wonder a- tin-. Their doubts were
speedily quashed, however.



THE SIZE OF THE SEEDS DISTINGUISHES THE HARDY
FROM THE WORTHLESS.
Hardy catalpa seeds are large.

THE GET-RICH-STEADILY CATALPA
By

HARLAN D. SMITH
HAT C. D. Robinson of

Pawnee City, Nebraska,
did with catalpas was
nothing- unusual but it is

a good instance to cite be-

cause it shows what any farmer can do
on a small piece of land. This is accord-
ing to C. A. Scott, State Forester of Kan-
sas. Mr. Robinson harvested a small

crop of twenty acres not long ago. His
profit was $152.17 an acre, or $3,043.40
for the entire crop. This was above in-

terest on his investment for sixteen years

at five per cent.

In establishing, maintaining, and har-

vesting his grove, Mr. Robinson hired

everything done and paid good wages.

He could easily have done most of the

work himself at odd times and saved
one-half the expense.

Nobody knows how many millions of

rich acres in the Missouri Valley remain
idle year after year because of spasmodic

156

high water. Count only those acres ly-

ing close to river and creek banks—those

very uncertain areas that are excellent

farm land one day and a river bed the

next—and you'll have a good many mil-

lions in your estimate.

Yet on this very waste land a new and
profitable industry will start some of

these days. It will be catalpa growing.
The ever-increasing demand for catalpa

posts and poles will bring it about.

Catalpa growing is not a get-rich-

quick scheme. Requiring eight to six-

teen years for a crop to mature, it isn't

a quick investment. But there is mighty
good money in catalpa growing and
where the soil is good it is practically an
absolutely safe investment.

Some Kansas catalpa plantations are

being harvested now with promises of

large profits. Charles Delker, of Hud-
son, who has one hundred thousand trees,

is cutting posts which he says will bring



I^r£5a
SIXTY THOUSAND POSTS WORTH FROM FIVE TO FIFTEEN I ENTS APIECE AND 650 KICK

STOVEWOOD WERE SECURED FROM TWENTY ACR]

a gross income of five hundred dollars an
acre. VV. W. Hall. \\h<> also lives near
Hudson, has a plantation of sixty thou-
sand trees.

"I will begin to cut mine in two years,"
Mr. Hall said. "I expect to harvest
five hundred dollars' worth to the acre.

During the lasl eighl or ten year- while
you are waiting for the crop to mature
you don'1 have togive the tree- any care.

1 believe it beat- wheat raising on my
land."

The catalpa speciosa or "hardy catal-

pa" is the only catalpa worth planting,
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Kansas' State Forester says. The more
common species, catalpa catalpa, is not

profitable. It is a very difficult matter to

determine if seedlings purchased for

planting are true to name. Seedlings of

all species are so much alike that it is

practically impossible to tell one from an-

other. It is only from the characteristics

of the mature trees or the seeds that the

common and the hardy species can be

determined, definitely. And then it re-

quires a close comparison of the points

of identification.

One-year-old seedlings are the most
satisfactory for extensive plantings. At
this age the young plants are strong

enough to establish themselves readily in

their new location, and to make a good
growth the first season. They also can
be planted at a much less expense at this

age than when two years old. The ca-

talpa is very readily transplanted, and
with proper care a full stand is easily ob-

tained.

Catalpas grow naturally in deep, rich

soil, along creeks and rivers. Conse-
quently, they reach their best develop-

ment in rich, well-drained bottom lands.

It is an entirely safe proposition to plant

catalpa trees in any soil that will produce
a good corn crop. Gumbo, poorly drained
soils, or high, dry land is not desirable

for these trees. The general impression
that catalpas require a sandy soil to at-

tain the best development is erroneous,

Mr. Scott says. A sandy loam or a sandy
soil with a clay or loam subsoil are all

right, but sandy soils with coarse sand or

gravel subsoil are not at all suitable.

Six by six feet is the distance usually

recommended for planting the young
trees. This spacing is the most satisfac-

tory when all the trees in the plantation

are to be grown until they are sixteen or

eighteen years old. But if some of the

trees are to be cut for pc»sts or other pur-

poses as soon as they are large enough,
and these cut promiscuously throughout
the plantation, the stand is left so open
that grass and weeds soon gain a foot-

ing and the trees around the opening
develop heavy limbs instead of tall,

straight trunks. Too wide spacing al-

lows heavy limbs to develop near the

ground and as a result the best form for

post or pole production is not thus ob-
tained.

Where intensive methods are to be
practiced, the trees may be spaced three

and one-half by seven feet. By the time
the trees are eight or ten years old they

will be crowding one another badly, and
one-half of them should then be cut.

When the plantation is thinned, the re-

maining trees are left seven by seven

feet, which is sufficient room to permit
them to reach full development. Crowd-
ing during their early period of growth
is very beneficial as it causes the trees

to develop clean, straight stems free

from heavy limbs.

It is quite a common practice among
catalpa growers to raise a crop of corn

between the tree rows the first year. The
corn usually more than pays for the cost

of cultivating the trees and thus reduces

the cost of producing the timber.

Catalpas require little care. After the

third year no cultivation is necessary.

You must just be patient and wait for

the profits. Of course it will be wise to

see that the plantation is protetced from
fire and live stock. The danger of injury

by fire is not great unless there is a

growth of grass or weeds on the ground.
The litter from the trees does not accum-
ulate in sufficient abundance to carry de-

structive fires. Live stock of any kind is

harmful to the trees. It is best not to

allow any animals to range on the planta-

tion.

When sixteen or eighteen years old,

catalpas will yield three general fencing

posts to the tree. The trees that are cut

out when eight or ten years old are large

enough to make one post apiece besides

considerable stove wood. If the trees

are cut while they are in a good, thrifty

condition, the sprouts from the stumps
will yield a second crop of posts in from
fourteen to sixteen years. This second

crop will nearly equal the first in num-
ber of posts and value. They will be

straighter and freer from limbs than the

posts from the first cutting, and quite as

durable. Because it requires practically

no attention the second crop is. the most
profitable. It's like waiting on a paid up
endowment policy. And fully as safe,

the Kansas forester says.



FIRST CITY TO HAVE
WIRELESS

I_|< >\< U.ri.r. the capital of
* the 1 lawaiian [slands, i-

•>;ii*l to have been the first city

in the world to use wireless

jraphy as a means of com-
municating over land for any
distance. The illustration shows

I; would take the

whole strength of a

man to Split this

block but the ma-
chine does it easily.

The hatchet resting

on the block i

•

ha- the shape of a

str< mg, -harp wedge.
The splitting of the

wh

WIRELESS -I \TION AT HONOLULU HAWAII.

tlu- first station—near Honolulu—that

:ii overland wireless-message send-

ing. It should ho remembered and re-

corded as well as the more famous,
but nn more justly so, wireless stations.

Even if Honolulu, as in the event of a

war with the Japanese, for instance,

should have all other communication with

the American continent cut off, there

would still he the wireless. Wireless
communication i- now held with the

United States.

ELECTRIC KINDLING
MACHINE

"T"! I IS new device i-

I" >rn i >f the m
sity of l^ i

\- i t i lt the

farmer help in

strenuous day's

work. The ma-
chine is a Ger-
man invention

The strong

iron frame
in the fore-

»und i s m
nnected

with an ir<>n

anvil on
w h ich a

block of
wood rests.

*

Machine That Chops Wood with Ki.fctricity.

block i> accomplished principally by the

natural weight of the wedge which i> in-

creased by the iron piece on it> top.

The machine i- driven by an electric

motor. The power i- derived from an

electric circuit, and on turning the lever

of the auto-starter, the splitting of the

wood begins. The transmission of the

power from the motor to the kindling

machine i- by mean- of a belt. On the

motor being started, the hatchet is raised

and goes rapidly down by mean- of a

special mechanism within the machine.

Another arrangement for binding the

wood into a »nvenient bundles, when
split, is shown on the right side

of the picture. The v

is put into the semi-circle

of the iron frame
on a chain. This
chain is tightened

by mean- of a lever

S< i that the pi< i

are brought cl<

ther and the

binding is thus easi-

ly accomplished.

The farm
lad with his

chore- after

hours would
n n question-

ably appre-

ciate t hi -

device.
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NEW STYLE
BAG FILLER

AN IMMENSE
ANT-HILL

A BAG filler
** has recently

IN certain parts of
* western Wash-

been invented in ^^»^^" ington these im-

Maine, which, it is mense ant hills are

claimed, surpasses Monster Turtle at the New York Aquarium. found, sometimes

anything of the measuring six feet

kind hitherto invented in this line. in height by four in width. They are

The machine has one motion up, to built, usually at the base of a tree, by a

clutch, and one motion down to release large black ant, out of dried fir and pine

the bag, something that nearly ever other needles. This one had an outside layer

bag filler, if indeed not all, lack. It will

hold any size of bag.

It is not expensive. It sets on any or-

dinary platform scale and the cost is not

over fifteen dollars.

It can be worked
in different ways,

round on the side

or in any direction.

A large amount of

material can be

handled with it

and it does away
with the scoop
business. It fills

every part of the

bag. It gives a free

and unobstructed

surface to place the

bag and has an in-

complete ring that

drops on the

and grips it

either large or

small bags.

bag
using

A Revolver with Searchlight Attachment.

It is connected with a small electric battery, carried in

the pocket, and has attached to it a small, but strong

electric lighting apparatus. It can be made, by pressing

on a button, to throw a powerful searchlight a con-

siderable distance. If the householder is surprised at

night by burglars he can throw the light upon the intruders

and take careful aim while he remains in darkness him-

self and offers no target.

of small twigs and is about five feet high,

with very many paths made by the ants,

running to it from all directions. The
little creatures must have done an enor-

mous amount of work.

MONSTER
LOGGERHEAD

TURTLE
"THE New York
* Aquarium re-

cently put on ex-

hibition a monster
loggerhead turtle

weighing about
four hundred
pounds and of a

length of nearly six

feet. This giant

was taken by a

turtle schooner,

several hundred
miles off Key West.
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as the ground was o \\

u ith nuts he sampled them
and found them t< i It equal,

it" not superior, to any of

tin- in.- varietii

The thought immediately
urred t" him thai if he

pn ipagated si ime trees from
this hardy trie In- undoubt-
edly would have a hardy
variety that would with-

stand the winters "f the

Northern United States.

i itbs1 menac1
in War i hi

OMB-1 )k> IPPING
A I- KoI'l. VNB.

Lieutenant Boumh><-i flew in windy
He I und tti.it .1 —

1
1 v: I t i:\ivt was

enough to di\i-rt the t><>mt> from the
tilU

PARENT TREE OF
WALNUT INDUSTRY
TTI IE parent tree of the
A English walnut indus-

try of the Eastern United
States is located at

in the town i >f Lock-
port

How i in Bombs Wi Pi acbo
in Position.

I lis success has attracted

the attention of the I de-

partment of Agriculture,
which has looked into the

territory in the Eastern

United States, and reports

that there is a large area

suitable for growing this

hardy variety.

LlHUTKN WT MARLFBR1 PILOTING
Tin-: Bomb-Throwing Aeroplane.

It had been generally be-

lieved that this much prized

species of nut could only
be grown in a warm cli-

mate, but while in Phila-

delphia in 1876, during the

Centennial. Norman l'oni-

eroy of Lockport, X. Y.,

was surprised to seea large
English walnut tree grow-
ing in the yard of the place

where he was staying, and Parent English Walnut Trkk at LrxKPoRT. N. V.

lf,l



PARK IN LOS ANGELES WHERE EMPLOYES WORK ON THE BONUS SYSTEM.

A

BONUS SYSTEM FOR PARR
EMPLOYES

I OS ANGELES, California, has a sys-
*—* tern of paying a bonus to park em-
ployes every month, which repays the

c o m paratively

small outlay

b y increased

efficiency and
economy
among- the
caretakers.
The park
which is kept
in the best or-

der at the least

p r oportionate
cost is known
as the banner
park for the

month, and each employe of that park oyster contained a pearl, and if nothing-

receives an additional' five dollars in his were discovered the oyster might be put

Day

of increasing efficiency among the men,
and pays well in the long run.

X-RAY TO FIND PEARLS
SIDE from surgical purposes, the

only use found for the X-ray is said

to be in the

pearl industry

It could be

used in this

connection to

locate the beau-

t i f u 1 orna-
ments. Instead

of destroying

the oyster to

ascertain if it

contains pearls,

the rays might
be used to show
whether the

Laborers Working on the Bonus System Were Found
to Increase in Efficiency.

pay envelope.

The bonus system is also used on the

aqueduct to an even

greater extent, and has

resulted in great sav-

ing in time, and there-

fore in money. On this

big undertaking the bo-

nus is paid for results

;

that is, a gang of la-

borers which does more
than the specified

amount of drilling or

digging in the month
receives extra pay
therefor. It is a just

and far-sighted method

back
grow

Pipe Which Sir Walter Raleigh, the First
Englishman Reported to Have Smoked
Tobacco, Is Supposed to Have Used.

into the sea so ' as to continue to

This procedure would preserve

almost countless num-
bers of oysters that are

annually destroyed.

Doubtless many of

the discoveries made
by scientists in their

laboratories could be

put to practical use if

there were but some
way to bring these dis-

coveries directly before

the public. Too often,

however, years pass by
before intelligent atten-

tion is given them.
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RAILROAD CROSSING AND
LOCK COMBINED

By

CHARLES M . NIL E S

Tl
I E two greal arteries of com-

merce in New York State

the New York Central Rail-

road and the barge canal

—

will cross each other at a point

five mik-s east of (Jtica. The level oi

canal and railroad will be about the same,

but a crossing at grade was obviously im-

practicable. So the railroad nun and the

>tatc engineers got together and planned

a combined lock and crossing, whereby

the canal will be lowered twenty-one feel

and pass under the railroad to the lower

land near the Mohawk River. This novel

structure, with its approaches, will re-

quire huge walls of concrete a quarter of a

mile Ion-- and nearly fifty feet in height.

Panama hasn't got very much on that.

'Idle lock chamber will he of standard

barge canal dimensions—328 feet long

ami 45 feet wide—permitting

the lockage of two 1600-ton

barges at one time. The
-ravel foundation is

so firm that piling

i s unnecessary

hut the lock
chamber will he

floored w i t h

three feet of

solid concrete.

A greal steel

bridge will

carry the four

tracks of the

N e w Vurk
Central act'

the canal just he-

low the lower gal

The lock will he

filler 1 and emptied by
culverts passing through
the side walls. Small ports

open from the culverts into

the lock chamber at regu-

In rm I."< k Cm wii

The concrete mixing i w< r is si

in tin- backurnund.

lar intervals. The flow of water in tin

culverts will be controlled by iron valves.

Snubbing posts and iron ladders will he

set in the concrete walls, for the con-

venience of boatmen using the lock.

While the crossing is under construc-

tion, thi' New York Central tracks arc

being carried around the work- b) a

tour a third of a mile in length. A branch

from the railroad parallels the lock sit,-,

thus facilitating the unloading of sup-

plies. The entire construction plant is

conveniently arranged and up-to-date.

The work is progressing steadily, and the

new crossing will probably he in use this

fall.

The material excavated from tin- ap-

proaches is used in making concrete. \

-team shovel scoops up the -ravel and

deposits it iii automatic dump cars, which

are whisked away by dinkey

locomotives to the "laun-

ry." Tins apparatus

li >< iks like a confused

jumble of chutes

and screens ; hut-

it is saving the

contractor s

thousands of

d< 'liar- by con-

verting ordi-

nary ,U l' '! V c 1

into first-class

aggregate for

Q o 11 C r C t e .

\ f te r being
d u m p e d into

arge hoppers at

the top, the gravel

passes throu gh a

of revolving

screens while jets . ,f water
play upon it. In this man-
ner the sand and stone are

cleansed and assorted.
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THE GERMAN ATLANTIC LINER IMPERATOR. HER CAPTAIN. HANS RUSER, AND ONE OF
HER VERANDA CAFES.
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A ROMAN BATH ON THE IMPERATOR,

WORLD'S BIGGEST SHIP

IN
the presence of the Emperor of

Germany and a notable gathering

the steamship Imperator, of the

Hamburg - American Line, was
launched recently at Hamburg. The

new liner, which establishes new stand-

ard.-- for size, luxury and— it is claimed

—

safety at sea, will enter the North At-

lantic service early next year. The
I mperator's length of 900 feet and her

tonnage of 50,000 render her the largest

ship in the world. She is to he followed

by two sister ships of about the same size.

The Imperator is built with a double

bottom, extending her entire length. In

addition -he will have coal hunkers at

the sides, practically giving her a double

skin, rendering her a ship within a ship.

The Imperator \< a!-" equipped with

many transverse bulkheads whose doors

are controlled by hydraulic power from

the bridge, and can he closed simultane-

ously within a few seconds by touching a

lever. A complete system of electrical

communication extends throughout the

ship, thus placing the officer on the bridge

in instant control with any part of the

ship. 1 ler owners declare that she will

carrv sufficient lifeboats of the latest de-

sign tn provide ample accommodation for

passengers and crew. The wireless ap-

paratus mi the Imperator. it i- asserted,

will he the most powerful of any ship in

the world and will he in constant service

at all hours of the day and night, to

receive or scud messages.

To drive this immense steel vessel it

will he necessary to install engines ca-

pable of developing 70.000 horsepower.

The Imperator is not expected to estab-

lish a new time record for crossing the

Atlantic. She will be driven at an aver-

age speed of about --" _• knots an hour.

She will have four propellers driven by

the turbine engines.

Probably the /mperator's most unique

feature will be a magnificent swimming
pool, reproducing with great fidelity a lux-

urious Roman bath. This cabin is two
Stories or decks in height, and surround-

ed by a broad gallery. The ceiling of

the bath is carried out in marble and

bronze. For those desiring special pri-

vacy, beautiful suite- are provided, in-

cluding a private veranda or deck. These
ocean "apartments" as they may be

called, consist of drawing room, bed

room and dining room.
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WHEN THE STORM SEWER
CHORES

Wl I AT happens when a storm sewer is

choked with more water than it can

carry is shown in this photograph of a

Los Angeles street, taken after a heavy

rain. The water flooding the storm sewer

developed a pressure that forced a heavy

iron man-hole out of place, and a geyser

was formed that inundated the surround-

ing streets.

STEAM MOTOR TRUCK
•"THE motor truck shown in the illus-

* tration was made by its owner for

less than twenty dollars. All its parts

were gathered together from discarded

scrap iron. It is of ten-horsepower, with

two simple engines working at right

angles, in locomotive style. The maxi-

mum speed on a level road is twelve miles

per hour. It has low speed for a heavy

pull or for hill climbing. The weight of

the machine, with necessary coal and

water for its operation, is one-half ton.

The inventor uses his device to saw his

neighbors' wood and to haul produce.

Automobilists, in their modern ma-
chines, stare in wonder as they pass the

strange looking vehicle on the highway.

A Flooded Sewer That Burst through a Manhole
into the Street above, at Los Angeles. Cal.

There is a joy in constructing one's

own machines that the man who buys

does not experience. At first thought

the impression is obtained that this steam
motor truck is something for nothing.

Reflection will show, however, that its

inventor put into it a good deal more
than merely so many parts, and so much
labor. He had to have the knack, the

ingenuity, the skill to do this. The point,

however, that the thing is there to do,

and can be done by the man who has the

eyes to see, and the patience to execute,

is the one striking thing that every one

should dwell upon when considering a

piece of work of this sort. It must have

been a very slow process to accumulate

the parts.

HOME MADE MOTOR TRUCK THAT COST LESS THAN TWENTY DOLLARS.



MKXK'AN FOREST
RAILWAY

MEXIO > has only re-

cently entered on a

period of industrial devel-

opment, as prepared by

the installation of a com-

prehensive railway sys-

tem. As, li " w e v e r .
the

coal mines of the coun-

try proved insufficient to

supply fuel for the opera-

lion of these railroads, the

immense forests covering

the heights, especially in

the Stair of Michoacan,

had t" he drawn upon on

a lai ale. the more 50

a- there was also a demand
for lumber and railroad

tic-. This induced the own-

er- of one of the largesl

estates, the hacienda San

J< >a< |ihn Jaripeo, \<> con-

struct a forest railroad, or

rather a network of such,

from the hacienda to

1 luingi i Railway Station—
a distance of 14.'' miles

—

and a number of narrow-

gauged branches or feeder

ft estli ' Iveb a Deep G

A Pioneer Trip Down a Narrow Gauge Mexican Forest Railroad.

lines radiating from the

ite through the forests

to he exploited, these latter

to he shifted ami moved as

desired. Saw mills were in-

stalled at the hacienda it -elf.

The installation of this

railway system was en-

trusted t<> a Pittsburg con-

cern. \- there was no

skilled labor to he had. any

points involving heav)

cavation or extensive fills

and blasting of rock were

avoided a- far as possible,

a line being elu >sen with an

average downward grade

of live per rent. This al-

lowed locomotives of the

ordinary type to he em-

ployed, while leaving suffi-

cient tractive power to haul

hack the empty ears. The
excavation work wa- done

entirely by hand lahor, by

%1
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using- pick and shovel,

with the aid of Y-

shaped dump-cars and

of portable tracks,

which outfits were light

enough to be handled

by a few men on any
ground. On account

of the abundance of

fine timber, trestling

was clone wherever pos-

sible.

The only work done
by the locomotive on
the downward trip from
the hacienda obviously

consists of controlling

the traveling speed of

the train by its braking
power.
The most notewor-

thy point about this

railway system is that

no extensive plant was
required for construc-

tion and that everything was built by

unskilled labor through a wild and moun-
tainous country.

BABY CHIMPANZEE THAT
ROLLER SKATES

COME time ago Dr. William Howard
^ Furness, Jr., of Wallingford, Pa., son

of the distinguished Shakesperean scholar

of that name, agreed with Dr. Carl Wit-

:-.*<««£

IA Cut through a Hill.

The most interesting

feature of the educa-

tion of the apes, in the

opinion of some vis-

itors to the Walling-

ford home, is that they

can articulate with per-

fect distinctness simple

words like "papa" and
"mama."
"Say papa," Dr. Fur-

ness will say to Borneo,

one of the baby apes.

Borneo will immedi-
ately close her not very

prepossessing mouth
and repeat the word
uttered by her owner.
In the same way she will

say "mama" when re-

quested. Simple re-

quests such as patting

the head of the doctor,

or "making a nigger

lip," or expectorating

when instructed to do so, Borneo com-
plies with at once and without the slight-

est hesitation. She will also select blocks

of any color from a heap of blocks or

pick out a certain letter from a mass of

letters without apparent effort. Dr.

Furness will ask the visitor to make the

choice of color or letter so that there

can be no possibility of Borneo merely

following a set rule to select certain col-

ors or letters in rotation. All these things

Borneo has learned from Dr. Furness,

mer of the University of Pennsylvania his education having been directed alto-

to make an exhaustive experiment to de- gether at Wallingford place.

termine how far the reasoning

faculty can be developed in

apes. Dr. Furness went to

the East Indies and selected

from captured animals for

sale there a young orang-

outang and a baby chimpan-

zee. With these as his trav-

eling companions he returned

to America and established

the apes in a small house on

his estate at Wallingford, Pa.

The result of a long series of

experiments with the two
young apes, both mere babies,

goes a long way to demon-
strate that the monkey tribe

have reasoning powers.
An Ape on Roller

Skates.

Mimi, the chimpanzee, has

accomplishments all her own.
These accomplishments amuse
not only herself but others as

well.

Mimi finds her greatest de-

light in roller skating. She
will cackle with joy when the

skates are brought out and sit

patiently while Dr. Furness
fastens them to the feet. Then
she will get up and skate furi-

ously up and down the smooth
zinc floor of the little room.

Her agility makes roller skat-

ing come very natural to

Mimi. she finding no difficulty

in balancing herself.



TO KEEP AUTO OR
CAR GLASS CLEAN
A -\'< >VEL, "clear-view"
**• safet) appliance has

been devised, as show in

the accompanying illustra-

tion, for applying to the

motorman's vestibule win-

dow ni-1i of an electric car

to remove the snow, sleet or

rain, giving him a clear

view of the track ahead.

This most ]. radical device

is applicable to any sash such

that of a railway engi-

Oni 01 mii Im
rlP

III II' \ 1 I III

i S.Station
\ i LARAMI

\\ ,

II II. ...

Ihi. illy

well in the arid n
eions '

i the W

I in- I >i \

Keeps Auto
Windows Ci sab
. i] M 1-1 "i<

Rain.

neer's cab, a steamship pilot-

house or an automobile wind

A Gasqlins Electric Ferry Boat with
an Alto, on THE LOWER mink.

Fran i

There are a namber <>f such boats in regular
service and thi-y are said to give

excellent satisfaction.

7',9
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shield. It cleans both sides of the glass

at the same time by a single movement
and is easy to operate. It would seem to

be of great value in preventing accident:'

during the misty or rainy weather often.

encountered.

.*

MIDSUMMER SKIING
""FN ERE are not many spots in this

* country where the "sport of the Nor-

ways" can be enjoyed during midsummer
months; but there is, at least, one such

place ; this one being- Crater Lake Na-
tional Park, in southern Oregon. This

park, one of the least known of Uncle

Sam's playgrounds, is situated on the up-

per ranges of the Cascade Mountains.

Here snowballing and ski-

ing may be indulged in ^-v^^
during July and

August, so tardily

melts the deep
s n o w. In some
portions of the

park, particularly

the protected can-

yons, snow remains

to a depth of sev-

eral feet through-
,, How the Potato Diggk

out the summer. set
r and Harvester Looks
Up.

Midsummer Skiing in Crater Lake Park. Oregon,

The Bucket of the Harvester Does Five Differs
ent Things at the Same Time.

The favorable

skiing slopes are

the open fields and
plateaus above the

timber line. Many
of these are vast

in extent, making
it possible for one

to journey much of

the distance round
Crater Lake by
skis, some forty-

five miles. It is necessary, of course, to

make wide detours to avoid the high

bluffs and steep ascents. There are any

number of places where a swift glide of

a mile or more, terminating with a leap

at the bottom, may be had.

MACHINE DIGS AND BAGS
POTATOES

A NEW potato harvester has been in-

** vented by a Maine man. It weighs

600 pounds and runs very easily.

This harvester works by an endless

chain movement with buckets pivoted on

one end. There are hooks on the top

edge of the bucket that hold the vines

clear of the potatoes. The bucket is five

inches deep.

The machine has a bag attachment that

is quickly and easily operated and the

machine does not have to be stopped in

order to change the bag.
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WAITIV. FOR THE SIGNAL TO BEGIN Till RUSH FOR GOLD.

REAL ESTATE BUYERS DIG
FOR GOLD

I7< 'l Iv thousand ur
*

1 < 1 diggers on a two-
A

icre lot near Los Angeles, recently,

reminded the spectator of the days of

the gold rush in California. It was a

clever piece of salesmanship on the part

of the owner of the newly developed

tract to draw the crowds to his opening
sale, and it succeeded in luring thousands
when he announced in the newspapers
that five "pots of gold" were buried on
his tract and a chance to dig would be

given to all comers. The treasure con-

sisted of five twenty-dollar gold pi<

cadi of which was placed in a five-gallon

oil can and buried a few inches below

HUNTING FOR THE HIDDEN GOLD COINS
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the surface. The field was then plowed

and harrowed so that no trace of the dig-

ging i "iterations remained on the surface.

When the crowds arrived by trolley,

auto or motorcycle, a brass band and a

corps of salesmen were ready to welcome

the gold-diggers and the greater part of

the day passed in selling lots, to the ex-

tent, is is claimed, of $50,000. Field

agents were stationed at little tables under

a row of flagpoles, and each table was
surrounded by a group of visitors who
registered their names, secured informa-

tion about the lots and in many cases

placed their first payment on a lot.

About three o'clock the gold digging

began. Each visitor was furnished with

a sharp stick, about three feet long, with

Remarkable Piece of Whittling.

which to locate the buried "pot of gold"

by vigorous prodding in the loose soil.

A pistol shot was the signal for the

crowd to enter the wired enclosure in

which the five twenties were hidden, and
at the report four thousand men, women
and children made a rush that enveloped

the field in a cloud of dust, and jabbed

away for the coin. It was there, but not

as easy to find as was expected and fully

half an hour elapsed before the five

double eagles had been unearthed. The
happiest of all the lucky ones was
"Mickey," a newsboy, who fell on his

knees and threw the dirt behind him
like a puppy digging in a gopher hole,

and finally brought up the coin with a

delighted "Gee
!"

EXPERT WHITTLING

/*"YNE of the very best examples^ of whittling is that by Mr.
George W. Lockwood, Long
Ridge, Stamford, Connecticut.

The favorite object for expert

whittling is to cut a piece of but-

ternut shaped like a broomstick

into swivels, hour glasses, hooks
and intricate chains. There are

many whittlers who have more
or less successfully made these,

but most of their work lacks the

finished appearance that Mr.
Lockwood's has, and probably

no other whittler has attempted

so complicated a construction of

links. The one entitled to the

name of masterpiece is a marvel-

ous formation of links within

links. Yet in the entire con-

struction, only one piece of wood
was used, and the result is

without a break or even a

crack.

Skill with the knife seems to

have aroused the admiration of

and stirred to emulation many
in America, ranging in years all

the way from youth to old age.

The most remarkable sort of

things have been thus brought

forth from the making of fans

that actually open and close,

to such perfect works of art as

this carving by Mr, Lockwood,



GIRL AVIATOR Wild WEARS TROUSERS.
Miss D r thy Prcnti i I the pupils at the Ewen school I it Hendon. England, In common with thi

male pupils bI trousers. A woman • annot ol i ourse seriously take u i> flying il hampered bj skirts.

LARGEST LOCOMOTIVE IN
THE WORLD

TTHE Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway Company has had this en-

gine built t'<>r heavy freight service. It

weighs old, in pounds, and with the

tender the weight is 850,000 pounds. The
length of the wheel base of engine and
tender is 108 feel 1 ~s inches.

The cylinders vary in size from 28 t<>

32 inches in diameter. There arc 500

feed water tubes in the boiler, each 2 .

inclio in diameter, while there arc 177

fire tubes of the same diameter. The fire-

box has 249.5 square feet of heating sur-

face and the grate area measures 81.9

square feet.

This big engine has twenty driving

wheels, each 57 inches in diameter. < >il

is the fuel used to provide heal for the

boiler, 4,000 gallons "(' which may be

carried in the tender, which also has ca-

pacity for 12,000 gallons of water.

SAID TO RF. THF I.XROFST LOCOMOTIVE IN THK WORLD.
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DOLLS FOR CANDY BOXES

Tlll^ latest thing produced by the de-

mand for novelty in fancy gifts is

the little lady of the candy-box, a hollow

doll of most elaborate makeup, dressed

in toilette quite as beautiful as anything

to be seen on Paris boulevards. Varying

in size, according to the amount of con-

fections they are expected to hold, these

little toys are extremely dainty and fetch-

in--, the costume is complete, from

ostrich-feather to silk hose, from real

lace collar to the latest form of shopping-

bag. The pictures shown herewith will

give an idea of the extravagant elegance

of some of them, and of the labor and

care necessary to please the whimsical

taste of the buyers. Some of the dolls

alone cost from" twenty to fifty dollars.

Both dressing and posing are the work

of artists who command money for their

work and the result is that the creations

are genuinely artistic as well as pretty.

COMPARATIVE ILLITERACY

CONSIDERED without qualifying

circumstances, the latest official re-

ports indicate that only three persons out

of ten thousand in Germany are unable

to read or write, while the proportion of

illiteracy in Great Britain is 150 per 10,-

000 as against 770 per 10,000 in the

United States. These figures are based

on a comparison of illiteracy among some
of the leading nations which has just

been made and issued for free distribu-

tion by the United States Bureau of Edu-
cation. The Bureau has used the pre-

liminary figures of the 1910 census for

this country, and the latest official reports

available for the others.

Although America seems to make a

bad third in the comparison, the Bureau

of Education's publication calls attention

to circumstances which tend to put a

much better face upon the matter. Thus,

the American figures include the entire

population more than ten years of age,

while the German figures cover only

the army recruits, and the British sta-

tistics are based on data drawn wholly

from official marriage registers. Hence
the German and British statistics deal

only with adults, and generally speaking,

with physically and mentally normal

adults, while the United States census in-

cludes without discrimination everyone

above the ten-year age limit.

Again, the United States has a large

population of colored persons.

In White Juppe-Culotte
Skirt. Trimmed with

Expensive Lace. Tying Her Shoestring.

Parisian Working Girl
in an Up to Date

Costume.



THE MEN WHO MAKE
THE MAGAZINE

J'

'MX I.. COWAN, representative of the

Rocky Mountain 'section, is a resident of

Denver. He is interested especially in agri-

cultural development. \c\\ ways of making
money unthought of until some enterprising

Westerner pounced upon them and began
show the country what there was in these new
methods, Mr. Cowan is particularly happ) in

setting forth. Formerly living in California,

he has, therefore, a wide and intimate knowl
edge of the West, not only with reference to

the plateau regions, but with respecl to the

wonderland of the Pacific t !oast.

pR WK C. I" UG, of Seattle, Washington,
is an enthusiastic and patriotic son of the

great Northwest. He has studied nol only the

economic problems of this region, from the
viewpoint of the man of today, but has delved
into history t<» threw new lighl upon them.
Such, for instance, was his treatment in his

article in the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGA-
ZINE, some little time ago, on the ol<

Ejon Trail.

John I . Cowan.

Mr. Doig loves almosl as well as his

writings, possibly even more so, his dogs
and his chickens. He likes to keep close
to nature and the land

FRANK C. DOIG.



ARTHUR CHAPMAN.

The lure of the hunt few men of the vigorous, active sort can resist. Indeed it may well be a mooted question

whether it is best this call be resisted. Response to it helps to maintain in the lace some oi the more admirable quali-

ties of our primitive forbears. Arthur Chapman reflects in his writings some of the fresh, sturdy characteristics that

one fond of the chase might be expected to show. He is direct, handles his subject with a fresh imagination and gives

to the apparently commonplace a suggestion ol its true value and significance.

p EORGE F. STRATTON writes
^-* only when brimming full of

his subject and, hence, with

a whole-hearted enthusiasm.

He is another member
of what may be called

our Rocky Mountain
group of writers.

He lives near Salt

Lake City, Utah.
Naturally, in the

somewhat arid en-

vironment of that

section, the minds of

thoughtful men are

turned largely to-

ward the problems of

irrigation and conser-

vation.- Mr. Stratton has

favored us on several occa-

sions with excellent articles

dealing with these subjects,
George F. Stratton.

set forth in a style of so charming
and pleasing a nature as to be well

worthy to be classed as litera-

ture.

His imagination does not

seem to take a violent

grip on things, but

rather closes in upon
i them gently, so

:.. that the reader is

led by easy, pleas-

Jant paths into the

new scenes that Mr.
Stratton is always

ready to show. He
has a most agreeable

way of presenting

things. His articles

leave a pleasant memory.
Mr. Stratton will have fur-

ther offerings in the near

future.
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